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ROMAN COINS OF LONDON FROM
THE FALMOUTH HOARD

LORD STEWARTBY

THE Royal Cornwall Gazette of Friday, 21 April, 1865, in col. 3 on page 8, reports the discovery 
of  a large hoard of  Roman coins ‘on Tuesday last’ (i.e. 18 April) at Pennance Farm in the 
parish of Budock, just south of Falmouth. In other sources different dates in the fi rst half  of 
1865 have been suggested for this fi nd, but in referring to an event that occurred only three 
days earlier the local newspaper’s statement may probably be taken as reliable. It seems likely 
that many of the coins were rapidly dispersed. The notice in the Gazette concludes by saying 
that ‘Mr. John Burton, china merchant, 21, Market Street, has upwards of 200 in his posses-
sion, and would be happy to show them to anyone interested in such antiquities’. Burton was 
a well-known dealer in curiosities in Falmouth at the time, his premises being called The Old 
Curiosity Shop.

Published information about the contents of the hoard is sparse. Carson and Kent in 1956 
mentioned it only in passing, as an example of an early hoard of little value to modern students 
because of the lack of detailed information about what it contained.1 General familiarity with 
the hoard and its contents has not been assisted by the decision to include the relevant entry 
in Robertson’s Inventory under Budock, the parish where it was found, rather than under 
Falmouth, the name by which the hoard is universally known.2 A brief  report of the fi nd was 
contributed by F.W. Madden to the Numismatic Chronicle in 1865.3 Madden observed, as rele-
vant to the date of burial of the hoard, that there were no coins of Licinius in a parcel of 391 
coins from the hoard that had been forwarded from Falmouth by Mr. Shirstone, Inspector 
Cornwall Constabulary, to the Duchy of Cornwall Offi ce. A breakdown by rulers of the coins 
in the parcel sent to the Duchy was included in Madden’s notice, and is reproduced in the fi rst 
column of Table 1 below.

More information about the hoard was contained in the thirty-fi fth Annual Report of the 
Royal Cornwall Polytechnic Society,4 where many of the coins had been exhibited. A ‘very 
elaborate description and catalogue’ by Mr Thomas Hodgkin had accompanied the exhibition, 
of which the account printed in the Annual Report was no more than a ‘short abridgement by 
the Editor’. According to this account, 

two labourers named Tripp and Tallack, whilst engaged in ploughing the eastern part of a fi eld forming part of 
Pennance Farm, near Falmouth, discovered a number of coins surrounded by some black material which crum-
bled in their hands. The fi eld in question is number 734a. in the Tithe Commutation Map of Budock parish. The 
number of coins discovered amounted to nearly 1000, and very exaggerated notions as to their value became 
current. Misapprehensions also prevailed in reference to the true ownership of the coins, and an untenable claim 
was made by the authorities of the Duchy of Cornwall. In the result the police got hold of a large number, and 
the rest were dispersed. At length, after a very long and troublesome negociation, Mr. Howard Fox succeeded in 
procuring those which were in the possession of the police, and a considerable number of those which had been 
dispersed, and the whole so recovered are now in the possession of Mr. Robert Fox, of Falmouth.

‘The coins preserved as an entire collection and exhibited at the Polytechnic Exhibition in 
1867’ were listed in the Annual Report under rulers, as in the second column of the table here. 
The third column records the number of such coins described in the Report as being without 
exergual marks, and the fourth column the number of coins of each ruler listed when the Fox 
coins were eventually sold at auction. The fi gures in the third column, without mintmarks, 

 1 Carson and Kent 1956, 86, no. 11.
 2 Robertson 2000, 242, no. 997.
 3 NC 1865, pp. 318–9.
 4 Annual report 1867, 71–3.



2 ROMAN COINS OF LONDON

may be taken as approximating to the totals of unmarked coins of the London mint for the 
relevant period (from c.AD 296 to 307). The only exception to this is that there exist unmarked 
coins with a bare bust of the four original Tetrarchs which are generally known as ‘Continental 
Unmarked I’ and considered to have been struck at Lugdunum, or some other continental 
mint. These coins are only distinguished from early unmarked coins of the London mint by 
lettering and style of portrait, but they are not common and it is unlikely that there would 
have been more than a very few of them in a hoard such as Falmouth buried many years 
later.

TABLE 1. Coins of the Falmouth Hoard recorded in the parcels of 1865, 1867 and 1970, by ruler.

 Duchy parcel Exhibited 1867 Without exergual Christie’s
 1865  marks 1970

Gallienus   5   5    4
Postumus    1    1
Claudius II    4    4
Laelianus    1
Aurelian   1   2    2
Victorinus   2   1    1
Tetricus    1    1
Tacitus   2   4    4
Probus   4   9    9
Diocletian  80 152 not fewer than 35 130
Maximian I  93 129  38 138
Constantius I  75 110  35 111
Maximian II (Galerius)  80 132  40 115
Severus II  10  16   9  11
Maximinus (Daza)  10  20   9  17
Constantine I  29  39   7  36
Undecipherable    5

TOTAL 391 631 173 584

In the Christie’s sale catalogue of 20 July 1970 there were listed, in lots 163–191, 584 coins 
‘The Property of Mrs Janet M.K. Fox of Falmouth’, . . . ‘all in a rather corroded state’ and 
‘said to have been stacked in neat rows’. Lot 191 in the Christie’s sale contained twenty-six 
antoniniani pre-Diocletian. Most of the other lots contained twenty coins each, of four or 
more emperors, without reference to type or mint. The overall totals in the sale were similar to 
those exhibited in 1867, but it is not clear how much (if  any) overlap there may have been 
between the Fox material and the group listed by Madden.

The Fox coins were bought at the sale by Messrs Baldwins, through whose good offi ces I 
was able to examine those of the London mint that remained in their possession in 1991. The 
Sussex archaeologist, Dr Malcolm Lyne FSA, had already acquired some thirty pieces from 
Baldwins, and these he has kindly made available to me to include in the record that follows. I 
am also indebted to Mr John Casey who examined the coins some years ago and has made 
helpful comments on this report. Although this account is confi ned to the London coins, and 
many coins from the hoard were dispersed at various stages, it seems worth publishing this 
record, partly because it contains a number of individually interesting pieces, but also because 
it is a large enough parcel to give an idea of the scope and contents of the hoard as a whole.

In recording the London coins of the First Tetrarchy from the Market Stainton fi nds,5 I 
have followed the proposal of Dr Bastien that the earliest unmarked coins of the London mint 
include two types that had not been recognized by Sutherland in RIC VI.6 These he described 
as ‘intermediate’, between Sutherland’s group I (with bare bust and mintmark LON) and his 
group II (without mintmark and with the bust cuirassed). The earlier of the two intermediate 
types (Ib) retains the bare bust of the LON coins (now Ia) but lacks the mintmark. The other 

 5 Stewartby 1998, 89–102.
 6 Bastien 1971, 151–65
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rare coins of the same type, but of different style (‘Continental Unmarked I’), do not concern 
us here. Those of type Ib, however, are attributed to London on the basis of their close affi nities 
of portrait and lettering with the LON coins of Ia. The second of Bastien’s intermediates has 
its basic type as Sutherland’s groups II and III, but with large heads of fi ne work and stylistic 
links with the portraiture of group I. These I have called IIe (i.e., early II), with the label IIea 
for coins which exhibit features transitional between IIe and the normal IIa with its small head 
and tall neck.

The sole example from the Fox portion of the Falmouth hoard of the rare type Ia is of 
Diocletian (Pl. 1, 1). Of this ruler there is also a rare coin of IIe on which the shoulderpiece 
of the cuirass is decorated with palm-leaves (Pl. 1, 2). As discussed below, elaborate decoration 
of this kind may suggest an issue from a consular period.

Of Maximian there is a curious and probably irregular example of the very rare type Ib (Pl. 
1, 4). The obverse die of this coin is unusually small, and must have been old, to judge from a 
die-fl aw almost obliterating Aug. The reverse die is much larger, so that the fi rst half of its 
inscription is off the fl an. Clearly these dies had never been designed to be paired together. A 
die-axis of 320º and a slightly coppery appearance add to the impression that this coin may 
have been an unoffi cial product, perhaps a cast counterfeit. There is also a coin with a fi ne 
cuirassed bust which belongs to the rare early variety of group II, now called IIe; its reverse has 
the inscription unbroken, which is the exception at this period (Pl. 1, 5). A much cruder coin, 
with the more elongated head of Sutherland’s IIb, has the obverse reading IMP C 
MIIXIMIANVS F F AVG, and a reverse of coarse style (Pl. 1, 6); also, its weight is  suspiciously 
heavy, perhaps indicative of an irregular piece.

The best early portrait of Constantius has a palmed shoulderpiece and is accompanied by 
unusually neat lettering; this is a classic IIe bust, well-proportioned and fi nely executed (Pl. 1, 7). 
A group III coin of this ruler has a cuirassed bust with the reading Constantius Nobil C, a 
variety not listed in RIC; however, RIC 32 gives this reading (Sutherland’s 3b) only with ‘bust 
A’ (without cuirass), which does not feature for any ruler in group III, and the entry for RIC 
32 must be an error for 3b (bust B), the normal type with cuirass.

The earliest coin of Galerius Maximian has a large IIe bust of very fi ne style (Pl. 1, 8), with 
inscription 4a (C Val Maximianus Nob C), as on RIC 14b. Another coin, also relatively early 
(Pl. 1, 9), has the same reading except for Cal Val, not noted in RIC but recorded from a coin 
in the Domqueur hoard.7 Other varieties of Galerius in the First Tetrarchy are well repre-
sented, and include a IIa coin with a fl avour of  IIb, in a small but slightly elongated head 
(Pl. 1, 11). Bastien regarded the coin at Oxford, on which the IIb entry for RIC 21 is founded, 
as belonging to IIa, and it is not apparent that any coin of Galerius can be regarded as fi tting 
alongside the coins of Maximian and Constantius in true class IIb. Among the Galerius coins 
of class III is one (RIC 34) with a very fi nely engraved portrait on which the drapery is unusually 
elaborate, and the cuirass barely visible at the shoulder (Pl. 1, 12).

Another imitation of this period in the group is in the name of Galerius (Pl. 1, 13). It has a 
smallish head on a long neck somewhat in the manner of IIa, but reads Nob C, a form not 
found on offi cial coins until group III.

As in the case of the material from the Market Stainton hoards,8 I draw attention to certain 
coins from Falmouth which exhibit unusual forms of attire, so as to suggest that they may 
belong to a consular year of the tetrarch in question. Of Diocletian there is a coin with a very 
fi nely executed bust with palm leaves on the shoulderpiece (Pl. 1, 2), a form of decoration 
often seen at the edges of the consular mantle (trabea). This coin is of particular importance 
in relation to the identifi cation of consular links since it shares its reverse die with another 
coin of Diocletian9 on which the drapery shows folds across the chest, seemingly indicative of 
a mantle rather than a cuirass or paludamentum. Bearing in mind the early age structure of the 
Market Stainton hoards, these two die-linked coins are more likely to be associated with 

 7 Bastien and Vasselle 1965, no. 1186.
 8 Stewartby 1998, 99–100.
 9 Stewartby 1998, pl. 28, no. 30.
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Diocletian’s consulship of 296, rather than with one of his later years (299, 303 or 304). There 
are also from Falmouth specimens of both the Caesars with palm-leaf decoration. That of 
Constantius (Pl. 1, 7) is of  fi ne IIe style, and may possibly be associated with his second 
consulship in 296, but that of Galerius (Pl. 1, 10), of normal IIa style, is later, and may relate 
to his own second consulship in 297.

From the Second and Third Tetrarchies, in which varieties of obverse inscription are very 
numerous, the Falmouth material provides the usual crop of readings that are not listed in RIC. 
Of Constantius as Augustus (305–6) one coin is a variant of RIC 49, reading Pi Fe Aug (Pl. 1, 
14), of which there were two examples in the Domqueur hoard.10 London coins of Severus as 
Augustus (306–7) are all rare. The two from Falmouth have Imp Severus Pius Fel Aug (Pl. 2, 
18), a reading not given in RIC; however, except for having Felix in full, the entry for RIC 46, 
of which I have not traced an example, is identical to the Falmouth variety, and may be an error 
for it. Of Maximinus one of the Falmouth coins (Pl. 2, 19) is as RIC 59b except in having C 
instead of Caes,11 and another (Pl. 2, 20) has the reading Nobilis C as on RIC 63b but the bust 
is undraped, a much scarcer form than the cuirassed and draped bust on coins of the Caesars 
at this period. Of Constantine as Caesar this draped and cuirassed bust occurs also on another 
coin (Pl. 2, 21) which includes Constantine’s praenomina, Fla Val, exceptionally for this ruler 
although the parallel issue for Maximinus was already known (RIC 57).

In 307 there began a series of weight changes which gradually reduced the size of the coins 
and of their dies. At the same time a London mintmark in the exergue, PLN, was introduced 
for the fi rst time since the early LON coins of the First Tetrarchy, and the invariable reverse 
legend on preceding London issues, Genio Populi Romani, was abbreviated to Genio Pop Rom 
because of the now smaller space. Bastien suggested that the fi rst reduction at London took 
place during the summer of 307, increasing the number of coins struck per pound from 32 to 
42, lowering their average weights from 10.08 g to 7.68 g, and reducing the usual diameter of 
the dotted outer circle on reverse dies to 24 mm, approximately. Late in 307, just before 
Constantine’s elevation to the rank of Augustus, a second reduction was made, by increasing 
the number of coins struck to 48 per pound (av. weight 6.72 g; circles 23 mm).12

The main interest in the PLN element of the group from Falmouth lies in the proportions 
of the different rulers, and the division between the heavier and lighter series. Of the fi fty-eight 
coins in total, half  belongs to each of the two issues. The fi gures are set out in Table 2.

TABLE 2. PLN coins of the heavier and lighter series in the Falmouth hoard, by ruler.

  1/42 1/48 1/48
  24 mm, PLN 23 mm, unmarked 23 mm, PLN

 Maximian Senior 10 1  7
 Galerius Maximian Augustus  1 2  3
 Maximinus Caesar  1 1  1
 Constantine Caesar 14 2  3
 Constantine Augustus    3
 Diocletian Senior  3 1  2
 Divus Constantius    3

 TOTAL 29 7 22

Sutherland placed the rare unmarked coins of this series (RIC 78–81) before the 1/42 (24 mm) 
coins with PLN (RIC 82–100), assuming that the latter were the fi rst issue after the use of a 
mintmark at London was revived. However, based on weights and diameters, Bastien demon-
strated that all the unmarked coins of RIC 78–81 belong to the 1/48 (23 mm) issue, arguing 
that ‘these unmarked coins must be classed with their homologues marked PLN. The engravers, 
victims of long habit, must have sometimes forgotten to punch the signature mark of the mint 

 10 Bastien and Vasselle 1965, nos. 1255–6.
 11 Cf. Bastien and Vasselle 1965, no. 1320.
 12 Bastien 1971, 156.
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on the exergue of the reverses’.13 These unmarked 1/48 coins are here shown in the column 
before their PLN equivalents, but this is not meant to indicate that they were necessarily the 
earliest issues at the lower weight, although they may well have been. The presence of these 
rare unmarked examples of all fi ve rulers among such a small group of 1/48 London coins 
does at least point to a relatively early stage within the issue as a whole.

In RIC VI Sutherland divided the PLN coins with Genio Pop Rom into two groups according 
to whether the head of the Genius had a modius on it (RIC 83–5) or was turreted (RIC 86–90). 
He recorded the modius type only for Galerius Maximian Augustus (RIC 83–4) and for 
Maximian Senior (RIC 85), but equivalent coins in the names of the Caesars Maximinus and 
Constantine are now recorded (in the British Museum and elsewhere). More work is needed on 
this series, since no pattern has yet been defi ned between the coins with modius or towered 
head, and indeed the correct description is not always easy to determine. Sutherland listed the 
unmarked group RIC 78–80 as having the head towered, but this is not the whole picture as can 
be seen, for example, from the modius of Pl. 2, 25. In considering whether any signifi cance is to 
be attached to the variation in the forms of Genius at this period it might be worth investigating 
the unmarked group in more detail, since its issue was presumably of limited duration.

The latest London coin in the Falmouth group belongs to the extensive series with mintmark 
T/F/PLN. With the inscription Soli Invicto Comiti, the type is a fi gure of Apollo, under whose 
protection Constantine had put himself, replacing Hercules who had been the patron deity 
under Maximian and the western rulers. The new type was probably introduced in the winter 
of 309/10, after Constantine had fi nally broken with Maximian.14 At this point a further lower-
ing of the weight standard had just taken place, from 1/48 to 1/72 of a pound, resulting in a 
reduction to 21 mm in the diameter of the dotted circles. It is curious that there is only this one 
late coin in the Falmouth group, but it is to be noted that the number of 23 mm coins is also 
lower than might have been expected if  they had been accumulated for two years or more from 
307. A possible explanation could be that the body of the hoard was closed at or soon after the 
end of 307, but with a few later coins added at the time of eventual concealment. This would 
be consistent with the absence of coins of Licinius who was not elevated until 308.

Although the 155 London coins from the Falmouth hoard listed here are probably broadly 
representative, the total number of such coins in the hoard as a whole may have been nearer 
250. Various coins were dispersed in the early years. Some individual specimens are noted in 
the IRBCH entry, but it is not feasible after such a lapse of time to track down more than a 
few examples. Dr Cathy King kindly did a rapid check through the Ashmolean Museum col-
lection for me and found a Falmouth source attached to fi ve coins of London (RIC 7, 8, 79, 
90 var reading Genii, and 96) and two of Trier (RIC 213a and 667a); she tells me that they 
came from the Waddington collection which formed part of a college collection that reached 
the Museum in the twentieth century. 

The Oxford specimen of RIC 8 is of particular interest, having a right-facing bust with 
spear and shield; this is an extremely rare type of the kind that would be likely to have been 
picked out in the course of some early selection of interesting items from the hoard. This coin 
was listed in RIC as a coin of early group II of Maximian Herculius, but Sutherland had 
se cond thoughts about this, adding a footnote: ‘The style of this coin suggests a date perhaps 
approximating to the abdication-issues’.15 This would place it just after the end of the First 
Tetrarchy in 305, when the ruler concerned would be Galerius Maximian, recently promoted 
to Augustus. This is confi rmed by the portrait which does not have the pinched features of the 
elder Maximian. All the other four Falmouth coins of London at Oxford are also unusual 
varieties, such as might have been selected at an early stage. 

Finally, special mention should be made of one important coin that I have included in the 
list of the Fox portion, although I have not myself  seen it or an illustration of it. This has a 
left-facing head of Maximian with the Herculean attributes of a lion-skin and club. The type 

 13 Bastien 1971, 157.
 14 Bastien 1971, 160.
 15 RIC, VI, 124, n.1.
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was omitted from RIC, although there had been a specimen in the British Museum since 1860 
(de Salis), but its existence had been correctly noted by Askew.16 After the Christie’s sale the 
Falmouth coins were cleaned by Mr Simon Bendall who came across the coin in question and 
made a cast of it. I owe this information to Dr Lyne, who tells me that the present where-
abouts of the coin are not known. A coin of the same type was included in the Domqueur 
hoard.17 What occasion or circumstance prompted the use of this remarkable design we do 
not know, but it can now be recorded that it was also struck after the weight reductions of 307 
and with the PLN mintmark introduced at that period.18 

APPENDIX. COINS OF THE LONDON MINT FROM 
THE FOX PORTION OF THE FALMOUTH HOARD

First Tetrarchy (to 305)

Diocletian Augustus. 
 Group Ia (bare bust, LON), RIC 1a. 1
 Group II. RIC –, IIe (palmed), same rev. die as Stewartby 1998, pl. 28, no. 30, 1; 
  RIC 6a, IIa, 6. 7
 Group III. RIC 26a, 1; RIC 28a, 5 (one reads Diocletianns). 6

Maximian Augustus. 
 Group Ib (bare bust, but without mintmark), RIC –. 1
 Group II. RIC 6b (IIa, including IIe), 12; RIC 17 (IIb), 3. 15
 Group III. RIC 23b, 5; RIC 25, 1; RIC – (bust left with lion-skin and club), 1. 7

Constantius Caesar. 
 Group II. RIC 14a (IIa, including IIe), 8; RIC 16 (IIa), 1; RIC 22 (IIb), 5. 14
 Group III. RIC ‘32’ var. (3b/B), 1; RIC 37a, 2. 3

Galerius Maximian Caesar. 
 Group II. RIC 14b (IIe), 1; RIC – (Gal Val Maximianus Nob C, IIe), 1; 
  RIC 15 (IIa, including IIe), 14; RIC 21 (IIb), 1.  17
 Group III. RIC 33, 4; RIC 34, 2; RIC 36, 1; RIC 37b, 1. 8
 Imitation, as RIC 15 but Nob C. 1

Later Heavy issues without mintmark (Second and Third Tetrarchies, 305–7)

Constantius Augustus. RIC 47, 1; RIC – (as RIC 49 but Fe), 1; RIC 52a, 4; RIC 53, 1. 7
Galerius Maximian Augustus. RIC 41, 1; RIC 42, 2; RIC 44, 1; RIC 52b, 5. 9
Severus Caesar. RIC 58a, 2; RIC 59a, 4. 6
Severus Augustus. RIC – (as RIC 46 but Fel), 2. 2
Maximinus Caesar. RIC 59b, 4; RIC – (as RIC 59b but C for Caes), 1; RIC – (as
 RIC 63b but bust B, undraped), 2; RIC 64, 1; RIC 65, 3. 11
Constantine Caesar. RIC – (Fla Val Constantinus Nob C; bust C, laureate, draped,
 cuirassed), 1; RIC 66, 2; RIC 72, 2. 5
Diocletian Senior Augustus. RIC 77a, 3. 3
Maximian Senior Augustus. RIC 77b, 3. 3

Reduced size (24 mm circles), mintmark PLN, 307.
Genio Pop Rom (except Diocletian)

Maximian Senior Augustus. RIC 85, 90. 10
Galerius Maximian Augustus. RIC 84. 1
Maximinus Caesar. RIC 89a. 1
Constantine Caesar. RIC 88b, 7; RIC 89b, 7. 14
Diocletian Senior. RIC 98, Quies Augg. 3

 16 Askew 1951, no. 604a.
 17 Bastien and Vasselle 1965, no. 1165.
 18 Stewartby collection, ex CNG Sale 53, 15 March 2000, lot 1717; diameter of circles 23 mm, weight 6.86 g.
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Second Reduced size (23 mm circles), no mintmark, from 307.
Genio Pop Rom (except Diocletian)

Maximian Senior Augustus, RIC 80. 1
Galerius Maximian Augustus, RIC 78. 2
Maximinus Caesar, RIC – . 1
Constantine Caesar, RIC 79. 2
Diocletian Senior, RIC 81, Quies Augg. 1

Second Reduced size, mintmark PLN, from 307.
Genio Pop Rom (except as otherwise stated)

Maximian Senior Augustus, RIC 85 or 90.  7
Galerius Maximian Augustus, RIC 86.  3
Maximinus Caesar, RIC 89a.  1
Constantine Caesar, RIC 88b.  3
Constantine Augustus, RIC 104.  2
 RIC 112, Principi Iuventutis. 1
Diocletian Senior, RIC 98, Quies Augg. 2
Divus Constantius, RIC 110, Memoria Felix. 3

Further reduced size (21 mm circles), mintmark T/F/PLN, from c.309/10.

Constantine Augustus, RIC 121a, Soli Invicto Comiti. 1

List of coins illustrated on Plates 1 and 2. Die-axis normally 180º.
Nos. 1, 12, 13 and 21 are included by courtesy of Dr Malcolm Lyne.

First Tetrarchy (no mintmark except on no. 1)

 1. Diocletian, group Ia, bust bare, Imp C Diocletianus P F Aug. Mintmark LON. RIC 1a. 8.97 g.
 2.  Diocletian, group IIe, bust cuirassed with palmed epaulière. Imp C Diocletianus P F Aug. As RIC 6a except 

for portrait. Rev. die same as Stewartby 1998, pl. 28, no. 30, which has folds across breast. 9.90 g.
 3. Diocletian, group III. Imp Diocletianns Aug (RIC 28a but note –NNS, for –NVS). 9.53 g.
 4.  Maximian, group Ib, bust bare; no mintmark. Imp C Maximianus P F Aug (with die-fl aw largely obscuring 

Aug). Rev. die too large. Die axis 320º. RIC –; Askew 605. Probably a counterfeit. 8.02 g.
 5.  Maximian, group IIe. As RIC 6b but fi ne early bust. Imp C Maximianus P F Aug. Rev. inscription unbroken. 

9.90 g.
 6.  Maximian, group IIb. Elongated head. As RIC 17 but Imp C Maximianus F F Aug (wedgy letters; fi rst A 

formed of two uprights, II). Coarse style. Die axis 320º. Irregular? 12.22 g.
 7.  Constantius Caesar, group IIe. As RIC 14a (IIa) but fi ne bust with palmed shoulderpiece. Fl Val Constantius 

P F Aug in neat letters. 9.45 g.
 8.  Galerius Maximian Caesar, group IIe. As RIC 14b but bust of fi ne early style. C Val Maximianus Nob C. 

9.61 g.
 9.  Galerius Maximian Caesar, group IIea. RIC – , but Gal Val Maximianus Nob C (cf. Domqueur hoard no. 

1186). 9.82 g.
10.  Galerius Maximian Caesar, group IIa. RIC 15; tall bust with long neck and palmed shoulder. Maximianus 

Nob Caes in large letters. 9.93 g.
11.  Galerius Maximian Caesar, group IIa (tending to IIb); head somewhat elongated. RIC 15(–21). Maximianus 

Nob Caes. 10.29 g.
12.  Galerius Maximian Caesar, group III. RIC 34; bust laureate and draped, but cuirass scarcely visible at 

shoulder. Maximianus Nobil C. 9.97 g.
13. Galerius, barbarous copy of RIC 15 except for reading Nob C instead of Nob Caes. Die-axis 0º. 8.22 g.

Later heavy issues without mintmark (Second and Third Tetrarchies)

14. Constantius Augustus. As RIC 49 but Imp Constantius Pi Fe Aug (cf. Domqueur hoard nos. 1255–6). 9.64 g.
15. Galerius Maximian Augustus. RIC 41 (rare). Imp C Maximianus P Fel Aug. 9.49 g.
16.  Galerius Maximian Augustus. RIC 42, with ornamented cuirass? Imp C Maximianus P F Aug (cf. the 

comment in Besly 2002, 189, Bridgend hoard no. 37/3, ‘with consular bust?’.) 10.09 g.
17.  Galerius Maximian Augustus. RIC 44, with laureate, draped, cuirassed bust, seen from behind the shoulder, 

a very rare bust in this series. Imp C Maximianus P F Aug. 9.70 g.
18.  Severus Augustus. Bust laureate, draped, cuirassed. Imp Severus Pius Fel Aug, as RIC 46 but Fel for Felix. 

8.97 g.
19.  Maximinus Caesar. Bust laureate, draped, cuirassed. Maximinus Nobilissimus C, as RIC 59b but C for Caes 

(cf. Domqueur 1320). 9.33 g.
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20.  Maximinus Caesar. RIC 63b, but bust laureate, cuirassed. Maximinus Nobilis C (cf. Domqueur 1373–5). 
11.36 g.

21. Constantine Caesar. Bust laureate, draped, cuirassed. Fla Val Constantinus Nob C. RIC –. 8.75 g.

First reduced size (24 mm circles), mintmark PLN
Genio Pop Rom.

22.  Maximian Senior Augustus. RIC 90, D N Maximiano P F S Aug. Bust laureate with palmed cuirass. Genius 
with towered head. 7.50 g.

23.  Constantine Caesar. Bust laureate, cuirassed. Fl Val Constantinus Nob C. Obv. as RIC 88b, rev. with outlined 
modius (cf. RIC 83). 7.47 g.

24. As no. 23, but bust laureate, draped, cuirassed (RIC 89b/83). 8.55 g.

Second reduced size (23 mm circles), no mintmark.
Genio Pop Rom, except no. 29.

25.  Maximian Senior Augustus. RIC 80. Bust laureate, cuirassed. D N Maximiano P F S Aug. Genius with 
modius. 6.59 g.

26.  Galerius Maximian Augustus. RIC 78. Bust laureate, cuirassed. Imp Maximianus P F Aug. Genius with 
outlined modius (?). 5.36 g, chipped.

27.  Constantine Caesar. RIC 79. Bust laureate, draped, cuirassed. Fl Val Constantinus Nob C. Towered Genius. 
6.83 g.

28.  Maximinus Caesar. Bust laureate, draped, and cuirassed (?). Gal Val Maximinus Nob C. As RIC 89a but 
without mintmark. Genius with spiky headgear. 6.80 g.

29.  Diocletian Senior Augustus. Laureate bust right, mantled, with olive branch and mappa. D N Diocletiano 
P F S Aug. RIC 81. Quies Augg. 7.12 g; rev. pitted.

Second reduced size, with mintmark PLN.

30.  Maximian Senior Augustus. RIC 90. Bust laureate, cuirassed. D N Maximiano P F S Aug. Towered Genius. 
6.91 g.

31.  Galerius Maximian Augustus. RIC 86. Bust laureate, cuirassed. Imp Maximianus P F Aug. Towered Genius. 
6.96 g.

32.  Constantine Augustus. Bust laureate, cuirassed. Imp Constantinus P Aug. RIC 112. Principi Iu-ventutis, 
standing Prince holding standard in each hand. 6.16 g.
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THE PACX TYPE OF EDWARD THE CONFESSOR

HUGH PAGAN

Introduction

THE E version of  the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle records that Harthacnut died at Lambeth on 
8 June 1042 and that ‘before he was buried, all the people chose Edward [the Confessor] as 
king, in London’.1 Although it was not until Easter in the following year, 3 April 1043, that 
Edward the Confessor’s coronation took place, it is clear that Edward’s rule over the English 
kingdom was universally recognized from the summer of 1042 onwards, and historians of the 
English coinage have felt it appropriate to assign the start of his fi rst substantive coinage type 
to a date at some point during the second half  of 1042. The identity of the type in question 
was vigorously debated by numismatic scholars during the fi rst half  of the twentieth century, 
but evidence set out by the late Peter Seaby in an authoritative paper in the British Numismatic 
Journal demonstrated that Edward’s initial substantive type was PACX (BMC type iv), with 
the king’s left-facing profi le bust and sceptre on the obverse, and a cross design on the reverse 
incorporating the letters P, A, C and X in the cross’s successive quarters.2

The duration of PACX is not calculable on any proper evidential basis, but it has long been 
a working hypothesis among numismatists that the time span for each coin type struck between 
the death of Cnut in 1035 and the early 1050s is likely to have been around two years.3 On that 
assumption, PACX will have given way to its successor type, Radiate/Small Cross, before the 
end of 1044, and there is nothing in the detailed numismatic evidence presented below that is 
incompatible with a time span of this order.

The coinage of Edward the Confessor has been the subject of one substantial monograph, 
Dr Anthony Freeman’s The Moneyer and the Mint in the Reign of Edward the Confessor in 
1985, but, as the monograph’s title indicates, its principal focus was on establishing the names 
of the moneyers employed at each of Edward’s mints and the periods during which each 
money er was active, and this was a large enough task on its own to keep its author amply 
occupied.4 No other modern study either of Edward’s coinage as a whole or of any of the ten 
substantive types issued during the reign has so far appeared in print.5

 Acknowledgements. The author would like to express his warm thanks to the following who have kindly provided him with 
information and assistance during the preparation of this paper: Martin Allen, Mark Blackburn, W.N. Clarke, Robin Eaglen, 
Kenneth Jonsson (who has been particularly helpful in providing photographs of, and other information relating to, coins of the 
PACX type from Sweden, a number of which are recent discoveries), Stewart Lyon, Adrian Lyons, William Mackay, Jens Christian 
Moesgaard, Elina Screen (who has also very kindly produced the histograms), Lord Stewartby, Gareth Williams and Andy 
Woods (who has assembled the plates with skill and effi ciency).
 1 Whitelock et al. 1961, 106. The E version in fact places this event under the year 1041, not 1042, but, as is explained, op. cit., 
105, n.4, the E version ‘is a year behind the true date from here [1040] to 1044’.
 2 Seaby 1955–57. The intention behind the reverse design is discussed by Keynes 1978.
 3 The fi rst scholar to suggest time durations for types of Edward the Confessor was P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton (Carlyon-
Britton 1905). Carlyon-Britton took the view that the types issued between 1042 and 1051 were Radiate Small Cross, Trefoil 
Quadrilateral, and Small Flan, in that order, each with a three year duration, and that PACX, on his view issued between 
Michaelmas 1051 and Michælmas 1053, was the fi rst of a succession of types of two years’ duration issued between 1051 and 
1065. Seaby, rightly arguing that PACX was in reality the fi rst type of the reign, was also the fi rst scholar to propound the modern 
view that PACX, Radiate Small Cross, Trefoil Quadrilateral, and Small Flan were each types of two years’ duration, and that after 
the end of Small Flan, type durations became longer, not shorter (Seaby 1955–57, 128–9).
 4 Freeman 1985. Dr Freeman’s monograph incorporates helpful lists of the coins then known for each mint, arranged tabu-
larly by type, but some coins occur more than once in these lists, for Freeman did not systematically check whether the coins he 
cited from a particular coin auction catalogue were the same specimens that had featured in earlier or later coin auction catalogues 
also cited by him.
 5 Dr Gareth Williams of the Department of Coins and Medals at the British Museum is currently engaged on a compre-
hensive study of Edward’s Expanding Cross type, the fi fth type of the reign. A draft corpus of coins of the Pyramids type, the fi nal 
type of the reign, was prepared by the present writer as part of the preparatory work for his Presidential Address to the British 
Numismatic Society in 1986, but the Presidential Address in question was never published, and the corpus now needs considerable 
updating.
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So far as PACX is concerned, the existing published literature comprises just one paper in 
the Numismatic Chronicle by the late Prof. Michael Dolley,6 and shorter but thoughtful notes 
in Spink’s Numismatic Circular by Dolley and by Lord Stewartby.7 The absence of any earlier 
or indeed subsequent scholarly discussion of issues specifi cally related to the type stems 
directly from the fact that PACX has historically been severely under-represented in institu-
tional and private collections within Britain and Ireland. The primary cause for this is that 
coins of the type have not occurred in signifi cant quantity in any known coin hoard found in 
the British Isles during the last three centuries, apart from a group of coins principally of the 
Thetford mint that derive or can be deduced to have derived from a hoard found at Thwaite, 
Suffolk, in 1832, deposited c.1048, and a group of similar size that was a small component 
ingredient of the large City of London hoard, found in 1872 and deposited close to the end of 
Edward the Confessor’s reign.8 This is underlined by the fact that an analysis of coins in older 
British collections, more likely than other coins of the type to have come to light within Britain 
or Ireland, reveals no measurable grouping of PACX coins, other than that from the Thwaite 
hoard, that might have stemmed from a coin hoard that was under-reported or unreported at 
the time of its discovery.9

It has thus been only with the recent publication of the 339 coins of the type in the Royal 
Coin Cabinet at Stockholm, virtually of which all derive, or are likely to derive, from coin 
hoards found in Sweden and in neighbouring countries in Scandinavia and the Baltic region, 
that it has become practicable to take an overall view of the extant evidence for the type. 
Indeed, it has to be confessed that it would be diffi cult to make any intelligent appraisal of the 
type at all without the combined evidence for it supplied by the collections at Stockholm, 
Copenhagen, Oslo, Helsinki, St Petersburg, Tallinn, and Berlin, all overwhelmingly based on 
coin hoards from the Scandinavian world (and all now available, or soon to be available, in 
published form in volumes in the SCBI series). 

It nonetheless remains the case that the evidence for the type is patchy by comparison either 
with the evidence for the preceding types struck under Harold I and Harthacnut or with the 
evidence for the succeeding types struck under Edward the Confessor, and it is certain that 
future discoveries will add both to the roster of moneyers and to the number of obverse and 
reverse dies used at each mint town.

It is against this background that the present study should be set, both in terms of its results 
and its shortcomings. As is demonstrated in what follows, analysis of the style of the king’s 
bust on the coins’ obverses, of the arrangement of the letters P, A, C and X in the corners of 
the coins’ reverses, and of other individual features of the coins’ designs, enables a number of 

 6 Dolley 1966.
 7 Dolley 1973; Dolley 1974; Dolley 1977; Stewart 1967.
 8 Fourteen coins of PACX type known today can be explicitly associated with the Thwaite hoard. These are respectively of 
Bristol, Ælfwine (BMC 1589, listed there as of uncertain mint); London, Æthelwerd (BMC 906); London, Duding (SCBI 9, 764); 
Northampton, Æthelwine (SCBI 9, 768); Southwark (?), Burnr(æd) (BMC 1588, listed there as of uncertain mint); Stamford, 
Wulfnoth (BMC 1231); Thetford, Eadric (BMC 1531, BMC 1532, BMC 1533, BMC 1537, and SCBI 26, 1270, the last of these 
coins not identifi ed in the SCBI volume as being from this hoard but given to Norwich Castle Museum by a donor whose wife 
was the owner of the estate on which the Thwaite hoard was found); Thetford, Leofwine (BMC 1535, 1538); and uncertain mint 
and moneyer (BMC 635, listed there as of Chester). Two coins acquired by the British Museum in 1839 from James Dodsley Cuff, 
a well-known coin collector of the period, of Norwich, Osmund (BMC 1093), and of Thetford, Tidræd (BMC 1536), were 
acquired from Cuff simultaneously with coins of other types represented in the Thwaite hoard, and may well have been part of 
a further parcel from it. It is also quite likely that a coin of London, Eadweald (BMC 907), given to the British Museum in 1889 
by the Rev. Greville John Chester, may have been from the Thwaite hoard, since Chester had been the donor of the ex-Thwaite 
hoard coin, SCBI 9, 768, to the Ashmolean Museum in the previous year. The Thwaite hoard is very probably also the source of 
further coins of PACX type, particularly of Thetford, of which the formal provenance in British collections can at present only 
be traced back to the second half  of the nineteenth century or to the early twentieth century.
 9 Only fi ve coins of PACX type identifi able today can be traced back to British collections formed before the discovery of 
the Thwaite hoard. These are of Lincoln, Godric (BMC 696, deriving from the collection of Rev. Richard Southgate (d. 1795)); 
Lincoln, Ulfr (BMC 698, also ex Southgate and known to have been a single fi nd from the river Witham); London, Wulfred 
(SCBI 9, 765, from the collection of Browne Willis (d. 1760)); Rochester, Godwine (BMC 1137, acquired by the British Museum 
in 1820 but known to derive from the collection of Robert Bootle (d. 1758)); and York, Ketill (SCBI 2, 984, from the collection 
of Dr William Hunter (d. 1783)). Additionally, a PACX coin of Dover, Eadwine, is recorded by a drawing made in the 1820s by 
its then owner, the Bath bookseller Joseph Barratt; and a PACX coin of Southwark(?), moneyer Wulfwine, appears on an engraved 
plate apparently prepared in the 1770s for John White, the London hatter and dealer in coins and antiquities.
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conclusions to be drawn about the groupings into which the coins can be divided. These can 
however only be correlated at present with the conclusions drawn by Dr Tuukka Talvio from 
his comparable stylistic analysis of the coins of Jewel Cross type struck in the names of Harold 
I and Harthacnut between c.1036 and c.1038,10 and the signifi cance of the evidence that can 
be extracted from the extant coins of PACX type will not be properly understood until similar 
investigations have been carried out into Harold’s Fleur de Lys type, struck from c.1038 and 
c.1040, into Harthacnut’s Arm and Sceptre type, struck between c.1040 and 1042, and into any 
of the types struck in Edward’s name from the mid 1040s onwards.

It should be noted that although PACX is Edward’s earliest substantive type, at least two 
surviving coins of Arm and Sceptre type carry Edward’s name rather than that of Harthacnut 
and must presumptively have been struck between the death of Harthacnut and the inception 
of Edward’s PACX type.11 There likewise exist a slightly larger number of coins which mule 
dies of PACX type with dies of earlier types, or with dies of Radiate/Small Cross type. Coins 
of these categories are listed and discussed below (pp. 23–4, 31–2).

A total in excess of 850 coins of the type are believed to exist today, but a number of these 
are known only from listings or references without accompanying illustrations, and the arith-
metic that follows is essentially based on the 797 coins for which useable illustrations have 
been available, supplemented in a very few instances by unillustrated coins for which reliable 
descriptions are available, which provide the only evidence for the activity of a particular 
moneyer at a particular mint during this type. 

The 797 coins for which illustrations are available (and for which enough of the coin is visible 
to make die interpretation possible) are struck, on the present writer’s arithmetic, from 471 
obverse dies and 491 reverse dies. There is some scope for adjustment to these fi gures, in that 
the available images of the coins concerned are not always readily interpretable even by an 
experienced eye.12 Additionally, the number of obverse dies recorded may be very slightly too 
large, in that, as is almost inevitable in a die study of a coin type as a whole, the present writer 
may not have noticed every instance where an obverse die has been used by more than just one 
moneyer. The fi gures for obverse and reverse dies are however reasonably robust,13 and 
although the coins on which the die analysis is based represent only a very tiny sample from 
the total quantity of coins of this type originally struck, they are suffi ciently numerous to 
provide a skeleton framework for an understanding of coin production in the opening couple 
of years of Edward’s reign.

Mints

As with all coin types struck in the later Anglo-Saxon period, coins of PACX type were struck 
at a network of mints spread out across England, sited in such historic urban centres as 
London, Canterbury, Winchester, Lincoln, and York; in towns in Wessex and the West 
Midlands which had acquired borough status during the reigns of Alfred and Edward the 
Elder; or in towns or fortifi ed camps in East Anglia and the Danelaw that had evolved into 
boroughs under Viking rule in the early tenth century. Although mints were more thickly con-
centrated in England south of the Thames, as a result of the pattern of borough development 
encouraged by West Saxon kings, many of these mints were small, and a signifi cantly greater 

 10 Talvio 1986.
 11 Three other surviving coins of Arm and Sceptre type have been deemed by previous writers to carry Edward the Confessor’s 
name in a blundered form, but it is unclear in these cases whether it was Edward the Confessor’s name that the die-cutter 
intended. They are listed below, p. 24.  
 12 The illustrations of the ninety-fi ve coins of PACX type on the plates of SCBI 18 Copenhagen iv are particularly diffi cult 
to make out, in part because of the varying quality of the photographs on which the plates are based, and in part because both 
the photographs as taken and the illustrations as reproduced are a little smaller than the coins’ actual size. The present writer 
would however like to express his grateful thanks to Dr Jens Christian Moesgaard, Royal Coin Cabinet, Copenhagen, for the kind 
loan of a set of prints of the original photographs taken for the SCBI volume.
 13 The fi gure for reverse dies is especially reliable, for die-study of reverse dies of the PACX type is made very straightforward 
by the differing placings of the letters P, A, C and X in the quarters of the reverse design.
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proportion of the coinage was struck at mints historically more thinly spread across East 
Anglia and the East Midlands.

The extant coins show the operation during the PACX type of fi fty-three mints. This total 
is the same arrived at by Freeman, writing in 1985,14 but it should be noted that the present 
total includes Guildford and Milborne Port, now known for the type from coins that have 
come to scholars’ attention since Freeman wrote, while two of the mints accepted by Freeman 
have been excluded. Berkeley was included by Freeman for the type on the basis of a single 
coin of the moneyer Ulfketill with the mint signature BEO, SCBI 18, 749, which is better 
attributed to Bedford, where this moneyer is well recorded.15 Similarly, an unlocated mint, 
‘Dri’, accepted by Freeman for this type and associated by him with the unidentifi ed (East 
Anglian?) mint, ‘Dyr’ or ‘Derne’, evidenced by mint signatures on coins of later types of 
Edward’s reign, is only represented by another solitary coin, SCBI 18, 800, of a moneyer 
‘Brniin’(Bruninc?).16 The coin in question appears in fact to be a contemporary imitation and 
thus is of no authority for the existence of ‘Dri’ as a mint in this type.

Among these fi fty-three mints, only one, Sandwich, has not been recorded for any earlier 
type. The most probable cause for the opening of a mint at Sandwich at this particular point 
in time is that in the early years of Edward the Confessor’s reign Sandwich was the base for 
the king’s fl eet. Small issues of coin from Sandwich in the PACX and Radiate/Small Cross 
types were followed by more substantial activity in the Trefoil Quadrilateral type and by a 
startlingly large output in the Small Flan type, which Metcalf  has suggested may have been 
connected with preparations for the fl eet’s blockade of ports in Flanders.17 

Only one other mint, Frome, is attested for the type after a gap of more than one type since 
its last previously known issues.18 The mints of Axbridge, Bridport, Chichester, ‘Gothaburh’, 
Langport and Totnes, for which there are coins of Arm and Sceptre type, have not as yet been 
recorded as mints in the PACX type. The absence of Chichester is no doubt due to the chances 
of discovery, and it is doubtful whether much signifi cance attaches to the absence of known 
PACX coins of the remaining mints, all one-moneyer operations in the West Country which 
had historically only had a very small output.19

Number of moneyers at each mint

The structure of the mint system was thus unchanged in all essential respects from that which 
had been in place in preceding reigns. Table 1 presents the number of moneyers recorded for 
each mint, arranging the mints in four groups according to the number of moneyers. The 
relative importance of the ten largest mints during the span of the PACX type can be judged 
in an approximate manner from the number of moneyers recorded for coins of the type at 
each mint (the names of the moneyers identifi able for each mint are listed separately below, 
pp. 15–19):

 14 Freeman 1985, 53, 530.
 15 Although the coin was attributed to Berkeley by Dr Georg Galster in the catalogue part of the SCBI volume, the then 
SCBI series editors (Blunt and Dolley) expressed their doubts about Galster’s attribution, and their view that the coin might be 
of Bedford, in a prefatory editorial note on p. ix of the volume. Their view was plainly correct, although Freeman 1985, 380–1, 
thought otherwise.
 16 Freeman’s attribution of this coin to the ‘DYR’ mint was only tentative (see Freeman 1985, 238). An equation between the 
DRI mint signature and the DYR mint signature had originally been suggested by Blunt and Dolley in their prefatory editorial note 
to the SCBI 18 Copenhagen iv volume, but they had not appreciated the imitative nature of the DRI coin’s dies.
 17 Metcalf, 1998, 54.
 18 Frome had operated as a one-moneyer mint during Cnut’s Short Cross type (struck c.1029–35) and in Harthacnut’s Jewel 
Cross type (struck c.1035–38). Since the coins of PACX type carry the name of the same moneyer, Brihtwine, who had worked in 
the reigns of Cnut and Harthacnut, the lack of any recorded coins of the mint struck in the period c.1038–c.1042 may be merely 
accidental.
 19 The recent discovery of the fi rst recorded coin of the type from the equally small West Country mint of Milborne Port 
holds out the prospect that future discoveries will attest to activity in this type at other small mints in Dorset and Somerset.
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TABLE 1. Number of moneyers recorded for each mint

Group 1:  Group 2:  Group 3:  Group 4:
Mints with more than  Mints with 3–5 moneyers Mints with two moneyers Mints with one moneyer 
5 moneyers   only

London, 29  Gloucester, 5 Bath Bruton
Lincoln, 16 Norwich, 5 Colchester Buckingham
York, 16 Southwark, 5 Cricklade Cambridge
Winchester, 13 Bedford, 4  Derby Dorchester
Stamford, 12 Oxford, 4  Huntingdon Frome
Chester, 9 Dover, 3 Ipswich Guildford
Canterbury, 7 Hereford, 3  Lewes Hastings
Bristol, 6 Hertford, 3 Northampton Ilchester
Exeter, 6 Nottingham, 3 Rochester Leicester
Thetford, 6 Salisbury, 3  Shrewsbury Lydford
 Warwick, 3 Steyning Malmesbury
 Wilton, 3 Taunton Milborne Port
  Wallingford Romney
  Worcester Sandwich
   Shaftesbury
   Wareham
   Watchet

10 mints 12 mints 14 mints 17 mints

It is worth noting that although the number of moneyers recorded at these mints during the 
type does not generally differ in any signifi cant way from the number recorded at the same 
mints in Arm and Sceptre, the number of moneyers operating at Cambridge, which had been 
fi ve or six during the issue of Arm and Sceptre, stands at present at just one during PACX and 
at two for the succeeding Radiate/Small Cross type.20

Numbers of reverse dies used at each mint

The total number of reverse dies so far recorded as having been used at each of the ten largest 
mints during this type emphasizes the scale of  the coinage operations undertaken during this 
type at London, and attests to more substantial coin production at Lincoln and Thetford 
than would be deducible merely from the number of  moneyers named on the coins (Table 2, 
group 1):21

TABLE 2. Numbers of reverse dies recorded at the largest mints
(Group 1: six or more recorded moneyers; Group 2: 3–5 recorded moneyers).

 Group 1 Recorded reverse dies Group 2 Recorded reverse dies

 London 129 Norwich 12
 Lincoln   52 Hertford 11
 York  32 Bedford  8
 Winchester  29 Oxford  8
 Stamford  28 Gloucester  7
 Thetford  25 Hereford  6
 Chester  14 Southwark  6
 Canterbury  10 Nottingham  5
 Exeter   8 Dover  4
 Bristol   7 Warwick  4
   Wilton  4
   Salisbury  3

 20 Of the fi ve or six Cambridge moneyers active in Arm and Sceptre, Godsunu is the only one so far recorded for PACX. It 
should however be noted that one other Cambridge Arm and Sceptre moneyer, Wulfwine, recurs at the mint for types of Edward 
the Confessor from Trefoil Quadrilateral onwards.
 21 The Thetford fi gure benefi ts from the evidence for production at Thetford provided by the group of coins of this mint that 
occurred in the 1832 Thwaite hoard.
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A similar calculation for the twelve next largest mints in terms of recorded moneyers pro-
duces the above results (Table 2, group 2). Here moneyers at Hertford and Norwich emerge as 
users of more reverse dies than moneyers at Canterbury, Exeter and Bristol.22 This arithmetic 
may to some extent be deceptive, for the pool of surviving coins of the PACX type is domin-
ated by coins found in Scandinavia, and these in their turn are dominated by coins struck in 
those parts of England linked by geography and by patterns of trade to the Scandinavian 
countries. At the same time, there is a discernible vigour in the production of coins of this type 
at Hertford and Norwich, and it may be that coin production during the PACX type in East 
Anglia and the southern East Midlands generally was larger than might be expected from the 
complement of moneyers in the area.

For completeness, Table 3 presents the fi gures for the number of reverse dies recorded for 
the remaining mints:

TABLE 3. Numbers of reverse dies recorded for mints with two or one known moneyers (groups 3 and 4).

Mints Recorded  Mints Recorded  Mints Recorded 
 rev. dies  rev. dies  rev. dies

Huntingdon 7 Bruton 2 Buckingham 1
Northampton 6 Cambridge 2 Frome 1
Ipswich 5 Cricklade 2 Guildford 1
Lewes 4 Dorchester 2  Hastings 1
Wallingford 4 Ilchester 2 Leicester 1
Bath 3 Rochester 2 Lydford 1
Colchester 3 Sandwich 2 Malmesbury 1
Derby 3 Steyning 2 Milborne Port 1
Shrewsbury 3 Taunton 2 Romney 1
  Worcester 2 Shaftesbury 1
    Wareham 1
    Watchet 1

Numbers of coins known for each mint

The degree of possible distortion to such fi gures caused by such factors as the uneven survival 
rate of coins struck in different parts of England, already noted above in relation to the pro-
duction of the Hertford and Norwich mints, cannot be precisely quantifi ed but can be faintly 
glimpsed from the relative numbers of coins of this type currently recorded for each mint 
(Table 4).

The fi rst column presents the number of surviving coins known for each of the ten largest 
mints as defi ned by number of moneyers (group 1). The proportionately large number of 
coins of Thetford is demonstrably a by-product of the presence of a signifi cant number of coins 
of this type and mint in the Thwaite, Suffolk, hoard. 

Second, the number of coins known for each of the next twelve mints defi ned on the same 
basis (group 2). The proportionately large number for Norwich might be supposed also to be 
due to the 1832 Thwaite hoard, but only one of the coins in question, BMC 1093, purchased 
from the collector J.D. Cuff in 1839, has an English provenance traceable back to the 1830s,23 
and twenty-two of the thirty-one coins involved are in Scandinavian institutional collections 
or are known to be of Scandinavian provenance.24

Third, the number of coins known for each of the thirty-one remaining mints is presented 
in the fi nal three columns:

 22 Coining activity by the Hertford moneyer Deorsige, as evidenced by the number of  obverse and reverse dies used by 
him, is particularly striking. A disproportionate number of  the surviving coins attributable to him are, for whatever reason, 
cut halfpennies.
 23 As suggested in n.8 above, this coin may well derive from the 1832 Thwaite hoard.
 24 The 1872 City of London hoard contained two Norwich coins of PACX type, and one further Norwich coin of PACX 
type may derive from the Thwaite hoard (n.8 above). The remaining Norwich coins of this type without Scandinavian provenances 
can mostly be traced back to British collections of the late nineteenth century and of the fi rst half of the twentieth century, but not 
all of these coins were necessarily found in the British Isles.
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TABLE 4. The number of surviving coins known for each mint, by mint size
(Group 1: six or more recorded moneyers; Group 2: 3–5 recorded moneyers; Groups 3–4: 2 or 1 moneyers).

Group 1 No. Group 2 No. Groups 3–4 No. Groups 3–4 No. Groups 3–4 No.

London 181 Norwich 32 Northampton 11 Sandwich 4 Cambridge 2
Lincoln 117 Hertford 18 Huntingdon  9 Bruton 3 Frome 2
Thetford  53 Oxford 12 Lewes  8 Buckingham 3 Leicester 2
York  48 Bedford 10 Bath  7  Dorchester 3 Steyning 2
Winchester  45 Warwick 10 Colchester  7 Ilchester 3  Guildford 1
Stamford  39 Gloucester  9 Shrewsbury  7 Lydford 3 Hastings 1
Chester  20 Dover  7 Cricklade  6 Rochester 3 Malmesbury 1
Canterbury  16 Hereford  6 Ipswich  6 Taunton 3 Milborne Port 1
Exeter  15 Nottingham  6 Wallingford  6   Romney 1
Bristol   9 Southwark  6 Worcester  6   Shaftesbury 1
   Salisbury  5 Derby  5   Wareham 1
   Wilton  5     Watchet 1

Moneyers

The total number of moneyers recorded for the type, at 212, differs only by four from the total 
of 208 arrived at by Freeman,25 but the new fi gure for the number of moneyers involves a 
rather greater amount of churn than the fi gure for the number of mints. The known moneyers 
for the type are set out by mint, the mints on this occasion listed in alphabetical order rather 
than by size, drawing attention where necessary to divergences between the present listing and 
previous listings. The names of moneyers not included in the most recent list of moneyers for 
the type, that provided by Jonsson and van der Meer in 1990,26 are indicated in bold, with 
references to the coins on which the additional names are based. 

BATH (2): Æthelmær, Wædel

BEDFORD (4): Æthelman, Sweta (?) (Baldwin auction 28 May 1997, 1526, cut halfpenny 
showing just the letter T at the end of the moneyer’s name, but Sweta is a known moneyer at 
this mint in the Radiate/Small Cross type), Swetric, Ulfketill

Jonsson and van der Meer record Leofi ng as a Bedford moneyer for this type on the basis 
of a coin from a Swedish hoard, but Jonsson (personal communication) now believes this to 
have been an error.

BRISTOL (6): Ælfweard, Ælfwig, Ælfwine, Æthelstan, Smeawine (SCBI 54, 17, wrongly 
regarded by Jonsson and van Der Meer as a coin of a moneyer Sæwine), Wulfwine

A coin of an apparent moneyer Ælfric (Grantley sale, 1944, lot 1197, not illustrated), 
recorded by Freeman, is likely to have been a coin of Ælfwig, perhaps the specimen of this 
moneyer that was subsequently Doubleday sale, 1987, lot 27, ex Parsons sale, 1954, lot 154.

BRUTON (1): Godric

BUCKINGHAM (1): Leofwine

CAMBRIDGE (1): Godsunu

CANTERBURY (7): Ælfred, Brunman(?) (SCBI 42, 1131, mint signature diffi cult to read), 
Gyldewine, Ketill, Leofstan, Leofwine, Manna

 25 Freeman 1985, 530.
 26 Jonsson and van der Meer 1990.
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CHESTER: Ælfsige, ‘Argrim’ (= Fargrimr?), Bruninc, Kolthegn, Krokr, Leofnoth, Leofwig, 
Leofwine, Snell (BNJ 67, 1997, Coin Register no. 155)

The inclusion by Jonsson and van der Meer of Æthelwine among Chester moneyers of this 
type is a casual error on their part.

COLCHESTER (2): Brunhyse, Wulfwine

CRICKLADE (2): Ælfwine, Æthelwine

DERBY (2): Blacman, Wulfheah

DORCHESTER (2): Blacman

DOVER (3): Boga, Cynestan, Eadwine

EXETER (6): Dodda, Eadmær, Eadweald (on the basis of Montagu sale, 1896, lot 135, not 
illustrated but probably reliably described), Godwine, Leofwine, Wulfnoth 

A coin of Ifi ng, SCBI 24, 666, there attributed to Exeter, and the basis for Jonsson and van 
der Meer’s listing of an Exeter moneyer ‘Leofi ng’ in this type, appears to be a die-duplicate of 
SCBI 18, 1254, there attributed, more credibly, to Winchester.

FROME (1): Brihtwine

GLOUCESTER (5): Ælfsige, ‘Ællff’ (SCBI 54, 56, presumably considered by Jonsson and 
van der Meer to be a coin of Ælfsige, with the result that ‘Ællff ’ is not separately listed by 
them), Æthelric, Godric, Leofnoth

GUILDFORD (1): Blacman (SCBI 60, 1013)

HASTINGS (1): Brid 
A further coin, SCBI 42, 1138, long attributed to this mint and the basis for citations of 

Leofwine as a Hastings moneyer by Freeman and by Jonsson and van der Meer, has a reverse 
inscription that is diffi cult to read and was consequently catalogued in the SCBI volume as 
being of  ‘uncertain mint, uncertain moneyer, possibly Hastings, Leofwine’. The moneyer 
certainly seems to be Leofwine, but the mint signature is much less clear, and the coin is listed 
in the corpus that follows among coins that still require a mint attribution.

HEREFORD (3): Leofnoth, Ordric, Wulfwine

HERTFORD (3): Deorsige, Opi, Tidræd

HUNTINGDON (2): Wulfwi, Wulfwine

ILCHESTER (1): Dunbeard

IPSWICH (2): Leofi ng, Leofstan

LEICESTER (1): Wulfnoth

LEWES (2): Eadwine, Northman

LINCOLN (16): Asfrith, Beorhtric, ‘Cillin’ (included here on the basis of SCBI 54, 89 and 
BMC 699, treated as coins of a moneyer Gillacrist by Jonsson and van der Meer, but inter-
preted by Colman in SCBI 54 as coins of a moneyer Ceolwine), Eadmund, Godric, Guthfrithr, 
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Konli (included here on the basis of a coin of a moneyer ‘Conli’, SCBI 54, 90, treated by 
Jonsson and van der Meer as a coin of a moneyer Kolgrimr), Leofwig, Leofwine, Sumarlithr, 
Svafi , Svertingr, Thorgrimr, Ulfr, Wælhrafn, Wulfric 

A coin of Eadric, SCBI 27, 588, there attributed to Lincoln and regarded as being of the 
Lincoln mint by Mossop, Freeman and Jonsson and van der Meer, is certainly of Thetford.27 
Eadwine, listed for the type by Freeman solely on the basis of a PACX/Arm and Sceptre mule, 
SCBI 54, 8, has been excluded, since an old Arm and Sceptre reverse die may simply have been 
reused by another moneyer some time after Eadwine himself  had ceased to be a moneyer (he 
is not recorded for the Radiate/Small Cross type or for other subsequent types).

LONDON (29): Ælfwig, Ælfwine, Æthelweard, Æthelwine, Brihtmær, Brihtwine, Brungar, 
Duding, Eadmund, Eadric, Eadweald, Eadwine (no true coin of this moneyer known for the 
type, but included here on the basis of an Arm and Sceptre/PACX mule, SCBI 54, 3), Ealdgar, 
Godric, Godwine, Goldsige, Korf, Leofi ng, Leofræd, Leofric, Leofstan, Ordlaf, Theodræd, 
Wulfgar, Wulfræd, Wulfric, Wulfstan, Wulfweard, Wulfwine

A coin of a moneyer ‘Godi’, SCBI 54 174, interpreted by Jonsson and van der Meer as 
being of a moneyer Goda (although attributed in SCBI 54 to Godwine), appears to be a con-
temporary imitation. Coins in the Stockholm collection of a further supposed moneyer 
Thorketill, recognised by Dolley and subsequent scholars as imitative, and attributable to the 
mint of Lund, were inadvertently published as SCBI 54, 204 and 205.

LYDFORD (1): Ælfric

MALMESBURY (1): Huna 
A coin of Brihtwine, SCBI 54, 226, there attributed to Malmesbury and the basis for Jonsson 

and van der Meer’s citation of Brihtwine as a Malmesbury moneyer in this type, is in reality a 
die-duplicate of SCBI 54, 145, which has a clear London mint signature.

MILBORNE PORT (1): Swetric (Dix Noonan Webb auction, 30 April 2009, lot 118)

NORTHAMPTON (1): Ælfwine, Leofwine

NORWICH (5): Hringwulf, Leofwig, Leofwine, Manna, Osmund

NOTTINGHAM (3): Blacman, Halfdan, Leofsige

OXFORD (4): Æthelric, Æthelwig, Æthelwine (or Ælfwine ?), Beorhtweald
Coins of the moneyers Godwine, SCBI 54, 53, and Halfdan, BM ex Montagu sale, 1896, lot 

136, which account for Jonsson and van der Meer’s listing of Godwine and Halfdan as Oxford 
moneyers in this type, are in reality of the Exeter and Nottingham mints respectively.

ROCHESTER (2): Eadwine (SCBI 60, 1021), Godwine

ROMNEY (1): Wulfmær

SALISBURY (3): Godwine, Wineman, Wynstan

SANDWICH (1): Leofwine

 27 The reverse inscription of the coin in question ends with the puzzling mint signature DFIN (hence the attribution to 
Lincoln), but the coin is struck from an obverse die also used with an undoubted Thetford reverse die of this moneyer with mint 
signature DEO (for a coin struck from this die-combination see SCBI 26, 1270; there are die-duplicates elsewhere).
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SHAFTESBURY (1): (Wulf?)ric (SCBI 54, 257, cut halfpenny reading RIC only, but Wulfric 
is recorded for this mint in the Radiate/Small Cross type)

SHREWSBURY (2): Wulfgeat, Wulfmær

SOUTHWARK (4): Ælfric, Brunman, Brunræd, Burhræd, Wulfwine (BNJ 76, 2006, Coin 
Register, no. 232)

Jonsson and van der Meer list Brunman under the Sudbury mint also, in error.

STAMFORD (12): Ælfheah, Ælfweard (SCBI 54, 268, accidentally omitted by Jonsson and 
van der Meer), Arngrimr, ‘Brinit’ (SCBI 54, 269, 270, tentatively identifi ed by Colman in 
SCBI 54 as coins of Brunwine), Brunwine, Fargrimr (Baldwin auction, 28 May 1997, lot 1671), 
Godric, Godwine, Leofric, Svart, Thorsteinnr (Eaglen sale, 1998, lot 1527), Thorulfr, 
Wulfnoth. 

A coin of a moneyer Wulfwine, SCBI 18, 1200, is listed there as being of this mint, an attri-
bution followed both by Freeman and by Jonsson and van der Meer, but the mint signature 
cannot in fact be read. It should be noted that an individual of this name is now known as a 
moneyer at Southwark, as well as at Bristol, Colchester, Hereford, Huntingdon and London.

STEYNING (2): Frithuwine, Wulfric

TAUNTON (2): Boga, Gillacrist

THETFORD (6): Brunstan, Eadric, Godwine, Leofwine, Sægrimr, Tidræd

WALLINGFORD (2): Æthelwig, Leofwine

WAREHAM (1): Wulfric

WARWICK (3): Leofi ng, Leofwig, Leofwine

WATCHET (1): Godcild

WILTON (3): Ælfstan, Ælfwine, Leofi ng

WINCHESTER (12): Æthelstan, Æthelwine, Frithumund, Godman, Godwine, Godwine 
Ceoca, Ifi ng, Leodmær, Leofi ng, Sæweard, Sæwine, Spileman 

A coin of a moneyer Leofstan attributed to this mint in the catalogue of the Parsons sale, 
1929, lot 194 (d), and accepted as being of this mint both by Freeman and by Jonsson and van 
der Meer, is now in the British Museum, via the W.A. Brooke collection, and is of the Worcester 
mint.

WORCESTER (2): Æthelwine, Leofstan

YORK (16): Ælfhere, Æthelwine, Arngrimr, Arnketill (SCBI 21, M33, already missing from 
the collection when catalogued for the SCBI volume), Bjorn, Grimulfr, Hrafn (Baldwin auction, 
13 October 1997, lot 309), Ioli, Ketill, Leofwine (?), Sæfugl, Skuli, Sveinn, Thurgrimr, Ulfketill, 
Unnulfr

Leofwine is recorded for this type only from a coin in the collection at Lund, which cannot 
now be located.

A coin of an apparent York moneyer Godric (Grantley sale, 1944, lot 1198, not illustrated), 
accepted as a coin of York by Freeman and the basis for Jonsson and van der Meer’s inclusion 
of Godric as a York moneyer in this type, has a question mark after the reading GODRIC in 
the Grantley sale catalogue, and since the moneyer is unknown at this mint in any of  the 
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surrounding types, the coin’s attribution is too uncertain for Godric to be accepted as a York 
moneyer here. 

It is likely that during the issue of the PACX type a number of further moneyers must have 
been operating whose coins have yet to be located. The table recording the current tally of 
moneyers for each type of Edward the Confessor between PACX and Small Flan, and noting 
those moneyers known for the fi rst four types of Edward the Confessor who are also known 
for Arm and Sceptre and Expanding Cross (Table 5, pp. 35–42 below), offers some guidance as 
to who the missing moneyers in PACX might be. The number of such money ers is not however 
likely to be vastly numerous, for the majority of the moneyers recorded at the larger mints in 
Arm and Sceptre are already recorded as moneyers at the same mints in PACX. It is at smaller 
mints in the West Midlands and in the South-Western counties where the number of moneyers 
active in PACX may more probably be under-represented.

Freeman, discussing the number and identity of moneyers active during Edward the 
Confessor’s reign, devoted much attention to two particular issues.28 One was the extent to 
which a distinction can be drawn between ‘established’ moneyers, i.e. those moneyers whose 
activity at a given mint can be traced continuously through a succession of types, and ‘single-
type’ moneyers, i.e. moneyers whose activity at a given mint is brief  and which may be due to 
a variety of special circumstances. The other related issue discussed by Freeman was the extent 
to which moneyers might have moved from mint to mint, or indeed might have operated at 
more than one mint concurrently. 

These issues cannot satisfactorily be resolved by a study devoted to one single type struck 
at the outset of Edward’s reign, but it is appropriate to record here that, having made an exten-
sive search for obverse die-sharing between moneyers both within mints and within the obverse 
dies of each of the principal stylistic groupings, the present writer has not as yet noticed any 
PACX obverse die that is used with reverse dies issued to moneyers of the same name at dif-
ferent mints. For what such negative evidence is worth, that would suggest that at this point in 
the history of the later Anglo-Saxon coinage, which can be deduced on other grounds to have 
been a period of  relative stability, dies were normally used only at the mints for which they 
had been intended, and no individual moneyer was in a position to utilise an obverse die that 
had been issued to him except at the location to which the die had initially been dispatched. 
That tells against the hypothesis that one moneyer might at this date have operated workshops 
in two neighbouring or more widely separated mint towns concurrently, a possibility which 
Freeman in any case regarded as ‘the exception rather than the rule’.29 It also suggests that if  
a moneyer moved from one mint to another during the issue of the type he would have needed 
to be supplied with a new obverse die as well as with a new reverse die.

Similarly, an examination of the roster of moneyers’ names known for PACX, viewed in 
comparison with the names of the moneyers known for Arm and Sceptre and of those known 
for Radiate/Small Cross, does not of itself  suggest that at this particular point in the coinage 
any clear distinction existed between a body of ‘established’ moneyers and any other money-
ers who might have been employed on a different basis. Roughly ten per cent of the moneyers 
at present known for PACX are not as yet known for any other surrounding type, but this total 
includes only two moneyers at London and one at Winchester, and none at all at Canterbury, 
Thetford or York. If  there had been any number of moneyers employed on a non-permanent 
basis at this period, the need for them would presumably have been most pressing at such 
larger minting centres. As Freeman perceptively points out, the occurrence of ostensible ‘single-
type’ moneyers often coincides with the occurrence of dies with irregular characteristics, and 
it may well be that some of these moneyers are phantoms.30 

 28 Freeman 1985, 40–53.
 29 Freeman 1985, 49.
 30 Freeman 1985, 43–4. To take an example, an apparent Lincoln moneyer ‘Cillin’ (a name normalised by Dr Colman as 
Ceolwine) is evidenced by two coins of PACX type, both with Hildebrand Da reverses, but is not recorded for any other type 
struck at this mint. The style of these coins, SCBI Stockholm 89 and BMC 699 (from the Wedmore hoard), although slightly 
aberrant, is not suffi ciently aberrant for one to be able to dismiss them out of hand as imitations, especially as the English 
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By comparison, there does appear to have been signifi cant recruitment of new moneyers 
during the ensuing Radiate/Small Cross type, particularly at London, where no fewer than 
twenty-two moneyers are recorded for Radiate/Small Cross who do not seem to have partici-
pated in PACX.31 Even here, though, just six moneyers out of these new twenty-two are ‘single-
type’ moneyers known in Radiate/Small Cross only, and their absence from the roster of 
moneyers for subsequent types may well be due to death, ill health or to some other cause 
rather than to any distinguishing feature in their employment status. 

That said, as Freeman has already recognised for Edward the Confessor’s coinage as a 
whole, there are indications at the larger mints that some individual moneyers ran more sub-
stantial coining operations during the PACX type than their colleagues at the same mints. At 
Lincoln, for example, the production of the moneyer Godric is attested by eight obverse dies 
and eleven reverse dies, and the production of the moneyer Leofwine by seven obverse dies 
and eight reverse dies, while none of the other Lincoln moneyers is known to have used more 
than four obverse dies or fi ve reverse dies. At London, Stamford, Thetford, Winchester and 
York there is no such obvious a gap between the production of the busiest moneyers and that 
of others, but seven London moneyers – Æthelweard, Brungar, Duding, Eadric, Godwine, 
Goldsige and Wulfstan – are rather better recorded than their fellow moneyers in terms both 
of dies and of the number of surviving coins struck from them. The same can be said of the 
Thetford moneyers Eadric and Leofwine, and it seems probable that in all of the larger mint 
towns an internal hierarchy operated by which some moneyers were allotted more dies and a 
larger share in supplies of bullion for coining than less favoured colleagues. 

Type

The obverse of each coin of the type carries a bust of the king facing left, with a sceptre in 
front of the king’s face, surmounted by an inscription providing the king’s name and title. The 
accompanying reverse die carries a cross, made up of  double ruled lines converging on a 
central annulet, with the letters P, A, C and X in the cross’s successive quarters, and with a 
surrounding inscription identifying the coin’s moneyer and the mint town where he was 
operating.

A more detailed breakdown of  the elements of  the coin type allows the identifi cation of  
a number of  features that are diagnostic in identifying groupings of  dies or are otherwise 
helpful. 

Obverse

The majority of obverse dies depict the king with a diadem which is represented by a single 
band ending with a pellet (jewel or knot?) at the back of the king’s head, from which two ‘tails’ 
extend downwards at angles to each other. On most of these dies the drapery on the king’s 
bust is shown as gathered in an annulet at the king’s shoulder. Dies of this general character 
can be designated as dies of Style A, subdivided into three categories:

Ai. Dies of the style proper (198 in total), on which the king’s head is relatively small 
and there is a measurable amount of space between it and the surmounting inscription. 
The king’s name in the obverse inscription is normally spelled either EDPARD (67 dies) 
or EDPERD (106 dies). Of the remaining twenty-fi ve dies of this stylistic character, six 

provenance of BMC 699 suggests that they are unlikely to be Scandinavian imitations anyway. Nonetheless, the reverse die of 
BMC 699, on which the letters in the quarters on the reverse are arranged A/X/X/P, is the only reverse die so far recorded for a 
Lincoln moneyer in this type on which the letters in the reverse quarters are not P, A, C and X arranged in one or other of the 
customary clockwise manners, and it may well be that both coins are in fact imitative and that ‘Cillin’ has no real existence.
 31 The large number of recorded London moneyers for the Radiate/Small Cross type owes something to the excellent repre-
sentation of coins of this type of the London mint in the Thwaite hoard, but must also refl ect a genuine expansion in the number 
of London moneyers at this point in time.
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cannot be fully read, six carry the king’s name in other spellings involving an A, three 
carry it in spellings involving a second E, and ten carry it in spellings without either an 
A or a second E.32

Aii. Dies of a similar basic appearance, but on which the king’s head is larger and occu-
pies more of the available space. The distinction between dies of this style and dies of 
Style Ai is not easy to defi ne precisely, and there is scope for reclassifying coins described 
in what follows as belonging to one or other of these styles, but it should be noted that 
on the 69 dies assigned in the corpus to Style Aii the king’s name customarily appears 
as EDPERD (53 dies) rather than in other forms (eleven dies, on only four of which the 
king’s name is spelled with an A). On the remaining fi ve dies the king’s name cannot be 
fully read.

Aiii. Dies similar to those of category Ai, but on which the annulet at the king’s shoul-
der is replaced by a pellet (34 dies). On 19 of these dies the king’s name is spelled EDPERD, 
and on 8 dies the king’s name is spelled with an A. On the remaining dies the king’s 
name is spelled in other forms or is not fully readable.

Alongside these obverse dies of Style A there is a signifi cant minority of dies on which the 
king is shown wearing a diadem formed of two parallel bands, and where the descending tails 
at the back of the king’s head are represented as parallel lines continuous with the bands of 
the diadem. On such dies there is customarily a pellet, not an annulet, at the king’s shoulder. 
The stylistic unity of these dies is additionally shown by the fact that on them the king’s name 
in the obverse inscription is nearly always spelled EDPARD. Dies of this character are designated 
as dies of Style B, subdivided into two categories:

Bi. Dies of the style proper (57 dies, all reading EDPARD)
Bii. Dies of similar style, on which the pellet at the shoulder is replaced by an annulet 
(20 dies, of which 16 read EDPARD and only 2 read EDPERD)

A third group of obverse dies, numbering 43 in all and designated for present purposes as dies 
of Style C, comprises dies that are analogous to those of style Aiii, in that on them the diadem 
is a single band and there is a pellet rather than an annulet at the king’s shoulder, but which 
are customarily of cruder style, with shorter or garbled obverse inscriptions, and with the tails 
at the back of the king’s head customarily breaking into the inscription. The easiest diagnostic 
feature for identifying dies of this character is that the drapery at the king’s shoulder, normally 
shown on dies of other styles by two or three parallel lines descending slantwise from the 
annulet or pellet, is shown on dies of Style C by three shorter lines of which the uppermost is 
close to being horizontal. On such coins the king’s name is almost invariably spelled in such 
abbreviated or blundered forms as EDPA, EDPP, EDDD, CCPD or CEDDP.

It should be recorded that Scandinavian imitations of coins of PACX type, some struck at 
the Danish mint of Lund, others struck elsewhere in the Scandinavian countries, often carry 
busts in a style very similar to that of Style C.33 This is not because Style C is itself  an imitative 
or unoffi cial style, but is presumably an accidental consequence of the fact that dies of Style 
C, as indicated below, were distributed to moneyers working in those parts of England most 
closely connected with Scandinavia by previous Viking settlement, geographical proximity 
and trade. 

Obverse dies of Styles A and B are ‘national’ groupings, used by moneyers widely dispersed 
over England, although no dies of Style B seem to have reached moneyers at Winchester or at 

 32 On fi ve obverse dies of this style used by moneyers at the London mint the king’s name is spelled EDPHRD. Four of these 
are found in combination with reverses of the Hildebrand Da variety, and are thus presumptively of late date within the type (see 
below, p. 26).
 33 For the Lund coinage see Becker 1981.
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York, and dies of Style A are notably uncommon at Lincoln. Dies of both of these styles are 
likely to have been produced in, and distributed from, London.

Obverse dies of  Style C have so far only been recorded as used by moneyers at Hertford 
(1 die), Lincoln (14 dies), London (3 dies), Northampton (1 die), Norwich (6 dies), Stamford 
(8 dies), Thetford (9 dies) and York (1 die), and must therefore have been distributed to money-
ers working in London and Eastern England and not to moneyers working elsewhere. The 
spread of mints involved is however suffi ciently wide to suggest that dies of this style were 
manufactured at a central location, presumably also at London in the absence of any decisive 
evidence to the contrary, and that Style C is therefore also in essence a ‘national’ one. The poor 
standard of literacy shown in the coins’ inscriptions, coupled with a generally more simplistic 
rendering of diadem and drapery, points to a date for dies of Style C towards the end of the 
issue of the type.

At York obverse dies of ‘national’ character, all of Style Ai except for a single die of Style 
C, are supplemented by twelve dies of a distinctive appearance, most obviously distinguish-
able by the fact that the king’s head is shown in a cruder and more bulky form than usual, with 
signifi cant hatched areas above and below the diadem. Obverse dies of this style are otherwise 
known for two Lincoln moneyers, Godric and Swafa, but the style is not recorded for other 
mints or moneyers, and it is apparent that the twelve York dies and the two Lincoln dies must 
have been manufactured by the same York-based die-cutting operation.

A few obverse dies recorded for other mints are of idiosyncratic appearance. Those that are 
close in style to each of the various ‘national’ groupings have for convenience been included 
in the totals for these styles given above. Some of these may be dies produced at one of the 
main die-engraving workshops in London, but not engraved as competently as they should 
have been, while others may be dies that were intended to replicate ‘national’ styles but which 
were in fact produced locally. It is notable that a few obverse dies used by Winchester money-
ers, although of Style A and classed as such in the corpus, have taller busts than normal (e.g. 
that used to strike SCBI 54, 308–9 and 311), and these may certainly have been engraved 
locally, refl ecting Winchester’s long history as a die-cutting centre. It is no doubt relevant here 
that no obverse dies of Style B are known for Winchester moneyers.

To complete the arithmetic, the surviving coins witness to thirty-six obverse dies not cur-
rently assignable to any of the ‘national’ styles. Four of these are of idiosyncratic styles clearly 
distinct from any of the ‘national’ styles, but the remainder are dies which are likely in time to 
turn out to be assignable to one or other of the ‘national’ styles. The reason why they have not 
been so assigned at present is that they are currently attested only by coins that are poorly 
struck, or by cut halfpence on which the whole obverse design is not visible.

It should be recorded that on coins of PACX type the obverse inscription normally ends 
with the title REX, sometimes spelled RECX, and sometimes followed by the letter A (for 
Anglorum). In his 1966 paper Dolley took the view that obverse dies with inscriptions ending 
with ‘the initial of an ethnic’ were likely on general principles to date from early in the type, 
but the letter A appears in this position on dies of various styles and it is diffi cult to use its 
presence as an indicator of date.34 On a handful of obverse dies of Style A the inscription ends 
in the longer forms RE(C)X AN or REX ANG, and here the number of dies involved is so small 
that it is feasible to list the dies involved. Most of the dies concerned may indeed date from 
early in the type, but no obvious pattern emerges, except that the presence of AN or ANG at 
the end of the inscription on obverse dies used by a few Winchester moneyers supports the 
suggestion made above that some Winchester obverse dies may have been engraved locally. 
Where a die is evidenced by a coin or coins published in SCBI 54 Stockholm (the volume devoted 
to the coins of Edward the Confessor), a Stockholm specimen has been cited in preference to 
other specimens known.

 34 Dolley 1966.
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Inscriptions, Style Ai
Bristol, Smæwine (reads +EDPARD/RECX AN). SCBI 54, 17.
Chester, Ælfsige (reads +EDPER/D REX ANG). SCBI 54, 27.
Guildford, Blacaman (reads +EDPERD/.REX ANG). SCBI 60, 1013.
London, Dudinc (reads +EDPER/D REX AN). SCBI 18,1050.
London, Godwine (reads +EDPARD/RECX AN). SCBI 18, 1077.
London, Leofi ng (reads +EDP.ERD/REX AN). SCBI 54, 202.
Stamford, Arngrimr (reads +EDPERD/REX AN). SCBI 27, 1381.
Stamford, Fargrimr (reads +EDPERD/EX AN). Baldwin sale 28 May 1997, lot 1671.
Stamford, Leofric (reads +EDPERD/REX AN). SCBI 54, 275; and (with a different reverse die) 

Dix Noonan Webb sale 12 March 2008, lot 191.
Stamford, Svart (reads +EDPED/REX AN). SCBI 54, 276.
Thetford, Godwine (reads +EDPERD/REX AN). Eaglen sale, 1998, lot 1540.
Winchester, Godwine (reads +EADPERD/REX ANG). SCBI 54, 308.
Winchester, Godwine Ceoca (same obverse die as last). SCBI 54, 311.

Inscriptions, Style Aii
Hertford, Tidred (cut halfpenny, inscription ending .REX AN). SCBI 54, 73.
London, Eadmund (reads +EDPER:/D REX ANG). SCBI 54, 160.
London, Wulfwine (reads +EDPERD R/.EX AN). SCBI 54, 221.
Winchester, Æthelstan (reads +EDPER/D REX AN). British Museum ex T.G. Barnett.
Winchester, Æthelwine (reads +EDPERD/REX ANG). British Museum (BMC 1384).
Winchester, Sæwerd (same obverse die as coin of moneyer Æthelstan cited above). SCBI 18, 

1265; and (with a different reverse die) SCBI 11, 132.

Inscriptions, Style Aiii
Bruton, Godric (reads +EDPERD/.REX AN). SCBI 18, 750.

In this general context, it should be recorded that on obverse dies of the same stylistic charac-
ter the division of the obverse inscription by the king’s bust is never standardized, even when 
the king’s name is spelled in the same way. The clearest example of this is with obverse dies of 
Style Bi, on all of which the king’s name is spelled EDPARD, but on which the king’s bust 
breaks the inscription after EDPA on three dies, after EDPAR on 33 dies, and after EDPARD on 
22 dies. 

From all this, the present writer’s provisional conclusion is that Style Ai and Style Bi are the 
earliest and also the principal styles of separate London-based die-cutting workshops from 
which dies were distributed nationally. Styles Aii and Aiii, and Style Bii, are closely related 
styles associable with the same workshops, and dies of these styles may well represent the 
production of these workshops at subsequent dates during the issue of the type. As already 
indicated, dies of Style C, distinguished by less literate inscriptions and by more simplistic 
rendering of  features of  the king’s bust, and also distinguished by the fact that they were 
supplied to a more limited range of  mints, may be presumed to belong towards the end of  
the issue of the type.

Mules with reverse dies of other types

Mules utilizing PACX obverse dies with reverse dies of previous types or of the subsequent 
Radiate/Small Cross type exist as listed below. Surprisingly, they are of no great assistance in 
pinpointing obverse dies that should be assignable to the very beginning or to the very end of 
the PACX type, for the obverse dies in question are not numerous and are of diverse styles. At 
Lincoln, the only mint for which both PACX/Arm and Sceptre mules and PACX/Radiate Small 
Cross mules are recorded, and also a principal source for the known Arm and Sceptre/PACX 
mules listed a little later on in the present text, the existence of such mules may simply be due 
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to the fact that local administrative controls were defi cient by comparison with those that 
applied at other mints, and that old dies were left lying around in moneyers’ workshops for 
some time after dies of a new type had been supplied.

PACX/Jewel Cross mule
Exeter, Wulfnoth. SCBI 36, 824. Obverse die is of Style Ai (but has not so far been recorded 

with a PACX reverse).

PACX/Arm and Sceptre mule
Lincoln, Eadwine. SCBI 54, 8. Obverse die is of Style Aiii (but has not yet been recorded with 

a PACX reverse). The moneyer Eadwine is not as yet known for a true coin of PACX type.
Lincoln, Godric. Stock of B.A. Seaby Ltd in 1956 (BNJ xxviii, pl.7, 4). Obverse die of local 

York style (not as yet recorded with a PACX reverse), reverse die of irregular style reading 
+GODRI ON LICN (sic).

Stamford, Godric. Baldwin sale, 28 May 1997, lot 1669. Obverse die of unusual (early?) style, 
with inscription reading +EDPARD NA/REC, not as yet recorded with a PACX reverse.

Winchester, Sæwine. SCBI 30, 555. Obverse die of Style Ai, not as yet recorded with a PACX 
reverse.

Uncertain mint, Sæ[ ]. SCBI 42, 1128. Fragment, style of obverse die not classifi ed.
A further coin of the Lincoln mint, moneyer Kolgrimr, SCBI 54, 7, published as a PACX/Arm 

and Sceptre mule, is more probably a true coin of Arm and Sceptre type.

PACX/Radiate Small Cross mule
Lincoln, Asfrith. SCBI 27, 602 and die-duplicate SCBI 18, 929; SCBI 27, 603 and die-duplicate 

SCBI 54, 351; SCBI 54, 350 and die-duplicates SCBI 18, 990 and SCBI 51, 1030; SCBI 18, 
991. The coins are struck from four different Radiate/Small Cross reverse dies but from the 
same PACX obverse die, Style Bi (but the die, unusually, has an obverse legend reading from 
left to right, unbroken by the king’s bust, and has not so far been recorded with a PACX 
reverse).

Lincoln, Thorgrimr. SCBI 18, 1004 and die-duplicate found near Scunthorpe, Lincolnshire 
(BNJ 68, 1998, Coin Register no. 137). The coins are struck from a PACX obverse die of 
Style Aii (?), not as yet recorded with a PACX reverse die.

Lydford, Ælfric. SCBI 54, 352. The coin is struck from a PACX obverse die of Style Ai, also 
found with a PACX reverse die reading X/P/A/C.

It is convenient also to record here the following coins of Arm and Sceptre type which carry 
Edward the Confessor’s name and title on their obverse:

Arm and Sceptre coins with Edward the Confessor’s name
Southwark, Burhræd. BM ex Elmore Jones sale, 1971, 769; and probable die-duplicate, SCBI 

54, 9.
Stamford, Wilgrip. SCBI 54, 10. 

As noted above (p. 11), these two coins may be presumed to have been struck between the 
death of Harthacnut and the inception of the PACX type. Elements of Edward the Confessor’s 
name may also appear in the blundered obverse inscriptions of three further coins of Arm and 
Sceptre type, but it is possible that the inscriptions on these coins are simply blundered:

Bristol, Æthelwine. BM ex Lockett sale, 1955, lot 791.
Oxford, Godwine. SCBI 40, 1909.
York, Grimulfr. SCBI 40, 2021.
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Reverse 

As stated above, the reverse of each coin carries a cross of double ruled lines, meeting at a 
central annulet, with the letters P, A, C and X in the quarters. On the majority of the coins the 
surrounding inscription, providing the name of the moneyer and mint town where the coin 
was struck, is divided by the limbs of the cross, but coins are also known of a variety where 
the limbs of the cross do not extend as far as the edge of the coin and the surrounding inscrip-
tion is consequently continuous. The coins in question are additionally distinguished by the 
fact that the initial cross of the reverse inscription is positioned directly above the upward limb 
of the cross. Coins of this variety were denominated by Hildebrand as coins of his variety Da, 
and for convenience these are styled as such both here and in the corpus below.

Moneyers of variety Hildebrand Da

The following list is of moneyers who are known for coins of Hildebrand Da. Those moneyers 
who are known for coins of Hildebrand Da only, and not for coins of the type proper, are 
distinguished by asterisks before their names.

Bath, Æthelmær (one die)
Bedford, *Swetric (one die)
Bristol, *Ælfweard (two dies)
Canterbury, Gyldewine (one die)
Chester, Leofwine (one die)
Dover, Boga (one die)
Exeter, Eadmær (one die)
Gloucester, Godric (one die)
Gloucester, Leofnoth (one die)
Hastings, *Brid (one die)
Hereford, Leofnoth (also a coin of Hildebrand Db) (one die of each variety), *Ordric (one die)
Hertford, Deorsige (three dies), Tidred (one die)
Ilchester, Dunbeard (one die)
Ipswich, Leofstan (one die)
Lewes, Eadwine (two dies)
Lincoln, Asfrith (one die), *‘Cillin’ (two dies), Godric (one die), Leofwine (one die)
London, *Ælfwig (one die), Æthelweard (one die), Æthelwine (one die), Brihtmær (one die), 

Brungar (three dies), Dudinc (four dies), Eadmund (two dies), Eadric (fi ve dies), Eadweald 
(two dies), Godwine (four dies), Goldsige (one die), Leofi ng (one die), Leofric (one die), 
Wulfgar (three dies) 

Oxford, Beorhtweald (one die)
Shrewsbury, Wulfgeat (one die)
Southwark, Brunman (one die)
Taunton, *Gillacrist (one die)
Wallingford, Leofwine (one die)
Wareham, *Wulfric (one die)
Warwick, Leofwig (one die)
Winchester, Æthelstan (two dies), Godwine (four dies), Ifi ng (one die), Leodmær (one die), 

Leofi ng (three dies)
York, Ælfhere (one die), *Æthelwine (three dies), *Arngrimr (four dies), *Bjorn (one die), 

Grimulfr (three dies), *Hrafn (one die), *Ioli (two dies), *Ketill (three dies), *Sæfugl (two 
dies), *Skuli (two dies), * Sveinn (one die), *Thurgrimr (one die), *Ulfketill (one die), 
Unnulfr (three dies)
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It will be clear from these fi gures that although reverse dies of Hildebrand Da were used by 
moneyers across a wide spectrum of mint towns, it was only at the York mint that they pre-
dominate among the stock of reverse dies employed, representing 28 of the 32 reverse dies of 
which illustrations are available.35 At other major mints it is only at London and at Winchester 
that they represent any signifi cant proportion of the recorded reverse dies, and no Hildebrand 
Da dies at all have yet been recorded for moneyers working at Stamford and Thetford.

The obverse dies found with Hildebrand Da reverse dies are chiefl y of Style A, including a 
fair number of dies classifi able as Aii and Aiii. On all but a handful of these dies the king’s 
name is spelled EDPERD, and Hildebrand Da reverses are in fact only found in conjunction 
with seven obverse dies on which the king’s name is spelled with an A after EDP (two of Style 
Bi, used with reverse dies of the Ipswich moneyer Leofstan and the Taunton moneyer Gillacrist; 
one die each of Styles Aii, Aiii and Bii, all used with reverse dies of the London moneyer 
Eadric; and two dies of Style C, used with reverse dies of the Lincoln moneyers Asfrith and 
Godric). 

This would indicate that Hildebrand Da dies were not in general use at the time that obverse 
dies on which the king’s name is spelled EDPARD were distributed to moneyers. Another indi-
cation that they belong to a different phase within the type to obverse dies on which the king’s 
name is spelled EDPARD is that of the twenty-six obverse dies, chiefl y of Styles Ai and Bi, on 
which the king’s name is spelled thus, and which also incorporate one or more round-backed 
letters in the obverse inscription, not one is found paired with a Da reverse.

Peter Seaby, writing in 1955, expressed the view that all the coins of the Hildebrand Da 
variety belonged to a late phase within the PACX type distinguished by the fact that the coins 
in it, both of the substantive type and of Hildebrand Da, were ‘struck on a smaller fl an the 
same size as Edward’s Radiate issue’.36 The suggestion that there was an observable diminu-
tion in fl an size at any given time during the issue of the PACX type has however no very 
obvious factual basis, and was not repeated by Dolley when discussing the type in his 1966 
article in NC. The dating of the Hildebrand Da variety depends instead on more complex 
arguments set out in what follows, although it is proper to record at this point that the present 
writer has reached, on different grounds, the same conclusion about the dating of Hildebrand 
Da coins to a late phase within the type as that arrived at by Seaby over half  a century ago.

Letters in quarters of reverse cross

As regards the letters in the quarters of the reverse cross, usage in the PACX type contrasts 
with usage in Æthelred II’s Crux type, where the letters C, R, V and X always occupy the same 
successive quarters of the reverse, starting with the letter C in the top right hand quarter where 
the coin’s reverse inscription begins. In the present type, although the letters P, A, C and X 
customarily appear in successive quarters just as do the letters C, R, V and X on the coins of 
Æthelred II, the letter P only appears in the top right hand corner of the reverse on 69 out of 
397 reverse dies on which the letters P, A, C and X appear in that order, while it appears in the 
top left hand corner of the reverse on 200 dies, in the lower right hand corner on 82 dies and 
in the lower left hand corner on 40 dies. The relatively large number of dies on which the letter 
P appears in the top left hand corner of the reverse allows the interpretation that the intent of 
the designer of the reverse type was that the letters should be read clockwise from this quarter 
rather than from the top right hand corner. Students of the type will however probably fi nd it 
simplest to read the letters clockwise from the top right hand corner, as this is invariably the 
quarter where the reverse inscription commences, and this course has been followed in the 
present study.

On 39 dies the letters in the quarters of the reverse cannot be fully read, in most cases 
because they are only attested at present by cut halfpennies. The remaining dies fall into four 

 35 Of  the 28 Hildebrand Da reverse dies involved, as many as 24 have the letters in the quarters of  the reverse arranged 
A/C/+/P, a much higher proportion for a particular letter arrangement than is known at any other mint.
 36 Seaby 1955–57, 127.
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principal groupings on which the letters, reading clockwise from the top right hand corner of 
the reverse, are arranged as follows:

P/A/C/X 69 dies
A/C/X/P 200 dies
C/X/P/A 40 dies 
X/P/A/C 82 dies

It is not as yet clear whether this variation in the arrangement was random or purposeful. An 
element of randomness is suggested by the fact that on the evidence of the surviving coins the 
arrangement of these letters on reverse dies carrying the names of different moneyers at the 
same mint may equally well be identical or divergent. At the same time, it is not altogether 
impossible that situations where a moneyer is known to have been supplied with one reverse 
die with, say, the A/C/X/P reading, and with another reverse die with one of the other readings, 
may refl ect a deliberate endeavour by the die-engraver to make a visual distinction between the 
two dies concerned, and that may in turn refl ect the workings of a vanished system controlling 
die-supply to individual moneyers.

Over and above these dies with PACX rendered clockwise, there are 61 further reverse dies 
on which the order and/or identity of the letters takes a variant form. Dies of this character 
attracted the attention both of Dolley and of Lord Stewartby, and their status and their 
chrono logical position within the type remain to be established. For this purpose, all such dies 
are listed below. For convenience, the dies in question have again been cited from Stockholm 
specimens wherever possible. Reverses of variety Da are indicated, as is the style of the obverse 
die with which such reverse dies are found, and also, the arrangement of the lettering on any 
other reverse dies struck using the same obverse die, where this is the case.

A/C/S/P 
Hereford, Wulfwine. SCBI 54, 64. Found with obverse die of Style Ai.
London, Leofric. SCBI 54, 193. Found with obverse die of Style Bi.
London, Wulfwine. SCBI 54, 221. Found with obverse die of Style Aii.
Norwich, Hringwulf. SCBI 54, 243. Found with obverse die of Style Ai. A different reverse 

die, also reading A/C/S/P, found with same obverse die, Doubleday sale, 1987, lot 403.
Stamford, Ælfheah. SCBI 54, 262. Found with obverse die of Style C.
Stamford, Brunwine. SCBI 54, 271. Found with obverse die of Style Ai.
Stamford, Leofric. SCBI 54, 275. Found with obverse die of Style Ai. Obverse die also found 

with reverse reading C/X/P/A.
Wallingford, Æthelwig. Baldwin sale 12 October 1998, lot 1303. Found with obverse die of 

Style Ai.
Wilton, Ælfstan. SCBI 54, 299. Found with obverse die of Style Ai, the obverse die also found 

with reverse reading A/C/X/P.
Winchester, Godman. SCBI 54, 305. Found with obverse die of Style Aii.
Winchester, Godwine Ceoca. SCBI 54, 311. Found with obverse die of Style Ai (var), the 

obverse die also found with reverse die of Hildebrand Da reading A/C/X/P.

A/P/X/C
London, Dudinc. Hildebrand Da. SCBI 54, 156. Found with obverse die of Style Aii, also 

found with reverse reading X/P/C/A (below).
London, Wulfric. SCBI 54, 212. Found with obverse die of Style Aii.

A/X/X/P 
Bath, Ægelmær. Hildebrand Da. SCBI 54, 12. Found with obverse die of Style Aii.
Chester, Leofwine. Hildebrand Da. SCBI 54, 35. Found with obverse die of style Aii, the 

obverse die also found with reverse of type proper, reading X/P/A/C.
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Exeter, Eadmær. Hildebrand Da. SCBI 54, 52. Found with obverse die of Style Aii, the obverse 
die also found reverse of type proper, reading X/P/A/C.

Hastings, Brid. Hildebrand Da. BM ex H.H. King. Found with obverse die of Style Ai.
Hertford, Opi. SCBI 54, 70. Found with obverse die of Style Bii, the obverse die also found 

with reverse of the type proper reading A/C/X/P and probably with another reverse of the 
type proper (of the Hertford moneyer Deorsige), also reading A/C/X/P.

Lincoln, ‘Cillin’. Hildebrand Da. BMC 699 (Mossop LXVI, 1). Found with obverse die of 
Style Ai.

London, Brungar. Hildebrand Da. SCBI 54, 151. Found with obverse die of Style Aii. Another 
specimen from same reverse die, SCBI 54, 152, found with obverse die of Style Aiii.

London, Eadweald. Hildebrand Da. SCBI 54, 164. Found with obverse die of Style Ai. A dif-
ferent reverse die, Hildebrand Da, also reading A/X/X/P, found with obverse die of Style Aii, 
SCBI 54, 165.

Shrewsbury, Wulfgeat. Hildebrand Da. BM ex Lockett sale, 1960, lot 3801. Found with 
obverse die of Style Aii (var).

Warwick, Leofwig. Hildebrand Da. SCBI 54, 295. Found with obverse die of Style Ai.
Winchester, Godwine. Hildebrand Da. SCBI 54, 310. Found with obverse die of Style Aii.

C/A/P/X
Dover, Boga. Hildebrand Da. Doubleday sale, 1987, lot 128. Found with obverse die of  

Style Ai.
London, Godwine. Hildebrand Da. SCBI 54, 179. Found with obverse die of Style Aiii.
London, Wulfgar. Hildebrand Da. SCBI 54, 206. Found with obverse die of Style Aii (but 

with lis-headed sceptre). A different reverse die, Hildebrand Da, also reading C/A/P/X, found 
with an obverse die of Style Ai, St James’s sale, 27 September 2006, lot 70.

Northampton, Leofwine. SCBI 18, 887. Found with obverse die of Style Aiii (?). The reverse 
die may however be imitative.

C/C/+/P
London, Ealdgar. SCBI 51, 1023. Found with obverse die of Style Ai.

C/R/V/X
Winchester, Leofi ng. SCBI 52, 619. Found with obverse die of Style Ai.

C/X/R/V
London, Brihtmær. Private collection (NCirc January 1967, 2). Found with obverse die of 

Style Bi.

P/A/C/S
London, Dudinc. SCBI 54, 158. Found with obverse die of Style Bi. Another specimen from 

same reverse die, SCBI 18, 1050, found with obverse die of Style Ai.
Stamford, Svart. SCBI 54, 276. Found with obverse die of Style Ai.

P/A/X/C
London, Æthelweard. SCBI 18, 1015. Found with obverse die of Style Aiii, the obverse die 

also found with reverse die of Hildebrand Da reading R/V/X/C (below).

P/A/X/X
Gloucester, Leofnoth. Hildebrand Da. SCBI 54, 60. Found with obverse die of Style Ai.
Taunton, Boga. BM ex Montagu sale, 1896, lot 136. Found with obverse die of Style Ai.
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Winchester, Leodmær. Hildebrand Da. SCBI 54, 312. Found with obverse die of Style Aiii 
(var.), the obverse die also found with reverse die of type proper, of moneyer Leofi ng, reading 
A/C/X/P.

Winchester, Leofi ng. Hildebrand Da. SCBI 18, 1263. Found with obverse die of Style Ai.

R/V/X/C
London, Æthelweard. Hildebrand Da. SCBI 18, 1030. Found with obverse die of Style Aiii, 

the obverse die also found with reverse die of type proper, reading P/A/X/C (above).
London, Brihtmær. Hildebrand Da. Eaglen sale, 1998, 1444. Found with obverse die of  

Style Ai.
London, Eadmund. Hildebrand Da. SCBI 54, 162. Found with obverse die of Style Ai.
London, Leofstan. SCBI 54, 195. Found with obverse die of Style Bi.
Winchester, Leofi ng. Hildebrand Da. SCBI 54, 315. Found with obverse die of Style Aii, the 

obverse die also used with reverse die of moneyer Godman reading C/X/P/A.

S/C/X/P
Huntingdon, Wulfwig. Private collection (Eaglen 254). Found with obverse die of Style Ai 

(var), the obverse die also found with reverse reading X/P/S/C (below).

V/X/C/R
Gloucester, ‘Ælff’. SCBI 54, 56. Found with obverse die of Style Aii.

X/A/C/X
London, Eadric. Hildebrand Da. BM ex Lockett sale, 1960, lot 3799. Found with obverse die 

of Style Aii.

X/C/A/P
London, Ælfwine. Private collection. Found with obverse die of Style Ai (var).

X/C/R/V
Bedford, Ulfketill. BM 1997 10–75–1. Found with obverse die of Style Aiii, the obverse die 

also found with reverse reading P/A/C/X.
London, Leofstan. Hildebrand Da. Baldwin sale 12 October 1998, 1301. Found with obverse 

die of Style Ai (var).

X/C/X/P
London, Brungar. Hildebrand Da. SCBI 54, 153. Found with obverse die of Style Aii, the 

obverse die also found with reverse of Hildebrand Da reading C/X/[ ] (cut halfpenny).

X/P/A/X
Taunton, Gillacrist. Hildebrand Da. BMC 1263. Found with obverse die of Style Bi.
Wallingford, Leofwine. Hildebrand Da. NCirc September 2009, HS3896. Found with obverse 

die of Style Ai, the obverse die also used with reverse of type proper, reading P/A/C/X.

X/P/C/A
London, Dudinc. Hildebrand Da. SCBI 18, 1045. Found with obverse die of Style Ai. Die 

also found with another obverse die of Style Aii, SCBI 30, 560, the obverse die also found 
with reverse reading A/P/X/C (above).
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X/P/S/C
Huntingdon, Wulfwig. SCBI 42, 1132. Found with obverse die of Style Ai (var), the obverse 

die also found with reverse reading S/C/X/P (above).

X/P/X/C
London, Ælfwig. SCBI 54, 173. Found with obverse die of  Style Ai (but with lis-headed 

sceptre).
London, Wulfgar. SCBI 18, 1121. Found with obverse die of Style Bi.

X/X/A/C
London, Eadric. SCBI forthcoming. Found with imitative obverse die.

X/X/P/A
Gloucester, Godric. Hildebrand Da. SCBI 54, 58. Found with obverse die of Style Aii, the 

obverse die also found with reverse of type proper reading P/A/C/X.

Dating of coins with variant letter arrangements in quarters of reverse cross

Dolley, discussing these coins in his 1966 article, concluded that the coins with reverse reading 
CRVX, the category encompassing reverses reading CRVX, RVXC and XCRV, belonged ‘early’ in 
the type, and that those with reverses reading PACS and ACSP ‘likewise belong at the very head 
of the series’.37 In each instance he interpreted these variants as dating from the inception of the 
PACX type, at a time before ‘the type had crystallized’. In support of this he was able to adduce 
the fact that the coins were of good weight and that the inscriptions on a signifi cant proportion 
of  the obverse dies were of  a long form ending with an ethnic, both customarily indications 
in the later Anglo-Saxon period of early date within a coin type. He also concluded, ‘with very 
little hesitation’, that the group of coins with reverse dies reading PAXX, a category which for 
him encompassed coins reading AXXP, PAXX, XPAX and XXPA, belonged ‘at the very outset of 
the emission’. His contention was based in part on a hypothesis that all such variants were likely 
to belong at the beginning of the type, when engravers ‘had yet to settle into rigid routines’, and 
in part, rather more persuasively, on the fact that of the fi ve coins of PACX type present in the 
1853 Wedmore hoard, the only English-found hoard ending in this type, two were of this variety, 
a piece of evidence which Dolley found ‘quite decisive’. By 1977 it was still Dolley’s position that 
‘the bulk of the anomalous pieces [those reading CRVX, PACS and PAXX] do seem to belong 
early rather than late in the issue’, but he had noticed by then that ‘an increasing number of 
coins of the minor PACX variants’ were ‘beginning to die-link into the type proper’, and, rightly, 
took this as an ‘indication of the homogeneity of the type as a whole’.38 

What can now clearly be seen is that dies with reverse readings PACS and ACSP are all of the 
reverse type proper, and must presumably belong to a different phase within the type to dies 
reading AXXP, PAXX and XXPA, which are almost all of Hildebrand Da. It can also now be 
seen that obverse inscriptions ending A or AN are more commonly found on obverse dies used 
with reverse dies reading PACS and ACSP than on obverse dies used with reverse dies with the 
other lettering variants, and it can be noted that coins with reverse dies reading PACS and 
ACSP certainly include a few which are of particularly good weight.39 An early date for coins 
struck from reverse dies with these readings thus seems reasonably certain.

 37 Dolley 1966, 213–14.
 38 Dolley 1977. It is curious in retrospect that Dolley should have taken the view that coins with anomalous arrangements 
of the letters in the quarters of the reverse were likely in principle to date from early in the lifetime of the issue, for, as Dr Robin 
Eaglen has pointed out to the present writer, the designs of coin types of the later Anglo-Saxon period seem customarily to have 
been very carefully prepared and to have been followed meticulously by die-engravers in the initial periods after the inception of 
a new type.
 39 Coins with these reverse letter arrangements include London, Wulfwine, SCBI 54, 221, 1.22 g; Norwich, Hringwulf, SCBI 
54, 243, 1.20 g; and Winchester, Godman, SCBI 54, 305, 1.16 g.
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By contrast, coins struck from reverse dies of  the PAXX category are not customarily found 
with obverse dies with inscriptions ending A or AN, and are at best of  average weight for the 
type. The only serious argument for assigning coins struck from such dies to a date early in 
the issue of  the type is the presence of  two such coins in the Wedmore hoard, and the fact 
that the Wedmore hoard was deposited in the course of the issue of the type does not mean that 
it was deposited early in the issue of the type.40 If  reverse dies of the PAXX category were not 
in fact struck early in the type, the production of dies of variety Hildebrand Da can be dis-
associated from an early date within the type. The best explanation for the fact that dies read-
ing AXXP, PAXX and XXPA, and dies with some of the other less frequently found variations 
in the nature and order of the letters in the reverse quarters, are disproportionately common 
among dies of the variety Hildebrand Da, is that Hildebrand Da is in reality a late variety 
within the type, dating from a point by when administrative control over the die engravers’ 
working practices had slackened.

What this means for the history of coining operations at York, where Hildebrand Da dies 
overwhelmingly predominate, has yet to be determined, but it is observable that coins of York 
moneyers in this type are notably uncommon, and it is at least a possible hypothesis that coin 
production at York did not get properly under way until well after the issue of the type had 
begun. Paradoxically, though, all reverse dies so far recorded for York moneyers have the letters 
in the quarters arranged in one or other of the four customary clockwise arrangements, so the 
argument from variant letter arrangements used to date Hildebrand Da coins late in the type 
does not apply to Hildebrand Da coins struck by York moneyers.41

The relative dating within the type of the reverse dies which read CRVX, RVXC and XCRV 
appears to be similar, for four of the fi ve reverse dies reading RVXC are of variety Hildebrand 
Da. If that is so, the probability is that they were produced on the mere whim of the die-engraver 
or die-engravers concerned, and it is very unlikely that they can be used as evidence for an 
early phase in the type during which it was as yet undecided whether the letters surrounding 
the cross should be PACX or CRVX.

Mules of PACX reverses with Arm and Sceptre obverses

Mules combining reverse dies of PACX type with obverse dies of Arm and Sceptre type exist 
as listed below. As with mules combining PACX obverse dies with reverse dies of other types, 
the evidence is not easy to utilize, but it is to be noted that of the reverse dies involved in strik-
ing the mules, one Lincoln die and the only Thetford die also occur in conjunction with PACX 
obverse dies of Style C, a style assignable on other grounds to a position towards the end of 
the issue of the PACX type.

Arm and Sceptre/PACX mules
Lincoln, Brihtric. SCBI 54, 1 (reverse die reading X/P/A/C, also found with a PACX obverse 

die of Style C) ; BM ex Morgan ex Sir John Evans ex City hoard (reverse die reading P/A/C/X, 
not as yet recorded with an obverse die of PACX type). The coins are struck from the same 
Arm and Sceptre obverse die with a blundered inscription.

 40 The latest coins in the Wedmore hoard were the following fi ve coins of PACX type: Dorchester, Blacaman (BMC 195); 
Lincoln, ‘Cillin’ (BMC 699); London, Leofric (BMC 908); Taunton, Gillachrist (BMC 1263); and Winchester, Æthelwine (BMC 
1384). Prof. Michael Metcalf  has followed Dolley in concluding that the hoard was deposited early in the PACX type, and takes 
the presence in it of recently struck coins from mints such as Lincoln, London and Winchester as evidence of ‘the velocity of 
monetary circulation’ (Metcalf, 1998, 151). A more probable interpretation of the presence in the hoard of coins struck as far 
away from Somerset as Lincoln and London is that the hoard was deposited at a date nearer to the end of the type.
 41 At Lincoln, similarly, fi ve of the six recorded Hildebrand Da reverse dies have the letters in the quarters of the reverse 
arranged in one or other of the customary clockwise arrangements, and the only one that does not is a reverse die of the moneyer 
‘Cillin’, which may in fact be imitative (see n.31 above). The probable explanation both at Lincoln and at York for the preponde-
rance of Hildebrand Da dies with letters in the customary clockwise arrangements is that the moneyers at both mints received their 
Hildebrand Da dies as a single batch from the London die-engravers, and that their stock of reverse dies did not subsequently have 
to be supplemented by other Hildebrand Da dies which might or might not have had variant letter arrangements.
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Lincoln, Sumarlithr. SCBI 54, 2. The coin is struck from a reverse die reading A/C/X/P, also 
found with a PACX obverse die of Style Bi.

Lincoln, Ulfr. BMC Cnut 313 and die-duplicate Baldwin sale 28 May 1997, lot 1599. The 
coins are struck from a reverse die reading X/P/A/C, also found with two different obverse 
dies of Style C.

London, Eadwine. SCBI 54, 3. The coin is struck from a reverse die reading P/A/C/X, not as 
yet recorded with an obverse die of PACX type. It should be noted that the sceptre before 
the king’s head on the obverse die is trefoil-headed, as on coins of the PACX type, and it is 
possible that the Arm and Sceptre obverse die is in fact imitative. No true coin of PACX type 
is known of this moneyer, but the style of the reverse die does nonetheless look offi cial and 
Eadwine can be accepted as a London moneyer for the type.

Romney, Wulfmær. SCBI 15, 3327. The coin is struck from a reverse die reading P/A/C/X, not 
as yet recorded with an obverse die of PACX type.

Thetford, Eadric. SCBI 54, 4 and the following four die-duplicates: SCBI 54, 5, BM ex Morgan 
ex Sir John Evans, and specimens found Downham Market, Norfolk (BNJ 68, 1998, Coin 
Register no. 136) and Sibton, Suffolk (EMC 2001.1242). The coins are struck from a reverse 
die reading A/C/X/P, also found with an obverse die of Style C.

A further apparent Arm and Sceptre/PACX mule, Thetford, Brunstan, Cassal sale, 1924, lot 
67, requires verifi cation. It may in fact have been an ordinary coin of PACX type with Edward 
the Confessor’s name in a blundered form, misread by the cataloguer of the Cassal sale as that 
of Harthacnut.

Variations in design of reverse cross ends

In his note in Spink’s Numismatic Circular in January 1967 Lord Stewartby drew attention to 
the fact that, as noticed long ago by H.A. Grueber, a number of coins of the PACX type 
proper are struck from reverse dies on which the crescents that terminate the outer ends of the 
limbs of the reverse cross contain large pellets.42 The area within these crescents may in prac-
tice either be entirely blank, or contain a small pellet, or contain a large pellet, and it is not 
always easy to make a clear distinction between dies which carry small pellets in this position 
and those which carry large pellets. It is nonetheless a helpful exercise to see how reverse dies 
with one or other of these features are distributed among the production of particular mints, 
and a number of conclusions emerge.

Broadly speaking, reverse dies with large pellets occur with some frequency at most mints 
on or south of the line of the Thames, and also at mints in the West Midlands (Chester, 
Gloucester, Hereford, Shrewsbury, Warwick, Worcester). Their occurrence at mints in Eastern 
England is much more patchy, and reverse dies with large pellets are not known at all among 
the production of moneyers at Lincoln, Norwich, Stamford or York, while at Cambridge and 
Ipswich just one such reverse die is recorded, and at Thetford only three reverse dies are of this 
character. At Thetford the dies in question are of the moneyers Godwine (Baldwin 28 May 
1997, lot 1678), Sægrimr (SCBI 18, 1232) and Tidræd (SCBI 54, 293). When reverse dies with 
small pellets are taken into account, this adds a further eight dies to the total of reverse dies 
with pellets in this position employed by moneyers at the larger mints in Eastern England. 
These comprise just three reverse dies at Lincoln, of the moneyers Beorhtric (SCBI 18, 931) 
and Svertingr (SCBI 54, 120, 123); two reverse dies at Stamford, of the moneyers Arngrimr 
(SCBI 27, 1381) and Leofric (Dix Noonan Webb sale 12 March 2008, lot 191); and three 
reverse dies at Thetford, of the moneyers Eadric (Baldwin sale 13 October 1997, lot 285) and 
Leofwine (Elmore Jones sale, 1971, lot 829; and (a different reverse die) BMC 1534). 

 42 Stewart 1967.
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All the other reverse dies so far recorded for moneyers at Lincoln, Norwich, Stamford, 
Thetford and York are of a design where the crescents at the end of the limbs are signifi cantly 
smaller and the areas within them are blank. Such a design is not by any means confi ned to 
reverse dies used at these mints, and as reverse dies of this style are well represented among 
reverse dies supplied to moneyers at London, it is not improbable that dies of this design 
would have been of London manufacture. That leaves for debate why dies of this design should 
have so much predominated in the supply of reverse dies to the major mints in Eastern 
England. Among the mints concerned, York is a special case, for most of the reverse dies 
employed there were of Hildebrand variety Da, without crescents at the end of the limbs at 
the cross, and the dies of the reverse type proper used there are few, but it is puzzling, if  money-
ers at the other major mints in this part of England received reverse dies cut at London on a 
regular basis, why these should have included so few dies that incorporate large or small pellets 
within the crescents.

It is also apparent that the pattern of distribution of reverse dies of this particular character 
to mints in Eastern England is not mirrored by any similar pattern in the distribution of obverse 
dies, and the fact that this should be so exemplifi es how much remains to be discovered about 
the system by which dies were distributed to individual moneyers at this period.

Weight

As will be seen from the fi rst histogram (Fig. 1), the weight for PACX coins (as a whole, inclu-
ding those of the Hildebrand Da variety) at which moneyers seem to have aimed falls within 
the bracket 1.10 g–1.14 g, with some permitted deviation above and below.43 There is a sub-
stantially larger scatter of coins lighter than this weight than of coins heavier than this weight, 

 43 In tabulating the coins for the purpose of the histogram, all coins described as pierced, cracked, chipped or fragmentary 
have been omitted, as have also cut halfpence. Additionally, for presentational convenience, the histogram omits twenty-one 
lighter coins weighing between 0.69 g and 0.85 g, and three heavier coins weighing between 1.25 g and 1.28 g.

Fig. 1. Histogram of weights (g) of 619 coins of the PACX type (including coins of type Hildebrand Da). (See 
n.43 for details of coins not included in the histogram.)
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but this seems to be due not to any slippage in the intended weight standard during the dura-
tion of the type, but rather to the fact that coins struck by moneyers at London, Stamford and 
Thetford are generally lighter than coins struck at Lincoln, Winchester and York. This 
accords with weight data tabulated for surrounding types in the later Anglo-Saxon period by 
Dr H.B.A. Petersson,44 and it seems probable to the present writer that the duration of  the 
earliest types of  Edward the Confessor’s reign was too short for there to have been any sig-
nifi cant decline in the coins’ intended weight within the period of  issue of  any one of  the 
types concerned.45

As regards coins of the Hildebrand Da variety, of which the weights are tabulated separ-
ately in the second histogram (Fig. 2), those struck at York are of consistently good weight, 
and the weight spread of those struck at Winchester is similar to that of coins of the substan-
tive PACX type struck there. At Lincoln the evidence is less decisive, and the number of known 
Hildebrand Da coins for this mint is in reality too small to be sure what their intended weight 
might have been. At London the weight range of Hildebrand Da coins accords with that of 
coins of the substantive type, and their average weight is therefore rather lower than that of 
coins of the Hildebrand Da variety struck at York and Winchester. The obvious conclusion 
from this is that, as with PACX coins generally, the weights of Hildebrand Da coins were gov-
erned by the weight level aimed at by the mint at which they were struck, and it is not therefore 
going to be possible to use their weight as decisive evidence by itself  for dating them to any 
particular point within the issue of the type.

 44 Petersson 1990. The relevant data is set out in Petersson 1990, Table VIII, 362–4, recording the average weight in grains 
for coins of each mint in each type. It will be seen that coins struck at London and Stamford are of consistently lower weight in 
each of Edward the Confessor’s fi rst four types than coins struck at Lincoln, Winchester and York, while coins struck at Thetford 
are of lower weight than those struck at Lincoln, Winchester and York just in PACX and Radiate/Small Cross.
 45 Petersson 1990, 234, records his view that ‘more than one weight standard’ is to be found during the issue of the Small 
Flan type at the mints of London, Lincoln, Winchester and Chester, with the possibility of a similar pattern of weight standards 
at smaller mints in Gloucestershire, Oxfordshire, Bedfordshire and Kent, but a closer look at the evidence will be required before 
Petersson’s contention can be accepted. The next type of the reign, Expanding Cross, within which coins were undoubtedly struck 
at two (or more) distinct weight standards, may be presumed to have had a longer period of issue.

Fig. 2. Histogram of weights (g) of 103 coins of the Hildebrand Da variety of the PACX type. (See n.43 for 
details of coins not included in the histogram.)
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TABLE 5. Mints and moneyers recorded in the fi rst four types of Edward the Confessor

Note:
The data in columns AS and EC is taken from the tables printed in Kenneth Jonsson and Gay van der Meer’s list 
of mints and moneyers, c.973–1066.46 The information in the remaining columns, covering the fi rst four types of 
the reign of Edward the Confessor, has been updated from that provided by Jonsson and van der Meer, on the basis 
of the present writer’s own research. Moneyers incorrectly recorded for particular mints and types by Jonsson and 
van der Meer have been silently omitted.
x moneyer recorded in AS or EC type
[–]  moneyer not so far recorded in AS or EC type, but recorded for any previous types of Harold I or 

Harthacnut (col. 1), or for one or both of the two following types of Edward the Confessor (col. 6).
Ælfwig moneyers printed in bold have been substantiated since 1990, mostly as a result of new discoveries.
Godric  coins of moneyers printed in italics have been reported for the mints and types concerned, but require 

further verifi cation.
AS Arm and Sceptre type
EC Expanding Cross type
RSC Radiate Small Cross type
TQ Trefoil Quadrilateral type
SF Small Flan type

Mint AS PACX RSC TQ SF EC

AYLESBURY   Leofwine Leofwine
BARNSTAPLE   Ælfric
BATH x Æthelmær Æthelmær Æthelmær Æthelmær x

 x Wædel Wædel  Wædel
     Godric
BEDFORD [–] Æthelman Æthelman Æthelman Æthelman x
  Sweta(?) Sweta  Sweta x
  Swetric
  Ulfketill   Ulfketill [–]

BEDWYN    Cild Cild x
BERKELEY    Eadgar
BRIDPORT x    Hwateman
BRISTOL [–] Ælfweard Ælfweard Ælfweard Ælfweard x
  Ælfwig
  Ælfwine
 x Æthelstan  Æthelstan Æthelstan x
  Smeawine
 x Wulfwine
 x  Æthelwine
 x  Sæwine
BRUTON x Godric Godric
BUCKINGHAM x Leofwine Leofwine Leofwine  x
BURY ST EDMUNDS    Morcar Morcar x
CAMBRIDGE x Godsunu Godsunu Godsunu Godsunu x
   Eadstan Eadstan Eadstan x
 x  Godwine
 x   Wulfwine Wulfwine x
 x    Ælfwig x
CANTERBURY x Ælfræd Ælfræd Ælfræd Ælfræd x
  Brunman Brunman Brunman Brunman
 x Gildewine Gildewine Gildewine Gildewine x
 x Ketill Ketill
 [–] Leofstan Leofstan Leofstan Leofstan x
 x Leofwine Leofwine Leofwine Leofwine x
  Manna Manna Manna Manna x
   Eadweard Eadweard Eadweard x
   Wulfgeat
 x   Godsunu
    Rodkarl

 46 Jonsson and van der Meer 1990.
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Mint AS PACX RSC TQ SF EC

CHESTER x Ælfsige Ælfsige Ælfsige Ælfsige x
 x Bruning Bruning Bruning Bruning x
 x Fargrimr Fargrimr
  Kolthegn
 x Krokr Krokr
 x Leofnoth Leofnoth Leofnoth Leofnoth x
 x Leofwig
 x Leofwine Leofwine Leofwine Leofwine x
 x Snell Snell
   Huscarl Huscarl Huscarl x
   Kolbrandr Kolbrandr Kolbrandr x
 [–]    Ælfwine x
CHICHESTER   Ælfwine Ælfwine Ælfwine x
 [–]  Leofwine Leofwine
COLCHESTER  Brunhyse Brunhyse Brunhyse Brunhyse x
  Wulfwine Wulfwine Wulfwine Wulfwine x
   Leofweard Leofweard Leofweard x
   Stanmær Stanmær Stanmær x
    Ælfwine
    Beorhtric Beorhtric x
CRICKLADE [–] Ælfwine
 x Æthelwine Æthelwine Æthelwine Æthelwine x
DERBY [–] Blacman
 x Wulfheah
   Eanric
   Froma  Froma x
 x  Godric
    Leofwine Leofwine x
 x   Svertingr  x
DORCHESTER  Blacman Blacman  Blacman [–]
    Hwateman  x
DOVER x Boga Boga
 x Cynestan Cynestan Cynestan Cynestan x
 x Eadwine Eadwine
 [–]  Leofwine Leofwine Leofwine
 [–]   Eadsige
     Wynstan
‘DIR/DYR’     Wulfgar
     Wulfwi
EXETER x Dodda Dodda
 x Eadmær Eadmær
  Eadweald
 x Godwine
 x Leofwine Leofwine
 [–] Wulfnoth
   Ælfric Ælfric Ælfric [–]
   Ælfwine Ælfwine
    Leofi ng  x
    Wulfmær Wulfmær x
     Hunwine x
FROME [–] Beorhtwine  Beorhtwine Beorhtwine
GLOUCESTER x Ælfsige  Ælfsige Ælfsige x
  ‘Ællff ’
 x Æthelric Æthelric Æthelric Æthelric x
 x Godric Godric
 x Leofnoth Leofnoth Leofnoth Leofnoth x
 x  Wulfweard Wulfweard Wulfweard x
     Eadwulf x
     Wulfwig
GUILDFORD [–] Blacman Blacman  Blacman x
HASTINGS [–] Brid Brid Brid Brid x
 x  Leofwine Leofwine Leofwine x
HEREFORD x Leofnoth Leofnoth  Leofnoth x
 x Ordric Ordric Ordric
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Mint AS PACX RSC TQ SF EC

   Wulfwine Wulfwine  [–]
   G[ ]
 x  Wulfsige
    Æthelric Æthelric [–]
 x   Earnwig Earnwig [–]
    Rædwulf Rædwulf
    Wulfstan
    Wulfwig
     Eadwig x
HERTFORD  Deorsige Deorsige Deorsige
  Owi Owi
  Theodræd   Theodræd
 [–]  Godman Godman
   Godwine Godwine Godwine
   Sæmær
    Ælfwine
    Goldwine
     Leofi ng
     Wihtred
HUNTINGDON x Wulfwig Wulfwig
 x Wulfwine Wulfwine
 x  Wulfstan
 x   Ælfwine Ælfwine x
     Ulfketill
HYTHE   Ælfwine
    Leofwine Leofwine
ILCHESTER  Dunbeard
IPSWICH x Leofi ng Leofi ng Leofi ng Leofi ng x
 x Leofstan Leofstan
   Bruning Bruning Bruning x
    Wulfsige Wulfsige x
     Eadwig
LANGPORT     Godric
LEICESTER x Wulfnoth  Wulfnoth Wulfnoth x
   Blacman
   Godric Godric Godric x
 x  Sæwine Sæwine Sæwine x
   Wulfric  Wulfric [–]
   Wulfwine
LEWES x Eadwine Eadwine Eadwine Eadwine [–]
 x Nordman
   Osweald Osweald
 x   Eadweard Eadweard x
    Godric
    Leofnoth
    Osmund Osmund
     Deoring
     Eadwig
     Leofman
     Leofwine x
LINCOLN x Asfrith Asfrith Asfrith Asfrith x
 x Beorhtric Beorhtric Beorhtric Beorhtric x
  ‘Cillin’
 x Eadmund
 x Godric Godric Godric Godric x
  Guthfrithr Guthfrithr
  Konli
 x Leofi ng
 x Leofwine Leofwine Leofwine
 x Sumarlithr
 x Svafi 
 x Thorgrimr Thorgrimr Thorgrimr
  Ulfr Ulfr Ulfr Ulfr x
 x Wæhlrafn
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Mint AS PACX RSC TQ SF EC

 x Wulfric
 x  Ælfnoth Ælfnoth Ælfnoth x
 x  Eadric Eadric Eadric
 [–]  Hildulfr
 x  Kolgrimr Kolgrimr Kolgrimr x
 [–]  Leofnoth  Leofnoth
    Ælfwine Ælfwine
    Leofric
 x   Ulfbjorn  [–]
    Wineman
    Wulfgar
 x    Authgrimr x
     Manna x
     Vilgrip
LONDON [–] Ælfwig  Ælfwig Ælfwig x
 x Ælfwine Ælfwine Ælfwine Ælfwine x
 x Æthelweard Æthelweard   x
 x Æthelwine
 x Beorhtmær Beorhtmær   x
 x Brungar Brungar   [–]
 [–] Duding Duding   x
 [–] Eadmund Eadmund Eadmund  x
 x Eadric Eadric Eadric Eadric x
 x Eadweald Eadweald Eadweald Eadweald [–]
 x Eadwine Eadwine Eadwine Eadwine x
  Ealdgar Ealdgar  Ealdgar x
 [–] Godric Godric Godric Godric x
 x Godwine Godwine Godwine Godwine x
 x Goldsige Goldsige Goldsige Goldsige x
 x Korf
 x Leofi ng Leofi ng Leofi ng Leofi ng x
 x Leofræd Leofræd Leofræd Leofræd x
 x Leofric Leofric Leofric  [–]
 x Leofstan Leofstan
  Ordlaf
  Theodræd Theodræd
 [–] Wulfgar Wulfgar
 x Wulfræd Wulfræd Wulfræd Wulfræd x
  Wulfric Wulfric Wulfric Wulfric [–]
 x Wulfstan
  Wulfweard
 [–] Wulfwine Wulfwine Wulfwine Wulfwine x
   Ælfgar Ælfgar Ælfgar x
 x  Ælfræd Ælfræd Ælfræd x
   Ælfsige Ælfsige  x
   Ælfweard   [–]
   Æthelgar
   Æthelman
   Æthelric Æthelric Æthelric x
   Æthelsige   [–]
   Æthelwig Æthelwig Æthelwig [–]
 [–]  Beorhtræd Beorhtræd Beorhtræd x
   Burhræd  Burhræd x
 [–]  Deorman  Deorman [–]
 x  Eadwig Eadwig Eadwig x
   Ealdwine Ealdwine
   Eastmær
 x  Godman
   Godsunu Godsunu Godsunu x
   Goldwine Goldwine  x
 [–]  Leofwine Leofwine Leofwine x
   Swetman Swetman Swetman x
   Wulfsige Wulfsige Wulfsige
   Wulfwig  Wulfwig
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Mint AS PACX RSC TQ SF EC

 x   Ælfric
 [–]   Bruning
 [–]   Brunman
 [–]   Eadræd  x
    Godwig Godwig [–]
    Leofwig Leofwig
    Wihtræd
     Ælfgeat
 [–]    Ælfnoth
     Ælfstan
 [–]    Ælfweald
 x    Bruna
     Cynemær
     Golda
     Thorr
LYDFORD [–] Ælfric Ælfric Ælfric Ælfric
MALDON   Dægniht  Dægniht x
MALMESBURY x Huna Huna Huna Huna
   Beorhtwine Beorhtwine Beorhtwine
MILBORNE PORT  Swetric
NORTHMAPTON x Ælfwine Ælfwine Ælfwine Ælfwine x
 [–] Leofwine Leofwine   x
NORWICH x Hringwulf Hringwulf   [–]
  Leofwig   Leofwig
 x Leofwine Leofwine Leofwine  x
 x Manna Manna
 x Osmund Osmund
   Godwine
     Thorfrithr x
NOTTINGHAM x Blacman Blacman Blacman Blacman x
  Halfdan   Halfdan x
  Leofsige  Leofsige Leofsige
 x  Sægrimr
 x  Wulfnoth
     Ealhmund
     Snoter
OXFORD x Æthelric Æthelric
 x Æthelwig Æthelwig Æthelwig Æthelwig x
 x Æthelwine Æthelwine Æthelwine Æthelwine x
  Beorhtweald Beorhtweald Beorhtweald Beorhtweald x
   Ælfwig  Ælfwig x
 x  Eadwig
   Godric
 x  Godwine Godwine Godwine [–]
   Heregod Heregod Heregod [–]
   Wulfwig
PETHERTON   Beorhtric Beorhtric
READING   Beorhtric
   Korf Korf
ROCHESTER  Eadwine Eadwine Eadwine  [–]
 [–] Godwine Godwine Godwine  [–]
   Wulfmær
    Wulfric
ROMNEY  Wulfmær  Wulfmær Wulfmær [–]
SALISBURY [–] Godwine Godwine Godwine Godwine
 x Wineman Wineman
 x Wynstan
 [–]  Leofstan
    Ælfweald Ælfweald
SANDWICH  Leofwine Leofwine Leofwine Leofwine [–]
   Godric
SHAFTESBURY [–] (Wulf)ric Wulfric Wulfric Wulfric x
   Ælfweard
     Wuducoc [–]
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SHREWSBURY x Wulfgeat Wulfgeat
 x Wulfmær Wulfmær Wulfmær Wulfmær x
 x  Ælfheah
 x  Leofstan Leofstan Leofstan x
 x   Leofwine  x
     Godesbrand x
SOUTHWARK x Ælfric Ælfric
  Brunman
 x Brunræd
 x Burhræd Burhræd
  Wulfwine Wulfwine
    Leofwine Leofwine
     Ælfwine
STAMFORD x Ælfheah Ælfheah Ælfheah
  Ælfweard
  Arngrimr
  ‘Brinit’
 x Brunwine  Brunwine  [–]
 x Fargrimr   Fargrimr x
 x Godric Godric
 x Godwine Godwine  Godwine x
 x Leofric Leofric Leofric Leofric x
 x Svart  Svart
  Thorsteinn Thorsteinn
 x Thorulfr
  Wulfnoth
 x  Baldwin Baldwin
 [–]  Harcin Harcin
 x  Vilgrip Vilgrip Vilgrip [–]
    Arnfrithr Arnfrithr x
    Eadwine
 x   Leofwine Leofwine x
     Wulfwine
‘STES’   Beorhtric
STEYNING [–] Freothuwine Freothuwine Freothuwine Freothuwine
  Wulfric   Wulfric x
     Wulfgeat x
TAMWORTH   Bruning Bruning Bruning
TAUNTON x Boga  Boga Boga
  Gillacrist
THETFORD x Brunstan Brunstan Brunstan
 x Eadric Eadric
 x Godwine
 x Leofwine Leofwine Leofwine Leofwine x
 x Sægrimr
 x Tidræd Tidræd
   Æthelsige Æthelsige Æthelsige x
   Eastmund Eastmund Eastmund x
   Manna
   Wulfric
    Leofræd
     Ælfric x
 [–]    Ælfwig
 [–]    Leofric x
WALLINGFORD x Æthelwig Æthelwig Æthelwig  x
 x Leofwine Leofwine
   Ælfwig
 x  Beorhtric Beorhtric
   Brandr
 x  Brunwine  Brunwine x
 [–]  Eadweard Eadweard Eadweard
 x   Beorhtwine Beorhtwine [–]
WAREHAM  Wulfric
 x  Sidumann Sidumann  x
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WARMINSTER [–]    Wulfstan
WARWICK x Leofi ng  Leofi ng Leofi ng x
 x Leofwig
 [–] Leofwine
   Ælfsige
 [–]  Leofric Leofric Leofric x
   Theodric   [–]
WATCHET x Godcild Godcild Godcild Godcild x
WILTON x Ælfstan Ælfstan Ælfstan Ælfstan
 x Ælfwine Ælfwine Ælfwine  x
 [–] Leofi ng Leofi ng Leofi ng
   Wineman Wineman
WINCHCOMBE     Goldwine x
WINCHESTER x Æthelstan Æthelstan Æthelstan Æthelstan x
 x Æthelwine Æthelwine  Æthelwine x
  Freothumund
 x Godman  Godman  [–]
 x Godwine Godwine Godwine Godwine x
 x Godwine Ceoca  Godwine Ceoca  [–]
  Ifi ng Ifi ng Ifi ng Ifi ng
 x Leodmær Leodmær Leodmær Leodmær x
 x Leofi ng Leofi ng Leofi ng Leofi ng x
 x Sæweard
 x Sæwine
 x Spileman
 x  Ælfwine Ælfwine  x
   Beorhtmær   [–]
   Godric Godric Godric x
 [–]  Leofwine Leofwine Leofwine x
   Leofwine Riclaf
 x  Widia
 [–]   Æthelstan Loc  x
 [–]    Ælfstan [–]
 [–]    Eadwine x
     Kollr
     Loc x
WORCESTER x Æthelwine Æthelwine Æthelwine  x
 x Leofstan Leofstan  Leofstan xx
 x   Leofric Leofric
     Æthelwig
     Godwine
     Vikingr x
     Wulfwig
YORK x Ælfhere Ælfhere Ælfhere Ælfhere
 x Æthelwine Æthelwine   x
 x Arngrimr Arngrimr Arngrimr Arngrimr x
 x Arnketill Arnketill Arnketill Arnketill x
 x Bjorn Bjorn
 x Grimulfr Grimulfr
  Hrafn Hrafn Hrafn Hrafn x
  Ioli Ioli Ioli Ioli x

 x Ketill Ketill
  Leofwine Leofwine
  Sæfugl Sæfugl Sæfugl Sæfugl
 x Skuli Skuli Skuli Skuli x
 x Sveinn
 x Thorgrimr Thorgrimr Thorgrimr
  Ulfketill Ulfketill Ulfketill Ulfketill x
  Unnulfr Unnulfr
 [–]  Ælfwine Ælfwine Ælfwine x
   Agin
 x  Authunn Authunn
   Gunnulfr
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   Hildulfr
   Ioketill Ioketill Ioketill [–]
   Manna
 x  Styrkollr Styrkollr  x
    Eltan Eltan
    Kollr Kollr x
    Leofnoth Leofnoth x
    Thorr Thorr x

CORPUS AND DIE-STUDY

The coins in the corpus are listed in alphabetical order of mint and moneyer, followed by coins of which the mint 
attribution remains to be determined. One contemporary imitation of presumed English manufacture is listed at 
the end of the corpus. The opportunity has also been taken to describe and illustrate eight further coins which have 
been published in previous volumes in the SCBI series as being of PACX type but which are in fact Scandinavian.

An asterisk by the number of each coin indicates that it is illustrated on Pls. 3–22. The entry for each coin pro-
vides transcriptions of its obverse and reverse inscriptions, information on the obverse bust’s style and on the 
arrangement of the letters in the quarters of the coin’s reverse, and the coin’s weight. Coins of the variety Hildebrand 
Da are noted in bold.

The present location of each coin is stated where this is known and its provenance is also recorded.

Abbreviations

BMC British Museum Catalogue; see Grueber and Keary 1893. 
CNS  Coins published in volumes of the Corpus Nummorum Saeculorum IX–XI qui in Suecia 

reperti sunt, Stockholm 1975–87.
Hild  Coins in the Svenska Kongliga Myntkabinettet, Stockholm, published in Hildebrand 

1881.
Hild (1846)  Coins already in the Svenska Kongliga Myntkabinettet, Stockholm, when published 

in the fi rst edition of Hildebrand’s book (Stockholm, 1846).
Mossop References to the plates in Mossop 1970.
SCBI  Coins published in the successive volumes of the Sylloge of Coins of British Isles series 

published from 1955 onwards.

Auctions

Allen (1898) W. Allen. Sotheby, 14 March 1898
Arnot (1995) (A.J.) Arnot. Buckland Dix & Wood 21 March 1995
Bergne (1873) J.B. Bergne. Sotheby 20 May 1873
Bird (1974) Dr B. Bird. Glendining 20 Nov. 1974
Bliss (1916) T. Bliss. Sotheby 22 March 1916
Boyd (2005) W.C. Boyd. Baldwin 26 Sept. 2005 
Brettell (1970) R.P.V. Brettell. Glendining 28 Oct. 1970
Briggs (1893) A. Briggs. Sotheby 22 March 1893
Bruun (1925) L.E. Bruun. Sotheby 18 May 1925
Burstal (1912) E.K. Burstal. Sotheby 6 Nov. 1912
Burstal (1968) Dr E. Burstal. Glendining 15 May 1968
Carlyon-Britton (1913; P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton. Sotheby 17 Nov. 1913; Sotheby 20 Nov. 1916; Sotheby 
 1916; 1918) 11 Nov. 1918
Carr (1956) Miss S. Carr. Sotheby 3 Dec. 1956
Cassal (1924)  Dr R.T. Cassal. Glendining 3 Dec. 1924 (surname incorrectly spelled as Cassel in 

catalogue)
Chown (2001)  (J.F. Chown). Spink 14 March 2001 (coins sold as ‘The Viking Collection’, nom de 

vente)
‘Clarendon’ (2006) ‘The Clarendon Collection’ (nom de vente). Bonham 28 March 2006
Crowther (1904) Rev G.F. Crowther. Sotheby 10 Nov. 1904
Cuff (1854) J.D. Cuff. Sotheby 8 June 1854
Devegge (1867) O. Devegge. Kobenhavn, 1867
Doubleday (1987) G.V. Doubleday. Glendining 6 Oct. 1987
Drabble (1939; 1943) G.C. Drabble. Glendining 4 July 1939; Glendining 13 Dec. 1943
Dresser (1995) J.L. Dresser. New York, Stack 4 May 1995
Dudman (1913) J. Dudman. Sotheby 15 Dec. 1913
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Eaglen (1998) Dr R.J. Eaglen. Baldwin 12 Oct. 1998
Elmore Jones (1971) F. Elmore Jones. Glendining 12 May 1971
Gartz (1901) C. Gartz. Stockholm, 26 Nov. 1901
Grantley (1944) Lord Grantley. Glendining 22 March 1944
Hall (2006) J.A. Hall. Dix Noonan Webb 28 Sept. 2006
Herriot (2004) C.J.B. Herriot. Dix Noonan Webb 30 June 2004 
Judson (2002) E. Judson. Dix Noonan Webb 8 Oct. 2002
Larsen (1972) L.V. Larsen. Glendining 1 Nov. 1972
Lawrence (1951) L.A. Lawrence. Glendining 14 March 1951
Lockett (1955; R.C. Lockett. Glendining 6 June 1955; Glendining 4 Nov. 1958; Glendining 26 April
 1958; 1960) 1960
Mack (1975; 1977) Cdr. R.P. Mack. Glendining 18 Nov. 1975; Glendining 23 March 1977
Maish (1918) W.M. Maish. Sotheby 25 March 1918
Massachusetts Historical Massachusetts Historical Society. New York, Stack 5 March 1971
 Society (1971)
Montagu (1895; 1896) H. Montagu. Sotheby 18 Nov. 1895; Sotheby 11 May 1896
Moon (1901) J.E. Moon. Sotheby 7 May 1901
Murchison (1866) Capt. R.M. Murchison. Sotheby 28 May 1866
Norweb (1985; Mrs E.M. Norweb. Spink 13 June 1985; 19 November 1986; Spink 17 June 1987
 1986; 1987)
O’Hagan (1907) H.O. O’Hagan. Sotheby 16 Dec.1907
Oman (1972) Sir Charles Oman and C.C. Oman. Christie 31 Oct. 1972
Parsons (1929; 1954) H.A. Parsons. Glendining 28 Oct. 1929; Glendining 11 May 1954
Pheatt (1995) W.H. Pheatt. Buckland Dix & Wood 21 March 1995
Poyser (1944) A.W. Poyser. Glendining 10 Feb. 1944
Rashleigh (1909) E.W. Rashleigh. Sotheby 21 June 1909
Ready (1920) W.T. Ready. Sotheby 15 Nov. 1920
Reynolds (1914) H.M. Reynolds. Sotheby 4 May 1914
Roth (1918) B.M.S. Roth. Sotheby 14 Oct. 1918
Ryan (1952) V.J.E. Ryan. Glendining 22 Jan. 1952
Sherman (2005) M. Sherman. Dix Noonan Webb 12 Dec. 2005
Shepherd (1885) Rev. E.J. Shepherd. Sotheby 22 July 1885
Stack (1999) L.R. Stack. Sotheby 27 April 1999
Symonds (1973) H. Symonds. Glendining 26 Sept. 1973
Vogel (1928) (H.) Vogel. Frankfurt, Adolph Hess Nachfolger 16 April 1928
Walters (1913; 1932) F.A. Walters. Sotheby 26 May 1913; Sotheby 24 Oct. 1932
Warne (1889) C. Warne. Sotheby 24 May 1889
Watters (1917) C.A. Watters. Glendining 21 May 1917
Wheeler (1930) E.H. Wheeler. Sotheby 12 March 1930
Witte (1908) J. Witte. Sotheby 13 April 1908
Young (1919) J. Young. Sotheby 5 Feb. 1919

Mint/Moneyer/ Dies Description Wt (g)
No.

Bath

Aethelmaer  (Aegelmaer 1, Aelmaer 1)
1 Aa  +EDPERD/REC+: (Bust Ai, second E in EDPERD and E of REC+ 

round-backed) 
  +AEG/ELME/R ON/BA.D  AC+P 
  (1) *Museum of London; ex City hoard; SCBI 42, 1129 1.14
  (2) Museum of London; ex City hoard; SCBI 42, 1130 1.14
  (3) Stockholm (Hild 6); SCBI 54, 11 0.93
  (4) Taunton Museum; ex J. Marshall 1880; SCBI 24, 664 (obverse hard  0.83
  to make out, but probably this die) fragment
  
2 Bb +DPER/D RE+ (Bust Aii, tails break legend) 
  +AELMAER ONN BADAN   A++P  Hild Da 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 7); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 12 1.10
  (ill NC 1966, pl. xvii,6) 
  
   Allen (1898) 254, not ill. (lot purchased by Williamson), said to read 

+AEDELMAER ON BADAN, seems likely to have been a further 
specimen of variety Hild Da, but from a different reverse die
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Mint/Moneyer/ Dies Description Wt (g)
No.

Waedel  (Waedel 1) 
 3 Aa +EDPERD/REC+A (Bust Ai, second E in EDPERD round-backed) 
  +PAED/EL.O/NBA/DA (second E in PAEDEL round-backed) +PAC 
  (1) British Museum (BMC 3); ex City hoard 1.07
  (presumably specimen from City hoard recorded Willett 1876) 
  (2) *Stockholm (Hild 10); SCBI 54, 13 1.14

Bedford

Aethelman  (Aethlman 1) 
 4 Aa +EDPA/.RD RE:.  (Bust Ai) 
  +AED/LMA/N ON/BED +PAC 
  (1) *Copenhagen; ex Torring hoard; SCBI 18, 744 0.93
   
Leofi ng   Probably ghost, cited by Jonsson and van der Meer 1990 from a Swedish 

hoard, but Jonsson (pers. comm.) now believes that the coin ‘may not exist’
   
Sweta (?)  (Swot ? 1) 
 5 Aa [   ]/.REC+A (Bust not classifi ed but probably of style A) 
  [   ]/T ON/NBE[    [ ]C+[ ] 
  (1) *Baldwin 28 May 1997, 1526; ex Scandinavian hoard 0.48
   cut ½ 
  (See Postscript, p. 106.) 
   
Swetric  (Swotric 1) 
 6 Aa +EDPER./D RE+. (Bust Aii, tails break legend) 
  +SPOTRIC ON B.EDE: AC+P Hild Da 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 15); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 14 0.92
   
  Also Oslo (SCBI forthcoming), but coin is missing 
   
Ulfketill  (Ulfcetl 2, Ulfcytel 1, Ulfcytl 1) 
 7 Aa +EDPA/.RD RE: (Bust Aiii) 
  +VL/FCE/TL O/BED PAC+ 
  (1) *Helsinki; ex Lieto hoard; SCBI 25, 894 1.00
  (2) NCirc Nov. 1984, 7431 wnr
   
 8 Ab Same obverse die 
  +VL/FCE/TL O/BED +CRV 
  (1) *British Museum (BM 1997 10–75–1) wnr
   
 9 Bc +EDPER/.D RE+ (Bust Ai) 
  +VL/FCY/TEL./O BE +PAC 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 16); ex Gerete hoard; SCBI 54, 15 1.18
  (2) Stockholm (Hild 16bis); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 16 1.12
  (3) Baldwin 2 May 2006, 882 1.06
   
10 Cd +EDPARD/.REC+  (Bust Ai) 
  +VL/FCY/TL. O:/BEO  PAC 
  (1) *Copenhagen; ex Kippinge hoard; SCBI 18, 749 (attributed to  0.84
  Berkeley mint) pierced

Berkeley see Bedford

Bristol

Aelfweard  (Aelfwerd 1, Aelwwerd 1) 
11 Aa +EDPER/.D RE+A (Bust Ai) 
  +AELFPERD ON BRICS:  AC+P  Hild Da 
  (1) *Lund (Jonsson 730, illustrated) 1.18
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12 Bb +EDPER/.[D] RE+ [ ] (Bust Ai) 
  +AELPPERD ON BRICS  AC+P  Hild Da 
  (1) *Copenhagen; ex Haagerup hoard; SCBI 18, 758 0.98
   
Aelfwig  (Aelwig 1) 
13 Aa +EDPE:/RD RE+:. (Bust Ai) 
  + AEL./PIG:/ ON B/RIC.  AC+P 
   (1) *Doubleday (1987) 27; ex Parsons (1954) 194; probably ex Grantley  0.95

(1944) 1197 (fi rst coin), not ill., said to read +AELRIC ON BRIC)
  (2) British Museum (BMC 33); ex Rollin 1890; ex Dunbrody hoard 0.97
   
Aelfwine  (Aelfwinne 1) 
14 Aa +EDPER:/D RE+A (Bust Ai, second E in EDPERD round-backed) 
  +AEL/FPIN/NE O:/BRII AC+P 
   (1) *British Museum (BM 1915–5–7, 2272); ex Morgan; ex Sir John Evans;  0.94
   ex City hoard (evidently the specimen from City hoard recorded Evans 

1885)
  (2) British Museum (BMC 1589, as unidentifi ed mint); ex Thwaite hoard 0.50
   cut ½ 
Aethelstan  (Aestan 1) 
15 Aa +EDPER/.D REC[+?] (Bust Aii) 
  +AES./TAN/ON BR/ICST  PAC+ 
  (1) *British Museum (BM 1914–10–3, 89); ex Spink; ex Stockholm sale  1.10
  9 Oct. 1913, 258 
   
Smeawine  (Smewine 1) 
16 Aa +EDPARD/REC+AN (Bust Ai, round-backed C) 
  +SM/EPIN/E ON B/RICS  PAC+ 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 25); SCBI 54, 17 1.14
   
Wulfwine  (Wulfwine 1) 
17 Aa +EDPAR/D RE[+?] (Bust Bi) 
  +PV/LFP/INE O/N BRY  +PAC 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 26); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 18 1.14
   
   A coin of Arm and Sceptre type with a blundered inscription beginning E

CPI, of the Bristol moneyer Aethelwine, British Museum, ex Lockett 
(1955) 791, ex P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton (1913) 578, has been deemed to carry 
the name of Edward the Confessor, but the obverse inscription may simply 
be blundered 

Bruton

Godric  (Godric 1, Godriic 1) 
18 Aa +EDPERD/.RE+AN (Bust Aiii) 
  +GO/DRI/C ON/BIV  AC+P 
  (1) *Copenhagen; ex Torring hoard; SCBI 18, 750 1.08
   
19 Ba +EDPAR/D RE+A  (Bust Bii) 
  Same reverse die 
  (1) *Taunton Museum (purchased from Seaby 1971); SCBI 24, 665 1.10
   
20 Cb +EDPER/D RE+A. (Bust Aiii) 
  +GO/DRII/C ON/BRV AC+P 
  (1) *Copenhagen; ex C.J. Thomsen (d. 1865) (Thomsen 9434); SCBI 18,  1.11
  760

Buckingham

Leofwine  (Leofwine 1) 
21 Aa +EDPERD/.RE+A:  (Bust Ai) 
  +LE/OFP/INE/O BV  AC+P 
  (1)  *Stockholm (Hild 27); ex Vanneberga hoard; SCBI 54, 19 1.11
  (2)   Stockholm; ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 20 0.57
   cut ½
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22 Ba Not legible, but different obverse die   (Bust unclassifi ed) 
  Same reverse die  
  (1)  *St Petersburg; ex Vikhmyaz hoard; SCBI 60, 1010 0.38  
   fragment

Cambridge

Godsunu  (Godsun 1, Godsunu 1) 
23 Aa +EDPA/.RD R.E+  (Bust Ai) 
  + GO/DSV/N ON/GRA  AC+P 
  (1) *Found Stoke Charity, Hampshire 3 May 2007 (EMC 2007.0149;  wnr
  Coin Register 2008, 271) 
   
24 Bb +EDPAR/D RE+.  (Bust Ai) 
  +GO/DSV/NV O/N GRA  PAC+ 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 204 = Hild (1846) 79); SCBI 54, 21 1.16

Canterbury

Aelfraed  (Elfred 1) 
25 Aa +EDPE[R]/D RE+A  (Bust Aii) 
  +EL/FRE/D ON/CAN  AC+P 
  (1) *Norragarden hoard (photo from Kenneth Jonsson) 1.10
  (2) Copenhagen; ex Sando hoard; SCBI 18, 765 (presumably these dies) 1.06
   
Brunman  (Brunman 1) 
26 Aa +EDPAR/.D R[ ]  (Bust Ai) 
  +BR/VNM/AN O/N [  ]  +PAC 
   (1) *Museum of London; ex Baily; ex City hoard; SCBI 42, 1131 (with  1.14
   the alternative suggestion that the mint might be London, but Brunman 

is a well-known Canterbury moneyer in succeeding types of Edward the 
Confessor, and is not recorded at London either in this type or in any of 
the surrounding types) 

   
Gildewine  (Gyldewine 3) 
27 Aa +EDPE/RD RE[+]  (Bust Aii) 
  +GYL/DEPI/NE O/N CEN  AC+P 
  (1) Copenhagen; ex C.J. Thomsen (d. 1865) (Thomsen 9436); SCBI 18, 771 1.14
  (2) *Estonian History Museum; ex Kose hoard; SCBI 51, 1017 1.05
   
28 Bb +EDPER/D RE[+A?]  (Bust Ai) 
  +GYL/DEPI/NE O/N CA  AC+P 
  (1) *Baldwin 28 May 1997, 1539; ex Scandinavian hoard 1.12
   
29 Cb +EDPAR/D RE[ ]  (Bust Ai) 
  Same reverse die  
  (1) *‘Clarendon’ (2006) 105 1.00
   
30 Ac Same obverse die as 27 
  +GYLDEPINE ON CAN  AC+P Hild Da 
  (1) *Copenhagen; ex Torring hoard; SCBI 18, 772 1.15
   
   Also specimen in City hoard, said to read GYLDEPINE ON CA 

(Willett 1876) 
   
Ketill  (Cyttel 1) 
31 Aa +EDPARD/.REC+:  (Bust Bi, lis-headed sceptre) 
  +CYT/TEL O/N CA/NTP:  AC+P 
  (1) *Copenhagen; ex Bonderup hoard; SCBI 18, 766 1.09
  (2) Gandarve hoard (CNS I, 1, no.655) 1.03
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Leofstan  (Leofstan 1, Liifstan 1) 
32 Aa +EDPERD/REC+  (Bust Ai) 
  +L.E/OFS/TAN/O CE  C+PA 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 45). SCBI 54, 22 1.00
  (2) Stockholm (Hild 47); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 23 (obverse  1.12
  die-identity with SCBI 54, 22 not noted in SCBI volume) 
   
33 Aa +EDPE./RE+AN (Bust Aiii) 
  +LII/FST:/AN/ON EE  AC+P 
  (1) *NCirc Oct. 1983, 6663; ex Lockett (1955) 803; perhaps ex  wnr 
  P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton (1913) 591, not ill. (lot purchased by Spink) 
   
Leofwine  (Leofwine 1) 
34 Aa +EDPAR/D RE+  (Bust Bi) 
  +LE/OFPI/NE O/N CEN AC+P (round-backed C in CEN) 
  (1) *Stockholm; ex Mannegarde hoard; SCBI 54, 24 1.14
   
Manna  (Manna 1) 
35 Aa +EDPAR/D RE+:  (Bust Ai) 
  +MA/NNA/ON C/ANT:  +PAC 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 53 = Hild (1846) 20); ex Visby (1845) hoard;  1.10
  SCBI 54, 25 
  (2) British Museum (BM 1987 6–43–7); ex Norweb (1987) 1248; ex  1.13
  Symonds (1973) 52 

Chester

Aelfsige  (Aelfsige 1, Aelfsiiee 1) 
36 Aa (blundered)  (Bust Ai var) 
  +AEL/FSI/GE O/N LEC   AC+P 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 257, as Leicester); SCBI 54, 26 1.10
   
37 Aa +EDPER/D RE+ ANG  (Bust Ai var) 
  +AELF/SIIE/E ON/LEIC  AC+P 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 267, as Leicester = Hild (1846) 98); SCBI 54, 27 1.10
   
Argrimr   (Argrim 1) 
(=? Fargrimr)47

38 Aa +EDPAR/D REC+  (Bust Ai) 
  +AR/GRI/M ON/LEG PAC+ 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 258, as Leicester); SCBI 54, 28 1.16
  (2) Berlin; ex Heyn (coin collector at Strelitz, Silesia) 1893; SCBI 36, 825 1.08 
   cracked
   
Bruninc  (Brunic 1, Bruniinc 1) 
39 Aa +EDPAR/.D REC+: (Bust Bii) 
  +BR/VNIC/ON LE/GEC.  AC+P (second E in LEGEC round-backed) 
  (1) *Grosvenor Museum, Chester; ex Willoughby Gardner; ex  1.10
  P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton (1916) 1117; SCBI 5, 281 pierced
   
40 Ab Same obverse die (?) 
  +BR/VNII/NC O:/N LEI AC+P 
  (1) Stockholm (Hild 260, as Leicester); SCBI 54, 29 1.14
  (2) *Stockholm; ex Stora Sojdeby hoard; SCBI 54, 30 1.14
   
   Also Montagu (1896) 135 (fourth coin, as Leicester), not ill. (lot 

purchased by Lincoln), said to read BRVNIINC ON LEI 
   

 47 See Colman, 1977, 133–4.
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Kolthegn  (Colthegen 2) 
41 Aa +EDPA:/.RD RE+ (Bust Ai, E of RE+ round-backed) 
  +CO/LDE/GEN/O LEI AC+P (fi rst E of COLDEGEN round-backed) 
  (1) *Grosvenor Museum, Chester; ex Willoughby Gardner; ex Spink;  0.96
  ex Witte (1908) 100; SCBI 5, 282
  (2) Stockholm (Hild 264, as Leicester); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 31 0.56 
   fragment
   
42 Ab Same obverse die 
  +CO/LDE/GEN/ON LE C+PA (fi rst E of COLDEGEN round-backed) 
  (1) *Stockholm; ex Grausne II hoard; SCBI 54, 32 0.96
   
Krokr  (Croc 1) 
43 Aa +EDPAR/D RE+: (Bust Bi) 
  +CR/OC ON/LEG/ECES PAC+ (second E of LEGECES round-backed) 
  (1) *Stockholm; ex Sigsarve hoard; SCBI 54, 33 1.08
   
Leofnoth  (Lefenath 1, Leonoth 1) 
44 Aa +EDPAR/D RCE+ (Bust Bii) 
   +LE/FEN/AD/ON LE AC+P (double-struck, reverse reading not quite 

certain)
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 269, as Leicester); SCBI 54, 34 1.16
   
45 Ab Same obverse die 
  +LEO/NOD/ON [ ]/[ ]:  C+PA 
  (1) *Leicester Museum; ex Joseph Young 1919; SCBI 17, 359 1.16
   
Leofwig  (Lefwi 1) 
46 Aa +EDPER/D RE+:. (Bust Aii) 
   +LEF/PI ON/LEGE/CESR PAC+ (E in LEFPI and fi rst E in 

LEGECESR round-backed) 
  (1) British Museum (BMC 634); ex Rollin 1890; ex Dunbrody hoard 1.10
  (2) *Grosvenor Museum, Chester; ex Willoughby Gardner; found Meols,  1.02
  Cheshire; SCBI 5, 283
   
Leofwine  (Leofwine 1, Leowine 1) 
47 Aa +EDPE./RD RE: (Bust Aii) 
  +LEO/PINE/ON LE/GEC.  +PAC 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 274, as Leicester); SCBI 54, 36 1.12
   
48 Ba +EDPAR/.D REC+ (Bust Bii, E in REC+ round-backed) 
  Same reverse die 
  (1) *Stockholm; ex Hallsarve hoard; SCBI 54, 37 1.14
   (2) British Museum (BM 1915–5–7, 2377); ex Morgan; ex Sir John Evans; 

ex City hoard (evidently the specimen ex City hoard recorded Evans 1885) 
   
49 Ab Same obverse die as 47 
  +LEOFPINE ON LEIIC A++P Hild Da 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 273, ill. NC 1966, pl. xvii, 7); ex Aspinge hoard;  1.08
  SCBI 54, 35
   
Snell  (Snel 1) 
50 Aa +EDPAR/.DEC+:  (Bust Bi) 
   +SN/EL ON/LEGE/CES: +PAC (second E and C in LEGECES 

round-backed) 
  (1) *Dix Noonan Webb 9 Dec. 2008, 51; found eastern Worcestershire in  1.15
  1990s (Coin Register 1997, no.155)
   
Uncertain   For a cut farthing reading ]N LE[ on reverse, attributed to Chester in 

BMC, see coins awaiting mint attribution 
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Mint/Moneyer/ Dies Description Wt (g)
No.

Colchester

Brunhyse  (Brunnuse 1, Bunhyse 1) 
51 Aa +EDPER./D REC: (Bust Ai) 
  +BR/VNN/VSE:/O CO:  AC+P 
  (1)  *Baldwin 28 May 1997, 1557 (ill. as lot 1558) (coin recurs in  0.99
  subsequent Baldwin sales); ex Scandinavian hoard
   
52 Aa +EDPARD/.RE+:  (Bust Bi) 
  + BV/NHY/SE O/COL. AC+P 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 61); ex Visby (1879) hoard; SCBI 54, 38 1.06
  (2) Stockholm; ex Burge hoard; SCBI 54, 39 1.00
  (3) Baldwin 13 Oct. 1997, 167 (coin recurs in subsequent Baldwin  1.09
  sales); ex Baldwin 28 May 1997, 1558, not ill.; ex Scandinavian hoard
   
Wulfwine  (Wulfwine 1) 
53 Aa +EDPAR/D RE+: (Bust Bi) 
  +PV/LFP:/INE:/O CO AC+P 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 67); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 40 1.16
  (2) Stockholm (Hild 67 bis); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 41 1.16
  (3) CNG 15 March 2000, 2257; ex Baldwin 13 Oct. 1997, 168; ex 1.07 
  Scandinavian hoard

Cricklade

Aelfwine  (Aelfwine 1) 
54 Aa +EDPAR/.D RE+ (Bust Ai) 
  +AEL./FPIN/E ON/CRO AC+P 
  (1) CNG 14–15 Jan. 2003, 1426; ex CNG 23 Jun. 1999, 1939; ex  1.08
   W.J. Conte; ex Elmore Jones (1971) 229; ex Lockett (1955) 803; ex 

P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton (1916) 1117
  (2) *Stockholm (Hild 68); ex Norre hoard; SCBI 54, 42 1.17
  (3) Stockholm (Hild 68 bis); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 43 1.14
   
Aethelwine  (Aelwinee 1) 
55 Aa +EDPARD/REC+:.  (Bust Ai) 
  +AELP/INEE/ONN/CRO: +PAC 
  (1) *Oxford ; ex Drabble (1943) 882; presumably ex Cassal (1924) 73, not 1.16
   ill., said to read ELWINE ON CRO, and ex P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton (1913) 

591, not ill. (purchased by Spink), said to read +AELPINEE ON CRO; 
SCBI 9, 763

  (2) British Museum (BM 1915–5–7, 2284); ex Morgan; ex Sir John Evans;  0.99
  ex City hoard (evidently the specimen ex City hoard recorded Evans 1885)
  (3) Stockholm (Hild 69); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 44 0.58
   cut ½ 

Derby

Blacman  (Blacman 2) 
56 Aa +EDPER/D RE+: (Bust Ai) 
  +BL/ACM/AN O/N DE  AC+P 
  (1) Glendining 7 Mar. 1990, 1298; ex Lockett (1955) 3797; ex  1.15
   P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton (1913) 591 (lot purchased by Spink); ex 

H.M. Smith
  (2) *Eaglen (1998) 1388; ex Baldwin 28 May 1997, 1562; ex Scandinavian  1.16
  hoard
   
57 Ba (Legend uncertain) (Bust not classifi ed, hard to make out) 
  Same reverse die 
  (1) *Copenhagen; ex Torring hoard; SCBI 18, 796 1.15
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Mint/Moneyer/ Dies Description Wt (g)
No.

58 Cb +EDP/D RE+ (Bust Ai var, tails break legend) 
  +BL/ACM/AN O/DR +PAC 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 84, as Dorchester, presumably = Hild (1846) 205,  0.96
   said to read +BLACMAN ON NOR); SCBI 54, 46 (as Dorchester or 

Derby)
   
Wulfheah  (Wulfeh 1) 
59 Aa +EDPER./D REC+:  (Bust Ai) 
  +PV/LFE/H ON/DEO:  AC+P 
  (1) *British Museum (BM 1915–5–7, 2286); ex Morgan; ex Sir John Evans  1.17
  (Evans plates 889); ex City hoard (the specimen recorded Evans 1885)

Dorchester

Blacman  (Blacaman 2) 
60 Aa +EDPAR (?)/D [ ]EC+ (Bust Ai, round C in REC+) 
  +BL/ACA/MAN/DORC  +PAC 
  (1) *Salisbury Museum; ex Pitt-Rivers; ex Warne (1889) 167; ex Willett;  1.09
  ex Baily; ex City hoard; SCBI 24, 954
  (2) Stockholm (Hild 83); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 45 0.54
   cut ½ 
   
61 Bb +ENREDR/D RE  (Bust Aiii) 
  +BL/ACA/MAN/DOR  +PAC 
  (1) *British Museum (BMC 195); ex Wedmore hoard 1.07

Dover

Boga  (Boga 1, Boge 1) 
62 Aa +EDPHRD/REC        (Bust Aii) 
  +BO/GA:/ON D/OFER       +PAC 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 74); ex Visby (1879) hoard; SCBI 54, 47 1.06
   
63 Bb +EDPERD:/REC+    (Bust Ai) 
  +BOGE: ON DOFERAN     CAP+       Hild Da 
  (1) *With Rasmussen (dealer) in 2006; ex CNG 14–15 Jan. 2003, 1427;  1.05
   ex W.J. Conte; ex NCirc Nov. 1988, 7075; ex Doubleday (1987) 128; ex 

Parsons (1954) 195; possibly ex Grantley (1944) 1198 (third coin, not ill., 
this reverse reading)   

Cynestan  (Cinstan 1) 
64 Aa +EDPAR/D REC+    (Bust Ai, round backed E in REC+?) 
  + CIN/STA:/N ON/DOF      AC+P 
  (1) *Copenhagen; ex Kirke Vaerlose hoard; SCBI 18, 799 1.10
   
65 Ba +EDPER:/D RE+      (Bust Aii) 
  Same reverse die 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 76 = Hild (1846) 23); SCBI 54, 48 1.08
  (2) British Museum (BM 1998–11–1, 3); ex Appledore hoard 0.90
   
Eadwine  (Edwine 1) 
66 Aa +EDPAR./D REC+    (Bust Bii) 
  +ED/PINE/ON D/OFE:      +PAC (round-backed E in DOFE) 
  (1) *Stockholm; SCBI 54, 49 1.04
   
67 Ba +EDPER/.D RE+A:    (Bust Ai) 
  Same reverse die 
  (1) *private collection UK (NCirc Jan. 1967, p. 3, n.7, not ill.); possibly  wnr
   ex Joseph Barratt (drawing in his grangerised copy of Ruding). Perhaps 

also ex Montagu (1895) 831 (fi rst coin), not ill. (lot purchased by Rollin), 
although Montagu coin said to read EDPINE ON DOF
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Mint/Moneyer/ Dies Description Wt (g)
No.
‘Dyr’

Bruning?  See Scandinavian imitations 

Exeter

Dodda  (Doda 1) 
68 Aa +EDP[ ]RD/RE+:      (Bust Bii) 
  +DO/DA O/N E+/CES        PAC+ 
  (1) *Eaglen (1998) 1399; ex NCirc May 1988, 2894; ex Brettell (1970) 200;  1.11
  ex Duke of Argyll; ex Grantley (1944) 1197 (second coin) broken/ 
   repaired
   
E[       ] (presumably     (E[       ] 1)
Eadmaer or Eadweald)
69 Aa +ED[PE ?]/               (Bust Aii) 
  +E:/[      ]/[    ]O/N E+        P[      ]+ 
  (1) *Academy of Sciences, Estonia; ex Naginshchina hoard; SCBI 51,  0.63
  1018 fragment
   
Eadmaer  (Edmaer 3) 
70 Aa +EDPER./D RE+:.       (Bust Aii) 
  +ED/MAE/R O:/N E+        +PAC 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 89); SCBI 54, 50 1.14
   
71 Ba [       ]PE/RD[       ]    (Bust not classifi ed, but annulet at shoulder) 
  Same reverse die 
  (1) *NCirc March 1982, 1650; ex Brettell (1970) 2007; ex W.R. Hooper;  wnr
   probably the cut halfpenny said to read +ED[ ]ON E+, which was 

Parsons (1929) 193 (a), not ill., divinably ex Bruun (1925) 185 (Exeter 
cut halfpenny, not otherwise described, but lot purchased by Spink for 
Parsons)

   
72 Cb +EDPER/.RE+ A:      (Bust Aii) 
  + ED/MAER/ON E/+CE:        +PAC 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 90); SCBI 54, 51 1.18
   
73 Ac Same obverse die as 70 
  +EDMAER ONN EC+ECE       A++P    Hild Da 
  (1) *Stockholm; ex Stora Sojdeby hoard; SCBI 54, 52 (ill. NCirc Sept.  1.11
  1977, p. 358)
   
  Also a coin of this mint and moneyer in Vossberg hoard 
   
Eadweald  (Eadwold 1) 
74  Reverse reading given as EADPOLD ON E+ 
  (1) Montagu (1896) 135 (second coin), not ill. (lot purchased by Lincoln) wnr
   
Godwine  (Godwiine 1) 
75 Aa +EDPAR/.D REC+ (round-backed C in REC+) (Bust Ai) 
  +GO/DPII/NE O/C+E    C+PA 
  (1) *Stockholm; ex Sigsarve hoard; SCBI 54, 53 1.18
   
Leofi ng  See Winchester, moneyer Ifi ng 
   
Leofwine  (Leofwine 1) 
76 Aa +EDPER./.D RE+:.    (Bust Ai ?) 
  +LE:/OFP./INE/O EC        C+PA 
  (1) *Royal Albert Memorial Museum, Exeter; ex CNG 4 Apr. 2001, 1801  1.12
  (Allen collection?); ex Elmore Jones (1971) 293
  (2) CNG 8 Jun. 2005, 2118 (Dr Thomas Dailey collection); ex Brettell  1.08
  (1970) 209; ex Duke of Argyll; ex Grantley (1944) 1197 (third coin)
  (3) British Museum (BMC 209); ex L.A. Lawrence 1891 1.10
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Mint/Moneyer/ Dies Description Wt (g)
No.

77 Ba +EDPER/.D REC+       (Bust Bii) 
  Same reverse die 
  (1) *NCirc Nov. 1977, 11463 (previously June 1976, 4715 and Dec. 1973,  1.14
  9895); ex Brettell (1970) 210; ex Lockett (1958) 2809; ex Reynolds (1914) 73
   
Wulfnoth  (Wulnoth 1) 
78 Aa +EDPER:/.D RE+A    (Bust Ai, large head) 
  +PV/LN./OD:/ON E+         PAC+ 
  (1) *British Museum (BM 1970 11–6–13); ex Brettell (1970) 237; ex  1.06
  W.R. Hooper
  (2) Pheatt (1995) 579 (coin purchased by him Apr. 1990) 1.19
  (3) Royal Albert Memorial Museum, Exeter; SCBI 24, 667 1.15
  (4) St Petersburg; ex Lodeinoe Pole III hoard; SCBI 60, 1012 1.12
   
   A PACX/Jewel Cross mule also exists for this moneyer, obv. +EDPE/:RD 

RE+  (Bust Ai), rev. +VVLNOD ON. E+C:E. (same reverse die as 
Harthacnut, Jewel Cross, Brettell (1970) 187 and Sotheby 12 Sept. 1981, 
51): Berlin; ex Weyl auction 114 (1891) 1455; ex Berlin I hoard, SCBI  36, 
824, 0.75 g, cracked 

   
   A coin or coins of PACX type reading PVLNOD ON E+ also occurred in 

the following auction sale catalogues, without illustrations: Wheeler (1930) 
106; Cassal (1924) 73; Ready (1920) 161; and Bliss (1916) 117 

Frome

Brihtwine  (Brihtwine 1) 
79 Aa +EDPER/D RE+A:.       (Bust Aii) 
  +BR/IHT/PINE/ON FO        +PAC 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 116, as York); SCBI 54, 54 1.06
  (2) Stockholm; ex Mannegarde hoard; SCBI 54, 55 1.12

Gloucester

Aelfsige  (Aelfsiee 1) 
80 Aa +EDPARD/REC+:        (Bust Bi) 
  +AEL./FSIE/E ON/GLE       PAC+ 
  (1) *Gloucester Museum; ex T.G. Barnett; SCBI 19, 76 1.09
   
   Also Montagu (1895) 831 (second coin), said to read AELFSIGE 

ON GLE, not ill. (lot purchased by Rollin); and specimen in 
Mrs F.H. Buckeridge’s collection, drawn by Miss H.S. Bockett 
(BNJ xxviii, p. 397) 

   
‘Aellff’ (perhaps  (Aellff  1)
same moneyer as
previous or next)
81 Aa +EDPER/D RE+:.      (Bust Aii) 
  +AEL/LFF/ONN/GLE:.       V+CR 
  (1)  *Stockholm. SCBI 54, 56 (as Aelfric?: also ill. NC 1966, fi g. 1 on  1.14
  p. 207, and pl. xvii, 1)
   
Aethelric  (Aellric 1) 
82 Aa +EDPARD/REC+      (Bust Ai) 
  +AEL/LRI/C ON G/LEPE     AC+P (second E in GLEPE round-backed) 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 191); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 57 (as Aelfric?) 1.14
Godric  (Godric 2) 
83 Aa +EDPARD/.REC+    (Bust Bi) 
  +GO/DRI/C ON/GL.E         PAC+ 
  (1) *Hall (2006) 63; ex NCirc Dec. 2000, HS0018; ex Eaglen (1998) 1406  1.12
   (purchased from Baldwin Oct. 1994); ex Parsons (1929) 193 (b) (already in 

Parsons’s possession when published BNJ xvi (1921–2), pl. ii, 27)
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Mint/Moneyer/ Dies Description Wt (g)
No.

84 Ba +EDPER./D RE+:.    (Bust Aii) 
  Same reverse die 
  (1) *Stockholm; ex Mannegarde hoard; SCBI 54, 59 1.10
   
85 Ab Same obverse die as 83 
  +GODRIC ON GLEIPE      ++PA            Hild Da 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 194 = Hild (1846) 76); SCBI 54, 58 (also ill. NC  1.12
  1966, pl. xvii, 8)
  (2) Spink 8–9 Oct. 1980, 901 1.12
   
Leofnoth  (Leofnoth 1, Leofnoiath 1) 
86 Aa +EDPARD/.RE[ ]:      (Bust Bi) 
  +LE/OFN/OD ON/GLE       PAC+ 
  (1) *Baldwin 13 Oct. 1997, 177; ex Scandinavian hoard 1.10
   
87 Bb +EDPER:/.D RE+    (Bust Ai) 
  +LEOFNOIA.D ON GLIE     PA++       Hild Da 
  (1)  *Stockholm (Hild 195); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 60 (also ill NC  1.02
  1966, pl.xvii, 9)

Guildford

Blacman  (Blacman 1) 
88 Aa +EDPERD/.RE+ ANG       (Bust Ai) 
  +BL./ACM:/AN O/N GYL        PAC+ 
  (1) *St Petersburg; ex Likhachev; ex Novgorod I hoard; SCBI 60, 1013 1.08

Hastings

Brid  (Bridd 1) 
89 Aa +EDPER/D RE+:.      (Bust Ai) 
  +BRIDD ON HAESTIN:       A++P        Hild Da 
  (1) *British Museum (BM 11–26–95, 1975); ex H.H. King (ill. BNJ xxviii,  wnr
   pl. xx, 15); ex Parsons (1929) 195 (a); ex Bruun (1925) 185 (lot purchased 

by Spink for Parsons); ex Montagu (1895) 833 (second coin) (lot purchased 
by Lincoln for Bruun); possibly ex Cuff (1854) 602 (lot purchased by 
Cureton, reverse inscription given as BRIDD ON, ‘the letters of the town 
indistinct’)

   
Leofwine  See Uncertain mint 

Hereford

Leofnoth  (Lef[     ]1, Leofnath 1, Leofnoth 2) 
90 Aa [       ]/D RE[       ]       (Bust not classifi ed) 
  +LE/F[   ]/[    ]/[    ]R       C[  ][  ][   ] 
  (1)  *Stockholm; ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 61 (as Hereford?) 0.56
   cut ½ 
   
91 Bb +EDPER/D RE+.        (Bust Aii) 
  +LEO/FNA/D ON/HER      AC+P 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 237); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 62 1.12
   
92 Cc +EDPER/D RE [+ : ?]      (Bust Ai ?) 
  +LEOFNOD ON HERE:      AC+P         Hild Da 
  (1) *Copenhagen; ex Lyngby hoard; SCBI 18, 897 1.13
 93 Bd Same obverse die as 91 
   +LEOFNOD ON HERE:      AC+P        Hild Db (with inner circle and 

pellets at end of limbs of short cross) 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 238, ill. pl. 13 = Hild (1846) 85); SCBI 54, 63 (also  1.08
  ill. NC 1966, fi g. 4 on p. 209)
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Ordric  (Ordric 1) 
Mint/Moneyer/ Dies Description Wt (g)
No.

 94 Aa +EDPER/D RE+        (Bust Ai) 
  +ORDRIC ON HEREF      AC+P       Hild Da 
  (1)  *British Museum (BM 1915–5–7, 2319); ex Morgan; ex Sir John  1.06
  Evans; ex City hoard (evidently the specimen recorded Evans 1885)
   
Wulfwine  (Wulfwine 1) 
 95 Aa +EDPAR:/.D RE+       (Bust Ai) 
  +PV/LFP/INE O/HER (?)        ACSP 
  (1)  *Stockholm (Hild 241); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 64 (also ill. NC  1.12
  1966, pl. xvii, 15)

Hertford 

Deorsige  (Deorsige 4 ?, Drsiie 1) 
 96 Aa [            ]R./D R[       ]      (Bust Bi ?) 
  +DE/ORSI/[    ]/[      ]        +P[   ][    ] 
  (1)  *Stockholm (Hild 221); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 65 (as Hertford?) 0.48
   cut ½ 
   
 97 Bb  +EDPARD/.REC+:        (Bust Bii) (probably same obverse die as 106, 

moneyer Opi) 
  +DR/SIIE/ON R/FOR       AC+P 
  (1) *Stavanger Museum; ex Foldøy hoard; SCBI forthcoming 0.78
   
 98 Cb +EDPAR:/D RE+    (Bust Ai) 
  Same reverse die 
  (1) *Dix Noonan Webb 7 Oct. 2004, 209 (previously 7 Oct. 2003, 613)  0.92
   (David Griffi ths collection, this coin purchased from Baldwin); ex Montagu 

(1896) 135 (fi rst coin) (as Bedford) (lot purchased by Lincoln)
   
 99 Dc +EDPER/D RE+A:.   (Bust Aiii) 
  +DEORSIGE ON HEORT     PAC+    Hild Da 
  (1) *Baldwin 25 Sept. 2007, 241 1.00 
   badly 
   cracked
  (2) Smithsonian Institution; SCBI 30, 559 0.39
   cut ½ 
   
100 Dd Same obverse die 
  [                  ] ON HEOR[  ]      [  ][  ]+P       Hild Da 
  (1) *Eaglen (1998) 1417; ex Baldwin 28 May 1997, 1578 (second coin,  0.44
  not ill.); ex Scandinavian hoard cut ½ 
   
101 Ee [           ]/[    ]RE+::       (Bust not classifi ed) 
  [              ]IGE ON HE[       ]       [   ]C+ [    ]    Hild Da 
  (1)  *Stockholm (Hild 222); SCBI 54, 349 (as uncertain mint, but  0.60
  possibility of Hertford, moneyer Deorsige, noted) cut ½ 
   
   For SCBI 54, 66, attributed there to Hertford, Deorsige, or to London, 

Goldsige, see coins awaiting mint attribution 
   
Opi  (Ewi 1, Ewii 3) 
102 Aa +EDPER/D RE+:      (Bust Aii) 
  +EPI/ON H/EOR/TFOR       AC+P 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 223); SCBI 54, 67 1.02
103 Bb +EDPAR/D REC+:   (Bust Bii) 
  +EP/II ON/HEFORT        AC+P 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 224); SCBI 54, 68 1.14
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Mint/Moneyer/ Dies Description Wt (g)
No.

104 Cb +EDPER/D RE+:.    (Bust Ai) 
  Same reverse die 
  (1) *Dix Noonan Webb 7 Oct. 2003, 612 (David Griffi ths collection, this  1.01
  coin purchased from Baldwin June 1997)
   
105 Bc Same obverse die as 103 
  +EP./II ON/HE:/ORT:      AC+P 
  (1) *private collection Canada (in 2007); ex Eaglen (1998) 1417; ex  1.13
  Baldwin 28 May 1997, 1578 (fi rst coin); ex Scandinavian hoard
  (2) with Noble Investments (dealers) wnr
   chipped/ 
   cracked
   
106 Dc  +EDPARD/.REC+:    (Bust Bii, probably same obverse die as 97, 

moneyer Deorsige)
  Same reverse die 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 225); SCBI 54, 69 1.07
   
107 Dd Same obverse die    
  +EP/II ON/HEORT       A++P 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 226); SCBI 54, 70 (also ill. NC 1966, pl. xvii, 5) 0.98
   
Tidræd  (Tidred 2) 
108 Aa [          ]/.RE+ AN[        (Bust Aii) 
  [       ]/RED./ON H:/[     ]        [    ]/P/A/[    ] 
  (1) *Stockholm; ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 73 (as Hertford?, Tidræd?) 0.58
   fragment
   
109 [?]a  +EDPERD/[        ]        (Bust Aii, perhaps same obverse die as last, but 

there is no overlap between the surviving parts of the obverse design on 
SCBI 54, 73 and SCBI 54, 74) 

  Same reverse die 
  (1) *Stockholm; ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 74 (as Hertford?, Tidræd?) 0.58
   cut ½ 
   
110 Bb +EDP/P REC+       (Bust C) 
  +TIDRED:ON HERTFORD:      PAC+    Hild Da 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 232); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 71 1.14
  (2)  NCirc Jun. 1989, 3218 0.77
   
   Note that SCBI 54, 72, attributed there to Hertford, Tidraed, is in reality 

a coin of Thetford, Tidræd (see below)

Huntingdon

Wulfwig  (Wulfi  1, Wulfi i 1, Wulfwi 4) 
111 Aa +EDPERD/.RE+A        (Bust Ai) 
  +PV/L.FI/ON V/NTA      AC+P 
  (1)  *Copenhagen (Eaglen 252); ex Torring hoard; SCBI 18, 902 0.90
   
112 Ab Same obverse die 
  +PV/L.FII/ON H/VNT      AC+P 
  (1) *private collection UK (Eaglen 251); ex NCirc Nov. 1990, 6825  0.96
  (previously Nov. 1989, 5917); ex D. Dupree
   
113 Ac Same obverse die 
  +PV/LFPI/ON H/VNT     C+PA 
  (1) *Dix Noonan Webb 16–17 Jun. 2010, 913 1.04
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Mint/Moneyer/ Dies Description Wt (g)
No.

114 Ad Same obverse die 
  +PV/L.FPI/ON V/NTVN    C+PA 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 243, Eaglen 250/1); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 75 1.16
  (2) Stockholm (Eaglen 250/2); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 76 0.26  
   fragment
   
115 Be +EDPAR/D RE+     (Bust Ai var) 
  +PV/LFP/I ON/VNT       +PSC 
  (1) *St. Ives Museum (Eaglen 253); ex Norris 1931; perhaps ex Montagu  1.00
   (1895) 831 (third coin) (lot purchased by Rollin), this reverse reading; 

SCBI 42,1132
   
116 Bf Same obverse die 
  +PV/LFP/I ONN/VNT    SC+P 
  (1) *private collection (Eaglen 254), purchased from Baldwin 1980;  0.90
   perhaps ex Montagu (1896) 135 (third coin) (lot purchased by Lincoln), 

this reverse reading
   
   Also coin no. 796 in manuscript catalogue of collection of Very Rev. 

H.R. Dawson, Dean of St Patrick’s, Dublin, legends read by him as 
+EDPAR[D RE+] and +PV/LFP/I ON/HVNT 

   
Wulfwine  (Wulfwine 1) 
117 Aa +EDPA/RD RE+         (Bust Ai var) 
  +P.V./LFP/INE O/HVN       PAC+ 
  (1) *British Museum (BMC 560, Eaglen 255/1); ex City hoard 1.05
  (2) Copenhagen (Eaglen 255/2); ex Torring hoard; SCBI 18, 905 1.05

Ilchester

Dunbeard  (Dunberd 1, Durberd 1) 
118 Aa +EDPAR/D REC+:     (Bust Bi) 
  +DVR/BER/D ON/GIFE      AC+P (E of GIFE round-backed) 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 174 = Hild (1846) 67); SCBI 54, 77 1.14
  (2) Lockett (1955) 804, purchased from Baldwin; probably ex P.W.P.  wnr
   Carlyon-Britton (1918) 781, said to read +DVNBERD ON GIFE, lot 

purchased by Baldwin; ex Sir John Evans; ex City hoard (specimen 
recorded Evans 1885 (as Chichester), where readings are given as 
+EDPAR/D RE+ and +DVNBERD ON CICE)

   
119 Bb +EDPER/D RE+:.    (Bust Ai) 
  +DVNBERD ON GIFEL    AC+P    Hild Da 
  (1)  *Copenhagen; ex Torring hoard; SCBI 18, 868 1.15

Ipswich   

Leofi ng  (Lifi nc 3) 
120 Aa +EDPER/D RE+:.      (Bust Aii) 
  +LIF/INC/ON G/IPES       PAC+ 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 184); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 78 1.04
   
   Note also Lockett (1958) 2809 (purchased by him from Baldwin), this 

reverse reading 
   
121 Ab Same obverse die 
  +L.I/FIN/C ON/SPES    AC+P 
  (1) *British Museum (BMC 1563); ex City hoard 1.01
   
   Note also Murchison (1866) 340 (lot purchased by Webster), this 

reverse reading 
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122 Bc +EDPAR/D RE+      (Bust Bi) 
  +LIF/INC O/N GIP/ESPI      PAC+ 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 185); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 79 1.14
   
123 Cc +EDPARD/[R?]EC+:.      (Bust Bi) 
  Same reverse die 
  (1) *British Museum (BM 1935–11–17, 636); ex T.G. Barnett; ex Joseph  1.10
   Young (1919) 53 (lot purchased by Barnett); perhaps ex P.W.P. Carlyon-

Britton (1913) 591 (lot purchased by Spink), this reverse reading
   
   Note also Briggs (1893) 227 (lot purchased by Spink), said to read 

LIFINC ON GIPESP; and specimen in City hoard, said to read 
LIFINC ON GIPESPI (Willett 1876) 

   
Leofstan  (Lefstan 1, Lifstan 1) 
124 Aa +EDPER[    ]/.REC+:.       (Bust Ai) 
  +LE/FSTA/N ON G/IPES        PAC+ 
  (1) *Museum of London; ex City hoard; SCBI  42, 1133 1.15
   
125 Bb +EDPA.RD/REC+:        (Bust Bi) 
  +LIFSTAN ON GIPES      AC+P        Hild Da 
  (1) *Baldwin 3 May 2000, 910 (previously 4 May 1999, 441, and 5 May  1.07
  1998, 265); ex Scandinavian hoard

Leicester

Wulfnoth  (Wulnoth 1) 
126 Aa +EDPER/D RE+A    (Bust Ai) 
  +PV/LNO/D ON/LEH:       AC+P 
  (1) Leicester Museum; ex Joseph Young 1919; perhaps ex Allen (1898)  1.12
  267 (lot purchased by Lincoln), this reverse reading; SCBI 17, 360
  (2)  *Stockholm (Hild 278, as Chester); SCBI 54, 80 1.15

Lewes

Eadwine  (Edidnee 1, Edwine 2) 
127 Aa +EDPERD/.REC+:      (Bust Ai) 
  +EDP/INE O/N LAE/PEE      AC+P 
  (1) Stockholm (Hild 249 = Hild (1846) 91); SCBI 54, 81 1.14
  (2) Baldwin 13 May 2000, 909 (previously 4 May 1999, 440 and 5 May  1.08
  1998, 266); ex Scandinavian hoard?
  (3) *British Museum (BM 1975–11–26–113); ex H.H. King (in King’s  1.10
  collection by 1957)
  (4) Stockholm; ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 82 (obverse die-identity  0.52
  with SCBI 54, 81 not noted) cut ½ 
   
128 Bb +EDPER/D RE+..      (Bust Aii) 
  +EDPINE ON LAEPE:       AC+P        Hild Da 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 250  = Hild (1846) 92); SCBI 54, 83 1.14
   
129 Bc Same obverse die 
  +EDIDNEE ON LAEPE      AC+P       Hild Da 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 251); ex Nore hoard; SCBI 54, 84 (obverse die-link  1.04
  with SCBI 54, 83 not noted)
   
Northman  (Northman 1) 
130 Aa +EDPERD/.RE+A:      (Bust Ai) 
  +NO/RD:/MAN/O LAE       AC+P 
  (1) *British Museum (BM 1975 11–26–114); ex H.H. King (ill. BNJ xxviii,  1.08
  pl.xxix, 27); ex R. Carlyon-Britton
  (2) Lockett (1955) 804; ex P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton (1916) 1117 wnr
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   One or other of these coins was doubtless Montagu (1895) 831 (fourth 
coin) (lot purchased by Rollin), this reverse reading; ex Bergne (1873) 267 
(lot purchased by Webster); ex Murchison (1866) 338 (lot purchased by 
Bergne); ex Cuff (1854) 604 (lot purchased by Curt) 

Lincoln

Asfrith  (Osferth 6) 
131 Aa +EDPA/REC+      (Bust C) 
  +OSF/ERD/ON L./INC:      AC+P 
  (1) *British Museum (BMC 697, Mossop LXVI, 30); ex Rollin 1890;  1.12
  ex Dunbrody hoard
   
132 Ab Same obverse die 
  +OSF/ERD/ON L./INC    +PAC 
  (1) Oslo (Mossop LXVI, 31); ex Brøholt hoard; SCBI forthcoming 1.07
  (2) *Baldwin 23–24 Sept. 2008, 379 1.11
   
133 Ac Same obverse die 
  +OSF/ERD/ON L./INC       AC+P 
  (1) *Lincoln Museum (Mossop LXVII, 1); ex Sir Francis Hill; ex Duke  1.10
  of Argyll 1952 (purchased by him from Baldwin); SCBI  27,  593
   
134 Bd +EDPA.R/.D RE[     ]      (Bust Bi) 
  +OS/FER/D ON/LINC      C+PA 
  (1) *Copenhagen (Mossop LXVII, 2); ex J. Siokrona (d. 1874); SCBI 18,  1.13
  992
   
135 Ae Same obverse die as 131–3 
  +OSFERD ON LINCAC     C+PA      Hild Da 
  (1) *Academy of Sciences, Estonia; ex Naginshchina hoard; SCBI 51, 1020 1.10
   
136 Ce +EDP/.RDN+AC      (Bust C, no headband or tails) 
  Same reverse die 
  (1) *Copenhagen (Mossop LXVII, 3); ex C.J. Thomsen (d. 1865)  1.05
  (Thomsen 9479); SCBI 18, 993
   
   Also a cut halfpenny, found at Ruskington, Lincs., reverse die reading 

+OSF/ERD/[    ]/[    ], +P[  ][  ].

   The following PACX/Radiate Small Cross mules also exist for this moneyer, 
all struck from the same PACX obverse die, +EDPARD RD RE+ (reading 
from left to right, unbroken by bust), Bust Bi. It should be noted that an 
unbroken obverse legend of this nature is most unusual for PACX, and that 
on this die the sceptre is lis-headed, again unusually: 

   Lincoln Museum; ex Sir Francis Hill; ex Lockett (1955) 795; ex Bruun 
(1925) 182 (b); SCBI  27, 602, reading ASFERD, 1.12 g; and die-duplicate 
Copenhagen (Mossop LXVII, 27); ex Munksjorup hoard; SCBI 18, 929, 
1.02 g 

   Lincoln Museum; ex Sir Francis Hill; SCBI  27, 603, reading OSFERD,
0.97 g; and die-duplicate Stockholm (Hild 363, Mossop LXVII, 25); 
SCBI 54, 351, 1.04 g 

   Stockholm (Hild 362); acquired before 1738; SCBI 54, 350, reading 
OSFERD, 1.05 g; and die-duplicates Copenhagen (Mossop LXVII, 24); 
ex Lassen; SCBI 18, 990, 1.00 g; and Baldwin 29 Sept. 2009, 202; ex 
private collection in Estonia; SCBI 51, 1030, 0.96 g 

   Copenhagen (Mossop LXVII, 26); ex Torring hoard; SCBI 18, 991, 
reading OSFERD, 1.05 g 

   
Beorhtric  (Berhtric 1, Brintric 2) 
137 Aa +EDPAR./.D RE+:      (Bust Bi) 
  +BE/RHT/RIC O/N LIN      PAC+ 
  (1) *Copenhagen (Mossop LXV, 30); ex Torring hoard; SCBI 18, 931 1.13
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138 Bb +EDPD/RD+AN    (Bust C, no tails) 
  +BRI/NTRI/C ON:/LINC     +PAC 
  (1) Lincoln Museum; ex Sir Francis Hill; ex H.R. Mossop; ex Ward;  1.11
  SCBI  27, 586
  (2) Stockholm (Hild 298); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 87 1.10
  (3) Stockholm (Hild 298 bis); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 88 1.10
  (4) *British Museum (BM 1928–5–7–74, Mossop LXV, 28); ex Spink; ex  1.07
  Vogel (1928) 1823
   
139 Cc +EDD/PD+NT    (Bust C) 
  +BR/INTR/IC ON/LINC      PAC+ 
  (1) Stockholm (Hild 297); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 85 1.22
  (2) *Stockholm (Hild 297 bis, Mossop LXV, 29); ex Aspinge hoard;  1.08
  SCBI 54, 86
   
140 Dc Uncertain reading    (Bust not classifi ed, but drapery is of Bust C style) 
  Same reverse die 
  (1) *With Mike Vosper (dealer) wnr
   cut ½ 
   Note also Baldwin 28 May 1997, 1600 (and subsequent sales), cut 

halfpenny, 0.60 g, said to read [ ]HTRIC ON[  ], not ill.; ex Scandinavian 
hoard 

   Also Cuff (1854) 604 (lot purchased by Curt), said to read BRINTRIC 
ON LINC 

   
  Arm and Sceptre/PACX mules also exist : 
   Stockholm (Hild 296, Mossop LXV, 24); SCBI 54, 1, 1.14 g; struck from 

an Arm and Sceptre obverse die with a blundered legend and from the 
same PACX reverse die as 138 

   British Museum (Mossop LXV, 23, Evans plates 647); ex Morgan; ex 
Sir John Evans; ex City hoard, 1.17 g; struck from same Arm and Sceptre 
obverse die and from a PACX reverse die reading +BR/IHTR/IC ON/LIN, 
PAC+ 

   
‘Cillin’ (perhaps   (Cillin 2)
Ceolwine)
141 Aa +EDPRD/RE+.    (Bust unclassifi ed, crude style, lis-headed sceptre) 
  +CILLIN ONN LINCO    AC+P     Hild Da 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 303, Mossop LXV, 3); SCBI 54, 89 0.94
   
142 Bb +EDPERD/RE+ A:.       (Bust Ai?, no pellet or annulet visible at shoulder) 
  +CILLIN ONN LNCOLNN:    A++P     Hild Da 
  (1) *British Museum (BMC 699, Mossop LXVI, 1); ex Wedmore hoard 1.04
   
Eadmund  (Edmund 1, Ednund 1) 
143 Aa +EDPA/D RE+:      (Bust Ai, but with style C drapery at shoulder) 
  +ED/MVN/D ON/LINC      AC+P 
  (1) *Stockholm; ex Mannegarde hoard; SCBI 54, 92 1.20
   
144 Bb +EDPIA/REC+     (Bust C) 
  +ED:/NVN/D ON/LINC     +PAC 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 315, Mossop LXVI, 6); ex Aspinge hoard;  1.12
  SCBI 54, 91
  (2) Copenhagen; ex C.J. Thomsen (d. 1865) (Thomsen 9468); SCBI 18, 945 1.16
   
Eadric  See Thetford, Eadric 
   
Eadwine   No true PACX coin is known for this moneyer, but there is a PACX/Arm 

and Sceptre mule: Stockholm (Hild 319, Mossop LXV, 27, and BNJ xxviii, 
pl. vii, 3); SCBI 54, 8, 0.86 g; struck from a PACX obverse die, reading 
+EDP/ERD RE+, and from the same reverse die as SCBI 18, 1613 
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Godric  (Godric 5, Godriic 6) 
145 Aa  +EDPAR./D RC+:.     (Bust Bi, round-backed C in RC+, same obverse 

die as 173, moneyer Sumerluda) 
  +GO:/DRIC/ON L/INCO     AC+P 
  (1) Copenhagen (Mossop LXVI, 14); ex Lyngby hoard; SCBI 18, 959 1.17
  (2) *Lincoln Museum; ex Sir Francis Hill; ex Duke of Argyll; ex Grantley  1.16
  (1944) 1197 (sixth coin); ex L.A. Lawrence; SCBI 27, 589
   
146 Ab Same obverse die 
  +GO:/DRI:/C ON/LINC        +PAC 
  (1) Copenhagen (Mossop LXVI, 15); ex C.J. Thomsen (d. 1865) (Thomsen  1.08
  9473); SCBI 18, 956
  (2) *Stockholm (Hild 334); SCBI 54, 95 1.08
   
147 Bb +EDP/REC+    (Bust C) 
  Same reverse die 
  (1) Berlin; ex Weyl (Berlin coin dealer) 1897; ex ‘unknown Polish hoard’;  1.09
  SCBI 36, 826
  (2) Copenhagen; ex Torring hoard; SCBI 18, 957 1.06
  (3) *Stockholm (Hild 336 = Hild (1846) 128, Mossop LXVI, 16);  1.14
  SCBI 54, 98
  (4) Stockholm; ex Hallsarve hoard; SCBI 54, 97 1.08
   
148 Ac Same obverse die as 145–6 
  +GO/DR.I:/C ON/LINC    +PAC 
  (1) Stockholm (Hild 335, Mossop LXVI, 17); ex Aspinge hoard;  1.08
  SCBI 54, 96
  (2) *Stockholm; ex Garde hoard; SCBI 54, 100 (die identity with  1.05
  SCBI 54, 96 not noted)
  (3) Gandarve hoard (CNS 1.1., no. 656, not ill., but photo supplied by  wnr
  Kenneth Jonsson)
   
149 Cc +EDP.../REC+      (Bust C) 
  Same reverse die 
  (1) Copenhagen (Mossop LXVI, 18); ex Gartz (1901) 1260; SCBI 18, 958 1.26
  (2)  Lund (Jonsson 726); ex Kungl. Myntkabinettet Stockholm 1.08
  (3) *Stockholm (Hild 337); SCBI 54, 99 1.16
  (4) Academy of Sciences, Estonia; ex Naginshchina hoard; SCBI 51, 1019 1.16
   
150 Dd +EDPAR/D REC+     (Bust Bi) 
  +GO/DRIC/ON LI/NCOL      AC+P 
  (1) *British Museum (BM E4295, Mossop LXVI, 20)  0.93
   
151 Ee +EDPAR./.D RE+.     (Bust Bi) 
  +GO/DRII/C ON/LINC      AC+P 
  (1) Copenhagen (Mossop LXVI, 8); ex Lyngby hoard; SCBI 18, 969 1.10
  (2)  *Norragarden hoard (photo from Kenneth Jonsson) 1.25
  (3)  Stockholm; ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 105 0.55
   cut ½ 
152 Ef Same obverse die 
  +GO:/DRII/C ON/LINC    PAC+ 
  (1) *Copenhagen (Mossop LXVI, 9); ex C.J. Thomsen (d. 1865)  1.12
  (Thomsen 9474); SCBI 18, 971
   
153 Eg Same obverse die 
  +GO/DRII/C ON/LINC     +PAC 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 343, Mossop LXVI, 10); ex Aspinge hoard;  1.20
  SCBI 54, 101
   
154 Fh +EDPA./REC+      (Bust C) 
  +GO/DRII/C ON/LINC      +PAC 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 345, Mossop LXVI, 11); ex Aspinge hoard;  1.18
  SCBI 54, 103
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155 Gh +EDPA/REC+    (Bust Aiii) 
  Same reverse die 
  (1) Found near Melton Mowbray, Leics., Aug. 1986 (Coin Register 1987,  1.08
  no. 152)
  (2) *St James’s 5–6 Nov. 2009, 1004; ex NCirc Aug. 2001, HS0182  1.13
   (previously July 1998, 4574); ex Baldwin 13 Oct. 1997, 205; ex 

Scandinavian hoard
   
156 Fi Same obverse die as 154 
  +GO/DRII/C ON./LINC      AC+P 
  (1) Copenhagen; ex Store Valby hoard; SCBI 18, 970 1.11
  (2) *British Museum (BMC 696); ex S. Tyssen 1802; ex Rev. R. Southgate  1.17
  1795
  (3) Oslo; SCBI forthcoming 1.07  
   broken
  (4) Stockholm (Hild 345 bis, Mossop LXVI, 12); ex Aspinge hoard;  1.12
  SCBI 54, 104
   
157 Gj +EDPA./RE+    (Bust unclassifi ed, local York style, tails break legend) 
  +GO/DRII/C ON/LINC       +PAC 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 344, Mossop LXVI, 19); ex Aspinge hoard;  1.16
  SCBI 54, 102
   
158 Fk Same obverse die as 154 and 156 
  +GODRIC ON LINEA:.      +PAC      Hild Da 
  (1) Stockholm (Hild 279, as Lympne = Hild (1846) 105, Mossop LXVI,  1.14
  13); SCBI 54, 93
  (2) *Stockholm (Hild 279 bis); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 94 1.14
  (3) Copenhagen; ex Munksjorup hoard; SCBI 18, 960 0.99
  (4) Baldwin 13 Oct. 1997, 206; ex Scandinavian hoard 1.03
   
   Note also specimen in City hoard said to read GODRIC ON LINC 

(Willett 1876), and specimen in Kiel Museum (cited by Freeman) 
   
   There is also a PACX/imitative Arm and Sceptre mule: stock of B.A. Seaby 

Ltd (BNJ xxviii, pl. 7, 4), with PACX obverse reading +EDP(?)/RE+NA, 
Bust not classifi ed, local York style, and imitative Arm and Sceptre reverse, 
reading +GODRI ON LICN 

   
Guthfrithr  (Guthferth 3) 
159 Aa +EDPA.R./D RE+::    (Bust Bi) 
  +GV/DFE/RD O/LINC        +PAC 
  (1) Copenhagen; ex Stolpehuse hoard; SCBI 18, 973 1.08
  (2) *Stockholm (Hild 314, Mossop LXVI, 3); SCBI 54, 106 1.14
  (3) Stockholm; ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 107 0.58
   cut ½ 
160 Ab Same obverse die 
  +GV/DFE/RD O/LINC      AC+P 
  (1) Lincoln Museum (Mossop LXVI, 4); ex Sir Francis Hill; ex Duke of  1.17
   Argyll; ex Grantley (1944) 1197 (fourth coin); ex L.A. Lawrence; SCBI 27, 

587
  (2) *St Petersburg; ex Lodeinoe Pole III hoard; SCBI 60, 1014 1.17
  (3) Spink 30 Sept. 2010, 176; ex private collection UK (purchased from  1.06
  Vosper (dealer) 2005)
   
161 Ac Same obverse die 
  +[      ]/[    ]FE/RD O L/INC    PAC+ 
  (1) *Stockholm (Mossop LXVI, 5); ex Gandarve I hoard; SCBI 54, 108 1.11
   cracked
Konli  (Conli 1) 
162 Aa +EDA/.R.EC+:.       (Bust unclassifi ed, crude style, tails break legend) 
  +CO/NLI/ON L/INC        AC+P 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 313, Mossop LXVI, 2); SCBI 54, 90 1.19
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Leofwig  (Lefwiic 1) 
163 Aa +EDD:/D REC+:      (Bust C) 
  +LE/FPII/C ON:/LIIC        C+PA 
  (1) Lincoln Museum (Mossop LXVI, 28, as Leofwine); ex Sir Francis Hill  1.11
  (purchased by him from Baldwin 1951); SCBI 27, 590
  (2) Stockholm; ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 114 0.59 
   cut ½ 
  (3) *Stockholm; ex Burge I hoard; SCBI 54, 115 (die-identity with  0.95
  SCBI 54, 114 not noted)
   
Leofwine  (Lefwine 3, Lefwne 2, Leofwine 1, Leofwinee 2) 
164 Aa +EDPAR/.D.RE+     (Bust Bi) 
  +LEF/PINE/ON LI/NCO      AC+P (fi rst E in LEFPINE round-backed) 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 350); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 109 1.20
  (2) Stockholm (Hild 350 bis, Mossop LXVI, 25); ex Johannishus hoard;  1.20
  SCBI 54, 110
   
165 Bb +EDPA./D RE+    (Bust Aii, tails break legend) 
  +LEF/PINE/ON L/NNC      AC+P (fi rst E in LEFPINE round-backed) 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 351, Mossop LXVI, 26); ex Aspinge hoard;  1.04
  SCBI 54, 111
  (2) Stavanger Museum; ex Foldøy hoard; SCBI forthcoming 1.07
   
166 Cc +EDP:/REC+      (Bust C?) 
  +LE/FPI/NE ON:/LIIC     C+PA 
  (1) *Arnot (1995) 260 (purchased by him 1977); ex SCMB Jun. 1974,  0.97
   H4340 (previously Dec. 1973, H3994); perhaps ex Ryan (1952) 852, not 

ill., said to read LEFPNC ON:LIIC; perhaps ex NCirc Dec. 1913, 12723, 
said to read +LEFPINE ON:LIIC

   
167 Dd +ERDDP/LDERP      (Bust Aii) 
  +LE:/FPN/E ON/LINC     +PAC 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 352, Mossop LXVI, 21); ex Aspinge hoard;  1.04
  SCBI 54, 112
   
168 De Same obverse die (annulet at shoulder has become pellet) 
  +LE/FPN/E ON/LINC      PAC+ 
  (1) *Copenhagen (Mossop LXVI, 22); ex Torring hoard; SCBI 18, 980 1.05
   
  Note also Vogel (1928) 4824, not ill., said to read +LEFPNE ON LINC  
   
169 Ef +EDPARD/REC+A:    (Bust Bi, C in REC+ round-backed) 
  +LE/OFPI/NEE:/O LIN     PAC+ (fi rst E in LEOFPINEE round-backed) 
  (1) *Copenhagen (Mossop LXVI, 27); ex Haagerup hoard; SCBI 18, 986 1.07
   
170 Eg Same obverse die 
   +LE./OFPI/NEE/ON LI      AC+P (fi rst E in moneyer’s name round-

backed) 
  (1) *Stockholm (Mossop LXVI, 29); ex Oxsarve hoard; SCBI 54, 113 1.00
   
171 Fh +EDPER/D RE+:      (Bust Ai) 
  +LEOFPINE ONN LICOLN       AC+P       Hild Da 
  (1) Copenhagen (Mossop LXVI, 23); ex Torring hoard; SCBI 18, 985 0.96
  (2) *Lincoln Museum; ex Sir Francis Hill (purchased by him from Baldwin  0.97
   1952); ex W.C. Wells; probably ex Parsons (1929) 195 (b), not ill., but this 

reverse reading; ex Bruun (1925) 185 (lot purchased for Parsons by Spink); 
SCBI 27, 591

  (3)  Stockholm; ex Blacksta hoard; SCBI 54, 347/113a 0.48
   cut ½ 
172 Gh [          ]R:/.D R[      ]       (Bust not classifi ed) 
  Same reverse die                                          Hild Da 
  (1) *Lincoln Museum (Mossop LXVI, 24); ex Sir Francis Hill (purchased  0.52
  by him from Baldwin 1952); ex W.C. Wells; probably ex Parsons (1929)  cut ½
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   195 (c), not ill., but this reverse reading; ex Bruun (1925) 185 (cut halfpenny 
of Lincoln, not otherwise described, but lot purchased by Spink for 
Parsons); SCBI 27, 592

   
   Also Dalarnas Museum, Falun, ex Sanda hoard, CNS XVI,1, no. 1247, 

not ill., said to read LEFWINC ON LIIC, 1.07 g 
   
   Note also Cuff (1854) 605 (lot purchased by Cureton), said to read 

LEFPINC ON LINC 
   
Sumarlithr  (Sumerluda 1) 
173 Aa  +EDPAR./D RC+:.      (Bust Bi, round-backed C in RC+, same obverse 

die as 145–6, 148, moneyer Godric) 
  +SV/MER/LVD:/A ON L        AC+P 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 375 = Hild (1846) 143, Mossop LXVII, 4);  1.16
  SCBI 54, 116
  (2) Stockholm (Hild 375 bis); SCBI 54, 117 1.12
  (3) Stockholm; ex Hallfose hoard; SCBI 54, 118 1.14
   
174 Ba +EDPARD/REC+:    (Bust Bi, round-backed E in REC+) 
  Same reverse die 
  (1) *Copenhagen (Mossop LXVII, 5) (in collection by 1793); SCBI 18, 998 1.02
   
  This reverse die also used to strike a Arm and Sceptre/Pacx mule: 
   Stockholm (Hild Cnut 1734, Mossop LXV, 25), with ‘Cnut’ obverse 

inscription (same obverse die as SCBI  40, 1842); SCBI 54, 2, 1.18g 
   
Svafi   (Swafa 3) 
175 Aa +EDPARD./.REC+.       (Bust Bi) 
  +SP:/A.FA/ON L/INCO        AC+P 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 376, Mossop LXVII, 6); ex Aspinge hoard;  1.20
  SCBI 54, 119
   
176 Ba +EDPAR/.RE+:    (Bust Bi) 
  Same reverse die 
  (1) Copenhagen (Mossop LXVII, 7); ex Torring hoard; SCBI 18, 999 1.15
  (2) *Boyd (2005) 844 (purchased by him from C.B. Snelling (dealer)  1.10
  Feb. 1894)
   
177 Cb +EDP/RE+NA    (Bust not classifi ed, local York style) 
  +SPA/FA O/N L.I/NCO       +PAC 
  (1) Copenhagen; ex Torring hoard; SCBI 18, 1000 1.12
  (2) Lincoln Museum; ex Sir Francis Hill (purchased by him from Seaby  1.14
  1931); SCBI 27, 594
  (3) Lincoln Museum; ex Sir Francis Hill; ex Poyser (1944) 167; SCBI 27,  1.20
  595
  (4) *British Museum (BM 1955–7–8 114, Mossop LXVII, 8); ex Lockett  1.02
  (1955) 809; ex Wheeler (1930) 107; ex P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton (1916) 1116
  (5) Judson (2002) 1055; ex H.R. Mossop  (not ex Lockett as stated in  1.08
  Judson auction catalogue)
   
178 Dc +EDPA/RD REIN (?)    (Bust C, no headband or tails) 
  +SPA/FA O/N LI:/NCO:        +PAC 
  (1) *Copenhagen (Mossop LXVII, 9); ex Torring hoard; SCBI 18, 1001 1.10
   
   Note also Parsons (1954) 193, not ill., said to read SPAFA ON LINCO; 

Maish (1918) 60, not ill. (lot purchased by Joseph Young), said to read 
SPAFA ON LINC; and Rashleigh (1909) 318, not ill. (lot purchased by 
Baldwin), said to read +SPAFA ON LINCO 
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No.

Svertingr  (Swartinc 2, Swertinc 1) 
179 Aa +EDPER/D RE+      (Bust Aii) 
  +SP:/ART/INC:/ON C        AC+P 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 54, as Canterbury = Hild (1846) 21, Mossop LXVII,  1.12
  10); SCBI  54, 123
   
180 Ab Same obverse die 
  +SP/ART/INC/O INL       +PAC 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 377, Mossop LXVII, 11); ex Aspinge hoard;  1.14
  SCBI 54, 120
   
181 Bc +EDPAR./.D RE+:        (Bust Bi) 
  +SP/ERT/IN.C O/N LII       AC+P 
  (1) Lincoln Museum; ex Sir Francis Hill; ex Lockett (1958) 2809;  1.06
  SCBI 27, 596
  (2) *Stockholm (Hild 378); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 121 1.18
  (3) Stockholm (Hild 378 bis, Mossop LXVII, 12); ex Aspinge hoard;  1.15
  SCBI 54, 122
   
Thorgrimr  (Thurgpin 1) 
182 Aa +EDPAR/D RE+:      (Bust Bi) 
  +DV/RGP/IN O:/N LIN       AC+P 
  (1)  *Lincoln Museum (Mossop LXVII, 13); ex Sir Francis Hill; ex   1.13
  SCMB December 1958, 6120; SCBI 27, 597
  (2) Dix Noonan Webb 10 Dec 2009, 143, not ill. (but recorded as being  0.88
  from these dies) badly  
   chipped
  (3) Lincoln Museum; ex Sir Francis Hill; ex Duke of Argyll; ex Grantley  0.80
  (1944) 1197 (fi fth coin); ex L.A. Lawrence; SCBI 27, 598 damaged
  (4) Stockholm; ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 124 0.67 
   fragment
   
   Note also Parsons (1929) 193 (c), not ill., said to read DVRGRIM ON LIN; 

Joseph Young  (1919) 53, not ill. (lot purchased by Barnett), said to read 
DVRGPIN ON LIN; P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton (1913) 592, not ill. (lot 
purchased by Spink), said to read +DVRGPIN O:N LIN 

   
   PACX/Radiate/Small Cross mules also exist: Copenhagen (Mossop LXVII, 

28); ex Torring hoard, struck from a PACX obverse die reading +EDPAR/D 
RE+, (Bust Aii ?), and a Radiate/Small Cross reverse die reading 
+DVRGRIM ON LIN; SCBI 18,1004, 1.07 g; and a die-duplicate, found 
near Scunthorpe, Lincs., before Dec. 1989 (Coin Register 1998, no. 137, 
wnr; subsequently offered for sale by Vosper (dealer), in a more 
fragmentary condition than when published in Coin Register) 

   
Ulfr  (Ulf 3) 
183 Aa +EDD/CCDR+N      (Bust C, no headband or tails) 
  +VL./F ON L/INCO/NLNC        +PAC 
  (1) *Lincoln Museum (Mossop LXVII, 14); ex Sir Francis Hill; ex Duke   1.03
  of Argyll; ex Seaby; ex R. Carlyon-Britton; SCBI 27, 599
   
184 Ba +EDDD/RDDCN    (Bust C, no headband or tails) 
  Same reverse die 
  (1) Copenhagen ; ex Hauberg 1935; SCBI 18, 1006 1.18
  (2) *Lincoln Museum (Mossop LXVII, 15); ex Sir Francis Hill (purchased  1.13
  by him from Seaby 1931); SCBI 27, 600
   
   Reverse die also used to strike Arm and Sceptre/PACX mules: British 

Museum (BMC Cnut 313, Mossop LXV, 26); ex S. Tyssen 1802; ex 2nd 
Earl of Oxford (d. 1741) (listed in MS catalogue of Earl of Oxford 
collection in British Library, compiled by Humfrey Wanley), 1.02 g; and 
probable die-duplicate, Baldwin 28 May 1997, 1599, 0.97 g; ex Scandinavian 
hoard 
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Mint/Moneyer/ Dies Description Wt (g)
No.

185 Cb +:EDPA/PREE     (Bust Ai) 
  +VL/F ON L/INC/ONN      +PAC 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 382 = Hild (1846) 145, Mossop LXVII, 16);  1.14
  SCBI 54, 129
   
186 Cc Same obverse die 
  +VL./F ON L/INCO/LINA     AC+P 
  (1) *British Museum (BMC 698, Mossop LXVII, 17); ex S. Tyssen 1802;  1.05
  ex Rev. R. Southgate 1795; found in the river Witham 1787
   
187 Dc +EDPARD/REE+:    (Bust Bi, both Es in REE+ round-backed) 
  Same reverse die 
  (1) Glendining 13 July 1983, 137; ex NCirc Dec. 1982, 8749; ex Cdr  1.13
   R.P. Mack, SCBI  20, 1123; ex Duke of Argyll; ex Grantley (1944) 1197 

(seventh coin); ex L.A. Lawrence
  (2) Stockholm (Hild 383); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 125 1.14
  (3) *Stockholm (Hild 383 bis, Mossop LXVII, 18); ex Aspinge hoard;  1.12
  SCBI 54, 126
  (4) Stockholm; ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 127 0.58 
   cut ½ 
  (5) Stockholm; ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 128 0.55
   cut ½ 
  (6) Academy of Sciences, Estonia; ex Naginshchina hoard; SCBI 51, 1021 1.10
   
   Also Dalarnas Museum, Falun; ex Sanda hoard, CNS XVI,I, no.1248, 

not ill., 1.16 g, reverse inscription not recorded but described as Hild 383 var. 
   
Waelhrafn  (Walraef[    ] 1, Walrafan 3?) 
188 Aa +[EDPER]/D RE+A    (Bust Aiii?) 
  +PA/LRAEF/[     ]/ON LIN       +PAC 
  (1)  *Copenhagen (Mossop LXVII, 21); ex Torring hoard; SCBI 18, 1009 0.70 (sic)
   
189 Bb +EDP[    ]/I REC+      (Bust C) 
  +PA/LRA:/FAN/ON LIN      PAC+ 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 386, Mossop LXVII, 19); ex Aspinge hoard;  1.16
  SCBI 54, 130
   
190 Cc [        ]RD/REC+[   ]    (Bust unclassifi ed, but pellet at shoulder) 
  [       ]/[     ]/FAN/ON LIN        [      ][     ]/+/P 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 386 bis, Mossop LXVII, 20); SCBI 54, 131 0.58
   fragment
191 Dd +EDPARD/REC+:       (Bust Bi) 
  [      ]/[      ]/N ON/LINC       C+PA 
  (1) *Lincoln Museum (Mossop LXVII, 22); ex Sir Francis Hill (purchased  1.24
   by him from Seaby 1931); ex Cassal (1924) 74 (‘ill struck’, moneyer not 

identifi ed); SCBI 27, 601 (as Walraefan?)
   
Wulfric  (Wulfric 1) 
192 Aa +EDPARD/.REC+:        (Bust Bi) 
  +PV/LFRI/C ON/LINC     AC+P 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 391); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 132 1.12
  (2) Stockholm (Hild 391 bis, Mossop LXVII, 23); ex Aspinge hoard;  1.06
  SCBI 54, 133
  (3)  Found near Beverley, Yorks., Sept. 2004 (Coin Register 2005, no. 190;  wnr
  EMC 2004.0153)

London

Aelfwig  (Elfwi 1) 
193 Aa +EDPNRD/RE+[A?]    (Bust Ai, lis-headed sceptre) 
  +ELFPI:ON LVNDENE      +P+C        Hild Da 
  (1) *Stockholm (ill. NCirc Sept, 1977, p. 357); ex Hallsarve hoard;  0.94
  SCBI 54, 173
  (2) Copenhagen; ex Torring hoard; SCBI 18, 1022 0.95
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Mint/Moneyer/ Dies Description Wt (g)
No.

Aelfwine  (Aelfwiine 1, Aelfwine 2) 
194 Aa +EDPRRD/RE+A       (Bust Ai) 
  +AEL./FPII/NE O/N LV:        AC+P 
  (1) Stockholm (Hild 413); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 134 1.20
  (2) *Stockholm (Hild 413 bis); SCBI 54, 135 1.08
  (3) British Museum (BM 1915–5–7, 2425); ex Morgan; ex Sir John Evans;  1.11
  from ‘Sweden’
   
195 Bb +EDPER/D REC+:.    (Bust Ai, C in REC+ is round-backed) 
  +AEL./FPIN/E ON/LVND      AC+P 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 416); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 136 1.12
   
196 Cc +EDPERD:/RE[     ]      (Bust Ai var) 
  +AEL./FPIN/E ON:./LVND     +CAP 
  (1) *private collection UK (purchased from Spink 1963) 0.94
   
   Note also Grantley (1944) 1198 (fi rst coin), not ill., said to read 

+ELFPINE ON LVND. Also specimen in City hoard (cited Willett 1876), 
moneyer’s name given as ELFPINE 

   
Aethelweard  (Aegelward 1, Aeglwerd 2, Aelwer 1, Aelwerd 4, Aelwerdd 1) 
197 Aa +EDP./.RD RE     (Bust Ai) 
  +AEG:/ELPA/RD O/N LVN      AC+P (second E in AEGELPARD 
  round-backed) 
  (1) *British Museum (BMC 906); ex Thwaite hoard 0.81
   
198 Ba +EDPER/D REC+A     (Bust Aiii) 
  Same reverse die 
  (1) *Glasgow; ex T. Coats (d. 1882); SCBI 2, 983 0.91
   
199 Cb +EDD./.RD RE      (Bust Aiii ?) 
  +AE/GLP/ERD/O LV         PA+C 
  (1) *Copenhagen; ex Haagerup hoard; SCBI 18, 1015 1.11
   
200 Dc +EDPE/.RD R.E+:      (Bust Ai) 
  AEG/LPER/D ON L/NVN       PAC+ 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 397); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 137 1.12
   
201 Ec +EDPARD R/EC+A:     (Bust Ai) 
  Same reverse die 
  (1) *St James’s 8 May 2006, 83; said in 2006 catalogue to be ex Walters  wnr
   (1913) 37 (part), but probably ex Walters (1932) 86, not ill. but this reverse 

reading; perhaps ex Montagu (1895) 831 (fi fth coin), not ill. (lot purchased 
by Rollin), this reverse reading.

   
202 Fd +EDPAR/.D RE+:      (Bust Bi) 
  AEL.P/ER O/N LV/NDE      AC+P (E in LVNDE round-backed) 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 421); SCBI 54, 138 1.10
   
203 Ge +EDPER/D RE+A:.    (Bust Aiii) 
  +AEL./PER:/D ON/LVND      C+PA 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 422 = Hild (1846) 156); SCBI 54, 139 1.20
   pierced
204 Hf +EDPAR/D REC+:      (Bust Ai) 
  +AEL/PER./D ON/LVND       AC+P 
  (1) *Stockholm (acquired 1949); ex Raadimois hoard(?), Estonia;  1.18
  SCBI 54, 140
   
205 Ig [      ]DPER/.D RE+[    ]        (Bust Ai) 
  +AEL/PER/D ON/LVND        [   ]/[   ]/C/+ 
  (1) *Copenhagen; ex Torring hoard; SCBI 18, 1028 0.90
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206 Jh [     ]DPERD/.RE+A[    ]       (Bust Ai) 
  +AEL/PER/D ON/LVN          AC+P 
  (1) *Copenhagen; ex Sando hoard; SCBI 18, 1029 (wrongly described as  1.05
  being of Hild type A) badly
   chipped
207 Ci Same obverse die as 199 
  +AELPERDD ON LVND      RV+C      Hild Da 
  (1) *Copenhagen; ex Haagerup hoard; SCBI 18, 1030 0.95
   
   Note also specimen in City hoard (Willett 1876), said to read 

ELPARD ON LVND 
   
Aethelwine (or  (Aelwin 1, Aelwine 4) 
Aelfwine)
208 Aa +EDPER:./D RE+      (Bust Aii) 
  +AEL./PIN:/ON L./VND       AC+P 
  (1) *Glendining 13 Mar. 1974, 139 (Rose collection) wnr
  (2) Stockholm; ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 343 (mint and moneyer not 0.54
  identifi ed) cut ½ 
   
209 Bb +EDPER/D RE+A     (Bust Ai) 
  +AEL./PIN:/E ON L/VN     AC+P 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 423); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 141 1.12
   pierced
   
210 Cc +EDPAR/.D REC+    (Bust Bi?) 
  +AEL./PIN:/E ON L/VND:      AC+P 
  (1) *Stockholm; ex Garde hoard; SCBI 54, 142 (a small coin) 1.11
   pierced
   
211 Dd +EDPER/.D RE+A:     (Bust Aii) 
  +AEL/PINE/ONN/LVN         +PAC 
  (1) *NCirc July 1999, 2824; ex Eaglen (1998) 1442 (purchased by him  1.20
   from Baldwin 1991); ex Larsen (1972) 41; perhaps ex P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton 

(1916) 1118, not ill., this reverse reading
   
212 Ee +EDPE[R?]./[D? R?] E+     (Bust Ai, E in RE+ round-backed) 
  +AELPINE ON LVNDE      C+PA       Hild Da 
  (1) *Copenhagen (in collection by 1793); SCBI 18, 1033 1.00
   
   Note also Cassal (1924) 23, not ill., said to read ELWINE ON LVN;  

and Briggs (1893) 227, not ill. (lot purchased by Spink), said to read 
ELPINE ONN LVND 

   
Aethelwine  (Aethelwinee 1) 
213 Aa +EDPAR/D REC+:.        (Bust Ai) 
  +EG/ELPI/NEE/ON LV       PAC+ 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 483); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 143 1.18
   
Beorhtmaer  (Brihtmaer 3) 
214 Aa +EDPARD/REC+:.     (Bust Ai) 
  +BR/IHT:/MAER/ON LV        AC+P 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 428); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 144 1.12
   
215 Ba +EDPAR/D REC+:   (Bust Ai, E and C of RECT round-backed) 
  Same reverse die 
  (1) *NCirc Oct. 1999, 3859; ex Eaglen (1998) 1443 1.09
   
216 Cb +EDPA./.RD RC:      (Bust Bi) 
  +BR/IHT:/MAER/O LV      C+RV  
  (1) *Private collection UK (ill. NCirc Jan. 1967, p. 2) wnr
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217 Dc +EDPNRD:/REC+.    (Bust Ai) 
  +BRIHTMAER ON LVN      RV+C        Hild Da 
  (1) *Private collection Canada (in 2007); ex NCirc Feb. 2000, 165; ex  1.02
  Eaglen (1998) 1444 (purchased by him from Baldwin 1991)
   
   Note also Ready (1920) 161, not ill., moneyer’s name given as 

BRIHTMAER 
   
Beorhtwine  (Brihtwine 2) 
218 Aa +EDPAR/.D REC+:.    (Bust Bii) 
  +BRI/HTPI/NE O/N LV:       C+PA 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 432 = Hild (1846) 163); SCBI 54, 145 1.16
  (2) Stockholm; ex Hallfose hoard; SCBI 54, 226 (as Malmesbury) 1.17
  (3) British Museum (BM 1915–5–7, 2426); ex Morgan; ex Sir John Evans;  1.14
  from ‘Sweden’
   
219 Bb +EDPERD./EE+A:.      (Bust Ai) 
  +BR/IHT:/PINE/ON LV      AC+P 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 433 = Hild (1846) 164); SCBI 54, 146 1.06
   
Brungar  (Brungar 8) 
220 Aa +EDPE/RD RE+A        (Bust Aii) 
  +BR/VNG/AR O/N LV        AC+P 
  (1) *Chown (2001) 1047; ex Spink sale 64, 1988, 158; ex NCirc Feb. 1988,  1.04
   141 (previously July 1987, 4375 and Dec. 1985, 8675); ex Cdr R.P. Mack, 

SCBI 20, 1124 (purchased by him from Spink 1929); probably ex Parsons 
(1929) 193 (d), not ill.; ex P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton (1918) 780 (lot purchased 
by Spink)

  (2) SCMB Nov. 1973, H3920 wnr
  (3) Stockholm; ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 147 0.56
   cut ½ 
221 Ab Same obverse die 
  +BR/VNG/AR O/LV:        AC+P 
  (1) *Baldwin 12–13 Oct. 1998, 1730 (ownership not stated in catalogue  1.13
   but from Dr J.D. Lavertine collection); ex SCMB July 1960, 6594 

(purchased by Seaby fi rm 1958)
   
222 Bc +EDPER/D RE+:.      (Bust Aii) 
  +BR./VNG/AR O/N LV      AC+P 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 435); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 148 1.10
   
223 Cd +EDPER./D RE+A       (Bust Ai) 
  +BR/VNG/AR O/N LV:        AC+P 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 436); SCBI 54, 149 1.12
   
224 De +EDPER/D RE+:        (Bust Ai) 
  +BR/VNGA/R ON/LVND    AC+P 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 437); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 150 1.14
   
225 Ef +EDPER/D RE+:.      (Bust Aii) 
  +BRVNGAR ON LVND:        A++P      Hild Da 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 438, ill. NC 1966, pl. xvii, 10); ex Aspinge hoard;  1.11
  SCBI 54, 151
   
226 Ff +EDPER/D RE+ A:.      (Bust Aiii) 
  Same reverse die                                      Hild Da 
  (1) Stockholm; ex Garde hoard; SCBI 54, 152 0.86
   cracked
  (2) *Baldwin 28 May 1997, 1630; ex Scandinavian hoard 1.05
227 Gg (hard to make out)    (Bust Aii) 
  +BRVNGAR ON LVND.       +C+P (pellets in fi rst and fourth quarters) 
  (1) *Stockholm; ex Lysseback hoard; SCBI 54, 153 1.12
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228 G(?)h Same obverse die ? 
  +BRVNGA[         ]              C+[  ][ ]  (pellets at cross ends) 
  (1) *Baldwin 28 May 1997, 1632; ex Scandinavian hoard 0.57
   cut ½ 

   Note also Briggs (1893) 227, not ill. (lot purchased by Spink), said to read 
BRVNGAR ON LV; and specimen in City hoard (Willett 1876), moneyer’s 
name said to read BRVNGAR 

   
Duding  (Dod[    ] 1, Dodinc 1, Dodnic 1, Dudinc 3, Dudnc 1) 
229 Aa +EDPE/.RD RE_A      (Bust Aiii) 
  +DVD/INC O/N LV./NDE:       PAC+    (E of LVNDE round-backed) 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 448); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 157 1.08
   
230 Bb +EDPARD/REC+ (?)     (Bust Bi) 
  +DV./DINC/ON LV/NDE       PACS 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 449, ill. NC 1966, pl. xviii, 16); ex Aspinge hoard;  1.13
  SCBI 54, 158
   
231 Cb +EDPER/D RE+AN     (Bust Ai) 
  Same reverse die 
  (1) *Copenhagen; ex Lyngby hoard; SCBI 18, 1050 1.12
  (2) Spink 10–11 Oct. 1979, 379 0.53 cut ½
   
232 Dc +EDPER/D RE[     ]     (Bust Ai) 
  +DVD/NC O/N LV/NDE      C+PA 
  (1) *Copenhagen; ex Bolbygaard hoard; SCBI 18, 1049 0.88
   cracked
233 Ed +EDPNRD:/RE+       (Bust Ai) 
  +DODINC ON L.VNDDN:.       +PCA       Hild Da 
  (1) *Copenhagen; ex Torring hoard; SCBI 18, 1045 1.06
   
234 Fd +EDPHRD/REC+      (Bust Aii) 
  Same reverse die                                   Hild Da 
  (1) *American Numismatic Society; ex Massachusetts Historical Society  1.08
  (1971) 864; ex C.F. Adams; SCBI 30, 560
   
235 Fe Same obverse die 
  +DODNIC ON LVNDDN:     AP+C       Hild Da 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 445, ill. NC 1966, pl. xviii, 27); SCBI 54, 156 1.00
   
236 Gf +EDDN[              (Bust Ai?) 
  +DOD[                   ]ND:.        A[  ][   ]P        Hild Da 
  (1) *Oxford; ex Hon. Mrs Wilson 1877; ex Thwaite hoard; SCBI 9, 764 0.49
   cut ½ 
237 Hg +EDPHRD:/REC+       (Bust Bii) 
  +DVDINC:ON GIVNDE        +PAC      Hild Da 
  (1) *Stockholm; ex Stumle hoard; SCBI 54, 159 1.10
   
   Note also Dix 3 Jun. 1999, 1057, not ill., said to read DODRINC ON 

LVND, buckled; and P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton (1913) 592, not ill. (lot 
purchased by Spink), repaired, said to read +DV.DINC ON LVNDEN, Hild Da

   
Eadmund  (Eadmund 3) 
238 Aa +EDPER:/D RE+ANG      (Bust Aii) 
  +EA/DMV/ND O:/N LV        AC+P 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 454); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 160 1.10
  (2) American Numismatic Society; ex Mrs E.M. Norweb; ex Elmore Jones  1.15
  (1971) 517; ex Duke of Argyll; SCBI 30, 556
  (3) NCirc Sept. 1969, 6312 wnr

   Note also Lockett (1955) 805, not ill., this reverse reading; ex NCirc Jan. 
1912, 95538 (previously Feb. 1910, 73209a, and May 1909, 65497, from 
‘a small collection recently purchased’) 
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239 Bb +EDPER/D RE+:.      (Bust Aii) 
  +EADMVND ON LVDE       AC+P        Hild Da 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 455); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 161 0.96
   
240 Cc +EDPERD/REC+:         (Bust Ai) 
  +EADMVND ON LVN            RV+C      Hild Da 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 456, ill. NC 1966, fi g. 3 on p. 209 and pl. xviii, 3);  1.12
  ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 162
   
   Note also Glendining 19 Mar. 1969, 170, not ill., this mint and moneyer, 

readings not given; SCMB Apr. 1961, 5413, not ill., said to read 
EADMVND ON LV; and P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton (1918) 781, not ill. (lot 
purchased by Baldwin), said to read +E.ADMVND O:N LV. There were 
three specimens of this type, mint and moneyer in the City hoard 
(Willett 1876) 

   
Eadric  (Edr[    ] 1, Edric 7, Edricc 2, Edrnc 1) 
241 Aa +EDPAR/.D REC+:       (Bust Ai) 
  +ED/RIC:/ON LV/NDE      AC+P 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 469); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 166 0.92
   
242 A(?)b Same obverse die ? 
  +ED:./RIC/ON LV/[NDE?]      PAC+ 
  (1) *Copenhagen; ex Torring hoard; SCBI 18, 1062 0.89
   
243 Bc +EDPARD/.REC+.        (Bust Bi) 
  +ED/RIC/ON LV/NDE       PAC+ 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 470); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 167 1.18
  (2) Copenhagen; ex Haagerup hoard; SCBI 18, 1061 1.15
   
244 Cd +EDPA./.RD RE+:.      (Bust Ai) 
  +ED/RIC/ON L/VND       PAC+ 
  (1) *Estonian History Museum; ex Maidla hoard; SCBI 51, 1022 1.10
   
245 Dd +EDPAR/.D REC+A    (Bust Ai) 
  Same reverse die 
  (1) *Oslo; ex Brøholt hoard; SCBI forthcoming 1.04
   
246 Ee +EDD./P RCE+       (Bust C) 
  +ED/RICC/ONN/LVND       +PAC 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 473); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 169 1.08
   
247 Ff +NEETDV/[      ]EC+E      (Bust not classifi ed, imitative ?) 
  +ED/RIC./O [     ]/NDE        ++AC 
  (1) *Stavanger Museum; ex Foldøy hoard; SCBI forthcoming 0.81
   broken/ 
   chipped
248 Gg +EDPAR/.D REC+       (Bust Aii) 
  +EDRIC:ON LV:NDE:        +AC+        Hild Da 
  (1) *British Museum (BM 1960 5–1–36); ex Lockett (1960) 3799; ex  0.82
  P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton (1913) 590
   
249 Hh +EDPA./RD REC       (Bust Bii var, tails break legend) 
  +EDRIC ON LVNDFITCI:        +PAC      Hild Da 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 471); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 168 0.82
250 Ii +EDPE./RD RE+      (Bust Aii) 
  +EDR.ICC ONN LVND      AC+P       Hild Da 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 474); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 170 1.11
   
251 Jj +EDPA/RD RE+     (Bust Aiii, bust of Style B but with single headband) 
  +EDRNC ON LVNDEITI     PAC+     Hild Da 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 481); SCBI 54, 171 1.01
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252 Kk [    ]EDPER/[     ]    (Bust Aiii ?) 
  +EDR[                ]DE:         C/[   ]/[   ]/A      Hild Da 
  (1) *Found Dartford, Kent 2003 (EMC 2003.0160) wnr
   cut ½ 
   Note also Maish (1918) 60, not ill. (lot purchased by Joseph Young), 

said to read EDRIC ON LVNDE, ‘Paxx retrograde’ 
   
Eadwold  (Eadwold 2, Edwold 2) 
253 Aa +EDPAD./D RE+     (Bust Aii, tall bust) 
  +ED:/POLD/ON LV/NDE        C+PA 
  (1) *British Museum (BMC 907); ex Rev. G.J. Chester 1889 0.71 (sic)
   
254 Bb [          ]RD REC+[    ]       (Bust unclassifi ed) 
  +ED/POL:/[     ]/[     ]N        AC[   ]P 
  (1) *Oslo; ex Brøholt hoard; SCBI forthcoming 0.69
   fragment
255 Cc +EDPER./D RE+.        (Bust Ai) 
  +EADPOL.D ON LVND        A++P       Hild Da 
  (1) Stockholm (Hild 464 = Hild (1846) 173, ill. NC 1966, pl. xvii, 11);  0.90
  SCBI 54, 164 (different state of obverse die to next two coins)
  (2) *Norweb (1985) 84 (SCBI  16, 205); ex E.F.P. Armitage; ex Lockett  1.06
   (1955) 805 (purchased by him from Seaby); ex P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton 

(not in sale, but ill. NC 1905, pl. vii, 8)
  (3) Spink sale 82, Mar. 1991, 100; ex Classical Numismatic Auctions Sept.  1.00
  1990, 1425; ex NCirc Mar. 1986, 1010; ex Glendining 21 Sept. 1983, 36
   
256 Dd +EDPER/D RE+      (Bust Aii) 
  +EADPOLD ON LVND:      A++P      Hild Da 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 465, ill. NC 1966, pl. xvii, 12); SCBI 54, 165  1.04
  (weight given there in error as 1.64 g)
   
   Note also SCMB Nov. 1975, H5326, cut halfpenny, extant reverse legend 

ED[        ]NE, deemed to have read EADPOLD ON LVNDENE, although 
other supplements for the missing letters are obviously possible 

   
Eadwine  (Edwine 1) 
   No true PACX coin of this moneyer is known, but an Arm and Sceptre/

PACX mule exists, obverse +CNVT/REC+, reverse +EDP/INE:/ON 
L./VND, PAC+, Stockholm; ex Garde hoard; SCBI 54, 3, 0.95 g. 

   
Ealdgar  (Ealgar 1) 
257 Aa +EDPAR/D REC.     (Bust Ai) 
  +EA/LGA/R O:/N LV:        CC+P 
  (1) *Estonian History Museum; ex Kose hoard; SCBI  51, 1023 (the  1.13
  specimen cited Jonsson and van der Meer 1990, from a ‘Swedish’ fi nd) pierced
   
Godi  See Imitations 
   
Godric  (Godric 1) 
258 Aa +EDP./REC+       (Bust C, three pellets on stem of sceptre) 
  +GO/DRI/C ON/LVND       +PAC 
  (1) *NCirc Jun. 2001, 2301; ex Eaglen (1998) 1445; ex ‘Neal’ (1991) 2092;  0.97
   ex Wheeler (1930) 106(c); ex P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton (1916) 1118; probably 

ex NCirc Feb. 1909, 62700, these readings (coin struck on smallish fl an)

   Note also specimen in City hoard (Willett 1876), moneyer’s name given 
as GODRIC 
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Go[ ] (Godwine  (Go[    ] 1)
or Goldsige?)
258a Aa ]P/ER[      (Bust unclassifi able, annulet at shoulder) 
  +GO/[    ]/[    ]/N LV      P/[   ]/[   ]/+ 
  (1) *Offered for sale Ebay Jan. 2011 (not likely to be a coin of Godric  wnr
  because of the shortness of the mint signature, but potentially either a  cut ½
  coin of Godwine or of Goldsige) 
   
Godwine  (Godwiine 1, Godwine 6, Godwne 1) 
259 Aa +EDPER/.D RE+A:     (Bust Ai ?) 
  +GO/DPII/NE O/N LV        AC+P 
  (1) *St Petersburg; ex Lodeinoe Pole III hoard; SCBI  60, 1015 1.12
   
260 Bb +EDPAR/.D RE+     (Bust Bi) 
  +GO/DPI/NE O:/N LV:       AC+P 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 504); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 175 1.12
  (2) Järvamaa Museum; ex Vao hoard; SCBI  51, 1024 (certainly from this  1.10
  reverse die, probably from this obverse die)
  (3) Found Minster in Thanet, Kent 1993 (Coin Register 1994, no. 224) 1.10
   
261 Cc  +EDPAR/.D RE+.    (Bust Aiii?, not clear whether pellet or annulet at 

shoulder, E of RE+ round-backed) 
  +GO/DPI/NE O/N LV      +PAC 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 505); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 176 1.16
   
262 Dc +EDPARD/.REC+:     (Bust Ai) 
  Same reverse die 
  (1) *Stockholm; ex Mannegarde hoard; SCBI 54, 177 1.16
   
263 Ec +EDPARD/REC+AN      (Bust Ai) 
  Same reverse die 
  (1) *Copenhagen; ex Store Valby hoard; SCBI 18, 1077 1.15
   
264 Fd +EDPER/D REC+A:        (Bust Aiii) 
  +GO/DPN/E ON/LVD:      AC+P 
  (1) *Academy of Sciences, Estonia; ex Kohtla-Käva hoard; SCBI  51, 1025 0.94
   
265 Ge +EDPE/REE+:     (Bust C) 
   +GO/DPI:/NE ON LVND    C+PA (reverse legend broken at ends of fi rst 

two quarters, subsequently continuous)    Hild Da var 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 506, ill. NCirc Sept. 1977, p. 357); SCBI 54, 178 0.74 (sic)
   
266 Hf +EDPER/D R[      ]    (Bust Aiii) 
  +GODPINE ON LVNDE      CAP+          Hild Da 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 507); SCBI 54, 179 1.18
   
267 Ig +EDPER/D RE+    (Bust Aii) 
  +GODPINE ON LVNDE       AC+P        Hild Da 
  (1) *St Petersburg; ex J. Reichel (d. 1856); SCBI 60, 1016 1.10
   
268 Jh +EDPER./D RE+:.     (Bust Aii) 
  +GODPINE ON LVDED      AC+P       Hild Da 
  (1) *Stockholm; ex Lysseback hoard; SCBI 54, 180 1.03
   
   Note also SCMB April 1961, 5412, not ill., and P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton 

(1918) 781, not ill., both said to read GODPINE ON LV 
   
   A further coin purportedly of this mint and moneyer, SCBI 54, 181, is in 

fact a die-duplicate of SCBI 54, 288, correctly attributed in that volume 
to Thetford. See below under Thetford 
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Goldsige  (Golsige 1, Goltsi 1, Goltsige 2, Goltsii 2, Goltsiie 1) 
269 Aa +EDPERD/.REC+A:      (Bust Ai) 
  +GO/LSIG/E ON/LVN       +PAC 
  (1) *Baldwin 28 May 1997, 1631; ex Scandinavian hoard 1.14  
   cracked
270 Ba +EDPER/D RE+A     (Bust Ai) 
  Same reverse die 
  (1) *St Petersburg; ex Lodeinoe Pole III hoard; SCBI  60, 1017 1.11
   
271 Cb +EDPERD/.REC+A.    (Bust Ai) 
  +GO/LTSI/ON L/VND       AC+P 
  (1) Stockholm (Hild 514); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 182 1.14
  (2) *Stockholm (Hild 514 bis); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 183 1.14
   
272 Db +EDPE/RD R.E+A       (Bust Aii) 
  Same reverse die 
  (1) *Stockholm; no provenance recorded in SCBI 54 but in fact purchased  0.93
   from D. Ahlberg, Visby 1887 (information from Kenneth Jonsson); 

SCBI 54, 184
   
273 Ec [         ]PAR/D REC+:    (Bust Bii) 
  +GO/LTSI/GE O/N LV      AC+P 
  (1) *Stockholm; ex Mannegarde hoard; SCBI 54, 187 1.08
   
274 Cd Same obverse die as 271 
  +GO:/LTSI/GE O/N LV      PAC+ 
  (1) Stockholm (Hild 517); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 188 1.12
  (2) *Stockholm (Hild 517 bis); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 189 1.11
  (3) Stockholm; ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 190 0.54
   cut ½ 
  (4) NCirc November 1993, 7832; ex Glendining 8 Sept. 1993, 448 wnr 
   (Terry Nield collection); ex NCirc Sept. 1988, 5445; ex Sotheby 13 May 

1988, 324
   
275 Ad Same obverse die as 269 
  Same reverse die as 274 
  (1) in stock of Ahlström (dealers) 1983 (photo from Kenneth Jonsson) 1.10
  (2) *Baldwin 23–24 Sept. 2008, 300 (Timothy L. Taylor collection)  1.13
  (purchased from C.J. Martin (dealer) 1964)
   
276 Ce Same obverse die as 271 and 274 
  +GO/LTSII/ONN:/LVN:       AC+P 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 518); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 185 1.10
   
277 Ae Same obverse die as 269 and 275 
  Same reverse die  
  (1) *Stockholm; ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 186 0.60
   cut ½ 
278 Fe +EDPER:./D RE+      (Bust Ai) 
  Same reverse die  
  (1) *British Museum (BM 1914–10–3, 92); ex Stockholm sale 9 Oct. 1913,  1.04
  241
   
279 Gf +EDPER/D RE+ [       ]      (Bust Ai) 
  +GOL/TSII/E ON/LVI      AC+P 
  (1) *Copenhagen; ex Torring hoard; SCBI 18, 1083 0.95
   
280 F(?)g Same obverse die as 278? 
  +GOLTSII ONN LVND:     C+PA     Hild Da 
  (1) *NCirc Dec. 2005, HS2222; ex Herriot (2004) 26 1.09
   
  Also Drabble (1939) 527 (a), not ill., moneyer’s name read as GOLTSIGE 
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Korf  (Corff  2) 
281 Aa +EDPER:/D RE+:      (Bust Aii) 
  +CO/RFF/ON:/LVN       +PAC 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 443); SCBI 54, 154 1.01
   
282 Bb [    ]EDPER[       ]       (Bust Aii) 
  [      ]/RFF:/ONN/[    ]       [P?]AC[+?] 
  (1) *Stockholm; ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 155 0.71
   cut½ 
Leofi ng  (Lifi nc 5) 
283 Aa +EDPERD/.REXA:   (Bust Ai) 
  +LIF/INC/ONN:/LVN:     AC+P 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 539); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 199 1.20
  (2)  Stockholm (Hild 539 bis); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 200 1.10
   
284 Bb +EDP.ERD/REXAN      (Bust Ai) 
  +LIF/INC:/ONN:/LVN        AC+P 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 540); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 202 1.14
   
285 Cb +EDPA/RD RE+     (Bust Bii, E in RE+ round-backed) 
  Same reverse die 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 538); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 201 1.16
   
286 Cc Same obverse die 
  +LIF/INC./ON LV/NDE      +PAC  (E of LVNDE round-backed) 
  (1) *Lund (Jonsson 527) 1.09
   
287 Dc +EDPARD/REC+:.     (Bust Bi) 
  Same reverse die 
  (1) *Oslo; SCBI  forthcoming 0.98
   cracked
288 Ed +EDPERD/[        ]     (Bust Aii) 
  +LIF/[    ]/[   ]/LVND:     +[  ][   ]C 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 541); SCBI 54, 203 0.54
   fragment
289 Fe +EDPE/.RD R[     ]        (Bust Aiii?) 
  +LIFINC ON LV[N]D:.     AC+P 
  (1) *St Petersburg; ex Lodeinoe Pole III hoard; SCBI  60, 1020 0.96
   
Leofraed  (Leofred 3) 
290 Aa +EDPER/D RE+:       (Bust Ai) 
   +LEO/FRED/ON LV/NDE      +PAC (second E in LEOFRED and E in 

LVNDE round-backed) 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 529); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 194 1.04
   
291 Bb +EDPAR/.D RE+      (Bust Bi) 
  +LE:/OFR/ED O/N LV:     PAC+ 
  (1) *Copenhagen; ex C.J. Thomsen (d. 1865) (Thomsen 9496); SCBI 18,  0.99
  1091
   
292 Cc +EDPA/.RD RE+:     (Bust Ai) 
  +LE./OFR/ED ON/LVN       PAC+ 
  (1) *St Petersburg; ex Lodeinoe Pole III hoard; SCBI 60, 1018 0.96
   pierced
Leofric  (Leofric 2, Leofricc 1, Leoric 1, Lerfric 1, uncertain 1) 
293 Aa +EDPAR/D REC+:      (Bust Bi, E and C in REC+ round-backed) 
  +LEO/RIC/ON L/VND       ACSP 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 535, ill. NC 1966, pl. xviii, 17); ex Aspinge hoard;  1.14
  SCBI 54, 193
   
294 Bb +EDPER/D RE+:     (Bust Ai) 
  +LEO/FRIC/ON LV/NDE      AC+P 
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  (1) *British Museum (BMC 908, ill. BMC pl. xxvi, 14); ex Wedmore hoard     0.91
  (2) British Museum (BMC 910, moneyer not there identifi ed) 0.47
   cut ½ 
295 Cc +EDPAR/D RE+      (Bust Ai) 
  +LEO:/FRIC/C ON L/VND     PAC+ 
  (1) *NCirc Mar. 1992, 872; ex Stack sale, New York, Dec. 1991, 1067; ex  0.87
  SCMB Apr. 1988, G152 (as Aegelric)
   
296 Dd +EDPER/D RE[     ]     (Bust Bii) 
   +LE/RFR/IC O:/LV[    ]       AC+P  (third letter of moneyer’s name 

engraved as O but altered on die to R) 
  (1) *British Museum (BM E4301); ex L.A. Lawrence 1930 1.05
   
297 Ee +EDPER../D [RE+. ?]     (Bust Ai) 
  +LEOFRIC ONN LVND:      C+PA       Hild Da 
  (1) *private collection Canada (in 2007); ex Pheatt (1995) 580; ex  1.09
  Glendining 7 Mar. 1990, 1299; ex Elmore Jones (1971) 518
   
298 Ef Same obverse die  
  [                        ]VND        [   ][   ][   ]+ 
  (1) *St Petersburg; ex Vikhmyaz hoard; SCBI 60, 1019 0.25
   cut ¼
   
   Note also Ready (1920) 161, not ill., moneyer’s name read as LEOFRIC; 

and Cuff (1854) 602 (lot purchased by Cureton), reverse reading 
LEOFRIC ONN LVND (presumably therefore Hild Da) 

   A coin of this moneyer and type was in a C.J. Martin list 1992 (and a 
S & B list 1996) 

   
Leofstan  (Leocsan 1, Leofi stan 1, Leofsan 1, Leofstan 1) 
299 Aa +EDPER/D REC+A:.      (Bust Ai) 
  +LEO/FIST/AN:/ON LV       AC+P 
  (1) *Museum of London; ex City hoard; SCBI  42, 1134 1.10
   
300 Ba +EDPER/.D RE+     (Bust Ai) 
  Same reverse die 
  (1) Stockholm; ex Mannegarde hoard; SCBI 54, 198 1.18
  (2) *Norweb (1986) 817 (SCBI 16, 206) (purchased from Spink May 1960);  0.98
  ex E.F.P. Armitage
   
301 Cb +EDPAR/D RE+A      (Bust Bi) 1.08
  +LE/OFS/AN O/N LV       RV+C 
   (1) *Stockholm (Hild 531, ill. NC 1966, fi g. 2 on p. 208 and pl. xvii, 2); 

SCBI 54, 195 
   
302 Ac Same obverse die as 299 
  +LEO/FSTA/N ON/LVND      AC+P 
  (1) Stockholm (Hild 533); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 196 1.23
  (2) *Stockholm (Hild 533 bis); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 197 1.12
  (3) Lockett (1955) 805; ex Dudman (1913) 254 wnr
   
303 Dd +EDPAR/D REC+:       (Bust Ai var?) 
  +LEOCS.AN ON LVITC       +CRV          Hild Da 
  (1) *Baldwin 3 May 2000, 855 (previously 12–13 Oct. 1998, 1301); ex  0.83
  Scandinavian hoard
   
   Note also Walters (1932) 86, not ill., said to read +LEOFISTAN:ON LV; 

and specimen in City hoard (Evans 1885), legends given as 
+EDPER/D RE+ and +LEOFISTAN ON LV 
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Ordlaf  (Orlaf 1) 
304 Aa +EDPERD/RE+A.        (Bust Ai) 
  +OR/LAF/ON L/VND:        PAC+ 
  (1) *British Museum (BMC 909); ex Rollin 1890; ex Dunbrody hoard 0.97
   
Theodraed  (Theodred 1) 
305 Aa +EDPE./.RD RE.+:       (Bust Aiii) 
  +DE/ODR/ED O/N LV       AC+P 
  (1) *Copenhagen; ex Haagerup hoard; SCBI 18, 1101 0.81
   
Thorketill  See Imitations 
   
Wulfgar  (Wulfgar 1, Wulgar 5) 
306 Aa +EDPAR./D REC:      (Bust Aii) 
  +PV/LGA/R ON/LVN       AC+P 
  (1) *Stockholm; ex Garde hoard; SCBI 54, 207 1.12
   
307 Bb +EDPER/D RE[    ]        (Bust Ai) 
  +PV/LGA/R ON/LVN     AC+P 
  (1) *Copenhagen; ex Haagerup hoard; SCBI 18, 1120 1.01
   
308 Cc +EDPA/.RD R::I          (Bust Bi) 
  +PV/LGA/R ON/LVN       +P+C 
  (1) *Copenhagen; ex Lyngby hoard; SCBI 18, 1121 1.04
  (2) Stockholm; ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 18, 224 0.51
   cut ½ 
309 Dd +EDPHRD:/REC+        (Bust Aii, lis-headed sceptre) 
  +PVLFGAR ON LVNDNE      CAP+       Hild Da 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 564, ill. NC 1966, pl. xviii, 28); SCBI 54, 206 1.07
   
310 Ee +EDPHRD/REC+     (Bust Ai) 
  +PVLGAR ON LVNDEN     CAP+      Hild Da 
  (1) *St. James’s 27 Sept. 2006, 70; ex Duke of Argyll wnr
   
311 Ff +EDPER:./D RE[    ]       (Bust Ai) 
  +PVLG.AR ON LVNDE:       AC+P      Hild Da 
  (1) *Estonian History Museum; ex Maidla hoard; SCBI  51, 1027 0.88
   cracked
   
   Note Roth (1918) 93, not ill. (lot purchased by Wheeler), ex City hoard, 

said to read +PVLFGAR ON LVNDEN, CAP+, evidently Hild Da 
   Note also Montagu (1896) 137 (second coin), not ill. (lot purchased by 

Ready), ex Brice, said to read PVLFGAR ON LVNDEN, ‘Pacx on reverse 
retrograde’, Hild Da; Bergne (1873) 265 (lot purchased by Webster), said 
to read PVLFGAR ON LVNDEN, ‘highly preserved and rare’, evidently 
Hild Da; Cuff (1854) 603 (lot purchased by Cureton), said to read 
PVLFGAR ON LVNDEN, evidently Hild Da 

   
Wulfraed  (Wulfred 4) 
312 Aa +EDPER/[      ]       (Bust Aii) 
  +PV/LFR./ED O/N LV        C+PA 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 567); ex Johannishus hoard; SCBI 54, 208 1.12
   
313 Bb +EDPERD:/RE+A:       (Bust Aii) 
  +PV/LFR/ED O/N LVN       AC+P 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 568); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 209 1.10
   
314 Cc +EDPER/D RE+:        (Bust Ai) 
  +PV:/LFR/ED O/N LV        PAC+ 
  (1)  *Copenhagen; ex Torring hoard; SCBI 18, 1111 1.04
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315 Dd +EDPER/D RE+:        (Bust Ai) 
  +PV/LFR/ED O/N LVN        C+PA 
  (1) *Oxford; ex Browne Willis (d. 1760); SCBI 9, 765 0.94
   
Wulfric  (Wulfric 4, one die spelling name with VV instead of PV) 
316 Aa +EDPARD/REC+       (Bust Ai) 
  +PV/LFR:/IC O/N LV        AC+P 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 571); SCBI 54, 210 1.08
   
317 Ba +EDPER:/D RE+:.      (Bust Aii) 
  Same reverse die 
  (1) *Stockholm; ex Ostraby hoard; SCBI 54, 211 0.80
   
318 Cb +EDPHND:/REC+      (Bust Aii) 
  +VVL/FRI:/C ON L/VDE:       AP+C 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 572, ill. NC 1966, pl. xviii, 26); ex Aspinge hoard;  0.99
  SCBI 54, 212
   
319 Dc +EDPARD/RE+.     (Bust Ai) 
  +PV/LFR/IC ON/LVN       PAC+ 
  (1) *Stockholm  (Hild 573 = Hild (1846) 202); SCBI 54, 213 1.06
  (2) Stockholm; ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 214 0.48
   cut ½ 
320 Ed +EDPAR/D REC+     (Bust Ai) 
  +PV/LFRI/C ON/LVN       C+PA 
  (1) *Copenhagen; ex Haagerup hoard; SCBI 18, 1112 1.12
   
Wulfstan  (Wlstan 1, Wulstan 4, Wulstann 1, Wulstn 1) 
321 Aa +EDPER/D RE[   ]+      (Bust Aii) 
  +PL/STA:/N ON/LVN        AC+P 
  (1) *Copenhagen; ex Torring hoard; SCBI 18,1102 1.00
   
322 Bb +EDPE:/RD RE+A      (Bust Aiii) 
  +PV/LSTA/N ON/LVN        AC+P 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 560); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 215 0.94
   
323 Cc +EDPERD/RE+ A:.     (Bust Ai) 
  +PV/LST/AN O/N LV:        +PAC 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 586); SCBI 54, 216 1.20
   
324 Dd +EDPAR./.D REC+      (Bust Ai) 
  +PV/LST:/AN O/N LVN      +PAC 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 587); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 217 0.92
   
325 Ed +EDPERD/.REC+:      (Bust Ai) 
  Same reverse die 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 588); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 218 0.98
   
326 Ee Same obverse die 
  +PV/LST/AN O/N LV        +PAC 
  (1) *Coins4U.net (on line auction, Sept. 2009) wnr
   
327 Cf Same obverse die as 323 
  +PV/LST/ANN/O LV          AC+P 
  (1)  *Excavation fi nd, Varla, Tölö parish, Halland, Sweden 1993 (photo  1.06
  from Kenneth Jonsson) attached  
   rivet
328 Ef Same obverse die as 325, 326 
  Same reverse die  
  (1) *SCMB Apr. 1978, E168 wnr
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329 Ff +EDPAR./D RE+:      (Bust Ai) 
  Same reverse die 
  (1) *British Museum (BM 1935–11–7, 648); ex T.G. Barnett; ex Joseph  1.14
  Young (1919) 53 (lot purchased by Barnett)
   
330 Gg +EDPER/D RE+:     (Bust Ai) 
  +P.V/LST:/N O:/N LV       AC+P 
  (1) *Stack (1999) 564 0.97
   
   Note also NCirc Sept. 1970, 9410, not ill., said to read PVLSTANN O 

LV; P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton (1913) 592, not ill. (lot purchased by Spink), 
said to read +PVLSTANN O LV; and Montagu (1896) 135 (fi fth coin), 
not ill. (lot purchased by Lincoln), said to read PVLSTAN O LV 

   
Wulfweard  (Wulfwerd 1) 
331 Aa +EDPER/D RE+A:.      (Bust Aiii) 
  +PVLFPERD ONN LVND       AC+P      Hild Da 
  (1) *Lund (Jonsson 731) 1.01
   
Wulfwine  (Wulfwine 4) 
332 Aa +EDPARD/REC+:.        (Bust Bi) 
  +PV/LFPI/NE O:/N LV       +PAC 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 576); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 219 1.16
   
333 Bb +EDPER/D RE+A       (Bust Ai) 
  +PV/LFPI/NE O:/N LV       AC+P 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 577); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 220 0.86
   
334 Cc +EDPERD R/.E+AN      (Bust Aii) 
  +PVL/FPIN/E ON L/VNDE       ACSP     (E of LVNDE round-backed) 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 578, ill. NC 1966, pl. xviii, 18); ex Aspinge hoard;  1.22
  SCBI 54, 221
  (2) Copenhagen; ex Stolpehuse hoard; SCBI 18, 1119 1.03
  (3) Found between Great Wakering and Shoeburyness, Essex 1994  wnr
  (Coin Register, 1994, no. 225)
   
335 Dd +EDPHRD/RE[      ]      (Bust Ai) 
  +PV:/LFPI/NE O/N LV       PAC+ 
  (1) *Academy of Sciences, Estonia; ex Olustvere hoard; SCBI 51, 1026 0.89
   
   Note also Bliss (1916) 124, not ill. (lot purchased by Baldwin), said to read 

+PVLFPINE ON LV, described as being of ‘Crux’ (sic) type 
   
Uncertain   
336 Aa +[        ]/D RE+:.       (Bust unclassifi ed) 
  [     ]/[     ]/C (or E?) ON/LV[    ]          [  ][  ]PA 
  (1) *Stockholm; ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 222 0.13 (sic) 
   fragment
337 Bb +EDP[      ]/D RE+        (Bust Aii) 
  [     ]/[     ]/AER O/N LVD        [  ][  ]+P 
  (1) *Stockholm; ex Grausne II hoard; SCBI 54, 223 0.57
   cut ½ 
338 Cc +EDPA/[        ]       (Bust Ai, tails break legend) 
  [     ]/[    ]/ON LV/NDC          [  ][  ]+P 
  (1) *Stockholm; ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 225 0.54
   cut ½ 
339 Dd [        ]RD/.RE[     ]      (Bust unclassifi ed) 
  [       ]/[     ]/LVN/DENI       [ ][ ]C(over D?)A 
  (1) *Oslo; SCBI forthcoming 0.53
   cut ½ 
340 Ee (hard to make out)       (Bust Ai ?) 
  [       ]/RIC:/ON LV/[       ]            [  ]C+[  ] 
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  (1) *Merseyside Museums; ex Ecroyd Smith 1874; found Meols,  0.47
  Cheshire; SCBI 29, 695 cut ½ 
   
341 Ff +E[        ]/D RE+:.     (Bust unclassifi ed) 
  [              ]C ONN LVND      [  ][  ]C+        Hild Da 
  (1) *British Museum (BMC 911); ex Thwaite hoard (‘Thorcetel’ written  0.47
  on ticket, for no obvious reason) cut ½ 
   
   Note also Baldwin 28 May 1997, 1632, not ill., ex Scandinavian hoard, 

said to read ]ONN LVN[  , cut halfpenny, 0.55 g. 

Lydford 

Aelfric  (Aelfric 1) 
342 Aa +EDPERD/.D RE+A        (Bust Ai) 
  +AEL/FRI/C ON/LYD         +PAC 
  (1) *British Museum (BM 1928 8–14–3, ill. BNJ xxxvi, p. 60); ex 1.16
   L.A. Lawrence 1928
  (2) NCirc Nov. 1971, 10444; ex Elmore Jones (1971) 556; ex Lockett  1.13
  (1960) 3798
   (3) Eaglen (1998) 1486; ex NCirc Apr. 1991, 1818; ex Brettell (1990) 468; 

probably ex Otto Helbing 14 Dec. 1933, 149 (Fürstenberg collection, 
Donaueschingen). This may be the specimen exhibited BNS by P.J. Seaby 
27 Jun. 1956 (BNJ xxviii (1956), p. 430), this reverse reading, not ill. 

   
   A PAXS/Radiate/Small Cross mule also exists: Stockholm; ex Kvinnegarda 

hoard, SCBI 54, 352, cut halfpenny, 0.60 g., struck from same obverse die 
as 342, and from a reverse die also used to strike SCBI 54, 537, a true coin 
of Radiate/Small Cross type of this Lydford moneyer 

Malmesbury

Beorhtwine  (ghost, coin now reattributed to London) 
   
Huna  (Hunna 1) 
343 Aa +EADVAR/REC+:.       (Bust Ai) 
  +HV/NNA/ONN:/MEA        AC+P 
  (1) *Malmesbury Abbey. SCBI  24, 668 (not ill. in SCBI volume, but  wnr
   images of obverse and reverse published The E-sylum, vol. 12, no. 4, 

25 Jan. 2009); ex P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton (1913) 592 (ill. NC 1905, pl. vii, 7); 
evidently ex Moon (1901) 30, not ill., said to read HVNNE ONN MEA 
(as Maldon); and ex City hoard (Willett 1876, pl. xi, 4)

Milborne Port

Swetric  (Swetric 1) 
344 Aa +EDPERD:/.RE+ A      (Bust Ai) 
  +SP/ETR/IC [O]N/MYLE      PAC+ (E in MYLE round-backed) 
  (1) *Dix Noonan Webb 30 Apr. 2009, 118; found in Hertfordshire 2007 1.03
   chipped

Northampton

Aelfwine  (Aelffwiine 1, Aelwine 1) 
345 Aa +EDPAR/.D REC+       (Bust Bi) 
  +AEL/FFPI/INE:/O HA         +PAC 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 211, as Southampton); ex Fjalkinge hoard;  1.12
  SCBI 54, 228
  (2) Gandarve II hoard (found 2009, not yet published: photo from  1.15
  Kenneth Jonsson)
  (3) CNG 14–15 Jan. 2003, 1428; ex W.J. Conte 1.15
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346 Bb +EDPA/REC+        (Bust C)
  +AEL/PIN:/E ON/HAI        +PAC 
  (1) *Oxford; ex Rev. J.G. Chester 1888; ex Thwaite hoard; SCBI 9, 768 0.98
  (2) Stockholm (Hild 217, as Southampton); ex Aspinge hoard;  1.10
  SCBI 54, 227
   
Leofwine  (Lefwiine 1, Lefwine 1, Leofwiee 2) 
347 Aa +EDPARD/REC+      (Bust Ai) 
  +LE:/FPII/NE O:/N HA:        AC+P 
  (1) *Stockholm; ex Grausne II hoard; SCBI 54, 229 1.11
  (2) Stockholm; ex Hallsarve hoard; SCBI 54, 230 1.16
  (3) Berlin; ex Ruehle 1842; SCBI  36, 827 1.13
   
348 Bb (hard to make out)     (Bust unclassifi ed, style local or imitative) 
   +LE/FPI/NE O:/HA (?)    (letters in quarters hard to read, style local or 

imitative) 
  (1) *Copenhagen; ex Torring hoard; SCBI 18, 885 1.00
   cracked
349 Cc +EDPA/REE+: (?)     (Bust Ai) 
  +LE/OFPI/EE ON/HAM (?)       PAC+ 
  (1) *Stavanger Museum; ex Foldøy hoard; SCBI forthcoming 0.91
   
350 Dd +EDPA/REC[+?]       (Bust Aiii ?, pellet on shoulder ?) 
   +LE/OFPI/EE OI/IAIV      CAP+ (style local or imitative, mint attribution 

not certain) 
  (1) *Copenhagen; ex Torring hoard; SCBI 18, 887 1.05

Norwich

Hringwulf  (Riiulf  2, Rinculf  1, Rinulf  1) 
351 Aa +EDPAR/.D RE+:.   (Bust Bi, E in RE+ round-backed) 
  +RII/VLF/ON NO/RDP           +PAC 
  (1) *Cambridge; ex A.W. Young; ex Shepherd (1885) 108; SCBI 1, 816 0.94
  (2) Bird (1974) 191 0.97
  (3) Norragarden hoard (photo from Kenneth Jonsson) 0.85
   
352 Bb +EDP (annulet ?)/REC+:     (Bust C) 
  +RII/VLF:/ON NO/RDP:        AC+P 
  (1) Arnot (1995) 261 (purchased by him 1975); ex Elmore Jones (1971) 628 1.03
  (2) Stockholm (Hild 605); SCBI 54, 239 
  (3) *Stockholm (Hild 605 bis); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 240 1.02
   
353 Cc +EDPERD/.RE+A        (Bust Ai) 
  +RI/NCV/L.F O:/NOR       ACSP 
  (1) *Doubleday (1987) 403; ex Duke of Argyll 1.10
   
354 Ac Same obverse die as 351 
  Same reverse die 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 607, ill. NC 1966, pl. xviii, 19); ex Aspinge hoard;  1.08
  SCBI 54, 241
  (2) Stockholm; ex Mannegarde hoard; SCBI 54, 242 
   
355 Cd Same obverse die as 353 
  +RI/NVL/F ON/NOR     ACSP 
  (1) British Museum (BMC 1094, ill. BMC pl. xxvii, 12); ex City hoard  1/15
  (probably the specimen recorded Willett 1876) 
  (2) *Stockholm (Hild 608 = Hild (1846) 210, ill. NC 1966, pl. xviii, 20);  1.20
  SCBI 54, 243
  (3) Stockholm; ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 244 0.58
   cut ½ 
  (4) Stockholm; ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 245 0.58
   cut ½ 
  (5) NCirc Sept. 1995, 4810 (previously Mar. 1984, 1046); ex Glendining  wnr
  21 Sept. 1983, 42
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   Note also Drabble (1939) 527, not ill., moneyer’s name read as RINCVLF; 
P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton (1918) 781, not ill. (lot purchased by Baldwin), said 
to read +RINCVL.F O:NOR; Crowther (1904) 48, not ill., moneyer’s name 
read as RINVLF 

   
Leofwig  (Leofwi 1) 
356 Aa +EDPERD/.RE+ A:.       (Bust Aii) 
  +LE/OFPI/ON N/ORD       AC+P 
  (1) Norwich Castle Museum; ex Glendining 14 Mar. 1973 (previously  1.13
   24 May 1972, 685); ex Lockett (1958) 2809; ex Wheeler (1930) 106; ex 

P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton (1916) 1118; ex Sir John Evans; from ‘Sweden’; 
SCBI 26, 1268

  (2) Stockholm (Hild 595); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 231 1.20
  (3) *Stockholm; ex Hallsarve hoard; SCBI 54, 232 1.18
  (4) Stockholm; ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 233 0.64
   cut ½ 

   Note Baldwin 28 May 1997, 1647, not ill.; ex Scandinavian hoard, reverse 
said to read LEOFPI ON NORD, 1.15 g, ‘with tiny piercing at top’ 

  Note also specimen in State Pushkin Museum, Moscow (cited by Freeman) 
   
Leofwine  (Leofwiie 1) 
357 Aa +CCPD/R[    ]PDL       (Bust C) 
  +LE:/OFPII/E ON:/NORI     AC+P 
  (1) *British Museum (BM 1896–6–9, 59); ex Montagu (1896) 136  0.95
  (fi rst coin)
   
Manna  (Manac 1, Manna 1, Mnae 1) 
358 Aa +CCDP/DDC+I       (Bust C) 
  +MAN/AC O/N NO/RPIE      +PAC(?) 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 601); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 234 1.04
   
359 Bb +EDPE/D RE+[A?]     (Bust Ai) 
  +MA/NNA./ON:/N.OE        AC+P 
  (1) *Copenhagen; ex Torring hoard; SCBI 18, 1136 1.07
   
360 Cb +EDPAR/D RE+     (Bust Bi) 
  Same reverse die 
  (1) *Museum of London; ex City hoard; SCBI  42, 1135 1.18
   
361 Dc +EDPP/RCE+       (Bust C) 
  +M./NAE/ONN./ORIE      AC+P 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 602); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 235 1.00
  (2) Stockholm; ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 236 0.46
   cut ½ 
Osmund  (Osmuid 2 ; Osmund 1) 
362 Aa +EDPAR/.D RE+     (Bust Ai) 
  +OS/MVN/D O N/ORD       PAC+ 
  (1) Stockholm (Hild 603); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 237 1.18
  (2) *Stockholm (Hild 603 bis); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 238 1.12
  (3) Copenhagen; ex Haagerup hoard; SCBI 18, 1137 1.06
  (4) Norwich Castle Museum; ex H.M. Reynolds; SCBI  26, 1269 1.28
  (5) British Museum (BM 1915–5–7, 2483); ex Morgan; ex Sir John Evans;  1.09
  from ‘Sweden’
   
   Note also Baldwin 28 May 1997, 1647, ex Scandinavian hoard, not ill., 

said to read OSMVND O NORD, 1.14 g, with ‘die-break across obverse’ 
   
363 Bb +EPDI/IDD[   ]II:        (Bust C var) 
  +OS:/MVI/D ON/NOR      +PAC 
  (1) *Cambridge; ex A.W. Young; ex P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton (1913) 593;  0.98
  SCBI 1, 815
  (2) British Museum (BMC 1093); ex J.D. Cuff 1839 0.94
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364 Cc +CCPDI/IDP+II      (Bust C var) 
  +OS:/MVI/D ON/NOR     +PAC 
  (1) *Stockholm; ex Aspinge hoard (kept among the Danish coins in the  1.03
   collection, and not published in SCBI volume) (photo from Kenneth 

Jonsson)
   
   The dies of 364 are similar in style to those of 363. The dies of 364 are 

regarded as Danish by Becker 1981, 168 and 174 (his die combination 
MZ1/353), but BMC 1093, from the dies of 363, was in the possession 
of an English collector in the late 1830s, and that suggests that both pairs 
of dies are English 

   
   Note also Montagu (1895) 832 (fi rst coin), not ill. (lot purchased by Verity), 

ex Brice, said to read OSMVND ON NOR; and Cuff (1854) 605 (lot 
purchased by Cureton), said to read OSNVID ON NOR 

Nottingham

Blacman  (Blacman 1) 
365 Aa +EDPA/D RE+     (Bust Aiii) 
  +BL/CMA/N ON/SNOT       AC+P 
  (1) *Copenhagen; ex C.J. Thomsen (d. 1865) (Thomsen 9507); SCBI 18,  1.11
  1178
   
Halfdan  (Halfdenis 1) 
366 Aa +EDPARD/REC+:     (Bust Bii) 
  +HA/L.FD/ENIS/O NO+       AC+P (E of HALFDENIS round-backed) 
  (1) *British Museum (BM 1898–6–9, 60); ex Montagu (1896) 136 (second  1.15
   coin, as Oxford); presumably ex Bergne (1873) 267 (lot purchased by 

Webster); ex Murchison (1866) 338 (lot purchased by Bergne)
   
Leofsige  (Leofsige 2, Lifsi 1) 
367 Aa +EDPERD/.RE+A:        (Bust Ai) 
  +LEO/FSIG/E ON:/SNO     AC+P 
  (1) *Copenhagen; ex Torring hoard; SCBI 18, 1179 1.00
   
368 Ba +EDPERD/.RE+A:       (Bust Ai) 
  Same reverse die 
  (1) *Nottingham Castle Museum; ex F.E. Burton; ex Burstal (1912) 103;  1.13
  SCBI 17, 361
   
369 Bb Same obverse die 
  +LEO/FSIG/[    ]/SNO       PAC+ 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 663); ex Johannishus hoard; SCBI 54, 246 1.10
   
370 Cc +EDPAD/RE+:     (Bust unclassifi ed, crude style, pellet at shoulder) 
  +LIF/SI ON/SNOT/INA:     AC+P 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 664); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 247 1.00

Oxford

Aethelric  (Aegelric 1) 
371 Aa +EDPAR/.D REC+     Bust Bi (C in REC+ round-backed) 
  +AEG/ELR/IC ON/OC+A      +PAC 
  (1) *Oxford; ex C.L. Stainer. SCBI 9, 766 1.17
  (2) Stockholm (Hild 613, ill. Stainer, pl. viii, 10); ex Aspinge hoard;  1.14
  SCBI 54, 250
   
Aethelwig  (Aegelwi 1, Aelwi 1, uncertain 1) 
372 Aa +EDPARD/REC+:.      (Bust Ai, E and C in REC+ round-backed) 
  +AEG/ELP/I ON/O+A:           +PAC 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 614); SCBI 54, 251 1.17
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373 Bb +EDPARD/.REC+:      (Bust Ai) 
  +AELP/I ON./ON O/+AN        PAC+ 
  (1) *Oxford; ex O’Hagan (1908) 384 (second coin), not ill.; ex Montagu  1.06
  (1895) 832 (second coin), not ill.; SCBI 9, 767
  (2) Berlin; ex Dannenberg 1870; ex Siemysl hoard; SCBI  36, 828 1.10
   pierced
374 Bc Same obverse die 
  [          ]/ON O/C+A       [  ][  ]AC 0.48
   cut ½ 
   (1) *Stockholm; ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 252 (presumably a coin of 

this moneyer) 
   
   Note also specimen in City hoard (Willett 1876), said to read EGELPI 

ON OC+ 
   
Aethelwine (or  (Aelwine 2) 
Aelfwine)
375 Aa +EDPARD/REC+      (Bust Bi) 
  AELPI/NE ON/ON O:/CA         +PAC (no cross at start of legend) 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 619 = Hild (1846) 212, ill. Stainer pl. viii, 11);  1.18
  SCBI 54, 248
   
376 Bb +EDPE/.RD RE+      (Bust Ai) 
  +AEL./PINE/ON O/+AN        +PAC 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 620); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 249 1.09
   
377 Cb +EDPERD:/REC+ [     ]       (Bust Ai?) 
  Same reverse die 
  (1) *Hornung 3 May 1997, 99; ex Scandinavian hoard wnr
   
Beorhtweald  (Brinwold 1, Br[      ] 1) 
378 Aa +EDDE/D RE+:.        (Bust Aii) 
  +BR/[     ]/[    ]ON/CO+         +PAC 
  (1) *Dalarnas Museum, Falun (CNS XVI.1.1249); ex Sanda hoard 1.09
   
379 Ab Same obverse die 
  +BRINPOLD ONN O+CE     AC+P 
  (1) *British Museum (BMC 1114, ill. BMC pl. xxvii, 14, Stainer pl. viii,  1.15
  13); ex City hoard (evidently the specimen recorded Willett 1876)
  (2) Baldwin 3 May 2000, 356 (previously 12–13 Oct. 1998, 1302); ex  1.18
  Scandinavian hoard
   
Godwine  (ghost, see Exeter) 
   
Halfdan  (ghost, see Nottingham) 

Rochester

Eadwine  (Edwine 1) 
380 Aa +EDPAR/D REC+        (Bust Ai) 
  +ED/PINE/ON R/OF(?)E:        PAC+ 
  (1)  *St Petersburg; SCBI 60, 1021 1.11
   
Godwine  (Godwine 1) 
381 Aa +EDPERD/.REC+.       (Bust Ai) 
  +GO/DPI:/NE O/N RO        +PAC 
  (1) *British Museum (BMC 1137); ex R. Miles 1820 (purchased by him  0.84
  1802); ex R. Bootle (d. 1758)
  (2) Helsinki; ex Lieto hoard; SCBI 25, 895 1.02
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Romney

Wulfmaer  (Wulmaer 1) 
382 Aa +EDDER:/D RE+:.        (Bust Ai) 
  +PV/LMAE/R ON/RVM         +PAC 
  (1) *British Museum (BMC 1145, ill. BMC pl. xxviii, 4); ex City hoard 0.93
   
   Note also Murchison (1866) 340 (lot purchased by Webster), said to read 

+PVLMAER ON RVM 
   
   An Arm and Sceptre/PACX mule also exists: Copenhagen; ex L.E. Bruun 

(d. 1923), struck from an Arm and Sceptre obverse die reading +CNVT 
RE+.A:, and a PACX reverse die reading +PV/LMAE/R ON/RVM, 
PAC+; SCBI 15, 3327, 0.95 g. 

Salisbury

Godwine  (Godwine 1) 
383 Aa +EDPAR./D REC+:      (Bust Bii) 
  +GO/DPI/NE O/N SE        AC+P 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 660, ill.pl.13 = Hild (1846) 228); ex Queen Louisa  1.10
  Ulrica 1765; ex Count Tessin 1746; SCBI 54, 253
   
Wineman  (Wiineman 1, Wineman 1) 
384 Aa +EDPARD/.REC+:      (Bust Aiii) 
  +PII/NEMA/N ON/SER      PAC+ 
  (1) *British Museum (BM 1971 6–5–12); ex Elmore Jones (1971) 694; ex  1.07
  P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton (1916) 1118
   
385 Bb +EDPER/D REC+A     (Bust Aii) 
  +PIN/EMA./N ON/SER         AC+P 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 662); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 254 1.12
  (2) Stockholm; ex Garde hoard; SCBI 54, 255 1.04
   
  Note also City hoard (Willett 1876), said to read +PIINEMAN ON SER 
   
Wynstan  (Winstan 1) 
386 Aa +EDPAR/D REC+      (Bust Ai, E and C in REC+ round-backed) 
  +PI/NST./AN O S/HER        +PAC 
  (1) *Copenhagen; ex Bonderup hoard; SCBI 18, 1174 1.04

Sandwich

Leofwine  (Leofwiine 1, Liofwine 1) 
387 Aa +EDPAR/.D RE+      (Bust Ai) 
  +LEO/FPII/NE O/N SA         C+PA 
  (1) Copenhagen; ex C.J. Thomsen (d. 1865) (Thomsen 9505); SCBI 18, 1156 1.07
  (2) *Stockholm (Hild 636); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 256 1.06
  (3) CNG 22 May 2002, 2254; ex W.J. Conte 1.15
   
   Note also P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton (1918) 782 (in his possession by 1905, 

NC 1905, p.188), not ill. (lot purchased by Baldwin), said to read 
+LEOFPIINE ON SA; and Allen (1898) 275, not ill. (lot purchased by 
Lincoln), said to read LEOFPINE ON SA 

   
388 Bb +EDPARD/REC+:.      (Bust Ai) 
  +LIOF/PIN/E ON S/AND     AC+P 
  (1) *private collection UK; ex Patrick Finn list 15, 1999, item 92; ex Eaglen  1.01
  (1998) 1516 (purchased by him from Baldwin Feb. 1996)
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   Note also Reynolds (1914) 76, not ill., said to read +LIOFPINE ON 
SAND; perhaps ex O’Hagan (1907) 384 (third coin), not ill.; ex Montagu 
(1895) 832 (third coin), not ill.; ex Brice; ex Lake Price; ex Murchison (1866) 
339 (lot purchased by Price), said to read LIOFPINE ON SAND; and ex 
Cuff (1854) 603 (lot purchased by Cureton), said to read LIOFPINE ON 
STAND (sic) 

Shaftesbury

Wulfric ?  ([     ]ic 1) 
389 Aa [       ]/.D R[      ]        (Bust unclassifi ed) 
  [   ]/IC O:/N SC:/[     ]      [  ]+P[  ] 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 643); SCBI 54, 257 (presumably of this mint and  0.59
  moneyer) cut ½ 

Shrewsbury

Wulfgeat  (Wulfget 2) 
390 Aa +EDPAR/.D RE[        (Bust Ai var , with small head) 
  +PV:/LFG/ET ON/SCRO             +PAC   (E in PVLFGET round-backed) 
  (1) *Copenhagen; ex J. Siökrona (d. 1874); SCBI 18, 1165 1.17
   
391 Ba +EDPE/RD E[+?]     (Bust Aii var) 
  Same reverse die 
  (1) *Baldwin 13 Oct. 1997, 270; ex Scandinavian hoard 1.12
   
392 Ca  [        ]/D REC+     (Bust unclassifi ed, hard to make out) (C in REC+ 

round-backed) 
  Same reverse die 
  (1) *Stockholm; ex Mannegarde hoard; SCBI 54, 258 1.16
   
393 Db +EDPE(?)/[       ]      (Bust Aii var, crude style) 
  +PVLFGET ONN SCRO     A++P     Hild Da 
  (1) *British Museum (BM 1960 5–1–37); ex Lockett (1960) 3801  1.13
  (purchased by him from Baldwin)
   
Wulfmaer  (Wulmaer 1) 
394 Aa +EDPAR/.D REC+      (Bust Ai) 
  +PV/LMAE/R ON/SCR         PAC+ 
  (1) *Lockett (1955) 806; ex P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton (1916) 1119 (in  his  wnr
  possession by 1905, NC 1905, p. 188)
  (2) Stockholm; ex Mannegarde hoard; SCBI 54, 259 1.14
  (3)  Stockholm; ex Garde hoard; SCBI 54, 260 0.52
   cut ½ 
   
   Note also Moon (1901) 30, not ill., said to read PVLMAER ON SCR; 

and City hoard (Willett 1876), moneyer’s name given as PVLMAER 

Southwark

Aelfric  (Aelfric 1, Elffi c 1) 
395 Aa +EDPAR/D REC+      (Bust Ai) 
  +AEL/FRI/C ON/SVD        PAC+ 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 706); ex Garde hoard; SCBI 54, 261 1.16
   
396 Bb +EDPA/RD RE+      (Bust Ai) 
  +ELF/FIC:/ON S/VD (?)      AC+P (?) 
  (1) *American Numismatic Society; ex Glendining 14 Mar. 1973, 101;  0.98
  ex Stryjevo Wielkie hoard; SCBI 30, 557
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Brunman  (Brumman 1) 
397 Aa +EDPNRD:./REC+        (Bust Ai) 
  +BRVMM.AN: ON SVD    PAC+       Hild Da 
  (1) *Cambridge (CM 1990–1–731); ex C.E. Blunt (d. 1987); ex Glendining  0.75
  20 July 1960, 133; ex Lockett (1955) 807; ex Drabble (1939) 528
   
Brunraed  (spelling not recorded) 
   
398 ? State Pushkin Museum, Moscow (cited by Freeman) 
   
Burhraed  (Bured 1, Burnr[    ] 1) 
399 Aa +EDPAR/.R REC+:      (Bust Bii) (E in REC+ round-backed) 
   BVR/ED O/N SV/DGE      +PAC (no initial cross, E in SVDGE 

round-backed) 
  (1) *Berlin; ex Dannenberg 1892; SCBI 36, 829 1.17
   
400 Bb +EDPAR[        ]          (Bust Bii ?) 
  +BV/RNR/[    ]/[    ]          +P[  ][  ] 
  (1) *British Museum (BMC 1588); ex Thwaite hoard (in BM trays under  0.56
  Uncertain Mint, but presumably of this mint and moneyer) cut ½
   
   Arm and Sceptre coins with Edward the Confessor obverse inscription exist, 

with obverse +EDPER/EC+ANG, reverse +BVRRED OHH SVDG:, 
British Museum; ex Elmore Jones (1971) 769; ex NCirc July 1960, 8461; 
ex Ryan (1952) 851; ex P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton (1916) 1105 (in his collection 
by 1905, NC 1905, pl. vii, 1), 0.84 g; and Stockholm (Hild 707); ex 
Vanneberga hoard, SCBI 54, 9, fragment, 0.50 g, probably a die-duplicate 

   
Wulfwine  (Wulfwine 1) 
401 Aa +EDPAR/.D REC[+:?]      (Bust Ai, E in REC+ round-backed) 
  +PV/LFP/INE/ON SV      PAC+ 
  (1) *Found Radley, Oxfordshire Jan. 2005 (Coin Register 2006, no. 232) wnr
   
   A coin of this type illustrated as no. 7 on a plate of coins of Anglo-Saxon 

kings named Edward that was apparently prepared for John White (hatter, 
and dealer in coins and antiquities) in the 1770s, has the readings 
+EDPAR/.D REC+ and +PV/LFP/INE/ON S 

   The letters on the coin’s reverse are PAC+, similarly positioned to those on 
the reverse die of the coin found at Radley, and it is possible that the reverse 
die is the same, despite the apparent difference in the readings 

‘Spes’  See Ipswich 

Stamford

Aelfheah  (Aelcen 1, Aelfeh 3, Aelfenn 1) 
402 Aa +EDP/DDD CC     (Bust C, barbarous lettering, with letters C reversed) 
  +AEL/CEN/ON:/STA        ACSP 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 670); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 262 1.02
  (2) Stockholm (Hild 670 bis); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 263 0.98
  (3) Stockholm (Hild 670 bis, sic); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 264 0.96
   
403 Bb +EDPAR/D RE+.      (Bust Ai) 
  +AELF/EH O/N ST/ANF        AC+P 
  (1) Stockholm (Hild 671 = Hild (1846) 230); SCBI 54, 265 1.12
  (2) *Stockholm; ex Stumle hoard; SCBI 54, 267 1.16
   
404 Cc +EDP/PP CC+        (Bust C) 
  +AEL/FEH/ON S/TAN       PAC+ 
  (1) *Stockholm; ex Stora Sojdeby hoard; SCBI 54, 266 0.97
  (2) Lincoln Museum; ex Sir Francis Hill; ex W.C. Wells;  SCBI 27, 1380 0.98
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405 Dd +EDPRD./REC+      (Bust Ai) 
  +AELF/EH O/N ST:/ANF      AC+P 
  (1) *NCirc Aug. 2005, HS2152; found south of Louth, Lincs., Oct. 1985  0.91
  (EMC 1985.0038)
   
406 Ee +EDP[A?]/D  RE+      (Bust Ai ?) 
  +AEL/FEN/N ST/ANF       +PAC 
  (1) *Baldwin 28 May 1997, 1670; ex Scandinavian hoard 1.09
   
Aelfwerd  (Aelwerd 1, Ael[     ] 1) 
407 Aa +EDPA/ID RE+:      (Bust C) 
  +AEL./PER/D ON/STA:       C+PA 
  (1) *Stockholm; SCBI 54, 268 0.88
   
408 Ab Same obverse die 
  +AEL/[     ]/[     ]/STA:      +PAC 
  (1) *Cambridge; SCBI 1, 817 0.44
   cut ½ 
Arngrimr  (Arngrim 1) 
409 Aa +EDPERD/RE+AN     (Bust Ai) 
  +AR/NGR/IM O/STA:       +PAC 
   (1) *Lincoln Museum; ex Sir Francis Hill; ex W.C. Wells; ex P.W.P.  1.15
  Carlyon-Britton (not in sales); ex F.G. Hilton Price 1907; SCBI 27, 1381 
   
‘Brinit’ (=? Brunwine) (Brinit 1) 
410 Aa  +EDPA/RCC+     (Bust C, tails break legend ?, letters CC in RCC+ 

round-backed) 
  +BRI/NIT O/N ST:/AN     AC+P 
  (1) Stockholm (Hild 677); ex Liffride hoard; SCBI 54, 269 1.02
  (2) *Stockholm (Hild 677 bis); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 270 0.94
   
Brunwine  (Brunwine 1) 
411 Aa +ED[       ]/E RE+     (Bust Ai) 
  +BR/VNP/[I]NE O/N STA       ACSP 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 679, ill. NC 1966, pl. xviii, 22); SCBI 54, 271 1.10
   
Fargrimr  (Fargrim 1) 
412 Aa +EDPERD/E+AN     (Bust Ai)
  +FA/RGR/IM ON/STA     C+PA 
  (1) *Baldwin 28 May 1997, 1671; ex Scandinavian hoard 0.98
   
Godric  (Godric 2) 
413 Aa +EDPE(?)R [    ]REC+      (Bust unclassifi ed, hard to make out) 
  +GO/DRI/C ON:/STAI     AC+P 
  (1) *Lincoln Museum; ex Sir Francis Hill; ex W.C. Wells; SCBI 27, 1382  0.91
  (incorrect weight in grains printed in SCBI volume)
  (2) Found Freckenham, Suffolk (EMC 2008.0473) 0.41
   cut ½ 
   
414 Bb +EDPAR/.D RE+:     (Bust Bi, E in RE+ round-backed) 
  +GO/DRI/C ON/STA:      AC+P 
  (1) *Stockholm; ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 272 1.12
   
   A PACX/Arm and Sceptre mule also exists: Baldwin 28 May 1997, 1669; 

ex Scandinavian hoard, struck from a PACX obverse die reading 
+EDPARD NA/REC., bust unclassifi ed, of unusual but seemingly offi cial 
style, and an Arm and Sceptre reverse die, reading +GODRIC ON 
STANFO, 0.96 g. 

   
Godwine  (Godwine 3, Godwne 1) 
415 Aa +EDPARD/.REC+.      (Bust Ai) 
  +GO:/DPI/NE O S/TAN      PAC+ 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 685); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 273 0.96
  (2)  Stockholm; ex Stora Sojdeby hoard; SCBI 54, 274 1.11
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416 Bb +EDPE(?)R[      ]       (Bust unclassifi ed, hard to make out) 
  +GO/DPI/NE O S/TAN      AC+P 
  (1) *Lincoln Museum; ex Sir Francis Hill; ex W.C. Wells; ex P.W.P.  1.10
  Carlyon-Britton (not in sales); SCBI 27, 1383
   
417 Cc +EPD/ERD+[   ]N       (Bust C) 
  +GO/DPI:/NE ON/STA:       AC+P 
  (1) *Cambridge; SCBI 1, 818 (a small coin) 0.72
   
418 Dd +DPER(?)/REC+:       (Bust unclassifi ed, crude style) 
  +GO/DPN/E ON/STA        +PAC 
  (1) *Stavanger Museum; ex Foldøy hoard; SCBI forthcoming 1.04
   
   Note also Briggs (1893) 227, not ill. (lot purchased by Spink), said to read 

GODPINE O STAN; and specimen in City hoard (Willett 1876), moneyer’s 
name given as GODPINE 

   
Leofric  (Lefric 1, Leofric 1) 
419 Aa +EDPERD/RE+AN      (Bust Ai) 
  +LE/FRI/C ON/STA       ACSP 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 689, ill. NC 1966, pl. xviii, 23); SCBI 54, 275 0.98
  (2) Museum of London; ex City hoard; SCBI  42, 1136 1.12
  (3) Oslo; SCBI forthcoming 0.99
   
420 Ab Same obverse die 
  +LEO/FRIC/ONN S/TANF      C+PA 
  (1) *Dix Noonan Webb 12 Mar. 2008, 191 0.99
   
Svart  (Swert 2) 
421 Aa +EDPED/RE+AN       (Bust Ai) 
  +SPE/RT O:/N ST/ANF        PACS 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 696, ill. NC 1966, pl. xviii, 24); SCBI 54, 276 1.02
   
422 Bb (uncertain reading)   (Bust unclassifi ed, but style C drapery) 
  [   ]SP:/ERT:/[    ]/[     ]         C+[  ][  ] 
  (1) *with Mike Vosper (dealer) (mint name not visible, but presumably a  wnr
  coin of this Stamford moneyer) cut ½ 
   
Thorsteinn  (Thurstan 1) 
423 Aa +EDPARD/.RE+ I.       (Bust Bi) 
  +DV/RSTA/N ON/STAN       PAC+ 
  (1) *NCirc Jun. 2001, HS 0480; ex Eaglen (1998) 1527 0.91
   
Thorulfr  (Thurolf  1, Thurtilf  1, Thurulf  2) 
424 Aa (hard to make out)   (Bust unclassifi ed) 
  +DV/ROL/F ON/S[T)AI      AC+P (?) 
  (1) *Devizes Museum; SCBI  24, 669 0.67
   pierced
425 Bb +EDPA/REC+        (Bust C) 
  +DV/RTIL/F ON:/STA:.       +PAC 
  (1) *Stockholm; ex Stor Bjars II hoard; SCBI 54, 277 0.98
  (2) Stockholm (Hild 699); SCBI 54, 278 0.48
   pierced
426 Bc Same obverse die 
  +DV/RVL/F ON/STA     C+PA 
  (1) *Copenhagen; ex Bolbygaard hoard; SCBI 18, 1196 1.12
   
427 Cd +EDPARD/RI      (Bust Bi var, local style) 
  +DV/RVL/F ON/STA       AC+P 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 698); SCBI 54, 279 1.14
  (2) Copenhagen; ex Lyngby hoard; SCBI 18, 1195 1.01
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Wilgrip   No PACX coin is known for this moneyer, but an Arm and Sceptre coin 
with an Edward the Confessor obverse legend exists: Stockholm (Hild 703), 
obverse +EDPAR/D RC, reverse +PILGRIP ON STAII:, SCBI 54, 10, 
0.86 g, pierced 

   
Wulfnoth  (Wulfnoth 1) 
428 Aa +EPD/.PPN+AC      (Bust C var, pellet at shoulder, no headband or tails) 
  +PV/L.NO:/D ON/STAI:     AC+P 
  (1) *British Museum (BMC 1231); ex Thwaite hoard 0.95
   
Wulfnoth or Wulfwine (Wu[    ] 1) 
429 Aa  (barbarous legend ?)  (Bust C?, headband and tails not visible but style 

C drapery) 
  +PV/[    ]/[    ]/STA.      A[  ][  ]P 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 704); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 280 0.46
   cut ½ 
Wulfwine  (see coins awaiting mint attribution) 

Steyning

Frithuwine  (Frithewine 1) 
430 Aa +EDPER/D REC+     (Bust Ai) 
  +FR:/IDEP/INE O/N ST       AC+P 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 682 (as Stamford), ill. BNJ xxviii, pl. xxi, 49); ex  1.08
  Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 281
   
Wulfric  (Wulfric 1) 
431 Aa +EDPA/RD RE+     (Bust Bii, E in RE+ round-backed) 
  +PV/LFRI/C ON/STE         PAC+ 
  (1) *Copenhagen; ex Bonderup hoard; SCBI 18, 1180 1.18

Taunton

Boga  (Boga 1) 
432 Aa +EDPERD/RE+A     (Bust Ai) 
  +BO/GA:/ON T/ANT       PA++ 
  (1) *British Museum (BM 1896–6–9, ill. North, pl. 14, 12); ex Montagu  1.10
  (1896) 136 (third coin) 
  (2) Stockholm (Hild 709, ill. NC 1966, pl. xvii, 13); SCBI 54, 282 0.56
   cut ½ 
   
   Note also specimen in City hoard (Willett 1876), said to read BOGA 

ON TANT 
   
Gillacrist  (Gillecrist 1) 
433 Aa +EDPAR/D REC+    (Bust Bi) 
  +GILLECRIST ONN TAN     +PA+      Hild Da 
  (1) *British Museum (BMC 1263); ex Wedmore hoard 0.93

Thetford

Brunstan  (Brnstn 1, Brunsta 1, Brunstan 2) 
434 Aa +EDPAR./D RE+       (Bust Bi) 
  +BR/NST/N ON/DEO        AC+P 
  (1) *Copenhagen; ex Haagerup hoard; SCBI 18, 1212 1.07
   
435 Bb +CEDDP/D[    ]C       (Bust C, no headband) 
  +BR/VN/STA/O IPI         PAC+ 
  (1) *Doubleday (1987) 505; ex Carr (1956) 123 (presumably of this mint,  0.79
  despite apparent mint signature) 
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436 Cc +EDP/.D REC+      (Bust C) 
  +BR/VNS/TAN/O DE      AC+P 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 714); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 283 1.02
  (2) British Museum (BM 1914–10–3); ex Stockholm sale 9 Oct. 1913, 244 0.99
  (3) Manchester Museum; ex James Booth 1995 (purchased by him from  0.43
  Spink 1995); presumably ex NCirc Oct. 1983, 6664, not ill.; SCBI 48, 1021 cut ½
   
437 Dd +CDD/ICDD[     ]        (Bust C) 0.82
  +BR/VNS/TAN/ON D         C+PA 
   (1) *British Museum (BM 1944–4–1); ex W.A. Brooke (purchased by him 

from Seaby Mar. 1930) 
   
   Note also Joseph Young (1919) 53, not ill. (lot purchased by Barnett); ex 

Maish (1918) 60, not ill. (lot purchased by Young), said to read 
BRVNSTAN ON PI (as Winchester). A further coin, Cuff (1854) 606 
(lot purchased by Warne), is said to have read BRVNTAN ON TH 

   
   An apparent Harthacnut Arm and Sceptre/PACX mule, Cassal (1924) 67, 

not ill., described as ‘HARECNV, Bust left, BRVNSTAN ON TH, PACX, 
very fi ne’, was more probably an ordinary coin of PACX type on which 
Edward the Confessor’s name on the obverse was spelled in a blundered 
manner 

   
Eadric  (Edric 4, Edricc 1) 
438 Aa +EDP/RE+ON       (Bust C) 
  +ED/RIC OII D/EPOI       C+PA 
  (1) *British Museum (BMC 1531, ill. BMC pl. xxx, 13); ex Thwaite hoard 0.92
   
439 Ba +EDPI/I RE:C+     (Bust Aiii) 
  Same reverse die 
  (1) *Stack (1999) 565; ex NCirc Feb. 1985, 129 (previously Nov. 1977,  0.89
   11462); ex Mack (1977) 197 (SCBI 20, 1125); ex Lockett (1955) 808; ex 

P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton (1916) 1119 
   
440 Bb Same obverse die 
  +ED:/RIC O:/N D:/EOD      AC+P     (E in DEOD round-backed) 
  (1) *Dix Noonan Webb 1 June 1994, 742; ex Doubleday (1987) 504 0.80
  (2) British Museum (BMC 1532); ex Thwaite hoard 0.84
  (3) British Museum (BM 1944–4–1–157); ex W.A. Brooke 0.86
  (4) Noble (Sydney) 6–7 April 2005, 1923 (W.H. Lampard collection,  wnr
  purchased by him from Seaby 1975) slightly 
   cracked
441 Cb +:ED/II REC+        (Bust C) 
  Same reverse die 
  (1) *Baldwin 13 Oct. 1997, 285; ex Scandinavian hoard 1.05
   
442 Dc +EDP/REIITI         (Bust C) 
  +ED:/RIC O/N D:/EOD        AC+P 
  (1) *Oxford; ex Sir Arthur Evans 1941; SCBI 9, 769 0.97
  (2) Stockholm (Hild 715 = Hild (1846) 241); SCBI 54, 284 0.98
   
443 Ed +IIEDP/RD+CN    (Bust C, no headband or tails, C in CN round-backed) 
  +ED/RIC:/ON./DEO        PAC+ 
  (1) *Norwich Castle Museum; ex Rev. R. Wilson; ex Thwaite hoard;  0.93
  SCBI 26, 1270 
  (2) Copenhagen; ex Torring hoard; SCBI 18, 1214 0.98
  (3) Stockholm (Hild 716); SCBI 54, 285 0.96
  (4) British Museum (BMC 1533); ex Thwaite hoard 0.89
  (5) British Museum (BM 1896–6–9); ex Montagu (1895) 136 (fourth coin) 0.89
  (6) British Museum (BMC 1537) 0.44
   cut ½ 
  (7) with York Coins wnr
   cut ½ 
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444 Ee Same obverse die 
  +ED:/RICC/ON D/FIN:          AC+P 
  (1) *Lincoln Museum; ex Sir Francis Hill (purchased by him from Seaby  0.77
  1946); SCBI 27, 588 (as Lincoln, also as Lincoln Mossop LXVI, 7) broken/ 
   repaired
445 Fe +EDPER/D RE+:.      (Bust Aii) 
  Same reverse die 
  (1) *British Museum (BM 1944–4–1–152); ex W.A. Brooke (purchased by  1.00
  him from Seaby Mar. 1931) 
   
   Note also O’Hagan (1907) 384, not ill. , moneyer not stated; ex Montagu 

(1895) 832 (fourth coin) (lot purchased by or for O’Hagan), not ill., said to 
read EDRIC ON DEPOI; ex Brice; ex Lake Price; presumably ex 
Murchison (1866) 339 (lot purchased by Price), although said there to 
read +EDRIC ON DEIOT 

   
   Arm and Sceptre/PACX mules also exist. All are die-duplicates struck from 

the same reverse die as 442, and from an obverse die reading +CNVT/IDD 
RE:,  Stockholm (Hild Cnut 3480), ex Petes hoard, SCBI 54, 4, 0.95 g; 
Stockholm (Hild Cnut 3480 bis), ex Petes hoard, SCBI 54, 5, 1.10 g; British 
Museum (BM 1915–5–7), ex Morgan, ex Sir John Evans, from ‘Sweden’, 
1.12 g; St. James’s 5–6 Nov. 2009, 370, no provenance or weight given, but 
presumably the specimen found Downham Market, Norfolk 1998, 1.00 g 
(Coin Register 1998, no. 136, EMC 1998.2136); and specimen found Sibton, 
Suffolk, 1.01 g (EMC 2001.1242) 

   
Godwine  (Godwine 2, Gowine 1) 
446 Aa +EDPARD:/REC+:       (Bust Ai) 
  +GO/DPI/NE O/N DE         PAC+ 
  (1) *Baldwin 28 May 1997, 1678; ex Scandinavian hoard 1.17
  (2) with Mike Vosper (dealer) July 2010 1.0
   
447 Bb +EDPARD/RE[C+]:     (Bust Bi, E of REC+ round-backed) 
  +GO/DPI/NE O/N IDE       PAC+     
  (1) British Museum (BM 1944–4–1); ex W.A. Brooke; ex Parsons (1929)  0.88
   194 (a) (lot purchased by or for Brooke); ex Bruun (1925) 185 (lot 

purchased for Parsons by Spink) 
  (2) Stockholm; ex Grausne II hoard; SCBI 54, 288 0.91
  (3) *Stockholm; SCBI 54, 181 (as London) 1.14
   
448 Ac Same obverse die as 446 
  +GO/PINE/ONN/DE:        C+PA 
  (1) Stockholm (Hild 723); ex Johannishus hoard; SCBI 54, 286 1.10
  (2) *Stockholm; ex Lysseback hoard; SCBI 54, 287 1.12
   
449 Cc +EDPERD/RE+AN       (Bust Ai) 
  Same reverse die 
  (1) *NCirc Dec. 2000, HS0019; ex Eaglen (1998) 1540 1.13
   
450 Da [          ]/.RE[    ]       (Bust unclassifi ed) 
  Same reverse die as 446 
  (1) *British Museum (BM 1944–4–1); ex W.A. Brooke; ex Parsons (1929)  0.58
   194 (b) (lot purchased by or for Brooke); ex Bruun (1925) 185 (cut cut ½ 

halfpenny of Thetford, not otherwise described, but lot purchased for 
Parsons by Spink) 

   
   Note also specimen in City hoard (Willett 1876), said to read GODPINE 

ON DE 
Leofwine  (Leofwin 4, Leofwine 3) 
451 Aa +EDPAR/D RC+:        (Bust Ai) 
  +LE/OFP/IN D/EOD         AC+P 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 726 = Hild (1846) 247); SCBI 54, 289 1.00
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452 Bb +EDPA:/D RE+      (Bust Aiii) 
  +LE/OFP/IN D/EOD       PAC+ 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 727); ex Johannishus hoard; SCBI 54, 290 0.95
  (2) British Museum (BMC 1534); ex Webster; ex City hoard  (same  0.90
  reverse die, probably same obverse die) 
   
453 Cb EDPA/D RE+       (Bust Ai) 
  Same reverse die  
  (1) *British Museum (BM 1944–4–1); ex W.A. Brooke (purchased by him  0.89
  from Seaby 1935) 
   
454 Dc +EDPAR/D REC+      (Bust Ai) 
  +LE/OFPI/N.DE/OD:       +PAC 
  (1) Copenhagen; ex C.J. Thomsen (d. 1865) (Thomsen 9515); SCBI 18,  0.78
  1224 broken
  (2) *British Museum (BMC 1535); ex Hon. Mrs. Wilson 1877; ex Thwaite  0.69
  hoard 
   
455 Ed +CPD/PR+INT      (Bust C) 
  +L.E/OFP/IN D/EOD        C+PA 
  (1) *Found Thetford area, Norfolk (EMC 2008.0218) wnr
   
456 Fe +EDPARD/REC+:     (Bust Ai) 
  +LE:/OFP./INE O/DEO      +PAC 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 732); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 291 1.12
   
457 Ff Same obverse die 
  +LE/OFPI/NE O/N DE       AC+P 
  (1) *Copenhagen; ex L. Laessoe 1868; SCBI 18, 1230 1.02
   
458 Ge +EDPAR/D RE+        (Bust Ai) 
  Same reverse die as 456 
  (1) *Davisson 25 July 1995, 246; ex Spink sale 69, lot 95 wnr
   
459 Hf [           ]D R+NA       (Bust unclassifi ed) 
  [       ][        ]/NE D/EOD:        [  ][  ]C+ 
  (1) NCirc Nov. 1977, 11464, not ill.; ex Elmore Jones (1971) 829 0.42
   cut ½ 
  (2) *British Museum (BMC 1538); ex Thwaite hoard 0.42
   
   A coin in the collection at Lund, attributed to this mint and moneyer by 

Jonsson (Jonsson 728), is in reality a coin of the Wallingford moneyer 
Leofwine 

   
   Note also Oman (1972) 77, not ill., said to read LEOFPINE O DEO; NCirc 

Jan. 1912, 95574 (previously Oct. 1909, 69921), ex Rashleigh (1909) 320 
(lot purchased by Spink), said to read LEOFPINE O DEO; and Cuff (1854) 
601 (lot purchased by Cureton), said to read LEOFPINE O THEO.  

   
Saegrimr  (Saegrim 2) 
460 Aa +EDPAR/.D RE+:     (Bust Ai) 
  +SAE/GRI/M ON/DEO        AC+P 
  (1) *Stockholm; ex Stumle hoard; SCBI 54, 292 1.09
   
461 Ab Same obverse die 
  +SAE/GRI/M ON/DEO     AC+P 
  (1) *Copenhagen; ex Torring hoard; SCBI 18, 1232 1.16
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Tidraed  (Tidred 1, Tiidred 1, Tndred 1, uncertain 1) 
Mint/Moneyer/ Dies Description Wt (g)
No.

462 Aa +EDPAR/D REC+       (Bust Bi) 
   +TID/RED/ON D/EOTF        AC+P (Es in TIDRED and DEOTF 

round-backed) 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 275); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 293 1.20

463 Bb +EDPER/D RE+:     (Bust Ai) 
  +TII/DRE/D O:/N D       AC+P 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 233); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 72 (as Hertford) 1.18
  (2) Stockholm; ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 341 (as uncertain mint) 0.47
   cut ½ 
464 Cc +EDP/DNTNCI    (Bust C, no headband or ties) 
  +TN:/DRE/D ON:/DED      +PAC 
  (1) *British Museum (BMC 1536); ex J.D. Cuff 1839 0.89
  (2) Smithsonian Institution; SCBI 30, 558 0.54
   fragments
465 Cd Same obverse die 
  +TN(?)/[       ]/D ON/DEO     PAC+ 
  (1) *British Museum (BM 1944–4–1); ex W.A. Brooke; ex Parsons (1929)  1.00
  194 (c) (lot purchased by or for Brooke) 
   
   Note also Allen (1898) 261 (lot purchased by Dudman), said to read 

+[TVDRED?] ON DEO 
   
Uncertain   Cut halfpenny, moneyer not stated, part of P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton (1918) 

782 (lot purchased by Baldwin) 

Wallingford

Aethelwig  (Aeglwi 1, Elwi) 
466 Aa +EDPAR/.D RE+      (Bust Ai) 
  +AEG/LPI O/N PE/LINA       PAC+ 
  (1) Museum of London; ex City hoard; SCBI 42, 1137 1.15
  (2) *British Museum (BM 1915–5–7, 2519); ex Morgan; ex Sir John Evans; 1.14
   ex City hoard (NC 1885) (probably these dies) 
   
467 Ab Same obverse die 
  +ELP/I ON P/ELIN/GAF:      ACSP 
  (1) *Baldwin 3 May 2000, 857 (previously 12–14 Oct. 1998, 1303); ex  1.14
  Scandinavian hoard 
   
Leofwine  (Leofwine 2) 
468 Aa +EDPA.R/D RE+:.     (Bust Ai) 
  +LE/OFP/INE/ON PE       PAC+ 
  (1) *Oxford; ex Lockett (1960) 3800; ex NCirc Jan. 1912, 95587 (as  1.09
   Watchet); presumably ex O’Hagan (1907) 384 (fi fth coin, as Watchet?), not 

ill.; ex Montagu (1895) 832 (fi fth coin, as Wareham), not ill.; SCBI 9, 770 
  (2) Lund (Jonsson 728, there attributed to Thetford) 1.12
   
469 Ab Same obverse die 
  +LEOFPINE ON PELI     +PA+ 
  (1) *NCirc Sept. 2009, HS3896 0.98
   slightly 
   chipped

Wareham

Wulfric  (Wulfric 1) 
469a Aa +EDPER/D RE+        (Bust Aii) 
  +PVLFRIC ON PER.         +PAC       Hild Da 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 751); ex Johannishus hoard; SCBI 54, 294 1.16
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Warwick

Leofi ng  (Lifi nc 1) 
470 Aa +EDPAR/D RE+:.       (Bust Ai, E in RE+ round-backed) 
  +LI/FINC/ON P/AERI          +PAC 
  (1) Stockholm (Hild 739); SCBI 54, 296 0.99
  (2) *Stockholm (Hild 740); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 297 1.12
  (3) Stockholm; ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 298 0.57
   cut ½ 
  (4) Copenhagen; ex Haagerup hoard; SCBI 18, 1235 1.12
  (5) Salisbury Museum; ex Pitt-Rivers; ex Warne (1889) 155; ex Cuff (1854)  1.13
  606 (lot purchased by Warne); SCBI 24, 955 
  (6) Warwick Museum; ex Lockett (1960) 3799; ex Drabble (1943) 882;  0.91
  SCBI 17, 363 
  (7)  Estonian History Museum; ex Maidla hoard; SCBI 51, 1028 1.16
   
Leofwig  (Leofwig 1, Leofwii 1) 
471 Aa +EDPERD/REC+:.        (Bust Ai) 
  +LEO/FPII/ON P/AERII        AC+P 
  (1) *Baldwin 28 May 1997, 1685; ex Scandinavian hoard 1.14
   
472 Ab Same obverse die 
  +LEOFPIG O.N PERH      A++P      Hild Da 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 750, ill. NCirc Sept. 1977, 358); SCBI 54, 295 1.00
   
Leofwine  (Leofwine 1) 
473 Aa +EDPER/D RE+:       (Bust Ai) 
  +LEO/FPIN/E ON/PAER       C+PA 
  (1) *Cambridge; ex A.W. Young; ex P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton (1913) 593;  1.17
  SCBI 1, 819 

Watchet

Godcild  (Gotcild 1) 
474 Aa +EDPERD/.REC+     (Bust Ai) 
  +GO./TCIL/D ON/PEC.       PAC+ 
  (1) *Cambridge; ex A.W. Young; ex P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton (1913) 593;  1.11
  SCBI 1, 820 

Wilton 

Aelfstan  (Aelfstan 2) 
475 Aa +EDPAR/D REC+:.      (Bust Ai, E and C of REC+ round-backed) 
  +AELF/STA/N ON/PILT       ACSP 
  (1) *Stockholm (ill. NCirc Sept. 1977, 358); ex Lysseback hoard; SCBI 54,  1.04
  299 
   
476 Ab Same obverse die 
  +AELF/STAN/ON P/ILTV    AC+P 
  (1) *Sherman (2005) 234; ex Baldwin 3 May 2000, 858 (previously  1.09
  12–13 Oct. 1998, 1304); ex Scandinavian hoard 
   
Aelfwine  (Aelfw[    ] 1) 
477 Aa +ED[PE?]R/D REC+:     (Bust Ai, C in REC+ round-backed)  
  +AEL/FP[   ]/[    ] ON/PILT       AC+P 
  (1) *British Museum (BM 1971 5–5–19); ex Elmore Jones (1971) 906; ex  wnr
  R. Carlyon-Britton; ex P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton (1918) 782 broken
  (2) Dalarnas Museum, Falun; ex Sanda hoard (CNS XVI,1, no. 1250) 1.08
   
  Also City hoard (Willett 1876), moneyer’s name given as ELPINE 
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Leofi ng  (Lifi nc 1) 
478 Aa +EDPAR./.D RE+.       (Bust Bi) 
  +LIF/INC/ON P/ILTV        PAC+ 
  (1) *Cambridge; ex J.S. Henderson 1933; SCBI 1, 821 1.12

Winchester

Aethelstan  (Aestann 3) 
479 Aa +EDPER/D RE+A:.       (Bust Aii) 
  +AEST/ANN./ONN/PINC        C+PA 
  (1) *Westfälischer AG 10–11 Apr. 1997, 2173; ex Scandinavian hoard 1.11
  (2) Winchester City Museum 1.14
  (3) Stockholm; ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 342 (‘almost certainly  0.56
  Winchester’) cut ½ 
   
   Note also Baldwin 28 May 1997 (not ill.), ex Scandinavian hoard, 1.14 g, 

‘cracked almost in two pieces’, this reverse reading 
   
480 Bb  +EDPER/D RE+AN      (Bust Aii, same obverse die as 505–6, moneyer 

Saeweard) 
  +AESTANN ON PINCE:      AC+P          Hild Da 
  (1) *British Museum (BM 1935–11–17); ex T.G. Barnett  1.11
   
481 Cc +EDP[       ]/[      ]+:     (Bust Aii) 
  +AESTANN ON PINCE    AC+P      Hild Da 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 768 = Hild (1846) 260); SCBI 54, 300 1.00
   
482 Dc +EDPE/RD RE[    ]       (Bust Aiii) 
  Same reverse die 
  (1) *St Petersburg; ex J. Reichel (d.1856); SCBI 60, 1022 1.01
   
   Note also Cassal (1924) 74, not ill., Hild Da, said to read AESTAN ON 

WINCE; and Bliss (1916) 131, not ill. (lot purchased by Baldwin), Hild Da, 
said to read +AESTANN ON PINCE 

   
Aethelwine  (Aelwine 1) 
483 Aa +EDPERD/RE+ANG     (Bust Aii, second E in EDPERD round-backed) 
  +AELP/INE:/ON P/INC:     C+PA 
  (1) *British Museum (BMC 1384); ex Wedmore hoard 1.06
   
Frithumund  (Frithemund 1) 
484 Aa +EDPER/D RE+A:      (Bust Ai) 
  +FRI/DEM/VND O/PINC       AC+P 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 769); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 301 1.11
   
485 Ba +EDPERD/.REC+A:.      (Bust Ai) 
  Same reverse die 
  (1) Stockholm (Hild 769 bis); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 302 1.08
  (2) Stockholm; ex Grausne II hoard; SCBI 54, 303 1.10
  (3) Stockholm; ex Kruse hoard; SCBI 54, 304 1.10
  (4) *Gandarve hoard, CNS I, 1, no. 657, not ill. (photo supplied by  1.08
  Kenneth Jonsson) 
   
Godman  (Godeman 1, Godman 1) 
486 Aa +EDPER/.D RE+A        (Bust Aii) 
  +GO/DEM/AN O/N PI       ACSP 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 770, ill. NC 1966, pl. xviii, 25); ex Aspinge hoard;  1.16
  SCBI 54, 305 
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487 Bb  +EDPERD/R.EC+A     (Bust Aii, same obverse die as 502, moneyer 
Leofi ng) 

  +GO/DMA/N ON/PINC     C+PA 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 771); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 306 1.12
  (2) Glendining sale 30 Mar. 1983, 95 (previously 26 May 1977, 99); ex  1.13
   Mack (1975) 176 (SCBI 20, 1126); ex Duke of Argyll; ex Grantley (1944) 

1198 (second coin); ex L.A. Lawrence 
   
Godwine  (Godwine 5) 
488 Aa +EDPAR/.D RE+:      (Bust Ai, same obverse die as  495, moneyer Ifi ng) 
  +GO/DPI/NE O/N PII        AC+P 
  (1) *British Museum (BM 1928 5–7–82); ex Vogel (1928) 4835 1.13
   
489 Bb +EDPE/RD RE+      (Bust Aiii?, pellet at shoulder?) 
  +GODPINE ON PINC       AC+P         Hild Da 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 779); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 307 0.97
   
490 Cc  +EADPERD/RE+ANG:     (Bust Ai var, same obverse die as 493, 

moneyer Godwine Ceoca) 
  +GODPINE ON PINCE       AC+P        Hild Da 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 780); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 308 1.14
  (2) Stockholm; ex Mannegarde hoard; SCBI 54, 309 1.14
   
491 Dd +EDDE/[R?]D RE+:     (Bust Aii) 
  +GODPINE ON PINCE     A++P      Hild Da 
  (1) *Stockholm (ill. NCirc Sept. 1977, 358); ex Stora Bjars II hoard;  1.12
  SCBI 54, 310 
   
492 Ee +EDPER/D RE+A      (Bust Ai) 
  +GODPINE ON PINC      AC+P      Hild Da 
  (1) *Ahlström sale 59, 79 (photo from Kenneth Jonsson) 1.12
   
  Note also Bliss (1916) 131, not ill. (lot purchased by Baldwin) 
   
Godwine Ceoca  (Godwine Ceoca 1) 
493 Aa Same obverse die as 490 
  +GOD/PINE/CEOC/A ON P        ACSP    (E of CEOCA round-backed) 
  (1) *Stockholm (ill. NCirc Sept. 1977, 358); ex Stora Sojdeby hoard;  1.12
  SCBI 54, 311 
   
Ifi ng  (Ifi nc 3) 
494 Aa +EDPERD/REC+A       (Bust Aii) 
  +IFI/NC O/INC:/EST:       AC+P 
  (1) Copenhagen; ex Torring hoard; SCBI 18, 1254 1.14
  (2) Taunton Museum; ex Rev. F. Warre; found Huntspill, Somerset;  1.07
  SCBI 24, 666 (as Exeter) (probably these dies) 
  (3) *British Museum (BM 1915–5–7, 2315); ex Morgan; ex Sir John Evans  1.04
   (Evans plates 868); ex City hoard (specimen recorded NC 1885, as 

Chichester) 
  (4) St Petersburg; ex Lodeinoe Pole III hoard; SCBI 60, 1011 1.15
   
495 Bb +EDPAR/D RE+:      Same obverse die as 488, moneyer Godwine 
  +IFI/NC O/NN:/PINC      +PAC 
  (1) *Uppsala; ex Ekman; ex Mysinge hoard; SCBI 52, 618 1.12
   
496 Cc +EDP[      ]/D RE[    ]     (Bust Aiii)  
  +IFINC ON PINCE:.       C+PA 
  (1) *Visby Museum 1.08
   
Leodmaer  (Ladmer 1, Ladmaer 1) 
497 Aa +EDPER/D RE+A       (Bust Ai) 
  +LA/DME./R ON/PINC         AC+P 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 347); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 313 1.10
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  (2) British Museum (BM 1955 7–8–12); ex Lockett (1955) 808; ex P.W.P.  1.13
  Carlyon-Britton (1916) 1119 

498 Bb  +EDPE/.RD RE+      (Bust Aiii var, no pellet or annulet at shoulder, 
same obverse die as 499, moneyer Leofi ng) 

  +LADMAER ONN PINC:        PA++       Hild Da 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 785, ill. NC 1966, pl. xvii, 14); ex Aspinge hoard;  1.00
  SCBI 54, 312 
   
   Note also Drabble (1939) 527, moneyer’s name given as LADMER; and 

City hoard (Willett 1876), said to read LADMAER ONN PINC 
   
Leofi ng  (Lifi nc 5) 
499 Aa Same obverse die as 498, moneyer Leodmaer 
  +LIF/INC./ON:/PINC        AC+P 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 794); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 314 1.08
   
500 Bb +EDPE/RD RE+      (Bust Ai) 
  +LI/FINC/ONN/PIN:        CRV+ 
  (1) Uppsala (ill. NCirc Apr. 1973, p. 152); ex Ekman; ex Mysing hoard;  1.01
  SCBI 52, 619 pierced/ 
   cracked
  (2) *St Petersburg; ex Vikhmyaz hoard; SCBI 60, 1023 1.09
   
501 Cc +ED[      ]/D REC+       (Bust Aiii?, pellet at shoulder?) 
  +LIFINC ON PINCE:.         C+PA         Hild Da 
  (1) *NCirc Nov. 1993, 7833 (previously Mar. 1992, 873) 1.08
   
502 Dd +EDPERD/R.EC+A      Same obverse die as 487, moneyer Godman 
  +LIFINC ONN PINC       RV+C          Hild Da 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 795); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 315 1.01
   
503 Ee +EDPER/D RE+      (Bust Ai?) 
  +LIFINC ON PINCEST:.       PA+[+?]       Hild Da 
  (1) *Copenhagen; ex Stolpehuse hoard; SCBI 18, 1263 1.02
   
  Note also C.J. Martin, list 69, 1983, H26 (cited by Freeman) 
   
Leofstan  See Worcester, moneyer Leofstan 
   
Saeweard or Seawine (Sae[    ]) 
504 Aa +E[        ]/REC+:       (Bust unclassifi ed) 
  +SAE/[     ]/[     ]/PINC        A[  ][  ]P 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 798); SCBI 54, 316 0.50
   cut ½ 
Saeweard  (Saewerd 2) 
505 Aa Same obverse die as 480, moneyer Aethelstan 
  +SAE:/PER/D ON/PINC     +PAC 
  (1) Copenhagen; ex C.J. Thomsen (d. 1865) (Thomsen 9519); SCBI 18,  1.12
  1265 
  (2) *British Museum (BM 1915–5–7); ex Morgan; ex Sir John Evans; ex  1.14
  City hoard (the specimen recorded NC 1885) 
   
506 Ab Same obverse die 
  +SAEP/ERD/ON P/INC:     PAC+ 
  (1) *Reading; ex Sir Frank Stenton (purchased by him from Baldwin);  1.13
  SCBI 11, 132 
   
Saewine  (Saewine 1) 
507 Aa +EDPER/D RE+A     (Bust Aii) 
  +SAE/PINE/ON P/INCE       AC+P 
  (1) *Copenhagen; ex Devegge (1867) 1319; SCBI 18, 1266 1.09
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   A PACX/Arm and Sceptre mule exists, struck from a PACX obverse die 
reading +EDPER/D RE+A:, Bust Ai, and an Arm and Sceptre reverse die 
reading +SAEPINE ON PINCES:, Dresser (1995) 2219 (SCBI 30, 555); 
ex Ryan (1952) 851a; ex Wheeler (Seaby list 3 Feb. 1931, EH39); ex 
P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton (1918) 771; ex Sir John Evans; ex City hoard, 0.95 g. 

   
Spileman  (Spileman 1, Spilman 1) 
508 Aa +EDPERD/REC+A:      (Bust Aii) 
  +SPI/LEMA/N ON/PINC      PAC+ 
  (1) Stockholm (Hild 799); SCBI 54, 317 1.14
  (2) *Stockholm (Hild 799, bis); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 318 1.15
   
509 Bb +EDPE/RD RE+:     (Bust Aiii, no ties) 
  +SPI/LMA:/N ON/PIN      AC+P 
  (1) *Copenhagen; ex Bolbygaard hoard; SCBI 18, 1267 1.11

Worcester

Aethelwine  (Aelwine 1) 
510 Aa +EDPER/.D.REC+     (Bust Ai) 
  +AEL/PINE/ON PI/HER        PAC+ 
  (1) *Baldwin 28 May 1997, 1707 (and subsequent sales); ex Scandinavian  1.10
  hoard 
  (2) British Museum (BM 1896–6–9); ex Montagu (1896) 136 (fi fth coin) 1.16
  (3) Lodz Museum; SCBI 37, 314 1.12
   pierced
Leofstan  (Lefstan 1) 
511 Aa +EDPARD/REC+.      (Bust Ai) 
  +LE/FST:/AN/O PIH        AC+P 
  (1) Copenhagen; ex Haagerup hoard; SCBI 18, 1237 1.13
  (2) British Museum (BM 1944–4–1, 158); ex W.A. Brooke; ex Parsons  1.09
  (1929) 194 (d) (as Winchester) (lot purchased by or for Brooke) 
  (3) *Westfälischer AG 10–11 April 1997, 2174; ex Scandinavian hoard 1.08
   
   Note also Lindsay, Heptarchy, 126 (own collection, ex Dunbrody hoard), 

legends +EDPARD/.REC+., Bust Ai, and +LE/FST/AN/O PIN, AC+P, 
weight given as 13½ grains, i.e. approx 0.87 g. 

York  All coins have annulet in reverse fi eld 

Aelfhere  (Aelere 2) 
512 Aa +EDPER/.D RE+          (Bust Ai) 
  +AEL/ERE/ON E/OFR          AC+P 
  (1) Copenhagen; ex Lyngby hoard; SCBI 18, 809 1.14
  (2) *Academy of Sciences, Estonia; perhaps from Kurtna-Kasa hoard;  1.06
  SCBI 51, 1029 
   
513 Bb  +EDPER/D RE+:.     (Bust Ai, same obverse die as  523–4, moneyer 

Grimulfr) 
  +AELERE ONN EOFER     AC+P      Hild Da 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 96); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 319 1.16
   
Aethelwine  (Aethelwine 3) 
514 Aa +EDPER/D RE+       (Bust Ai var) 
  +AEDELPINE O EFERPIC      AC+P      Hild Da 
  (1) *Stockholm; ex Mannegarde hoard; SCBI 54, 320 1.16
  (2) Helsinki; ‘old collection’; SCBI 25, 896 1.06
   
515 Bb +EDPER/D RE+     (Bust unclassifi ed, local style ?) 
  .+.AEDELPINE ON EOEFR      AC+P     Hild Da 
  (1) *Copenhagen; ex Torring hoard; SCBI 18, 818 1.20
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516 Cc +EDP/RE+NA     (Bust unclassifi ed, local style) 
  +AEDELPINE ON EOEFR      AC+P     Hild Da 
  (1) *Spink 28 Sept. 2005; ex Larsen (1972 ) 42; ex Ryan (1952) 852;  1.10
   probably ex Watters (1917) 126, not ill.; ex Rashleigh (1909) 323, not ill. 

(lot purchased by Watters); perhaps ex Cuff (1854) 601 (lot purchased by 
Cureton), this reverse reading 

   
  Note also SCMB 1978, 720, E403, these readings 
   
Arngrimr  (Aerngrim 4) 
517 Aa +EDPT/CRC+NA       (Bust unclassifi ed, local style) 
  +AERNGRIM ON EOF           AC+P       Hild Da 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild Harthacnut 41); SCBI 54, 320a 1.06
   
518 Ab Same obverse die 
  +AERNGRIM ON EO[     ]       [  ][  ]C+      Hild Da 
  (1) *Copenhagen; ex Lyngby hoard; SCBI 54, 832 1.03
   
519 Bc +EDPER/D REC+A     (Bust Ai var) 
  +AERNGRIM ON EOFER        AC+P       Hild Da 
  (1) *Copenhagen; ex C.J. Thomsen (d. 1865) (Thomsen 9447);  1.13
  SCBI 18, 833 
   
520 Bd Same obverse die 
  +AERNGRIM ON EOFER      AC+P       Hild Da 
  (1) *St Petersburg; SCBI 60, 1024 1.13
   
Arnketill  (Arncel 1) 
520a  No details, but moneyer’s name said to read ARNCEL 
  (1) Yorkshire Museum; ex Philip Nelson 1947; SCBI 21, M33 (coin  wnr
  already missing before publication of SCBI volume) 
   
Bjorn  (Beorn 1) 
521 Aa +NDPR/RC+AE       (Bust unclassifi ed, local style) 
  +BEORN ON EOFER:.            Hild Da 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 115); SCBI 54, 321 1.22
  (2) Stockholm (Hild 115 bis); SCBI 54, 322 0.98
  (3) Copenhagen; ex Stroby hoard; SCBI 18, 828 0.99
  (4) Lund (Jonsson 1732); ex Kungl. Myntkabinettet Stockholm   1.17
   
Godric   (Probably ghost; Grantley (1944) 1198 (fi fth coin), Hild Da, is said to 

have read GODRIC? ON EOF, but Godric is not known as a York 
moneyer either from other coins of this type or in any surrounding type) 

   
Grimulfr  (Grimule 1, Grimulf 2, Grinule 1) 
522 Aa +EDPER../D RE+      (Bust unclassifi ed, local style) 
  +GR/INV/LE O/N EO        PAC+ 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 129); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 325 1.12
  (2) Found south of Louth, Lincs., c.1986 (Coin Register 1986, no. 114) 0.28
   cut ½ 
523 Bb Same obverse die as 513, moneyer Aelfhere 
  +GRIMVLE ON EOEFR      AC+P      Hild Da 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 127); SCBI 54, 323 1.12
   
524 Bc Same obverse die 
  +GRIMVLF ON EOFE      AC+P      Hild Da 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 128); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 324 1.18
   
525 Cd +EDPER/D RE+:.       (Bust Ai var) 
  +GRIMVLF ONN EOFE      AC+P      Hild Da 
  (1) *Copenhagen; ex Torring hoard; SCBI 18, 834. 1.15
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Hrafn  (Raefenn 1) 
526 Aa +EDPERD:/RE[      ]     (Bust Ai var, no pellet or annulet at neck) 
  +RAEFENN ONN EOFR        AC+P        Hild Da 
  (1) *Baldwin 13 Oct. 1997, 309; ex Scandinavian hoard 
   
  Note also Cassal (1924) 74, Hild Da, this reverse reading 
   
Ioli  (Iolla 2) 
527 Aa +EDPER/.D RE+       (Bust Ai) 
  +IOLLA ONN EOEIRVI        +PAC      Hild Da 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 131); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 326 1.14
   
528 Ab Same obverse die 
  +IOL.L.A ONN EOFERP      AC+P      Hild Da 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 132); SCBI 54, 327 1.10
  (2) Yorkshire Museum (purchased from Baldwin 1934); SCBI 21, 229 1.14
   
   Note also City hoard (Willett 1876), said to read IOL.L.A ONN EOFERP, 

presumably Hild Da 
   
Ketill  (Cytell 3) 
529 Aa +EDPER/D RE+        (Bust unclassifi ed, local style) 
  +CYTELL ONN EOFER:       AC+P       Hild Da 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 118); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 328 1.16
   
530 Ab Same obverse die 
  +CYTELL ONN EOFERPI     AC+P      Hild Da 
  (1) *Glasgow; ex Dr William Hunter (d. 1783);  SCBI 2, 984 1.10
   
531 Ba +EDPER/D RE+:.      (Bust Ai) 
  Same reverse die as 529 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 119); SCBI 54, 329 1.16
  (2) Arnot (1995) 262 1.07
   
532 Cc +EDPER/D RE+     (Bust unclassifi ed, local style) 
  +CYTELL ONN EOFERPI     AC+P     Hild Da 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 120); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 330 1.19
  (2) Stockholm; ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 331 0.72
   fragment
   
Leofwine   Recorded from a specimen at Lund (Jonsson 729), but Jonsson did not see

the coin, which was already missing from the collection at that date, and 
the attribution to York may have been erroneous 

   
Saefugl  (Sae[  ]f[  ]ucl 1, Siafucl 1) 
533 Aa +EDPT (?)/R.CNRE (?)      (Bust unclassifi ed, local style) 
  +SAE[   ]F[   ]VCL ON.EOFERI.        AC+P       Hild Da 
  (1) *Merseyside Museums; ex Philip Nelson; ex H.A. Parsons 1952;  0.97
  SCBI 29, 696 rim 
   broken
   
534 Ab +EDPER/.D RE+      (Bust unclassifi ed, local style) 
  +SIAFVCL ON EOF[     ]       AC+P      Hild Da 
  (1) *Copenhagen; ex Torring hoard; SCBI 18, 853 1.19
   
Skuli  (Scula 1, Sculaa 1) 
535 Aa +EDPER/D RE+..       (Bust Ai) 
  +SCVLA ON EOFERPIC      AC+P     Hild Da 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 148); SCBI 54, 332 1.14
   
536 Ab Same obverse die 
  +SCVLAA ONN EOFPR      PAC+       Hild Da 
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  (1) *Yorkshire Museum; ex Elmore Jones (1971) 994; SCBI 21, 230 1.12
  (2) Copenhagen; ex Store Frigaard hoard; SCBI 18, 852 1.00
   broken/ 
   chipped
   
   Note also Parsons (1929) 195 (d), not ill., ex Bruun (1925) 185 (lot 

purchased for Parsons by Spink), said to read SCVLAA ONN EOFEP, 
presumably Hild Da 

   
Sveinn  (Swegnn 1) 
537 Aa +EDPER/D RE+:.         (Bust Ai) 
  +SPEGNN ONN EOFER.       AC+P      Hild Da 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 157); SCBI 54, 333 (confl icting provenances given) 1.16
  (2) Stockholm (Hild 157 bis); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 334 1.16
  (3) Copenhagen; ex Torring hoard; SCBI 18, 858 1.09
  (4) British Museum (BM 1915–5–7, 2336); ex Morgan; ex Sir John Evans  1.10
  (Evans plates 1221); from ‘Sweden’ 
  (5) CNG 19 Sept. 2001, 1866 (W.J. Conte collection); ex Eaglen (1998) 1588 1.11
   
   Note also P.W.P. Carlyon–Britton (1918) 782, not ill. (lot purchased by 

Baldwin), said to read +SPEENN ONN EOFER., presumably Hild Da 
   
Thurgrimr  (Thurgrim 1) 
538 Aa +EDPER/D RE+      (Bust not classifi ed, local style) 
  +DVRGRIM ON EOFE      AC+P         Hild Da 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 161); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 335 
   
Ulfketill  (Ulccetel 1) 
539 Aa +EDPER/D RE+:.       (Bust Ai) 
  +VLCCETEL ON EOFER        AC+P       Hild Da 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 163); SCBI 54, 336 1.10
  (2) Merseyside Museums; ex Philip Nelson 1953; ex Spink; ex G.D. Lumb;  1.03
  SCBI 29, 697 
   
   Note also Wheeler (1930) 108 (b), and Montagu (1896) 137 (fi rst coin) 

(lot purchased by Ready), both with this reverse reading 
   
Unnulfr  (Unolf 4) 
540 Aa +[  ]EDPA/.RCE+      (Bust not classifi ed, local style) 
  +VN/OLF/ON E/FER           AC+P 
  (1) *Copenhagen; ex Torring hoard; SCBI 18, 866 0.92
   
541 Bb +EDPT/RC+NA      (Bust not classifi ed, local style) 
  +VNOLF ONN EOFER         AC+P       Hild Da 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 168); SCBI 54, 337 1.14
   
542 Cc +EDA/.D REC+      (Bust C) 
  +VNOLF ONN EOER       C+PA      Hild Da 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 169); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 338 1.08
   
543 Cd Same obverse die 
  +VNOLF ON EOFRI    AC+P       Hild Da 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 170); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 339 1.08
  (2) Copenhagen; ex C.J. Thomsen (d. 1865) (Thomsen 9455); SCBI 18, 867 1.12
  (same reverse die, probably same obverse die) 
   
Uncertain   
544 Aa [       ]+N[          ]       (Bust not classifi ed) 
  [     ]/[     ]/OC ON/EOFE       [  ][  ]AC 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 172); SCBI 54, 340 (moneyer uncertain: the mint  0.50
   signature is seemingly unequivocal, but no annulet is present in the two  cut ½

visible quarters of the reverse fi eld, and there is at least a possibility that 
the coin is imitative) 
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Mint/Moneyer/ Dies Description Wt (g)
No.

   Note also Baldwin 28 May 1997, 1714, not ill., ex Scandinavian hoard, cut 
halfpenny, Hild Da, 0.52 g, reverse legend given as ]NNE O EFR[   , but 
more probably interpretable as ]NN EOEFR[ 

Awaiting mint identifi cation 

545 Aa [        ]/.DR[      ]        (Bust not classifi ed) 
  [       ]/[   ]SIG/E ON/[      ]        [  ]C+[  ] 
  (1) *Stockholm; ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 66 (as Hertford, Goldsige,  0.53
  or London, Goldsige ?) cut ½ 
   
546 Bb [      ]RD/RE[     ]     (Bust not classifi ed, annulet at shoulder) 
  [      ]/RST/AN O/[       ]          [  ]AC[  ] 
  (1) *Stockholm; ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 344 (with suggestion that  0.56
  mint and moneyer might be Stamford, Thorsteinn) cut ½ 
   
547 Cc +EDPER/RE+A       (Bust Aiii) 
  +PV/LFP/INE O/N [       ]        PAC+ 
  (1) *Copenhagen; ex Bolbygaard hoard; SCBI 18, 1200 (as Stamford, but  0.96
   mint signature cannot in fact be read on coin owing to damage to die at 

that point (Jens Christian Moesgaard, pers. comm.)) 
   
548 Dd [      ]/REC+ (?)       (Bust unclassifi ed) 
  +L.E/FS.A/[     ]/[     ]            +P[ ][ ] 
  (1) *Cambridge; SCBI 1, 822 0.54
   cut ½ 

549 Ee  EDPERD R[       ]    (Bust unclassifi ed, no initial cross before EDPERD, 
and legend, very unusually, is not divided by bust) 

  +PV/LFRI/[     ]/[     ]            PA[  ][  ] 
  (1) *Oslo; ex Brøholt hoard; SCBI forthcoming 0.56
   cut ½ 
550 Ff [   ]EDPAR./D REC+     (Bust Ai) 
  +LE/OFPI/NE O/[       ]         AC+P 
  (1) *Lewes Museum; ex F.B. Penfold 1941; ex W.C. Wells 1936; SCBI 42,  1.10
  1138 (as ‘uncertain mint’, with suggestion that mint might be Hastings) 
   
551 Gg [    ]EDPA[     ]         (Bust Bi?) 
  [       ]/FSTA/[     ]/[     ]       [ ][ ][ ][ ] 
  (1) *Oslo; SCBI forthcoming 0.35
   fragment
552 Hh [        ]/D R[      ]     (Bust unclassifi ed, annulet at shoulder) 
  [         ]RICC ON P(?)          [  ]C+[  ]        Hild Da 
  (1) *Stockholm; ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 346 0.54
   cut ½ 
   
553 Ii +EDP[          ]RD R        (Bust Ai?) 
  +LEO[            ]R(?)E        A/[  ]/[  ]/P     Hild Da 
  (1) *Stockholm; ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 348 (possibly Hereford,  0.46
  Leofnoth) cut ½ 
   
It should be noted that the following cut halfpennies, published in SCBI 54 as being of uncertain mint, can now 
be fully identifi ed, as follows:
   SCBI 54, 341 = Thetford, Tidraed (die-duplicate of SCBI 54, 72, there 

wrongly attributed to Hertford) 
   SCBI 54, 342 = Winchester, Aethelstan (die-duplicate of two other coins 

of this moneyer) 
   SCBI 54, 343 = London, Aethelwine (die-duplicate of Glendining sale 

13 Mar. 1974, lot 139) 

The following four coins are cut farthings or other fragments on which too little of the design is visible to 
determine the dies from which they were struck. They are omitted from the arithmetical calculations made earlier 
in this study:
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Mint/Moneyer/  Description Wt (g)
No.

   (1) British Museum (BMC 635); ex Thwaite hoard, cut farthing, 0.21 g. 
Obverse legend incorporates letters  /.RE[   ]/, reverse legend [ ]/N LE[  ]/ . 
Attributed to Chester in BMC but alternative attributions to Leicester 
or Lewes are obviously possible 

   (2) Found Ogbourne St George, Wiltshire 1991 (Coin Register 1993, 
no. 230, not ill., cut farthing, 0.23 g. Obverse inscription incorporates 
letters DPE and reverse legend +RI 

   (3) St Petersburg; ex Vikhmayz hoard, SCBI 60, 1025, cut halfpenny, 
0.52 g. Appears to be struck from an imitative obverse die, but its reverse 
die, incorporating letters [ ]HTMER ON[  ] and of Hild Da, may perhaps 
be offi cial

   (4) St Petersburg; ex Vikhmayz hoard, SCBI 60, 1026, small fragment, 
0.20 g. Obverse not legible, reverse contains letters NN and a cross 
(reverse lettering looks imitative). Cf. Lindsay, Heptarchy, pl. 5.127, 
imitative coin in Lindsay’s own collection ex Dunbrody hoard, obverse 
+EDPE/.RD R.E., reverse blundered with lettering in one quarter ONN 
(retrograde?), AC+P (retrograde) 

   
The following coin is also omitted from the arithmetical calculations: 
   (1) Helsinki; grave fi nd from Raisio, Mahittula, SCBI 25, 896a, not ill., 

small fragment of uncertain mint and moneyer 
   
It is convenient to note here a fragment of a PACX/Arm and Sceptre coin, Museum of London; ex Baily 1881; ex 
City hoard, SCBI 42, 1128, 0.36 g, struck from a PACX obverse die reading [ ]/DRE[ ] and an Arm and Sceptre 
reverse die seemingly reading +SAE[       ]CN:
   
A PACX coin with reverse reading given as +B.RVNINC LINI, Burstal (1912) 103, was probably a Scandinavian 
imitation (cf. Becker 1981, 174, his reverse die 305, said to read +B:/RVI/IIIL./VIII, with the letters in the 
quarters arranged CPA+ ; Becker remarks of this die, op.cit., 141, that the reverse legend ‘may contain the name 
Brun . . . which can be that of the London moneyer Brenman [sic], or a Danish name known from other coinages 
of Roskilde’.)

English imitation?

Imitation A  +EDPARDI/REC+AN     
  +CC./[LDI ?]/COE/NEE       CAP+ 
  (1) *Found Vale of Glamorgan by 2007 (Coin Register 2008, no. 272;  0.91
  EMC 2007.0082)  (imitative style, fi nd-spot suggests English manufacture) 

Scandinavian imitations?

A number of Scandinavian imitations of coins of PACX type exist and have historically been recognised as such 
(see SCBI 18, 1271–5, for fi ve typical examples). These fall outside the boundaries of the present study, but it is 
proper to record here eight coins which have been published in SCBI volumes as being coins of regular PACX 
type, but which are in reality imitative and which may be presumed to be of Scandinavian origin.
   
Imitation B  (blundered) 
  +BR/NIIN/ON:/DRI      (letters in quarters of reverse not legible) 
  (1) *Copenhagen; ex Torring hoard; SCBI 18, 800 (as of mint DRI?, but  0.88
  style of dies is imitative) 
   
Imitation C  (blundered) 
  +GO/DIOI/NI/VNDI      A+VP 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 489); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 174 (as London,  1.00
  moneyer Godwine, but style of dies is imitative) 
   
Imitation D  +EDPA./[     ]D RE:.      
  +DO/RCI/L ON/LVD      PAC+ 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 555); ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 204 (as London,  0.85
   moneyer Thorketill). Recognised as imitative by Dolley 1974, 239. A coin  cracked

struck from this obverse die is published by Becker 1981, 167, pl. IV, E2, 
as being of the mint of Lund; he also notes a Lund reverse die with a 
similar reading to SCBI 54, 204 (Becker 1981, 173, no. 196). 
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Mint/Moneyer/  Description Wt (g)
No.

Imitation E  +EDP/REC+     
  +D:/VRC/ETDL/OII LV      +PAC (last two letters of legend inverted) 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 556 = Hild (1846) 272); SCBI 54, 205 (as London,  1.02
  moneyer Thorketill). Also recognised as imitative by Dolley 1974. 
   
Imitation F  [          ]RD/III[      ] 
  +PV/LNI/[      ]/[      ]             +P[  ][  ] 
  (1) *Stockholm; ex Aspinge hoard; SCBI 54, 345 (as of uncertain mint,  0.61
   moneyer Wulfwig). Evidently from same reverse die as imitative coin  fragment

attributed by Becker 1981 to mint of Lund, his dies H15/MX9A/248 
   
Imitation G  +EDPP/DDNI+:    
  +PV/LEN/NOD/NITE     C+PA 
  (1) *Nottingham Castle Museum; ex F.E. Burton 1948; ex Burstal (1912)  1.02
  103; SCBI 17, 362 (as Stamford?, moneyer Wulfnoth).  
  (2) A die-duplicate in Berlin has been published as imitative, SCBI 36,  1.27
   1020, ex Gansauge. See Becker 1981, 168 and 174, his dies MZ 13/363, 

regarded by him as Scandinavian. 
   
Imitation H  (blundered) 
  +ICOCR.EE ON LVNDNE:     PAC+       Hild Da 
  (1) *Stockholm (Hild 520); SCBI 54, 191 (as of London, moneyer Leofric  1.08
   or Corff, but style of dies is evidently imitative). Note also Grantley (1944) 

1198 (fourth coin), moneyer’s name given as ICOCREC 
   
Imitation I  +EDPVR/REC+    
  +ICORIFF ON LVNDENED     P+C+ 
   (1) *Stockholm (Hild 521); SCBI 54, 192 (as of London, moneyer Leofric 0.86
  or Corff, but styles of dies is again imitative) 
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POSTSCRIPT

A new coin of PACX type of Bedford, moneyer Sweta, has recently surfaced as no. AS032 (illustrated) 
in the Baldwin fi rm’s Fixed Price List, summer 2011.

It can be described as follows :
  +EDPA/D REC+ (Bust Aiii)
  +SPO/T ON./N BE/DEF P/+/C/A  1.82 g

This confi rms the conjectural attribution to this moneyer of the cut halfpenny listed above as no. 5 in 
the corpus (Baldwin auction 28 May 1997, 1526). The reverse die is the fi rst reverse die of the type to be 
recorded on which the letters in the quarters of the reverse are arranged P/+/C/A.

A further specimen of 149 in the corpus, moneyer Godric, can also now be recorded: Künker (Osnabrück 
and Berlin) auction 194, 26–27 Sept. 2011, 2272, 1.13 g (information kindly  supplied by Kenneth 
Jonsson).



THE EXCHANGES, SILVER PURCHASES AND 
TRADE IN THE REIGN OF HENRY III

RICHARD CASSIDY

IN thirteenth-century England, mints and exchanges were closely linked. The mints could only 
produce coins when they had silver to work with; the exchanges bought silver, in the form of 
foreign coins, ingots or plate, that would be made into coins of a standard size and quality, the 
only legally permitted currency. At most times, the bulk of coin production was handled by 
just two mints under royal control, at London and Canterbury. The London and Canterbury 
exchanges, as signifi cant contributors to royal income, were part of the Exchequer’s system of 
accounting and auditing, and have thus left written records of their activities during the reign 
of Henry III: a comprehensive series of audited accounts, enrolled on the pipe rolls, showing 
government revenues from exchange activities, and in later years recording coin production; 
some separate accounts of the keepers of the exchanges, presumably produced as part of the 
audit process; and a few rolls of silver purchases, recording how much silver was acquired by 
the exchanges, and how much it charged those who brought their silver to the exchanges, in 
order to have it exchanged for English coins. These rolls of silver purchases have received little 
detailed attention. Some of them have been known to historians of coinage since the early 
nineteenth century, but used only to provide total fi gures for the amount of silver received.1 
They have also been used for information on silver quality and mint charges.2 None of the 
rolls has been published, and the only such material in print appears to be an example in a 
treatise from after 1290.3 The records of silver purchases can provide much more information, 
hitherto unavailable, particularly on patterns of exchange activity and on England’s overseas 
trade.

The rolls are all similar in composition: long rolls composed of up to ten parchment mem-
branes around 200 mm wide, sewn head-to-tail. They are also similar in layout and content: 
after a heading, giving the place and dates covered, they contain a long list of silver purchases, 
grouped by date, with totals every few weeks, and a grand total at the end of the roll. Each 
purchase entry is on a separate line, showing the name of the seller; the amount of silver 
bought, in pounds, shillings and pence; and the charge, in pence per pound, for minting the 
silver. A brief  extract from one of these rolls will serve as an example of the way in which all 
the rolls are laid out:4

Roll of purchases of silver [Rotulus emptorum argenti] in the Canterbury exchange from Tuesday the feast of 
St Dionysius in the 41st year of the reign of King Henry son of King John [9 October 1257], when William of 
Gloucester received custody of the said exchange in place of John de Sumerkote, to the same feast in the 42nd 
year of King Henry [9 October 1258].
Wednesday the morrow of St Dionysius [10 October 1257]
 From Raymond Rekere £39 20d. at (per) 6d.
 From the same and others £4 at 16d.
Sunday next before the feast of St Luke the Evangelist [14 October 1257]
 From Giles of Malines £175 7s. 4d. at 6d.
 From Henry of Malines £109 6s. 8d. at 6d.
 From the same £27 4s. 2d. at 6d.

 Acknowledgements. I would like to thank David Carpenter and Martin Allen for their generous advice, which made this 
article much clearer and better-informed. The remaining errors are all my own work.
 1 Ruding 1840, I, 65.
 2 Challis 1988, 84; Mayhew 1992, 153–5, concerned mainly with the fourteenth century. 
 3 Johnson 1956, xxxvi–xxxvii, 94–6.
 4 TNA: PRO, E 101/288/3 m. 1 and m. 9. 
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Saturday next following [20 October 1257]
 From Henry of Malines £91 8s. at 6d.
 From John Bacheler £54 17s. 6d. at 10d.

And so on for some 550 entries, ending with the total for the year to 9 October 1258, £33,535 
9s. 6d. At the end, an extra membrane has been added, to contain fourteen further entries, 
taking the roll from October to December 1258, ending:

Thursday next after the conception of the Blessed Mary [12 December 1258]
 From William of Malines £27 19s. 6d. at 6d.
 From the same £71 5s.  at 6d.
Total [19 October – 12 December 1258] £1,058 8s. 9d.
Total of totals of this roll  £34,593 18s. 3d.

This extract illustrates several characteristics of the silver purchase rolls. The roll was written 
up after the event (hence the heading referring to beginning and end dates), presumably as a 
fair copy of notes of transactions made at the time. The exchanges did not work every day: 
entries seem to be grouped under scattered dates, sometimes with long gaps between them. 
The exchanges did not pay attention to Exchequer terms, and worked on Sundays and feast 
days: in 1268, there are entries dated Whit Sunday and Trinity Sunday. Individual transactions 
varied greatly in size, but were occasionally very large. The rate charged varied, but was most 
frequently 6d. in the pound. And many of the sellers were from overseas, particularly from 
Flanders and Brabant. A closer study of these rolls can provide more detail about each of 
these four topics – the timing of transactions, the amounts sold, the amounts charged, and the 
identity of the sellers.

The total amount of silver exchanged during this period is also worth noting, because it 
matches exactly the fi gure for mint output in the audited accounts recorded in the pipe roll for 
1258:5

Account of the exchange of London and Canterbury . . . 
William of Gloucester for the king and Henry of Wroxhull for Richard king of the Romans, the king’s brother, 
. . . account for £540 10s. 7½d. from the issues (de exitu) of the exchange of Canterbury, excluding the share 
belonging to the archbishop, namely from £34,593 18s. 3d. minted (fabricatis) there from the morrow of St 
Dionysius year 41 [10 October 1257] to the Thursday next before the feast of St Lucia year 43 [12 December 
1258], inclusive.

The same fi gure of ‘£34,593 18s. 3d. bought in the Canterbury exchange’ also appears in a 
brief statement of William of Gloucester’s account.6 Three documents thus confi rm that the 
amount of silver bought equalled the amount of coinage produced. This implies that in both 
contexts the amount is being measured in terms of weight, not face value; coins were produced 
at the rate of 242 pennies from each pound weight of silver.7 It also implies that the fi gures relate 
to silver of a single standard fi neness, suitable for minting. Those purchases of silver that was 
less pure, indicated by a greater charge for minting shown on the roll of purchases, must have 
been adjusted to their equivalent at standard fi neness, before being recorded.

The rolls are concerned only with silver; Henry III’s attempt to launch a gold coinage in the 
1250s was a failure.8 For all practical purposes, the coinage of England was made of silver, 
and for the most part it consisted of silver pennies. An attempt to introduce round silver half-
pennies and farthings in 1222 seems to have made little impact; despite a proclamation that 
only round halfpennies and farthings should be used, people continued to use pennies which 
had been cut into halves or quarters.9 It was consistently government policy to insist that only 

 5 TNA: PRO, E 372/102 rot. 14.
 6 TNA: PRO, E 101/288/4.
 7 This is made explicit in 1258 in the description of the increment applied to the king’s revenue from the exchanges: TNA: 
PRO, E 159/32 m. 6 and E 368/34 m. 5. Coins may have been lighter before 1247, produced at 246d. per pound weight: Allen 
2005a, 232.
 8 Carpenter 1996. 
 9 Dies for production of round halfpennies and farthings were issued in 1222: TNA: PRO, E 368/4 m. 5d, and (less legibly) 
E 159/5 m. 1d. Sheriffs were ordered to proclaim that only round coins should be used: Hardy 1833–44, I, 516. The penny cut into 
quarters was referred to as a ‘triangular farthing’ in 1279 (quadrante trigono in rotundum permutato): Gransden 1964, 70. 
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English coins be used, with a minor exception for Scottish coins if  they conformed to English 
quality standards.10 There was also an attempt to impose a standard quality for silver: in 1238, 
the mayor and sheriffs of London were told to ensure that no goldsmith worked with silver 
that was not worth the same as the king’s money.11 

Those who brought silver to sell at the exchanges had to pay the king’s seigniorage of 6d. in 
the pound, and mintage charges which varied from 6d. in the pound upwards, according to the 
quality of the silver. They received in return English silver pennies. From time to time the 
English government assured foreign merchants that they would be welcome to bring silver to 
England, and exchange it: for example, in 1232, after Henry’s military expedition to Brittany; 
in September and October 1265, after the battle of Evesham; and in June and July 1267, after 
the earl of Gloucester’s occupation of London. There were only a few places where such silver 
could be exchanged. In 1223, the authorities in Ypres, Arras, St Omer and Ghent were told 
that silver should only be exchanged in London and Canterbury, and the prohibition of 
exchange except at the king’s exchanges was repeated in 1232.12 In normal times, coin produc-
tion was limited to a royal mint in London, a mint in Canterbury shared by the king and the 
archbishop, and two minor ecclesiastical mints in Durham and Bury St Edmunds.13 There are 
lists of mint offi cials from 1217–18 and 1222 which mention Canterbury, London, Winchester, 
Bury St Edmunds and York,14 but any mint activity in Winchester or York seems not to have 
been recorded in government accounts. There was a brief  expansion of exchange activity in 
1247–50, when a change of design for the penny, and a general recoinage, were handled by a 
number of temporary mints and exchanges. That apart, the government accounts are concerned 
only with London and Canterbury.15

Only a few rolls of silver purchases survive from this period: fragmentary rolls from early in 
Henry III’s reign, and four more complete rolls from the 1250s and 1260s. The fragmentary 
rolls have been sewn together, but appear to come from three separate accounts.16 None of 
them has a heading, to indicate the period to which it refers. One also lacks a total, and 
although the purchases are dated by feast days in July and August, there is no indication of 
the year. It includes some sixty entries, not all of them complete or legible, and many remark-
ably unspecifi c, recording purchases from Henry, John or Otto, with no further identifi cation. 
It does include three purchases on the same day from Bartholomew de St Paul, who appears 
in the close roll in 1231, having some merchants’ wool seized and held in the Temple for a debt 
that they owed him.17 The other two fragments include totals, which match the output fi gures 
given in the keepers’ accounts recorded in the close roll.18 These totals show that one fragment 
is from the account for London, for June–July 1221, and the other from Canterbury, for the 
end of May 1222.

The London account from 1221 records at its foot a total of £1,836 purchased. Some fi fty 
entries are on this fragment, which add up to £1,526, so much of the original roll survives. 

 10 Scottish money forbidden, 1251: Close Rolls 1247–51, 549; king of Scotland requested to bring his coinage up to English 
standard, 1253: Close Rolls 1253–54, 2.
 11 Close Rolls 1237–42, 85.
 12 Patent Rolls 1216–25, 366. Patent Rolls 1225–32, 502. Calendar of Patent Rolls [henceforth CPR] 1258–66, 454, 459. CPR 
1266–72, 82, 87.
 13 The two ecclesiastical mints and exchanges were outside the royal auditing system; they left relatively few records, pro-
duced a small proportion of the coinage, and have had to be disregarded in the following account. See Allen 2001a, 117–8, and 
Eaglen 2006, 172–6. The Bury mint may have provided about 5 per cent of total output in 1240–47: Allen 2005b, 48. The Durham 
mint was only sporadically active, and was closed from about 1220 to 1253. Its output in the 1250s was only some £300–500 a 
year: Allen 2003, 4–5, 14, 51–2.
 14 TNA: PRO, E 159/1 m. 3; E 368/1 m. 5; E 368/4 m. 7d. Similarly, an announcement about the mint in 1218 was sent to 
offi cials in London, Winchester, Durham, York, and Bury St Edmunds: Patent rolls 1216–25, 138.
 15 For a brief  overview of the history of coinage in this period, see Eaglen 1992. Much of the information on mint output 
was summarized by Blunt and Brand 1970, table facing p. 64. There was also an exchange in Dublin in the early 1250s: Dykes 
1963. 
 16 The fragments, sewn together as TNA: PRO, E 101/288/7, are listed in the National Archives catalogue simply as ‘Imperfect 
mint accounts, temp. Henry III.’ Brand 1994, 39, related them to mint output in the 1220s. Membrane 1 is the undated account; 
membrane 2 the Canterbury account; and membranes 3–4 the London account.
 17 Close rolls 1227–31, 540.
 18 Hardy 1833–44, II, 69b–70. There are less detailed fi gures in the exchange account for 1220–22 in the 1224 pipe roll: Amt 
2005, 88.
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There is one purchase of £5 from ‘A certain chaplain’, and another from ‘Two Flemings’, but 
otherwise most names are given in full. Toponyms may indicate the origins of some of those 
selling silver: Norwich, Lille, Ghent, Arras, Nicholas the Dane, and seven sellers from 
‘Valecines’ (perhaps Valenciennes). There are at least two sellers who can be identifi ed as mer-
chants: Peter de Laventone, recorded elsewhere as a citizen of Winchester, who had grain on 
board a ship at Winchelsea;19 and the memorably named Peter Cucu, recorded in 1224 as a 
merchant of Cahors, licensed to come and exchange at London.20 The 1222 Canterbury 
account is a much smaller fraction of the original roll, listing only thirty transactions, total-
ling £1,161, compared to the total at the foot of the roll of £5,392. There are sellers with 
names connecting them to London, Cologne, Ghent, Liège and Douai, and a Scot, Andrew 
de Scottia. 

Because the fragments are incomplete, it is diffi cult to draw many conclusions from them 
about the operations of the exchanges in the 1220s. However, it is notable that the charges 
imposed by the exchanges, where they are legible, are very varied, from 6d. to 22d. in the 
pound. In the London roll, the average charge is 13.5d. in the pound. The largest single trans-
action is for £204, but many are much smaller, down to £2 12s. The average transaction in 
Canterbury is £39, in London £32. It may only be a coincidence that all the fragments relate 
to the summer months, but the keepers’ accounts for 1220–22 clearly show that the bulk of the 
exchanges’ business was conducted during the summer, and that Canterbury was much busier 
than London (see Figure 1).

The other surviving rolls of silver purchases from Henry III’s reign are from a much later 
period. They are also much fuller, and we will henceforth be concerned only with these later 
rolls. Two rolls from the Canterbury exchange, for October 1257 to December 1258, and for 
January 1262 to January 1263, are complete and legible throughout.21 Their totals for silver 
purchases match the pipe roll output fi gures for those periods. A roll for the London exchange, 
from January 1262 to January 1263, is damaged in parts, with a section of membrane with 
entries for June 1262 completely missing; the end of the roll, with the fi nal total, is in good 

 19 Hardy 1833–44, II, 161b.
 20 Patent rolls 1216–25, 448, 535.
 21 TNA: PRO, E 101/288/3 and E 101/288/5, respectively.
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condition, and also matches the pipe roll total.22 The other roll from London originally covered 
the period from July 1266 to December 1270, but its fi nal membranes are missing. Entries now 
survive in a more or less legible state up to May 1269, but there is no total fi gure on the roll.23

Silver purchases obviously only happened when somebody brought silver to the exchanges 
to sell: ‘No matter what the needs of the king, or of the country at large, medieval English 
mints could not strike coin unless bullion was brought to them.’24 This did not happen every 
day, but there are often runs of several days’ activity, then periods of weeks in which nothing 
happened. In each of the rolls of purchases, a similar pattern emerges, which can be seen most 
clearly in the one roll covering more than one year, that for 1266–69. As shown in Figure 2, 
silver purchasing is most active in the spring and summer, and dies away in the winter months, 
just as was the case in the 1220s. This could simply refl ect the diffi culties of travel in winter, 
but it could also be linked to the annual rhythm of the wool trade. Sheep were sheared in the 
late spring and early summer, and the wool was sold as soon as possible, because it was prone 
to relatively rapid deterioration.25 Wool sales are also linked to the fairs at Stamford and Boston 
(St Botolph’s Fair, held between 11 June and 24 August).26 ‘The wool-trading year, dictated as 
it was by the early-summer shearing season, appears to have been geared to midsummer and 
its aftermath, for by far the most common date for delivery is the quindene of the Nativity of 
St John the Baptist on 8–9 July each year.’27

This pattern would be consistent with the record of silver purchases. At fi rst sight, 1267 
appears to be an exception, with silver purchases starting later in the year than in other years 

 22 TNA: PRO, E 101/288/6. There are about seven incomplete entries in January 1262, thirty in February and March, and an 
unknown number in June, where a section of the roll has been lost. There are reasonably full data for some £20,800 purchases, 
out of a recorded total £26,163 for the whole roll. The corresponding exchange accounts appear in these pipe rolls: 1257–58 
account in TNA: PRO, E 372/102 rot. 14; 1262–63 account in E 372/106 rot. 21; 1266–70 account in E 372/114 rot. 19.
 23 TNA: PRO, E 101/698/41. This is the roll recorded by Ruding 1840, I, 65, which Blunt and Brand 1970 (table facing p. 64, 
n.1) were unable to trace.
 24 Mayhew 1992, 130.
 25 Bell, Brooks and Dryburgh 2007, 41, 49.
 26 Letters, Online Gazetteer of Markets and Fairs in England and Wales to 1516: Lincolnshire.
 27 Bell, Brooks and Dryburgh 2007, 57–8.
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– indeed, there are no purchases at all in London between 1 February and 4 July 1267. However, 
there could be a simple explanation for this. Gilbert de Clare, earl of Gloucester, rebelled and 
occupied London between April and June 1267.28 The memoranda rolls record that the 
Exchequer was vacant during Easter and Trinity terms of that year, up to 22 June 1267, ‘on 
account of the disturbance happening in the kingdom through the earl of Gloucester.’29 It 
seems likely that the London exchange was shut too.

When the exchanges were open, they bought silver in amounts ranging from 40d.30 (although 
such a small quantity is unusual) to several hundred pounds; the largest single entry in these 
rolls is for nearly £1,000.31 In just one week in 1262, the London exchange purchased £3,169, 
including £1,040 from a single seller, Peter Berard.32 The average transaction size over all four 
rolls from the 1250s and 1260s is £66, much higher than in the 1220s. To put such sales in 
context, £66 is a large sum at a time when £20 a year was enough for a knight, and a labourer 
might be paid 1d. or 1½d. a day. Sums reckoned in thousands of pounds are enormous – 
Richard of Cornwall, rich enough to buy the title of king of the Romans, had estates worth 
£5,000 to £6,000 a year; around 1300, most baronial incomes were in the range of £200 to £500 
a year.33 A merchant like Berard was thus able to command sums in cash which most members 
of the nobility would have envied. 

Some of the transactions at the exchanges would also be large in physical terms. John Brand 
calculated that thirteenth-century English coin worth £145 would weigh a modern hundred-
weight.34 Each of these rolls includes a number of entries for purchases which must have 
involved the delivery of several hundredweights of silver, to be taken away as hundredweights 
of pennies – in the exceptionally busy week in 1262 mentioned above, over a tonne of coins 
had to be carted away from the London exchange.35

These coins were made of silver of a set degree of fi neness. The silver which the sellers 
brought naturally varied considerably from this standard, and the rate they were charged 
refl ected this. The silver purchase rolls show the rate charged against each transaction, usually 
6d., but occasionally going as high as 3s. Such high rates are exceptional. Over all four rolls, 
88 per cent (by value) of all purchases are charged 6d. C.E. Challis showed how the rate 
charged was linked to the fi neness of the silver purchased; the small proportion charged more 
than 6d. fell short of the standard for coinage; and any silver above the standard was still 
charged 6d., with the keeper of the exchange pocketing the difference.36 There is some differ-
ence between the four surviving rolls, in terms of the proportion of purchases charged at the 
standard rate, which ranges from 79 to 94 per cent by value, but in the absence of further 
information it is hard to tell what this might signify in terms of the types of silver being 
brought to the exchanges. It is notable that charges were much more varied, and higher, in the 
1220s. If  the rolls show the weight of silver bought after it had been adjusted to the standard 
fi neness, this would explain why there are sometimes two sales by the same seller on the same 
day, as in the example above for Henry of Malines; these two batches of silver might actually 
have been of different qualities, but only the adjusted weight is shown. The rolls themselves show 
no signs of this information being used – there are no attempts to total the amounts charged 
at each rate, as there are in later rolls.37

 28 Stapleton 1846, 90–95.
 29 TNA: PRO, E 159/41 m. 6d, and E 368/41 m. 7d.
 30 ‘De Galfrido Speciario’ [from Geoffrey the grocer], TNA: PRO, E 101/288/6, m. 1.
 31 John le Parchemyner and others, £998 13s. 4d., 6 Nov. 1268: TNA: PRO, E 101/698/41 m. 9.
 32 Week ending Friday 21 April 1262, TNA: PRO, E 101/288/6, m. 1–2.
 33 Denholm-Young 1947, 163; Dyer 1998, 29.
 34 Brand 1994, 8. 
 35 In other terms: the exchange bought £3,169 of silver by weight in that week; if  the mint struck 242 coins per pound weight, 
that would mean producing nearly 767,000 coins; if  each penny weighed 1.446 g (Lyon 2006, 231), then they must have weighed 
1.1 tonnes.
 36 Challis 1988, 83.
 37 For example, TNA: PRO, E 101/288/9, the roll of purchases for 1280–83. The periodic totals within the roll include 
attempts to add up the amounts charged at different rates; these sums have been checked, and marked as true or false.
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The rolls of purchases from the 1250s and 1260s provide a long list of names of sellers. 
There are 1,848 transactions recorded, for which both name and amount are more or less 
completely legible, totalling £122,733. In these transactions, 710 different names appear. 
Obviously, many names appear once only, and remain names and nothing more. But just from 
the names, some interesting facts emerge. 

There are no women. This is not a statement of the obvious: a few women were involved in 
trade at this time, and took part in international commerce. In the list of some 400 licences to 
export wool from England issued in 1271, three women’s names appear.38 One woman, ‘Dame 
Denise de Pevenesee’, claimed compensation for wool and cheeses seized in Bruges during the 
trade dispute with Flanders in the early 1270s.39 But such women are not noted as exchanging 
silver.

There is only one seller stated to be a Jew, Peter the Jew (De Petro Judeo) who sold £5.40 In 
1266, there is a entry stating that the constable of the Tower and Hagyn the Jew brought silver 
to the London exchange on behalf  of several merchants.41 That apart, there are no entries 
with distinctively Jewish names, which is striking for a time when the Jewish community was 
particularly associated with money-lending, and other records generally identify Jews by 
describing them as such.

There are four clerical sellers, each appearing once only, for relatively small amounts: the 
abbot of Woburn, the prior of Thurgarton, and two men given the title Magister, Simon de 
Bangrum and Thomas de Rumenal.

Many sellers have names referring to places. Although such toponyms do not necessarily 
indicate where the seller was based, they are at least indicative of an association with that 
place. Glancing through the list of names, it is clear that the most common toponyms are from 
Flanders (Ghent, Cassel, Ypres, Bruges), Brabant (Malines, Léau,42 Louvain, Brussels), north-
ern France (St Omer), and of course England (St Ives, York, London, Andover, Basingstoke, 
Wimbledon, Ludlow and many more). There are a few sellers from further afi eld, such as Dax 
in Gascony, Cologne and Hamburg, and some identifi ed by country rather than town: Henry 
the Scot, John the Dane, Henry the German. It is notable that only one toponym appears to 
be Italian, Reginald de Florencia. The names alone do not provide suffi cient information for 
a defi nitive statement about the origins of the silver exchanged; in the Canterbury roll of pur-
chases for 1257–58, for example, more than half  the silver was sold by men whose names were 
not toponyms. Nevertheless, it may be worth mentioning that the place-names on this roll 
associated with the largest amounts of silver were twenty-one sellers from Malines, £3,377; ten 
sellers from Léau, £3,360; and nine sellers from Ghent, £2,148.43

That much is derived from the names alone. It is possible to go further, to check whether 
these names crop up in some of the obvious records where merchants might be found (bearing 
in mind the obvious problems of variable spelling, and in most cases the lack of any informa-
tion other than the bare name). Of our list of 710 names, forty-one appear among the 400 
licences granted for wool exports in 1271.44 Perhaps eighteen names can be identifi ed among 

 38 CPR 1266–72: Margaret Baudan, 595; Beatrice de Sancto Omero and Maud le Fruter (licences for their servants), 561.
 39 Bowers 1983, 165.
 40 TNA: PRO, E 101/288/6 m. 1.
 41 TNA: PRO, E 101/698/41 m. 1.
 42 Or Zoutleeuw, formerly known as Leeuw. This appears in the rolls as ‘Lewes’, but it seems more likely to refer to the town 
in Brabant, rather than the one in Sussex. Both John and Henry de Lewe are identifi ed as merchants of Brabant – see the table 
of silver sellers below.
 43 TNA: PRO, E 101/288/3. These fi gures should be compared with the total of £34,594 for that roll. It is diffi cult to reconcile 
these fi gures with those given in Fryde 1984, 20 and 24–5. Her total for the year to 9 October 1258 is £13,805 on p. 20; this is 
presumably a misprint, as she has £33,805 on p. 24, but the fi gure on the roll for that period is £33,535. There are also problems 
with her fi gures for receipts from the exchanges. The same roll was used by Kunze 1891, 3 n.2, mistakenly attributed to London 
rather than Canterbury, to list several towns from which sellers came. Kunze’s footnote was read by Spufford 1988, 140, as meaning 
that there were purchases from ‘ten foreigners’ in London in 1257–58 and from ‘ten merchants from the southern Low Countries’ 
in 1266–69, rather than the much larger numbers actually recorded on those rolls.
 44 During the trade dispute with Flanders, merchants were granted permission to export wool so long as they swore not to 
take wool or other goods to Flanders. CPR 1266–72, 593–5, 553–66.
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those claiming compensation or otherwise involved in the seizure of English merchants’ goods 
in Flanders in the early 1270s.45 Two names can be found in the surviving advance contracts 
for wool sales.46 And there are many references scattered through the English offi cial records 
of the period.

Although it would clearly be impossible to track down all the references to all 710 names, I 
have looked for mentions of the twenty-fi ve leading sellers of silver in the indexes of the 
printed English government records covering the period 1250–80 (charter, close, fi ne, liberate 
and patent rolls, plus the City of London letter-books). The rather disappointing results are 
shown in Table 1. As one might expect, there are plenty of references to Nicholas of Ludlow, 
‘probably the most famous English merchant of the day’,47 and to Peter Berard or Beraud of 
Cahors, involved in the wool and wine trades and in lending money to the king’s son. But it is 
striking that there are no mentions in the printed records of the name Swynnard or Swynard, 
when John, Philip and Baldwin are among the most important sellers. However, such informa-
tion as can be found confi rms that the silver sellers are merchants, involved in the wool and 
cloth trades, with interests particularly in London, Brabant and Gascony. As the silver 
 purchase rolls all date from the 1250s and 1260s, they fall before the period of the trade 
 dispute with Flanders, and before the ‘Italian hegemony’ of the 1270s and later.48

At most times (except during the brief  periods when all the coins in the country were called 
in for recoinage), the exchanges depended on these merchants to provide silver. Peter Spufford 
pointed out that England had only ‘derisorily small’ silver mines, but was able to ship out large 
quantities of silver four times in a century. This was only possible thanks to a positive trade 
balance.49 Similarly, David L. Farmer wrote: ‘For most of the thirteenth century, wool exports, 
revenues from Gascony, and seigniorage dues paid by continental merchants keen to exchange 
their silver for a currency more stable than their own, continued to increase the quantity of 
bullion in England.’50 In sum, ‘Throughout the thirteenth century, England was awash with 
silver.’51 

England was not a closed system. As David Farmer noted in the quotation above, English 
pennies may themselves have been a desirable commodity. English money was used in France, 
to such an extent that between 1262 and 1265 Louis IX made repeated attempts to ban it, 
including an order to his subjects to swear not to accept sterlings in any transaction.52 The 
export of English coins must have been a major factor in the disappearance of a large propor-
tion of the coinage produced (given that the recoinage of 1247–50 produced some £580,000; 
the exchanges produced over £1 million between 1250 and 1279; and the face value of  the 
currency in circulation at the start of the 1279 recoinage was some £500–800,000).53

English coins were widely used in continental Europe, and sterling became a standard for 
silver in Mediterranean trade.54 But the bulk of the silver must have come to England in order 
to purchase English goods. Despite the diffi culties and dangers of transporting heavy coins 
and ingots, merchants brought silver to Canterbury and London, primarily to buy English 
wool. Merchants also imported cloth, wine and luxury items into England, but evidently not 
in quantities suffi cient to balance its wool exports. 

 45 Bowers 1983.
 46 Bell, Brooks and Dryburgh 2007: Peter Beraud/Berard, no. 9; Thomas de Basing, no. 23. Contracts in full in Bell, Brooks 
and Dryburgh 2006.
 47 Power 1941, 59. Some information in the biography of his son Lawrence (Summerson 2008).
 48 Lloyd 1977, 60–98.
 49 Spufford 1988, 390–1. Similarly, Mayhew 2004, 72.
 50 Farmer 1988, 724.
 51 Metcalf  1977, 6.
 52 Michaud-Quantin 1962. French theologians found that there was no theological reason for withdrawing sterlings, and the 
force of public opinion made Louis change course, and issue a new order withdrawing legal value from such coins over a longer 
period. See also Le Goff 1996, 250–1, 667–9. According to Matthew Paris, Louis also banned the use of clipped sterlings in 1247: 
Luard 1872–83, IV, 608, 632. 
 53 Allen 2001b, 600–2; Martin Allen, personal communication. Similarly, Archibald 1977, 184, estimated that over £1 million 
of the Long Cross coinage was lost to currency before 1279.
 54 Allen 2004, 36; Spufford 1988, 141, 160–1, 218–19.
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Figure 3 shows that the surviving rolls of silver purchases cover only a fraction of Henry 
III’s reign. The incomplete early rolls fall in the years of Henry’s minority, when the country 
was still recovering from civil war and subject to instability and threatened rebellion. The later 
rolls all come after the peak in mint activity produced by the recoinage of 1247–50. The 
Canterbury fi gures for 1257–58, from the period when the revenue of the exchanges was shared 
by the king and his brother, Richard of Cornwall, cover the outbreak of the baronial reform 
movement. The London and Canterbury purchase rolls of 1262–63 come from the time when 
Henry was attempting to recover control from the barons, but before the marked drop in 
activity in 1264–65, between the battles of Lewes and Evesham, when Simon de Montfort had 
seized power. The last fi gures, from 1266–69, are from the years of recovery after the fall of de 
Montfort, still subject to disorder and disruption, such as the earl of Gloucester’s occupation 
of London. They stop just before the serious drop in activity which marked the trade war with 
Flanders, and continued into the early years of the reign of Edward I.

There is no way of knowing how far the information we have was affected by such political 
events. Nevertheless, these few surviving rolls confi rm that England had a thriving export 
trade, attracting silver from abroad even in disturbed times. Without this trade, there would 
have been no silver with which to produce the pennies, and incidentally to contribute to the 
fi nances of an always hard-pressed king.

TABLE 1. Leading silver sellers in the 1250s and 1260s

Name Sales (£) Information

John Swynnard 5,414 
Nicholas de Lodelawe 3,111  Merchant of Shrewsbury (Lloyd 1977, 55). Burgess of Shrewsbury 

1265 (Calendar of Charter Rolls 1257–1300, 54). 1272 wool export 
licence (CPR 1266–72, 686, 692). Merchant of Shrewsbury (CPR 
1272–81, 24 and many other references). King’s merchant, court 
Christian to stop a case regarding his goods (Calendar of Close Rolls 
1272–78, 243). Claim for wool seized in Bruges (Bowers 1983, 164).

John de Lewes 2,375 ? John de Lewe, merchant of Brabant (CPR 1272–81, 23).
Baldwin Swynnard 1,976 
William de Denes 1,639 

Source: Exchange accounts in pipe rolls
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Name Sales (£) Information

Philip Swynnard 1,261 
Henry de Malines 1,230 Merchant of Brabant, 1273 export licence (CPR 1272–81, 19, 36).
John de Lokere 1,186 
John le Parchemyner 1,131  Citizen of London (CPR 1266–72, 594). Servant of merchant of 

Louvain, 1271 wool export licence; merchant of Louvain, 1272 
wool export licence (CPR 1266–72, 562, 704). Merchant of 
Louvain (CPR 1272–81, 14, 22).

Peter Beraud 1,107  Of Cahors, granted Jewry for loan to Edward (CPR 1258–66, 70, 
263). Merchant of Edward the king’s son; citizen and merchant of 
Cahors, loaned money to Edward; king of France’s merchant of 
Cahors, 1271 wool export licence (CPR 1266–72, 172, 463, 556). 
Merchant of Cahors (Bell, Brooks and Dryburgh 2007, 9; Lloyd 
1977, 46). Owes 50 marks, which can be taken from his goods and 
merchandise in Lincs. or elsewhere (Close Rolls 1268–72, 244). 
Merchant of La Rochelle, wine taken at Southampton (Calendar of 
Liberate Rolls 1260–67, 203).

William de Gaunt 1,060 
Walter de St Yvo 1,049 Robbed of £90 in Herts. (Close Rolls 1253–54, 127).
Simon de Gaunt    989  Witness to charter regarding London property (Calendar of Charter 

Rolls 1226–57, 419). Citizen of London, owner of ship loaded with 
wool and other goods wrecked off  Yarmouth (Close Rolls 1254–56, 
446). Sometime citizen of London, king’s burgess and merchant 
(CPR 1258–66, 472, 605). Merchant of Ypres, king owes him money 
for cloth taken at fairs (CPR 1266–72, 398). Merchant of Ypres, 
cloths taken by wardrobe (Calendar of Liberate Rolls 1267–72, 914, 
930).

John de Malines    909  Merchant of Brabant, 1271 wool export licence (CPR 1266–72, 
595). Merchant (CPR 1272–81, 14)

Simon Brandekin    889 
Bernard de Gaunt    865 
Lambert de Monte    827 
Cley de Gaunt    817 
John de Eyse and Peter     813 Romeyn, letter of protection (CPR 1258–66, 452)
 le Romayn
Arnold de Centr’    782 
Henry de Lewes    761  ? Henry de Lewe, merchant of Brabant (CPR 1272–81, 23). ? Henry 

de Lewes, the king’s smith, granted a robe (Close Rolls 1259–61, 50)
Geoffrey Babbe    761  Letter of protection, merchant of Cardiff  going to Ireland (CPR 

1272–81, 354)
Giles le Provost / Prepositus    739 Merchant of Liège, 1272 wool export licence (CPR 1266–72, 704)
Walter de Malines    709 Merchant of Malines (CPR 1272–81, 19, 23)
Simon de Malines    700  Merchant of Brabant, 1271 wool export licence (CPR 1266–72, 

595)
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CHECKING THE CURRENT COINS 1344–1422 

NORMAN BIGGS

IN 1420 the English gold coinage was in a sorry state. It was less than ten years since a com-
pletely new issue of light nobles had been initiated, but the circulating coins were already worn 
and clipped, and the bullion price of gold had risen above the nominal value of the coins. The 
mercantile interest of the nation was at that time well-represented in Parliament, and there 
were demands for action.1 As a result a programme of renewal was established, part of which 
was the supplying by the Mint of coin-weights intended for checking the noble, half-noble, and 
quarter-noble. These weights were round, made of  copper-alloy, and they were punched with 
a crown and a fl eur-de-lis (Fig. 1). Until recently examples of  these weights were very rare, 
but nowadays they turn up quite regularly, and they can be seen on the Portable Antiquities 
website, and eBay. All the evidence suggests that they were widely used for about half a century.

This article is concerned with the events that culminated in the issue of the crown-and-lis 
weights. We shall describe the fourteenth century context for weighing and weight-standards, 
and the complex relationship between weight and money at that time. We shall see how the 
resulting problems led to the establishment of procedures for regulating weights and coinage, 
and try to interpret contemporary documents in that light. The artefactual evidence is pro-
vided by coin weights and trade weights, as well as the coins themselves – silver and gold, native 
and foreign. Together with the documentary evidence, this material is beginning to form part 
of a coherent story. As will be seen, some of the details differ signifi cantly from the suggestions 
put forward by Connor in his seminal work in 1987.2 

1. Background on weighing

In modern scientifi c terms the weight of an object is the gravitational force exerted on it by the 
earth. It can therefore be used as a measure of the mass of  the object, that is, the quantity of 
matter that it contains.

It must be remembered that this way of thinking was unknown in the middle ages. For most 
people the act of weighing was a mystery, no more capable of rational explanation than the 

 Acknowledgements. I am grateful to Stewart Lyon for his careful and informed comments on a draft of this paper. Helpful 
comments were also supplied by Martin Allen, Jim Bolton, Andrew Crawforth, Ritzo Holtman, Elina Screen, and Paul and 
Bente Withers. 
 1 Stewartby 2009, 271.
 2 Connor 1987.

Fig. 1. Coin weights issued by the mint from 1422 onwards (twice actual size) (private collection).
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causes of  the Black Death. Some medieval thinkers, such as Jordanus de Nemore in the thir-
teenth century, grappled with the fundamental ideas, but their conceptual systems were 
inconsistent and incomplete.3 In commerce, even those who were literate were apt to confuse 
the quantity being measured with the mechanics of  the apparatus being used.

Examples of this confusion are found in the frequent references to the term ‘auncel weight’ 
in the fourteenth and fi fteenth centuries.4 At fi rst sight it might be thought that auncel weight 
was a system of units for measuring weight. But in fact it referred to the measurement of 
weight by instruments based on levers with unequal arms: we would call them steelyards or 
bismars. The theory of the lever had been understood since antiquity, but as a practical tool 
for weighing it had several drawbacks. The characteristics of each auncel were different, and 
so each one had to be calibrated individually. This meant that the buyer’s only means of 
checking the seller’s instrument was to use another instrument; if  that gave a different answer, 
there was no easy way of resolving the matter. For this reason there were repeated attempts to 
ban auncel weight, in favour of weighing by means of a balance with equal arms.

In contrast to the auncel, the equal-arm balance is simple in theory and, on the face of it, 
easy to explain. Everyone understands that the beam will come to rest in the horizontal posi-
tion only if  the loads on the arms are the same. In particular, the correctness of the instrument 
can be checked by testing it in the unloaded state. When one of the loads is a group of ‘weights’ 
(objects with known mass), the mass of the other load can be measured. However, there are 
opportunities for fraud even with this simple apparatus, as can be seen in a contemporary 
caricature of a German merchant, published in Professor Spufford’s splendid book.5 From the 
metrological point of view, the most remarkable feature is not the merchant’s matchstick legs, 
but rather his elongated middle fi nger, which has plainly been over-used for the purpose of 
upsetting the true working of his balance. If  the merchant placed a coin in one of the scales, 
a weight in the other, and showed that the beam was not horizontal then many people would 
simply accept his assertion that the coin was not of the correct weight. The fact that such a 
crude deceit was possible suggests that few people had any real understanding of the mechanical 
principles involved in equal-arm weighing.

When the citizens of London petitioned for improvements in the practice of weighing in 
1256, they pointed out that gold and silver were always weighed per medium clavum, and neque 
trahens ad pondere neque aurum sive argentum.6 The fi rst phrase appears to mean that the beam 
should have the fulcrum in the middle, so that the arms were equal. The second suggests that 
the beam should come to rest inclining neither towards the weight (counterpoise) nor the 
gold/silver – that is, in the horizontal position. Indeed it is clear, from artefacts and documents 
going back to antiquity, that equal-arm beams were generally used for the precise weighing of 
valuable objects. Sadly, surviving examples are relatively scarce (in comparison with weights), 
probably because the balances were small and easily damaged. 

 3 Moody and Claggett 1960. 
 4 Connor 1987, 123–30.
 5 Spufford 2002, 7.
 6 Stapleton 1846, 25.

Fig. 2.  Folding balance for weighing coins, as used in the fourteenth century (0.9 � actual size) (private collection).
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One type of equal-arm balance that is found throughout northern Europe is the small beam 
with folding arms, as shown in Fig. 2.7 Several have been found in England, including an 
example from Roche Abbey in Yorkshire which was accompanied by two late fi fteenth century 
coin-weights.8 So we can be fairly confi dent that folding balances were known and used for 
weighing gold and silver in later medieval England. Other types of balance were also used, but 
very few have survived, possibly because beams that were made of iron have rusted away.

Measuring the mass of an object with an equal-arm balance requires a set of weights. The 
weights must be graduated according to some known standard and, ideally, there should be 
some visible indication of their trustworthiness. In the Roman and Islamic empires several 
methods of achieving this aim were employed, but in England the fi rst signifi cant step towards 
issuing weights marked with a sign of authority did not occur until the thirteenth century. In 
fact the objects concerned were not true weights, but rather poises for use with a steelyard, or 
auncel, as discussed above. They were globular, with a copper-alloy casing fi lled with lead, and 
they were decorated with a number of shields of arms (Fig. 3). The fi rst attempt to give a sys-
tematic account of them was made by Dru Drury in 1926.9 On the basis of the heraldry, he 
suggested a connection with Richard, Earl of Cornwall, the younger brother of Henry III and 
a man of many parts, among them the administration of the coinage from 1247 until 1259. 
Numerous isolated fi nds of these objects were reported in the archaeological literature after 
Drury’s article appeared, but many different shields of arms were found, and the picture 
became confused.

A signifi cant advance was the result of metallurgical analysis undertaken by Brownsword 
and Pitt in 1983.10 They found that the more elaborate examples (which they called Type A) 
were all made from copper-alloy that has a high zinc content, and was not common in England 
at that time. Furthermore, these examples all display at least three of the four shields in the 
following list.

1. The three lions (leopards) of England.
2. A rampant lion, the emblem of Richard as Count of Poitou.
3.  A double-headed eagle, the device of the Hanseatic merchants, with whom Richard had a 

close relationship.
4. A rampant lion in a border of bezants, the emblem of Richard as Earl of Cornwall.

 7 Steuer 1997.
 8 Rigold 1978.
 9 Dru Drury 1926.
 10 Brownsword and Pitt 1983.

Fig. 3. A thirteenth-century steelyard weight, with four shields (actual size) (after Dru Drury 1926, Pl. IV).
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The remaining examples (Type B) were made from a leaded-bronze alloy with a low zinc 
content, and were decorated with a variety of shields, some of them quite nondescript.

On the basis of this dichotomy, we can make some reasonable deductions about these auncel 
weights. The fi rst group (Type A) were produced by the specifi c authority of Richard of 
Cornwall, at some point in the period from about 1250 until his death in 1272. They were 
intended to further his ambitions by supporting the interests of the Hanseatic merchants and, 
by association, the use of the auncel as a means of weighing. Richard’s aims were partly suc-
cessful, because he became king of the Romans (Germans) in 1257, and the Hansards subse-
quently acquired important privileges for their operations in England.11 But auncel weight 
was never generally accepted, and it remained a subject of controversy for many years. The 
Type B imitations of Richard’s weights were produced in this later period.

The relevance of this episode is that when sets of weights intended for use with an equal-
arm beam were introduced, they adopted some of the features of Richard’s weights. The 
weights themselves were shaped like shields, a feature that is only found in England. They were 
decorated with heraldic emblems, including those that appear on the auncel weights, but with 
the signifi cant exception of the Hanseatic device. Two examples decorated with the arms of 
England are shown in Fig. 4.

The weight on the left is made of lead, and the one on the right is made of bronze. Bronze 
examples are very rare, but their existence tends to confi rm that the weights had some offi cial 
status. Weights of this type occur in various sizes: the two illustrated here represent one-half  
of a ‘commercial pound’. They were clearly intended for weighing heavy goods, rather than 
money, but their precise metrological signifi cance is beset by the diffi culties that will be discussed 
in the rest of this paper.

Several other quasi-offi cial designs are known. The main ones (Fig. 5) are the lion rampant, 
the quartered arms of England introduced in 1340, and the crown and lis (as on the coin-
weights of 1422). Many unoffi cial types are also found, some of them with very simple and 
nondescript designs. Indeed, in some regions shield-shaped weights seem to have continued in 

 11 Nightingale 1995, 87.

Fig. 4. Weights bearing the arms of England: probably fourteenth century (actual size) (private collection).
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use until the nineteenth century. Sadly, the only attempt to give a coherent account of the 
series is a very tentative one published about ten years ago.12 

Of course, the weights shown in Figs. 4 and 5 were not intended for weighing coins or bullion. 
They are, however, a pointer to the contemporary smaller objects that appear to have been 
intended for that purpose, and which will be described later. One of the aims of this paper is to 
provide a framework for the identifi cation of these objects, while avoiding as far as is possible 
the traditional fallacies of historical metrology (see Appendix 1).

A few more remarks are needed to complete the background. It is worth stressing that the act 
of weighing, on its own, is not suffi cient to establish that a coin is a true one. The coin must also 
be assayed to determine its fi neness, that is, the proportion of precious metal that it contains. 
Fortunately there are good reasons why the assaying process can be set aside for the purposes 
of the present study. One reason is that, throughout the period under review, the fi neness of 
English coins (unlike foreign ones) was not altered. 
Another reason is that assaying was only ever practised 
at the highest levels of fi nance, and was not part of 
everyday commercial life.

Finally, there are a few rather atypical objects that 
ought to be mentioned briefl y. A number of examples 
survive of a distinctive weighing device, which we now 
refer to (possibly incorrectly) as a ‘tumbrel’ (Fig. 6). It 
seems to have been intended for the simple purpose of 
distinguishing between a genuine silver penny and a 
false one, although more complex uses have been 
suggested. The weight-variations of the ‘genuine silver 
penny’ throughout the fourteenth century may explain 
why these devices are rare. At the time of  writing, 
fi fteen of them are listed on the Portable Antiquities 
website, and most of those are fragmentary. Other rele-
vant fi nds are the sets of nested cup-weights (Appendix 
2). They were clearly used for weighing small and pre-
cious objects, but it is convenient to defer discussion 
of  them until after the metrological framework has 
been considered.

 12 Biggs and Withers 2000.

Fig. 5. Weights with various quasi-offi cial designs (actual size) (private collection).

Fig. 6. Tumbrel used for checking a penny 
(private collection).
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2. Weight and money at the beginning of the fourteenth century

In order to identify the purpose for which a weight-object was used, one important clue is the 
object’s own weight. Unfortunately, the identifi cation of fourteenth-century English weight-
objects by this means is subject to almost all the complicating factors that one might imagine:

 There were several different systems of weight-standards.
 The systems changed in the course of the century.
 Artefacts are often in poor condition and not reliable evidence.
 Objects found in England may be ‘not English’.
 Documentary evidence is scarce, and rarely explicit.
 The leading authorities do not agree on the details.

In the face of such diffi culties, it may be wise to begin with a few basic remarks. Just as 
weight is a measure of quantity, so money (in one sense) is a measure of value. In this sense, 
the traditional money units

12 pence = 1 shilling,  20 shillings = 1 pound,

are just a notation for counting multiples. In isolation no one can say what it means for a thing 
to be worth one penny, only that twelve things each worth one penny are collectively worth 
one shilling, and twenty things each worth one shilling are worth one pound. Money in this 
sense is designated by the term money-of-account. A more substantial function of money, and 
the one that mainly concerns numismatists, is as a mechanism of exchange. Here money is 
represented by special objects, such as coins, that can be exchanged for other objects of all 
kinds. It is convenient to establish an identity between the money-of-account and the money-
of-exchange, and in medieval England this was achieved by the coin we call a penny.

However, the measure of value and the mechanism of exchange were not the only functions 
of money, even in medieval times. Not only was a penny-object exchangeable for a penny-
worth of goods, it was accepted in settlement of tax or rent, and thus it played a fundamental 
role in the social hierarchy. In particular, the dominant position of the king was made mani-
fest by the power to extract coins from his subjects, and that enabled him to pursue his own, 
usually warlike, purposes. This social function of money was the reason why the king and his 
ministers were constantly engaged in attempts to regulate the coinage.

In medieval monetary theory, a money-object like a penny was assumed to be a fi xed quan-
tity of a fi xed metal. This meant that there was a direct link between money and weight, because 
the weight of a penny was a measure of the quantity of silver in it, and hence determined its 
value. The idea had been the basis of monetary transactions in Mesopotamia, long before the 
introduction of coinage. But in thirteenth-century England the concepts of money and weight 
had become thoroughly confused, because another link had been established: the use of the 
money-object as a weight-object.

This second link arose from the need to provide an objective standard of  weight, and to 
make it widely available for comparison. Manuscripts on weights and measures dating from 
the eleventh to the thirteenth centuries mainly come from monastic sources, and most of  
them seem to be loosely based on the writings of  Isidore of  Seville (c.560–636). The problems 
of  providing a manual of  instruction for a large working monastery, using classical Latin 
terminology, gave rise to many questionable assertions. Attempts to translate these docu-
ments into modern English are fraught with diffi culty, and should be treated with caution. 
However it is clear that, in addition to tables of  relative units, expressed as multiples and 
subdivisions of  pounds or ounces, the manuscripts propose two methods of  establishing an 
absolute standard. One is to build the weight-system on naturally-occurring objects like 
grains of  cereal, or chick-peas; this method is theoretical rather than practical, and will be 
discussed more fully below. The second method is to give an equivalence between a weight-
unit and a common coin, which the older documents usually refer to by the vague term 
‘denarius’. In some thirteenth century English documents ‘denarius’ is replaced by ‘sterling’, 
the silver penny, 240 of  which made (in theory) a pound of silver. Thus it was possible to 
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regard the weight-object used for minting purposes, known to us as the Tower pound, as the 
reference for the weight-system.

This simple idea meant that the multiple units, such as shillings, could be used for weights 
as well as money. An example from the time of Henry II is an Assize of Bread that refers to 
loaves weighed in shillings.13 Other multiple-units, the Ounce and the Mark, derived from the 
Romans and Vikings respectively, were incorporated into the system, according to the rules:

12 ounces = 1 pound,  8 ounces = 1 mark,  20 pence = 1 ounce.

A good illustration of the contemporary orthodoxy is provided by some extracts from the 
Account Book of Beaulieu Abbey, dating from about 1270. For example, we read that . . . reddit 
compotum de .iij.d.ob de pullis venditis.14 This says that 3½ pennies were received for chickens 
sold; the pennies were real objects, money-of-exchange. On the next page we fi nd the penny 
used as a measure of value: . . . una libra piperis valet .vj.d. In other words, a pound of pepper 
is worth 6 pennies. No problems are created by the assumption that an accounting penny is 
identical with a penny-object, since the implication is that 6 penny-objects could be exchanged 
for the pepper. The problems arise when we look for a defi nition of the ‘pound of pepper’. 
Although the Beaulieu book is silent on this particular matter, the White Book of Peterborough 
Abbey, a similar manual written around the same time, fi lls the gap: En letuaris e confeciuns la 
liver est de xii uncis; en tutes autre choisis la li. est de xv uncis. La unce de tote chosis est de xx 
deners en peys.15 So there were two pounds, one of 12 ounces (= 20 shillings) and one of 15 
ounces (= 25 shillings). We can be fairly sure that the same rules operated at Beaulieu, because 
in the Table for the Forge we fi nd . . . viginti quinque solidi sterlingorum ponderant unam libram 
ferri . . .16 Thus iron was one of the autres chosis (other things), and one pound of it was equal 
in weight to 25 shillings in sterling pennies (300).

Clearly, the intention was that pennies should be used as standard weight-objects. 
Unfortunately a hint of circularity had crept into the system: the penny was a certain weight 
of silver, but weights were being measured in pennies. Possibly this was the reason why offi -
cialdom resorted to the alternative method (mentioned above) of formulating a basis for 
standards of weight. The Tractatus de Ponderibus et Mensuris is a quasi-offi cial declaration on 
the subject of weights and measures. It dates from around 1300, but much of the content is 
also found in earlier manuscripts. The document begins with a bold assertion: Per ordina-
tionem totius regni Angliae fuit mensuris domini Regis composita, videlicet, quod denarius 
Anglicanus qui vocatur sterlingus, rotundus et sine tonsura, ponderabit triginta duo grana frum-
menti, in medio spice.17 Some commentators translate the word ordinationem as ‘consent’, 
which makes it sound suspiciously like what we now call spin: we all agree that a penny is 32 
grains, don’t we? Even if  the translation is ‘ordinance’, it still looks like an attempt to justify 
the existing situation by means of a bogus theory. The mass of a sterling penny was originally 
determined by the fact that 240 of them were equal in weight to the standard Tower pound. 
Obviously it was not possible to provide every citizen with copies of the Tower pound, and 
other methods of  verifying the weight of  a penny, such as the tumbrel (Fig. 6), were unreli-
able. Thus recourse was had to a legal fi ction. Using the names of seeds for small weight-units 
had been common practice since ancient times, and it is no surprise that the word ‘grain’ was 
used to denote a small unit of weight in England. But that grain-unit was 1/24th of a penny-
unit, not 1/32nd. This problem was fudged in the Tractatus by the use of the words grana 
frummenti (grain of  wheat), allowing the interpretation that the other grain was in fact a 

 13 Connor 1987, 194–6.
 14 Hockey 1975, 246.
 15 Hall and Nicholas 1929, 11: ‘In drugs and spices the pound is 12 ounces; in all other things it is 15 ounces. The ounce of 
every thing is 20 pence in weight.’
 16 Hockey 1975, 263: ‘25 shillings in sterlings weigh one pound of iron’.
 17 Hall and Nicholas 1929, 9: ‘By ordinance for the whole realm of England the measures of the lord King are determined, 
thus, that the English penny, called a sterling, round and without clipping, should weigh 32 grains of wheat from the middle of 
the ear.’ 
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grain of  barley. But, in the English context at least, it is hard to take seriously the suggestion 
that weight-standards could be constructed and replicated by using tiny seeds. That would be 
analogous to theological speculation about angels on pinheads.

Even if  it had been consistent, the thirteenth century money-and-weight system was inher-
ently unstable, and by the end of the century it had begun to wobble. The main reason was 
that more than 240 pennies were being minted from each Tower pound of silver. It is thought 
that a slight increase had long been allowed,18 and the indenture of 1279 states clearly that the 
number should be 243.19 Although the change is slight, and probably not detectable in most 
practical situations, the consequences for the system of expressing weights in money-units are 
plain.

The underlying reason for abandoning the rule that 240 pence make a pound was that silver 
as a commodity had uses other than as coinage, and consequently a value that fl uctuated. A 
consequence of this was that dealers in silver bullion were accustomed to using weight-systems 
other than the Tower-weight. In his Pratica della Mercatura of  the early fourteenth century, 
Pegolotti says that In Londra si ha 2. maniere di pesare argento, cioe il marco della Zecca della 
Torre di Londra . . . e l’altro si e il marchio degli Orfevori cioe degli Orafi  di Londra, che e piu 
forte e piu grande marco che quello della torre sterlini 5 e un terzo, di sterlini 20. per 1 oncia e 
d’once 8 per 1. Marco.20 Since the Goldsmiths’ mark exceeded the Tower mark by 5 1/3 sterling 
pence and there were 160 sterling pence in the Tower mark, the difference is equal to one part 
in thirty:

Goldsmiths’ mark = Tower mark + 1/30.

Although there are good reasons for accepting Pegolotti’s fi gures, we are here bordering the 
realms of controversy, and it is worth noting that there are other candidates for the weight-
system used by English goldsmiths at this time. The French-troy weight-system was based on 
the mark of Troyes, and was almost certainly in use in parts of France in the middle of the 
twelfth century. The English goldsmiths were strongly infl uenced by their French counter-
parts; they would surely have been familiar with the French-troy standard, and may indeed 
have adopted it as their own measure at some point. But Pegolotti referred to its use only in 
Paris and Bruges.21 He stated explicitly that its mark exceeded the Tower mark by 8 sterling 
pence, that is, one part in twenty. So the rule was:

French-troy mark = Tower mark + 1/20.

The fact that French-troy weight had a 21:20 relationship with Tower weight is fundamental 
to the arguments of Nightingale.22 She believes that the Tower system was introduced at the 
mint in 1158, and its magnitude was based on the French-troy standard. If  the mint received 
silver by the French-troy weight, and paid for it in coins minted by the Tower weight, there 
would be a profi t of one penny for each 20 penny-weights received. This practice would of 
course indicate that both weight-systems were known and used at the mint at that time. Lyon 
takes issue with some of the conclusions that Nightingale draws from this suggestion.23 
Fortunately, the debate does not seriously affect the fl ow of the story that is being told in this 
article.

It is however important to stress that the ‘troy’ system involved in the debate is the French-
troy system described above.24 Confusion can arise because that system was not the same as 

 18 Brand 1994, 44; Allen 2005. I am grateful to Martin Allen for sending an extract from his forthcoming book Mints and 
Money in Medieval England, in which the latest evidence is reviewed. 
 19 Johnson 1956, 61; Mayhew 1992, 126.
 20 Evans 1936, 255: ‘In London they have two ways of weighing silver, one by the mark of the Mint in the Tower of London 
. . . and the other by the mark of the workers of the Goldsmiths’ trade in London, which is heavier in that this larger mark is 
greater by fi ve and one-third tower sterlings, where there are 20 sterlings to the ounce and 8 ounces to the mark.’
 21 Evans 1936, 245.
 22 Nightingale 2008.
 23 Lyon 2006; Lyon 2008.
 24 Nightingale 2008, 183.
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the one that eventually emerged as the troy weight of England. The latter, which we shall refer 
to as the English-troy system, was also simply related to the Tower system:

English-troy mark = Tower mark + 1/15.

The justifi cation for this relationship will be considered fully in Appendix 1, but it is not con-
troversial. Regarding the history, the view adopted here is the one that I originally put forward 
in 1990: that the English-troy standard did not emerge until the latter part of the fourteenth 
century. Connor’s claims about the antiquity of troy weight are not directly relevant,25 and in 
any case he has (with his collaborator Allen Simpson) broadly accepted my views on this 
point.26 This story will unfold in Section 3.

The third main weight-system in England at the beginning of the fourteenth century was 
the one used for heavy goods or avers de pois. (We shall use the term averdepois for this system, 
in preference to the later corrupt form, avoirdupois.) Forty years earlier the mercantile pound 
had been clearly understood to be 15 ounces (25 shillings), in relation to the Tower pound of 
12 ounces (20 shillings). But when the penny could no longer be relied on, even if  it was rotun-
dus et sine tonsura, there could be doubt as to the magnitude of the ounce of which 15 made 
a pound. The result was confusion: a mercantile pound might well differ from 15 Tower ounces, 
but no one could be sure. The offi cial efforts to remedy this situation will be described in the 
next section.

Thus far, all the assertions made about the various weight-systems have been relative. It is 
comforting to know that we can in fact be fairly confi dent about the absolute magnitude of 
the Tower pound, in the sense that it can be expressed in grams, the standard of mass that is 
currently used. Specifi cally, the Tower pound weighed approximately 350 grams (the detailed 
arguments are set out in Appendix 1). From this fi gure we can derive the gram-equivalents 
of  the other measures of mass that were used in England at the beginning of the fourteenth 
century (Table 1) and, incidentally, the magnitude of the French-troy pound (367 g) and the 
English-troy pound (373 g).

TABLE 1. Gram-equivalents of English weight-systems, c.1300

  Tower Goldsmiths Merchants

 Penny 1.46 1.51
 Ounce 29.2 30.1 ?
 Mark 233 241
 12 oz. pound 350 362
 15 oz. pound   ?

3. Changes in the fourteenth century

In the fourteenth century the uncertainty about mercantile weights began to worry the king 
and his council. They were not greatly concerned about the niceties of trade, but rather more 
about the role of weights and measures in the tax-gathering process. For example, if  the king 
wished to impose a levy on each pound of pepper imported, it would be imperative to fi x the 
standard of weight for pepper, otherwise the pepperers would simply arrange an increase in 
the magnitude of the pound and pay less tax.

In the reign of Edward II the Treasurer, Walter Stapledon, distributed standard weights 
throughout the Kingdom. The Liber Custumarum of 1321 tells us that the king’s weights and 
measures were compared with those of the City of London, with the result that the king’s weights 
were found to be ‘defi cient’ relative to those of the city.27 Since no examples of these weights are 
known, it is futile to speculate on the implications of this record, except perhaps to remark that 
the defi ciency reported (2½d. in eight marks) is about 0.2 per cent and not very signifi cant.

 25 Connor 1987, 119–21.
 26 Connor and Simpson 2004, 117–18.
 27 Riley 1860, 382. 
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In 1340 commissioners of weights 
and measures were sent to all parts of 
the country. They became very unpop-
ular, and were abolished in 1344. 
However they were revived in 1352, 
and in 1357 the statute 31 Edw.III c.2 
authorized the issue of new standards. 
Some weights survive at Winchester 
that probably belong to this issue 
(Fig. 7).

All the Winchester weights are dec-
orated with the quartered shield of 
arms and a crowned C- . They are fairly 
consistent among themselves, and 
when they were weighed in 1927 they 
were found to correspond closely to 
multiples of a pound of rather more 
than 450 g.28 Various explanations for 
this magnitude have been suggested: it 
may have been 15 Goldsmiths ounces, 
if  Pegolotti’s fi gures are accepted, or it 
may have been chosen to agree with 

one of the many pounds used by England’s trading partners.29 The most signifi cant point is 
that it is clearly too large for the earlier mercantile pound of 15 Tower ounces (438 g).

An obvious question is: why should we even consider the possibility that a Goldsmiths 
weight-standard could have been used for heavy goods? To answer this question we must con-
sider a new feature of fourteenth-century metrology: the involvement of the City of London 
and its livery companies in the regulation of weights and measures. The companies mainly 
concerned were the Goldsmiths and the Grocers.

By the thirteenth century the leading London goldsmiths had progressed from being simply 
craftsmen, and were men of substance accustomed to playing a major role in the affairs of the 
City and the Kingdom. One such man was Gregory de Rokesley, for many years mayor of 
London and, in the 1280s, warden of the royal mints and exchanges. Men like Rokesley would 
have been involved in the discussions that resulted in the statute 28 Edw.I c.20 of 1300, which 
declared that the fi neness of all silver wares must be no worse than the coin. From the metro-
logical viewpoint the statute contained two signifi cant provisions designed to enforce this rule, 
both borrowed from Parisian practice. First, silver that satisfi ed the assay was to be marked by 
punching a special mark, a leopard’s head, on it. Second, the standard of fi neness for the 
entire kingdom was to be kept by the Guardians of the Craft in London, and goldsmiths from 
other places were to come to London to ensure that their work conformed to it. These provisions 
were confi rmed in 1327 when the Goldsmiths Company’s fi rst royal charter was granted.30 

The Goldsmiths Company took its regulatory functions seriously, including the supervision 
of the weights used in their trade. It is recorded that in 1360 the Company caused the weights 
of all goldsmiths in the City to be ‘sized and standardized’.31 We do not know what the stan-
dard was, but an extract from Calendar of Plea and Memoranda Rolls may provide a clue. Here 
we read that in 1376 William Everard, goldsmith, was called to answer certain charges, one of 
them being ‘that he used one weight called “Troye” for buying and another less weight called 
“goldsmith’s weight” when selling’.32 This is the fi rst known use of the term troy in the context 

 28 Connor 1987, 129.
 29 Connor and Simpson 2004.
 30 Reddaway and Walker 1975, 222–4.
 31 Reddaway and Walker 1975, 33.
 32 Thomas 1929, 228.

Fig. 7. A 7 lb. weight from Winchester (0.5 � actual size) 
(Winchester City Museum: WINCH: LM 1334).
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of an English weight-system. The word subsequently appears in the Goldsmiths records for 
1387, and it was used regularly in offi cial documents thereafter.33 The statute 2 Hen.V c.4 of 
1414 mentions the ‘Pound of Troy’ explicitly. It is possible that these uses of the word refer to 
the old-established French-troy system, but it seems much more likely that the explicit appear-
ance of a new term coincided with the introduction of a new standard, the English-troy sys-
tem. In 1417 the Goldsmiths Company acquired a new pile of standard weights,34 but they 
have not survived to give us an answer. The earliest defi nite record from which the magnitude 
of English-troy units can be inferred is the statute of 1526 which authorized their use at the 
mint in place of the Tower units. That document states clearly that the ratio between the 
Tower system and the English-troy system was 15:16. The fact that there are no records of a 
signifi cant change in the weight-system for precious metals between the 1380s and 1526 is 
further evidence for the view that the English-troy standard was used throughout this period.

The second half  of the fourteenth century was notable for political turbulence. The country 
was riddled at all levels of society by factions, most of which were driven by self-interest. The 
City of London was deeply involved. Its dominant interests in money and trade became intri-
cately linked with national policy, against a background of violence and political intrigue. The 
Goldsmiths Company played its part, with its special interest in the regulation of the trade in 
precious metals. But there was another trade, equally if not more important, the trade in ‘heavy 
goods’ or avers de pois. Here regulation was the business of the Grocers Company.

A society of grocers of London had been formally constituted in 1345, as the Fraternity of 
Pepperers of St Antonin. Like the goldsmiths, the leading grocers were men of substance, with 
interests in the trade in wool and other commodities, and the Fraternity soon grew into one of 
the most powerful of the livery companies. From 1373 the name ‘Company of Grocers’ was 
used, and in 1377 the company obtained a royal charter that confi rmed their long-established 
control of the Great Beam, where heavy goods were weighed.35 Another royal charter, granted 
to the City of London in 1383, confi rmed the grocers’ role in the regulation of the trade in 
heavy goods.36 Not only did they have control of the Great Beam, they were also authorized 
to ‘search and size’ the weights used in the grocery trade. Thus they had acquired rights and 
responsibilities similar to those enjoyed by the goldsmiths for the trade in precious metals.

The question naturally arises: what were the weight-standards enforced by the grocers at 
this time? They could not have been based on a pound of 15 Tower ounces, since that had been 
superseded by a heavier pound by 1357, if  not before. Sharpe’s Calendar of Letter Books for 
the City records that in 1372 an order was made ‘that no one sell, grocery, . . . etc. except by the 
Guildhall weight, viz., fi fteen ounces to the pound’.37 The signifi cance of this statement is that 
in 1372 the mercantile pound still comprised 15 ounces. However, the division into 15 parts is 
a clumsy one, especially for weighing with an equal-arm balance. In that context binary sub-
divisions – halves, quarters, and so on – are more natural, and it seems likely that, at some 
point in the 1370s or 1380s, a defi nite decision was made to redefi ne the ounce so that 16 of 
them made a pound. This change could have been introduced without altering the magnitude 
of the pound, and hence without the need for new standards and statutes. On the other hand, 
given that the Grocers played a leading role in the regulation of mercantile weighing, we should 
expect to fi nd some record of the change in their archives. The absence of an explicit record can 
be explained by the fact that the archives were tampered with in the vicious political intrigues 
of the time; indeed there are no archives at all for the years 1359–73 and 1378–80.38 Fortunately, 
the fact that a transition did occur can be inferred from the archives that have survived. The 
archives for 1386 and 1397 both contain records concerning the hand-over of the Company’s 

 33 Reddaway and Walker 1975, 54. Further evidence is provided by entries in Exchequer Rolls (Devon 1837). Some rolls from 
the reign of Edward III (pp. 185, 201) speak of ‘goldsmiths weight’ while in the reign of Henry V (pp. 322, 370) ‘troy weight’ is 
specifi ed.
 34 Reddaway and Walker 1975, 112.
 35 Nightingale 1995, 301–2.
 36 Nightingale 1995, 281.
 37 Sharpe 1905, 300.
 38 Nightingale 1995, 214.
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affairs to a new set of wardens.39 In both cases the records refer to sets of ‘weights of brass’ 
belonging to the Company, and in 1386 the list of the smaller weights is as follows: ‘half-a-
pound, quarter and half-quarter, 1 ounce, half-an-ounce, and the punch for marking the 
weights.’ In 1397 the list is similar, but the half-quarter is replaced by ‘two ounces’. This seems 
to be clear evidence that a pound of 16 ounces was in use.40 

Another signifi cant fact to emerge from these records is that the Grocers were using a punch 
to stamp weights, as a sign that they had been checked and agreed with their standards. This 
is the fi rst reference to a mark for weights analogous to the hallmark used by the goldsmiths 
to indicate silver that had passed the assay. It heralded a system of inspection and verifi cation 
that was to continue, in various forms, up to the present day. Weights, of lead and bronze, that 
seem to date from the relevant period have a crown stamped on them (Fig. 8). Since the grocers 
were acting under the provisions of a royal charter, it is possible that the crown was used as 
their verifi cation mark. Similar weights are found in all parts of the country, which suggests 
that the mark was also used by local offi cials under the authority of the statute 13 Rich.II c.4 
of 1393. It is worth noting that this use of a crown, stamped as a mark of offi cial approval, 
predates its use on the coin-weights of 1422.

The regulatory system for averdepois weighing was consolidated in 1429. The statute 8 Hen.
VI c.5 declared that weighing must be done using an equal-arm balance, no ‘turn of the scale’ 
should be allowed, and the weights used must be ‘sealed’ to show that they were correct accord-
ing to the standard. Surviving artefacts suggest that the crown punch-mark continued to be 
used until the reign of Henry VII, when it was superseded by a mark that combined a crown 
and a letter h in the Lombardic style.

In summary, the fourteenth century witnessed the introduction of  two new weight-systems 
in England (Table 2). The old Tower system was used only at the Mint, where it survived 
until 1526. The new English-troy and averdepois systems were anomalous, but long-lived. 
For centuries the English were amused, bemused, and confused by a troy pound that was smaller 
than an averdepois pound, and a troy ounce that was larger than an averdepois ounce. 
Nevertheless, it was not until comparatively recent times that rationality was allowed to triumph 
over anomaly.

 39 Kingdon 1883, 66, 79.
 40 Nightingale 1995, 178.

Fig. 8. Weights stamped with a crown, late medieval: (1) 2 oz. lead; (2) 4 oz. bronze (actual size) (private collection).
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TABLE 2. Gram-equivalents of weight-systems at the end of the fourteenth century

  (Mint) (Goldsmiths) (Merchants)
  Tower   Troy  Averdepois

 Penny 1.46 1.55
 Ounce 29.2 31.1 28.4
 Mark 233 249
 12 oz. pound 350 373
 16 oz. pound   454

4. Checking silver coins

From the eighth century onwards the silver penny was the only coin that circulated to a signi-
fi cant extent in England. Its mass varied quite signifi cantly, between about 1.0 g and 1.7 g. In 
the twelfth century the theoretical value was set at 1.46 g (240 to the Tower pound), although 
in practice the value was slightly smaller. Throughout this period there were numerous occa-
sions when a payment had to be made, or an account settled, by handing over a large number 
of pence. The payment could be checked by simply counting the coins, but for many purposes 
it would have been necessary to check by weighing as well, and accurate sets of  weights for 
this purpose would have been needed. The variations in the mass of  the penny would imply 
a relatively quick turnover for these objects.

Objects of this kind have been found regularly in archaeological excavations, and more 
recently many of them have appeared on the market and have passed into private collections. 
One of the fi rst numismatists to take an interest in them was David Rogers, whose collection 
of lead weights was published posthumously in 2000.41 Many such lead weights are nonde-
script, but a few of them are strongly diagnostic. For example, from the Viking period there is 
a dome-shaped weight that clearly indicates a mass of half  a mark, about 100 g at that time.42 
A square weight, with the design of the board used in the game of nine-men’s-morris, corre-
sponds almost exactly to a Tower mark (233 g).43 There are numerous similar objects, mainly 
cast in lead, that may well have been used for the purpose of checking coined silver or bullion. 
Indeed, given the widespread use for commercial purposes of the auncel, which does not 
require sets of weights, it must be presumed that most weights of this type were used either for 
silver, or for other precious objects such as silk or spices. An analysis of these objects, fuller 
than that given in my notes on the Rogers Collection, is much needed.

For the period under consideration here it is suffi cient to focus on objects that have a clear 
and visible connection with the sterling penny, because they bear a representation of a king’s 
head like that found on the coins. The dating of  these items is facilitated (in theory at least) 
by the changes in the mass of  the penny. After the indenture of  1279, which declared that 
243 pennies should be minted to the Tower pound, there were minor variations, followed by 
signifi cant changes in 1344, 1351, and 1411 (Table 3).

TABLE 3. English silver pennies, thirteenth to fi fteenth centuries

  Number per Tower pound Mass in grams

 1279–1344 243 1.44
 1344–1351 266–270 1.32
 1351–1411 300 1.17
 1411– 360 0.97

The lead weights shown in Fig. 9 may be tentatively assigned to the period 1351–1411, when 
the penny weighed about 1.17 g. The square weight has been cast in a mould and it weighs 
181 g, which is right for a mark of 160 pence. The hexagonal weight has been stamped with 

 41 Biggs and Withers 2000.
 42 Biggs and Withers 2000, 22.
 43 Biggs and Withers 2000, 27.
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an impression of the king’s head, and the quality of the punch-mark suggests some offi cial 
usage, which is consistent with our earlier remarks about punch-marking as a sign of verifi ca-
tion. The object weighs 89 g, which is right for a half-mark of 80 pence. It must be stressed 
that although the identifi cations suggested above are reasonable, they are not beyond doubt. 
Quite generally, arithmetic can lead to several possible interpretations of an object’s function, 
a point which is discussed more fully in Appendix 1C.

As well as payments in marks or shillings, there were many circumstances where a payment 
in a small number of pence was required. For example, Beaulieu Abbey charged ¼d. per week 
to vendors at the market in Faringdon44 and this charge was probably collected in quarterly 
instalments of 3d. At Ipswich the charge for the customs ‘cocket’ issued to exporters of wool 
was 2d. Given the uncertain state of the coinage, such payments could well have been routinely 
checked by weighing. After 1351 the coinage was augmented by groats and half-groats, and so 
a weight for checking a payment of 4d. or 2d. could be regarded as a coin weight, in the strict 
sense of a weight for checking an individual coin. No documentary references to such weights 
are known, but a variety of small objects with designs resembling the portrait on the sterling 
coins have been found (Fig. 10).

The fi rst of these objects is made of lead, with traces of gilding, and it weighs 6.77 g. 
Objects with the distinctive quadrilobe shape have been found, not only in England, but also 
in parts of France and the Low Countries. A few of them have the king’s head, and some also 

 44 Hockey 1975, 12.

Fig. 9. Two lead weights marked with a king’s head (actual size) (private collection).

Fig. 10. Small weights with designs related to the sterling coins (1.5 � actual size) (private collection).
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have a fl eur-de-lis (see Fig. 11). The piece shown here may represent 6d. at the 1351–1411 
standard of 1.17 g. The second object is also made of lead; it weighs 2.38 g and is in almost 
pristine condition. It is said to have been found in the off-site spoil from the Vintry site near 
Southwark Bridge, but it is not mentioned in the published report.45 Could it be a weight for 
checking the 2d. charge for a customs cocket? The third object is bronze, weighs 6.52 g, and 
the king’s head has been stamped with a punch. It is known that weights of this kind were 
made in various locations in the Low Countries, for instance in Bruges, and this may well be 
a ‘Bruges type’. (The forthcoming publication of a collection of examples from several loca-
tions is eagerly awaited.46) The weight shown here is rather light for 6d. at the 1351–1411 stan-
dard, but too heavy for 4d. at the 1279–1344 standard. The fourth object is also bronze, and 
weighs 3.98 g. The workmanship is fi ne, with the king’s head surrounded by fl eurs and roundels. 
It is very slightly over-weight for the groat after 1411.

Only a few other objects similar to the ones shown in Fig. 10 have been published,47 and it 
would be invidious to attempt any kind of classifi cation at this stage. Among the more distinc-
tive pieces are some triangular bronze weights with the king’s head in the centre and fl eurs in 
the angles.48 The distinguished numismatists Derek Allen and Adolphe Dieudonné thought 
they were intended for checking a gold coin, but they disagreed about the identity of the coin. 
It may therefore be permissible to suggest that they were intended for checking a payment of 
3d. in silver, at one of the 1344–51 standards, or a groat at the post-1411 standard. 

All the weights mentioned above were intended for weighing more than one penny. As far 
back as 1205 there is mention of weights for checking a single penny, although no examples 
of that date are known.49 From a later date there are a few extra-thick halfpenny coins, which 
may have served as weights for checking a penny. One of them, a silver object with the Short 
Cross class VIIIb3 design used from c.1244 to 1247, is illustrated in the Withers Corpus.50 But 
the evidence strongly suggests that checking the correctness of individual pennies was not 
common practice.

There are numerous weights that resemble in form those with the facing portrait of the 
king, but with different designs. Some of them were intended for checking gold coins, and 
these will be discussed in the next section, but others were probably used for weighing bullion. 
Goldsmiths expected to make a steady profi t by trading in the precious metals, and for this 
reason they needed accurate weights, which could be graduated according to a weight-stand-
ard that differed from the coinage standard. Their methods may have been legitimate, or not, 
as in the case of William Everard mentioned in Section 3. In addition to sets of nested cup-
weights (Appendix 2), the goldsmiths used small, fl at, square or rectangular, weights. The latter 
were probably intended for weighing in pennyweights and grains, so their identifi cation is 
complicated by the fact that a ‘pennyweight’ could mean different things at different times in 
the fourteenth century.

 45 Drinkall and Stevenson 1996.
 46 Based on work of G. Houben, revised by R. Holtman.
 47 Biggs and Withers 2000, 48, no. 151; Withers and Withers 1993, 6–8.
 48 Allen 1934.
 49 Smith 1941, xxviii. A recent fi nd (UKDFD, no. 19009) may be relevant.
 50 Withers and Withers 1993, 6, no. 25.

Fig. 11. Weights used by goldsmiths for checking coins or bullion (1.5 � actual size) (private collection).
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The weights shown in Fig. 11 illustrate the problems of identifying weights of this kind. 
The fi rst one, with a bifoliate crown, is made of lead and weighs 14.5 grams. Could it represent 
10 pennyweights (half  an ounce) at the Tower standard? The second one is similar in shape to 
one of the ‘sterling’ weights shown in Fig. 10. It is also made of lead and weighs 7.46 g. Its 
identifi cation is further complicated by the fl eur-de-lis motif, which is capable of several inter-
pretations. The lis could indicate a French connection, such as the French-troy standard, 
although that does not mean that the weight originated in France. Alternatively, it could repre-
sent the Florentine lily, as depicted on the gold fl orin. In the next section we shall see several 
weights for which the latter interpretation is almost surely the correct one, but the mass of the 
second weight in Fig. 11 cannot be explained on that basis. However, the third object in Fig. 11 
is almost certainly a weight for checking a gold fl orin. The metal is a copper-alloy, and the 
design is a simple lis in a lozenge bordered by dots. It weighs 3.17 g. Weights with this design 
have been found in several parts of England, for example York.51 Finally, there is a ‘Bruges 
style’ copper-alloy weight, stamped with a crown above the letters TP. The mass is 3.93 g. 
Suggestions as to the function of this piece are very welcome.

5. Checking gold coins

Although it is customary to think of fourteenth-century England as a time of war and plague, 
it can be argued that the introduction of a sound gold coinage was equally important in shap-
ing the nation’s long-term future. An experiment in the time of Henry III had failed, and for 
several generations the English had been able to use only gold coins of foreign origin. In the 
twelfth and thirteenth centuries there were ‘bezants’, and from 1252, ‘fl orins’. In due course 
the original Florentine fl orin was supplemented by imitations, and there were also several 
French coins, including (from 1337) ecus of Philip VI. 

By 1343 English merchants exporting wool to the Low Countries were being paid in fl orins. 
These coins had a special relationship with the Florentine bankers who fi nanced both trade 
and warfare, and consequently the exchange rate for the fl orin was artifi cial and unfavourable 
to the English. It was clear that England must have its own gold coinage, or it would continue 
to be disadvantaged in the international markets, and that would affect the king’s ability to 
raise revenue. The fi rst attempt was a coinage based on an imitation double fl orin of 7 grams, 
but it failed because it was seen as a sneaky attempt to cash in on the special features of the 
Florentine currency. However, within a year a completely new type was produced. It was 
called a noble, and its design (a ship) and its valuation (half  a mark) were distinctively English. 
The noble was a success, and it continued to be minted for over a century, although its mass 
declined steadily. The changes, according to the Mint indentures52 are summarized in Table 4. 
The nobles were nominally .995 fi ne gold, and this was never altered.

TABLE 4. English gold coins from 1344

  Coin Value  Number per Mass in grams
    Tower pound

 1344 ‘fl orin’ 72d. 50 7.00
 1344 noble 80d. 39½ 8.86
 1346 noble 80d. 42 8.33
 1351 noble 80d. 45 7.77
 1411 noble 80d. 50 7.00

Although the needs of international trade were the original motivation for the minting of 
nobles, half-nobles, and quarter-nobles, it was not long before these coins began to circulate 
internally.53 The result was that the gold coins were subject to the same malpractices as had 

 51 Pirie 1986, Pl. XVIII, no. 244.
 52 Mayhew 1992, 700–8.
 53 Lloyd 1977, 113.
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traditionally been worked on the silver coins. In 1379 Parliament set up a commission to con-
sider what should be done. The members reported individually, and they made various sugges-
tions about revaluation,54 none of which were implemented at that time. But they all agreed 
that gold ought to pass by weight. This was a sensible precaution which must have occurred to 
all those who dealt with gold, and it is reasonable to assume that weighing nobles was already 
common practice in the 1380s.

As has been noted, gold coins were always weighed using an equal-arm balance, which 
requires separate weights. So we might expect to fi nd some evidence of these weights, and 
indeed, there are a number of square or rectangular objects that seem to be relevant. They 
depict a simple representation of a ship, the main feature of the coins (Fig. 12).

These weights are made of lead, some of them possibly of pewter. We cannot be precise 
about their dating, for a combination of reasons. The mass is variable, as might be expected 
given the several issues of the noble noted in Table 4. But some variation can also be attributed 
to the fact that the weights themselves are not in pristine condition, and possibly also to the fact 
that an allowance for wear of the coins was made.

In 1990, when my earlier paper on medieval coin-weights was published in the BNJ,55 only 
very few weights of this kind were known. The Withers Corpus56 contained about twenty of 
them, and a few more were published in 2000 as part of the Rogers collection.57 A tentative 
classifi cation can therefore be attempted, although more examples would be useful. On the basis 
of the mass of the noble, it is reasonable to suggest the following categories (proportionate 
fi gures for half-noble and farthing-noble are understood):

Weights over 8 g belong the period before 1351.
Weights between 7 g and 8 g probably belong to the period 1351–1411.
Weights less than 7 g probably belong after 1411.

A few of the noble-weights have one corner deliberately removed.58 This may indicate that the 
weight was reduced when a new, lighter standard was introduced. Also, when the gold coins 
were being renewed in 1422 the bullion price of the 7 g noble had risen to 7s. 10d., and so 
nobles weighing only 6 g were worth the offi cial ‘face-value’ of 6s. 8d., and were accepted at 
that value. One of the cut pieces weighs 5.99 g and may well be related to this procedure.59

Parallel to the small lead weights for checking nobles, there are similar weights for checking 
foreign coins. Although the statute 17 Ric.II c.1 of 1393 specifi cally banned the circulation of 

 54 Bland, Brown, and Tawney 1915, 220.
 55 Biggs 1990.
 56 Withers and Withers 1993.
 57 Biggs and Withers 2000.
 58 Withers and Withers 1993, 9, no. 60; Biggs and Withers 2000, 47, nos 144–5.
 59 Biggs and Withers 2000, 47, no. 145.

Fig. 12. A noble, and some weights with the same design (actual size) (private collection).
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foreign coins in England, there is ample evidence that foreign coins circulated before that date. 
Even if  the statute of 1393 was strictly enforced (and that is questionable) foreign coins would 
have been treated as bullion, and weights for checking them would still have been used by 
goldsmiths and others involved in the bullion trade.

Fig. 13 shows two French ecu coins and some associated weights. The écu à la chaise of  
Phillip VI was minted from 1337 onwards. The obverse represented the king enthroned, 
accompanied by a shield with four or more fl eurs-de-lis in an irregular pattern. This coin was 
certainly familiar to the exporters of wool by 1343, and there is evidence from the Close Rolls 
that it had become part of the English circulating medium by the 1360s.60 It is thought that 
part of the enormous ransom of John II in 1360 was paid in these coins and, although some 
of them found their way to the mint to be recoined as nobles, some may have been used to pay 
directly for enterprises such as Lionel of Clarence’s expedition to Ireland.61 These coins must 
eventually have passed into general circulation. The écu à la chaise was originally minted at 
just over 4.5 g, but its mass was decreased periodically. It was not produced after 1353, being 
replaced in the 1360s by a new gold coin, the franc à cheval. In 1385 Charles VI re-introduced 
the ecu, with a simpler design. The obverse depicted a crown above a large shield, and on the 
shield were three fl eurs-de-lis arranged symmetrically. This coin was to become common 
throughout Western Europe. The original mass was 3.9 g but that was gradually decreased, as 
was the fi neness. These variations are not very helpful in dating the weights shown in Fig. 13, 
and even the more obvious clue of the number of lilies on the shield is not foolproof. In fact 
the square weight on the left, which has only three lis, weighs 4.55 g and is arguably the earli-
est, since the others weigh 3.77 g and 3.72 g.

In addition to French coins, the Florentine fl orin was well-known to the English: for exam-
ple, the customs accounts for the port of Lynn in 1303–5 record the importation of a signifi -
cant number of them.62 By the middle of the century fl orins would have been familiar in many 
aspects of trade, and it is no surprise to fi nd weights for checking them, of the same type as 
those for the nobles and ecus (Fig. 14, on the left). The mass and fi neness of the fl orin remained 
constant for a long period, at 3.5 g and nominally pure gold. This fact ought to aid recognition 
of weights intended for checking the fl orin, were it not for the confusion created by the use of 
the lis motif  for other purposes.

It is rather more surprising to fi nd similar weights for checking a much less well-known 
coin, the peter (pieter d’or) of Joan and Wenceslas as rulers of Brabant, produced from about 
1374 onwards. St Peter was the patron saint of Louvain, and on the coin he is shown holding 
up a book and key, a design which appears on the weights shown on the right in Fig. 14. There 
is no obvious reason for the circulation of these coins in England. One very tentative sugges-

 60 Lloyd 1977, 113.
 61 Ormrod 1987, 630.
 62 Lloyd 1977, 100.

Fig. 13. Ecus of 1337 and 1389, and some related weights (coin enlarged; weights actual size) (private collection).
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tion is that when the wealthy clothworkers of Louvain were expelled by Wenceslas in 1383 
they brought large quantities of peters to England with them.

The object of coin-weights is to combat the problem of coins that have been mutilated in 
some way. However, the use of such weights creates a secondary problem, because the weights 
themselves may be mutilated. Lead weights are particularly susceptible to ill-treatment, and it 
has been suggested that the cross-hatching found on the reverse of some of them (Fig. 15) was 
intended to discourage malpractice.

However, the interests of the owner of a weight are not usually served by reducing it. Cross-
hatching also appears on the reverse of contemporary pilgrim badges and, in any case, this 
simple device would clearly be ineffective as a sign of correctness. Thus when unrest about the 
state of the gold coinage came to a head in 1420/1, a more satisfactory guarantee of accuracy 
was needed. By that time the Mint and the Exchanges were in the hands of goldsmiths based 
in London. The arrangements for the appointment of these persons to provide coin-weights 
have been discussed elsewhere;63 it was a classic example of turning poachers into gamekeepers. 
The features of the weights (Fig. 1) refl ect the experiences of the fourteenth century. First, 
there are royal marks of authority, echoing those used in the verifi cation of trade weights, and 
by the goldsmiths. Second, the weights are round, not square, indicating that they were made 
at the Mint, where the production of round objects was traditional. Third, they were made of 
bronze, not lead, so that tampering was more diffi cult. These features contributed to a long 
and useful life for the coin weights of 1422.

6. Summary and conclusions 

The evidence described above provides several new insights into the numismatic history of later 
medieval England. This is partly the result of the increasing amount of artefactual evidence, 
and partly the result of better understanding of several associated areas, where clarifi cation of 
detail illuminates the whole picture. 

 63 Biggs 1990, 72–3.

Fig. 14. More foreign coins and weights for checking them (1.5 � actual size) (private collection).

Fig. 15. The reverse of some lead coin-weights, with cross-hatching (1.5 � actual size) (private collection).
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The period considered was a time of  transition, in terms of  both coinage and weight-
standards. The old Tower pound continued to be the standard for coinage, but it was no 
longer a universal measure. New weight-standards were introduced, both for the trade in 
goods and for the trade in bullion; they were different from each other, and the Tower system. 
The importance of the standards was reinforced by an increased emphasis on the regulation 
of weighing procedures, and visible signs that weights had been verifi ed.

In practice, large payments in silver coin and bullion were routinely checked by weight. 
When the requirements of foreign trade led to the introduction of gold coins, these coins were 
also widely used internally, and they suffered from the usual abuses. As a result, people soon 
began to check them by weighing, initially using square coin-weights made of lead. By the 
1420s it had become clear that a sound gold currency had to be supported by the availability 
of more reliable weights: these were round, made of copper-alloy, and they were marked with 
offi cial signs of authority. 

APPENDIX 1. EVIDENCE BASED ON ARITHMETIC 

The history of metrology and numismatics is littered with examples of conclusions drawn from unjustifi ed assump-
tions about the mass of objects that no longer exist, such as the Tower pound. The classic scenario involves a single 
erroneous assumption, followed by a barrage of complex calculations carried out with spurious accuracy, as a 
result of which the original error becomes overlooked. A cautionary tale can be found in Munro’s account of the 
work of Miskimin, on a subject closely related to ours.64 More generally, we must avoid the kind of heroic assump-
tion that was once fashionable in archaeological circles: an object weighing 394.578 grams found in the Eastern 
Mediterranean does not ‘prove’ that a unit of that magnitude was in use in that area in the fourth century BC. 
Another pitfall is the old numismatic habit of expressing the mass of an object in troy grains – a folly that the 
present author was guilty of  not so long ago.65 In theory any unit can be used for comparison, and for some 
purposes the English-troy grain is appropriate, but using it in complex discussions of medieval minting practices is 
confusing, to say the least.

A: The mass of the Tower pound

By a standard of mass we mean a physical object that is assumed to contain a fi xed amount of matter. The mass 
of any other object can be measured by comparing it directly with the standard, but in practice the comparison is 
done by means of a chain of intermediate objects. In the twenty-fi rst century the standard of mass is an object 
known as the International Prototype Kilogram (IPK). By working backwards it is possible to establish a chain of 
comparisons that links this object to the medieval weight-standards discussed in this paper, and thus we can assert 
with some confi dence that the Tower pound was approximately 350 g, where the mass of the IPK is 1000 g.

1. Since 1963 the pound in England has been defi ned to be exactly 45,359,237 hundred-millionths of one kilo-
gram. There are national standards of the pound and the kilogram, but the legislation states that their magnitudes 
are to be maintained by reference to the IPK. Between 1855 and 1963 the absolute standard was what is now the 
national standard pound, an object known as the Imperial Standard Pound (ISP). The ISP was compared with the 
IPK on several occasions, and the number 45,359,237 was chosen in 1963 because it was consistent with those 
comparisons, and had the additional property of being divisible by 7. (This meant that the troy grain, which was a 
legal unit equal to 1/7000th of the ISP, could also be expressed exactly in terms of the IPK.) In grams, we have

  ISP = 453.59237 g.

2. The construction of the ISP was necessitated by the destruction of the previous standard in the fi re at the 
Houses of Parliament in 1836. That standard was a troy pound, originally made by Joseph Harris of the Mint in 
1758. We shall call it the Harris Troy Pound (HTP). It had served as the legal standard since a statute of 1824, 
which also provided that if  the HTP were lost or destroyed, then it should be replaced by a complicated procedure 
involving a certain volume of water. When the commission charged with restoration considered the matter, they 
concluded that the statutory procedure was very unreliable, and that a much more accurate standard could be 
made by comparison with existing copies of the HTP, some of which had been preserved with great care. They also 
decided that the time had come for the troy pound to be replaced by an averdepois pound, which had been defi ned 
in the 1824 Act as 7000 troy grains, where 5760 troy grains made a troy pound. In other words, the mass of the new 
ISP was 7000/5760 of the extant copies of the HTP. These copies are assumed to have been correct to within one 
part in ten-thousand, or more, and so we have a close approximation for the HTP:

  HTP = (5760/7000) � 453.59237 g ~ 373.2 g.

 64 Munro 2000, 175–7.
 65 Biggs 1990.
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3. The construction of the HTP in 1758 also involved some minor uncertainty. It was based on comparison with 
several weights that had been kept in the exchequer since the reign of Queen Elizabeth, but these weights were not 
consistent due to loss of mass through use and oxidation, and no single one of them represented a troy pound. On 
the basis of the published reports it appears that the discrepancy was as much as one part in a thousand,66 and in 
the end an arbitrary decision had to be made. For this reason we can only state the mass of the HTP’s hypothetical 
precursor, an Elizabethan Troy Pound (ETP), as an approximation with three signifi cant fi gures:

  ETP ~ 373 g.

4. In Elizabeth’s reign there were several attempts to re-establish the ‘ancient’ standards of the kingdom, and 
after much confusion, standards of troy (and averdepois) weights were distributed in 1588. They were constructed 
on the basis of several sets of semi-offi cial troy weights, including those in use at the Mint, and it is reasonable to 
assume that there was at that time a Mint Troy Pound (MTP) very nearly equal in mass to the ETP:

  MTP ~ ETP ~ 373 g.

5. Finally, the MTP had been established by statute in 1526, which explicitly stated that the mint should use the 
troy pound in place of the Tower Pound (ToP), the latter being equal to 11¼ ounces, 12 of which made a troy 
pound. Since the ratio of 11¼ to 12 is the same as 15 to 16 this gives the equation

  ToP = (15/16) � MTP ~ 350 g.

The argument given above depends upon a single chain of comparisons, and any supporting evidence is very 
welcome. Some of the intermediate steps in the chain can be checked (but not verifi ed beyond doubt) by looking at 
weights that are still extant. For example, several of the standards distributed to the counties in 1588 have survived 
in reasonable condition, and they are not inconsistent with the supposed mass of the ETP. Copies of the HTP are 
also still in existence, and they too are supportive. Further supporting evidence will be given in the next section.

B: International comparisons

We have argued that the absolute mass of the Tower pound, that is, its mass in terms of a physical standard that 
exists today, was about 350 g. This result is important for modern archaeologists and numismatists, because it helps 
to improve our understanding of medieval artefacts and the purposes for which they were used. But medieval 
merchants and bankers were concerned with the relative values of the weight-systems used at that time, because 
these were the basis of commerce and exchange. An insight that has emerged quite recently from the mists of his-
torical metrology is that the relative values were usually based on simple numerical ratios. Indeed this was almost 
inevitable, given the limitations of arithmetic at that time. I have discussed elsewhere the constraints imposed by 
the methods and notation available to the medieval arithmeticians, in relation to Pegolotti’s tables of exchange.67 A 
similar point is made by Williams in his account of the assaying process.68 

Pegolotti’s Pratica della Mercatura was a set of specifi c instructions for the routine tasks carried out by his 
employees, such as the statement that a French-troy mark should be equated to a Tower mark plus 8 sterlings.69 This 
result was a specifi c instance of the rule that the ratio of a Tower unit to the corresponding French-troy unit was 
20:21. Converting such rules into practical instructions required complicated arithmetical processes, in particular 
long division, which suggests that Pegolotti and his assistants possessed a high level of arithmetical skill. The tables 
they produced could then be used in the daily routine of banking, by persons with a lower level of expertise.

At the end of the thirteenth century in North-West Europe there were numerous systems for weighing precious 
metals.70 Fortunately, the relationships between three of the systems can be established with a high degree of con-
fi dence, and from that basis most of the other systems can be derived. The three ‘core’ systems were: the London 
Tower system (L), the Paris Troy system (P), and the Bruges Silver system (B).

Fig. A1 illustrates the relationships between the mark-weights of the three systems. It is based on a fi ctitious 
unit, in terms of which the L-mark was 20 units, the P-mark 21 units, and the B-mark 16 units. The ratios between 
the real mark-weights were thus:

  L:P = 20:21, L:B = 20:16, P:B = 21:16.

It is not suggested that the medieval arithmeticians thought and worked in the manner represented by Figure A1, 
but they must have based their calculations on the ratios that arise from it. All three ratios can be inferred from the 
instructions in Pegolotti’s book, and in fact the 21:16 ratio is stated explicitly.71 The arithmeticians also had to cope 
with the different ways in which the three marks were subdivided. In London a mark was 8 ounces each of  
20 penny-weights, in Paris it was 8 ounces of 24 denier-weights, and in Bruges it was 6 ounces of 20 esterlin-weights 
(Figure A2).

 66 Carysfort 1768, 429–30, 434–8.
 67 Biggs 2009.
 68 Williams 1995, 226–7.
 69 Evans 1936, 245.
 70 Connor and Simpson 2004, Ch. 4; Munro 2000.
 71 Evans 1936, 237.
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The numbers in Figs A1 and A2 were suffi cient for all calculations involving exchange between these systems, 
but there were signifi cant problems about communicating the results. The Hindu-Arabic numerals may well have 
been known and used by the skilled arithmeticians who helped Pegolotti compile his instruction-manual, but in the 
daily business of banking and exchange everything had to be done in Roman numerals. Similarly, the instructions 
could not make use of the decimal notation for fractions, because it was not invented until the sixteenth century. 
Nowadays, after converting a Tower weight of (say) 53 ounces to French-troy units, we should express the answer 
as 50.4762 Paris ounces, but in the fourteenth century the answer had to be written as vi marks ii ounces xi den ob.

The three core weight-systems were not the only ones used in the fourteenth century. Some old ones persisted, 
and some new ones emerged. It is fortunate that the internal consistency of the London-Paris-Bruges framework 
enables us to link these other systems into a fi rm foundation. We shall discuss briefl y four of these related systems: 
English-troy, London Goldsmiths, Bruges gold, and ‘the Little Mark of Flanders’.

As stated in Section A, when the English-troy system replaced the Tower system at the Mint, it was declared that 
the ratio between the two was 16:15. On the basis of Fig. A1, the ratio between the Tower and the French-troy 
systems was 20:21. Writing these ratios in the equivalent forms 64:60 and 60:63, it follows that the ratio between 
English-troy and French-troy was 64:63. Remarkably this was exactly the ratio obtained in 1742 when the Royal 
Society compared some actual weights.72 Another point of interest concerns the English and French troy ounces 
which, according to Fig. A2, must have been in the same 64:63 ratio. The numbers also tell us that the ratio of the 
B-ounce to the P-ounce was (8 � 16) : (6 � 21), which is the same as 64:63. In other words, the English-troy ounce 
was identical to the Bruges silver ounce. This may have been coincidence, but given the uncertainty surrounding the 
adoption of the English-troy system, we must allow the possibility that it was deliberate.

There is some independent evidence for the absolute mass of the French-troy mark, partly from the so-called 
‘pile of Charlemagne’ (actually dating from the fi fteenth century) and partly from numismatic evidence dating back 
to the thirteenth century.73 That evidence provides a fi gure of approximately 245 g for the French-troy mark. 
Consequently we have, for the English-troy mark of 8 ounces,

  (64/63) � 245 g ~ 249 g,
  and for the Tower pound of 12 ounces
  (12/8) � (20/21) � 245 g ~ 350 g,
  in agreement with the fi gures obtained above.

Fig. A1.  Three bullion weight-systems, c.1300.

 72 Simpson and Connor 2004, 334–41.
 73 Inventaire 1990, 20.

Fig. A2. Subdivisions of the mark in London, Paris, and Bruges.
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The London Goldsmiths mark was, according to Pegolotti,74 larger than the Tower mark in the ratio 31:30. 
Combining this fact with the numbers given above, we can obtain its value in terms of the other core systems and 
their derivatives.

The region that we know as the Low Countries was even less of a political entity in the late middle ages than it 
is now. It not only contained important mints, such as those of Flanders, Brabant, Namur, and Hainault, but also 
major centres of international trade, such as Bruges. The fact that the Bruges weight-system for gold was not the 
same as the one used in that place for silver is only one of the complications that arise when we try to make metro-
logical sense of the region.75 However, this particular problem is mitigated to some extent by the fact all authorities, 
including Pegolotti, agree that the Bruges gold system was the same as the French-troy system.76 Unfortunately, it 
cannot be assumed that the Bruges gold and silver systems were applied elsewhere in the region at any given period. 
There are several references to the ‘Little Mark of Flanders’, which is relevant because it underlies some important 
evidence on the fi neness of the English silver coinage.77 The general picture seems to be that the basic weight-units, 
the ounce and the mark, were regularly increased in magnitude from the eleventh century onwards, in a game of 
metrological leap-frog. The Viking ounce (ora) was about 24.5 g, eight of which made a mark of 196 g. This was 
superseded, fi rst by a mark of 216 g, and then by a mark of 233 g, the latter ‘mark of Cologne’ being effectively the 
same as the English Tower mark. Further increases led to the French-troy mark of 245 g and the English-troy mark 
of 249 g. But we cannot be sure about the dating or even the sequence of these events. The Little Mark of Flanders, 
and the division of the mark into only 6 ounces in Bruges, could be seen as evidence of attempts to retain some 
stability in the mad game of metrological manipulation.

C: Identifi cation of multiple units

The identifi cation of some of the objects described in Section 4 is an example of a metrological problem that has 
no defi nite solution. The underlying diffi culty is quite easy to explain. We are asked to identify an object which, it 
is believed, was used for checking payments of a certain number of pennies. We know the object’s mass in grams, 
but we can only give a rough estimate of its date. For defi niteness, let us suppose that the mass is 35 grams, and the 
period is ‘1300–1500’, so that according to Table 3 the mass in grams of the pennies being checked might have been 
any one of four numbers. The other unknown is the number of pennies represented, which is likely to have been a 
number that was expressible simply in terms of shillings or marks. For an object of 35 g, we might reasonably sug-
gest 40d. (a quarter-mark), 36d. (three shillings), 30d. (2s. 6d.), or 24d. (two shillings). Thus the problem is to fi nd 
p and x such that px is approximately 35, where p is one of the numbers 0.97, 1.17, 1.32, 1.44, and x is one of the 
numbers 40, 36, 30, 24. If  we work out the 16 possible values of px it is no surprise to fi nd that several of them are 
quite close to 35:

  . . . , 34.56, 34.92, 35.10, . . . .

These numbers correspond respectively to 24 pence of 1.44 g, 36 pence of 0.97 g, and 30 pence of 1.17 g. Further 
progress towards identifi cation must therefore depend on other factors, such as the condition of the object, its 
design (which is rarely specifi c), and the possibility (or otherwise) of a small tolerance. Lest it be thought that the 
fi gure of 35 g had been chosen to illustrate a particularly diffi cult case, it is worth noting that any value between 25 g 
and 50 g is within about 2 g of one of the 16 possible values. The general situation can be analysed quite simply in 
mathematical terms, but the example should be enough to make the point.

APPENDIX 2. NESTED CUP-WEIGHTS

The weights shown in Fig. A3 are examples of a very distinctive style, nested cup-weights. Sets of weights of this 
kind originated in Roman times, and were associated with weighing precious objects, such as those used in the 
goldsmiths’ trade. The style appears to have been revived in the twelfth century, and examples have been found in 
Germany, France, and the Low Countries, as well as England, Scotland, and Ireland. The characteristic features 
are the binary sequence of denominations, usually including ¼, ½, 1, and 2 ounces, and the decoration with 
punched dots, including the bird’s-eye motif  of a dot in a circle. They are made of a copper-alloy that we would 
now call bronze, and they fi t together loosely inside a box that is itself  a weight. The details of the design show a 
progression that can be traced up to the sixteenth century, when a more sophisticated method of construction was 
introduced.78 

The examples that appear to be the earliest are based on eight-ounce marks of about 200 g, 216 g, or 233 g, 
which suggests that they may have originated in an area where Scandinavian or Germanic standards prevailed. It 
will be recalled that the 233 g mark was the mark of Cologne, as well as the Tower mark of London. English fi nds 
mainly conform to the 216 g standard, although one from Salisbury is very close to an ounce on the English-troy 

 74 Evans 1936, 255.
 75 Berck 1931; Wyffels 1967; Munro 2000.
 76 Evans 1936, 237.
 77 Brand 1994, 73.
 78 Holtman 1997–8.
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mark standard of 249 g.79 A few later English fi nds are also consistent with this standard, and have punchmarks 
that possibly indicate offi cial verifi cation. The currently-available evidence regarding these cup-weights tends to 
confi rm the general picture of metrological infl ation, as mentioned in Appendix 1B. It is to be hoped that more 
fi nds will lead to more specifi c conclusions.
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Introduction

FEW short pieces of historical writing have had such an effect on the interpretation of the late-
medieval English economy as ‘Revisions in economic history ix: the fi fteenth century’ by 
M.M. Postan, fi rst published in The Economic History Review in 1939. He saw nothing but 
‘stagnation tinged with gloom’. A collapse in the size of the population, consequent upon 
waves of endemic plague, led to a decline in agricultural prosperity, to a severe contraction in 
the value of goods and in the size and prosperity of most towns. The majority of village mar-
kets ceased to function in the fi fteenth century and town after town sought relief  from taxa-
tion and other payments by complaining to the crown about depopulation and impoverishment. 
The growing value of labour, as wages rose and prices fell, and the redistribution of income in 
favour of the masses, did stimulate expansion in some areas, principally those serving the 
growing demand for basic consumer goods which had previously been unaffordable. Demand 
for woollen textiles was exceptionally buoyant both at home and abroad, particularly for cloth 
of medium quality, and production fl ourished in a number of rural areas as the countryside 
enjoyed the advantage over towns of a less regulated environment and a supply of labour that 
was both cheap and fl exible. In the long run, falling agricultural prices made manufactured 
goods relatively more expensive, however, and after a period of expansion in the late four-
teenth century manufacturing faltered and then declined. Nor could the domestic demand for 
woollen textiles offset the loss of overseas markets in the mid-fi fteenth century. So, although 
the volume of trade and non-agricultural production in the late fourteenth and fi fteenth cen-
turies may not have fallen as much as population, in an overwhelmingly agrarian economy 
with a pronounced emphasis on arable farming, it was inevitable that no major sector would 
escape recession. ‘That the total national income of wealth was declining is shown by almost 
every statistical index available to the historian.’1 

Since 1939, all historians of the late-medieval economy have had to deal with this over-
whelmingly dark interpretation. Some, like A.R. Bridbury, have sought to prove Postan com-
pletely wrong, proposing that, thanks to the tireless energy of the peasantry, this was an age 
of economic growth in which the urban sector fl ourished.2 F.R.H. Du Boulay saw it as An Age 
of Ambition, when the enterprising could prosper by seizing the opportunities offered by the 
prevailing and unusual economic circumstances in order to make their own way in the world.3 
There has been much debate as to the emergence of a ‘capitalist’ society in the fi fteenth cen-
tury and most recently C.C. Dyer has argued in much more measured and realistic terms than 
Du Boulay that this was An Age of Transition?. The question mark at the end of the title is 

 Acknowledgements. I am very grateful to the President and Council of the British Numismatic Society for doing me the great 
honour of inviting me to give the Howard Linecar Lecture in 2009. Without Dr Martin Allen’s advice and assistance this would 
have been a much poorer paper and Prof. Nicholas Mayhew’s comments have also been much appreciated. This paper was also 
given, in a revised form, to the ‘Sowing the Seeds II’ Conference held at the Henley Business School, University of Reading, in 
March 2010 and, again, the comments of the audience were constructive and helpful. Finally, my thanks to the members of the 
Late Medieval Seminar at the Institute of Historical Research, University of London, who have cheerfully and encouragingly 
endured my ramblings on money, credit and banking for many years. 
 1 Postan 1939, 160–7 (especially 161); Abel 1980, 49–95; Hatcher and Bailey 2001, 51–2.
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telling. Dyer’s argument is that society faced the very real challenges of falling prices and ris-
ing wages and found ways of coping, even with, let it be said, the acute shortages of silver 
coins with which day-to-day purchases were made by the common people.4 Whether or not he 
convinces is a matter for the readers’ own opinion. Hatcher and Bailey, in their work on 
Modelling the Middle Ages, point out that none of the leading models devotes much time to 
the later middle ages which has ‘proved providential for the modellers, since England in the 
later fourteenth and fi fteenth centuries is an even more testing environment for models of 
long-term economic and social change than the preceding era.’5 Hatcher himself  has written 
of a ‘great slump’ in the fi fteenth century, beginning in the 1440s and lasting until the 1470s, 
with the underlying implication, for this reader at least, that the slump characterises the whole 
century.6

Bullion famines and bullion fl ows

As these debates were taking place, another important argument was being brought back into 
the discussions. The eminent Canadian economic historian John Munro began to explore the 
importance of minting and money in the relationship between England and the Low Countries 
in the fourteenth and fi fteenth centuries and in 1972 published his enduringly important work 
Wool, Cloth and Gold. The Struggle for Bullion in Anglo-Burgundian Trade, 1340–1478.7 He has 
followed this with many articles pursuing the important theme of the consequences of fl uc-
tuations in the money supply for the linked economies of England and the Burgundian 
Netherlands in the fi fteenth century. At much the same time, John Day was working on the 
general problems for the late-medieval European economy caused by growing shortages of 
gold and particularly of silver, due to a combination of a collapse in silver mining output in 
Bohemia and Serbia and the fl ow of money to the near and far East to pay for luxury imports, 
a subject to be discussed further below. In his seminal article, published in 1978 and called 
‘The great bullion famine of the fi fteenth century’, he argues that late-medieval Europe was 
crippled by a severe shortage of bullion and therefore of coined money and that this, as much 
as population decline and continual warfare (another of Munro’s themes), plunged the econ-
omy into a depression that lasted for much of the fi fteenth century.8 Day’s thesis has been 
challenged, notably by Nathan Sussman, but never replaced.9 Peter Spufford accepted Day’s 
arguments in his magisterial Money and its Use in Medieval Europe, fi rst published in 1988, 
and added another of his own, a further bullion famine in mid-century and a lack of coin so 
severe that Italian galleys returned home from with their cargoes unsold, mints closed down 
all over Europe, with the exception of England, and, quite pitifully, there were no buyers for 
bundles of leeks on local markets because of the lack of small change.10 

Most recently, Ian Blanchard has added another dimension to the debate. Day and Spufford 
had rightly concentrated on the lack of silver for minting the small coins used all across Europe 
in everyday transactions, for paying wages, rents and taxes, buying food and re-paying debts, 
all vital parts of economic exchange. Gold coinages, introduced throughout southern and 
western Europe between c.1250 and c.1350, and specifi cally in England between 1343 and 1351, 
were thought to have suffered less than silver because there were reasonable supplies of the more 
valuable of the precious metals. Blanchard has shown that this was not the case. Transylvanian 
mines, then under Hungarian control, had supplied much of the gold for the new coinages in 
the fi rst half  of the fourteenth century, but production from them fell rapidly after 1387 and 
faded away to nothing by the second half  of the fi fteenth century. Most of Europe’s gold came 

 4 Dyer 1991; Dyer 2005.
 5 Hatcher and Bailey 2001, 175. Their point is that no society has had to face sustained depopulation and severe price defl ation 
at one and the same time.
 6 Hatcher 1996.
 7 Munro 1972.
 8 Day 1979.
 9 Sussman 1998.
 10 Spufford 1988, especially 339–62.
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from what is now western Sudan, travelling northwards either via Alexandria in Egypt or by 
camel routes across the Sahara to Timbuktu where it was exchanged for salt. It then crossed 
the Mediterranean either via West African ports or through Tunis and Tripoli in North Africa 
to Genoa or Venice. Blanchard has now shown that both routes suffered major interruptions 
in the late fourteenth and early fi fteenth centuries, due to the disruption of the camel routes. 
An acute crisis in the Egyptian monetary system led to shortages of gold on the Alexandrian 
specie market. As a result, the price of gold rose sharply on the European market in the 1420s 
and 1430s generally and in northern Europe particularly. It fell only when the production of 
gold by the new mercury amalgam process increased output in the Rhineland and at roughly 
the time when new silver came on to the market from the south German mines.11

Lack of precious metals from which to strike coins was made worse by two other interna-
tional factors and by the local circumstances in north-western Europe from c.1350 to c.1470. 
The drain of specie to the east to pay for the luxury goods that Europe craved and the work-
ings of what are known as bi-metallic fl ows both affected the money supply across the conti-
nent. In 1971 Ashtor published what has become a classic work on the balance of trade and 
payments between east and west, Les métaux precieux et la balance des payements du Proche-
Orient à la basse époque. In it he argued that the value of imports from the Levant exceeded 
the value of exports by 400,000 Venetian ducats a year in the fourteenth and fi fteenth centu-
ries, a defi cit that had to be settled in coin and in specie, bars of gold and silver. To give some 
rough idea of contemporary English values, the Venetian ducat traded at about 43 sterlings or 
pennies on the London exchange market in the 1430s, making the annual European defi cit 
something like £71,666 sterling which over a decade meant a loss nearly equal to the circulating 
medium in England.12

Bi-metallic fl ows exacerbated the problem. If one precious metal, say gold, is valued more in 
one geographic area than the other metal, silver, whilst silver is more highly valued in another 
geographic area, then gold will fl ow to the fi rst region and silver to the other. The most impor-
tant account of these fl ows, by Watson, argues that they existed between Europe and the Islamic 
world from at least AD 1000 onwards and continued on into the late middle ages, although at 
reduced rates. By then it was silver that the Islamic world wanted whilst Europe needed gold, 
fi rst to strike the new gold coinages between c.1250 and c.1350 and then to maintain them in 
circulation. Taken together, the collapse in silver mining output, the interruptions in the supply 
of gold, a perpetual trade imbalance with the east and bi-metallic fl ows, combined to create 
what were at times severe shortages of bullion in late medieval Europe.13

Bullion wars

For England there were problems much nearer home. From the thirteenth century onwards 
English wool had kept the looms busy in the Flemish cloth towns. Then, as the Flemish indus-
try declined and cloth production rose in England, English cloth was sold at the four great 
fairs held at Antwerp and Bergen-op-Zoom, for export to central, northern and southern 
Europe. The manufacturing and trading economies of England and the Low Countries were 
inextricably linked and the links grew both stronger and more diffi cult as the Valois dukes of 
Burgundy sought to bring the various towns, counties and duchies in Flanders, Brabant, 
Holland and Zeeland under their control, from about 1384 onwards. The dukes of Burgundy 
used seigniorage, the tax levied on minting by the prince, as a major source of revenue. 
Frequent recoinages helped fi nance the wars and political stratagems of dukes Philip the Bold, 
John the Fearless and, until the 1430s, Philip the Good. Other rulers in north-western Europe 
sought to profi t from their regalian right over minting in the same way, leading to a scramble 
for bullion from which to strike both gold and silver coins. The only ruler in north-western 
Europe who did not and could not manipulate the coinage to his own ends in this way was the 

 11 Blanchard 2005, 1111–1218 and especially pp. 1075–6, 1029–36 and 1182–1207; Blanchard 2007, 383–410.
 12 Ashtor 1971, 96.
 13 Watson 1967, 1–34.
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king of England, but eventually there had to be major English recoinages to adjust the intrin-
sic value of the coins in terms of gold and silver to the rapidly changing prices on the interna-
tional bullion markets. The result, between 1348 and 1478 was a century of bullion wars 
between England and Burgundy which affected not only economic and monetary relations 
between the kingdom and the duchy but also political ties, since, in the fi fteenth century and 
until 1435, Burgundy was England’s ally in the Hundred Years War.14

Competition for scarce supplies of precious metals was only to be expected. Matters, it has 
been argued, were made worse by the constant drain of bullion from the Low Countries to 
Italy to settle the imbalance of trade between the two regions. With the decline of the Flemish 
cloth industry from the late fourteenth century onwards, the Italian galleys and carracks that 
had brought both luxury goods and raw materials and dyestuffs from the Mediterranean to 
Bruges and its outports, Sluys, Damme and Arnemuiden, found little or nothing to buy for 
export back through the Straits of Morocco (Gibraltar). They could make up some of the 
defi cit by buying English wool for the cloth workshops in Florence, Milan and other Italian 
cities, but that still left a defi cit which could only be settled by the transfer of bullion from 
north to south, making shortages of precious metals in the Low Countries even worse. In this 
instance de Roover, whose theory this is, was certainly wrong. He failed to take into account 
the very substantial quantities of English cloth bought for export by Italian merchants based 
in London, who ran a defi cit on their operations in England that was made good by the trans-
fer of funds from Bruges and Venice.15 The trade defi cit may have caused problems for the 
Low Countries but not for England until the 1450s and 1460s, with recovery of English cloth 
exports coming only after the recoinage of 1464–65 brought the gold:silver ratio into line with 
their value on international markets.16 

There was an imbalance in trade requiring settlements in specie, however, between north-
western Europe and the Baltic. English merchants may have failed to break the Hanseatic 
monopoly but after 1441 the Dutch certainly did. By 1500 they had taken over much of the 
region’s export trade in low-value naval stores, grain, furs and other primary products, supply-
ing in return manufactured goods from western Europe. But the Baltic lands were still under-
developed and could not absorb more than certain quantities of relatively expensive cloth, the 
principal export from the Low Countries. Trade defi cits could only be settled by the transfer 
of silver, in coin or in bars, since credit and credit instruments were little used in the Hanseatic 
regions, where silver and not gold coinages prevailed. Although this was to become a critical 
problem in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries – and much debated by modern historians 
– it placed yet more strain on the limited supplies of bullion in north-western Europe and thus 
on the ability of mints to strike the desperately needed coins.17 

The tale of woe is not quite over, alas. There are some grounds for thinking that the drain 
of coin from England, about which there were so many complaints in parliament and in con-
temporary polemical literature, was a reality rather than a political myth. The English noble 
often traded at above face value in the Low Countries, because of its high gold content. The 
ledger of Filippo Borromei and company of Bruges for the year 1438 shows that the noble was 
worth between 6s. 10d. and 7s. 0d. sterling in the Low Countries18 and Munro argues that in 
1443 the offi cial rate of exchange for the noble was 8s. 4d. fl emish or approximately 7s. 1½d. 
sterling, well above its face value.19 The question that must be asked, but which at present can-
not be answered is this: did the noble become the equivalent of the Maria Theresa thaler in 
the eighteenth, nineteenth and twentieth centuries and the U.S. dollar in the twentieth and 
twenty-fi rst centuries, the currency in which international trade settlements were made? If  this 

 14 Munro 1970, 225–44; Munro 1972, 93–126.
 15 De Roover 1963, 3, 64–5, 149–51, 317–19; Guidi Bruscoli and Bolton 2007, 466–81.
 16 Munro 1972, 171–2, argues that the boom in exports resulted from the Anglo-Burgundian commercial treaty of 1467 but 
the re-adjustment of the coinage to bring into line with international gold and silver values undoubtedly stimulated exports.
 17 Spufford 1988, 381; Spufford 2002, 348; Wilson 1949, 153–6; Dollinger 1964, 211, 256–9, 281–2, 366–71; Scammell 1981, 
51, 375–9; Postan 1987, 300–5; Munro 1994, 160.
 18 Calculated from ABIB, libro mastro no. 8, Filippo Borromei e compagni di Brugia, 1438, hereafter referred to as ABIB 
BBr.
 19 Munro 1972, 135 n.20a.
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was the case in the northern seas, then it might well have created a real drain of gold coins 
from England, but at the moment this remains a matter for speculation and debate, as does the 
general problem of whether good English money did actually drain abroad, in spite of the 
many allegations made in the fourteenth and fi fteenth centuries.20

The coinage 1351–1526

It is against this background that the story of the English coinage in the late middle ages has 
to be set, a story that is both short and extraordinary. Between 1351 and 1526 there were only 
two major recoinages involving both gold and silver coins and a recoinage of the gold but not 
the silver coinage. The fi rst recoinage was ordered in 1411 and begun in 1412, but when it was 
completed is not known. The second began in 1464–65 and was a protracted process since new 
gold coins with different face values from those in circulation since 1351 were issued, with 
varying degrees of success. No changes were made in the face values of the silver coins but 
they were now lighter in weight and thus in silver content. The gold nobles struck in the 
recoinage of 1411–12 seem to have been the subject of extensive clipping because a general 
recoinage of all clipped nobles was ordered in the May parliament of 1421 and carried out 
between 1421 and c.1425, after many complaints about the poor condition of the gold coin-
age. Two and a half  recoinages in 175 years has to be compared to four major recoinages and 
two partial recoinages in the 193 years between 1158 and 1351 and more than fi fty substantive 
issues, that is, of new coins that passed into general circulation, in the 185 years between 973 
and 1158. Put more crudely, there was one recoinage or partial recoinage every 70 years 
between 1351 and 1526 compared to one every 38.6 years between 1158 and 1351 and one 
every 3.7 years between 973 and 1158.21 

It is not the purpose here to explain why, when their continental counterparts were regularly 
devaluing and revaluing their coinages, successive kings of England failed to do so.22 In both 
1411 and 1464 Henry IV and Edward IV were almost forced to order new coinages because 
the old ones had become so worn and their intrinsic value so out of line with international 
bullion prices that weight adjustments had to be made and new gold:silver ratios established. 
What matters for our purposes is the volume of the coinage in circulation and how much was 
in gold and how much in silver. 

TABLE 1. Currency estimates and coinage per head of the population 1290–1470

Date Silver (£) Gold (£) Total (£) Population Coinage per  Silver
    (millions)  head (d.) coinage per
        head (d.)

1290 1,000,000 Negligible 1,000,000 5 48 48
1351    700,000  100,000    800,000 3 64 56
1411   –   –   – –  –  –
1422    150,000  800,000    950,000 2.75 83 13
1470 (A)    350,000  400,000    750,000 2.5 72 33.6
1470 (M)    302,250  689,560    991,810 2.5 95 29

Sources: Allen 2001, with revisions to 2007; Mayhew 1974, 67–8. All mathematical errors are mine. 

Taking 1351 as our starting point, Table 1 shows that there were coins worth about £800,000 
in face value in circulation, of which 87.5 per cent were silver groats, half  groats, pennies, 
halfpennies and farthings and 12.5 per cent were gold nobles, half-nobles and quarter nobles.23 
There are no records from which the volume of coinage in circulation after the recoinage of 

 20 See below, 149–50.
 21 Allen 2001, 597–608; Allen 2006, 487–501; these calculations have been made on the basis that a complete recoinage has 
a value of 1 and a partial recoinage a value of 0.5.
 22 These issues are discussed in Bolton, forthcoming.
 23 Face values were: groat, 4d.; half  groat, 2d.; penny, 1d.; halfpenny, ½ d.; farthing, ¼ d.; noble, 6s. 8d.; half  noble, 3s. 4d.; 
quarter noble 1s. 8d.
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1412 can be estimated. Allen suggests that the demonetization of the old stock was not com-
plete, since pre-1412 issues of gold and silver have been found in post-1412 hoards, even as late 
as 1464, on the eve of the next recoinage. He estimates that in 1421–22, after the re-minting of 
the worn gold nobles, the circulating medium stood at somewhere between £950,000 and 
£1,000,000, not much different from what it had been in 1351. The recoinage of 1464–65 was 
more complete, according to Mayhew, but he and Allen disagree about the size of the subse-
quent circulating medium. Allen believes it had shrunk to between £750,000 and £950,000 
whilst Mayhew calculates that it was about £1,000,000. As Table 1 shows, given the sharp 
decline in population, there was now much per coin per head than in earlier centuries. In 1290, 
when the coinage was all silver, the fi gure had stood at 48d. per head. By 1351 it had risen to 
64d. per head, to 83d. per head in 1422. Then, according to Allen’s lower estimate, it fell slightly, 
to 72d. per head after 1464–65, but rose to 95d. if  Mayhew’s estimate is used. There are too 
many variables here to make these fi gures any more than a rough guide, but they seem to show 
that there was far more coinage per head available for use in the late fourteenth and fi fteenth 
centuries than there had been at any time before then, even allowing for hoarding, cash balances 
kept by noblemen, churchmen and merchants, sharp inequalities in the distribution of wealth 
and the drain of coin abroad, and all at a time of bullion famines.24

These fi gures for coinage per head include all coins, however, both gold and silver, and are 
therefore misleading. Gold was supposedly the coinage used by princes for war and merchants 
for trade and above all for international trade. The common people, by far the greater part of 
the rural and urban population, used silver coins for their day-to-day and year-to-year trans-
actions. The small denominations, groats, half  groats, pennies, halfpennies and farthings, 
made it possible to buy and sell goods in small quantities and for wages to be paid to the 
increasing body of daily-paid craftsmen and labourers. Lack of small change became a con-
stant cause of complaint everywhere in Europe, let alone England, and the last column in 
Table 1 shows why. From a high point of 56 silver pence per head in 1351, there was a sharp 
fall to 13 pence per head by 1422, with the fi rst signs of recovery coming by 1470, whichever 
set of fi gures is used. Mayhew attributes this recovery to the realistic mint prices set by Edward 
IV’s government, but it may also have been the result of new supplies of silver from the 
Rhineland and South Germany reaching the market.25 From at least the beginning of the fi f-
teenth century and probably from the 1380s and 1390s until the late 1460s there was an acute 
shortage of silver coins in late-medieval England. In 1422 silver levels per head of population 
had fallen to those of the late twelfth century and only reached those of the mid-thirteenth 
century by the 1470s, in an economy which had become thoroughly used to coins as the main 
way of making payments and storing wealth.26

Contemporaries were only too aware of the problem and as early as 1379 the Lords and 
Commons in Parliament asked the king, which meant in practice John of Gaunt, since Richard 
II was not yet of age, to summon the offi cers of the Tower mint before him to explain why they 
were no longer striking any coins of gold or silver, ‘to the great damage of the king and his 
commonwealth.’ The answers these men gave were almost identical. They said that shortages 
of coin were the result of the money of England, especially the gold noble, being so strong and 
that across the sea (i.e., money in the Low Countries) so weak that nobles drained from both 
Calais and England. Any bullion brought to England was promptly sold to those who imme-
diately exported it in the same direction, thus compounding the loss. Moreover, the money of 
Scotland was so feeble (quite true) that English silver was much in demand across the border 
and was replaced by quite evil Scottish groats and pennies. Within England, clipping was so 
bad that £100 at face value would scarce buy £80-worth of goods at market, which is in itself  

 24 Allen 2001, 606–08; Mayhew 1974, 62–8. Estimates of population totals are notoriously changeable but if  the pre-plague 
population stood at fi ve millions, then it was probably 2.5 millions by the mid-fi fteenth century and had shown little signs of 
recovery before 1489: Hatcher 1977, 13–20, 68–9; Allen, 2001, 608, n.92. Allen has recently suggested in a private communication 
to the author that silver coinage per head was between 38d. and 89d. in 1351; between 18d. and 79d. in 1377; between 8d. and 16d. 
in 1422; and between 28d. and 48d. in 1470. 
 25 Munro 1972, 15–16.
 26 Bolton 2004, 3–12.
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evidence of clear understanding of the difference between the face and intrinsic value of coins. 
If  all this continued unchecked, then the greater part of the gold and silver money of England 
would be lost and what remained would be so clipped that it would be worthless.

How were these ills to be remedied? Ample supplies of bullion for the minting of more coin 
and for the general well-being of the realm could only be ensured by making certain that the 
balance of trade was in England’s favour. The country was spending far too much on unneces-
sary imports. If  every merchant importing goods spent as much if  not more on English goods 
for export, and here and elsewhere the target was always alien merchants and especially 
Italians, then bullion would fl ow into the land. Exports of bullion, whether in coin or ingots, 
should be banned and the existing regulations rigorously applied and exchanges to the Court 
of Rome, should be strictly controlled, as should payments made abroad by pilgrims and clergy. 
The money of Scotland and Flanders should not be current in England, more halfpennies and 
farthings should be minted and the noble should be lighter, so that more of them could be 
struck from the Tower pound of gold and pass into general circulation.27

What followed in the rest of the fourteenth and in the fi fteenth century was a series of vari-
ations on these themes, with a crescendo in 1429 in the Bullion Ordinance of the Staple, which 
demanded payment in full in gold or silver for all wool bought at Calais. This enraged the 
duke of Burgundy since it deprived his mints of the gold and silver they so desperately needed 
and was a major cause for his change of alliance from England to France in 1435.28 Whether 
the bullion won by the English in this way was worth the price of that alliance or the subse-
quent slump in exports from which the wool trade never recovered are almost unanswerable 
questions. Another high point of protest came in the Parliament of 1439–40 when, after much 
clamouring by the Commons, aliens living in England for more than six months became liable 
to a poll tax and alien merchants either resident in or visiting England were made to ‘go host’, 
that is, be under the supervision of an English merchant to ensure that they spent as much on 
English goods for export as they earned from the sale of their imports. The statute was sup-
posed to last for seven years, but it was not renewed. Careful examination of such returns as 
have survived suggest that it was in fact unnecessary: the value of exports and particularly of 
Italian exports was always far greater than the money earned from the sale of imports. The 
trade balance was actually in England’s favour for much of this period.29

The crux of the problem, the shortage of silver coins, remained, however, and not all the 
petitions by the commons in parliament were special pleading. That of 1445 asking for the 
striking of more halfpennies and farthings sums up contemporary feelings: 

To the most worshipful and discreet commons assembled here in this present parliament, may it please your wise 
and high discretions to consider the great harm which the poor commons of this noble realm of England suffer 
at this time for lack of half  pennies and silver farthings, in so much that men travelling over countries [counties], 
for part of their expenses must of necessity divide our sovereign lord’s coin, that is to wit, a penny in two pieces, 
or else relinquish the entire penny for payment of a half  penny: and also the poor common retailers of victuals 
and other small necessities, for lack of such coin of half  pennies and farthings, often are unable to sell their said 
victuals and items, and many of our sovereign lord’s poor liege people who would buy such victuals and other 
small necessities cannot buy them for lack of half  pennies and farthings on the part of either the buyer or the 
seller.

The petitioners went on to ask that limitations be placed on the number of small coins used 
when large cash payments were being made and that there should be a weight reduction in the 
smaller coins so that more halfpennies and farthings could be struck from the pound of silver.30 
They were certainly needed, and in the early fi fteenth century Venetian soldini or ‘galley half-
pennies’ were in wide circulation in London, in spite of frequent complaints about their worth-

 27 Strachey 1767–77, iii, 126–7; unfortunately, the full text with translation has not been made available in the digital version, 
Given-Wilson 2005; Ormrod 1990, 27; Mayhew 1992, 170–1; Nightingale 1995, 258, n.2.
 28 Munro 1970, 225–44; Munro 1972, 84–113; Strachey 1767–77, iv, 359. In the November parliament of 1381 the fi rst 
navigation act, requiring all English overseas trade to carried in English ships, was also passed: Strachey 1767–77, iii, 120.
 29 Strachey 1767–77, v, 6, 24–5; Bolton 1998, 3–4; Jurkowski 1998, 94–5; the Hosting returns are discussed by Bolton 1971, 
212–14; Bolton 1980, 313–14; Guidi Bruscoli and Bolton 2007, 466–70; Barron 1990, 357.
 30 Strachey 1767–77, v, 108–9.
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lessness.31 Other foreign coins were also circulated, particularly the imitation gold nobles 
struck in the Low Countries in what Munro has described as ‘The War of the Gold Nobles, 
1388–1402’. They were so near in weight and fi neness to the English coins that they were 
widely used in England, in spite of frequent prohibitions, forming perhaps between 10 and 20 
per cent of the circulating medium at the time. Like the pollards and crockards of the thirteenth 
century, these coins were much criticized in parliament but were much used publicly.32 

Credit in fi fteenth-century England

Shortages of coin due to bullion famines should be factored in to any models of the fi fteenth-
century economy, to a much greater extent than they have been so far. Continuing low prices 
are as much a consequence of monetary defl ation as they are of falling aggregate demand, for 
example, yet the role of money is virtually ignored by those who support the population and 
resources model which Postan fi rst developed over seventy year ago.33 There have recently 
been some suggestions that shortages of silver might have been offset by the wider use of gold 
among the population generally. Gold is all too often used as a blanket term for the noble or 
later the ryal and angel, coins with high face values of 6s. 8d. and 10s. and with a bullion con-
tent that made them worth even more. These were far too valuable for every day use, such as 
the payment of wages or small purchases in the market place. Not all gold coins had these 
high face values, however. Half  and quarter nobles worth 3s. 4d. and 1s. 8d. were also struck 
until the recoinage of 1464–65, the latter being known as the gold farthing. 

The diffi culty lies in knowing how many were minted and how widely they circulated. Allen 
has meticulously examined the evidence from the indentures made with the Master of the 
Mint for the proportions of denominations to be struck; from the trials of the pyx; from esti-
mated die output; and coin hoards, and is still not able to draw any fi rm conclusions. There 
does seem to have been more emphasis in the fi fteenth century on striking silver pennies and 
halfpennies rather than groats, perhaps in response to the parliamentary petitions, but the 
problem of how many of the smaller gold coins were actually struck remains unresolved. The 
indenture of 1351 specifi ed a ratio of 4:6:2 ounces, that is 16.7 per cent of nobles, given their 
heavier weight, 50 per cent of half  nobles and 33.3 per cent of quarter nobles from the pound 
of gold. These ratios theoretically remained in force until 1409 but they do not seem to have 
been followed by the mint masters, who found no profi t in striking small coins, gold or silver. 
In 1422 the ratio was changed to 8:3:1 ounces, that is, 44.4 per cent of nobles, 33.3 per cent of 
half  nobles and only 22.2 per cent of quarter nobles. Yet the evidence from the trials of the 
pyx in 1414 and then between 1422 and 1432 at London, Calais and York suggests that theory 
and practice did not necessarily agree. That for 1414 at London is exceptionally important as 
it is the only one of the records that explicitly states the quantities of each denomination actu-
ally minted. Quarter nobles were being struck at the rate of two ounces to the pound, but the 
remaining ten ounces was divided between nobles and half  nobles in a ratio of about 2:1 by 
weight instead of the 2:3 ratio of the indentures. Thereafter there is no written evidence of the 
proportions but at the trials of the pyx for which records have survived quarter nobles repre-
sent between 42 and 57 per cent of all the gold coins presented. The smaller gold coins do 
appear in the hoards, although never in large quantities, with the quarter nobles being more 
prominent.34 

Allen’s article raises almost as many questions as it provides answers. Was it simply that 
more quarter nobles were presented for the various trials of the pyx rather than half  or full 

 31 Strachey 1767–77, iii, 108–9, 498, 600, 644; Strachey 1767–77, iv, 69; Given-Wilson 2005, introductions to the parlia-
ments of 1411 and 1415; Spufford 1988, 328; Craig 1953, 81–2; Daubney 2009, 186–98.
 32 Munro 72, 49–63; for the fi rst ban on Flemish nobles in 1389, CCR 1385–89, 647 and for the new parliamentary ban in 
1401, Strachey 1767–77, iii,  470. It was only when the recoinage of 1412 reduced the weight of the English noble that the problem, 
if  it was a problem, disappeared; Munro 2000, 185–96.
 33 Hatcher and Bailey 2001, 21–65. 
 34 Allen 2007, 190–2, 194–5, 202–6.
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nobles? If  not, then why are the quarter nobles not better represented in the hoards than they 
are, or could that be a function of selection by whoever deposited the hoard? Nothing can be 
certain, but half  and especially quarter nobles do seem to have been more widely in circulation 
and use than is generally supposed. It would not have taken that long to run up a credit 
account with a local merchant that could be settled with coin worth 1s. 8d. and yearly rents 
could have been paid with a mix of gold and silver coins. On the other hand, it is only fair to 
say that Dyer found little evidence of the use of gold in his examination of single coin fi nds in 
the later Middle Ages and indeed little evidence of the use of any coin by the peasantry in the 
mid-fi fteenth century. He was not surprised by this because, in his view, all coins from the 
farthing and halfpenny upwards then had a purchasing power too great for them to be lost 
casually.35 Yet, in spite of all these caveats, the main thrust of the arguments put forward by 
the monetarist or bullionist historians that there were shortages of coins and notably of small 
silver coins still seems to hold good. 

The most obvious and practical solution to the problem was an increased use of credit. One 
of the essential underpinnings of late-medieval society was the availability of credit for buy-
ing, selling and investment at all levels in society and whilst at times credit may have been 
squeezed by the bullion famines, it did not disappear completely. Intricate networks of debit 
and credit still functioned throughout the economy and were used by London and provincial 
merchants in all branches of their trade, import-export, wholesale and retail; by agrarian 
landlords and their tenants; and by the peasantry, at least in central and southern England 
below the Humber. At both Writtle (Essex) and Willingham (Cambridgeshire) there was no 
one class of ‘lenders’ and another of ‘borrowers’. Credit fl owed up, down and across what 
were mainly horizontal lines of obligation, between social peers, and it followed cycles of bor-
rowing and lending according to the agricultural seasons. Creditors were also debtors, often 
to the same person to whom they had made loans. There were fewer cases of debt at Willingham 
than at Writtle, a small market town, but most of them between 1377 and 1458 were for sums 
of money rather than debts in grain or other goods. Around the middle of the fi fteenth cen-
tury there was a cessation of manorial debt litigation at Willingham, probably due to the 
increasing ineffectiveness of the manor court in dealing with these matters, rather than as a 
consequence of the second bullion famine, a phenomenon ‘reasonably familiar from other 
studies’.36 The expansion of debt at Colchester in the late fourteenth century was due to eco-
nomic expansion and thus greater availability of credit, rather than a reduction in the money 
supply, according to Britnell, whilst commercial growth in Exeter during the prosperous 
decades after the Black Death made it easier to extend credit at all level in the wholesale and 
retail trades, so that 65 per cent of all pleas held before the mayor’s and the provosts’ courts 
concerned debt.37

Could the increased use of  credit have offset the effects of  monetary contraction in the 
fi fteenth century? Hatcher argued so in 1977 and Bolton followed him in 1980 by rashly assert-
ing that ‘credit freed trade from the limitations of the money supply’.38 This rashness was 
severely punished in 1990 by Nightingale who asserted and continues to assert that the avail-
ability of credit was closely linked to the money supply. She bases her argument on evidence 
drawn from the debts of over 800 London grocers, spicers and apothecaries, members of the 
Grocers’ Company of the City of London between 1350 and 1440. They included some of the 
richest merchants in the capital who imported and exported on a large scale and who incurred 
debts of up to £2,500, as well as small retailers and shopkeepers. The surviving records chiefl y 
refer to the transactions of the more prosperous merchants with higher levels of credit, rang-
ing from an average £31 per head between 1400 and 1409 to £99 in the 1420s, which can be 
compared to the average of all credit transactions in Colchester in the same period of between 

 35 Dyer 1997, 36–40, 46–7.
 36 Clark 1981, 255–6, 268–71; Briggs 2006, 555; Briggs 2008a, 11–24; Briggs 2008b, 421–2; Briggs 2009 for further discussion 
of all these issues.
 37 Britnell 1986, 98–108, 206–7; Kowaleski 1995, 202–20.
 38 Hatcher 1977, 53; Bolton 1980, 303. Nightingale 1990, 560.
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£36 and £61. ‘These men’, Nightingale argues, ‘were among the more important merchant 
capitalists, and, since their internal trading accounts extended from Yorkshire to Cornwall, 
their pattern of credit and debit had an infl uence on the whole mercantile economy of the 
kingdom.’39 Nightingale then uses this evidence to demonstrate that the expansion and con-
traction of credit or, perhaps better, its availability, was directly linked to fl uctuations in the 
supply of new bullion brought to the mint by overseas trade. When that supply was reduced, 
the extent to which credit could fi nance industrial or commercial expansion was dependent 
partly on the reserves of cash merchants could call upon, partly on the extent to which they 
were willing to invest in trade to the exclusion of other interests such as property, and partly 
to the degree to which they could substitute the exchange of goods for settlements in cash. 
Since the Grocers dealt in dyestuffs and other raw materials essential for the expanding English 
cloth industry, any contraction in the credit they could offer the manufacturers in all but ten 
years in the 1380s had serious consequences for that industry’s development and for the 
national economy. Shortage of coin concentrated capital and enterprise in far fewer hands 
and the money supply thus provides a vital key to the structural change in the European 
economy which took place in the fi fteenth century.40

Nightingale’s article has, rightly, provoked an on-going debate about the consequences of bul-
lion shortages for the late-medieval coinage and thus for the economy. Impressive though her 
argument is, the evidence on which it is based is not as solid as it might seem. It rests on an 
analysis of the certifi cates of debt that have survived in the National Archives as a result of what 
are known as statute staple recognizances or, more simply, statutes staple. The provision for the 
statutory registration of debt began with the Statutes of Acton Burnell (1283) and Merchants 
(1285).41 They were the fi rst stages in a system for the speedier collection of what were suppos-
edly mercantile debts. To make both registration and collection easier, the Statute of the Staple 
of 1353 extended the registration of such debts beyond London to the courts at Newcastle upon 
Tyne, York, Lincoln, Norwich, Westminster, Canterbury, Chichester Winchester, Exeter and 
Bristol. Debts were formally registered before the mayor and the clerk of the staple of the desig-
nated town and if debtors defaulted, they or their goods could be seized straightaway to enforce 
payment. Should the debtor or his chattels not be within the town’s jurisdiction, then creditors 
could deposit a certifi cate of the debt in the Chancery (effectively by this time at Westminster) 
which would authorize the issue of processes for the imprisonment of the debtor and the seizure 
of his goods and chattels anywhere within the realm.42

Most of the actual recognizance rolls have not survived, which is why Nightingale has to rely 
on the certifi cates of debts deposited in the Chancery. They are, however, evidence of failure to 
recover a debt, making it necessary for the creditor to go to law. What proportion of debts 
registered they represent simply cannot be known, whatever statistical methods are applied to 
the evidence. This may not be an over-riding objection to the use of the certifi cates as evidence 
for fl uctuating levels of indebtedness. Medieval historians have to use the sources that survive 
and accept their limitations. Secondly and more substantially, however, by the late fourteenth 
century the statute staple recognizance had become the preserve of non-merchants who used 
them to register loans and penal bonds rather than straightforward commercial debts. It was 
Postan who fi rst argued this in his pioneering work on private fi nancial instruments published 
in 1930, where he claimed that from the start one of the principal uses of the recognizances 
was not the recovery of actual debts but the creation of a penal sum to ensure the perform-
ance of a contract such as a marriage settlement, a property transfer or the terms of a will by 
the executors.43 Beardwood made much the same point in 1939, stressing that only 15 of the 
243 cases on the Coventry statute staple roll for 1392–1416 involved debt, but Nightingale 
dismisses this claim. Postan, she argues, should have gone beyond the two recognizance rolls 

 39 Nightingale 1990, 564–5; Britnell 1986, 107–8.
 40 Nightingale 1990, 574; Nightingale 1997, 631–56; Nightingale 2004, 51–71.
 41 McNall 2002, 68–9.
 42 Postan 1973, 37–8; Kowaleski 1995, 212–13.
 43 Beardwood 1939, xx–xxi; Kowaleski 1995, 213–14; Postan 1973, 35–7; Nightingale 1990, 565.
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for the City of London to the records of the Westminster Court established by the Statute of 
the Staple of 1353 to which London merchants went to register their debts. None of the recog-
nizance rolls for that court have survived, however, and the certifi cates of debt in the Chancery, 
which do not give the full details of the case, are of little help in establishing whether it was 
commercial or not. Two more recent studies have strongly suggested that Postan was right. 
Kowaleski, in her analysis of the cases coming before the Exeter court in the late fourteenth 
century, argues that they were mainly non-mercantile in nature whilst McNall has concluded 
that from the very beginning of statutory debt registration in 1283 to the end of Edward I’s 
reign in 1307 the cases were never predominantly mercantile. Parties from all walks of life, 
religious and secular, used the recognizances as a way of guaranteeing or underpinning other 
types of transactions, from property transfers to marriage settlements.44

Doubts continue about the use of these certifi cates of debt as a measure of the amount of 
commercial credit extended at any point. Kowaleski raises two other important issues, that the 
sums demanded by them often included the proceeds of a penal bond to twice the face value 
of the original transaction which would be levied if  the debtor defaulted on his obligation and 
that taking a case to Westminster was expensive when compared with the costs of settling the 
action in a local court. This would not necessarily invalidate Nightingale’s fi gures for debt but 
they would need to be adjusted downwards. Kowaleski’s second point raises the more serious 
objection. Taking a case to Westminster was expensive and was probably an extreme step 
aimed at forcing the debtor to go to agreed arbitration by a third party or parties and an out-
of-court settlement. Only the wealthy would make use of this process and then after some 
thought. The majority of merchants and traders almost certainly took their cases to their 
local courts where, as at Exeter, debts of between 1d. and £80 might be settled by a licence of 
concord costing no more than 2–3d. and in a space of a few weeks rather than months or 
years. The staple towns were, in any case, spread thinly around the country and many areas 
were not covered by them. Small wonder, then, that the greatest users of statutes staple were 
the Londoners.45 

There were other more practical drawbacks to the use of these enrolled recognizances. In 
spite of all their good intentions, they did not offer a speedy way for the recovery of debts nor 
were the written instruments themselves either assignable or negotiable. Since an understand-
ing of assignability and negotiability is essential to this discussion of a society trying to cope 
with the monetary problems of the later middle ages, defi nitions of both terms are required. 
Assignment means passing over a debt owed to you in payment of a debt you owe to a third 
party. Put simply, A owes £10 to B and has acknowledged this in a written instrument. Debts 
could still be contracted orally and much of the business of manorial courts that heard cases 
up to the value of 40s. involved agreements of this nature.46 Written agreements gave better 
security to the lender, however, and they also gave greater scope for assignment. In the hypo-
thetical example just given, B might fi nd himself  short of cash but indebted to C for the 
amount owed to him by A. He would then make-over or assign the written instrument of debt 
to C who would then expect to collect the money from A on the due date. Negotiability takes 
the process one stage further. Most credit transactions were for short periods, usually for less 
than a year and sometimes for only a few months. When credit was extended for a longer 
period, then the creditor might well fi nd himself  in need of cash, to pay taxes, to fund another 
venture or simply to pay his own debts. One solution might be to sell the debt on to a third 
party for less than its face value. The amount raised would depend on various factors, notably 
the length of time before the debt became due and the known trustworthiness, or lack of it, of 
the debtor. In both cases, it would be essential for the person assigned or buying the debt to 
know that, if  necessary, he could enforce the contract at law, that he would have the protection 
of the courts. 

 44 Kowaleski 1995, 212–14; McNall 2002, 68–88 and especially p. 82.
 45 Kowaleski 1995, 212–20; McIntosh 1988, 557–71. 
 46 Briggs 2008b, 416–18; Kowaleski 1995, 208, 216
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This is an important issue on which there is no general agreement but an acceptance that 
the practical need to pay debts to others or to raise cash for immediate purposes made assign-
ment, at least, a common practice.47 For the moment, however, the immediate point is whether 
statute staple recognizances were either assignable or negotiable and the answer is surely ‘No’. 
Postan’s original argument remains true, that the easiest way of assigning a debt is to transfer 
the original instrument. An entry on a roll could not be transferred except by a new and simi-
lar entry. This might not matter where large sums and long terms of repayment were involved 
but for ordinary transactions a more informal and transferable instrument was needed. 
Statutes staple were used for what might be called investments and securities where legal pro-
tection was vital. For everyday use and increasingly in the fi fteenth century the short, written 
bond, less secure than the staple recognizance but assignable, provided the answer to most 
contractual needs and not just those concerning debt.48

It is not diffi cult to see why the bond emerged as the most practical fi nancial written instru-
ment of the later middle ages. It was short and completely to the point. In its fi rst form the 
debtor simply acknowledged that he or she (A) was bound to the repay the creditor (B) an 
agreed sum either in full on a specifi ed day or by instalments on other named days. There is no 
mention of interest because by canon or Church law the taking of interest was illegal. However, 
it is quite possible that the sum to be repaid was greater than the sum actually owed, making 
it very diffi cult to calculate interest rates. In any case, they would certainly have varied accord-
ing to circumstances that would have included the length of the loan, the perceived ability of 
the debtor to make the payment when it fell due and the ‘tightness’ of the money market when 
the loan was made, that is, the strength of the demand for credit. In years of bad harvests, 
distress borrowing might push interest rates up to 25 per cent per annum, even on small loans 
of less than 20s. In and around Romford, Essex, about 18 miles from London, interest rates 
seem generally to have been around 10 per cent throughout the late medieval and early mod-
ern periods and that, interestingly, was the upper limit for what was considered non-usurious 
in the statutes of 1545 and 1571. International commercial rates seem to have been a little 
lower. Thomas Cannings, a wealthy London grocer, borrowed the equivalent of £110 sterling 
in the Low Countries in September 1438 for which he repaid £115 14s. 9d. seven months later in 
London, a rate of 8.9 per cent.49 These are only random examples and calculating true interest 
rates in the fi fteenth century would be diffi cult if  not impossible. All that can be said is that 
interest was certainly charged in most cases and indeed was licit (allowed) by canon law if  the 
lender suffered damages or incurred expenses as a result of making the loan, terms which were 
subject to broad interpretation.50

As with statutes staples, bonds were used for many purposes from their very beginnings: to 
enforce the settlement of disputes, agreements over tithe payments, marriage contracts, the 
transfer of title to land and the performance of services or contracts, as well as acknowledge-
ment of debt. It was therefore a logical development to attach penalty clauses to them, either 
in a separate document or with what is called a conditional defeasance, the penalty to be lev-
ied if  the terms of the bond were not met, endorsed on the back of the document or included 
within the document itself. Eventually it became the standard practice for the penalty to be 
twice the value of the original bond, £20 for a £10 bond, for example. What turned a bond into 
a ‘specialty’ was a seal, that guarantor of the legal probity of a document in the middle ages. 
It gave the instrument authenticity in a court of law where discussions centred around whether 
the documents in the case were genuine rather than whether A actually owed the sum of 
money claimed by B. 

Penal clauses fi rst appeared in English contracts and conveyances in the early thirteenth 
century. Thereafter they quickly came to be used in a wide range of other deeds. At fi rst they 

 47 See below, pp. 156–7.
 48 Postan 1973, 29–54.
 49 Kowaleski 1995, 208; McIntosh 1986, 166–70; McIntosh 1988, 562–3, 566; ABIB BBr, fols 80.6, 117.2; ABIB libro mastro 
no. 7, Filippo Borromei e compagni di Londra (ABIB BLon), fols 156.4, 272.4. 
 50 De Roover 1963, 10–14; Goldthwaite 1987, 3, 4, 12; Spufford 2002, 43–6; Kleinhenz 2004, i, 89–91; Homer and Sylla 2005, 
67–70.
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were contained within the documents themselves but were later enrolled separately on the 
Plea, Exchequer and Chancery rolls. The enforcement of contracts became a political and 
social issue after the Black Death, as the ordinance and Statute of Labourers show. Palmer 
argues that creditors were now favoured over debtors in law, a reversal of the previous situa-
tion, and that this made the short bond, with its penal clause, more and more attractive for a 
whole range of uses and users. The immediate question, however, is whether use of the bond 
could help merchants and others work their way around the problems posed by increasing 
shortages of  coin. There were always those who would lend: other members of  the family, 
neighbours, business partners, clergymen, knights, ecclesiastical houses, syndicates of  mer-
chants and nobles, with exactly the same groups needing to borrow. Lines of  vertical and 
horizontal obligation, of  credit and debt, ran through society. Land could be mortgaged and 
for merchants and others borrowing could be secured by what are known as gifts of  goods 
and chattels. They became common in London from about the 1430s and by them, the donor 
made a gift of  all his personal property to a group of two or three friends or associates, often 
to secure a loan or an advance of credit. In case of default, they would be able to recover their 
assets quickly and easily. The drawback was that such gifts were usually enrolled, in the case 
of London either in the mayor’s court or in the Chancery, where they were entered on the 
Close Rolls. Nor was it a particularly safe way of borrowing. The creditors might claim more 
of the goods and chattels than was due and enrolment was a time consuming and, in the case 
of the Chancery, an expensive business.51

It was the bond, either in its simplest form or, more securely, sealed and with penal clause 
that showed the way forward, as Nightingale admits in her important study of the London 
Grocers’ Company. Although gifts of goods and chattels might be the easiest way for young 
men or those of doubtful fi nancial standing to raise credit, the shortage of coin obliged mer-
chants to seek more fl exibility than was offered to them by the recognizances of debt they were 
accustomed to register at the borough and staple courts. What the new monetary circum-
stances demanded, she argues, was the means of transferring debts to third parties with full 
legal protection and therefore an alternative to payment in coin.52 This is certainly too narrow 
a focus since the majority of bonds were not concerned with credit but with the performance 
of other covenants or contracts. Nevertheless, this is an important admission by a leading 
monetarist historian that the assignable bond could at least mitigate the shortage of credit 
caused by lack of coin. 

The key point, however, is assignability and whether the third or fourth party assignee was 
given the protection of the courts. In real life, bonds were assigned by one party to pay debts 
to another, as Postan long since showed.53 The critical question is whether the assignee was 
given protection at law and the answer has to be a qualifi ed ‘No’. The English common law 
courts did not recognise assignment, unless it was formally done by a clause in the document 
saying that payment could be made to a third party, an ‘attorney’. Such clauses often had to 
be accompanied by a separate letter appointing such an attorney. The notion that a bond 
might be paid to the bearer or to other parties not mentioned in the original document received 
no support at common law.54 Courts where the law merchant was practised, such as the may-
or’s court at London, other city and borough courts and fair courts, do seem to have protected 
assignment, however,55 as did the Chancery which emerged in the fourteenth century as a 
court of reason and conscience that dealt with cases brought as a result of a petition to the 

 51 Palmer 1993, 59–135 passim; Biancalana 2005, 212–42; Jones 1954, xxii–xxviii; Tucker 2007, 67–70, where she shows that 
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 52 Nightingale 1995, 476.
 53 Postan 1973, 40–54 where he also discusses other assignable instruments such as debentures of the Company of the Staple 
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cases in the Court of Common Pleas (TNA: PRO CP 40) in the fi fteenth century. Many involved bonds but there is so far little 
evidence of assignment of debt; information from Dr M Davis and Dr H. Kleineke, Institute of Historical Research, School of 
Advanced Study, University of London. 
 55 Munro 1991, 63–71; Rogers 1995, 32–51.
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Lord Chancellor, often stating that the petitioner had no remedy at the common law.56 Had 
the records of this court survived in a continuous and complete series, then the question of 
assignability might be solved once and for all. Alas, they have not but what is left of them sug-
gests strongly that Chancery did offer protection to the assignee and to the debtor who claimed 
that he had repaid the principal sum owed or performed the services required but had failed 
to ensure that the bill or bond was then destroyed. That was essential. If the original document 
was not slashed through or completely destroyed then another claim might be made upon the 
debtor.57 

‘The development of negotiable bills made credit more fl exible’, Nightingale argues, ‘but 
could not prevent it from contracting in line with the falling supply of money.’58 Again, this 
may or may not be true because the total volume of credit offered through bonds cannot be 
measured, since most of them were destroyed when the debt had been paid. It is also worth 
considering here what Kerridge wrote in his study of trade and banking in early modern 
England: ‘Englishmen habitually made or set over their debts; creditors regularly assigned 
bills obligatory . . . to settle counter debts, enabling payment without coin [my italics]. Men 
went on settling debts one against the other until they found someone able and willing to pay 
cash and so end the credit chain.’ What Kerridge describes here is a form of paper money and 
he echoes Postan’s words of nearly half  a century earlier: ‘A fi nancial instrument which could 
change hands so many times, and apparently without formalities or additional documents, 
almost deserves the name of “currency.” ’59

This should still give us pause for thought. Transferable instruments did more than make-
up for shortage of coin. They also offered ways of payment without coin having to change 
hands and debts without or without specialty formed part of many a merchant’s estate in the 
late middle ages.60 Their one limitation was that the transactions recorded were essentially 
personal, between party and party or parties, such as a syndicate or family members. There 
were apparently no banks or bankers to act as institutional guarantors for payment or to 
make the loans themselves. Everything depended on the personal assessment of debtor’s credit-
worthiness so that credit was linked to personal rather than institutional networks.

Banks did actually exist in fi fteenth-century England but they were run by Italians, the 
Alberti, Bardi, Borromei, Contarini, Medici, Salviaiti and others, whose international and 
fi nancial connections allowed them to transfer money from one country to another by way of 
exchange. This made it possible to borrow money in one country in one currency and to repay 
in another in the local currency. So Robert Elmham, the attorney or agent in the Low Countries 
of John Derham, mercer, was the taker in a bill for £55 fl emish on 22 November 1438. The 
money, in cash, was delivered to him by the Borromei company in Bruges and was to be repaid 
in London by Derham to the Borromei company in London at usance of one month, the 
settle ment date being the following 22 December. The exchange rate was 88 groschen per 
English noble of 6s. 8d. which would mean that Derham had to pay the Borromei in London 
£50 sterling. Derham’s account in the London ledger records the arrival of this bill on 
27 December when he promised to pay them the agreed sum. In fact he had already started his 
payments on 10 December and by 31 December had paid over all but £22 sterling. This sum 
was carried forward to his account for 1439 and settled in cash on 7 January (£12) and 
22 January (£10). Effectively he had had a loan of £55 fl emish in the Low Countries from 
22 November 1438, with the last instalment being repaid in London on 22 January 1439 over 
two months later.61

 56 For the emergence of the Chancery see Haskett 1996, 245–313, especially pp. 302, 307; Tucker 2000, 719–811, which draws 
comparisons between the Chancery and the courts in the city of London.
 57 The surviving records of the medieval Court of Chancery are to be found in TNA, PRO, Class C 1. Haskett 1996, 281, 
explains that as the Chancery was not a court of record, there was no need for any of the evidence brought before it to be kept. 
Nor there any surviving books of decrees (decisions) made by the Chancellor. 
 58 Nightingale 1995, 477.
 59 Kerridge 1988, 40–1; Postan 1973, 49. 
 60 Thrupp 1962, 109. Collecting debts without specialty was often diffi cult.
 61 ABIB, BBr fol. 348.2; BLon fols 260.1, 292.4.
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Exchange banking, as it is called, avoided both the Church’s laws against usury and the 
ever-growing body of legislation prohibiting the export of bullion, which Munro has studied 
in detail.62 There do not seem to have been any banks run by Englishmen, however, keeping 
current accounts for their clients and then making payments for them to other clients by 
book-transfers across accounts or by paying cash on legitimate demand. London appears to 
stand in sharp contrast to Bruges and Antwerp where money changers and hostellers (inn-
keepers) accepted deposits from clients, made payments for them to other clients and engaged 
in exchange transactions across Europe.63 Such banking services, operating on the fractional 
reserve principle, were not to be found in England until the London goldsmiths started taking 
money on deposit in the late seventeenth century, or so it is often argued.64

This interpretation should be treated with caution. The Borromei bank in London did offer 
its London clients, all 180 or more of them, drawn chiefl y from those engaged in the export 
trade but also from leading wholesalers and retailers, the ability to settle their debts across 
accounts by book transfers, as well as exchange loans and transfers between the capital and 
Bruges, Antwerp, Middleburg and even Venice. The English clients could settle their debts to 
the bank by making payments on its behalf  to other clients, mainly Italians, to whom the 
Borromei owed money. More than this, the bank also helped fi nance their trade by allowing 
them credit, in most cases for less than a year but sometimes over two, three or four years. This 
could all be done in the 1430s at a time of growing coin shortages when the grocers of London, 
some of them major clients of the bank, were apparently suffering from the effects of a severe 
credit squeeze. The Borromei were not limited by shortages of coin in England when they 
granted the Londoners credit. They could draw on the Venetian money market to fi nance 
their activities in northern Europe, in the almost certain knowledge that they could sell their 
wool and cloth exports in Iberia and Italy for prices high enough to cover their costs and make 
a profi t. What this meant in practice was that the credit they extended to the Londoners was 
not limited by contractions in the English money supply.65

The Borromei were only one of four or fi ve Italian banks with branches in London in the 
1430s. They certainly seem to have given the capital’s merchants an edge over their provincial 
rivals when it came to access to credit, as Kermode has argued.66 This can be seen in the ledger 
of Filippo Borromei and company of London for 1436. The bank opened for business in the 
early March of that year with a capital of £1,431 13s. 4d. sterling, transferred from the Bruges 
branch. Between March and 31 December 1436 the turnover of all the accounts amounted to 
£28,630. Most of this was book money, since the turnover in the cash account for that period 
was only £2,189.67 It is true that the Borromei could draw on money markets across Europe 
from Venice to Cologne for funds, which gave them a distinct advantage over their English 
rivals who traded mainly to the Baltic, where credit and exchange were strictly controlled, or 
to the Low Countries and the Iberian peninsula, where they were not. But all English mer-
chants taking wool to the Staple at Calais or cloth to the fairs in Brabant, whether they came 
from London or not, were fully capable of writing their own bills of exchange, of borrowing 
in the local currency from a English merchant with funds in Antwerp, Bergen-op-Zoom or 
Middleburg and then repaying the money on a specifi ed date in sterling in England, and of 
making over debts at Antwerp.68 This is little more than the use of the bond for exchange 
transactions and we should perhaps be a little more wary of talking about ‘English backward-

 62 De Roover 1963, 11–14, 108–41; Munro 1979, 131–239, passim.
 63 Murray 2005, 121–3; Guidi Bruscoli and Bolton 2008, 374–8.
 64 Fractional reserve banking is where the bank holds a liquid asset such as cash in just suffi cient quantities to cover likely 
withdrawals. It then lends out the rest of cash, at interest, to borrowers, thus creating credit. Credit creation in this way is held to 
add to the money supply in all but its narrowest defi nition, M(0). The London goldsmith accepted deposits and issued the 
depositors with notes which then circulated as a form of paper money: Melton 1986, 41–2.
 65 Nightingale 1990, table 3, 567; the Borromei London ledger shows that Thomas Cannings, grocer, was granted £806 credit 
over three years by the bank and Thomas Hawkyn £448 over two years. These fi gures should be compared with those in 
Nightingale’s table. They may give pause for thought.
 66 Kermode 1998, 274–5.
 67 Calculated from ABIB BLon, March-December 1436 by Dr F. Guidi Bruscoli.
 68 Power 1933 68–9; Sutton 2005, 302–11.
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ness’69 in the absence of any English mercantile accounts. There are no signs in the Borromei 
ledgers that such bills were assignable or negotiable but for once that is of no matter. London 
merchants were able to use the Italian banks for money transfers to and from the Low 
Countries to fi nance their trade, but they and others were also quite capable of managing 
without their services and writing their own bills of exchange, drawn either on a correspondent 
or on their own servants resident in Brabant and Flanders. 

The value of English exports was only a fraction of the value of all English trade, however. 
Most production was for the internal market which was probably more highly integrated in 
the fi fteenth century than it had been in the thirteenth.70 Manufactured goods that could not 
be produced in England or those for which demand outran supply, as well as dyestuffs, spices 
and Mediterranean fruits, expensive and inexpensive cloth from Italy, South Germany and the 
Low Countries, were imported and redistributed from London, Southampton and, until the 
late fi fteenth century, Sandwich, along with a host of other ports whose trade across the 
Channel and the North Sea may be diffi cult to estimate but should never be overlooked.71 
Towns also had to be fed and supplied with raw materials, even if  total urban demand did fall 
in line with the halving of the population by the mid-fi fteenth century. Lines of credit and 
debit ran across England, from the ports to the provincial markets and fairs, from town to 
countryside and back again. Some have now been studied in depth, such as those created by 
the grocers and mercers of London and the merchants of York, Beverley and Hull in the 
north east and Exeter in the south west. Others are currently being investigated but, as yet, 
there is no overall analysis of how internal credit worked, in the sense of how dependent it was 
on the use of coin.72

Here it is useful to look forward in time and consider the model provided for us by Kerridge 
in his study of early modern inland trade. He argues that by the mid-seventeenth century 
hybrid bills and bonds had come into use, combining the promise to pay of the bill or bond 
obligatory with an order to pay. It was no more than a bill of exchange here used for inland 
rather than overseas trade. A factor or agent might give a receipt for payment in which he 
undertook to pay the money over to a third party, so that A delivered a certain sum in sterling 
to B who undertook to repay it on a certain date to D through C. This was a combined receipt, 
promissory note and inland bill of exchange and was much used by ‘country’ suppliers who 
built up credit balances with factors or merchants in London and used them to buy raw mate-
rials and other goods, paying for them by deductions from their accounts. These agents also 
lent out a fraction of the balances they held to other London businessmen at an annual rate 
of nine or ten per cent interest. As early as 1576 current accounts were also being provided by 
London scriveners who received payments on behalf  of their clients, distributed moneys as 
authorised, paid interest on deposits and occasionally allowed overdrafts. These men were 
bankers in all but contemporary name which was still reserved for those who dealt in foreign 
exchange. 

This was the banking system used in sixteenth- and seventeenth-century England by mer-
chants, traders, manufacturers and suppliers as their principal means of payment. All held 
accounts in London and they paid one another by transfer from one account to another by 
what became known as the bill on London. Funds could be transferred from London to pro-
vincial towns using the same system, through the banking facilities offered by merchants in 
various commercial centres. Not all payments could be made through this credit system. Some 
balances were settled by the transfer of specie and not everyone participated in the network. 
Only a minority held bank accounts but debts could be discharged by making payment in coin 
to the creditor’s banker, to the use of the creditor. Another shortcoming of this and every 
other credit network based on bills of exchange was that because each increase in the amount 

 69 Munro 2000, uses the term in the title of his article.
 70 Britnell 2000a, 11–16; Britnell 2000b, 313–33.
 71 Mate 2006, 81–101.
 72 Nightingale 1995, 432–89, passim; Sutton 2005, 310–11; Kermode 1998, 223–47; Kowaleski 1995, 222–324; Keene 2000b, 
59–81; Britnell 2000b, 324–5; Barron 2000, 412–26; Dyer 2000, 517–26; Keene 2000b, 576–82; Dyer and Slater 2000, 631–8.
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in circulation by bill diminished the resources of the market, the negotiation of further bills 
was made more diffi cult. Cyclical shortages of bills were inevitable, given seasonal fl uctuations 
in trade and payments. Nevertheless, English internal trade between 1560 and 1660 was mainly 
conducted by credit and the fi nancial instruments chiefl y employed were the old-established 
bills obligatory and the newly invented inland bills of exchange, the majority of both being 
informal until the legal developments of the second half  of the seventeenth century.73

The essential framework of the credit network described by Kerridge and Muldrew was 
already in place in the later middle ages. Their evidence is skewed to some extent, because is a 
view from the top, mainly demonstrating what happened at national and regional levels of 
trade and ignoring the most important local levels, where informality and oral contracts often 
prevailed.74 Yet it is at the top level that the debate on the use of written instruments of credit 
is conducted and there are some useful comparisons to be made between the late medieval and 
early modern periods. Most historians now accept Nightingale’s argument that by the fi f-
teenth century London had assumed the full role as the economic driving force in the English 
economy. The city, with its outports at Southampton and Sandwich, handled most of the 
country’s overseas trade. Its merchants redistributed imports or sold them to provincial chap-
men who then re-sold them to local communities. Wool exports were bought directly from the 
woolmen in the countryside whilst the main market for cloth for export was at Blackwell Hall 
in London, although direct contracts with provincial clothiers were also important. Britnell 
suggests that one of the most lasting consequences of the ‘Great Slump’ of the 1450s and 
1460s was to starve out provincial towns from access to funding and to consolidate the 
Londoners’ hold over credit networks. Keene’s survey of debt cases brought before the Court 
of Common Pleas shows that as early as 1424 London’s commercial links had extended far 
beyond the south east, into the Midlands and the North, however, and that the city was already 
the hub of the main internal credit network.75

This is a tentative argument, but there is other evidence to support it. As in the sixteenth 
and seventeenth century, it was not necessary to be an account holder to participate in the 
system. The Borromei bank in London was only too happy to sell fustian and silk cloth to any 
Londoner who was prepared to pay cash and sometimes allowed them short-term credit of a 
few weeks. In much the same way, those who did not keep accounts with the bank could pay 
in cash to settle their debts with those who did. Clients could pay cash from their accounts to 
settle debts to third parties and one of the most surprising aspects of the current research into 
the activities of the Borromei banks in both Bruges and London has been the large number of 
‘outsiders’ who had dealings with them.76 This may be atypical evidence, but making over 
debts to cancel other debts and local credit networks were to be found everywhere.77 At 
Romford, some eighteen miles from London and so near enough to the capital to be infl u-
enced by its pull but suffi ciently far away to have an economic life of its own, ‘any two people 
might build up a number of outstanding debts to each other. As long as goodwill between the 
individuals remained fi rm the balances could go uncollected for years. When the parties chose 
to settle on an amicable basis, they normally named auditors who totalled all the current 
unpaid debts and detinues and determined the sum which had to be paid to clear the slate. If  
trust between the parties broke down, the complainant could bring suit in the Havering court, 
which had jurisdiction over all agreements made within the manor.’78 Mutual cancellation of 
debts meant far less reliance on coin and these simple but effective methods were all part of 
the largely unrecorded credit networks that ran through town and countryside alike.79 

 73 Kerridge 1988, 45–50, 75. 
 74 Dyer 2005, 193–4; Dyer also argues that access to credit became ever more crucial for the emerging class of  farmers 
managing their own estates and seeking to enlarge their holdings, ibid., 122, 189–90, 200.
 75 Dyer 2005, 192–3; Nightingale 1996, 89–106; Keene 2000a, 57–81 and especially Fig. 4.1 at p. 60 and Fig. 4.4 at p. 70.
 76 The Borromei Bank Research Project is based in the School of History at Queen Mary, University of London. The ledger 
of Filippo Borromei and company of Bruges for 1438 is now online at www.queenmaryhistoricalresearch.org. The corresponding 
ledger of the London branch for 1436–39 will also be made available online at this site.
 77 See, for example, Dyer 2005, 193–4 and Dyer 1992, 149–53.
 78 McIntosh 1988, 561.
 79 Dyer 2005, 180–90.
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Much did depend on the use of the written record and the written account, however. As far 
as accounting is concerned, the diffi culties of the evidence, or rather the lack of it, make any 
judgment as to whether there were signifi cant advances in this area nigh impossible. There is 
nothing to suggest that the double-entry system was widely adopted, or even adopted at all. 
The Southampton town accounts were briefl y kept in this way, but the fi rst surviving ledgers 
of English merchants from the late fi fteenth and early sixteenth centuries show double entry 
being used in a very simple or, perhaps better, a very crude way.80 Too much can be made of 
this apparent lack of progress. Double entry suited the Italian merchants trading from the 
Mediterranean to northern Europe who needed to keep track of multiple business ventures 
and, in the case of banks, to report back their profi ts to the partners in the enterprise. It was 
not necessarily as useful to a small merchant in midland or northern England, or in London 
for that matter, whose trade was local and usually with a known circle of contacts. Here the 
charge/discharge method, best described as a list of credits and debits which could be resolved 
in ways already described, was more than adequate.81

The ability to read and write and to number or to have access to someone with these skills 
became more essential at all levels of society as the use of the written instrument increased. 
There has been much discussion of the growth in the number of schools and thus of literacy 
in late medieval England. In London there was possibly a 50 per cent literacy rate although 
whether that means the ability to both read and write is uncertain. It was probably not as high 
in provincial towns or in the countryside generally. For the wealthy, a business education was 
available at Oxford in the late fourteenth and early fi fteenth centuries. Young men, and as far 
as can be seen exclusively young men, would be taught the arts of estate management, how to 
keep a manorial court and draw up accounts. Wealthy peasants were keen to send their chil-
dren to school and merchants were required to teach their apprentices to read and write and 
if  they did not so could be sued for a return of the apprenticeship fees paid to them. During 
the fi fteenth century English fi nally emerged as the national spoken and written language, 
although there were still wide regional variations in pronunciation, spelling and grammar. 
This made communication easier across all levels of society which in turn made internal trade 
much easier. If all this sounds too euphoric, then the work of Nicholas Orme provides the neces-
sary antidote. His most recent work on medieval education warns against over-exaggerating the 
extent of education and therefore of literacy. There were some who made their lack of reading 
clear: in a Chancery case in 1448 over a penal bond for £10 Walter Parkes of Liskeard 
(Cornwall) said that he was a man ‘minime literatus’, scarcely literate, and that the obligation 
was read to him and had been expanded (explained) in English. It was only when that had 
been done that he sealed the bond.82

This illustrates an important point about late-medieval English society. There was always 
someone, somewhere who could read and write and who, either professionally or from friend-
ship or kinship, could draw up deeds, bills or accounts and read them back to the ‘scarcely 
literate’. The role of scriveners, notaries and notaries imperial in English commercial life has 
not yet been fully investigated. It should be. There were at least 30–40 scriveners working in 
London in each decade of the fi fteenth century, in addition to the clerks employed in the royal 
administration who undertook a great deal of ‘private’ work for cash. A very preliminary 
survey suggests that there were scriveners in most towns of any size so that there would be 
easy access to a professional scribe for country dwellers. These men were not lawyers but they 
knew the correct formulae for bonds, wills and countless other documents. They could draw 
up a bill obligatory from either written or, more importantly, oral instructions and then read 
it back to the parties involved to confi rm that was what they wanted. This may well have been 

 80 See, for example, the ledger of Thomas Howell, 1517–28, in the archives of the Drapers’ Company of London and the 
ledgers of Sir Thomas Kytson, Hengrave Hall MSS., Cambridge University Library.
 81 The workings of the double entry book-keeping system are described in detail in the Introduction to The ledger of Filippo 
Borromei and co. of Bruges at www.queenmaryhistoricalresearch.org. 
 82 Orme, 2006, 253–4, 339–43; TNA: PRO, CP 40/740, rot. 119. For a similar instance of  a man claiming to be ‘minime 
literatus’ see TNA: PRO, CP 40/781, rot. 329. I owe these references from CP 40 to the kindness of Dr Hannes Kleineke of the 
History of Parliament, along with the pleasure of long conversations about debt in late-medieval England.
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what happened when peasants bought and sold customary land on the manor of Great 
Horwood in Buckinghamshire, as Tompkins has recently shown.83 Whilst it is dangerous to 
use one example to prove a general, point, it is equally dangerous to believe that there was no 
legal advice to be had in the countryside at large.

Competence was essential since the written document carried the weight of proof in the law 
courts. A mistake in drafting could prove fatal, especially after the Statute of Additions of 
1413 which required the correct recording of the personal status of the parties involved in any 
action. If  it could be shown that this was incorrect, then the action failed. But some scriveners 
and notaries may have had a more signifi cant role in credit transactions than simply writing 
the bonds obligatory. Did they act, as they did in the seventeenth century, as money lenders 
and bankers? It is noticeable how often they appear in the gifts of goods and chattels recorded 
in the mayor’s court of the City of London and on the Chancery Close Rolls. Perhaps it was 
because they drew up the necessary deeds of gift but they may also have been involved in the 
transactions themselves. Lawyers, also a growing class in the late middle ages, may also have 
performed much the same functions as scriveners and this uncertainty makes the debate on 
the use of the written credit instrument as an alternative to coin all the more interesting.

Conclusions

Comparisons between the early-modern banking system described by Kerridge and what is 
known of the credit market in fi fteenth-century England should not be overdrawn, however. 
Too much had changed between the two periods in both monetary and economic terms to 
allow that. Yet it is a worthwhile exercise because it has pointed us towards a series of inter-
related conclusions: namely that the totality of the credit market can never be satisfactorily 
measured; that using statute staple certifi cates to link fl uctuations in the availability of credit 
fi rmly to the money supply may be misleading; that linking the availability of credit simply to 
the English money supply may be equally misleading; and that a society in an age of transition 
or structural change used all its resources to try to fi nd ways round the problems created by 
shortages of bullion and most notably of silver. At times there must have been great diffi culties 
in buying and selling for the majority of the population, especially in the 1450s and 1460s, but 
this was not in the main a society held back by an inadequate money supply. Indeed, it is time 
to look again at the money supply and to ask the question, did it consist simply of the amount 
of coined money in circulation or should we accept that it was being augmented, in practice, by 
viable forms of ‘paper money’? Eighty years ago Postan thought we should and it is surely time 
to acknowledge that he was right. That being the case, then, like reports of Mark Twain’s death, 
the ‘crisis of credit’ in fi fteenth-century England has been much exaggerated.
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THE ILLUSTRATION OF COINS:
AN HISTORICAL SURVEY. PART II

R.J. EAGLEN

Introduction 

LAST year I ended my survey of coin illustration in 1840, at the dawn of photography. Since 
the fi rst printed images of coins appeared, early in the sixteenth century, there have been 
numerous developments affecting the way in which coins can be shown. The impact of some 
of these has been both progressive and cumulative: for example, the invention of lithography 
in about 1798,1 followed by photography from 18392 and by the offset printing press, patented 
in 1909.3 I am neither prescient nor rash enough to speculate what the future may bring but the 
pace of innovation appears to be quickening, especially with advances in computer hardware 
and software and the related ousting of analogue by digital photography.

The utility and aesthetic merit of coin illustration depend on the quality of the coins them-
selves, the means employed to capture the images, the skill applied to such means and the 
visual medium chosen. This is usually the printed page where the paper specifi cation also has 
a measurable bearing on the eventual result. The technology and terminology associated with 
the many developments can be confusing – and even tedious to the layman – so I shall try to 
concentrate in readily understood language on those which have had the greatest impact on 
numismatic illustration in the past 170 years.

Regardless of origin, all the illustrations for this address have been prepared with a Nikon 
D200 camera and 60mm Micro Nikkor lens. I believe these images reproduce the original 
illustrated material with an acceptable degree of accuracy, but the camera has translated 
everyt hing shown in the accompanying fi gures and plates into digital images, upon which the 
process of printing has further impacted. I simply cannot reproduce exactly the levels of 
refi nement attainable with some of the processes I describe. Moreover, the illustrations have 
been selected to show as clearly as possible the means chosen to portray the images without 
necessarily reproducing them life size.

Invention of photography

The year 1839 was a watershed. On 7 January Louis Daguerre’s success in producing a photo-
graphic image on silver plate was reported to the Académie des Sciences in Paris4 and eighteen 
days later Faraday described to the Royal Institute Fox Talbot’s achievement in producing a 
photographic negative on chemically sensitized paper.5 Shortly afterwards, on 14 March, 
twenty-three examples of photography were exhibited to the Royal Society by Fox Talbot’s 
friend and fellow-scientist, Sir John Herschel.6 Although for the next decade or so John Ruskin, 

 Acknowledgements. In addition to those already acknowledged in Part I of this survey, the author would like to express his 
gratitude to the following: Dr Barrie Cook, David Kirkpatrick, Maj.-Gen. Adrian Lyons, Philip Mernick, Louise Pullen, Dr Elina 
Screen, Robert Trimble and Max Tursi.
 1 Suarez and Woudhuysen 2010, 888; the OED dates this 1796.
 2  OED.
 3 UK patent 25446, 4 November 1909.
 4 Lenman 2005, 317.
 5 DNB 1975, 2044.
 6 Herschel 1839, 132.
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for one, enthusiastically used eponymous daguerreotypes to record architectural features,7 the 
process, capable of producing only a single image and involving the use of vaporized mercury, 
was eventually eclipsed by developments following upon Fox Talbot’s pioneering work.8

However, it appears that photography was not adopted for coin imaging until the 1860s. An 
early example – for research purposes – was photographs of the Gjerde hoard, sent in 1865 
from Bergen Museum to Oslo for identifi cation (Pl. 23). The eighty year old but forward-look-
ing keeper at Bergen, W.H. Christie, claimed bullishly that the plates were no less distinct than 
the actual coins.9 At about the same time the famous Parisian photographer, François Franck, 
published twelve mounted plates in sepia of  medals and coins struck on the continent at 
different periods (Fig. 1).10

Non-photographic techniques used in 1840 and beyond 

Meanwhile, the use of copper-plate engraving continued. As late as 1887, the publishers of 
Hawkins’ Silver Coins of England were still employing, for the third edition, plates used in the 
fi rst edition of 1841 and added to in the second edition of 1876 (Fig. 2).11 Their conservatism 
may, of course, have been prompted by cost and convenience rather than partiality. For creat-
ing individual images a well-established method was to make plaster casts from wax impres-
sions and in 1840 electrotyping was invented.12 When, in 1881, Head’s Gold and Silver Coins 
of the Ancients appeared, electrotypes of the obverse and reverse of the coins illustrated were 
offered by the British Museum at a substantial 2s. 6d. a pair.13 Both formats enjoyed a consider-
able vogue and Ruskin again owned an extensive collection of each for study purposes.14 From 

 7 Hilton 2002, 479.
 8 Hoberman 1981, 302–3; Lenman 2005, 317; Rosenblum 1997, 29.
 9 Letter from Christie to C.A. Holmboe, 23 May 1865.
 10 Franck 1860s.
 11 Hawkins 1887, pl. xxvi (pt).
 12 OED.
 13 Head 1881, 128.
 14 R.J. Eaglen, unpublished study.

Fig. 1. François Franck, photograph in sepia (Douglas Saville).
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the outset of coin photography casts were preferred to coins as the objects set before the camera 
and, as we shall see later, remained so beyond the middle of the twentieth century.

To illustrate his Notes on Syracuse (c.1848–50) William Leake issued a set of coin images 
impressed into thin cards and mounted behind thicker cards perforated to resemble coin trays 
(Pl. 24.1).15 The embossed impressions were created by the Barclay process from electrotypes 
and were available both plain – with a plaster-like appearance – or metallically coloured. For 
the latter the coloured discs would have been printed on the card before embossing.

In the Numismatic Chronicle for 1840–1, J.W. Bergen described somewhat nebulously and 
illustrated a distinctive process for making images of coins (Fig. 3).16 This involved the crea-
tion of stereotype blocks and, although used to illustrate the Gravesend (1838) hoard, does 
not appear to have been much favoured.17 It was only suited to coins with low relief  and 
resulted in images with an unhelpful black background, resembling a negative.

 15 Leake c.1848–50, pls. vi–xiv.
 16 Bergen 1840–1, 190, 191 (pl.).
 17 Hawkins 1840–1.

Fig. 2. Copper-plate engraving, from the 1887 edition of Hawkins’ Silver Coins of England.

Fig. 3. Illustration produced using stereotype blocks, as described by J.W. Bergen (1840–41). (Spink and Son Ltd.)
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More signifi cantly, from the beginning of the nineteenth century, lithography was available 
for coin illustration in books. It was a planographic (fl at) printing process originally using 
limestone (from the Greek kihoy) but later metal and even plastic, and had the attraction of 
offering the option of colour.18 A monochrome example is Hildebrand’s Anglosachsiska Mynt 
(1846) with a second edition in 1881 (Pl. 25.1)19 and an example with background colour is 
John Lindsay’s A View of the Coinage of the Heptarchy in 1842 (Pl. 25.2).20 A more striking 
polychrome example was H.N. Humphreys’ The Coins of England (1846) illustrated by ‘fac-
similes . . . printed in gold, silver and copper’ (Fig. 4).21 Signifi cantly Humphreys’ background 
was as a graphic artist rather than a numismatist.22 He prepared the plates by copying engrav-
ings from other works to which the appropriate colour was applied against a blue background. 
Fig. 5 shows a coin from Humphreys’ fi rst plate (Fig. 5a) alongside the same coin illustrated 
by Ruding (Fig. 5b).23

Popular illustrations 

Numismatically, the chromolithographic technique used for popular works, such as those by 
Humphreys, offered no advantages over the less exotic engraved image. Another such work 
was Lt Colonel Thorburn’s A Guide to the Coins of Great Britain and Ireland, fi rst published 
in 1884.24 Extraordinarily, it contained examples of three types of plate: shallowly-embossed 
images impressed upon pre-printed metallic coloured discs of the appropriate size (Fig. 6a),25 
line engravings printed over such discs (Fig. 6b)26 and conventional engravings (Fig. 6c).27 
Despite the effort involved, the embossed images achieved realism at the expense of clarity. 
Any scholarly pretensions of Thorburn’s work were undermined by the extensive and bizarre 

 18 OED; Suarez and Woudhuysen 2010, 888–9.
 19 Hildebrand 1881, pl. 5 (pt).
 20 Lindsay 1842, pl. 2 (pt).
 21 Humphreys 1846. Fig. 4 is part of the title page.
 22 Manville 2009, 141.
 23 Humphreys 1846, pl. xiv, 137; Ruding 1840, pl. xiv, 5.
 24 Thorburn 1884.
 25 Thorburn 1888, pl. I (pt).
 26 Thorburn 1888, pl. XVI (pt).
 27 Thorburn 1888, pl. XXIX (pt).

Fig. 4. Polychrome plate from Humphreys 1846.
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Fig. 6 a–c. The three types of plate employed in Thorburn 1888: embossed coloured discs, line engraving on 
coloured discs, and conventional engravings.

Fig. 5 a–b. Coin of Elizabeth I as illustrated by Humphreys 1846 and Ruding 1840.
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advertisements at the end of the volume, including one for Spratt’s Dog Cakes. This must be 
one of the earliest examples of niche marketing.

Embossed and coloured images of coins were also used for postcards. A series produced in 
Germany served to identify the denominations of various currencies and provide a table of 
currency conversions (Pl. 26.1).28 In the example illustrated, from c.1902, £1 enjoyed an envi-
able exchange rate of 4.86 US dollars. Altogether more frivolous, a series produced in England 
associated representations of coins with somewhat puerile aphorisms. In the example shown 
the coins, from Victoria and Edward VII, have had their dates erased (Pl. 26.2).29

Photography: autotype and collotype 

By the 1870s the photograph was not only being used in its own right as a means of illustration 
but also as a vehicle whereby photographic images could be reproduced by the printing press. 
In 1871 the ever-progressive Ruskin published Aratra Pentilici, based on a series of lectures 
delivered at Oxford in which he advocated the use of coins to illustrate elements of sculpture. 
In the preface he briefl y describes the process used:

Casts are fi rst taken from the coins, in white plaster; these are photographed and the photographs printed by the 
autotype process.30

Pl. 24.2 is reproduced from his book. The details of the autotype process were apparently lost 
during the First World War.31 Before then it was used, for example, to illustrate Andrew’s 
schismatic ‘Numismatic History of the Reign of Henry I’, to which we owe the birth of our 
Society (Pl. 27.1).32 The loss of the process was tragic because above all others it came closest 
to reproducing in print the continuous tones of fi ne analogue photography.

A closely-related French process, patented in 1855 and known as collotype, was more hale, 
lasting in the UK until the 1980s. Derived from the Greek word j�kka (glue), it employed thin 
plates of gelatine.33 It was capable of creating delicate, fi ne-grained images from photographed 
casts almost comparable to autotype. At their best, both autotype and collotype images of 
artistic, well-struck and preserved coins are unsurpassed at any period. For study purpose, 
their advantage was that the image remained stable under magnifi cation (Pl. 27.2–3).34 For 
plates published before the First World War it is not easy to identify which process was used 
unless revealed in the accompanying text or on the actual plates, both regrettably rare occur-
rences. The plates in early volumes of the BNJ are simply labelled with the names of companies 
producing them, such as the London Stereoscopic Co. and Photophane S.E., who both con-
tributed to the Fox study of Edwardian pence.35 However, the Preface to Brooke’s Norman 
Kings specifi cally refers to the plates as collotypes prepared by the London Stereoscopic Co.36 

The business of the last collotype printer in the UK, the Cotswold Publishing Company, 
fi nally closed in 1987, after a history stretching back to 1895. Somewhat prosaically their 
bread-and-butter market had been picture postcards, but they also became notable for produ-
cing fi ne coin and other artistic plates. Their customers included Cambridge University Press, 
the Clarendon and Oxford University Presses, the British and Ashmolean Museums, the Royal 
Numismatic Society and major coin auction houses.37 Fig. 7 shows part of the works in the 
early 1950s, where a collotype plate was being prepared for printing.38

 28 Royal Mint Museum, Llantrisant.
 29 Royal Mint Museum, Llantrisant.
 30 Ruskin 1890, vii.
 31 Ruskin 1890, pl. II (identical to illustration in Ruskin 1871, pl.II).
 32 Andrew 1901, pl. II (pt). Carson 1986, 20–2.
 33 Gascoigne 1986, 40–1.
 34 Brooke 1916, pl. I (pt).
 35 Fox 1910–14, pls. I–V (London Stereoscopic Co.), VI–XII (Photophane Co. S.E.)
 36 Brooke 1916, vi.
 37 Emes 1995, 2, 103–5.
 38 Emes 1995, 39.
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Demise of collotype 

Sotheby’s catalogue of  the Bruun sale in 1925 provides a slightly later example of  collotype. 
It is especially interesting because it consisted of  142 pages and 24 plates at a cover price of  
1 guinea.39 The process was manifestly expensive.

Collotype plates produced from casts continued as the preferred medium for high-quality 
numismatic illustration well into the 1970s, when their use was assailed by rising costs and the 
enticement of cheaper alternatives. The fi rst edition of Brooke’s English Coins (1932)40 used 
such plates , as did Allen’s British Museum catalogue of the Cross-and-Crosslets type (1951) 
(Pl. 28.1).41 Clarity in illustration was particularly important to cope with the shoddy workman-
ship of Tealby pennies. In the 1960s, however, the process began to be adapted for use with 
photo graphed images of coins rather than of casts. The result was less visually satis fying and very 
variable in quality. The idiosyncrasies of surface tone, lustre, staining, encrustation and other 
aberrations, apart from the intrinsic skill of the photographer, often combined to compromise the 
visual impact.

The SCBI series began in 1958 with collotypes from casts (Pl. 28.2)42 but from 1964 increas-
ingly turned to coin photography. The Edinburgh Sylloge (1966) used a mixture of both. The 
Copenhagen volumes from 1964 onwards, are particularly disappointing because of excessive 
contrast and a lack of sharpness in the original photographs (Pl. 28.3).43 The Mack Sylloge (1973) 
was the last based on casts and by 1977 collotype was superseded by half-tone illustrations, 
shortly to be discussed.44

Photogravure

Photogravure, a process developed before 1880 to etch a photographic negative into a metal 
plate, was also suited to coin illustration but was not widely used for that purpose. Although 

 39 Sotheby, 18–22 May 1925, front cover.
 40 Brooke 1932.
 41 Allen 1951, pl .V (pt).
 42 SCBI 1 Fitzwilliam Museum, pl. XXII (pt).
 43 SCBI 13 Copenhagen IIIA, pl. 35 (pt).
 44 SCBI 20 Mack.

Fig. 7. Preparation of a collotype plate at the Cotswold Publishing Company. (D. Emes.)
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intrinsically expensive and requiring the careful use of hazardous ingredients, it is widely used 
in, for example, newspaper colour supplements where the virtual indestructibility of the plates 
makes them suitable for very long print runs and thereby economical.45 An instance from 1958 
is found in the plates for Michael Grant’s Roman History from Coins (Pl. 29.1–2).46 The 
effect is of a regular, fi ne-grained surface, not dissimilar to later half-tone plates, but without 
as great loss of  coherence under magnifi cation. The Cotswold Publishing Company had 
photogravure as well as collotype equipment.47

Half-tone illustration 

Half-tone illustrations began to appear from the early 1880s, being used in the Graphic from 
1884.48 The process involves photographing an existing fl at image through a glass screen ruled 
with fi ne cross lines, resulting in a printed image composed of equally spaced dots.49 Toning 
arises from differences in the size of the individual dots. It was initially adopted in numismatic 
publications for black and white illustrations appearing amidst text. Fig. 8 is taken from BNJ 
7 (1911), which had a mixture of collotype and half-tone plates.50 The ornamental initial letter 
is symptomatic of the attention given to presentation in the early volumes of the BNJ. The 
British Numismatic Society switched entirely from collotype to half-tone plates, based on 
photographic images, at the same time as the publishers of the SCBI series. BNJ 36 (1976) was 
the last with collotype plates and BNJ 37 (1977) the fi rst with half-tone plates prepared from 
both casts and photographs.

 45 Suarez and Woudhuysen 2010, 1107.
 46 Grant 1958, 9; pl. 4.
 47 Emes 1995, 47.
 48 OED.
 49 Suarez and Woudhuysen 2010, 777.
 50 Carlyon-Britton 1912, 83.

Fig. 8. Half-tone illustration from BNJ 7 (1911).
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The main drawback of half-tone illustrations is that the image decomposes even at low levels 
of magnifi cation into its constituent dots. This is illustrated from a Seaby catalogue of 1976 
(Fig. 9).51 The defect obviously becomes more exaggerated the smaller the coin being repro-
duced. Half-tone plates may nevertheless be satisfactory in their unmagnifi ed state depending 
upon the quality of the photography, the fi neness of screen used and lines per linear inch. 
Superb results were in fact achieved with the plates of the Gulbenkian collection of Greek 
coins issued in two parts in 1971 and 1989, starting from casts rather than the actual coins 
(Fig. 10).52

Normally, the human eye cannot detect the half-tone structure at 150 lines per linear inch for 
black and white illustrations or 175 for colour. However, meticulous printers prefer to select 
200 or even 400. Half-tone screened colour plates are usually produced using four colours. This 
results in a distinctive pattern under magnifi cation described as ‘rosebuds’ or ‘rosettes’ instead 
of dots. The example illustrated in Fig. 11 is derived from Hoberman’s The Art of Coins and 
their Photography.53 No numismatic publication has applied both techniques to photographs 
of coins to greater effect than Kraay and Hirmer’s Greek Coins (1966), illustrating the fi nest 
specimens captured by Hirmer’s camera over many years (Pl. 30.1 and 30.2).54 The latter coin 
has a diameter of 20 mm.

David Sellwood used half-tone plates in his introductory study of the coinage of Parthia, in 
1971, but mainly relied on reproducing line drawings and an accompanying text created by his 
own hand (Fig. 12).55 He was thereby following in the footsteps of Blake, and keeping company 
with A.W. Wainwright of Lake District fame.

The digital age 

Digital technology developed in the last quarter of  the twentieth century and gathered 
momentum from the 1990s. Its impact on photography, printing and the internet has been 
and continues to be profound.

 51 Seaby 1976, 227 (no. 3090).
 52 Robinson 1971, pl. XXXI (pt).
 53 Hoberman 1981, fi fteenth unnumbered pl. between 254–87.
 54 Kraay and Hirmer 1966, pl. X (no. 315) and 181 (no. 608 O.).
 55 Sellwood 1971, 61.

Fig. 9. Half-tone coin from Seaby catalogue, to scale and enlarged (3x), revealing the constituent dots of the 
image.
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For photography, although digital camera manufacturers are making constant advances, my 
own experience is that the results achieved with a well-esteemed Nikon D200 digital camera are 
perceptibly inferior to those achieved with my R Series Leica analogue cameras when using fi ne 
grain fi lm. But this unfavourable comparison is more than outweighed by the ease and fl exibility 
with which the digital images, whether produced by a camera or a scanner, can be manipulated. 
The only insurmountable problem I have so far encountered is when photographing fi ne line 
etchings made in the 1840s by the Frenchman Achilles Collas from low relief objects, such as 
coins, medals and seals (or casts or electrotypes of them) using a sensing machine known as an 
anaglyptograph.56 As Pl. 31 shows, my camera stubbornly distorts the original image.57

 56 OED; Johnson 2010.
 57 Anon. 1837, pl. V.4.

Fig. 10. Half-tone illustration, Gulbenkian collection of Greek coins. (Gulbenkian Museum, Lisbon.)

Fig. 11. Half-tone screened colour plates, at scale and under magnifi cation (Hoberman 1981). (Spink and Son Ltd.)
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For printing, again the fl exibility, ease and convenience of digital processing has contributed 
to cost savings even more impressive than those attained by printing changes in the 1970s and 
1980s. It is sobering to think how many specialist works, with short print runs, would still be 
affordably published were it not for the digital revolution. As an example of what is now achiev-
able, the Society’s most recent Special Publication, on the Coinage of Offa and his Contemporaries 
has been printed from pdf (portable document format) fi les created digitally at the Fitzwilliam 
Museum.58 In parallel with such desk-top developments, the printing trade has also progressed 
remarkably. Pardy and Son, a major producer of auction catalogues, have recently installed the 
fi rst Ryobi 920 fi ve colour offset litho press in the UK using computer-controlled spectopho-
tography. It measures 33½ feet long by 5 feet wide, weighs 30 tons and is capable of producing 
16,200 sheets of 920cm � 640cm sheets per hour (Fig. 13).

The contribution of the internet is, in many ways, even more remarkable, supported by 
software such as Photoshop. It enables images and other details of coin collections, such as 
the hammered English series in the British Museum, to be made freely accessible to interested 
scholars and collectors with the most rudimentary surfi ng skills. It also has the potential to 
make available earlier publications on line, such as the SCBI, and works otherwise hard and 

 58 Chick 2010.

Fig. 12. Line drawing from Sellwood 1971. (D.G. Sellwood.)

Fig. 13. Ryobi 920 fi ve colour offset litho press, Pardy and Son. (Pardy and Son.)
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costly to fi nd in their original format. The Society is currently preparing to place past issues 
of the BNJ on its website.

Digital concerns and limitations 

Although the digital age has given rise to these welcome developments, there are also concerns 
and limitations. Amongst the former I ardently hope that it will not lead in the long term, as 
some speculate, to the virtual demise of physical books. For me they have been my elemental 
companions since fi rst learning to read. Secondly, the ease with which digital images of coins 
can be manipulated places a moral obligation on those producing images of coins offered for 
sale to ensure that the illustrations faithfully represent the coins on offer. There is, of course, 
always the caveat that – as with photographs of people – some coins are inexplicably more 
photogenic than others.

Another concern is that, for economic and other reasons, dealers in coins increasingly rely 
on the internet rather than illustrated catalogues and lists to advertise their offerings. As their 
sites are updated an increasing proportion of illustrations may disappear from the public 
domain. Lastly, and most importantly of all, the durability of internet data is an unknown 
quantity, whether from viral attacks or other detrimental infl uences.

The limitation of half-tone illustrations, in terms of dissolution under magnifi cation, applies 
equally to analogue and digital photography because it stems from the printing process itself. 
Nevertheless there are a number of ways in which the effect may be mitigated. The fi rst is the 
specifi cation of the half-tone screen itself, referred to above. Secondly, for quality reproduc-
tion 300dpi (dots per square inch) is desirable at actual reproduction size. Thirdly, enlarge-
ments can be printed digitally with only slight loss of sharpness compared with the original 
image. This technique is used to great effect in the superb auction catalogues of Numismatica 
Ars Classica (Zurich and London), printed with four colour half-tone plates set in an elegant 
fi fth colour background using high quality paper.

Auction catalogues 

Apart from numismatic books of many kinds the other main source of coin illustration both 
before and still largely since the digital era is in auction catalogues, as mentioned above. Not 
surprisingly, the evolution of their illustration follows closely upon that of numismatic books.

The fi rst British coin catalogue listed by Manville and Robertson was issued anonymously in 
1710.59 It was not, however, until 1878 that Sotheby fi rst included a plate in its Bank of England 
sale of European Greek coins (Pl. 32).60 Even so, only from the mid-1890s did they begin to use 
autotype and collotype illustrations more intensively, prompted by a clutch of important 
 collections coming on the market, such as Montagu (mainly 1895–97) (Pl. 33.1),61 Murdoch 
(1903–04)62 and Rashleigh (1909)63 in the English series. Christie and Glendining did not follow 
Sotheby’s lead until 190264 and 190465 respectively.

Collotype illustrations based on casts were still being used by Glendining for the major 
Lockett sales between 1955 and 1961 (Pl. 33.2).66 For Mack (1975 and 1977), however, the 
coins were photographed and reproduced as half-tone plates (Fig. 14).67 By the 1970s, includ-
ing the Elmore Jones 1971 sale,68 half-tone had become the norm. As with book illustration, 

 59 Manville and Robertson 1986, 4.
 60 Sotheby, 13 February 1878, pl. 
 61 Manville and Robertson 1986, 177–81, 405. Sotheby, 16–20 November 1897, pl. I, pt (Pl. 32).
 62 Manville and Robertson 1986, 201–6, 406.
 63 Manville and Robertson 1986, 215, 410.
 64 Manville and Robertson 1986, 198. Christie, 29–30 April 1902.
 65 Manville and Robertson 1986, 203. Glendining, 22–3 February 1904.
 66 Manville and Robertson 1986, 402. Glendining, 6–9 June 1955, pl. XII, pt (Pl. 33.2).
 67 Manville and Robertson 1986, 403. Glendining/Spink, 23 March 1977, lot 96 (Fig. 14).
 68 Manville and Robertson 1985, 393. Glendining, 12 May 1971.
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it will be noticed from the Montagu example (Pl. 33.1) that the quality of plates used by 
British auction houses from the 1890s to the First World War are of supreme quality. This was 
true also on the Continent, as an example from a catalogue of the Munich dealer, Hirsch, in 
1907, reveals (Fig. 15).69 

The fi nal illustration is taken from CNG’s Triton XIII Sale in January 2010, printed in the 
USA. The colour process used here is known as stochastic and replaced their use of half-tone 
illustration at the beginning of 2009. It achieves an even texture under magnifi cation some-
what akin to collotype and photographic prints by employing random shaped dots instead of 
the regular grid of half-tone rosettes (Fig. 16).70 The software is costly, the proofi ng system is 
complex and, although available since the 1990s, the process does not appear to have so far 
found favour with UK and European based producers of fi ne illustrations.

The major coin auction houses now issue their catalogues in both hard copy and via the 
internet. It may sadly be only a matter of time before the former capitulates to the latter. A 
great advantage of the internet is in enabling potential purchasers to consider up to the last 
minute how high they are prepared to bid, without even the need to set up a telephone link. I 
suspect that this may be one reason for the recent strength of the coin auction market.

Die studies 

There is a particular reason for ending this survey of coin illustration with auction catalogues. 
The probability, even the very idea, of making a die study of a given coin series depends upon 

 69 Hirsch, 27 May 1907, pl. II (pt).
 70 CNG, Triton XIII, 6 January 2010, 2098.

Fig. 14. Half-tone plates in the Mack 1977 sale (23 March 1977, lot 96).

Fig. 15.  High-quality illustrations from Hirsch sale, 27 May 1907, pl. II (pt).
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access to suffi cient coins or images to make the exercise practicable and meaningful. Illustrated 
scholarly works, and especially sylloges, are an obvious source and not entirely dependent on 
works published after the invention of photography. However, auction catalogues from late in 
the nineteenth century, based upon photography for their illustrations, are an equal and some-
times more extensive source of raw material for die study. They are especially valuable because 
many coins offered at auction appear fl eetingly before disappearing again, sometimes for 
decades, into private hands.

François de Callatäy has found an isolated reference in 1767 by Johann Winckelmann to 
matching dies (conio medesimo) but die study as a systematic tool did not develop until the 
early years of the twentieth century, led by a small band of young students of Ancient Greek 
coins.71 De Cattaläy lists thirteen resulting die studies between 1906 and 1929.72 With hoard 
evidence die-linking was fundamental to understanding the chronology of the series being 
studied. In the British series, for collectors of milled coinage die study is an established prac-
tice, with the added inducement, especially in modern issues, of discovering anomalies. In the 
English hammered series the technique has so far been less widely used than might have been 
expected or hoped for. Mossop’s Lincoln Mint (1970) remains an outstanding example, but 
apart from a brilliant brief  analysis of the material from Stewart Lyon, the die study was left 
to speak for itself.73 Although die studies of lesser mints have undoubtedly contributed to 
knowledge, major mints offer the greatest rewards in the hammered series. They also present 
the most daunting challenge to stamina, patience and precision. A corpus of Winchester coins 
is reportedly, after many years in preparation, close to publication. Work on York appears for 
the moment to have stalled, and sadly London is not even a gleam in a rash person’s eye. At 
the beginning of this evening I eschewed crystal ball gazing, but is it too much to hope that for 
die studies computer technology will come to our aid?74

 71 de Callatäy 2007, 6.
 72 de Callatäy 2007, 3–4.
 73 Mossop 1970.
 74 See Talbot and Leins 2010, 3–4 and 22, for an example of the use of composite digital images to assist die-studies of Celtic 
coins.

Fig. 16. Stochastic colour process, at scale and under 3.5x magnifi cation. (Classical Numismatic Group Inc.)
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A STUDY OF THE ‘WEYL’ PATTERN PENNIES, 
HALFPENNIES AND FARTHINGS DATED 1860 AND 1887 

R.J. PEARCE

Introduction

THE Weyl patterns are a series whose existence was first acknowledged in the Murdoch sales 
at Sotheby’s rooms in 1903 and 1904. The reason for their production is unknown, and little 
has been written about them to date in the standard reference works of British numismatics 
with C.W. Peck’s half-page contribution in the British Museum catalogue being the only 
attempt to address their origin. M.J. Freeman is silent on this, restricting his input to the 
descriptions only.1 The Weyl patterns are thought to have been made by Lauer of Nuremberg, 
with both the early catalogues and Peck noting they were of German origin. Peck further 
stated that the series now under discussion was distributed in this country by Adolph Weyl but 
gives no reference for this. A Glendining sale catalogue notes that the bust punch used on the 
1860 patterns is the same as that used for the Cape of Good Hope and Griqua Town patterns 
of 1889–90 and (citing unnamed ‘South African writers’) states that they were struck for Otto 
Nolte of Berlin from dies prepared by Wolfgang Lauer of L.C. Lauer of Nuremberg.2 The 
destruction of the Lauer factory along with its records in World War II adds to the diffi culties 
of further researching the German connection. Despite the existence of pieces dated 1860 and 
1887, the impression is that they were struck at the same time, in the period from 1887 onwards. 
This view is reinforced by the fact that aluminium was only produced commercially in the 
1880s, roughly fi fty years after its discovery, which is incompatible with contemporary 1860 
strikings. 

By general consensus, all of the known pieces are at least excessively rare and it is notable 
that neither C.W. Peck nor M.J. Freeman, were able to acquire or note elsewhere many exam-
ples, despite protracted and extensive searching.3 According to his introduction for the series, 
Peck was able to examine thirty-three specimens of the sixty-six varieties that he could trace 
references to and he asserted that two others could be presumed to exist.4 Freeman did mar-
ginally better, giving a total of seventy-fi ve varieties including all those listed by Peck together 
with another seven that were communicated to him.5 This paper will expand on that list to give 
a total of ninety-four varieties and assign lot numbers from the various sales to each variety 
discussed (see Appendix 2 below). English Pattern Trial and Proof Coins in Gold by Alex 
Wilson and Mark Rasmussen (2000) lists all the varieties in gold mentioned in this article as 
nos. 389–402, but unfortunately many of the images used are incorrectly attributed. As the 
number of incorrect attributions recorded is approaching the total number of coins extant in 
this series, an attempt has been made to list and correct the many mistakes found in listings 
from their initial appearance in the Murdoch sales to the present day resulting in a series of 

 Acknowledgements. My thanks are due to the following people and organisations for their assistance in providing the infor-
mation found in this article: Colin Adams, Lee Brownson and Neil Paisley of Colin Cooke Coins Ltd, Pauline Carrick of 
Newcastle University, Chemical and Materials Analysis, Prof. Paul Christensen of Newcastle University, School of Chemical 
Engineering and Advanced Materials, Dr Kevin Clancy of the Royal Mint Museum, Dr Catherine Eagleton of the British 
Museum, Marvin Finnley, Michael Freeman, Colin Goode, David Guest (now at CNG) and Philip Skingley of Spink & Son Ltd, 
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 1 Peck 1964, 490–1; Freeman 1985.
 2 Glendining sale, 15 December 1993, notes to lots 255–91. 
 3 Peck 1964, 491; Freeman 1985, 192; information from M.J. Freeman.
 4 Peck 1964, 491.
 5 Freeman 1985, 192–6.
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provenances for as many coins as possible, with inaccuracies recorded in the notes to 
Appendix 2 where appropriate. The infrequent listing of base metal coins in both Spink’s 
Numismatic Circular and Seaby’s Coin and Medal Bulletin for at least half  of the period in 
question must inevitably have resulted in some missed references for coins which passed 
through these dealers’ hands, though a few instances were noted suggesting that the coins were 
considered suitably rare and of enough interest for inclusion when there was a copper and 
bronze section in the publications. 

Although the author has been contemplating this article since 2006, having part of the 
information, it only became feasible following the sale of a group of gold patterns at Plymouth 
Auction Rooms in April 2008. As these were consigned by a descendant of Evan Roberts who 
was the original purchaser in the Murdoch sales, for the fi rst time in over one hundred years 
the coins listed had unambiguous identities. Finding suffi cient reference material for this 
project was therefore somewhat easier for the present writer than his predecessors owing to the 
contents of this sale and the appearance of thirty-seven Weyl patterns in the Glendining sale 
of 15 December 1993. Nevertheless, it has still been a diffi cult task to gather the necessary 
detail due to the paucity of information in past sales catalogues and dealers’ lists. Around four 
thousand auction catalogues, dealers’ lists and other references have been checked in the 
course of this research and although there will inevitably be missed records owing to unseen 
catalogues or human failure, this number should be small.

The designs 

There are two main series, the fi rst dated 1860 with a double-fi lleted bust in a style resembling 
the William Wyon portrait used on the British copper currency from 1838 to 1860, and the 
second dated 1887 with a bust similar to the Jubilee Head portrait by J.E. Boehm. The reverse 
for both issues was a variation on that used for the Gothic fl orins from 1849 to 1887 and is 
suggestive of a proposed currency for use in the British Empire. There are also a few similar 
pieces which do not conform exactly to the style of the pennies, halfpennies and farthings, but 
which are doubtless related and briefl y mentioned in the discussion towards the end of this 
paper (Appendix 1). 

The 1860 obverse has the legend VICTORIA D. G. BRITANNIAR REG. F. D. around a 
double-fi lleted bust to the left, all within a beaded border and a narrow raised rim (Figs. 1–3). 
There is an exception to this with the error reading of BRITANNIAL, which I shall discuss 
below. The bust on all three denominations is in quite low relief, but competently made. 
Although similar, there are differences to the ear and the hair detail suggesting that the dies 
appear to have been made using discrete bust punches and the legend entered individually for 
the different denominations, rather than replicated using mechanical reduction methods. For 
example, on the 1860 farthing, the fi rst I of VICTORIA has been double-entered, something 
not seen on either the penny or halfpenny. Peck mentions a patch resembling an H or an N 

1 2 43

Figs. 1–4. The 1860 ‘Weyl’ pattern obverses and the common reverse. 1. 1860 penny obverse (F867, P2141, alu-
minium, grained edge). © British Museum. 2. 1860 halfpenny obverse (F891, P2159, copper, plain edge). 3. 1860 
farthing obverse (F-, P-, tin, grained edge). © Colin Cooke. 4. The common reverse, 1860 halfpenny (F891, P2159, 
copper, plain edge).
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which could be mistaken for a signature.6 The resemblance to an H is remarkable, though I 
concur with Peck that it is a die defect as it is clearly part of a random cluster of raised 
spots.

The 1887 obverse has the legend VICTORIA•QUEEN AND•EMPRESS around a crowned 
‘Jubilee Head’ style bust with the date in small fi gures, 18  87, separated by the crown. All of 
this is within a beaded border and narrow raised rim, and again there are differences in detail 
between the three denominations (Figs. 5–7).

A reverse common to both dates of this series is a variation on the style used for the Gothic 
fl orin. The legend reads as follows, UNITED•KINGDOM•AND•GREATER•BRITAIN 
around four crowned shields in cruciform, joined by arches and with a central fl oral emblem. 
Clockwise, the shields contain the arms of England; Scotland; a composite of India, Canada 
and Australia represented by an elephant, seal and kangaroo respectively; and Ireland. The 
denomination is indicated below with stops either side of ONE PENNY, HALFPENNY or 
FARTHING. In the four angles between the shields there is a single emblem, a thistle, shamrock 
or one of two roses. All of this is again within a beaded border and narrow raised rim (Fig. 4).

The above designs account for the vast majority of the examples extant, though there are a 
few pieces which do not conform. The fi rst of these is the BRITANNIAL obverse found dated 
1860 in lead and common to all three denominations. There is also a trio of 1887 pieces with 
three dates on the obverse, again struck in lead, and fi nally there is a series of obverse unifaces 
for both 1860 and 1887 which are otherwise as the normal coins. The handful of remaining 
exceptions are undated and variously found on modules of a different size or with a different 
legend similar to that found on Royal Mint products with colon abbreviation marks, instead 
of the single stops employed on the pieces under discussion. The lead pieces are found with a 
plain edge only, but those in other metals are found with both plain and grained edges. The 
metals used in this series are gold, silver, copper, bronzed copper, tin, aluminium and lead. 

Trial pieces

The 1860 BRITANNIAL spelling error noted by Freeman (F876, F893 and F905), but not by 
Peck, together with the 1887 three-date variety unrecorded by both authors, suggest that these 
are the initial sets made for each respective series. The impressions were probably made from 
the dies in the unhardened state, using lead as a soft medium to ensure that the dies were not 
damaged. BRITANNIAL is clearly a spelling mistake by the person responsible for sinking 
the dies. Having made the error, the dies were subsequently corrected by punching the correct 
R over the L. The evidence for this is seen as a small lump on the shoulder of the foot of the 
last R of BRITANNIAR (Fig. 8). This is most obvious on the penny and progressively less so 
on the smaller modules where the base of the R is more condensed. The next pieces would 
have been the lead trio with the corrected legend (F875, F892 and F905), after which, when 

 6 Peck 1964, 493, n.1.

5 6 7

Figs. 5–7. The 1887 obverses. 5. 1887 penny three-date variety (F-, P-). 6. 1887 halfpenny (F-, P-, tin, plain edge). 
7. 1887 farthing (F-, P-, tin, plain edge). © London Coins Ltd. See Fig. 4 above for the common reverse.
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considered satisfactory, the dies would have been hardened and the coins struck in the other 
metals.

In my view, the 1887 three-date trio are a similar set, struck to assess the appearance, the 
integrity of the design and probably to determine the best position for the date. Again, they 
are only recorded in lead. The penny and farthing are both badly corroded, but the halfpenny 
shows the three positions clearly (Fig. 9; see Fig. 5 for the penny). No positively identifi able 
trace of the two missing dates on the fi nal version was observed, though there is a slight dis-
turbance in the fi eld in front of the bust on the halfpenny at the correct point for the date 
suggestive of a fi lled-in die. This would have been the cheapest way to adjust the die and seems 
most probable given the limited number of pieces that appear to have been struck. The author 
did not have a penny or farthing to compare in the hand but believes that the single-date 1887 
coins in lead are those struck as the fi nal trial pieces prior to hardening the dies as discussed 
for the 1860 trio. 

The dimensions of the three denominations from the pieces examined (all those listed as 
RJP in the appendix below) are as follows. The penny is 30.5 mm in diameter and 2.4 mm 
thick, the halfpenny 25.7 mm diameter and 2 mm thick, and the farthing 21.7 mm diameter 
and 1.7 mm thick. Exceptions to the rule are the fl an thickness of the single-date 1887 lead 
halfpenny at 2.5 mm, compared to the normal 2 mm observed for the other metals, and the 
plain-edge 1860 gold uniface penny at 1.5 mm thick. It is possible that others do not conform 
to the above, but without the coins in hand it is impossible to say. All coins examined had the 
die axis en-medaille (upright).

‘Production’ pieces

This term is used rather loosely as the known amount of duplication recorded for the entire 
series is minimal. Both the 1860 and the 1887 series are known to be struck in gold, silver, 
copper, bronzed copper, aluminium and tin, and all metals exist with both plain and grained 
edges. There are no identifi able differences of detail between the coins in the various metals 
other than weight or colour on any of the pieces examined, though both the 1887 aluminium 
halfpenny and the 1887 lead pieces in the author’s collection show signs of corrosion, and 
both the tin and lead pennies have surface fl aws. The obverse unifaces are only known for pen-

Fig. 8. (l.) 1860 BRITANNIAL spelling error: 1860 farthing (F905, P-). © Colin Cooke. (r.) L corrected to R as 
seen on the penny.

Fig. 9. 1887 halfpenny, with three dates (F-, P-) (enlarged). © Colin Cooke Ltd.
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nies with both 1860 and 1887 dated examples documented. There is no recorded example of a 
gold uniface penny for either year with a grained edge, only plain. Neither Peck nor Freeman 
included this speculatively, but as a variety I think there is a possibility of an example surfac-
ing in the future because both 1860 and 1887 have known examples with a plain edge to make 
up a set of three in gold, silver and copper. All the other metals are known in sets of a penny, 
halfpenny and farthing, and these were struck with both plain and grained edges. The milling 
on the grained edge pieces is fi ne and of comparable density, for example, to an Elizabeth II 
half-crown.

Metal analysis

In the Glendining 15 December 1993 sale catalogue it was mentioned that ‘the aluminium 
pieces have not been analysed metallurgically, but may be rhodium plated’.7 I can confi rm that 
the half-dozen ‘aluminium’ pieces from this sale in my collection are in fact not struck in alu-
minium but virtually pure tin. It is a reasonable assumption that the balancing six items are in 
a similar material, one of which is defi nitely known to be of the correct weight for this metal. 
While compiling information for his book The Bronze Coinage of Great Britain, Freeman 
weighed, analysed and measured the dimensions of his own examples and those in the British 
Museum collection.8 Neither Peck nor Freeman identifi ed coins struck in tin, though the 
acquisition by the author of lots 192 and 193 in the Adams sale (Spink 23 July 2003, listed in 
the sale as P2141 and P2146 respectively) immediately raised suspicion when the weights of 
the two ‘aluminium’ 1860 pennies were found to be 10.40 g and 10.36 g for the grained and 
plain edge pieces respectively, which is clearly too heavy for aluminium. A trip to the British 
Museum to compare my ‘P2141’ and ‘P2146’ with their example of P2141, and a subsequent 
Electron Dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis in February 2005 confi rmed that the previously 
unrecorded specimens were fi rst of all struck from the same dies as the British Museum’s alu-
minium example, and secondly that they were struck in almost pure tin, with only a trace of 
other metals present in the analysis, including one that was certainly a contaminant from 
material the author was handling on the day.9 Having established a pair of new varieties for 
the series, the author next acquired the two ‘aluminium’ 1887 halfpennies from the Nicholson 
cabinet. Again, these were shown to be grossly overweight for aluminium at 5.48 g and 5.41 g, 
and so a search began to locate their common origin. All could be traced back to the Glendining 
sale of 15 December 1993. The subsequent acquisition of the grained edge 1860 halfpenny 
(5.73 g) and farthing (2.71 g) reinforced the conviction that all the so-called aluminium pieces 
in this sale were in fact struck in tin.

In September 2009 a qualitative analysis using EDX was made of all the examples in my 
possession and the results for each metal analysed are recorded in the following section. It is 
notable that the spectra did not vary signifi cantly between those examples dated 1860 and 
those of 1887. 

Lead

The biggest difference was between the 1860 and 1887 lead pieces where only the fi rst showed 
a trace of zinc in addition to tin. However, neither component was signifi cant and both are 
typical trace elements found in lead. The presence of tin in lead is to be expected as lead/tin 
alloy in variable ratios is a common raw material prior to refi ning. If  the theory about the lead 
pieces being trials is correct, then there could reasonably be a difference in the observed com-
position between different batches of lead since the 1860 trial pieces would most likely have 
been struck at a different time to the 1887 trial pieces i.e. when the dies were individually 

 7 Glendining sale, 15 December 1993, p. 17, introduction to the group of Weyl patterns.
 8 The results were published by Freeman 2005, 36.
 9 These two, together with all other available examples were subsequently analysed again in September 2009 at the University 
of Newcastle to ensure that experimental conditions were consistent.
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fi nished. It is unlikely that fi ne-tuning the two obverse designs would be completed in parallel, 
rather that one would be completed before moving on to the second. However, once the design 
was agreed on and coins were struck from the fi nished dies, it would only take a short time to 
fi nish the job, implying the metals used would be from the same batches and most likely struck 
over one short period. 

Aluminium

In the case of the aluminium 1887 halfpenny, no trace elements were noted (Fig. 10). This agrees 
with Freeman’s own analysis of this coin, which was formerly in his collection, in 2005.

Copper

There was no appreciable difference in observed metal content between the 1860 plain edge 
copper uniface penny (F881, P-), the 1860 plain edge copper halfpenny (F891, P2159) and the 
1887 grained edge bronzed copper halfpenny (F923, P2187). A variation of the oxygen peak 
relative to the copper was noted, which is a refl ection of the degree of surface oxidation. The 
analysis of F881, P-, a coin which was not seen by Freeman, agrees with his results for both 
copper and bronzed copper pieces, where he noted that the material was pure (Fig. 11).

Tin

The following tin pieces were examined: 1860 penny with plain edge (F-, P-) and grained edge 
(F-, P-), 1860 grained edge halfpenny (F-, P-), 1860 grained edge farthing (F-, P-), 1887 plain 

Fig. 10. EDX analysis of 1887 grained edge halfpenny in Aluminium (F922, P2189).

Fig. 11. EDX analysis of 1860 uniface plain edge penny in copper (F881, P-).
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edge halfpenny (F-, P-) and 1887 grained edge halfpenny (F-, P-). All the spectra had the same 
features, suggesting that the metal used was from similar, if  not identical batches (Figs. 12–13). 
This reinforces the theory that both the 1860 and 1887 coins were struck at the same time. The 
1860 plain edge penny has an obvious test scratch in the obverse fi eld, which indicated silicon 
using EDX. This mark was presumably made to test for any surface plating, but with the 
underlying metal appearing to be tin and the silicon indicating some type of abrasive point 
was used to make the mark, this possibility can be discounted.

Fig. 12. EDX analysis of 1860 grained edge penny in tin (F-, P-). Note the identical patterns in both Figs. 12 and 
13 indicating the same metal, while the absence of any obvious differences suggests the same or a similar batch.

Fig. 13. EDX analysis of 1887 plain edge halfpenny in tin (F-, P-)

Fig. 14. EDX analysis of 1860 plain edge uniface penny in gold (F879, P2149). The low lump in the spectrum 
after 8keV may indicate the presence of a low percentage of copper.
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Gold

The 1860 plain edge gold uniface penny F879, P2149 showed no signifi cant sign of the copper 
noted by Freeman in the gold examples he analysed in 2005, where a ratio of >95 gold : >2 
copper was given (Fig. 14). There was however a small lump in the spectrum at just over 8keV, 
the correct position for this element, and the peak below 1keV would be hidden within the tail 
of the major gold peak (compare Fig. 11). As the analysis was only qualitative this can be 
taken to equate to an unquantifi ed small percentage of copper.

Discussion and attribution

Clearly the 1993 sale was a signifi cant event in determining the attribution of the series. Present 
were thirty-seven different patterns of all denominations, but not of all metals. At the Murdoch 
sale on 19 March 1904, Evan Roberts purchased two lots of base metal patterns. Lot 675 was 
of fi fteen coins and lot 690 of twenty-six coins, described as follows:

675  Pattern 10 cents 1845 as before (restrike); Pattern Penny, Halfpenny and Farthing, 1860, 1887, bronzed; 
and two similar sets, unbronzed, the penny of the last set has obv. only; also Penny, 1860, same type as 
before, obv. only; and a Trial piece (obv. only) with head of the Queen, C. on truncation; edges of all 
plain; all in brilliant state (15)

Lots 688–90 came under the general heading ‘Unoffi cial Issues in Tin, Lead & Pewter’. 

689  Various Proofs, Patterns, Trial Pieces and ‘Model’ coins, chiefl y in lead (32). 
690  A similar lot (26).

There is a very close fi t between the coins in Murdoch and those described in the Glendining 
sale as the latter sale had one of each and every variety of the thirteen Weyl patterns listed in 
lot 675, which was fully itemized and also included the trial obverse with C. on the truncation. 
This piece is almost certainly unique, being struck on an irregular fl an out of collar, and has 
rough fi ling marks to the edge and reverse. The bust is intermediate in size between the punches 
used for the 1860 farthing and halfpenny busts, but the features of the hair waves and profi le 
shared with the Weyl patterns clearly indicate a common origin. The likelihood of fi nding two 
such identical pieces is highly remote in my opinion. Having accounted for lot 675, this there-
fore has left a total of twenty-four pieces struck in tin (not aluminium as described in Glendining’s 
catalogue), lead or pewter, which, if  combined with two ‘Model’ coins, would add up to twenty-
six pieces as sold in lot 690 and agree with this description too. Given the vagueness of the 
Murdoch sale catalogue descriptions, I had previously considered that the 1993 sale was prob-
ably mostly composed of the Roberts base metal lots, but thought nothing more about this 
until the Roberts collection of  gold patterns was auctioned at Plymouth Auction Rooms on 
18 April 2008. These had all been purchased by Evan Roberts at the Murdoch sale. Signifi cantly, 
he was the only collector who bought any of the lots possibly containing Weyl patterns, assum-
ing the descriptions were correct. All other lots fi tting the description of Weyl patterns were 
bought by dealers. The gold coins had been in the family since their purchase over one hundred 
years previously and were consigned by one of his descendants, and so the probable connection 
was made. The Plymouth sale contained only and all the gold lots bought by Roberts, whilst 
the Glendining sale contained only examples that could be fully accounted for by the base 
metal lots bought by Roberts, with the exception of three pieces as described. Although cir-
cumstantial, the latter assumption is virtually certain to be correct. The tin and lead pieces are 
only vaguely described, but the bronzed and copper pieces are a perfect fi t and the obverse 
uniface with C. on the truncation is extremely compelling evidence. 

The total absence of any coins of any of the other described and itemized lots bought by 
dealers at the Murdoch sale in silver, bronzed and copper with a grained edge, or genuinely in 
aluminium suggests that the thirty-seven patterns were not acquired from disparate sources, 
otherwise we could reasonably expect to fi nd at least one example from a lot not bought by 
Roberts, but there are none. Missing from the 1993 sale were any ‘Model’ coins corresponding 
to the balancing two pieces required to complete lot 690 or the Marrian and Gausby 10 cents 
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from lot 675, but these three pieces could have been disposed of previously, and the absence 
of the three items is not important in my view given the perfect fi t for the lot 675 Weyl pieces. 
Client confi dentiality meant that I was not able to establish the identities of either the 1993 or 
2008 vendors, and this is particularly unfortunate as it is possible or even probable that the 
two people concerned were one and the same, known to each other or related at some point in 
time. Equally, it is possible that the lots in 1993 had passed to someone outside the family, but 
most important of all had remained intact as a parcel.

The next task was to trace as many examples of Weyl patterns as possible that had been 
listed in auction catalogues and other references. The large number of errors discovered was 
disturbing given the low number of coins extant, though it must be said that the majority 
arose as a direct consequence of the cataloguing of the tin pieces as aluminium in the 1993 
sale, an error that has been faithfully repeated many times subsequent to the sale. The fi rst 
confi rmed error was in the Murdoch sale and many more have been identifi ed since then.10 As 
many pictures as could be found were also recorded, because depending on the photographic 
conditions the same coin could appear to take on a completely new identity, even when there 
was concrete evidence they were one and the same. The certain fact that the pieces sold in 
Plymouth had not changed hands for over a century and the almost equally certain assumption 
that the 1993 pieces had collectively been in the same location since 1904 meant that any 
duplication of these varieties must refer to a second coin of the type. At this point, the positive 
identifi cation of duplicates of any variety became a priority. 

The fi rst identifi able example of any of the BRITANNIAL trio (F876, F893 and F905) was 
in the sale at Glendining on 15 December 1993, though Michael Freeman informs me he 
included it based on information received in the late 1960s. I believe it is highly likely that these 
were the same coins, as they were almost certainly struck to check the dies for errors and there 
would be no need for more than one coin from each die pair. I also think it is signifi cant that 
the seven new varieties recorded by Freeman are all present in the Glendining 1993 sale but 
are not recorded anywhere else to my knowledge. Whilst some of the varieties in this sale are 
missing from Freeman’s list, the vendor clearly believed that the pieces now known to be in tin 
were actually aluminium and so did not need to be communicated as a new variety. The only 
pieces unknown to Freeman in the 1993 sale on the basis of the descriptions given are the 
three-date 1887 set in lead and the 1887 plain edge copper uniface, which was unrecorded by 
both Peck and Freeman despite its inclusion in the description of Murdoch lot 675. Three 
1887 lead pieces suffer from extensive corrosion (the three-date penny and farthing and the 
single-date halfpenny), which is suggestive of damp or otherwise poor storage conditions. 
There is a trace of corrosion on a couple of the 1860 pieces, but not to the same extent, and 
some are unaffected. The differing states of preservation of the lead pieces provides the only 
circumstantial evidence that the 1993 group could possibly have been assembled rather than 
passed from one person to another as a coherent group.

It was noted in the Bamford sale catalogue for lot 194 that ‘these patterns may have even 
been produced to order by Murdoch’.11 I do not believe this to be the case (or at least only 
partly so) for the following reasons:

1. It would not be logical to order two sets of some types but only one of others. 
2.  The cost of making them would be too much to recoup when sold as not only would the 

material costs of the fl ans have to be covered, but in addition an unknown sum would be 
required to make the ten identifi ed dies plus those other undated dies as well as punches 
for the reverse design. It had already been pointed out in the preamble to the 1993 sale 
that the same bust punch was used as on the Griqua Town patterns of 1889–90.12

3.  As most of the coins form sets of three, one would not expect certain pieces to be absent if 
made to order for an individual whom one could reasonably expect to want complete sets.

 10 See Appendix 2 below for a full list of coins. Errors and other important points are indicated by a footnote reference.
 11 DNW sale 70, 20 June 2006, lot 194.
 12 Glendining sale, 15 December, p. 17.
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4.  There were additional pieces that had shared origins and were clearly related but were 
not part of  sets and came in a variety of  metals and sizes, and for the most part were of  
uncertain denomination.

At the Murdoch sale, the lots containing 105 coins identifi able as being Weyl patterns had 
an aggregate hammer price amounting to £60 12s. However, the lots were often groupings of 
various design types and so allowance must be made for a pattern 6d. and two Model Half  
Farthings struck in gold: a Bonomi crown, two Model Crowns of 1848, a Model Half-Crown 
dated 1890, a half-crown struck from the die for a Bonomi crown, a half-crown struck from 
dies of the Gothic Crown type, a Model Penny and Halfpenny and three Model Jubilee Half 
Farthings struck in silver; two 1846 restrike pattern 10 Cents and a trial obverse for a farthing 
in copper; three Bonomi crowns and a Spink 1887 crown in aluminium and a postulated two 
model coins in tin, lead or alloy. Apportioning a value to these based on weight for the gold 
and division into proportional amounts relative to the hammer price for other metals reduces 
the realised prices attributable to the Weyl pieces by between £3 and £4, resulting in a net realised 
amount of £56 or £57.

Calculations using the same weights for unknown coins as those known for similar denom-
inations suggests the weight of gold used for all the pieces recorded was approximately 210 g. 
As Britain was on the gold standard at the time, this equates to a material cost of just over £26 
at bullion value for the material cost of the gold used, plus the cost of the blanks in other met-
als. As the prices realised at the Murdoch sales were roughly twice the cost of the metal blanks, 
it would leave the balance to fund the manufacture of at least fourteen dies (six obverses and 
three reverses for the 1d., ½d. and ¼d.; the undated 1860-style crown and half  crown obverses; 
and the undated Jubilee head-style penny plus the reverse for the crown and the blank-beaded 
border reverses), together with associated expenditure, and would in my opinion have been 
prohibitively expensive as a commercial venture by the vendor based on the above approxi-
mate values. Although the bust punch was already known to exist, the punches for the reverse 
design were not. Due to the lack of records, an enquiry to the Royal Mint was unable to estab-
lish an approximate cost for the production of one die which would have put the fi nancial side 
into perspective. The possibility still remains that they were commissioned by Murdoch 
because the cost relative to the collection value is small, but this could only be as an act of 
personal pleasure or egotism. It would also be reasonable to assume that he would either have 
one example made of each variety or a number of sets produced to give to friends and acquaint-
ances, as happened with those produced for Huth a decade or two later.13 The lack of observed 
duplication would suggest that multiple sets were not produced for most varieties as they 
would surely have surfaced in a saleroom somewhere in the ensuing century. 

The small amount of duplication which was alluded to in the Murdoch sale lot 691 and the 
subsequent recording of the two aluminium pieces in Spink sale 160, lots 1090 and 1091, 
which are in addition to the known examples which have been in the British Museum since 
1934, sits uneasily with the assumption they were made to order, and inclines me to believe 
they were produced as a prospective commercial venture. The absence of the two grained-edge 
gold uniface pennies is also anomalous as their existence would make up a set similar to those 
formed by the coins listed below. If  they were struck, none were listed in the Murdoch sale and 
this suggests disposal prior to Murdoch acquiring his pieces if  in fact they exist. It is unlikely 
Murdoch would have disposed of two single pieces from different sets. The eclectic mix of 
additional non-conforming gold and silver pieces on modules of different sizes is also sugges-
tive of a commercial origin. As many private pieces were produced for the 1887 Golden Jubilee 
including some struck by Lauer for clients such as Spink, this series may possibly have been 
another prospective issue connected with the 1887 celebrations. I therefore believe a commer-
cial origin more likely, with Murdoch taking the opportunity to acquire all available pieces 
once knowledge of their existence was gained. This leaves open the possibility of some further 
duplication if  examples dispersed prior to Murdoch’s acquisitions come to light.

 13 Linecar and Stone 1968, 104. 
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On the reverse of the 1860 gold and copper plain edge unifaces and the 1887 copper plain 
edge uniface there are a series of lightly scratched fi gures that are diffi cult to decipher. The 
1860 copper penny (F881) has what appears to be Eb  bG(?) followed by a defi nite 15A in the 
reverse fi eld (Fig. 15). The 1860 gold penny has a possible reading of EE  E 13J10(?) with the Es, 
if  that is what they are, of a similar form to those found as the fi rst character on the copper 
reverse (Fig. 16). The 1887 copper uniface penny was not available to the author, but from the 
illustration in the Adams sale catalogue it is possible to make out 15A close to the rim in the 
reverse fi eld. The same annotation on two separate coins would suggest that they are linked in 
some way and the characters of similar style in the reverse fi eld support a common source. 
They could plausibly refer to the total number of coins in lot 675 of Murdoch, but the 1860 
plain edge halfpenny, which would also be from this lot, has no such marks on either the edge 
or in the fi elds and so this must remain conjecture. It has previously been thought that these 
marks were almost certainly contemporary, possibly made at the time of manufacture. The 
evidence as presented suggests that they were added by either Evan Roberts or someone con-
nected to him. The silver uniface in the British Museum (P2181) does not have any marks on 
the reverse, which, if  made during manufacture, could reasonably be expected. Notably, 
Roberts did not buy any of the silver lots at the sale. Further supporting this theory is the fact 
that at least two, if  not more of the George III plain edged patterns in the Plymouth sale, had 
similar characters scratched on the edge. However, the only common detail between the char-
acters on the two George III gold halfpennies and the Weyl patterns was an E(?) as seen on the 
copper penny. The absence of clarity dictates that any meaning is mere conjecture, but it is a 
reasonable assumption that Murdoch is unlikely to have added the characters himself as he was 
known to collect coins in top grade and there is no evidence found elsewhere to my knowledge 
of his scratching characters on any coins. 

Conclusion

To date it has not been possible to identify positively a coin fi tting the description of any of 
those bought by Roberts prior to the 1993 sale, nor has it been possible to locate more than 
two identifi ably different pieces of any variety in verifi ably mutually exclusive locations despite 
the cataloguing of nearly 100 separate varieties. The British Museum’s aluminium pieces pro-
vide irrefutable evidence that duplicates exist in aluminium having been in their cabinets since 
1934. The effective absence from the market for ninety years of any pieces bought by Roberts 
explains fully the diffi culties experienced by Peck and Freeman in locating examples. I believe 
that the large number of sales catalogues and dealer lists checked to date can be assumed to 
provide a reasonably reliable indication of rarity, and so the evidence found to date would 
suggest that with the exception of the aluminium pieces as described in lot 691 of Murdoch, 
each of the other varieties is in fact probably unique. The listing of eighteen aluminium exam-
ples, together with the identifi cation of only three possible duplicates, leaves open the defi nite 
attribution of these additional pieces, but based on the two coins in Spink sale 160, it can now 
be reasonably assumed that a second set of grained edge 1860 aluminium pieces exists. If  the 
coin illustration for Wilson and Rasmussen 2000, no. 392 is correctly assigned, this would be 
a second example of the 1887 grained edge aluminium penny and would suggest that the other 
three potential duplicates are likely to be a grained edge 1887 set. The duplication of the 1887 
plain edge bronzed penny (P2178), an example of which was in the Roberts lots, remains a 
slight possibility. As a single but otherwise unrecorded duplication out of nearly one hundred 

Figs. 15–16. 15. Reverse fi eld of 1860 copper penny (F881, P-) scratched with Eb  bG(?)15A (enlarged). 16. 1860 
gold penny (F879, P2149), scratched EE  E 13J10(?) (enlarged).

15 16
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otherwise apparently unique types, or which in the case of Murdoch 691 are documented as 
duplicate types, its existence must be questioned. I am inclined to lean towards the probability 
that eventually it will be confi rmed as the copper penny (P2179) which was weighed by Freeman 
but whose current whereabouts are unknown. The rarities attributed to the different varieties 
in previous publications were only ever estimates and so using Peck’s and Freeman’s termi-
nologies respectively, I now believe that most are PU/R20 (Probably unique/Believed unique), 
or in the case of F867/P2141 and F884/P2155 and four other unconfi rmed aluminium pieces 
EXR/R19 (Excessively rare/2–5 known). 

APPENDIX 1. RELATED TRIAL STRIKINGS IN THE PLYMOUTH SALE

Also present in the Plymouth sale (18 April 2008) were four coins which do not conform to any of the above (lots 
35, 36, 40 and 44). The fi rst three were slightly different in design, but used a similar style bust to the series in ques-
tion. The fi rst piece was a crown with the 1860-style bust and with a legend of conventional form, reading 
VICTORIA D: G: BRITANNIAR: REG: F: D: with colon stops replacing the single stops found elsewhere on the 
lower denomination obverses. The reverse has two laurel branches tied with a bow at the bottom around a lion and 
unicorn on the garter motto and supporting the garter (lot 35). The fi rst of the undated unifaces (lot 36) was of 
1860-style but struck on a thinner fl an and larger diameter than the penny (weight 15.8 g). It was described in the 
Murdoch and Plymouth sale catalogues as a pattern half-crown. This has the same legend style as the Griqualand 
and Cape of Good Hope patterns, but is on a larger fl an with a corresponding gap between the back of the head 
and the legend which is similarly abbreviated with colon stops. The second undated obverse uniface (lot 40) was of 
a similar, but different style to the 1887 bust used on the pennies and other denominations. It was also on a thinner 
fl an weighing 10.4 g, and being of the correct diameter was described as a pattern penny. This bust much more 
closely resembles the adopted design for the offi cial Jubilee Head coinage by J.E. Boehm. It has the legend 
VICTORIA D: G: BRITT: REGINA F: D: again with full colon stops in the correct place. I am not aware of any 
corresponding obverse for the South African patterns. The fi nal obverse uniface (lot 44) is a three-quarters facing 
bust to the left, of  similar style to that used on the pieces struck for Spink by Lauer to a design by J.R. Thomas 
in 1887, and which bears no resemblance to the series under discussion. The reverses of  all three unifaces are 
blank with a beaded border. The use of  the same bust punch and the colon-abbreviated legend as found on the 
Griqua Town patterns means that they may in fact be related to this latter group, possibly as a different (larger, 
silver) denomination and not the main series. In the absence of  any defi nitive literature, this question must remain 
unanswered.

Examples of the undated silver 1860 type obverse were sold in the Glendining sale of 19 June 968, lot 240, and 
Baldwin sale 15 (13 October 1997), of which the latter was subsequently listed in NCirc June 2002, no. MC1314. 
These correspond to lot 633 in the Murdoch sale, which was described as a pair of pattern half  crowns (?) obverses 
only, type as the Crown (undated) in lots 529 and 662. As the latter lot contains Royal Mint decimal patterns it 
appears to be a misprint, so I believe lot 662 should refer to lot 632. These could be the same coins as listed above. 
Again, all appear to be single items (or possibly two in the case of Murdoch lot 633), but do not form a coherent 
series and can be considered nothing more than trial strikings in my opinion. 

APPENDIX 2. RECORDED LISTINGS OF THE ‘WEYL’ PATTERNS

The following is a list of the examples located from catalogues in my own and other libraries, where it was possible 
to identify the variety, together with those now thankfully illustrated on websites such as Colin Cooke Coins which 
has both the Nicholson and Colin Cooke collections fully illustrated for posterity (www.colincooke.com). Those 
pieces identifi able as Weyl patterns but where it is impossible accurately to assign the variety are discussed after the 
tables below. As there is clearly only one die for each size and design, all identifi cations had to be made on the basis 
of matching toning features in the various illustrations and from provenances listed. It was possible to locate 
images for around 70 per cent of the coins listed below. It is not known whether there are any examples in museum 
collections other than the British Museum because enquiries to various establishments remain unanswered.

All references with an asterisk * are described in the catalogue as aluminium instead of tin.

All sale references followed by bt [name] were purchased by the dealers named as opposed to individual collectors. 

Those names followed by (?) in the Freeman sale are unknown buyers whose names have not been recognised by 
anyone familiar with salerooms at this time. They were taken from a copy of the Freeman catalogue formerly 
belonging to Seaby labelled ‘Private 984’, and may be fi ctional names used by the auctioneers.

The weights of coins listed in the BM and those with a Freeman provenance are taken from Freeman’s notes compiled 
at the time of his own analysis.
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Abbreviations
BM British Museum
NGC Numismatic Guaranty Corporation, a US Third Party Grading company.
PGCS Professional Coin Grading Service, a US Third Party Grading Company.
W&R Wilson and Rasmussen 2000. 

Auctions and references
Adams Colin Adams Collection of Pennies, Spink sale 164, 23 July 2003
Baldwin Fred Baldwin of A.H. Baldwin and Sons Ltd, London
Bamford  Laurie Bamford Collection of Victorian Bronze Pennies, Dix Noonan Webb sale 70, 20 June 

2006
Cheshire Colln  Cheshire Collection, sold by Ira and Larry Goldberg Auctioneers, Beverley Hills, USA. 

30 May–1 June 2005
Clarke-Thornhill T.B. Clarke-Thornhill bequest to the British Museum 1934
Cooke  Colin Cooke Collection, sold post-mortem through Colin Cooke Coins from June 2006 

onwards
Deane Patrick Deane, a UK dealer.
Egmont Schmidt Dr G.W. Egmont Schmidt, collection purchased by Spink 1955
Finnley M. Finnley, private collector
Foster Maj. A.W. Foster, Glendining sale, 17 October 1953
Freeman M.J. Freeman, Christies sale, 23 October 1984
Harris Roland Harris, collection sold post-mortem, London Coins sale, 28 February 2009
Heritage Heritage Auction Galleries, Dallas, TX, USA
Larsen L.V. Larsen, Glendining sale, 1 November 1972
Lawrence L.A. Lawrence, exchanged for coin(s) in the BM’s collection, 1923.
Lincoln  W.S. Lincoln and Son, or possibly Edgar Lincoln (both London dealers, but the former was 

more important. The named catalogues seen were not specifi c).
Lorich Bruce Lorich, a US dealer.
‘May’ The ‘May’ collection, sold through Seaby’s Bulletin in 1954. Presumably a pseudonym.
Morris A.J. Morris, collection dispersal details unknown, but probably bought by Seaby
Murdoch col. J.G. Murdoch, Colonial Issues, Sotheby sale, 21–25 July 1903
Murdoch J.G. Murdoch, English Part III, Sotheby sale, 15–19 March 1904
Nicholson  Dr Basil Nicholson Collection, acquired by Colin Cooke Coins 2003, sold from March 2004 

onwards
Nobleman Baron Philippe de Ferrari la Renotière, Sotheby sale, 27–31 March 1922
O’Hagan H.O. O’Hagan, Sotheby sale, 17 December 1907
Peck C.W. Peck, collection acquired by Spink in the 1960s and dispersed over a number of years
Plymouth Plymouth Auction Rooms sale 18 April 2008, consigned by a descendant of Evan Roberts
RJP The author’s collection
Roberts  Evan Roberts, watch repairer and collector of watches and coins, and purchaser of many 

Weyl lots in the Murdoch sale; the gold coins were sold by a descendant at the Plymouth 
sale. The base coins sold at the Glendining sale of 15 December 1993 probably also ultimately 
derive from his collection. 

Tan Dr Patrick Tan Collection (USA), Heritage Long Beach sale, 29 May 2008
Tansley Joanna Tansley, DNW sale 67, 28 September 2005
Terner  Dr Jacob Terner Collection, Goldberg Coins and Collectibles, Beverley Hills, CA, USA 

26–27 May 2003
Thorburn A. Thorburn, private collector
Verity James Verity, a UK dealer.
Watters C.A. Watters, Part II, Glendining sale, 14–15 June 1917
Wayne Dr Andrew Wayne, London Coins sale 113, 4 June 2006
Weight William Charles Weight, a UK dealer.

1860 penny

Freeman Peck Edge Metal Sale references Notes Weight
       (g)

F865 P2137 Grained Gold Murdoch col. 663; bt Lincoln W&R, 389 12.79
F866 P2138 Grained Silver Murdoch 638 (pt); bt Verity  
F867 P2141 Grained Aluminium 1) Murdoch 691 (pt); bt Clarke-   3.20

    Thornhill; BM (gift)
    2) Murdoch 691 (pt); Spink sale 160,  2nd coin14 
    9.10.2002, lot 1090

 14 The BM’s pieces, together with those listed in Spink sale 160, lots 1090 and 1091, the coin illustrated in Wilson and 
Rasmussen 2000, 392, and the bronzed P2178 in Spink sale 38, together with the assumed aluminium pieces listed in the Murdoch 
sale, are the only possible duplicates identifi ed of any attributed variety.
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Freeman Peck Edge Metal Sale references Notes Weight
       (g)

F868 P2139 Grained Bronzed15  Murdoch 676 (pt); bt Lincoln; Peck;    12.30
     NCirc Jan. 1968, CC3775; Freeman 

290 (pt), bt Deane; Baldwin-Ma 
(Hong Kong) sale 41, 31.8.2006, 
lot 904; Tan 51828

F869 P2140 Grained Copper Murdoch 676 (pt), bt Lincoln;    12.41
     Seaby noted by Peck; Freeman 292, 

bt Reetor(?); Heritage sale 2.1.2011, 
lot 24197

F- P- Grained Tin16  Murdoch 690 (pt); Roberts; Glendining    10.40
     sale 15.12.1993, lot 255*; NCirc Feb. 2001, 

MC0447*; Spink sale 157, 15.11.2001, 
lot 653*; Adams 192*; RJP

F870 P2142 Plain Gold Murdoch col. 664; O’Hagan 291 (pt)  W&R, 390 12.7917 
     bt Spink; Nobleman 413 (pt); Morris;    

‘May’ collection SCMB June 1954, 
GM116 (pt); SCMB June 1955 G801 
(pt); SCMB Aug. 1956 G1084 (pt); 
Glendining sale 17.2.1988, lot 372

F871 P2143 Plain Silver Murdoch col. 668, bt Lincoln  
F872 P2146 Plain Aluminium18  Murdoch 691 (pt); Foster 140 (pt); Peck;    3.20
     NCirc Jan. 1968, CC3776; Glendining sale 

26.2.1975, lot 161; Freeman 291 (pt); 
bt Deane

F873 P2144 Plain Bronzed19   Murdoch 675 (pt); Roberts; Glendining 
sale 15.12.1993, lot 257;20  NCirc Feb. 2001, 
MC0448  

F874 P2145 Plain Copper21  Murdoch 675 (pt); Roberts; Glendining    12.17
     sale 15.12.1993, lot 258, bt Cooke; Colin 

Cooke List June 1994, 709; Adams 194; 
NCirc Aug. 2004, MC2167; Bamford 194

F875 P- Plain Lead Murdoch 690 (pt); Roberts; Glendining sale   16.09
    15.12.1993, lot 260; Adams 195; RJP
F876 P- Plain Lead Murdoch 690 (pt); Roberts; communicated  BRITANNIAL
     to MJF late 1960s(?); Glendining sale 

15.12.1993, lot 261; NCirc Feb. 2001, 
MC0449 (pt)

F- P- Plain Tin22  Murdoch 690 (pt); Roberts; Glendining sale   10.36
     15.12.1993 lot 256*,23  bt Cooke; Colin 

Cooke Lists June 1994, 710* and Sept 1994, 
1003*; Adams 193*; RJP 

F877 P2147 Grained Silver Murdoch 640 (pt), bt Lincoln; Spink sale  Obv. uniface
     55, 8.10.1986, lot 547; Spink sale 101, 

24.11.1993, lot 335

 15 Listed in the Hong Kong sale as copper (P2140) and in the Heritage sale as bronzed (P2139). On the basis of uniformity 
of colour and despite the recent images showing more spotting than the Freeman picture, several toned spots in the Tan image 
match that of Freeman 290 where the coin was assigned as bronzed. 
 16 Illustrated in Wilson and Rasmussen 2000, 389, incorrectly described as aluminium. It should be tin (F-, P-).
 17 In Freeman 2005, where Freeman’s list of patterns, weights and metal content was reproduced, this piece was given as 
12.9475 g whereas Freeman’s original handwritten list gives a fi gure of 12.7875 g.
 18 Foster 140 did not have the metal or edge type noted in the catalogue, but as this was acquired by Peck it can be assumed 
to be correct.
 19 Illustrated in Wilson and Rasmussen 2000, 390, incorrectly described as aluminium, but also using the transposed images 
from the Glendining catalogue (see n.20). The coin illustrated in Wilson and Rasmussen 2000 is bronzed with a plain edge, i.e. 
F873, P2144 and not F872, P2146.
 20 The images of Glendining 15 December 1993, lots 256 and 257, are transposed.
 21 In NCirc Aug. 2004 this coin is listed as bronzed copper (P2144, F873).
 22 In Colin Cooke’s June 1994 List the suspicion was voiced that this coin was not aluminium: ‘710. 1860. Pattern by Weyl 
in Aluminium. As above but in Aluminium (though it feels remarkably heavy for this metal and I would question Peck’s assertion 
that it is this metal). BMC [Peck 1964] 2146. F872. 10.36 grams. Peck recorded his own collection; this piece possibly ex-Murdoch 
(1903) and the second known example. Some surface blemishes but otherwise choice Mint State struck on proof fl ans. £495.00’.
 23 See n. 20.
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Freeman Peck Edge Metal Sale references Notes Weight
       (g)

F878 P2148 Grained Copper Murdoch 676 (pt), bt Lincoln; Seaby  Obv. uniface
    noted by Peck
F879 P2149 Plain Gold Murdoch 538 (pt); Roberts; Plymouth  Obv. uniface  15.31
    37; RJP W&R, 391
F880 P2150 Plain Silver Murdoch 639 (pt), bt Lincoln; Spink  Obv. uniface 
     sale 55, 8.10.1986, lot 548; Spink sale 

101, 24.11.1993, lot 336
F881 P- Plain Copper  Murdoch 675 (pt); Roberts; Glendining  Obv. uniface 12.21
   (rev. bronzed)  sale 15.12.1993, lot 259, bt Cooke;  

Colin Cooke List June 1994, 711; 
Adams 196, bt Northeast Numismatics; 
RJP

1860 halfpenny

Freeman Peck Edge Metal Sale references Notes Weight
       (g)

F882 P2151 Grained Gold Murdoch 538 (pt); Roberts; Plymouth  W&R, 395 9.2
    38, bt Baldwin
F883 P2152 Grained Silver Murdoch 638 (pt), bt Verity  
F884 P2155 Grained Aluminium 1) Murdoch 691 (pt); Clarke-Thornhill;    1.96
    BM (gift)
    2) Spink sale 160, 9.10.2002, lot 1091 2nd coin24 
F885 P2153 Grained Bronzed Murdoch 676 (pt), bt Lincoln; Peck;    5.46
     NCirc Jan. 1968, CC3777; Freeman 290 

(pt), bt Deane
F886 P2154 Grained Copper Murdoch 676 (pt), bt Lincoln; Seaby    5.41
     and Spink recorded by Peck (two refs. 

but see discussion pp. 201–2 below); 
Baldwin sale 68, 28.9.2010, lot 3649

F- P- Grained Tin Murdoch 690 (pt); Roberts; Glendining    5.73
     sale 15.12.1993, lot 262*; NCirc Feb. 2001, 

MC0450*; Spink sale 157, 15.11.2001, 
lot 656*; NCirc Oct. 2002 MC1723*; 
Bloomsbury Auction 538, 14.9.2005, 
lot 875;25  RJP

F887 P2156 Plain Gold Murdoch col. 665; O’Hagan 291 (pt),  W&R, 396 9.11
     bt Spink; Nobleman 413 (pt); Morris; 

Seaby noted by Peck (probably as 
follows): ‘May’ collection SCMB June 
1954, GM116 (pt); SCMB June 1955, 
G801 (pt); SCMB Aug 1956, G1084 (pt); 
Glendining sale 17.2.1988, lot 373

F888 P2157 Plain Silver  Murdoch 639 (pt), bt Lincoln; Seaby 
and Spink recorded by Peck (two refs; 
see discussion after the table below);26 
Spink sale 55, 8.10.1986, lot 549; 
Terner 441 (from Dolphin Coins? via 
Lorich 1999–2001)

F889 P2160 Plain Aluminium27  Murdoch 691 (pt), bt Foster 140 (pt);28     1.94
     Peck; NCirc Jan. 1968, CC3778; 

Freeman 291 (pt), bt Deane

 24 See n.14.
 25 Listed in the Bloomsbury Auction as struck in cupro-nickel. This is clearly lot 262 from the Glendining sale 1993 and is in 
the author’s collection confi rmed as tin.
 26 No references could be found for P2157 in either SCMB or NCirc.
 27 The coin illustrated in Wilson and Rasmussen 2000, nos. 395 and 396, is not aluminium. It should be plain edge tin (F-, P-).
 28 See n.18.
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Freeman Peck Edge Metal Sale references Notes Weight
       (g)

F890 P2158 Plain Bronzed  Murdoch 675 (pt); Roberts; Glendining 
sale 15.12.1993, lot 264; Nicholson 382; 
Cheshire Colln 3098 (and 3099);29 
C. Cooke List Oct. 2005, 858

F891 P2159 Plain Copper Murdoch 675 (pt); Roberts; Glendining    5.42
     sale 15.12.1993, lot 265; Nicholson 383; 

Wayne 1042; RJP
F892 P- Plain Lead  Murdoch 690 (pt); Roberts; Glendining 

sale 15.12.1993, lot 266; Nicholson 381; 
Colin Cooke Lists Jan. 2005, 804 and 
Feb. 2005, 842  

F893 P- Plain Lead Murdoch 690 (pt); Roberts;  BRITANNIAL
     communicated to MJF late 1960s(?); 

Glendining sale 15.12.1993, lot 267; 
NCirc Feb. 2001, MC0449 (pt)

F- P- Plain Tin30   Murdoch 690 (pt); Roberts; Glendining 
sale 15.12.1993, lot 263*

1860 farthing

Freeman Peck Edge Metal Sale references Notes Weight
       (g)

F894 P2161 Grained Gold Murdoch 542 (pt), bt Spink; Nobleman  W&R, 399 5.95
     413 (pt); Morris; Seaby recorded by 

Peck (probably the following): ‘May’ 
collection SCMB June 1954, GM116 
(pt); SCMB June 1955, G801 (pt); SCMB 
Aug. 1956, G1084 (pt); Glendining sale 
17 Dec. 1988, lot 374

F895 P2162 Grained Silver Murdoch 638 (pt), bt Verity  
F896 P2165 Grained Aluminium Murdoch 691 (pt); Clarke-Thornhill;    0.88
    BM (gift)
F897 P2163 Grained Bronzed Murdoch 676 (pt), bt Lincoln; Peck;    2.84
     NCirc Jan. 1968, CC3779; Freeman 290 

(pt), bt Deane
F898 P2164 Grained Copper Murdoch 676 (pt), bt Lincoln; Spink    2.82
     recorded by Peck; Baldwins sale 68, 

28.9.2010, lot 3670
F- P- Grained Tin31  Murdoch 690 (pt); Roberts; Glendining    2.71
     sale 15.12.1993, lot 268*; Cooke 173*; 

RJP
F899 P2166 Plain Gold Murdoch 538 (pt); Roberts; Plymouth  W&R, 400 5.8
    39
F900 P2167 Plain Silver  Murdoch 639 (pt), bt Lincoln; Seaby

and Spink recorded by Peck (two 
refs);32 Spink sale 55, 8.10.1986, 
lot 550  

F901 P2170 Plain Aluminium33  Murdoch 691 (pt), bt Weight; Foster    0.90
     140 (pt);34 Peck; Glendining sale 

12.10.1966, lot 102 (pt); Sotheby 

 29 Cheshire Collection, lot 3099 was a catalogue error duplicating lot 3098 and the coin did not exist.
 30 The coin illustrated in Wilson and Rasmussen 2000, nos. 395 and 396, is not aluminium. It should be plain edge tin (F-, P-).
 31 Illustrated in Wilson and Rasmussen 2000, 399, incorrectly described as aluminium. It should be tin (F-, P-). Also illustrated 
and incorrectly described in Wilson and Rasmussen 2000, 400, as bronze (P2168).
 32 No references could be found for P2167 in either SCMB or NCirc.
 33 Colin Cooke Farthing List 22 and 26 has an aluminium pattern farthing (P2170). Although the edge is not specifi ed, Colin 
Cooke had purchased the ex-Freeman P2170 ten years previously and given the agreement in time with the 1993 Glendining sale 
I have made the assumption that this is lot 269. I was not able to ascertain the buyer at the sale. I believe this piece became what 
he thought was a second example of  the type being offered for sale. If  this assumption is correct it should be tin and not 
aluminium. If  not, then it is a duplicate.
 34 See n.18.
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Freeman Peck Edge Metal Sale references Notes Weight
       (g)

     13.11.1967; Freeman 291 (pt); Cooke 
170; Colin Cooke Farthing Lists 56, 
496; 58, 521 and 59, 536

F902 P2168 Plain Bronzed Murdoch 675 (pt); Roberts; Glendining    2.83
     sale 15.12.1993, lot 270; Cooke 172; 

Colin Cooke Farthing List 56, 497
F903 P2169 Plain Copper Murdoch 675 (pt); Roberts; Glendining    2.82
     sale 15.12.1993, lot 271; Cooke 171; 

Baldwin sale 52, 25.9.2007, lot 726; Harris 
28135; Bonhams sale 8.10.2009, lot 312; 
Croydon Coin Auctions sale 5.1.2010, 
lot 207

F904 P- Plain Lead Murdoch 690 (pt); Roberts; Glendining    4.91
     sale 15.12.1993, lot 272; Cooke 175; 

Colin Cooke Farthing Lists 56, 498; 58, 
522; 59, 537; 60, 552 and 62, 551

F905 P- Plain Lead Murdoch 690 (pt); Roberts;  BRITANNI 4.98
     communicated to MJF late 1960s(?);  AL

Glendining sale 15.12.1993, lot 273; 
Cooke 174

F- P- Plain Tin36   Murdoch 690 (pt); Roberts; Glendining 
sale 15.12.1993, lot 269*; Colin Cooke 
Farthing Lists 22, 564* and 26, 656*

1887 penny

Freeman Peck Edge Metal Sale references Notes Weight
       (g)

F906 P2171 Grained Gold Murdoch col. 667; Watters 83 bt  W&R, 392 
     Chapman; Baldwin sale 52, 25.9.2007, 

lot 666
F907 P2172 Grained Silver Murdoch 638 (pt), bt Verity  
F908 P2175 Grained Aluminium  1) Murdoch 691 (pt); bt Baldwin; 

NCirc Dec. 1985, 9373
    2) Wilson and Rasmussen 2000, 392  2nd coin (?)38 
     (illustrated but unverifi ed for metal)37

F909 P2173 Grained39  Bronzed40  Murdoch 676 (pt), bt Lincoln;    9.92
     Freeman 293 bt Reetor(?); Heritage 

sale 2.1.2011, lot 24249 
F910 P2174 Grained Copper Murdoch 676 (pt), bt Lincoln;    9.89
     Freeman 294 (pt), bt Cooke; Glendining 

sale 1.2.1989, lot 244
F- P- Grained Tin41   Murdoch 690 (pt); Roberts; Glendining 

sale 15.12.1993, lot 274*; NCirc Feb. 
2001, MC0451*; Spink sale 157, 
15.11.2001, lot 654*; NCirc June 2002, 
MC1392*  

 35 Listed in the Harris sale as P2168 instead of P2169.
 36 See n.33.
 37 The coin illustrated in Wilson and Rasmussen 2000, 392, could not be found in a sale catalogue, nor could it be positively 
linked to any known example. It is possible that this is a second example of this variety, but with the caveat that most of the other 
illustrations in this volume are incorrectly assigned.
 38 See n.14.
 39 The Freeman sale catalogue describes this coin as plain edge, but Freeman’s notes in Coin News 2005 clearly refer to his 
own coin as being grained edge and the references in the catalogue are those for the grained edge type.
 40 This coin was slabbed as a copper F910 PR64BN by NGC in the Heritage sale, although the spot on the throat confi rms 
this as Freeman’s coin, which he identifi ed as bronzed (F909). 
 41 Illustrated in Wilson and Rasmussen 2000, 393, incorrectly described as aluminium. It should be tin (F-, P-).
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Freeman Peck Edge Metal Sale references Notes Weight
       (g)

F911 P2176 Plain Gold Murdoch col. 666;42 O’Hagan 291 (pt)   W&R, 393 13.10
     bt Spink; Glendining sale 15.4.1971, 

lot 170; Freeman 296 (pt), bt Peykar(?); 
Baldwin’s Winter List 2008, BM03843

F912 P2177 Plain Silver Murdoch 639 (pt), bt Lincoln; Peck;    10.91
     Glendining sale 12.10.1966, lot 102 (pt); 

Freeman 295, bt Peykar(?)
F913 P2180 Plain Aluminium Murdoch 691 (pt); Clarke-Thornhill;    3.17
    BM (gift)
F914 P2178 Plain44  Bronzed  1) Murdoch 675 (pt); Roberts; 

Glendining sale 15.12.1993, lot 276; 
NCirc Feb. 2001, MC0452  

    2) Spink sale 38, 10.10.1984, lot 171 2nd coin or 
     in copper?45

F915 P2179 Plain Copper Murdoch col. 669,46 bt Lincoln;      9.96
    BM (?)47

F- P- Plain Lead Murdoch 690 (pt); Roberts; Glendining    13.02
     sale 15.12.1993, lot 277, bt Cooke; Colin 

Cooke Lists June 1994, 693, Sept. 1994, 
987 and Oct 1994, 1021; Adams 294
(from C. Cooke 9/94)

F- P- Plain Lead Murdoch 690 (pt); Roberts; Glendining  3 dates 17.23
     sale 15.12.1993, lot 278, bt Cooke; 

Colin Cooke Lists June 1994, 694, Sept 
1994, 988 and Oct 1994, 1022; Adams 293 
(from C. Cooke 9/94); RJP; Thorburn 
(from RJP Aug. 2009)

F- P- 48 Plain Tin  Murdoch 690 (pt); Roberts; Glendining 
sale 15.12.1993, lot 275*, bt Cooke; 
Colin Cooke Lists June 1994, 691*, 
Sept. 1994, 986* and Oct. 1994, 1020*; 
Adams 295* (from C. Cooke 9/94); 
NCirc April 2005, MC2468*  

F916 P2181 Grained Silver Murdoch 638 (pt), bt Verity; L.A.  Obv. uniface 10.87
     Lawrence exchange with BM (1923); 

BM
F917 P218249  Grained Copper Murdoch 676 (pt), bt Lincoln; Seaby  Obv. uniface  
    noted by Peck
F918 P2183 Plain50  Gold Murdoch 540 (pt),51 bt Spink Obv. uniface 
     W&R, 394  
F919 P2184 Plain Silver Murdoch 639 (pt), bt Lincoln; Seaby  Obv. uniface 
    noted by Peck
F- P-52 Plain Copper Murdoch 675 (pt); Roberts; Glendining  Obv. uniface 
   (Rev.  sale 15.12.1993, lot 279; Colin Cooke 
   Bronzed)  List June 1994, 692; Adams 292; 

NCirc April 2005, MC2469

 42 The reference to lot 540 at Peck 1964, 493 n.11, is incorrect as the Murdoch catalogue lot description calls it a similar set. 
Lot 539 contained a penny (obv. only), halfpenny and farthing.
 43 Baldwin’s Winter 2008 list: the listed provenance of Murdoch 540 is wrong, while the Nobleman reference, though almost 
certainly correct, cannot be positively attributed to Nobleman 417. See also n.42.
 44 See n.39.
 45 See n.14.
 46 The reference to Murdoch 675 (part) at Peck 1964, 494 n.2, is incorrect. The 1887 penny described in this lot was an 
obverse uniface (P-,F-).
 47 Freeman’s own notes and those he published in 2005 in Coin News quote this piece’s location as the BM. Enquiries as to 
its whereabouts were not successful and the curator’s opinion is that it is not there. This coin could be the apparently duplicated 
F914 from Spink sale 38. As an image of this variety could not be found, this needs further investigation.
 48 Illustrated in Wilson and Rasmussen 2000, 394, incorrectly described as the obverse of P2182 (copper). The obverse of 
the illustrated coin is the tin example in Glendining, 15 December 1993, lot 275 (F-, P-), the reverse is the bronzed example in lot 
279 (F-, P-).
 49 Not the type described in Wilson and Rasmussen 2000, 394. See n.48.
 50 The reference to Nobleman lot 418 at Peck 1964, 494 n.3, is uncertain. The lot description does not give the edge and so 
could be either plain or grained, but the absence of any identifi able example of the latter means a plain edge is probable.
 51 See n.42.
 52 See n.48.
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1887 halfpenny

Freeman Peck Edge Metal Sale references Notes Weight
       (g)

F920 P2185 Grained Gold53  Murdoch 539 (pt);54 Roberts;  W&R, 397 9.5
    Plymouth 41; Thorburn
F921 P2186 Grained Silver Murdoch 638 (pt), bt Verity  
F922 P2189 Grained Aluminium Murdoch 691 (pt), bt Baldwin;     1.96
     Freeman 297 bt Miskin(?) but unsold 

in list of prices realised; Tansley 382 
(from Deane); RJP55

F923 P2187 Grained Bronzed56  Murdoch 676 (pt), bt Lincoln; NCirc    6.48
     March 1998, 1218; Nicholson 384; 

Wayne 1088; RJP
F924 P2188 Grained Copper Murdoch 676 (pt), bt Lincoln; Larsen    6.41
     460; Freeman 294 (pt), bt Cooke; 

Glendining sale 1.2.1989, lot 245
F- P- Grained Tin Murdoch 690 (pt); Roberts; Glendining    5.48
     sale 15.12.1993, lot 280*;  Nicholson 

389*; Colin Cooke List Mar. 2005, 
714*; RJP

F925 P2190 Plain Gold58 Murdoch 540 (pt), bt Spink; Glendining W&R, 398 9.22
     sale 15.4.1971, lot 171; Freeman 296 (pt), 

bt Peykar(?); Baldwin’s Winter List 2008, 
BM03959

F926 P2191 Plain Silver Murdoch 639 (pt), bt Lincoln; Peck;    5.64
     NCirc Jan. 1968, CC3780; Glendining 

sale 26.2.1975, lot 178; Freeman 295 (pt), 
bt Peykar(?)

F927 P2194 Plain Aluminium Murdoch 691 (pt); Clarke-Thornhill;    1.94
    BM (gift)
F928 P2192 Plain Bronzed  Murdoch 675 (pt); Roberts; Glendining 

sale 15.12.1993, lot 282; NCirc Feb. 2001, 
MC0453; Spink sale 157, 15.11.2001, 
lot 657; Terner 445, from Spink via 
Lorich 2001; Finnley  

F929 P219360  Plain Copper  Murdoch 675 (pt); Roberts; Glendining 
sale 15.12.1993, lot 283; Nicholson 385; 
Cheshire Colln 3136; Heritage sale 
1.6.2007, lot 51182; Thorburn  

F- P- Plain Lead Murdoch 690 (pt); Roberts; Glendining  thick fl an 11.53
     sale 15.12.1993, lot 284; Nicholson 386; 

Colin Cooke Lists Jan. 2005, 802 and 
Feb. 2005, 841; RJP

F- P- Plain Lead Murdoch 690 (pt); Roberts; Glendining  3 dates 
    sale 15.12.1993, lot 285; Nicholson 387
F- P- Plain Tin Murdoch 675 (pt); Roberts; Glendining    5.41
     sale 15.12.1993, lot 281*;61 Nicholson 

388*; Colin Cooke List Dec. 2004, 911*; 
RJP

 53 Illustrated in Wilson and Rasmussen 2000, 397 and 398, incorrectly described as aluminium. The metal should be tin and 
the coin shown is that of the grained edge obverse and the plain edge reverse (see n.57).
 54 The Murdoch catalogue is wrong for lot 539. The penny is undated as described, but the halfpenny and farthing are dated 
1887.
 55 If  duplicates of the 1887 grained penny exist, then this is likely to be duplicated also as there are duplicates noted for the 
1860 grained edge penny and halfpenny. If  so, then the Tansley/RJP coin is not necessarily the Freeman coin, though the timing 
of the purchase by Tansley shortly after the Freeman sale suggests that it almost certainly is.
 56 Listed incorrectly in the Nicholson catalogue and on the Colin Cooke website as being in copper; it is bronzed.
 57 The reverse illustration of Glendining, 15 December 1993, lot 280 is that of lot 281. Lot 281 is correct.
 58 See n.53.
 59 See n.43.
 60 Listed incorrectly in the Nicholson catalogue and on the Colin Cooke website as P2187 instead of P2193. Also listed in 
the Cheshire Collection and Heritage sales as P2192 (bronzed) and slabbed NGC PF65 as such; it appears to be copper in the 
hand.
 61 See n.57.
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1887 farthing

Freeman Peck Edge Metal Sale references Notes Weight
       (g)

F930 P2195 Grained Gold Murdoch 539 (pt);62 Roberts;  W&R, 401 5.8
    Plymouth 42, bt Baldwin
F931 P2196 Grained Silver Murdoch 638 (pt), bt Verity  
F932 P2199 Grained Aluminium Murdoch 691 (pt), bt Baldwin  
F933 P2197 Grained Bronzed  Murdoch 676 (pt), bt Lincoln; NCirc 

Mar. 1998, 1261  
F934 P2198 Grained Copper Murdoch 676 (pt), bt Lincoln; Larsen    3.49
     461; Freeman 294 (pt); Cooke 93; 

Colin Cooke Farthing List 56, 352; 
Bonhams sale 8.10.2009, lot 313, bt 
GK Coins; listed on GK Coins website 
from Nov. 2009; Thorburn

F- P- Grained Tin63  Murdoch 690 (pt); Roberts; Glendining    2.75
    sale 15.12.1993, lot 286*; Cooke 94*
F935 P2200 Plain Gold Murdoch 540 (pt), bt Spink; Glendining W&R, 402 6.04
     sale 15.4.1971, lot 172; Freeman 296 (pt),  

bt Peykar(?); Baldwin’s Winter List 2008, 
BM04064

F936 P2201 Plain Silver Murdoch 639 (pt), bt Lincoln; Peck;    3.34
     NCirc Jan. 1968, CC3781; Freeman 295 

(pt), bt Peykar(?)
F937 P2204 Plain Aluminium Murdoch 691 (pt); Clarke-Thornhill; BM   1.02
    (gift)
F938 P2202 Plain Bronzed Murdoch 675 (pt); Roberts; Glendining    3.59
     sale 15.12.1993, lot 288; Cooke 95; 

Baldwin sale 52, 25.9.2007, lot 731; 
Harris 315;65 Colin Cooke Farthing 
List 64, 389

F939 P2203 Plain Copper Murdoch 675 (pt); Roberts; Glendining    2.93
    sale 15.12.1993, lot 289; Cooke 96
F- P- Plain Lead Murdoch 690 (pt); Roberts; Glendining    4.92
    sale 15.12.1993, lot 290; Cooke 98
F- P- Plain Lead Murdoch 690 (pt); Roberts; Glendining  3 dates 4.33
     sale 15.12.1993, lot 291; Cooke 99; 

Baldwin-Ma sale 41 (Hong Kong), 
31.8.2006, lot 902

F- P- Plain Tin66  Murdoch 690 (pt); Roberts; Glendining    2.71
     sale 15.12.1993, lot 287*; Cooke 97*; 

Baldwin sale 52, 25.9.2007, lot 732*; 
Harris 314*

Indeterminate references

The following lots taken from catalogues have insuffi cient information to assign the coins as specifi c varieties 
accurately.

Murdoch 689 Various Proofs, Patterns, Trial Pieces and ‘Model’ coins, chiefl y in lead (32).
There is no evidence or reason to assume that any of the items in lot 689 were Weyl patterns. Previous attribu-

tions have been on the basis that this was likely as this and the following lots were described as similar, though on 
the basis of the evidence collected I do not believe this to be the case. 

Murdoch 690 26 patterns etc. in tin and lead (see discussion and attribution section, pp. 188–92 above).
Murdoch 691 22 patterns etc, in aluminium (see discussion and attribution section, pp. 188–92 above).

 62 The Murdoch catalogue is wrong for lot 539. The penny is undated as described, but the halfpenny and farthing are dated 
1887.
 63 Illustrated in Wilson and Rasmussen 2000, 401, incorrectly described as aluminium. It should be grained edge tin (F-, P-).
 64 See n.43.
 65 Listed in the Harris sale incorrectly as ex Glendining 287.
 66 Illustrated in Wilson and Rasmussen 2000, 402, incorrectly described as aluminium. It should be plain edge tin (F-, P-).
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Based on the description of lot 691, there could be an assumed eighteen Weyl pieces in aluminium yet only 
twelve types are recorded in this metal. The remaining six could be duplicates of known varieties or unrecorded 
types in this metal, e.g. unifaces or undated examples. The lot description has ‘&c.’ after the word farthing, so it is 
also possible that the pieces may be of a completely different denomination. The possibility also exists that the 
catalogue could be wrong. The observed duplication of the 1860 grained edge penny and halfpenny suggests that 
three of the six potential duplicates are a set of this type but the other three are open to conjecture. The coin illus-
trated as Wilson and Rasmussen 2000, 392 in aluminium was not located, but if  confi rmed would complete a 
duplicate set of 1887 in aluminium with a grained edge. It is not the same coin as the plain edge type illustrated on 
the following page which was taken from the 1993 Glendining sale catalogue.

Nobleman 417  Gold 1887 1d., ½d. and ¼d. bought by Spink for stock and relisted in NCirc July 1922. no. 6774, 
similarly vaguely described with the edges not noted. 

The edges were not specifi ed in either instance and so the penny could potentially have either a plain or grained 
edge (unrecorded). If  unique, the halfpenny and farthing must be plain because Roberts bought the milled edge 
pieces in lot 539. This is quite likely to be the same set as that owned by Freeman, which all had plain edges.

Nobleman 418  Gold 1887 obv. uniface 1d., aluminium sets, 1860 and 1887 bought by Baldwin for stock, the 
edges not noted.

Nobleman 418 was bought by Baldwin for stock according to their notes. The 1887 gold obverse uniface must 
have a plain edge if  previously recorded, or if  grained edge, is unrecorded. The aluminium sets of 1860 and 1887 
could be either plain or grained edge. Note that Fred Baldwin had an 1887 grained edge set as recorded by Peck 
and the BM obtained a milled edge 1860 set and a plain edge 1887 set from the Clarke-Thornhill bequest, but it is 
not possible to identify a provenance for the various options. If  the coin illustrated for Wilson and Rasmussen 
2000, 392 is assumed to be correctly attributed as having a grained edge and for the metal type (see n.37), then the 
Baldwin piece should be one of these two coins as the two images of P2175 could not be reconciled. The BM 
already had a plain edged set.

SCMB April/May 1947, no. K1038, 1887 1d. nearly EF R 25/–. 
Listed in the copper and bronzed section, but neither the edge nor metal fi nish was noted. 

NCirc June 1952, nos 6248–9.
Described as 1887 AE pattern halfpenny and farthing. No edge or metal fi nish given for either. Were these the 

1860 copper halfpenny and farthing noted by Peck as being at Spink? 

PCGS 208700, 208679, 208658.
An 1860 1d., ½d. and ¼d. in gold were submitted to PCGS for encapsulation in March 1993. No details are 

recorded or available of edge type or weight and there are no known images available to confi rm an attribution, but 
I believe these to be the same coins as those in the ‘May’ collection. The PCGS slab references are 208700, 208679 
and 208658 respectively.

Spink sale 38, 10–11 October 1984, lot 171.
This sale had an 1887 grained edge penny (lot 171) which was listed as being in bronzed copper. Unfortunately, 

it was not possible to locate an image of this coin in any catalogue and the possibility remains that this could be in 
copper given the similarity between the two types. Freeman weighed an example in copper which he listed in his 
handwritten notes and in Freeman 2005 as being in the British Museum. However, requests to the curator to locate 
this coin and confi rm its existence drew a blank and so the whereabouts of the coin Freeman weighed remains a 
mystery. If  it was bronzed, this would be a second example and the fi rst confi rmed known duplication of any type 
other than the aluminium pieces recorded in the Murdoch catalogue. For this reason I have reservations regarding 
this catalogue attribution (see n.47). 

Peck’s duplicate references

It is worthy of note that Peck was only able to list more than one location for three types: P2154, P2157 and P2167. 
Equally noteworthy is that the locations were two dealers, Spink and Seaby. As Peck asked to be kept informed of 
anything interesting that passed through their hands, it is conceivable that these multiple references were the same 
coin resurfacing having been bought at one location and sold by a client to the other. In this case I also think there 
is a possibility that Peck 1964 is incorrect. SCMB and NCirc both list a pair of examples which could refer to those 
noted by Peck except that one pair was dated 1860, the other 1887 and are only listed in the bronze and copper 
sections without a defi nite description of the fi nish. As no 1887 dated example was noted by Peck at Spink the 
question arises as to whether this was a cataloguing error on his part as he almost certainly would have taken and 
read the two periodicals. The details of these locations are listed above. In the absence of any documentary evi-
dence other than his book when considering the potentially confl icting evidence from the two lists, I feel there is 
suffi cient reason to suspect that the 1887 pieces were recorded as 1860 in error. Given the absolute rarity of Weyl 
patterns, I fi nd it remarkable that Peck failed to acquire them and so I believe these locations should be assumed 
as having been advised as opposed to physically seen and confi rmed. Peck also records multiple references in a 
footnote when the Murdoch catalogue contradicts this, so it is probable that the odd error has slipped through as 
elsewhere. Peck’s collection notes which may possibly shed light on this topic and which should be with Spink cannot 
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currently be located. Evan Roberts purchased the plain edge versions of both denominations and metal types and 
so assuming my reasoning is correct, the 1887 dated coins should have a grained edge. Despite a fairly exhaustive 
search, I have so far been unable to locate any contemporary catalogue reference for the third duplicate recorded 
by Peck (P2157, 1860 silver plain edge ½d.). As both listed locations are dealers, again it could be due to the same 
pieces resurfacing after a period of time. 
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COMPLETING THE CHANGE: 
THE NEW ZEALAND COIN REVERSES OF 1940

MARK STOCKER

Introduction

AT the turn of the year 1939–40, New Zealand issued three coins with new reverse designs: a 
silver commemorative half-crown, a bronze penny and a bronze halfpenny (Figs. 1–3).1 The 
1940 coinage brought the pre-decimal set of denominations to a state of completion, uniformity 
and maturity. Thus the excited hopes of the New Zealand Numismatic Society in 1933, that it 
was about to witness ‘the numismatic birth of the Dominion’, were at last fulfi lled.2 The fi rst 
issue of coins, from the standard half-crown to the threepence (Fig. 4), had been hurriedly 
undertaken following the devaluation of the New Zealand pound in January 1933 and the 
chronic shortage of circulating silver coin that ensued.3 In contrast, the bronze coins of 1940 
were not monetarily essential. Economically and socially, New Zealand could have managed 
adequately with the existing, regularly replenished supplies of Imperial coin. However, both 
numismatically and in terms of national identity – a constant cultural preoccupation of this 
small nation4 – the realisation of a full set of coins was repeatedly deemed desirable. The year 
1940 marked the centenary of the signing of the Treaty of Waitangi, New Zealand’s founda-
tional colonising event. This provided an opportune moment both to complete the coinage 
and to commemorate this signifi cant anniversary with a special half-crown design for that 
year only. In addition, a commemorative centennial medal in silver and bronze, commissioned 
by the New Zealand Numismatic Society and with production costs subsidised by the govern-
ment, would be issued (Fig. 5, p. 207).5 The aim of this article is to reconstruct the immediate 
histori cal – and art historical – context of the coinage and its design process rather than to 
explore in detail the fascinating but complex question of identity. The latter will, however, be 
addressed particularly in relation to the New Zealand Centennial Exhibition of 1940, which 
coincided with the launch of the new designs. 

 Acknowledgements. I am very grateful to Philip Attwood, Graham Dyer, Associate Professor Roger Fyfe, the late Professor 
Roger Neich, Martin Purdy, Iain Sharp, Dr Allan Sutherland, Dr Elly van de Wijdeven, Dr Patricia Wallace and Richard Wolfe 
for their assistance with this article.
 1 Pennies and halfpennies dated 1940 were already in circulation in mid-December 1939, and half-crowns in early January 
1940. See New Zealand Herald, 14 December 1939; Evening Post, 10 January 1940. 
 2 Royal Numismatic Society of New Zealand 2005, Second Annual Report, 31 July 1933.
 3 Stocker 2005, 143–4.
 4 See for example King 2003, 360–2. For a broader consideration of the subject see Gilbert and Helleiner (eds.) 1999.
 5 Morel 1996, 101. 

Fig. 1. New Zealand, 1940 half-crown, obverse; 
Leonard Cornwall Mitchell, reverse.

Fig. 2. New Zealand, 
1940 penny, reverse 
(Mitchell).

Fig. 3. New Zealand, 
1940 halfpenny, reverse 
(Mitchell).
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Once the 1940 coinage was in circulation, it was largely ignored. It assumed the status of 
numismatic infi ll, receiving far less attention than either the 1933 or indeed the 1967 decimal 
designs. Moreover, with 100,800 half-crowns struck, the commemorative coin lacked the 
rarity value of the so-called ‘Waitangi Crown’ of 1935.6 Subsequent discussion of the coinage, 
both in Allan Sutherland’s Numismatic History of New Zealand (1941)7 and still more so in 
R.P. Hargreaves’s From Beads to Banknotes: The History of Money in New Zealand (1972), 
verges on the perfunctory,8 while the New Zealand Numismatic Journal adds relatively little to 
these sources. Press coverage, inevitably dominated by the still recent outbreak of the Second 
World War, and locally by the immensely popular New Zealand Centennial Exhibition, yields 
several near-identical descriptions, sometimes illustrated.9 The artist of all three coins, Leonard 
Cornwall Mitchell (1901–71), enjoyed a far lower profi le than that of his friendly rival in the 
fi elds of coin and postage stamp design, James Berry (1906–80).10 The process of selecting the 
designs was not held at the Royal Mint, as had applied in 1933, but was handled instead by 
the Department of Internal Affairs. Its fi les at Archives New Zealand, Wellington, contain 
few records of the coinage, while comparable Treasury holdings are likewise negligible. Even 
the Royal Mint fi les at National Archives, Kew, are somewhat disappointing. This must be 
partly attributable to the sudden and premature death of Sir Robert Johnson, Deputy Master 
of the Mint, in March 1938, fi ve months before the design competition was announced. 
Johnson had played a characteristically ‘hands-on’ role with both the 1933 and 1935 coins, 
whereas his successor, J. McCutcheon (later Sir John) Craig, was altogether less fl amboyant 
and opinionated. Had Johnson still been alive, the exchange of correspondence and opinions 
would have been far livelier. The Mint’s contribution was also probably diminished by the 
absence on sick leave of Charles Barrett, the Librarian and Curator, who had been Johnson’s 
right-hand man.11 Allan Sutherland’s archive, lodged in the Auckland Central Library and an 
invaluable source for the 1933, 1935 and 1967 coinage alike, contains little material on that of 
1940.12 This historical reconstruction is thus necessarily a partial and conjectural one.

A coinage for the Centennial?

In its report of July 1933, the Coinage Committee convened by the Finance Minister, Gordon 
Coates, stated that unlike silver, the issue of bronze coins was ‘not one of urgency and could 
be delayed until such time as the Government deems it necessary that such recoinage should 

 6 This compares with the minting of 1128 Waitangi Crown pieces. See Stocker 2010.
 7 Sutherland 1941, 277–9.
 8 Hargreaves 1972, 154.
 9 Dominion, 9 January 1940; Evening Post, 10 January 1940.
 10 For Mitchell see Thompson 2003, 17, 132.
 11 For Craig see Dyer and Gaspar 1992, 578–9. Barrett died on 21 August 1939. I owe this information to Graham Dyer. 
 12 Sutherland’s typed MS, (n.d.), ‘MATERIAL PAPERS STORED IN SHED’ (Allan Sutherland Papers, Special Collections, 
Auckland Central Library), lists ‘Centenary Coinage Committee 1940’ as being in ‘TIN TRUNK LARGE’, but these papers have 
not survived in the archive. 

Fig. 4 a–e. New Zealand, 1933–4 reverses (George Kruger Gray). 
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be proceeded with’. The committee struck a nationalistic note by recommending that ‘when 
this work is undertaken . . . artists in New Zealand be given an opportunity to prepare the 
proposed designs’.13 Seven months later, when the silver coins were in the process of being 
released, Johnson had confi rmed to Sutherland that ‘as regards supplies of . . . the Penny and 
Halfpenny, there is, of course, no sort of need for hurry from the fi scal point of view, and I 
suggest that we take plenty of time to evolve really satisfactory designs’.14 In its third annual 
report in July 1934, the New Zealand Numismatic Society agreed that ‘no problems confront 
the authorities at present so far as the bronze imperial coins are concerned but for reasons of 
uniformity it is to be hoped that the issue of bronze coins . . . will not be too long delayed’.15 

After this brief  fl urry of enthusiasm, little tangible progress occurred. Momentum had, 
however, gathered once more by the August 1936 meeting of the Society, when James Berry 
asked ‘when New Zealand pennies and half-pennies would be issued to replace the Imperial 
bronze coins in use’. Several other members ‘refrained from pressing for any change because 
in the event of the decimal system of coinage being adopted . . . the penny and the halfpenny 
would be the only coins abolished, to be replaced by a cent’, whereas the silver coins in circula-
tion could be accommodated into a decimal currency. All present agreed that the matter 
‘would have to be settled before the centennial year’.16 Three members ambitiously ‘advocated 
the issue of a complete series of designs for the Centennial year’, but the President, the emi-
nent medical administrator Sir James Elliott,17 pointed out that the existing designs had been 
carefully – and only very recently – chosen as ‘emblematic of New Zealand’. He correctly 
assumed that they would ‘long remain in use, with, perhaps, minor alterations’. 

Agreement over a commemorative coin proved easier. Sutherland proposed the issue of a 
half-crown at face value as ‘a popular means of commemorating the centennial; such coins 
would fl ow as currency and everyone would share in the commemoration, and be enabled to 
retain specimens as permanent mementoes of the show’.18 The Waitangi Crown, released in 
the previous January, had been conspicuously unsuccessful and unpopular, partly because the 
price of loose coins at 7s. 6d. apiece represented a fi fty per cent premium on the face value.19 
The Society agreed to make ‘a defi nite recommendation to the Government’ on the lines 
proposed by Sutherland.20 Advising Joseph Heenan, Under-Secretary at the Department of 
Internal Affairs, of this resolution, Sutherland urged him to plan any future coins ‘suffi ciently 
far ahead to enable the best designers to compete and to enable the coin to be issued in good 
time for the Centennial celebrations’.21 At the same time, Sutherland made a friendly approach 
to George Kruger Gray, designer of the reverses of the 1933 coinage, informing him of the 
likely commemorative half-crown: ‘The proposal is merely in the embryo stage at present. 
Some reference is made to the matter in the attached report of the New Zealand Numismatic 
Society’.22 Tellingly, there is no record in the Sutherland archive of a letter to his more avant-
garde rival, Percy Metcalfe, whose over-designed Waitangi Crown proved an uncomfortable 
numismatic bedfellow with Kruger Gray’s earlier reverses.

The Society’s sixth annual report, dating from May 1937, approvingly noted that the 
National Historical Committee, appointed by the government, ‘proposes to co-operate freely 
with the suggested issue of a Centennial Commemorative coin and medal, and that a member 
of the Society [Sutherland] is to be appointed to a sub-committee of that body’. Besides this, 

 13 Archives New Zealand, Treasury T1 1/12/55, ‘New Zealand Coinage: Report of Special Committee Appointed by the 
Government, 1933’, 1933, 8.
 14 National Archives PRO MINT 20/1266, Robert Johnson to Sutherland, 8 February 1934.
 15 Royal Numismatic Society of New Zealand 2005, Third Annual Report, 23 July 1934. Sutherland told his Australian 
Numismatic Society counterpart, C.J.V. Weaver, that ‘we are also getting on with the proposal to call designs for our penny and 
halfpenny’ (Allan Sutherland Papers, Sutherland to Weaver, 8 August 1934) (copy).
 16 Royal Numismatic Society of New Zealand 2005, 32nd meeting, 31 August 1936.
 17 For James Elliott see Wright-St Clair 1996.
 18 Royal Numismatic Society of New Zealand 2005, as in n.16.
 19 Stocker 2010, 185.
 20 Royal Numismatic Society of New Zealand 2005, as in n.16.
 21 Allan Sutherland Papers, Sutherland to Heenan, 12 September 1936 (copy).
 22 Allan Sutherland Papers, Sutherland to George Kruger Gray, 8 September 1936 (copy). 
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opportunity should be taken to call for designs for the copper [sic] coins, yet to be issued, and the Crown piece 
which has not yet been given a standard design. The Society might also consider suggestions for minor improve-
ments in the existing designs – alterations that could be made to the present dies at little cost – so that a complete 
series of coins could be issued for the Centennial Year, 1940.23 

Only the fi rst of these proposals would be adopted. Records of the fi rst Coinage Sub-
Committee of the National Historical Committee are sparse, but those of a crucial meeting 
on 13 October 1937 survive. Its members comprised Heenan, the chairman, Sutherland, 
George Charles Rodda, Secretary to the Treasury, and Eric McCormick, Secretary of the 
National Historical Committee. Heenan successfully moved that the government issue ‘a spe-
cial Centennial commemorative half-crown for general circulation during 1940’. Rodda then 
furnished a cabled quotation from the Royal Mint about the issue of ‘New Zealand bronze 
pence and halfpence’, which showed that ‘a considerable seigniorage would accrue to the 
Government from such an issue’. This prompted Heenan to move, with Sutherland seconding, 
‘that, if  the government is considering the completion of the coinage issue, the penny and 
half-penny bearing a standard design be issued for the fi rst time in 1940’.24 Sutherland’s inquiry 
about a New Zealand crown for general circulation met with a negative response from Rodda, 
who told him, perhaps in the shadow of the Waitangi Crown, that such an issue was not con-
templated. Likewise, a medal for schoolchildren – which Sutherland had informally suggested 
to Heenan the previous year25 – was deemed inadvisable ‘in view of the possible issue of 
bronze coins’. The sub-committee proved more responsive, however, towards a commemora-
tive medal. While it was agreed that ‘no such issue be made by the Government’, it was resolved 
that ‘the issue of a Centennial medal on the lines of the Waitangi-Bledisloe medal be placed 
in the hands of the New Zealand Numismatic Society, and that the Government be asked to 
make an appropriate grant to the Society for the production of the medal’.26 Finally, Heenan 
stated that the National Historical Committee and the New Zealand Numismatic Society 
‘would be glad to co-operate with the Treasury in the selection of an appropriate design for 
the Centennial half-crown’.27 The mutual identity of interests between the government and the 
Society might appear cosy from a British vantage point, but it is important to note that New 
Zealand – with a population of little over one and a half  million – necessarily possessed an 
extremely limited numismatically conversant critical mass capable of operating at the govern-
ment level. The relationship between the more conservatively inclined Sutherland – whose day 
job was as chief reporter of the New Zealand Parliamentary Debates – and the left-liberal 
Heenan – himself  an active member of the Society – was founded on pragmatic and probably 
cordial co-operation.28

A few days after this meeting, a sub-committee of the Society was formed ‘to deal with 
proposals that may be referred to it in connection with the issue of coins and medals to com-
memorate the Centennial of New Zealand’. A leading member, the librarian and ethnologist 
Johannes Andersen, then proposed a motion stating that ‘in view of the confusion resulting 
from the similarity of the half-crown and the fl orin, and the fact that the fl orin is a decimal 
coin and a more convenient denomination’, the government should be asked to adopt the 
fl orin rather than the half-crown as the centennial commemorative coin.29 Although this was 
carried, no further record appears of a commemorative fl orin. Heenan’s committee instead 

 23 Royal Numismatic Society of New Zealand 2005, Sixth Annual Report, 28 June 1937.
 24 Allan Sutherland Papers, National Historical Committee, Meeting of Coinage Sub-committee, 13 October 1937.
 25 Allan Sutherland Papers, Heenan to Sutherland, 12 June 1936. ‘Medalet for Scl Children?’ [sic] is inscribed in Sutherland’s 
handwriting on this letter. He also wrote: ‘Apart from Commem coin in which the public as a whole will share, the event is of 
suffi cient importance to warrant striking a medal (say bearing the head of Hobson (coin cannot bear two heads) for numismatic 
museums public institutions & as an enduring mark of the signifi cance of the day & the part Gov Hobson played in the founding 
of this country’. For William Hobson’s fi gure on the Waitangi Crown see Stocker 2010.
 26 The New Zealand Numismatic Society received a grant of £100 from the Department of Internal Affairs towards production 
costs. (Allan Sutherland Papers, Joseph Heenan to Allan Sutherland, 18 March 1938). For James Berry’s Bledisloe Medal (1934) 
see Morel 1996, 98; Stocker 2010, 177.
 27 Allan Sutherland Papers, as in n.24.
 28 For Heenan and government arts policies see King 2003, 419.
 29 Royal Numismatic Society of New Zealand 2005, 41st meeting, 18 October 1937.
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favoured the half-crown as the highest denomination and therefore the most appropriate one 
to function as a special coin.30 

The competing designs

Discussions of the proposed centennial medal took priority over the coinage at Society meet-
ings between late 1937 and the fi rst half of 1938. However, in the seventh annual report in June 
1938, following a reference to the appearance of New Zealand silver coins bearing the effi gy of 
the new king, George VI, it was once again ‘hoped that . . . bronze coins will soon make their 
appearance in order to complete the series. The Government has in hand arrangements for the 
issue of a Centennial coin, and, in association with the Government, the Society is carrying out 
preliminary investigations in connection with the proposed Centennial Medal’. While the 
approaching centennial would probably ‘increase the work of the Society’, this was welcome 
since it would ‘further enlarge its sphere of usefulness and value’.31 In June 1938, Coates’s suc-
cessor as Minister of Finance, Walter Nash, appointed a second committee ‘to consider and 
report on designs to be submitted’ for the coinage.32 It was chaired by the Treasury assistant 
secretary Athol Mackay who, when formerly posted at the New Zealand High Commission in 
London, had played an invaluable diplomatic role in negotiations between Johnson and Coates 
over the 1933 and 1935 designs. Mackay good-humouredly recalled this experience to William 
Perry, Chief Clerk at the Royal Mint: ‘My connection with your good self and other offi cials 
of the Royal Mint has given me the unwarranted status of a coin expert in local circles and it 
has fallen to my lot to handle the detail in connection with our new centennial coins’.33 The 
other committee members were Sutherland, Elliott, Andersen, Heenan and Rodda.

While there are no surviving press accounts of the design competition, R.M. Sunley, Finance 
Offi cer at the High Commission, informed Perry in September 1938 that ‘competitive applica-
tions have been invited for suitable designs from some twenty designer/modellers resident in 
New Zealand. In view of the association of Messrs P. Metcalfe and G. Kruger Gray with the 
New Zealand coinage, they have also been invited to submit designs’.34 The letter of invitation 
and conditions still survive. A modest ‘prize’ of £30 was offered for the successful half-crown 
entry, and £25 each for the designs of the standard penny and halfpenny ‘to complete the 
series of distinctive New Zealand coins’. Competitors were allowed to submit any number of 
designs in the brief  timeframe available between the date of invitation, 22 August 1938, and 
the closing date of 30 September. Each entry needed to be of actual coin size but could be 

 30 Sutherland had argued this case at the previous meeting and explained that the half-crown would be compatible with a 
crown-cent decimal system. (Royal Numismatic Society of New Zealand 2005, 40th meeting, 27 September 1937).
 31 Royal Numismatic Society of New Zealand 2005, Seventh Annual Report, 27 June 1938.
 32 Sutherland 1941, 277–8.
 33 National Archives PRO MINT 20/1714, Athol Mackay to William Perry, 16 February 1939.
 34 PRO MINT 20/1714, R.M. Sunley to Perry, 12 September 1938.

Fig. 5. New Zealand Numismatic Society, 1940 New Zealand Centennial Medal, bronze, 38 mm. Obverse: Thomas 
Hugh Jenkin; Reverse: James Berry.
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supplemented by large-scale designs. No plaster models were required or perhaps even envis-
aged; indeed, the stipulation that ‘each design must be signed by a nom de plume only’ sug-
gested that drawings alone were expected. The design of the half-crown ‘should be 
commemorative of the Centennial’ and inscribed ‘New Zealand Centennial: 1840–1940 Half-
Crown’. In turn, the penny and halfpenny designs ‘should generally be distinctive of the 
Dominion or its associations and in keeping with the present series. The following lettering 
must be included: “New Zealand: One Penny (or half  penny) 1940” ’.35

The response rate is unknown, but surviving evidence suggests that at least fi ve New Zealand-
based artists entered the competition: James Berry, Thomas Hugh Jenkin, Leonard Cornwall 
Mitchell, H. Linley Richardson and Francis Shurrock, who were joined by Kruger Gray 
and Metcalfe in London. All the New Zealanders apart from Mitchell were fi rst-generation 
migrants from England, while Jenkin, Richardson and Shurrock were experienced art instruc-
tors. Richardson, best known as a painter, had also designed several New Zealand stamps, 
including the acclaimed 1915 George V recess defi nitive set, which brought ‘a smack of the 
Penny Black and a foretaste of those pleasing Maori designs for border’.36 In a letter to 
Sutherland written during sabbatical leave in London, Richardson stated that although he 
was too late – and inconveniently located – to meet the deadline for a centennial medal, he had 
‘already submitted a design for the reverse of the halfcrown’. Sutherland and his fellow com-
mittee members would soon encounter it. The design ‘symbolised New Zealand as a virile 
youth, advancing over hills – surmounting diffi culties – carrying a banner, with the words 
‘New Zealand “Centennial 1840–1940” ’. The sun and its rays shone in the background, ‘lightly 
modelled’. Richardson claimed that the fi gure was ‘very simply treated – the face is looking 
up’.37 Unfortunately his design was never published, but the verbal description suggests an 
ambitious, dramatically pictorial conception, which despite Richardson’s standing was 
evidently considered unsuitable for a successful coin design. 

Two of  Shurrock’s designs (Figs. 6–7), which survive as poor-quality photographs in a 
private collection, were reproduced in Bench-Notes, the newsletter of the New Zealand 
Contemporary Medallion Group, in 1998 and were incorrectly attributed to another Anglo-
New Zealand artist, Christopher Perkins.38 The half-crown design shows a top-hatted and 
frock-coated colonist of 1840 shaking hands with an aviator of 1940, beneath a stylised sun. 

 35 PRO MINT 20/1714, 22 August 1938. The invitation was issued by Mackay as ‘Secretary, N.Z. Centennial Coinage 
Committee’.
 36 Easton 1943, 226–7.
 37 Allan Sutherland Papers, H. Linley Richardson to Sutherland, 2 October 1938.
 38 Bench-Notes 1998, 1.

Figs. 6–7. Francis Shurrock, design for 1940 half-crown reverse and for 1940 penny reverse.
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The handshake motif  provides an interesting variant on the Waitangi Crown, a surprising 
choice on Shurrock’s part given the poor reception accorded to that coin. Equally remarkable 
is the penny design depicting a rugby player, with a large fern leaf motif  pressed awkwardly 
against him. A near-identical fi gure would be replicated by Shurrock some twenty-six years 
later in his design for the 20 cent decimal reverse (Fig. 8). This design caused a public outcry 
when it was leaked to the press on the eve of its intended announcement in February 1966. A 
further design by Shurrock for the penny, depicting a full-length Maori tekoteko (human-like) 
fi gure, would again be recycled, not once but twice, for his 1949 Margaret Condliffe Memorial 
Award medal, as well as for another of the leaked decimal designs, the proposed 10 cent 
reverse.39

Although Jenkin and Berry were also unsuccessful as competitors for the coinage, their 
designs were adopted for the Numismatic Society of New Zealand Centennial Medal (Fig. 5). 
Despite a fi rst prize of £20 being offered by the Society for the best design, according to Elliott 
the entries received were ‘very disappointing’ and lacked originality. However, the coinage 
design committee (on which Elliott sat), ‘kindly consented to allow the Society . . . to select one 
from those not being used by the Government’.40 Jenkin benefi ted here, and was contacted by 
Sutherland who praised his design for the penny as ‘a very attractive one’. It depicts the prow 
of a Maori waka taua (war canoe) manned by several warriors, and by the seashore stands a 
punga (tree-fern). Sutherland requested four alterations to be made, to the length of the waka 
taua, softer punga fronds, the substitution of ‘CENTENNIAL’ for ‘ONE PENNY’ and the 
rendition a ‘rather more rugged’ skyline.41 These Jenkin provided, and his design was adopted 
for the obverse of the medal. For the reverse, a spirited design by Berry was used, depicting 
the 1938 ocean liner QSMV Dominion Monarch, ‘the latest and most up-to-date of sea trans-
port, on which the Dominion so much depends’. She was shown steaming out of port, together 
with a trans-Tasman Sea fl ying-boat overhead and tiny modern buildings in the background.42 
Central to the iconography of the medal was the theme of national progress, Jenkin’s ‘then’ 
being answered by Berry’s ‘now’. This would be repeatedly highlighted in the forthcoming 
centennial celebrations. 

No further coin designs by Jenkin were published, but Berry was luckier in having his ‘trial’ 
designs for the halfpenny, half-crown and penny reproduced in Sutherland’s Numismatic 

 39 Stocker 2000, 129.
 40  Royal Numismatic Society of New Zealand 2005, 50th meeting, 31 October 1938.
 41 Allan Sutherland Papers, Sutherland to T.H. Jenkin, 29 January 1939 (copy).
 42 Royal Numismatic Society of New Zealand 2005, 52nd meeting, 27 March 1939.

Fig. 8 Francis Shurrock, Design for 20 cents reverse, 1965.
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History of New Zealand (Figs. 9–11).43 Reference was later made to them in J.R. Tye’s lively 
monograph, The Image Maker: The Art of James Berry (1984), which states: ‘In the design of 
these [coins] both James Berry and L.C. Mitchell were actively engaged, the honours all going 
to the latter. The rivalry between the two artists must have added a good deal of spice to the 
situation, and an incentive to produce their best work’.44 Tye’s reading surely fl atters Berry. 
From the reproductions in Sutherland’s book, the designs hardly seem like his ‘best work’. The 
halfpenny fern-leaf appears a satisfactorily readable but uninteresting design; the half-crown, 
showing the Meeting House at Waitangi bisected by the Captain James Cook memorial obelisk 
at Gisborne, looks rather clumsy; while the penny, depicting Cook’s Endeavour, is obviously 
derivative of Humphrey Paget’s Imperial halfpenny reverse of 1937.

Perhaps the biggest disappointment proved to be the designs submitted by Kruger Gray 
and Metcalfe. Clearly the coinage committee felt similarly as neither artist – though vastly 
more experienced than any of their New Zealand-based competitors – was asked to resubmit 
designs for use on the centennial medal. Kruger Gray’s commitment to the competition is 
evident in his letter to H.W.L. Evans, Superintendent at the Royal Mint, requesting confi den-
tial assistance for the photography of his designs, reduced to the actual coin size.45 His pro-
posed halfpenny (Fig. 12) depicts a geyser from the geothermal region of the central North 
Island, surely not the easiest object to render convincingly in relief. On either side of it are 
somewhat coy, miniaturised hei-tiki (ornamental greenstone pendants).46 An alternative half-
penny depicts the head of a taiaha, a long-handled fi ghting staff, with dog-hair tassels. The 
eyes of the stylised head fail to convey any sense of fi erce alertness; in turn, the inscription 
that bisects ‘ZEA’ and ‘LAND’ is decidedly awkward (Fig. 13). Somewhat more successful is 
the prow of a waka taua for Kruger Gray’s proposed penny, although its tauihu (fi gure) col-
lides a little uncomfortably with the inscription (Fig. 14). The motif  was almost certainly a 
composite, derived from photographs of two different prows in Augustus Hamilton’s Maori 
Art (1901).47 Kruger Gray’s best design is his half-crown map, which deftly incorporates the 
centenary dates and is impeccably rendered (Fig. 15). It nevertheless remains uninteresting 
and unenterprising, insuffi ciently celebratory of New Zealand’s achievements. 

While Kruger Gray’s designs were perfunctory but competent, Metcalfe’s were barely that. 
Very much the protégé of Johnson, his mentor’s recent death severely impacted on Metcalfe’s 

 43 Sutherland 1941, 278.
 44 Tye 1984, 38.
 45 PRO MINT 20/1714, George Kruger Gray to H.W.L. Evans, 12 October 1938.
 46 During the Parliamentary debate on the Coinage Bill in November 1933, C.H. Clinkard, the United Party MP for 
Rotorua, had facetiously suggested ‘A geyser rampant’ as a suitable reverse design (New Zealand Parliamentary Debates, 237 
[1 November–22 December 1933], 74).
 47 Hamilton 1901, 48, pl. III. I owe this information to Roger Fyfe.

Figs. 9–11. James Berry, designs for 1940 halfpenny, half-crown and penny, 1940.
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creativity and inventiveness.48 Only the previous year, evident from his George VI Coronation 
medal designs, Metcalfe had still been thriving. Now the numismatic stuffi ng had been knocked 
out of him; indeed, his biographer Philip Attwood describes his later work as ‘unfortunate’.49 
Metcalfe’s modernistic minimalism, so effective in his unadopted lower denomination designs 
for the 1933 coinage, looked decidedly banal in the 1939 Southern Cross halfpenny motif  (Fig. 
16). His alternative design bizarrely fuses the fi rst and second quarters of the New Zealand 
coat of arms, the Southern Cross and the golden fl eece (Fig. 17). The latter is suspended from 
the Gamma star and the outcome is not a coin for the squeamish. For the penny, Metcalfe 
unaccountably recycled what I have called ‘his most baffl ing and ineffective design’ for the 
1933 coinage, originally a proposed shilling.50 This shows a toki pou tangata (ceremonial hafted 
adze), together with a superimposed whakapakoko rakau (godstick), which a Maori tohunga 
(priest) would use to communicate with the gods (Fig. 18). The two objects have no obvious 
relationship with each other apart from their rarity and status. Finally, in the commemorative 
half-crown, like Kruger Gray, Metcalfe deployed a map design, but his is altogether busier, 
incorporating stylised waves (Fig. 19). The Southern Cross and dates are uncomfortably 
placed either side of the landforms, and the lettering is more crude and block-like than Kruger 
Gray’s. Despite this creative failure, technically Metcalfe still had much to offer and would 
play a crucial role in adapting and modelling Mitchell’s successful designs, as discussed below.

An embryonic halfpenny?

From the surviving entries, Mitchell’s appear the deserved winners. His halfpenny raises inter-
esting reminders of the 1933 precedents by Metcalfe and Kruger Gray. Metcalfe had been the 
fi rst to deploy the hei-tiki motif  and Kruger Gray subsequently adapted it for trial designs of 

 48 Forrester 2006, 34.
 49 Attwood 2005.
 50 Stocker 2005, 148.

Figs. 12–15. Kruger Gray, two designs for 1940 halfpenny, design for 1940 penny and for 1940 half-crown.

Figs. 16–19. Percy Metcalfe, two designs for 1940 halfpenny, design for 1940 penny and for 1940 half-crown.
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the threepence (Fig. 20). Yet it was soon discarded: why? 
Opinions in 1933 had differed considerably about the appro-
priateness of the hei-tiki. Initially, it had been enthusiastically 
endorsed by Sir Thomas Wilford, the New Zealand High 
Commissioner in London. He considered it ‘perfect’ for a coin, 
stating that ‘everybody in New Zealand knew the Tiki’.51 This 
is confi rmed not only in its traditional function as a neck orna-
ment, but also by its use as a motif  – what would later be called 
a logo – for a wide array of product labels, ranging from pale 
ale to casein to cigarettes.52 Sutherland, however, had been 
fi rmly opposed to it, explaining to Johnson that ‘The Maori 

tiki proposed by the artist . . . is not favoured by me as it is supposed to represent a human 
foetus, and is worn by native women – so we are told – to induce fertility. It is worn as a charm. 
It has a signifi cance that is inappropriate in these times!’53 This had carried the day, with 
Coates forcefully telling Wilford: ‘I desire to make it clear that the tiki is not approved’.54 
Sutherland’s authority came from the fi rst volume of Elsdon Best’s monograph The Maori 
(1924), which variously likened the hei-tiki to a personifi ed phallus, a ‘fructifying symbol’ and 
an embryo.55 Such ‘primitivist’ interpretations enjoy less currency today, and instead the hei-
tiki is more commonly regarded as a miniature memorial to ancestors – Tiki was the fi rst 
man in Maori legend – or else as a generic distorted fi gure. Yet Sutherland’s sensibilities are 
understandable, especially when the hei-tiki was being mooted for a coin design.56 

When he actually saw the full range of submitted designs in late 1933, Sutherland was suf-
fi ciently pragmatic to recognise that the hei-tiki probably made a more successful coin than the 
crossed mere (hand clubs) adopted for the 1933 threepence. He admitted to Johnson that ‘In 
a measure, I would have preferred the tiki to the mere’ and even suggested that ‘it is just pos-
sible that the tiki design, which was discarded, might attract the Minister [Coates] suffi ciently’ 
to be switched over ‘for the balance of our threepenny pieces’.57 Johnson understandably dis-
couraged this, though the subsequent adoption of Mitchell’s design for the halfpenny indi-
cated the extent to which thinking had shifted. In his Numismatic History of New Zealand, 
Sutherland hedged his bets, saying that while its Maori associations made the hei-tiki ‘a good 
characteristic design, . . . the associative symbolism is doubtful. The hei-tiki has been variously 
described as a charm or symbol of fertility or vitality, and has been referred to as an embryo 
child which it resembles’. He concluded, somewhat ambiguously, that ‘the half-penny is not a 
popular coin in New Zealand’.58

The coin itself  (Fig. 3) bears a close resemblance to Mitchell’s original large-scale coloured 
ink drawing, which had been submitted under the nom-de-plume of ‘Taurus’, the artist’s star 
sign (Fig. 21). Minor improvements were, however, made by Metcalfe especially in the letter-
ing and beading. When the design was shown to the Royal Mint Advisory Committee in June 
1939, the latter suggested that it ‘would be better if  the Maori ornamentation on either side of 
the tiki were omitted or least rather reduced in strength of relief ’. It is not clear whether the 
committee members inspected Mitchell’s drawings, but they certainly saw Metcalfe’s fresh 
rendition of them, a photograph of which was pasted into the Mint album (Fig. 22).59 The 
chairman, Craig, undertook ‘to consult with the artist’ – presumably Metcalfe rather than 

 51 National Archives PRO MINT 25/2, Royal Mint Advisory Committee, 79th meeting, 28 June 1933.
 52 Wolfe 1987, 41.
 53 National Archives PRO MINT 20/1265, Sutherland to Johnson, 14 August–7 September 1933.
 54 Alan Sutherland Papers, Gordon Coates to Thomas Wilford, 12 October 1933.
 55 Best 1924, 1, 126, 294–6.
 56 For a recent discussion of hei-tiki see Beck 2010, 128–9. H.D. Skinner issued the fi rst major challenge to Best in September 
1932, a time very close to Sutherland’s wavering opinions on the propriety of using the hei-tiki motif  on a coin (Roger Fyfe, email 
to the author, 7 January 2011). However, in his Numismatic History of New Zealand (1941), Sutherland reiterated Best’s embryonic 
interpretation. See Sutherland 1941, 279; Skinner 1932.
 57 PRO MINT 20/1266, Sutherland to Johnson, 5 January 1934 (copy).
 58 Sutherland 1941, 278–9.
 59 National Archives PRO MINT 7/43, 49.

Fig. 20. Kruger Gray, Model for 
proposed 1933 threepence.
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Mitchell – about the matter.60 However, the New Zealand government order for 72,000 pieces 
that had been made four weeks previously was ‘urgent’, and this surely forestalled any last-
minute changes.61 Probably these were in any case aesthetically unnecessary, as the scroll-like 
patterning around the hei-tiki – a simplifi ed form of kowhaiwhai (rafter pattern) of the man-
gopare (hammerhead shark) design of no specifi c regional or tribal affi liation – successfully 
complements it, echoing the shape of the coin.62 The design is neat, simple and direct, an effec-
tive and appropriate one for a coin of this denomination and scale. A hei-tiki minus the kow-
haiwhai, as seen in Kruger Gray’s earlier trial, certainly suited a threepence but might have 
appeared somewhat stark on the larger halfpenny coin. The hei-tiki itself  represents a marked 
refi nement on Kruger Gray’s precedent, which has an uncomfortable head/body proportion. 
It probably refl ects Mitchell’s greater familiarity with the motif  as a Pakeha (European) New 
Zealander, although Elliott took some personal credit for improving it.63 The fi gure is a very 
generic one, representing the common format with both hands placed on its thighs, as distinct 
from the rarer, older and probably less numismatically satisfactory type, with one hand to the 
mouth or chest, and the other to the thigh.

The tui and the kowhai

Mitchell’s large-scale design for the penny reverse only survives as a pair of photographs in the 
Mint album. The subject is the tui, the much-loved New Zealand songbird, perched on a 
branch of a kowhai tree (Fig. 23). Like the hei-tiki, both bird and tree would have been instantly 
recognisable to most New Zealanders. Not only was such a theme suitable for a large coin of 

 60 PRO MINT 25/2, RMAC, 104th meeting, 19 June 1939.
 61 PRO MINT 25/2, W.L. Whitaker, memorandum, 24 May 1939.
 62 Roger Neich, email to the author, 7 August 2006.
 63 When the coins were released, Elliott was reported as stating that the ‘tiki on the halfpenny [had] required some modifi cation, 
and Sir James . . . being a medical man . . . was able to explain the symbolism of this design and to secure an accurate representation’ 
(Dominion, 9 January 1940). This does not necessarily contradict the Royal Mint Advisory Committee minutes of its meeting of 
28 June 1939, which state that he was ‘very satisfi ed’ with the penny and halfpenny models. However, there is no reference in the Mint 
fi le to his earlier criticisms. (PRO MINT 25/2, as in n.58).

Fig. 21. Mitchell, Drawing for 1940 halfpenny, 118 mm. 
PRO MINT 24/289.

Fig. 22. Metcalfe after Mitchell, 1940 penny and 
halfpenny. National Archives PRO MINT 7/43.
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this denomination, but it also fi tted the permutation of designs. Native birds featured on the 
proposed penny, the sixpence and the fl orin. These would alternate with Maori-related designs 
on the proposed halfpenny, the threepence, the shilling and, in its framing ornament, the stan-
dard half-crown. The original source of Mitchell’s tui was almost certainly the illustration by 
J.G. Keulemans to the second edition of Walter Buller’s classic A History of the Birds of New 
Zealand (1888), where a pair of them, a juvenile and adult, are depicted perching on a kowhai 
branch (Fig. 24).64 The attitude of the adult is close to Mitchell’s design. But a more immedi-
ate – and likely – source was The ‘Three Castles’ Book of New Zealand Birds (1930), whose 
illustrations were crude derivatives of Keulemans.65 Sponsored by the tobacco manufacturers 
W.D. and H.O. Wills, this popular and low-priced pair of volumes was published by Coulls, 
Somerville and Wilkie. Coincidentally, Mitchell was successively employed as an artist by 
both of these companies during the 1930s and 1940s.66

The main problem with Mitchell’s design lay in its attractively pictorial qualities. It was 
more obviously an illustration than it was a coin. Mitchell was aware of this; on the back of 
one of the photographs he wrote: ‘Have kept detail down as much as possible but if  necessary 
further elimination could be made’.67 Certainly the design posed a greater challenge for 
Metcalfe in its translation from an ink and gouache drawing into a successful model than the 
essentially fl at and unproblematic halfpenny. Several years earlier, Johnson had warned against 
such hazards: 

More exasperating still are the clients who insist upon naturalistic and even photographic exactitude in the 
reproduction of… the birds or beasts or fl owers of their country . . . To the naturalistic school belong also those 
who cannot understand how a drawing, picture or photograph in the fl at . . . cannot be exactly reproduced in 
relief  upon a coin… often so small in diameter as to render the reproduction of minute details impossible.68 

In October 1938, well before the outcome of the competition was known, Perry warned that: 

A design which is attractive on paper may be quite unattractive on a coin, and specially so after . . . wear. It is not 
always the case that an artist who draws an attractive design can also can produce that design satisfactorily in 

 64 Buller 1888, 51–4, pl. X.
 65 ‘Three Castles’ 1930, 1, pl. 1.
 66 Thompson 2003, 132.
 67 National Archives PRO MINT 24/289.
 68 Annual Report 1932, 13.

Fig. 23. Mitchell, Drawing for 1940 penny, 142 mm. National Archives PRO MINT 24/289 .
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the form of a plaster model . . . Moreover there is likely to be some diffi culty in the artist modeller interpreting 
in plaster another artist’s design.69 

When not a single model materialised, Perry surely felt vindicated: 

As regards the design for the penny while the drawing is attractive there are certain points of diffi culty which 
present themselves in interpreting the design in metal. The high lights particularly on the feathers in front of the 
neck of the bird could not be made to show up in metal in the same way as in a drawing. Then too the fl imsiness 
of much of the foliage shown as a background to the bird cannot be reproduced with the same effect on a coin 
. . . any attempt to do so would prevent that clear and sharp defi nition of detail which is so essential on all 
coins.70 

The Advisory Committee echoed this, suggesting that ‘the penny design might be improved 
by strengthening the feathers on the bird, particularly around the neck and on the wings’.71 
Metcalfe’s adaptations of the drawing, scarcely apparent other than in the lettering of the 
halfpenny, are far more obvious in the penny (Fig. 22). The feathers are indeed more robust, yet 
their differing textures are remarkably true to Mitchell’s conception. Metcalfe also rendered 
the foliage in far bolder relief  than in Mitchell’s delicate drawing. To the right of the tui, the 

 69 PRO MINT 20/1714, Perry to Sunley, 27 October 1938 (copy).
 70 PRO MINT 20/1714, Perry to Sunley, 8 March 1939 (copy).
 71 PRO MINT 25/2, as in n.57.

Fig. 24. J.G. Keulemans, Tui, in Walter Buller, A History of the Birds of New Zealand (London, 1888), pl. X.
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twigs are simplifi ed and the two clusters of blooms have been reduced to one. While Metcalfe’s 
creativity might have declined, his technical profi ciency remained outstanding. It was thus not 
surprising that the High Commissioner, William Jordan, took pleasure in approving the penny 
and halfpenny designs when they were submitted to him in late June 1939.72

A progressive coin?

The design of the half-crown posed the greatest problems for Mackay and fellow committee 
members. Some four months after the competition closing date, he fast-forwarded photo-
graphs of the penny and halfpenny to the Mint, admitting that ‘we are still having trouble with 
the half-crown’.73 Mitchell’s design only received signed approval from Michael Joseph Savage, 
Prime Minister of New Zealand, on 9 May,74 and it would take several weeks to reach London. 
In late May, 100,800 pieces were ordered of a coin whose design was yet to be sighted at the 
Mint.75 Perry warned Sunley that ‘delivery of any of the coins will be impossible until long 
after November if  it is necessary that specimens of the coins should fi rst be sent to New 
Zealand for approval’.76 The Royal Mint Advisory Committee was only in a position to give 
its verdicts on the penny and halfpenny, and it was not until 21 June, two days after the meet-
ing, that the designs for the half-crown, taking the form of a large scale coloured drawing and 
a coin-sized reduction (the latter now lost) reached the Mint (Fig. 25).77 Metcalfe was obliged 
to work hastily on the half-crown model, while the High Commission likewise needed to pro-
vide rapid endorsement were the coin to be minted and shipped over in time for its release 
early in the centenary year. No counsel was available from the Advisory Committee which had 
prorogued for the summer. Fortunately, help was at hand from Elliott, who was on a visit to 
London at the time. Metcalfe’s model was inspected on 12 July, when Elliott ‘expressed him-
self  entirely satisfi ed with it except on one point’. He wished to have ‘indication of the pattern 
in the design’ made more evident ‘on the skirt of the fi gure’ [sic]. In response, Craig explained 
to Jordan that ‘the modifi cation of the skirt by the introduction of what in fact, would look 
like horizontal lines, would almost inevitably in the coin link up with the horizontals of the 
structures in the background, and produce the effect of the fi gure being severed in two. This 
would certainly reduce its boldness’.78 In the event, Jordan sided with Elliott: ‘I fully agree . . . 
that if  possible some indication of the pattern of the skirt should appear in the design as 
fi nally approved, while at the same time realising that it may not be practicable to give effect 
to that desire’. He was willing to approve the design, but on the understanding that the Mint 
‘would not proceed with the production of the coin until after the result of the proposed 
experiments . . . have been submitted to Sir James and to me’.79 

Plaster models of each denomination have been preserved in the Royal Mint Museum (Figs. 
26–28). The penny and halfpenny correlate with the eventual coins, refl ecting the fact that the 
sequence of master tool production was straightforward and required no last-minute altera-
tions. The half-crown was another matter, and the model reveals the source of Jordan’s and 
Elliott’s evident dissatisfaction. The pattern of the piupiu (or ‘skirt’) is emphatically vertical, 
conveying an altogether more classical, fl uted appearance that is alien to Maori precedent. 
Two days later, the Mint proceeded with two trial dies, the fi rst to be ‘reproduced exactly’ from 
Metcalfe’s model as a safeguard, while the second would have ‘additional pattern on the skirt 
on the fi gure, as shown on the original drawing received from New Zealand’.80 In mid-August, 

 72 PRO MINT 20/1714, William Jordan to J. McCutcheon Craig, 28 June 1939.
 73 PRO MINT 20/1714, as in n.33.
 74 PRO MINT 24/289, 9 May 1939.
 75 PRO MINT 20/1714, as in n.58.
 76 PRO MINT 20/1714, Perry to Sunley, 24 May 1939 (copy).
 77 PRO MINT 20/1714, Sunley to Perry, 20 June 1939.
 78 PRO MINT 20/1714, Craig to Jordan, 12 July 1939. The ‘skirt’ is properly a piupiu or fl axen kit with its fi bre exposed, 
causing geometrical patterns to emerge. See Te Ara 2011, http://www.teara.govt.nz/en/fl ax-and-fl ax-working/2 (accessed 5 January 
2011). 
 79 PRO MINT 20/1714, Jordan to Craig, 17 July 1939.
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Perry sent Metcalfe an electrotype made from the revised matrix of the half-crown, telling him 
that it had proved considerably easier to make the requested pattern modifi cations on the skirt 
using this in preference to the punch, from which the engraver can remove detail but not nor-
mally add anything new. He told Metcalfe: ‘I have shown this impression to Mr Craig, and we 
all feel that the pattern has been done well and will probably be acceptable to the High 
Commissioner’.81 After Metcalfe had cabled back confi rmation that the pattern was excellent, 

 80 PRO MINT 20/1714, Whitaker, Works Instruction, 19 July 1939.

Fig. 26. Metcalfe after Mitchell, plaster model for 
half-crown, 225 mm, Royal Mint Museum, 
Llantrisant.

Fig. 25. Mitchell, Drawing for 1940 half-crown, 
142 mm. National Archives PRO MINT 24/289.

Fig. 27. Metcalfe after Mitchell, plaster model for 
penny, 220 mm, Royal Mint Museum, Llantrisant.

Fig. 28. Metcalfe after Mitchell, plaster model for 
halfpenny, 225 mm, Royal Mint Museum, 
Llantrisant.
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Craig could now report to Elliott that ‘the steps taken to produce a pattern in the dress of the 
central fi gure . . . appear to be successful’.82 Elliott in turn expressed himself  ‘very pleased 
indeed that the Maori design can now be shown on the piu piu or skirt of the Maori fi gure . . . 
may I say how pleasing it was to see the trouble & skill employed by you and Mr Metcalf  [sic] 
& others in this work’.83 Authorising the Mint to proceed, Jordan offered his congratulations 
and thanks for ‘producing a result in accordance with the wishes of my Government’.84

Surviving visual evidence suggests that while the Mint probably overestimated the likely 
impairment of the design caused by the addition of horizontal banding, Elliott’s undoubtedly 
commendable role in the affair was almost certainly magnifi ed in turn. In July 1941, he was 
thanked by Anderson, his successor as president of the New Zealand Numismatic Society, for 
his ‘assistance in the issue’ of the penny and halfpenny, while ‘the least that can be said’ for the 
half-crown is ‘that the design is better than it might have been had Sir James had no say in it’.85 
In a report published in the New Zealand Numismatic Journal of 1966, his role assumed a near 
heroic dimension: 

In 1939, at the suggestion of the society, Sir James Elliott . . . was given authority by the Treasury to discuss the 
designs with the Mint offi cials during a visit to England. He was able to explain to the Deputy Master that the 
changes made by the Mint not only changed the character of  the designs, but that the new versions were not 
the designs which the New Zealand public wanted. In spite of protests that the original designs ‘could not be 
done’, the forceful and persuasive Sir James talked the Mint into trying. The results are well-known, and the 
Mint acknowledged that they had done what they had believed impossible.86

At almost every turn, this later account imparts an exaggerated ‘nationalism’ to the story. 
While Elliott had seen the models of the penny and halfpenny, according to the Advisory 
Committee minutes, he was ultimately ‘very satisfi ed with them’.87 The only coin affected by 
alterations that caused any signifi cant difference of opinion was the half-crown. However, the 
changed ‘character of the designs’ was, as we have seen, confi ned to the rendering of the 
banded piupiu; an enhancement if  hardly a dramatic one. Elliott’s personality might well have 
been ‘forceful and persuasive’ (he and the ‘protesting’ Johnson would have been well matched!), 
yet the tone of the surviving documentation indicates the polite reasonableness of all con-
cerned. Both parties were operating pragmatically in a tight timeframe on what turned out to 
be the eve of the outbreak of war. ‘The New Zealand public’ was not invoked in any surviving 
correspondence until the coins were released and even then its reaction, again mediated by 
wartime, appeared to be one of muted acceptance. Potential tensions between clients and the 
Mint had been addressed by Johnson in his Annual Report of 1932, and the differences in 
opinion encountered seven years later nicely confi rm his point: 

Diffi culties . . . naturally arise and the client, especially when he represents a great foreign country or a Dominion 
with strong national feelings and a critical public to appease, must, above all things, be suited. The various prob-
lems as they present themselves give zest to our work at the Mint and keep us up to the mark, and there is a real 
satisfaction in surmounting them.88 

What then of the half-crown design itself ? The Proclamation of 23 December 1939 provides 
the iconographic key: ‘. . . the fi gure of a Maori woman imposed upon a background showing 
the sun overhead with (a) a Maori Wharepuni [meeting house] and Puhara [look-out stage] on 
her right; (b) modern buildings on her left; (c) the inscription “New Zealand Centennial Half-
crown” [sic] within the border; and (d) below on a scroll the dates “1840–1940”.89 The cabbage 
tree and native grass by the wharepuni were evidently too unimportant to be mentioned. 

 81 PRO MINT 20/1714, Perry to Percy Metcalfe, 14 August 1939 (copy). Tin impressions of both designs were presented to 
Elliott, which he then conveyed to New Zealand Numismatic Society. The impressions were still recorded as being in the Society’s 
collection in 1966 but their present location is unknown (O’Shea 1966, 10).
 82 PRO MINT 20/1714, Craig to James Elliott, 17 August 1939 (copy).
 83 PRO MINT 20/1714, Elliott to Craig, 18 August 1939.
 84 PRO MINT 20/1714, Jordan to Craig, 23 August 1939.
 85 Royal Numismatic Society of New Zealand 2005, 71st meeting, 28 July 1941.
 86 O’Shea 1966, 10.
 87 PRO MINT 25/2, as in n.57.
 88 Annual Report 1932, 13.
 89 New Zealand Gazette 1939, 3586. ‘Puhara’ is more usually rendered as ‘pourewa’.
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Mitchell’s artistic versatility is evident in his use of a similar central standing fi gure, the more 
Pakeha-looking if  dark-haired national personifi cation of ‘Zealandia’ in his New Zealand 
Centennial Exhibition certifi cate of attendance (Fig. 29),90 together with the Maori female 
fi gure, arms fully raised, who dominates his exhibition poster and sticker.91 In all three designs 
the backcloth of contemporary architecture looms large. Sunrays shine in the coin and the 
certifi cate, while fl oodlights fulfi l that function in the poster and sticker. The half-crown is 
the most obviously Art Deco coin that New Zealand issued, both in its formal qualities – the 
symmetry and the sunrays are typical characteristics of the style – but also in its embodiment 
of progress and modernity. 

The 1940 celebrations, at their height when the coin was issued, refl ected much the same 

thing. Writing of the New Zealand Centennial Exhibition, the historian Jock Phillips observed 
that ‘pioneer hardships were to be displayed as much to show how far New Zealanders had 
travelled, as to imbue an admiration for the nation’s forefathers and mothers. A Whiggish view 
of settlers conquering a “virgin” land with hard work and modern technology lay behind 
much of the centennial propagandas’.92 Elliott himself  published a historical novel, The 
Hundred Years, in late 1939, whose last page stated: ‘The material progress of this country has 
been prodigious . . . This Centenary celebration is a memorial of the past and an incentive for 

 90 Renwick 2004, 20. The certifi cate is reproduced on p. 23 with no mention of Mitchell. See however ‘Centennial Record: 
Artistic Certifi cates’, Evening Post, 30 January 1940. Archbishop Giovanni Panico, the Roman Catholic Church Apostolic 
Delegate to Australia and New Zealand, enthused: ‘I shall treasure the beautiful certifi cate of attendance as a constant reminder 
of the courteous kindness of the executive and offi cials and as a souvenir of a morning of absorbing interest’ (‘ “Mirror of 
Progress”: Legate’s Impressions’, Evening Post, 31 January 1940).
 91 An example of Mitchell’s poster is in the collection of the Museum of New Zealand Te Papa Tongarewa, Wellington.
 92 Phillips 2004, 277.

Fig. 29. Mitchell, Certifi cate of Attendance, 1940 New Zealand Centennial Exhibition (© Hocken Collections 
Uare Taoka o Hakena, University of Otago, MS-3044/009).
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the future. We face it with hope’.93 Maori made their distinctive contributions to the centen-
nial through the celebration of their traditional arts and culture and of their progress from a 
stone-age civilisation to modern New Zealanders. Mitchell’s Maori woman, with her expan-
sive body language, mirrors this. Her fl axen piupiu, rendered with its geometrical patterns at 
Elliott’s insistence, appears traditional, but its close proximity to 1939 Pakeha hemlines makes 
it slightly too short for historical authenticity. She is reminiscent rather more of a performer 
for the pan-tribal Ngati Poneke Young Maori Club, founded in 1937, than she is of a tradi-
tional Maori maiden. Hitched to her waist is a pair of poi, balls attached to a plaited cord and 
used in the choreography. The pari (bodice) is surely a concession to Christian and colonial 
perceptions of modesty and civilisation.94 With schoolboy humour, Andersen observed to 
Society members that ‘the brassiere was as yet undreamed of by the Hinemoas of Aotearoa’.95 

Was Andersen right to complain that the coin was ‘not all that might be wished’? He him-
self  appeared ambivalent. Initially he had greeted the half-crown as ‘. . . effective. The original 
design . . . contained a plethora of detail, which has been progressively shorn away, and the 
fi nal result was satisfactory’. It was, he implied, ‘truly representative of the country’.96 A year 
or two later, as we have seen, he was more damning. In a letter that he wrote to Craig in March 
1940, he struck a tactful medium:

Every time I look at our tui penny, I compliment the Mint on the beauty of the coin: the half-penny is good too, 
and so is the half-crown, but personally I do not care so much for the design of that coin, though it was the best 
we could do with the designs submitted. I am afraid you must have thought us hard to please seeing the trouble 
we occasioned in the earlier issue of silver coins, but you made such a good job of those that we have never 
ceased admiring them, and we have heard no complaints from the public either.97

Press coverage of the half-crown is neutrally descriptive and closely depends on the wording 
of the Proclamation. However, the Dominion noted how ‘Several people have, at fi rst glance, 
mistaken the Maori watch-tower for the Exhibition tower, but this is a mistake likely to be 
made only through cursory examination’.98 Sutherland struck a more critical note in his 
Numismatic History of New Zealand, when he claimed that ‘The standing fi gure, facing, is usu-
ally unsuitable for a coin design. The result in this case illustrates the ability of the Royal Mint 
to adapt a design that in many respects contravenes the cardinal principles of an effective cir-
culation coin design’.99 Given the carefully detached and descriptive tone manifest elsewhere 
in his book, this seems harsh. During the diffi cult selection process, had Sutherland argued 
against Mitchell and in favour of the design by his friend Berry, subsequently reproduced in 
his volume? 

When the drawing and the coin are compared, Sutherland’s praise of the Mint’s adaptation 
of the design does appear justifi ed. The problems encountered with the illustrational qualities 
of the penny recurred in the half-crown, with architectural detail posing a far greater chal-
lenge than the kowhai branch in the need to convey accuracy. The amusing confusion between 
the puhara and Edmund Anscombe’s exhibition tower refl ects precisely this.100 Yet what 
emerges is the careful fi delity to Mitchell’s conception, and at the same time, the convincingly 
compressed perspective necessary for a successful coin. This applies particularly to the detail 
of the modern building nearest the fi gure, as well as to the lettering and its spacing. Mitchell 
must take credit for the word ‘CENTENNIAL’, centrally placed over the head of the fi gure. 

 93 Elliott 1939, 320. The novel was favourably reviewed in the Evening Post, 20 January 1940.
 94 I owe these observations to Patricia Wallace.
 95 Royal Numismatic Society of New Zealand 2005, as in n.81. For the legend of the beautiful maiden Hinemoa see Te Ara 
2011, www.teara.govt.nz/en/1966/hinemoa-legend-of/1 (accessed 5 January 2011). ‘Aotearoa’, originally meaning the North Island 
only, is the most widely used Maori name for New Zealand.
 96 Royal Numismatic Society of New Zealand 2005, 59th meeting, 30 October 1939. 
 97 MINT 3887/37, Royal Mint Museum, Llantrisant, Johannes Andersen to Craig, 30 March 1940. Andersen went on to ask 
whether the tui and the kowhai (‘our favourite bird and our favourite tree’) on the penny might be rendered in higher relief. In his 
reply, Craig explained that ‘a ghost or shadow’ would be produced on the opposite side of a coin of this size were it given a higher 
relief. He also noted that the recent reverses ‘were by no means easy designs to render in coin.’ (PRO MINT 3887/37, Craig to 
Andersen, 24 May 1940).
 98 Dominion, 11 January 1940.
 99 Sutherland 1941, 278.
 100 For the architecture of the New Zealand Centennial Exhibition see Toolmath 2004.
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This, together with the dates on the ribbon below, admirably coheres, underscoring the com-
memorative signifi cance of the coin. Less comfortable is the dislocation between the central, 
symmetrical fi gure and the Maori buildings, which appear to rise up to the left of the coin. 
The relationship between positive and negative space is likewise a little uneasy, the modern 
buildings appearing chock-a-block, whereas a fairly sizeable empty space appears on the left. 
Perhaps, though, this could convey the urgency of modern, urbanised New Zealand, con-
trasted with the romantic expanses of the Maori land of Aotearoa. The swift disappearance 
of the commemorative half-crown from circulation, already noted by Sutherland in 1941, 
further testifi es to the coin’s attractiveness to the public.101 This contrasts with the unpopularity 
of the Waitangi Crown, even if this had been exacerbated by the cost premium on that coin. 

Conclusion

Although the centennial half-crown in particular appears a highly apposite signifi er of an 
emblematic moment in New Zealand history, no mention is made of it – nor indeed of any 
other 1940 coin – in William Renwick’s edited volume, Creating A National Spirit: Celebrating 
New Zealand’s Centennial (2004).102 As with the coinage, so with its artist. Mitchell’s sole 
obituary notice in September 1971 carried the headline ‘NZ’s Top Stamp Designer Dies’, 
again without reference to the coins.103 Alan and Frank Mitchell, who were both schoolboys 
in 1940, primarily recall their father’s designs of stamps and posters.104 He did not make a 
point of talking about the coins, so they claim, and here he makes a graphic contrast to the 
lively, bumptious and entrepreneurial James Berry. Subsequent public demands for the reten-
tion of the 1940 penny and halfpenny designs when their proposed decimal replacements 
appeared so unsatisfactory surely constitute a tribute to Leonard Cornwall Mitchell and his 
role in completing the New Zealand change.105
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SHORT ARTICLES AND NOTES

ROMAN QUADRANTES FOUND IN BRITAIN, IN LIGHT 
OF RECENT DISCOVERIES RECORDED WITH THE 

PORTABLE ANTIQUITIES SCHEME

FRANCES MCINTOSH AND SAM MOORHEAD

The quadrans

A copper quadrans was worth a quarter of a copper as in the Roman period, or to put it 
another way, there were 64 quadrantes to a silver denarius. These coins were minted from the 
beginning of the Roman cast bronze coinage in the third century BC. After 90 BC, the coinage 
system changed and they became the least valuable coin in circulation. In the imperial 
period, they were struck from the reign of  Augustus (27 BC – AD 14) to that of  Antoninus 
Pius (AD 138–61). Literary sources mention a quadrans as the basic price of entrance to the 
public baths in Rome.1 You could buy wax and a stylus for 1 semis (2 quadrantes) or half  a litre 
of wine for 1 as (4 quadrantes).2 Petronius sums up their low value in a quotation about some-
one who was tight with his money: ‘He started off  with just one as, and was even prepared to 
use his teeth to extract a quadrans from a dung-heap.’3 Quadrantes rarely bore the emperor’s 
portrait, and whilst many stated the emperor’s name, many did not and so can be classifi ed 
only as anonymous and assigned a wide date range. This short paper considers fi nds of Roman 
imperial quadrantes found in Britain in light of recent discoveries recorded with the Portable 
Antiquities Scheme.4 The coins in question cover the period from the reign of Caligula until 
the reign of Antoninus Pius (AD 37–161). Of the thirty-four coins treated here, nine5 are new 
records made with the PAS.

Quadrantes on the Continent

Dredging in the River Tiber has produced many quadrantes, 1,098 of which were published by 
Cathy King in 1975. This assemblage enabled her to re-appraise the production of quadrantes 
from Augustus to the middle of the second century.6 Very few quadrantes are known from sites 
outside central and south-central Italy. For example, Vindonissa, in modern Switzerland, pro-
duced more than 5,000 coins of the period from Augustus to Trajan of which only 50 were 
quadrantes, of the Rome mint. In contrast Pompeii has 1,827 quadrantes.7 Hobley shows that 
small bronze denominations are most common in Italy from Domitian to Hadrian, but are 
scarce north of the Alps after Domitian.8

 Acknowledgements. Thanks must go to Roger Bland (PAS and the British Museum) and Richard Abdy (British Museum) for 
their helpful comments. This note arises out of the authors’ work for the PAS, as Finds Liaison Offi cer for the North East, based 
at the University of  Newcastle, and National Finds Advisor for Iron Age and Roman Coins, based at the British Museum, 
respectively.
 1 Melville Jones 1990, 260.
 2 www.fi nds.org.uk/romancoins/articles/page/coinvaluesrome, accessed 5 December 2010.
 3 Petronius, Satyricon 43, trans. © David Stuttard. 
 4 The Portable Antiquities Scheme (PAS) is a nationwide scheme for the voluntary recording of archaeological artefacts 
found by members of the public (www.fi nds.org.uk/database). These data were downloaded on 5 December 2010. This paper only 
covers the quadrans and not the other small denomination, the semis, which requires a separate study.
 5 Two of the coins on the database have been imported from a dataset of Welsh coin fi nds (Guest and Wells 2007).
 6 King 1975.
 7 Ibid., 56.
 8 Hobley 1998, 13.
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As these coins had such a restricted distribution, any fi nds outside their expected area is 
often a cause for enquiry.9 For example, the discovery of three Trajanic quadrantes from south-
ern Jordan prompted Julian Bowsher to postulate that they arrived there due to the presence 
of the military.10 This is also the explanation given by Fleur Kemmers for the presence of 
quadrantes at Nijmegen, since excavations produced 412 quadrantes out of a total of 2,236 
coins, an unusually high percentage compared to the rest of the Empire; 96 percent of those 
attributable to an emperor were issued by Domitian. Kemmers looked at other fi nds of quad-
rantes in Germania Inferior, Germania Superior and Gallia Belgica and noted that if  a 
Domitianic quadrans is found, it will nearly always be along the Limes.11 Her conclusion from 
this and other work is that this a shipment of quadrantes was sent to the fort at Nijmegen to 
act as small change in the absence of other currency and then circulated through the rest of 
the frontier forts.12 

Quadrantes in Britain

The quadrans is a very rare fi nd in Britain and it has generally been assumed the coin did not 
circulate here in any signifi cant numbers.13 The rarity of quadrantes is highlighted at the Sacred 
Spring of Sulis Minerva at Bath which produced almost 12,595 coins, but not a single quad-
rans, corroborating the supposition that the coins were not issued for use in the province, but 
brought over by soldiers in their purses. There are 143,349 Roman coins on PAS database, of 
which 11,443 fi t into Reece periods 1–7 (the periods in which quadrantes were produced; before 
AD 41–161), and of these only nine are quadrantes, representing 0.0008% of the coins of those 
periods. An unpublished PhD thesis by R. Kenyon, which studied Claudian copies of all 
denominations lists a number of quadrantes.14 He looked in all published reports and visited 
many museums; since he only looked for coins from the Claudian period (AD 41–54), this is 
not necessarily a complete list of quadrantes from Britain. However, we have searched most of 
the major coin reports,15 as well as the BNJ coin register from 1986 to present for this article, 
and noted no further quadrantes. Nevertheless, Frances McIntosh discovered an unrecognised 
quadrans while working in Warrington Museum and other museums might likewise hold 
unrecognised quadrantes. A full list of all known quadrantes from Britain can be found at the 
end of this article (Table 2). 

Chronological distribution

Table 1 summarises the number of coins from each reign or period. It is immediately clear that 
the vast majority of Julio-Claudian quadrantes (24 out of 25) come from excavations of major 
early sites, such as Richborough and Colchester, whereas for the later periods, from Domitian 
(AD 81–96) to AD 161, it is the PAS which provides most of the material (8 out of 9 coins). 
Seven of these coins are new fi nds; two are older excavated fi nds from Caerleon and Caerwent 
which have been incorporated into the PAS database.16 If  one used only the existing excavation 
data, one would conclude that barely any quadrantes arrived in Britain after the initial years 
of the Claudian invasion. The PAS coins show that this is not the case. 17

 9 Richard Reece discusses the nature of the quadrans and its poor representation in much of the Empire, including Britain, 
in some detail: Reece 1987, 28ff.
 10 Bowsher 1987, 168.
 11 Kemmers 2001, 30.
 12 Kemmers 2001, 30–3.
 13 Reece 1985, ibid.
 14 Thanks are due to Philippa Walton for bringing this work to our attention.
 15 Bath, Caerleon, London, Coventina’s Well, Exeter, Colchester, Chester, Richborough.
 16 Note that nos. 26–7 were imported into the PAS database from Guest and Wells 2007.
 17 It is important to mention that Hobley noted seven small bronzes of unspecifi ed denomination (semisses and quadrantes) 
of Domitian, three of Trajan and fi ve of Hadrian, but does not specify denomination or provenance (Hobley 1998, 2), so there 
do appear to be some other coins which are to be included in this corpus. It is clear that there appear to be no quadrantes struck 
in the name of Antoninus Pius found in Britain.
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TABLE 1. List of number of quadrantes of  each type.

 Period Number of coins Pre-PAS records PAS records

 37–41 AD  1  1 0
 41– 54 AD 24 23 1
 81–96 AD  3  218 1
 98–117 AD  2  0 2
 81–161 AD19  4  0 420

 TOTAL 34 26 8

Geographical distribution

Fig. 1 shows the distribution of all known quadrantes from Britain, distinguishing those 
reported through the Portable Antiquities Scheme and those found on sites during excavation. 
Although the sample is small, one can probably discern a meaningful pattern to the distribu-
tion. None have been found north of York, and most of Wales and the South West show a 
void. However, there appear to be three loosely formed groups: the South-Eastern (mainly 
Colchester, Richborough and London); the Western (with Usk, Caerleon, Oxfordshire and 
Worcestershire); and the North-Western (focussed around Chester). 

The chronological range of the coins suggests a possible explanation for the distribution 
which supports the view that they are to be associated with the presence of soldiers. It has 
been mentioned previously that it is thought that fi nds of quadrantes outside of Rome can be 
attributed to the military. Table 2, which lists quadrantes chronologically, shows that the major-
ity of the Julio-Claudian examples (14 out of 25) were found at the early forts and towns in 
the South-East, such as Richborough and Colchester (nos. 1, 7–14, 17–21). Given that this is 
where the Roman army arrived, it is not surprising that a high proportion of quadrantes comes 
from this region where soldiers disembarked in large numbers. The PAS only provides one new 
quadrans for this region, a later anonymous issue (no. 32). It is interesting that this is the only 
post-Claudian piece from the region. Does this merely indicate that most military activity had 
moved westwards and northwards?

The second group of coins, in the West Country and South Wales, is generally explained as 
coins lost by soldiers in the early years of the occupation of Britain, fi ve coins being Claudian 
(nos. 2, 6, 23–5). However, the three westernmost coins in the group, from Caerleon, Caerwent 
and Worcestershire, are all Domitianic (nos. 26–8), possibly indicating troop movements in 
the late fi rst and early second centuries AD. Given the evidence from Nijmegen, noted above, 
one might suggest these pieces came from the Rhineland.

The third group of coins in the North-West is centred upon Chester where three Claudian 
quadrantes have been found (nos. 3–5); a further Claudian coin comes from Wigan (no. 25). 
One can only assume that when the Roman army arrived in the region, and founded the 
legionary fortress at Chester c.AD 70,21 there were still Claudian quadrantes in some soldiers’ 
purses. However, there are also two later anonymous quadrantes from the region (nos. 33–4), 
possibly suggesting some later troop movements. The only quadrans found near York is also 
an anonymous issue (no. 31) and it is possible that it this coin can be associated with troop 
movements in the region, possibly the arrival of Legio VI Victrix early in Hadrian’s reign.

 18 Note that nos. 27–8 were imported into the PAS database from Guest and Wells 2007.
 19 Anonymous quadrantes are normally dated to the period of Domitian (81–96) to Antoninus Pius (138–61): see RIC II, 
214–9; Van Heesch 1979, 218ff discusses the dating issue in detail.
 20 One of these is actually a site fi nd from Warrington but Frances McIntosh discovered it whilst searching their collections 
for brooches. 
 21 Mason 2001.
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Conclusion 

It seems most likely that the quadrantes found in Britain came to Britain through the agency 
of  the army, most likely in the purses of  soldiers. The earliest, Julio-Claudian, pieces are 
generally found in regions where there was campaigning in the initial years after the conquest 
in AD 43. The Portable Antiquities Scheme data shows that there was also a relatively larger 
number of later, post-Claudian quadrantes in Britain, suggesting that they arrived with soldiers 
in the later fi rst and second centuries AD.

Fig. 1. All known fi nds of quadrantes in Britain. 
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THE EARLIEST KNOWN TYPE OF EDWARD 
THE CONFESSOR FROM THE BURY ST EDMUNDS MINT

DAVID PALMER

WHEN Robin Eaglen published his book on the Bury St Edmunds mint in 2006 the earliest 
known coins of the mint were in the Small Flan type (BMC type ii), which has been given to 
the years c.1048–50.1 Eaglen recognised the fact that there could be further dies and types 
remaining to be discovered that would indicate an earlier start date for the mint than the one 
currently presumed.2 The recent discovery of a coin of the Trefoil Quadrilateral type (BMC iii) 
(Fig. 1) provides evidence for a date for the commencement of minting operations at Bury two 
years or so earlier, that is, c.1046–48. The coin can be described as follows:

 1 Eaglen 2006, 29–30, 36.
 2 Eaglen 2006, 31, 36. 

Fig. 1. Trefoil Quadrilateral cut halfpenny of Bury St Edmunds (twice actual size).
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Edward the Confessor BMC type iii, Trefoil Quadrilateral (c.1046–48)
Obv. +ED[--]RDREX, diademed bust left; in front a sceptre with cross pommée head.
Rev. +MOR[---]EaD:, short cross voided, quadrilateral ornament with three pellets in each angle and one in 
centre.
Found in 2010 at Bottisham, Cambridgeshire, by John Baxter (EMC 2011.0064).
Weight: 0.58 g. 
Die axis 0o.

For clues to the full reverse reading we must turn to those coins that have already been 
recorded from Bury in the reign of Edward the Confessor (1042–66), which are as shown in 
Table 1.3 We will have to wait until a complete and legible coin is discovered to be certain as to 
the full reading of the reverse, but the spacing of the lettering and the known readings on 
other coins of Bury puts the attribution of the coin to Bury beyond doubt.

TABLE 1. Coins of Bury St Edmunds in the reign of Edward the Confessor

Type Dates Reverse/remarks No. of coins

Arm and Sceptre (BMC iiic) c.1042 Unrecorded and unlikely to exist  –
Pacx (BMC iv) c.1042–44 Unrecorded but may exist  –
Radiate/Small Cross (BMC i) c.1044–46 Unrecorded but may exist  –
Trefoil Quadrilateral (BMC iii) c.1046–48 +MOR[------]EaD:  1
Small Flan (BMC ii) c.1048–50 +HORCEP ON ED  3
Expanding Cross (BMC v), heavy issue c.1050–53 +MORCEREE ON EDHVN  7
Pointed Helmet (BMC vii) c.1053–56 +MORCERE ON EDM  6
Sovereign/Eagles (BMC ix) c.1056–59 +MORCaRE ON EaDM:  1
Hammer Cross (BMC xi) c.1059–62 +MORCRE ON EaDMVN 10
  (two pairs of dies)
Facing Bust (BMC xiii) c.1062–65 +MaRCERE ON EaD:4  4
Pyramids (BMC xv) c.1065–1066 Unrecorded but may exist  –

Dr Eaglen, in his book on the Bury mint, gave an in-depth account from several sources of 
the granting of the eight and a half  hundreds to the abbot. After analysing all of these sources, 
he concluded that it was reasonable to suggest that the grant to the abbot (Ufi ) was made by 
Edward in the years 1043–44.5

Eaglen was unable to uncover a grant for minting rights before that of Edward the Confessor 
to Abbot Baldwin in 1065–66.6 However, it is quite obvious from the coins that exist that mint-
ing was well established at Bury before this time. Owing to the lack of documentary evidence 
regarding these rights we only have the coins to fall back on for proof of when the mint was 
established. A moneyer may well have been granted to the abbot at the same time that the 
hundreds were. 

REFERENCE

Eaglen, R.J., 2006. The Abbey and Mint of Bury St Edmunds to 1279, BNS Special Publication 5 (London).

 3 Table 1 is based upon Eaglen 2006, 217–20, with the addition of the new Trefoil Quadrilateral halfpenny and one additional 
coin of the Expanding Cross type known to the author.
 4 Eaglen 2006, 220, notes that one coin from this reverse die shows the die in an altered state, ‘with two vertical lines added, 
connecting the central cross and inner circle.’
 5 Eaglen 2006, 20–6.
 6 Eaglen 2006, 26–8.
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STEPHEN BMC TYPE I FROM BURY ST EDMUNDS 
WITH LEFT-FACING BUST

R.J. EAGLEN

MACK, in his trail-blazing British Numismatic Journal paper on ‘Stephen and the Anarchy’ in 
1966, recorded and illustrated three obverse dies of Stephen type BMC I (the ‘Watford’ type) 
with a left-facing bust. One of the coins bore the reverse legend +DaGVN:ON[ ]. The two 
remaining reverses were largely illegible, but one read ON:[   ]V, which led Mack to surmise 
Wilton (PILTV) as the possible mint.1 Even when North completed the third edition of his 
English Hammered Coinage, volume 1, in 1994 he was unable to add to the three coins illus-
trated by Mack.2 Thus the appearance of a fourth specimen, from Bury St Edmunds, more 
than four decades after Mack is a numismatic event of importance. The coin, illustrated below 
(Figure 1), may be described as follows:

Obverse: +S[large and recumbent S]TIEFNE+; bust of king left, wearing crown ornamented with three fl eurs and 
concave stringers; hair depicted by three parallel curving lines at back of head; collar composed of two shallowly 
curving concave bands above a row of fi ve pellets, with a single parallel curved band below; sceptre in front of 
face, topped by a fl eur, presumably held in the king’s left hand. No circle within legend.
Reverse: +hVNFREI [apparently over hENRI] ON EDM; inscription around a pelleted border containing a cross 
moline with a fl eur in each angle.
Wt. 1.11 g, die axis 180˚. Found to the ‘east of Bury’, c.2005.3 The coin passed through the hands of Mike 
Vosper and Spink before being acquired by the present owner.

The obverse has certain features akin to Stephen’s BMC type VI, the Profi le/Cross and Piles 
type: most conspicuously the left-facing bust, a large recumbent S and the lack of an inner 
circle. However, other examples are to be found in BMC type I where the inner circle is absent 
or incomplete.4 There are also three distinctive differences between BMC types I and VI: the 
crown of BMC type VI usually has annulets instead of fl eurs and the stringers are convex 
rather than concave; the collar of BMC type VI has a single band rather than a double band 
above the pellets and the hair is composed of ringlets rather than curved lines. The Bury coin 
has each of these BMC type I characteristics.

In comparing BMC types I and VI, one coin from Sudbury classifi ed by Mack as BMC type 
VI, with a conventional Cross and Piles reverse, has an obverse with a large recumbent S and 
fl eurs to the crown. However, the stringers are convex, the hair appears to be in ringlets and 
the collar is single-banded.5 Therefore, despite certain hybrid features, there is no reason to 

 1 Mack 1966, 70 (no. 183), 72 (no. 194), 71 (no. 195), Pl. VI.
 2 North 1994, 207.
 3 This coin is recorded as EMC 2010.0152. David Palmer has informed the author that two further examples, possibly from 
the same dies, are said to exist but unfortunately no further particulars are available.
 4 Mack 1966, 40.
 5 Mack 1966, 54 (no. 93), Pl. III.

Fig. 1. Stephen BMC type I penny of Bury St Edmunds with left-facing bust (twice actual size).
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question the classifi cation of the Bury obverse to BMC type I, or the Sudbury obverse to 
BMC type VI. The re-engraving of hVNFREI over hENRI on the Bury coin was fi rst noticed by 
Dr Martin Allen when the coin illustrated was shown to him at the Fitzwilliam Museum. Both 
moneyers were already known at Bury in BMC type I, although each from only one speci-
men.6 Henri was not otherwise represented in the reign at the mint but Hunfrei is known by 
two coins from the same dies in BMC type II and three coins from the same dies in BMC type 
VI.7 A moneyer named Henri also occurs in the Cross-and Crosslets (‘Tealby’) coinage of 
Henry II at Bury. Although the hiatus in the appearance of the name after Stephen’s fi rst type 
could, theoretically, be attributed to the paucity of surviving coins from the reign, the name 
does not arise again until several years into the well-represented output of Tealby pence at Bury.8 
His identifi cation with the Henri of Stephen’s reign may, therefore, be safely discounted.

Although the altered reverse die of Henri is distinct from the reverse used to strike his only 
other known coin at Bury, there are grounds to suggest that his tenure as a moneyer was short-
lived. Normally, the abbot of Bury was granted one moneyer, who was allowed only one set 
of dies at a time. However, at uncertain dates early in the reign of Stephen a second and a third 
die (representing two additional moneyers) was granted to the abbot.9 The resultant pattern 
of moneyers at Bury in the reign (excluding the hENRI/hVNFREI coin ) is shown in Table 1:

TABLE 1. Moneyers active at Bury St Edmunds in BMC types I, II, VI of Stephen10

Moneyer Type I    Type II Type VI

 REX RE R –
Gilebert 1a   __________2 ______________________6 --------------------1?
Acelin 1___________1______________________________________1 1
Hunfrei   1b _________________________ 1 1
Henri    1
Iun(?)  ?
Oddo?    1
[ ]ric      1
No. of moneyers 2 2? 3 3? 3? 3

Notes: 
a.  Arabic numerals indicate obverse dies known.
b.  Obverse title possibly incomplete.

In this table, taken from the author’s The Abbey and Mint of Bury St Edmunds, Hunfrei 
appears before Henri on the hypothesis proposed by Seaman that the royal title was progres-
sively abbreviated from REX until omitted altogether.11 Given that the name of Hunfrei was 
engraved over that of Henri it would seem that Henri’s name should precede Hunfrei’s in the 
table. This suggests that Henri operated briefl y alongside Gilebert and Acelin, before being 
replaced by Hunfrei. The precise position of Oddo (if  his coin is correctly identifi ed) is unclear, 
as is the juncture when Gilebert ceased to operate. Whatever the actuality, Seaman’s hypothesis 
clearly begins to unravel at the end of type I.
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DIES OF HENRI LE RUS 

IAN JONES AND KEITH SUGDEN

Introduction

WILLIAM the Lion succeeded to the throne of Scotland in 1165, on the death of his older 
brother Malcolm, and died in 1214. His early coins formed a very small disparate issue, and 
his fi rst major coinage did not take place until around 1174.1 This coinage (the Crescent and 
Pellets coins) was provided by six moneyers (Alibode, William, Adam, Folpolt, Raul and Hue) 
at four named mints (Edinburgh, Berwick, Perth and Roxburgh), and lasted until 1195, when, 
according to the Chronica de Mailros, an ‘innovation’ of William’s coins took place.2 This is 
accepted as referring to the commencement of the Short Cross and Stars coinage, which lasted 
until well after William’s death: indeed, coins in William’s name were probably struck until the 
1230s, and the fi nal phases of the coinage continued until 1250.3 

Phase (a) of the Short Cross and Stars coinage was provided by three moneyers at three 
named mints: Hue at Edinburgh, Raul at Roxburgh and Walter at Perth.4 Although there were 
only two or (perhaps) three moneyers in phase (b), where the mints are not named, the numbers 
of obverse dies recorded by Stewartby (see Table 1) suggests that phase (b) was a larger issue 
than either phase (a) or the Crescent and Pellets coinages.5

TABLE 1. Obverse dies recorded by Stewartby

 Crescent and Pellets 55
 Short Cross and Stars, phase (a) 33
 Short Cross and Stars, phase (b) 72
 Short Cross and Stars, phase (c) 8
 Short Cross and Stars, phases (d) and (e) >13

It would seem that the two or three moneyers of phase (b) – Hue Walter and Henri le Rus 
– were either working at one mint for a prolonged period, or at several mints concurrently or 
consecutively; if  consecutively, there would be no need to identify the place of minting, but if  
several mints were operating together, it would be strange if  there were no ‘audit trail’ to iden-
tify poor-quality or fraudulent work. Burns suggested that, analogous with the later ‘Sterling’ 
coinage, the number of points to the stars in the reverse design might identify the mint 
producing the coin,6 but Stewartby has commented: 

However, although I have noted a considerable number of obverse links between sterlings of these 
moneyers with different reverse type varieties, I have not included them here since I am very doubtful 
whether they were designed to indicate separate mints. This is partly because the number of points is 
indistinct . . . but more particularly because of the extensive and haphazard occurrence of links. . . . 
Such density of obverse linking seems more likely to have taken place within than between mints and, 
though not impossible if  these moneyers were in charge of coinage at several mints, goes far beyond 
the linking observed in connection with the activity of the itinerant moneyers Walter and William 
under Alexander III.7 

There is, however, no published study of the dies used in any phase of the Short Cross and 
Stars coinage, and this brief  note aims to record all known obverse and reverse dies used by 

 Acknowledgements. The authors wish to thank the Fitzwilliam Museum, the National Museums of Scotland, Dix Noonan 
Webb, Messrs Spink, and the Portable Antiquities Scheme for permission to illustrate coins in their collections and publications 
respectively; coins from the British Museum are reproduced by courtesy of the Trustees of the British Museum.
 1 Stewart 1967, 10.
 2 Burns 1887, 50–1.
 3 Stewart 1967, 16.
 4 Burns 1887, 63–9; the issues discussed on pp. 70–3 are now considered to belong to phase (c).
 5 Stewart 1967, 68.
 6 Burns 1887, 90.
 7 Stewart 1971, 264–5.
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one moneyer, Henri le Rus, in phase (b) of the coinage. It can make no claim to completion, 
because it excludes an important private collection of Scottish coins, which would certainly 
have included pieces relevant to this study, but which was stolen before a photographic record 
of its contents could be made. Nevertheless, the relatively small numbers of coins that are the 
only known specimen from a die (two coins unique for the obverse die and three for the reverse 
die) suggest that the study may not be far from completion. 

Results

Using Burns’s plates as a template, photographs were assembled from the following sources:
a. The collection of one of the authors (Ian Jones).
b. Major public institutions.
c. Sale catalogues and fi xed price lists.
d. Portable Antiquities Scheme and other on-line databases.

Thirteen obverse dies were identifi ed, and twenty reverse dies, all of which are illustrated on 
Pl. 34. On stylistic grounds the obverse dies fall into three groups: an early group (dies A, B, 
and C), a middle group (dies D, E, F, G and H) resembling phase (b) class IV pennies, and a 
later group (dies I, J, K, L and M) of very crude busts. We have used the term ‘early’ for the 
fi rst group of obverse dies, since they are linked with a reverse die including the mint signature 
DEPT (i.e. of Perth), assumed to be carried over from phase (a) pennies which normally carry 
a mint name; it is also generally accepted that die engraving quality deteriorates during a run 
of die-sinking, and the crude busts have been labelled ‘late’. Reverse die linking was noted 
within each group (see Appendix and Fig. 1), but no links were seen between early, middle and 
late groups, perhaps suggesting discrete minting in three phases, separated either temporally 
or geographically. From the deteriorating quality of die engraving, it is perhaps more likely 
that minting continued over some years, possibly, but not necessarily, at Perth. There is cer-
tainly no support in the pattern of points of the reverse stars to suggest that the number of 
points has any particular signifi cance; in any case they are often diffi cult to determine with 
any confi dence.

This study is based on an examination of fi fty-six coins, but, in view of the poor state of 
preservation of many pieces, some dies are diffi cult to distinguish from each other. Two coins 
apparently showing obverse die D with unrecorded reverse dies, noted by Burns, could not be 
located. Unfortunately, the actual chronology remains as obscure as ever.

APPENDIX. DIES OF HENRI LE RUS

Obverse Reverse Coins

A  +LEREIWILT 1 hE3RILERVSDEPT, 4×6 56B
 2 hE3RILE[ ]V.S, 4×7 57* (obv. and rev. ill.); INJ (cut half)
B  +LERE[ ]AME 1  56C* (obv. and rev. ill.)
 3 hE3RILERV[ ], 4×6 BM
C  +LEREIWILT 4 hENRILERWS, 4×5 51B; INJ* (obv. and rev. ill.)
 3 51C* (rev. ill.)
 5 SUREL:IR3Eh:, 3×6, 1×5 NCirc Feb. 2006, SCO352* (rev. ill.)
D  LEREIWILA+ 6 h:ENRILER[ ]S, 3×6, 1×5 60B; INJ* (obv. and rev. ill.)
 7 hNRILER.:V:s, 2×7, 2×6 61; FM*(rev. ill.)
 8 SVRELINEh, 2×7, 2×6 61A* (rev. ill.)
 (Not illustrated); 4×5 
 (Not illustrated); 2×6, 2×5 
 9 hENRILERVS, 4×6 60A* (rev. ill.)
 11  INJ (cut half)
E  +LEREIWIL[ ] 8 61B* (obv. ill.)
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Obverse Reverse Coins

F  +LEREIWILT 7 AM
 8 NMS* (obv. ill.)
 9 BM
 10 SVRELINEh, 2×5, 2×6 NMS* (rev. ill.)
G  +LEREIWILT 11 hENRILERVs, 4×6 INJ* (rev. ill.)
 12 SVRELINEh:, 4×6  INJ×2; INJ (cut half)×2; NMS* (obv. 

and rev. ill.)
H +LE[ ]M 13 hE.3RILERVS, 4×6  INJ* (obv. and rev. ill.); PAS: SUR-

F3CF84 (cut half) 
I  +LEREIWILAM 14 hENRILERVS, 4×6 INJ* (obv. and rev. ill.); NMS
J  +LEREIWILAM 15 hENRILERV44, 4×6 51; INJ* (obv. ill.); BM* (rev. ill.)
K  +LEAMLER 15 BM
 16 hENRILIRV:, 2×6, 2×5  51A; INJ×2* (obv. and rev. ill.); NCirc 

Feb. 2008, SCO664

Fig. 1. Obverse and reverse die links.
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L  +W[ ]AMR 16 BM; DNW sale 78, lot 513
 17 hENRI:RWS (from 2 o’clock),1×6, 3×5 INJ* (obv. and rev. ill.);  BM×2
 18 hENRILERV[ ], 4×6 Spink sale 57, lot 61* (rev. ill.); BM
 19 hE[ ]ERVS, 4×5 BM* (rev. ill.)
M  +LERIIRWM 20 hENRILERVS, 4×5 INJ* (obv. and rev. ill.)

Notes: 
(a) Numerals given for reverses are number of points to stars.
(b) Numbered coins refer to illustrations in Burns 1887.
(c) Coins illustrated on Pl. 34 are indicated by an asterisk. 

Abbreviations
AM Ashmolean Museum
BM British Museum 
DNW Dix Noonan Webb
FM Fitzwilliam Museum
INJ Collection of Ian Jones
NMS National Museums of Scotland 
PAS Portable Antiquities Scheme
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SOME SMALL MEDIEVAL HOARDS FROM SCOTLAND

N.M.MCQ. HOLMES

The years 2009 and 2010 have seen the recovery of a number of very small and individually 
rather insignifi cant hoards from Scottish soil, but they are recorded here in order to place 
their existence in the public domain and to ensure that they take their place in the overall 
picture.

Cruggleton Farm, Garlieston, Wigtownshire (2009) 

A hoard of twenty-fi ve English pennies of Edward I was discovered by Mr John Senior with 
the aid of a metal-detector. They have been claimed as Treasure Trove and allocated to Stranraer 
Museum.

A terminus post quem of  c.1306 for the concealment of  the coins is provided by the latest 
of  them, which belong to type 10cf2. Although this may be somewhat inconclusive in the 
case of  such a small hoard, it is notable that almost half  of  the coins (eleven) are of  types 
10ab or 10cf1–2, issued between 1300 and c.1307, and that the later issues of  10cf  which are 
unrepresented are just as common overall as the earlier ones. 

LIST OF COINS

  Wt (g)
 Canterbury
 1 3g3; S3, stops? 1.16
 2 4d 1.33
 3 10ab3a; top-tilted S 1.35
 4 10cf1 1.29
 5 10cf2a; A2, E?, h2, N1 1.32
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  Wt (g)
 Durham
 6 3g2; S3, stops 1; slightly chipped 1.27

 London
 7 3b; bifoliate crown 1.24
 8 3c; h1, S1, R1 / S2; face 2a 1.26
 9 4a1 1.24
10 4b 1.33
11 4b; broken hair 1.16
12 4c 1.34
13 4d 1.30
14 4e 1.29
15 8c; large face; unbarred Ns on rev. 1.29
16 8c; small face; chipped 1.28
17 9a2; straight letters; star on breast 1.34
18 10ab5; earlier R 1.33
19 10ab5 (late) 1.36
20 10ab5 (late); late R 1.34
21 10ab5 (late); late crown and lettering 1.28
22  10ab6?; + [ ]R0IIgLDIIShYB; IIg punched over other letters; serpentine S on rev.; much 

poor striking 1.31
23 10cf1; serpentine S; angular G 1.37
24 10cf1; serpentine S; broken 1.23
25 10cf2(a or b); obv. poorly struck 1.32

Belladrum, Kiltarlity, Beauly, Inverness-shire (2009) 

Eight Scottish coins of  David II and Robert II were found by Mr Eric Soane with the aid of  
a metal-detector. They have been claimed as Treasure Trove and have been allocated to 
Inverness Museum.

In the absence of any published classifi cation of the coins of Robert II, the terminus post 
quem for concealment can only be said to be 1371, the year of Robert’s accession to the throne. 
Hoards closing with coins of Robert II usually also contain issues of David II but no earlier 
or non-Scottish issues,1 so this small group conforms to the general pattern.

LIST OF COINS

  Wt (g)
 David II
1  penny, fi rst coinage, group II, same dies as Burns 8 (not ill.), same obv. die as Burns 9, 

Fig. 234. 0.93
2 groat / fragment, second coinage, type C or D 1.85

 Robert II
3 groat, Edinburgh 4.05
4 another 3.78
5 another; same obv. die as Burns 3 (not ill.) 3.74
6 groat, Perth; same dies as Richardson 7 3.89
7 another 3.75
8 penny, Edinburgh; badly chipped 0.82

Roberton, Hawick, Roxburghshire (2010) 

Three separate little ‘purse’ hoards were recovered within a small geographical area by Mr 
Raymond Barr, using a metal-detector. All have been claimed as Treasure Trove and have been 
allocated to the National Museum of Scotland (registration nos. K.2011.44–45, 46–49 and 50–52 
respectively).

 1 Holmes 2004, 251.
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Hoard 1 

This comprised two Edinburgh groats of David II’s third (light) coinage of 1367–71, the fi rst 
weighing 3.79 g, and the second (chipped, broken and stuck together) 3.55 g.

Hoard 2 

This contained four groats of Robert II, two of Edinburgh (3.69g, 3.65g) and two of Perth 
(3.66g, 3.65 g). 

Numismatically, all these six coins could have been part of a single hoard, but the fi nder has 
stated that the two groups were separate and discrete deposits.

Hoard 3 

This comprised three later fi fteenth-century copper ‘Crux Pellit’ coins, corroded and fused 
together. One can be identifi ed as belonging to type IR,2 but the others are completely 
unidentifi able.

Although ‘Crux Pellit’ coins are frequent as single fi nds, hoards have so far been notable by 
their absence, with the obvious exception of the problematic assemblage from Crossraguel 
Abbey.3 
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THE COINAGE OF JOHN BALIOL: AN ADDENDUM

PHILIP HIGGINSON 

IN volume 80 of this journal, in an article entitled ‘The Coinage of John Baliol’,1 the authors 
listed a hitherto unrecorded fi rst coinage halfpenny of St Andrews (catalogue no. 346). As the 
coin was known only from images posted on a dealer’s website, the authors could not be cer-
tain if  the reverse had mullets or stars, or the exact number of points. Now a second example 
in the author’s collection (Fig. 1), although having parts of the legend illegible, is apparently 
from the same pair of dies, i.e. SH1/SHb. 

 2 Holmes 2008, 141.
 3 Holmes 2008, 138.

 Acknowledgements. I wish to express my thanks to Nick Holmes for his assistance with this note.
 1 Holmes and Stewartby 2010.

Fig. 1. Second example of halfpenny of St Andrews of John Baliol’s fi rst coinage, Holmes and Stewartby 2010, 
no. 346, Image © P. Higginson.
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The reverse reads cIVI / T0S / S0N / [DRe]. There is no evidence of piercing on the sym-
bols, so they are stars not mullets in the fi rst and third angles of the cross, the other angles 
being blank. The star in the fi rst angle has six points and that in the third has fi ve, but has been 
double-punched. 
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GOLD COINS FROM TWO SIXTEENTH-CENTURY ENGLISH 
HOARDS: BISHAM ABBEY AND HOUGHTON-CUM-WYTON 

MARTIN ALLEN AND MARK BLACKBURN

THIS note records two groups of gold coins that derive from hoards deposited during the reign 
of Elizabeth I and found in the 1870s. In each case the coins had been mounted in the nine-
teenth century to be worn as jewellery, and it appears that they may not have been included in 
the original hoard reports.

Bisham Abbey hoard

In 1878 Charles Francis Keary (1848–1917), who was then a member of the staff of the 
Department of Coins and Medals at the British Museum, published a short note on a sixteenth-
century hoard of gold coins found at Bisham Abbey.1 Keary stated that this was ‘a hoard of 
218 gold coins found at Bisham Abbey, Berkshire, the property of George Vansittart, Esq.’, 
but he provided no further information about the circumstances of the fi nd or the disposal of 
the coins in it. Keary’s summary listing of the fi nd is, however, admirably informative, showing 
that it contained a Henry VI Annulet issue noble (attributed by Keary to Henry V), six Edward 
IV ryals, an angel and half-angel of Henry VII, seventy-one coins of Henry VIII, 117 coins of 
Edward VI, twelve coins of  Elizabeth I and nine foreign gold coins (from Spain, Portugal 
and Venice). The latest English coin was an Elizabeth I half  pound with privy mark Rose 
(1565–65/6), which might suggest that the hoard was deposited in or shortly after 1565/6. 
Twenty-seven (12.9%) of the 209 English coins listed by Keary had been issued before the 
beginning of Henry VIII’s open debasement of the coinage in 1544. This evidence for the 
survival of pre-debasement gold coins in circulation in the early years of Elizabeth I is con-
fi rmed by the St Albans hoard (tpq 1560), which had three such coins in total of twenty-nine.2 
The presence of  nine foreign gold coins in an English hoard of  this period need occasion no 
surprise because there is an increasing amount of  hoard and single-fi nd evidence for the 
circulation of  foreign gold coinage in sixteenth-century England, confi rming the evidence 
of  royal proclamations regulating its use and literary sources.3

Twelve coins from the Bisham Abbey hoard were presented by George Vansittart to Rev. 
Thomas Edward Powell (d. 1901), vicar of All Saints’ Church, Bisham from 1848 until 1899, 

 Acknowledgements. The authors would like to thank Mrs Belinda Powell for her very helpful comments on drafts of this 
article and for invaluable information about the history of the Powell family. Judy Rudoe of the Department of Prehistory and 
Europe at the British Museum has provided helpful advice about nineteenth-century goldsmiths and jewellers.
 1 Keary 1878; Brown and Dolley 1971, 23 (no. EN4); NCirc 83 (1975), 161–2 (nos. 3351–70); Coin Hoards II (1976), 120 
(no. 463); Kent 1985, 405; Woodhead 1996, 106 (no. 127); Kelleher 2007, 222 (no. 4). Brown and Dolley and subsequent authors 
incorrectly state that the total number of coins is 318, in error for 218.
 2 Evans 1872; Brown and Dolley 1971, 22 (no. EN1; Woodhead 1996, 105 (no. 122).
 3 Challis 1978, 215–18; Kent 2005, 36–8; Kelleher 2007.
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and they were made into a necklace, probably as a gift for Rev. Powell’s wife, Emma. Mr Vansittart 
was the patron of the living of All Saints’, and the church had been extensively renovated and 
enlarged during the 1840s and 1850s, funded jointly by him and Rev. Powell. The coins were 
subsequently dismounted from the necklace, and in the 1980s they were divided up, two each, 
among six surviving great-grandchildren. Three of these great-grandchildren (Jane Powell, 
Belinda Powell and Benjamin Powell) deposited their six coins at the Fitzwilliam Museum, 
while the remaining six are thought to have been sold and no record of them is known.4 The 
coins brought to the Fitzwilliam, which are listed below and illustrated in Figs. 1–3, have four 

 4 We are grateful to Mrs Belinda Powell for arranging for the coins to be temporarily deposited at the Fitzwilliam Museum, 
and for providing information about the circumstances in which they came into the family.

Fig. 1. Bisham Abbey hoard, nos. 1 and 2.

Fig. 2. Bisham Abbey hoard, no. 3.
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ring mounts soldered to their edges, and they still have chains attached to them. On two of the 
coins (nos. 1 and 3, Figs. 1 and 2), two chains are attached to a catch-plate. The coins comprise 
a crown and a half  sovereign of Henry VIII’s third coinage and four half  sovereigns of Edward 
VI’s second and third period coinages. Coin 5 (Fig. 3, centre) is an exceptionally rare half sover-
eign of 1549 from the Durham House mint with a half-length crowned bust of Edward VI. 
Only one other specimen of this type is known, which is from the same pair of dies and was 
formerly in the A.H.F. Baldwin collection.5 Keary did not list any Edward VI half sovereigns 
with the Bow privy mark of Durham House, which suggests that the twelve coins presented to 
the Rev. Powell were not among the 218 shown to Keary.

Gold coins from the Bisham Abbey hoard deposited for study at the Fitzwilliam Museum
(All weights include mounts and attachments.)

1  Henry VIII (1509–47), 3rd coinage (1544–47), crown, Bristol, privy mark WS (1546–47), North 1836, 5.79 g. 
(Fig. 1, left.)

2  Henry VIII, 3rd coinage, half sovereign, Tower, privy mark Pellet in Annulet (1544–47), North 1827, 7.16 g. 
(Fig. 1, right.)

3  Edward VI (1547–53), 2nd period (1549–50), half  sovereign, Tower, privy mark Arrow (1549), North 1908, 
8.23 g. (Fig. 2.)

4 Edward VI, 2nd period, half sovereign, Tower, privy mark Swan (1549–50), North 1911, 5.54 g. (Fig. 3, left.)
5  Edward VI, 2nd period, half  sovereign, Durham House, privy mark Bow (1549), North –, 5.71. (Fig. 3, 

centre.)
6  Edward VI, 3rd period (1550-53), half  sovereign, Tower, privy mark Y (1550-51), North 1928, 5.75 g. (Fig. 

3, right.)

 5 Winstanley 1941–44, 117 (no. 23), pl. II, 23; Whitton 1941–44; Stewartby 2009, 506, 524.

Fig. 3. Bisham Abbey hoard, nos. 4–6.
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Houghton-cum-Wyton hoard

In 1877 Keary published a note on a fi nd containing at least twenty-fi ve gold coins and 288 
silver coins (tpq 1579) from Houghton-cum-Wyton in Cambridgeshire.6 Keary quotes a letter 
from a Mr J.D. Robertson of St Mary’s Passage, Cambridge, which stated that:

It appears that a labouring man named Holmes, living at Houghton, near St. Ives, was digging a hole 
for an ash-pit in his garden. About fi fteen inches below the surface he found a common earthenware 
jar, the upper part of which was wanting, in which were contained nearly three hundred coins of Henry 
VIII., Edward VI. and Mary. Mr. Bateman Brown managed to recover all or nearly all of these coins, 
and communicated the fact of their discovery to the Treasury, to whom he has handed them over.7

Keary’s summary listing of the hoard is less informative than his publication of the Bisham 
Abbey hoard, and it omits many coins on the grounds that they were ‘utterly defaced’. Only 
fourteen of the twenty-fi ve gold coins referred to by Keary are listed. Thus it is particularly 
fortunate that Mrs E.B. Tarring of Weybridge in Surrey bequeathed two items of jewellery 
containing twenty of the hoard’s gold coins to the Fitzwilliam Museum in 1953 (Figs. 4–5).8 
There is a small gold chain of fi ve coins (clearly intended to be worn as a bracelet) and a larger 
chain of fi fteen coins (a necklace), all contained within a box with the inscription ‘WASSELL & 
HALFORD GOLDSMITHS JEWELLERS AND WATCHSMITHS 43 FENCHURCH ST’ 
inside the lid. This London fi rm traded until 1879, when the partnership of C.F. Wassell and 
R.H. Halford was dissolved, and presumably the coins were converted into jewellery by them 
soon after the hoard’s discovery.9 In both the bracelet and the necklace the coins are connected 
by two sets of gold links attached to ring mounts soldered to the edges of the coins, broadly 
comparable with the mounts and chains attached to the Bisham Abbey coins. A note made at 
the time of the bequest by Harold Shrubbs, then the Fitzwilliam Museum’s Coin Room 

 6 Keary 1877; Brown and Dolley 1971, 23 (no. EN10); Woodhead 1996, 107 (no. 136).
 7 Keary 1877, 163.
 8 Fitzwilliam Museum, CM.451–1953 to CM.470–1953. The Fitzwilliam Museum has a manuscript list of the coins on the 
two chains signed ‘H.S.F.’ (who has not been identifi ed) and dated 27 May 1961.
 9 Culme 1987, I, p. 203.

Fig. 4. Houghton-cum-Wyton hoard, bracelet.
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Assistant, lists eleven silver coins from the hoard that were examined at the Museum in 1947 
but not included in the bequest.10 

A comparison between the fourteen gold coins from the Houghton-cum-Wyton hoard listed 
by Keary and the twenty coins acquired by the Fitzwilliam Museum (see Table 1) shows that 
three coins in Keary’s list cannot be matched in the bracelet or the necklace, and that nine of 
the Fitzwilliam Museum’s coins are not listed by Keary. This is a total discrepancy of twelve 
coins, but it is worth noting that Keary refers to a total of twenty-fi ve gold coins in the hoard, 
which is eleven more than he lists. Thus it is possible that at least some of the Fitzwilliam 
Museum’s coins were in the unlisted part of the parcel of 313 gold and silver coins surrendered 
to the Treasury by Bateman Brown, who was presumably the owner of the property on which 
the hoard was found. It is also possible that none of the coins in the Fitzwilliam Museum’s 
acquisition was in the parcel surrendered to the authorities.

 10 This list, which has been preserved in the box containing the chains, states that the hoard was found ‘in the garden of a 
cottage at the entrance of School Lane’, which is information not recorded in Keary’s publication in 1877.

Fig. 5. Houghton-cum-Wyton hoard, necklace.
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TABLE 1. Gold coins from the Houghton-cum-Wyton hoard

Reign Coinage Denomination Privy mark Keary Fitzwilliam
     Museum

Edward IV 2nd reign angel Cinquefoil  1  1
Henry VII  angel Crosslet  1  –
   Pheon  1  1
Henry VIII 1st coinage angel Castle  –  1
   Portcullis  2  2
 2nd coinage angel Sunburst  1  –
  crown Rose  5  4
   Arrow  –  4
   Pheon  –  1
 3rd coinage half  sovereign Pellet in Annulet  1  1
Edward VI Henry VIII half  sovereign Arrow  1  1
 posthumous
   E (Southwark)  –  1
 2nd period sovereign Y12  1  1
Elizabeth I 1st issue half  pound Cross Crosslet  –  1
Louis XII of  écu d’or au   –  1
France  soleil
Total    14 20

Investigation through online searches of Census returns and birth, marriage and death 
records has revealed a direct relationship between Mrs Elizabeth Blake Tarring, who bequeathed 
the coins to the Fitzwilliam, and Bateman Brown.11 Mrs Tarring’s husband, Bateman Brown 
Tarring (1873–1953), was the son of Eliza Tarring (née Brown, b. 1850), and a grandson of 
Bateman Brown (b. 1824). Although by the time of the 1881 Census Bateman Brown, JP, was 
living at ‘The Hall’, Hemmingford Abbots, Cambridgeshire, the family had had close connec-
tions with Houghton, for he, his daughter Eliza and his grandson Bateman Brown Tarring were 
all born in Houghton, and no doubt he retained family property there. It is reasonable to 
assume that this rather splendid gold coin necklace and bracelet were commissioned by Bateman 
Brown, either for his wife Susanna or for his daughter Eliza, and that they were passed down 
through the family to Mrs E.B. Tarring. It was appropriate that on her death they should return 
to Cambridgeshire and to the Fitzwilliam Museum.

Coins from the Houghton-cum-Wyton hoard

Gold coins acquired by the Fitzwilliam Museum in 1953
(Coins are listed in the order of their appearance on the bracelet and necklace.)

Bracelet
 1 Henry VIII, 2nd coinage, crown, privy mark Pheon (1541–42), North 1792. 
 2 Henry VIII, 2nd coinage, crown, privy mark Arrow, North 1790 (Henry and Jane Seymour), 1536–37. 
 3 Henry VIII, 2nd coinage, crown, privy mark Arrow, North 1788 (Henry and Katherine of Aragon), 1532–33. 
 4–5  Henry VIII, 2nd coinage, crown, privy mark Rose (1526–29), North 1788 (Henry and Katherine of 

Aragon). 

Necklace
 1–2  Henry VIII, 2nd coinage, crown, privy mark Rose (1526–29), North 1788 (Henry and Katherine of 

Aragon).
 3 Henry VIII, 1st coinage (1509–26), angel, privy mark Castle, North 1760.
 4 Henry VIII, 1st coinage, angel, privy mark Portcullis, North 1760.
 5  Edward IV, 2nd reign (1471–83), angel, Blunt and Whitton type XXI, privy mark Cinquefoil (c.1475–1482),13 

North 1626.
 6  Elizabeth I (1558–1603), 1st issue (1558–61), half  pound, privy mark Cross Crosslet (1560–61), North 

1982.

 11 www.ancestry.co.uk (accessed 31 Oct. 2010).
 12 Keary does not indicate the privy mark of the Edward VI sovereign he lists. 
 13 Stewartby 2009, 350–1.
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 7  Edward VI, coinage in the name of Henry VIII (1547–51), half sovereign, Tower, privy mark Arrow (1547–49), 
North 1865.

 8 Edward VI, 2nd period, sovereign, Tower, privy mark Y (1550), North 1906.
 9  Edward VI, coinage in the name of Henry VIII, half  sovereign, Southwark, privy mark E (1547–49) on 

reverse only, North 1806. 
10 Henry VIII, 3rd coinage, half  sovereign, Tower, privy mark Pellet in Annulet (1544–47), North 1827).
11 Henry VIII, 1st coinage, angel, privy mark Portcullis (1509–26), North 1760.
12 Henry VII, angel, type V, privy mark Pheon on both sides (1507–09), North 1692/2.
13  France, Louis XII (1498–1515), écu d’or au soleil, Tours, privy marks stop under 6th letter and Tower followed 

by triple colon (1498–1509), Lafaurie 592. 
14–15 Henry VIII, 2nd coinage, crown, privy mark Arrow, North 1790 (Henry and Jane Seymour), 1536–37.

Silver coins listed but not acquired by the Fitzwilliam Museum
 1 Henry VIII, 2nd coinage, groat, privy mark Arrow (1532–42), North 1792.
 2–5 Henry VIII, 2nd or 3rd coinage, groat, privy mark Lis (1529–32, 1538–41, 1544–47).
 6 Edward VI, fi ne coinage, shilling, privy mark Tun (1551–53), North 1937.
 7 Mary (1553–54), groat, privy mark Pomegranate, North 1960.
 8 Philip and Mary (1554–58), groat, privy mark Lis, North 1973.
 9 Elizabeth I, 2nd issue, sixpence, 1569, privy mark Coronet, North 1997.
10 Elizabeth I, 2nd issue, threepence, 1575, privy mark Eglantine, North 1998.
11 Elizabeth I, 2nd issue, penny, privy mark Coronet (1567–70), North 2001. 
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THE SEVENTEENTH-CENTURY TOKEN OF WILLIAM MASON 
OF ROTHWELL: NORTHAMPTONSHIRE OR YORKSHIRE?

P.D.S. WADDELL

THE token illustrated in Fig. 1 was first published and attributed in a paper published in BNJ 
in 1951,1 referring to a number of seventeenth-century tokens not listed in Williamson’s cata-
logue of traders’ tokens,2 or in the later book by W.C. Wells on Seventeenth–Century Tokens 
of Northamptonshire,3 but held in the Browne-Willis cabinet at the Ashmolean Museum in 

 1 Milne 1951.
 2 Williamson 1889–91. This is a revised edition of Boyne 1858.
 3 Wells 1914.
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Oxford. Michael Dickinson lists this as a new token for Rothwell and gives it the number 
145A in the Northamptonshire series.4

Just recently the author was able to acquire an example of the above seventeenth-century 
token from a London dealer. He was able to confi rm the reading of the token as * WILLIAM . 
MASON . . around . M . | W . A | 1666 on the obverse, and * IN . RODWELL . . . around HIS 
| HALF | PENY on the reverse. However, the author’s research suggests that a reattribution of 
the token from Northamptonshire to Yorkshire is necessary.

Four other seventeenth-century token issuers are known for Rothwell, Northamptonshire, 
three of which spell the town name ROELL on their tokens, with ROWELL on the fourth. A 
local history article states that the town is sited on a Danish settlement known as RODEWELL, 
but by the early middle ages it was called ROTHWELL or ROWELL as it is known locally.5

The Northamptonshire County Records Offi ce at Wooton Hall on the outskirts of 
Northampton holds a number of records relating to the parish of Rothwell, including the reg-
ister book of Rothwell for 1614–1707,6 which was searched for a William Mason of Rothwell 
who might be married to a wife with the initial ‘A’. The only Mason found in the register book 
was John Mason of Kimbolton who married Francis Ginne of the parish in November 1705. 
A son of this John Mason was buried in 1706. The hundred of Rothwell Taxation Index of 
1697 also shows a John Mason at Draughton in the hundred of Rothwell married to a Sarah 
with fi ve children.7 No mention of a William Mason was found in any documentation relating 
to Rothwell in the mid-seventeenth century, including the wills index, nor of any William 
Marson or William Mawson.

The search was widened by considering other towns called Rothwell in England. These were 
Rothwell, Lincolnshire, and Rothwell near Leeds in West Yorkshire. A request to Lincolnshire 
Archives Offi ce about a William Mason found no entry under that name in Rothwell marriage 
register 1640–1720. This register also included births and deaths.8

Prior to my contacting the West Yorkshire Archive Service in Wakefi eld, R.H. Thompson 
pointed out that in the 1672 Hearth Tax assessment a Willm Mason was chargeable for one 
hearth in Rothwell, Yorkshire.9 The West Yorkshire Archive Service confi rmed that they held 
parish records for Rothwell and that the marriage of William Mason to Alice Blitheman was 
recorded for 1654. William had at least four children, one of whom was also called William. 
The Wakefi eld offi ce did not hold any wills of the period, and an on-line internet search of the 
National Archives did not turn up a will for a William Mason at an appropriate location.10 A 
search at the Borthwick Institute attached to the University of York for a will of William 
Mason in the Prerogative and Exchequer Courts of York for the late seventeenth century 
yielded no will, but an entry for an administration, dated 2 May 1676, was found under William 

 4 Dickinson 2004, 173.
 5 www.rothwelltown.co.uk/historyofrothwel.html.
 6 Rothwell Parish Register 1614–1708, ref  284/1.
 7 Rothwell Taxation Index Hundredth 1697, NRO LBY 1433, p. 38.
 8 Joan Harwood (Cultural Service Advisor), Lincolnshire Archives, conducted a document search of the Rothwell marriage 
register 1640–1720, ref.2-4-11-16815-JH. The offi ce confi rmed by phone on 10 July 2010 that the register also contained burials 
and birth details. 
 9 Hey et al. 2007, 291.
 10 www.nationalarchives.gov.uk. 

Fig. 1. Token of William Mason, Rothwell, Ashmolean Museum, ex Browne-Willis collection (Dickinson 2004, 
145A). Photograph © Ashmolean Museum; line drawing from Milne 1951.
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Mason of Rothwell, meaning that he died intestate.11 The entry relates to Beatrix Mason, 
William’s widow, appearing before the Exchequer court as the administrator of William’s 
goods. This implied that William had remarried, and a request to the Wakefi eld offi ce for a 
document search for Alice Mason’s death and family details in the parish registers confi rmed 
the following:12

  28 June 1654 William Mason and Alice Blitheman both of the parish of Rothwell were 
  married.

 15 July 1655 Anne the daughter of the above was christened.
 20 January 1659 William child of above was buried.
 20 June 1661 Susanna the child of above was christened.
 January 1665 Maria daughter of above died.
 March 1666 Alice wife of William Mason died.
 November 1666 William child of William Mason of Rothwell was christened.13 

This evidence suggested that if  the token was from Rothwell it was more likely to belong to 
Rothwell, Yorkshire rather than Northamptonshire. However, as seventeenth-century tokens 
often contain many variations on the spelling of town names a search was made for William 
Mason in the following towns:

Radwell occasionally called Rodwell in parish of Felmersham Bedfordshire. The county 
archivist replied to the effect that all the records examined showed no record of a William 
Mason.14

Radwell, Hertfordshire, is in the Odsey hundred and part of the diocese of Rochester.15 No 
William Mason was found on marriage records and hearth tax records by Hertfordshire 
Archives and Local Studies Centre.16 

Rodmell is a parish town in East Sussex. The East Sussex Record Offi ce searched the marriage 
registers for a William Mason of Rodmell in the seventeenth century and drew a blank; they also 
checked their records and could fi nd no entry to such a person in the period.17

No town was noted with the name Redwell in England.
It is concluded on the present evidence that the seventeenth-century token of William Mason 
of Rodwell belongs to Rothwell, Yorkshire, rather than Northamptonshire.
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MULED TOKENS OF JOHN SALMON OF CHESTER 
AND OVERSTRIKES UPON THEM

M.J. DICKINSON

THE writer purchased the token illustrated as Fig. 1 (below) from Spink & Son Ltd in 2001. 
With it is a Spink ticket dating back fi fty years or more, and perhaps before World War II; it 
is written in the same hand as many of the annotations in the Spink house copy of Williamson,1 
and as a number of the tickets accompanying tokens in the Norweb collection that came from 
Ralph Nott (d. 1960).2 The token is identifi ed on the ticket as ‘Dorset 69|Dorchester|Two others 
struck|over it’. Although overstriking is indeed evident on both sides, Williamson’s description 
of his Dorset no. 69 does not fi t either striking.

In 2007 Robert Thompson showed the writer a group of tokens found near Shudy Camps, 
Cambridgeshire, that had been sent to him for identifi cation, and which he was writing up for 
publication in BNJ 78.3 One of them, overstruck by another token, was reminiscent of the 
piece described above, and a comparison of the two pieces proved the link between them. The 
decision was made to write up these overstrikes, the present note being the result.4 The Shudy 
Camps overstrike appears in Thompson’s paper as token no. 6 under the sub-heading 
Associated fi nds, and is described as follows:

Obv. ·WILL·GIVE·FOR·THIS·A·PENY·I670 around arms
Rev. ·HIS·HALFE·PENNY·I667 around merchant’s mark. Overstruck by the dies of Williamson, Shropshire 5, 
= Norweb iv.3879.5

1.97 g (corroded).

The overstrike is a halfpenny of Edward Wollaston of Bishop’s Castle dated 1670. Its reverse 
is clearly enough from the same die as Norweb 3879.6 Probably the obverse is also, as the arms 

 Acknowledgements. I am indebted to Nigel Clark and Robert Thompson for the loan of their tokens for study; also to 
Andrew Williams at Spink for the illustrations. I am grateful to Robert Thompson also for his comments on an earlier draft of 
this article. Note. All the specimens cited in this article were struck on brass fl ans.
 1 Williamson 1889–91.
 2 See SCBI 31, xi–xv.
 3 Thompson 2008.
 4 Thompson 2008, 259, n.4.
 5 Thompson 2008, 259.
 6 SCBI 44.
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are identical, but because very little of its legend is visible one cannot be absolutely certain. 
The die axis is 180°, whereas that of the Norweb specimen is 0°. Unfortunately the specimen 
is not in a condition good enough to be usefully illustrated.

The undertype of the piece illustrated as Fig. 1 is struck from the same dies as the Shudy 
Camps fi nd and in the same axis, 180°. It has been overstruck with the dies of the halfpenny 
of Otteweell Robotham of Doncaster, dated 1669 (Williamson, Yorkshire 83; Norweb 5848),7 
which itself  is illustrated here as Fig. 3 for comparison. In Fig. 1 it can be seen that the arms, 
denomination and date in the central areas of the Robotham overstrike are clear, but the sur-
rounding legends of the mule host are largely the more legible. Yet where traces of the legends 
of the overstrike are visible, they are all in higher relief  than those of the host token. The piece 
is perhaps a unique numismatic item in that it bears three different dates of  issue and two 
different denominations.

The undertype of both pieces is evidently a mule of the reverses of a penny dated 1670 and 
a halfpenny dated 1667. The legend on the 1670-dated ‘obverse’ is as that on the second known 
token issue of John Salmon of Chester (Dickinson, Cheshire 33A).8 The description for this 
was taken from the original recording by Heywood,9 but with the spelling of the denomina-
tion corrected from PENNY thanks to a specimen that passed through the writer’s hands at 
B.A. Seaby Ltd in 1984 and which was purchased by Nigel Clark.

Many years ago, the writer had been notifi ed by Nigel Clark of a mule in his collection, 
which was apparently the same as the two examples of the undertype discussed above. It 
seemed a good idea if  possible to examine these three pieces together. Nigel Clark made his 

 7 SCBI 49.
 8 Dickinson 1986, 36.
 9 Heywood 1912, 71.

Figs 1–2.  1. Halfpenny token of Otteweell Robotham of Doncaster, Yorkshire W.R., dated 1669; overstruck on 
a mule of the reverse of a penny of John Salmon of Chester, 1670, and the reverse of a halfpenny of an unidentifi ed 
issuer, 1667 (approx. 1½:1; actual diameter 22 mm; 2.90 g). 2. Double reverse mule as the undertype of Fig. 1, 
apparently not overstruck (approx. 1½:1; 2.05 g (slightly corroded)).

Fig. 3. Halfpenny token of Otteweell Robotham of Doncaster, as Fig. 1 but struck on a virgin fl an, ex Norweb 
Collection (5848) (approx. 1½:1; 2.19 g).
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mule specimen available for study, and at the same time his examples of both the 1667 and the 
normal 1670 issue of  John Salmon’s pennies for further comparison purposes. Clark’s mule 
is Fig. 2 here; his example of  Salmon’s 1667 penny (Williamson, Cheshire 33; ex Fildes 
collection10) is Fig. 4; and his example of Salmon’s 1670 penny is Fig. 5.

The Clark example of the mule (Fig. 2) proved to be the same in all respects as the under-
types above, but is interesting in that it has apparently not been overstruck. We cannot be quite 
sure of this, however, as it is possible to imagine there being parts of letters above A·PENY 
(on the 1670-dated ‘obverse’), but corrosion or slight double-striking may be the cause of this 
impression. Nevertheless, despite the corrosion on this piece, we have a good view of the 
‘reverse’, especially of the device – a merchant’s mark incorporating an anchor, with the letter 
S on its shaft. Unfortunately, despite a thorough trawl through Dickinson, and illustrations 
and descriptions of tokens published subsequently, the writer has as yet been unable to identify 
an obverse for this 1667 halfpenny token.

No such problem exists with the ‘obverse’ of the mule. It is from the same die as used for the 
reverse of the penny of that year of John Salmon of Chester, a specimen of which (Fig. 5) has 
been affected by corrosion in an unusual way, the raised areas having apparently become 
incuse in relation to the fi eld. Robert Thompson has an example from the same dies (2.48 g) 
but, although much less corroded, it is not as useful for photographic purposes; nevertheless 
it does have the merit of confi rming the spelling of the place name CHESTER, incomplete in 
Fig. 5. The die axis of both these tokens is 0°. In the entry for this type in Dickinson (Cheshire 
33A) Heywood’s description of the reverse – Haberdashers’ Arms – was followed.11 The arms 
on the specimens illustrated for the present article, however, are:

  On a shield three fi shes hauriant impaling the arms of the Worshipful Company of 
Weavers of the City of London, i.e. on a chevron between three leopards’ heads each 
holding in the mouth a shuttle, three roses.

It now seems likely that Heywood was making an assumption in describing the arms on the 
reverse of Salmon’s 1670 penny as being the same as those on his 1667 issue (Fig. 4, from the 
same dies and in the same axis as Norweb 510,12 but a much better example), especially if  the 
specimen he saw or had had reported to him was unclear. The description for Cheshire 33A in 
Dickinson therefore needs correcting. It is worth noting that the three fi shes on the reverse, no 

 10 Fildes collection, Sotheby sale, 25 May 2000, lots 68–75 (at least); the specimen in question was illustrated as part of lot 
68. The pedigree was not named in the Sotheby catalogue, but the collector was identifi ed as Sir Henry Fildes by Nigel Clark 
(Clark 2000, 23). Sir Henry Fildes (1870–1948) was MP for Stockport 1920–23, and for Dumfries 1935–45 (Who was Who iv, 
1941–1950 (1967), 385). Williamson 33 and Dickinson 33A were among the 51 tokens of  Cheshire in lot 68; the former was 
illustrated in the catalogue.
 11 Dickinson 1986, 36; Heywood 1912, 71.
 12 SCBI 31.

Figs 4–5. 4. Penny token of John Salmon of Chester, 1667 (approx. 1½:1; 2.33 g). 5. Penny token of John Salmon 
of Chester, 1670 (approx. 1½:1; 1.06 g (considerably corroded)).
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doubt intended to represent pseudo-Salmon family arms, do not have the crescent for differ-
ence above them as they do on the obverse. (The crescent here is in heraldic usage as a mark 
of cadency indicating the second son in a family). It can be seen that the arms on the obverse 
are as those on Salmon’s 1667 token, described at Norweb classifi cation 5.14.21,13 though not 
from the same die. The entry for Norweb 510 notes Sir William Dugdale’s statement that the 
obverse arms ‘disclayme’ the issuer, i.e. declare him not entitled to bear arms.14

How did these mules and the overstrikes upon them come to exist? 

It seems unlikely that the mules were produced deliberately as samples to help obtain business 
from potential issuers of tokens. By 1670 the large majority of traders in most parts of 
England, Wales and Ireland would surely have been aware of the existence of tokens, if  not 
many different examples of them. Besides, if  a token manufacturer wished to use a sample to 
help attract custom, one combining an obverse with a reverse would be more appropriate for 
such a purpose; and the secondary usage of the reverse mules discussed in this article as if  they 
were blank fl ans seems to rule out this possibility.

Assuming that they were struck unintentionally, why then was one reverse dated three years 
before the other? The likeliest reason would be that the issuer of the 1667 halfpenny had sought 
a further supply of tokens three years later. With the reverse die, and perhaps the obverse, being 
still in good condition, it would be a sensible idea for the issuer to make use again of a resource 
that had cost good money originally – a pair of dies made for the Corporation of Henley on 
Thames’s farthing of 1669 cost ten shillings, for example.15 Presumably John Salmon’s 1670 
pennies were due to be produced at about the same time as Mr or Mrs X’s repeat order of 
1667-dated halfpennies, and the reverse dies of both issues were accidentally used together to 
strike tokens. The moneyer concerned, mindful of his profi t margin or simply not wanting to 
waste good metal, could have mixed some of the resulting unwanted mules in with his stock 
of blank fl ans for use as hosts for the tokens of further issuers, evidently including Edward 
Wollaston of Bishop’s Castle, Shropshire, and Otteweell Robotham of Doncaster, Yorkshire. 
Robotham may have been another issuer ordering a further quantity of tokens in 1670, some 
months after their original manufacture in their dated year, 1669, although of course the fi rst 
usage of the Robotham and the 1670 Salmon dies could have been virtually concurrent at 
about the time the year changed.

The topic of where seventeenth-century token dies were kept after their original use has 
been discussed by Thompson.16 It is a pity we do not know (yet) where the 1667 halfpenny 
issuer lived and traded. If  this location was in the Chester area, or conceivably on a route that 
agents of the moneyers would take between there (or beyond) and London where the tokens 
were manufactured, it could suggest that he or she had been the keeper of the dies after the 
original tokens were struck from them, and had returned them to London by means of an 
agent who on the same business trip had secured the order of a new issue for John Salmon and 
perhaps other traders also. On the other hand the die(s) of the 1667 halfpenny issuer could 
have been resting on a shelf  or in a box at the mint since the time tokens had been originally 
struck from them. 
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GEORGE JOBSON’S HALFPENNY

D.W. DYKES

ONE of the more enigmatic of eighteenth-century tokens is that supposedly issued by George 
Jobson, Banker, dated 1794, and with a reverse inscription that suggests a connection with 
Northampton. Although Pye expressed no reservations about the token’s authenticity in either 
edition of his seminal catalogue of provincial coins its genuineness has plagued numismatists 
down the years.1 No one has been able to establish Jobson’s identity; he is not known as a 
banker in any part of England or Wales nor has he been readily pinpointed as a 
Northamptonshire inhabitant while Thomas Sharp, who was the fi rst to question the token’s 
legitimacy, tells us that circulation of the token ‘was not attempted’ in Northampton.2 The 
token’s reverse, too, serves only to consolidate one’s suspicions. Though boasting the inscrip-
tion MAY NORTHAMPTON FLOURISH, it portrays, as R.T. Samuel pointed out in one of 
his anonymous articles in the Bazaar, The Exchange and Mart in the 1880s, the triple-towered 
castle and ‘passant guardant’ lion of the arms of Norwich and is a close copy of Thomas 

 Acknowledgements. I am grateful to Michael Dickinson and Peter Preston-Morley for their comments on an earlier version 
of this paper, to them and Edward Besly for supplying me with the weights of ‘Jobson’ tokens, and also to George Hollowell, 
Roger Outing and the Northamptonshire Record Offi ce. My thanks are due too to the Trustees of  the British Museum for 
permission to reproduce Figs. 4 and 5. The following abbreviations are used in the text: ABG: Aris’s Birmingham Gazette; D&H: 
Dalton and Hamer 1910–18; GM: The Gentleman’s Magazine; LG: London Gazette; UBD: The Universal British Directory.
 1 Pye 1795, pl. 21, [no. 3] and ‘Index’, iii; Pye 1801, pl. 38.
 2 There is no reference to any ‘Jobson’ in Dawes and Ward-Perkins 2000. Sharp 1834, 76.

Fig. 1. George Jobson’s halfpenny. (D&H: Northants 1).
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Wyon’s obverse of the 1792 halfpenny of the Norwich haberdasher Nathaniel Bolingbroke 
made by Kempson.3

One might, of course, be tempted to explain away the ‘Jobson’ reverse as a die-sinker’s error 
since the arms of Northampton do contain representations of a castle and supporting lions 
but this would smack too much of an exercise in special pleading. Samuel concluded that were 
it not for Pye he would have regarded the token as one made for sale. And, in fairness to Pye, 
as Waters pointed out, the token has every appearance of being genuine.4 The dies are well 
engraved and the portrayal of ‘Jobson’ is particularly fi ne, capturing, as Samuel puts it, the 
‘speaking’ likeness of someone who, it might be readily assumed from the image presented, is 
a tradesman of integrity, perhaps the honest Quaker that his dress suggests.

Although Pye listed – and illustrated – only a plain-edged halfpenny in his catalogues, 
Birchall, Denton and Prattent, and Conder recorded a variety with the edge legend PAYABLE 
IN LANCASTER, LONDON OR BRISTOL.5 They, however, made no mention of the plain-
edged version and it was left to Sharp in 1834 to itemize both varieties of the token. He gave 
primacy to the inscribed-edge variant, the pattern of listing followed by all subsequent com-
mentators culminating with Dalton and Hamer whose enumeration has become that accepted 
as standard today.6 Thus D&H: Northants 1 is listed as the inscribed-edge variety and D&H: 
Northants 1a as the plain-edge one.

D&H: Northants 1 is quite a prolifi c piece in average condition. It is struck with a die axis 
of 12h and to a weight standard approaching 50 to the lb. (±9.18 g). The incuse edge legend is 
bogus and is used on at least fi fty blanks emanating from the Lutwyche coinery for forgeries, 
fabrications and mules.7

D&H: Northants 1a, on the other hand, is particularly scarce, probably rarer than many 
modern students realise.8 It is struck with a die axis of 6h and to a weight standard of 34 to 
the lb. (±13.04 g).

In response to a question in the Gentleman’s Magazine from a correspondent ‘R.Y.’ (almost 
certainly the barrister-collector and later clergyman W.R. Hay) in 1796, Pye made it clear that 
that the plain-edged D&H: 1a, illustrated on plate 21 of his 1795 catalogue, was the substan-
tive striking of the ‘Jobson’ token which he declared he had ‘received from the manufacturer’.9 
Pye made no comment in his letter on D&H: 1 (which was the version that ‘R.Y.’ had in his 
cabinet) but while struck from the same dies, it is obviously a subsequent light-weight copy 
produced for general currency and presumably by Lutwyche. Pye’s original engraving of D&H: 
1a had been published on 1 March 1795 and both Hammond and Spence in the various 
manifestations of their catalogues put out in the spring and summer of that year refer only to 

 3 [Samuel] 1880–89, 29 November 1882, 578–9; D&H: Norfolk 14–16; Pye 1795, pl. 5, [3] and ‘Index’, iii; Pye 1801, pl. 38, 
8 and ‘Index’, 15. In William Robert Hay’s interleaved copy of Pye 1795 (now in the possession of the present writer) Samuel 
Robert Hamer (a previous owner) notes at plate 21 that the ‘Jobson’ reverse is not the same as the ‘Bolingbroke obverse but 
‘simply of similar design’.
 4 Waters 1954, 21.
 5 Birchall 1796, 83, no. 6; Denton and Prattent 1796, pl. 75; Conder 1798, 122, no. 1.
 6 D&H, 217.
 7 For an index of edges see Atkins 1892, 397–404, esp. 403.
 8 Although Pye 1801, ‘Index’, 15, recorded it as common (‘c’).
 9 ‘R.Y.’ [William Robert Hay?], GM, 66 (1796), September, 754; Pye, GM, 66 (1796), December, 992.

Fig. 2. The obverse of Nathaniel Bolingbroke’s Norwich halfpenny. (D&H: Norfolk 14).
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this version.10 This would suggest that D&H: 1 was not produced until the autumn of 1795 at 
the earliest. It eventually appeared, as we have already noted, as the sole striking of the token 
in Samuel Birchall’s Descriptive List in early 1796 (Birchall’s preface is dated 30 January 1796) 
and subsequently (28 March 1796) as an engraving on plate 75 of Denton and Prattent’s 
Virtuoso’s Companion (Fig. 3). It is reasonable, therefore, to assume that there must have been 
a gap of nine months or more between the substantive striking and the production of the 
lighter-weight inscribed-edge variety.

When Pye originally published the plain-edged D&H: 1a in 1795 he stated that its die-sinker 
was ‘Wyon’ – perhaps with a backward glance at Thomas Wyon’s Norwich reverse for Nathaniel 
Bolingbroke – but he presumably revised his opinion for in his subsequent 1801 catalogue he 
made no mention of any die-sinker for this piece.11 Hay’s manuscript annotations to his copy 
of Pye’s 1795 plates reiterated the name ‘Wyon’ but one imagines that he was simply copying 
Pye’s initial verdict from the latter’s ‘Index’ for ease of reference. What is of more import, 
however, is that Hay noted that the token’s ‘proprietor’ or issuer was ‘Morgan a Button maker’. 
There can be no doubt that Hay’s gloss is contemporaneous with his other jottings in Pye’s 
1795 edition and, since manufacturers’ and frequently issuers’ names were not published by 
Pye until 1801, Hay must have obtained his information from some other source. We know 
that he was in Birmingham in September 1796 and talked to Pye, Jorden and other luminaries 
of the local token-making scene and it is likely that he ferreted out this information then.12

Who then was Morgan? In the ‘Index’ to his 1801 edition Pye tells us that he was ‘R.B. Morgan’ 
but as with another singleton token maker, ‘Simmons’ [D&H: Staffordshire 26], he omits the 
name from his prefatory list of ‘Die Sinkers and Manufacturers’. Pye does include Morgan in 
his Birmingham Directory of  1791 where he is shown as a button maker of ‘St Paul’s-square, 
corner of Caroline–street’.13 But this was his sole legitimate directory entry and as with so 
many of  his fellow tradesmen Morgan is lost among the shadowy throng of  eighteenth-
century Birmingham button makers. From time to time some tantalisingly meagre glimpses of 
him can be caught but what seems to emerge is someone singularly unsuccessful, probably 
undercapitalised, and an all too typical example of a tradesman perpetually haunted by the 
spectre of debt in a society dependent on credit.14

 10 ‘Williams’ [Hammond] 1795, 15, no. 150; Spence 1795a, 35, no. 245; Hammond 1795, 30; Spence 1795b.
 11 Pye 1795, ‘Index’, iii; Pye 1801, ‘Index’, 15.
 12 Hay’s interleaved copy of Pye 1795 at pl. 21. In the inserted index of his own collection Hay notes that the token was 
‘false’. See also ‘R. Y.’ [William Robert Hay?], GM, 66 (1796), October, 837–8. Hay may, of course, have identifi ed Morgan from 
Pye’s 1791 Birmingham Directory (see n.13 below).
 13 Pye, 1791, 53. Interestingly St. Paul’s Square was also the address given for William Luckcock Simmons, ‘Gilt Watch-
chain and Toy-maker’, the manufacturer of the shop ticket of the Wolverhampton liquor merchant Thomas Bevan [D&H: 
Staffordshire 26].
 14 Morgan is recorded in UBD 1791, II, 228 and presumably in the now unknown New Birmingham Directory put out by 
John Ward in 1792. But Pye complained that the Birmingham section of the UBD was a plagiarised copy of his 1791 Birmingham 
Directory (ABG, 20 February 1792) while Ward’s 1792 directory was in turn simply a repaginated version of the local content of 
the UBD: Norton 1984, 34 and 187.

Fig. 3. Detail from pl. 75 of Denton and Prattent’s Virtuoso’s Companion, 28 March 1796.
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Robert Brickdale Morgan was born in Newport, Shropshire in 1756 or 1757.15 Nothing 
thereafter is known about him until 1785 when he was trading as a mercer and draper in 
Stafford in partnership with a William Pace. In the November of that year the partnership was 
dissolved and before very long Morgan had moved to Birmingham where he entered into a 
new partnership in a linen-drapery business with one Benjamin Dugard Webb. This venture 
could not have been very successful since both partners were declared bankrupt in June 1788.16 
Then in January 1789 Morgan is recorded as marrying Elizabeth Ashton, the daughter of a 
Birmingham brass-founder, partner in the fi rm of Ashton and Goddington,17 and it is pre-
sumably this connection that brought Morgan into the button-making industry.18 It is other-
wise diffi cult to explain the transition from linen-draper to button-maker despite the reputation 
that Birmingham tradesmen had for taking risks and turning their hands to anything as events 
dictated; ‘jacks-of-all-trades’, guyed in a local broadside where such a ‘jolly roving blade’ is 
portrayed as exhausting seventy-three distinct trades from porter, through pastry cook, coffi n 
maker, hatter, die-sinker, glover and pawnbroker before ending up making awl blades.19

It is likely that Elizabeth Ashton herself or through her father brought some much-needed 
fi nancial back-up to Morgan but she died suddenly in April 1792 and, less than eighteen 
months’ later, in September 1793, he was gazetted for a second time.20 His earlier debts had not 
yet been settled and the creditors in both his bankruptcies were still seeking redress years later. 
The causes of Morgan’s dual downfall are not known but both 1788 and 1793 were years of 
recession following boom periods, the fi rst affecting the textile trade especially (Morgan was 
then still a linen-draper), the second more general. Underlying both slumps was a shrinkage of 
credit exacerbated particularly in 1793 by an over-enthusiastic issue of private banknotes.

Morgan must have been in dire straits when he made his one apparent excursion into token 
making. Whether it was a venture of his own initiative or perhaps a crumb cast to him by an 
established manufacturer it seems clear that it was intended as an exercise in deception inspired 
by the desire to make a profi t out of the emergent collector’s market. D&H: 1a is even more 
substantial [34:lb.] than most of the legitimate tokens put out in 1791 and 1792 – those of 
Worswick (Lancaster), Clarke (Liverpool), Kershaw (Rochdale) and Shearer (Glasgow) for 
example – and it is inconceivable that Morgan would have issued a token of this weight stan-
dard in 1794 as a legitimate commercial venture when copper prices had risen by something 
approaching 20 percent and most tokens were averaging no more than about 46 to the lb. (or 
under 10 g.).

While his token must have been a sham one must wonder whether Morgan’s choice of the 
name ‘George Jobson’ for his pseudo banker was based on anything more substantial than his 
own imagination. As it happens, there is a strangely direct precedent for the use of the name 
and one in an avowed banking context. This is a bogus ‘banknote’ (Fig. 4) purporting to have 
been issued by the ‘Northampton Bank’ and, from those specimens known to the writer, vari-
ously dated to June and July 1793, the year before the declared date of Morgan’s token. The 
note, obviously an early example of the ‘skit’ productions that proliferated in the late eigh-
teenth and early nineteenth centuries, gives the impression that it is connected with the lace-
making industry which was a feature of south Northamptonshire and the adjoining northern 
parts of Bedfordshire and Buckinghamshire.21 It has a small, somewhat crude vignette of a 
woman making bobbin lace22 with the legends Lace from three pence pr yd to Five Guines [sic] 

 15 He was baptised at Newport on 19 April 1757, the son of Robert Morgan and Mary [Amery]: Shropshire Archives Service.
 16 ABG, 16 April 1792; LG: 29 November 1785, 2; LG: 10 June 1788, 7. 
 17 Morgan was married on 22 January 1789 at Aston-juxta-Birmingham: Birmingham Archives and Heritage.
 18 Morgan is fi rst recorded as a Birmingham button maker in Pye’s 1791 directory (see p. 255 above).
 19 Eversley 1964, 89; Raven 1977, 178–80.
 20 LG: 14 September 1793, 11. One does not know when Morgan’s button-making business actually ended. Unfortunately 
there are no extant Birmingham directories between Pye’s publications of 1791 and 1797 and Morgan is not mentioned in the 
latter or in any subsequent directories. His entry in Ward’s New Birmingham Directory for 1798, 32 has no legitimacy since this 
directory is simply a reissue of that for 1792.
 21 For a brief  explanation of ‘skit’ notes see Hewitt and Keyworth 1987, 33.
 22 One may compare the vignette with those of the lace-makers on the Leighton Buzzard halfpenny of Chambers, Langston, 
Hall & Company (D&H: Beds. 3) or that of Joseph Moore of Great Portland Street (D&H: Middx 389).
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and I Promise to Pay at the Lace Box to Mr Laceman or Bearer on Demand the sum of fi ve 
pence Value received. And then, below the date, For Laceman, Edgman, Threadman, Buyer, 
Seller, Ready Money and Self. What is of especial interest is that the note also has images of a 
castle and a lion as on the ‘Jobson’ token – although the lion is walking to the right – and it is 
signed George Jobson. 

‘Jobson’, as I have indicated, is unknown as a Northampton banker. The town in fact boasted 
only one bank in 1793, the ‘Northampton and Northamptonshire Bank’ of John Lacy (d. 1795) 
and his son Charles. John Lacy was a prominent fi gure in the town, a local alderman and, until 
he sold the business in 1792, a bookseller and stationer. There is no evidence of the Lacy’s bank 
having been set up before 1792 and its foundation probably coincided with the sale of the book-
selling business.23 It must have been one of the many local banks that sprung up in the boom 
years of the early 1790s, some without the capital that The Times, echoing Dunning’s famous 
Commons motion, deemed essential: ‘The Country Banks have enormously encreased, are 
encreasing and ought to be diminished. At all events a law should be made, that none do 
exercise the trade of a Banker, who is not qualifi ed by the unencumbered possession of so 
much landed or personal property’.24

John Lacy, although a local landowner and accepted as a ‘gentleman’, was not in this cate-
gory and in April 1793 the bank failed, one of sixteen local banking fi rms that were bank-
rupted that year.25 In part Lacy’s bank had been brought down by the collapse of one of its 
London agents (Harrison and Co. of Mansion House Street) and the threatened failure of the 
other (Sir James Sanderson and Co. of Southwark – the ‘Lord Mayor’s Bank’26) but a con-
tributory cause was also almost certainly an over-issue of Lacy banknotes (Fig. 5) unsupported 
by suffi cient liquidity to withstand a run. 

My fi rst reaction to the ‘Jobson’ note was that it was some kind of satirical squib directed 
at low putting-out payments to cottage-based lace-makers and that ‘Jobson’ might have been 
a much-execrated middleman or factor. It is much more likely though that while the note 

 23 The bank’s earliest extant notes are dated 13 November 1792 (see Fig. 5).
 24 The Times, 17 April 1792, 2, col. 4.
 25 Pressnell 1956, 444; LG: 13 April 1793, 301.
 26 So called because Sanderson was Lord Mayor of London during the year of crisis.

Fig. 4. Pseudo banknote of the ‘Northampton’ Bank’, 4 July 1793. 183 � 112 mm (Outing, 2010, –). (© The 
Trustees of the British Museum).
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was a satirical squib, it was directed at the Lacys – its heavy stress on ‘lace’ being a play on 
their name – and the level of dividend payable by the bankrupted partners. The failure of 
Northampton’s fi rst and only bank was still very much a live issue in the summer of 179328 and 
must have had serious consequences for many people in the town. But this does not explain 
the adoption of the name ‘George Jobson’ on the ‘skit’. Whether the name possessed some 
particular inwardness in the demise of the Lacy’s bank or on the other hand derived from 
some banking cant may one day be established by further research. Why Morgan should also 
have used the name on his halfpenny is at present an equally unsolvable riddle. It can hardly 
have direct relevance to Morgan’s own bankruptcy or to the Lacys’ failure; it may simply 
have been a name clutched from the air or seen fortuitously on a specimen of  the bogus note. 
But, whatever the source of  the name and the circumstances of  the token’s issue, Pye and his 
collaborators, despite the care they professed to have taken to exclude specious provincial 
coins bearing the name of  a ‘pretended proprietor’ from their catalogue,29 had clearly been 
hoodwinked by Mr Robert Brickdale Morgan. 
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When publication of the Coin Register began in 1987 there was no other systematic record of 
British coin fi nds, apart from the Celtic Coin Index (CCI, founded in 1960), which was not 
available in print or online. Over time, the situation has changed. The establishment of the 
Portable Antiquities Scheme (PAS) in the wake of the Treasure Act of 1996 and the Corpus 
of Early Medieval Coin Finds (EMC) in 1997 provided systematic online databases of coin 
fi nds of a kind unavailable when Coin Register was founded. In 2010 19,260 Roman coins and 
7,124 medieval and post-medieval coins were recorded on the PAS database, and EMC 
recorded 424 medieval coins. Coin Register has grown to include 356 items in 2010, but it can-
not possibly publish more than a small fraction of the coins recorded by PAS, EMC, CCI and 
from other sources. This year Coin Register has been redesigned to place a selection of impor-
tant fi nds in the context of surveys of the data collected by CCI, PAS and EMC during the 
year, which it is hoped will be the fi rst of an annual series of reviews of the recording of 
numismatic fi nds in England and Wales.1 An Appendix lists additional coins recorded by 
EMC during the year not included in the plates (illustrations of these coins are available as 
pdf-fi les on the Society’s website www.britnumsoc.org).

The editors would be very grateful to be notifi ed of  any fi nds that might be included in 
Coin Register. All Celtic, pre-conquest Roman, Roman silver prior to AD 64, Roman gold 
and late Roman silver coins from the fourth century onwards are welcomed, as are Anglo-
Saxon, Norman or Plantagenet coins and their continental contemporaries (down to and 
including the Cross-and-Crosslets (Tealby) type of  Henry II), and most later medieval conti-
nental coins. However, coins outside these categories will still be considered for their numis-
matic interest. As always, the essential criterion for inclusion will be that the coin is new, by 
virtue of  either being newly found or (if  previously discovered) being hitherto unpublished. 
Single fi nds from archaeological excavations may be included if  it seems that there would 
otherwise be a considerable delay in publication. 

Celtic material should be sent in the fi rst instance to Ian Leins, Department of Coins and 
Medals, British Museum, London WC1B 3DG (ileins@thebritishmuseum.ac.uk). Finds of 
Greek and Roman coins should be notifi ed to Sam Moorhead, Finds Adviser, Iron Age and 
Roman coins, Portable Antiquities Scheme, c/o Department of Coins and Medals, British 
Museum, London WC1B 3DG (smoorhead@thebritishmuseum.ac.uk). Other material should 
be sent to Martin Allen, Department of Coins and Medals, Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge 
CB2 1RB (mra25@cam.ac.uk).

 1 Surveys of Roman and medieval coin fi nds in Scotland have been published in PSAS at various times since 1989.
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Bletsoe, Bedford, 45
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Bourton-on-the-Water, Gloucestershire, A.193
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Chilton Foliat, Wiltshire, 104
Chinnor, Oxfordshire, A.228
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Chiseldon, Swindon, A.270
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Church Stoke, Powys, 78
Claydon, Suffolk, A.106
Cliffe, near, Kent, A.82, A.190
Cockermouth, Cumbria, 128
Congham, Norfolk, 115, A.23
Cranwich, Norfolk, A.292
Cropwell Bishop, Lincolnshire, A.161, A.254
Dagnall, Buckinghamshire, 64, A.197
Deal, near, Kent, 76
Deopham, near, Norfolk, A.258
Devizes, near, Wiltshire, 92
Diss, A.9, A.133
Dorchester, near, Dorset, A.212
Dover, near, Kent, 14, A.72
Dunmow, Essex, 91
Dunnington, near, East Yorkshire, 75
Durham, near, County Durham, A.309
East Anglia, 84, A.268, A.310
East Hanney, near, Oxfordshire, A.207
East Harling, Norfolk, A.55, A.91
East Kent, A.159
East Walton, Norfolk, A.315–A.316
Ely, near, Cambridgeshire, A.58, A.107
Emneth, Norfolk, A.313
Essex, 9
Evesham, near, Worcestershire, A.185
Eye, near Suffolk, A.18, A.279
Eyke, near, Suffolk, A.30, A.93
Eythorne, Kent, 29
Fakenham, ner, Norfolk, A.138
Faldingworth, Lincolnshire, 32
Fen Drayton, Cambridgeshire, A.301
Fillongley, Warwickshire, A.247
Findon, West Sussex, 17
Fordingbridge, near, Hampshire, A.139
Foulden, Norfolk, 106 
Framlington, near, Suffolk, 126
Frolesworth, Leicestershire, 136
Fulborn, Cambridgdeshire, A.85, A.86
Fyfi eld, Essex, A.303
Gedgrave, Suffolk, 133
Godmanchester, Cambridgeshire, A.311
Gosberton, Lincolnshire, A.223, A.314
Grantham, Lincolnshire, A.171
Great Barton, Suffolk, A.156
Great Cressingham, Norfolk, A.94, A.96, A.99, A.100, 
 A.109, A.140
Great Ponton, Lincolnshire, A.317
Great Shelford, Cambridgeshire, A.16, A.145
Great Wakering, Essex, A.45, A.83, A.84
Hacheston, Suffolk, A.192
Hampshire, 120, A.250
Harlow, near, Essex, A.141
Harmston Heath, Lincolnshire, A.252
Harrogate, near, North Yorkshire, A.186
Harston, Cambridgeshire, A.181
Hatfi eld Broad Oak, Essex, A.187
Havenstreet and Ashley, Isle of Wight, 53
Heacham, Norfolk, A.291
Hereford, near, Herefordshire, A.148
Herringswell, Suffolk, A.219
High Easter, Essex, A.295, A.305, A.321
Hilborough, Norfolk, A.224

Hintlesham, Suffolk, A.41
Holme Hale, Norfolk, 51, A.33, A.195
Holme-next-the-Sea, Norfolk, 48, A.240, A.296
Hoo, Kent, A.103
Horncastle, Lincolnshire, 36, A.75, A.234, A.251
Hoxne, Suffolk, A.64
Huish, Wiltshire, 7
Huntingdon, near, Cambridgeshire, A.51
Huttoft, Lincolnshire, A.19
Ilchester, near, Somerset, A.201, A.318
Ipswich, near, Suffolk, A.65
Isle of Sheppey, Kent, A.26, A.95
Isle of Wight, 80 
Itchen Valley, Hampshire, 28
Kedington, Suffolk, A.152
Kelston, Avon, 54
Kent, 89
Kilham, near, East Yorkshire, A.110
Kirk Deighton, North Yorkshire, 5
Knaresborough, near, North Yorkshire, A.222
Lakenheath parish, Suffolk, 123
Langar, Nottinghamshire, A.300
Langtoft, Lincolnshire, A.319
Leaden Roding, Essex, 66, 122
Leamington Spar, Warwickshire, 27
Lincoln, near, Lincolnshire, A.57, A.73, A.74, A.76, 
 A.80, A.142, A.210
Little Cressingham, Norfolk, A.90
Little Waltham, Essex, 12
Long Ashton, North Somerset, 135
Long Melford, Suffolk, A.87
Long Stratton, Norfolk, A.249
Lydd, Kent, A.267
Malew, Isle of Man, A.289
Manston, Kent, 67
March, near, Cambridgeshire, A.180, A.272
Market Deeping, near, Lincolnshire, A.304
Market Lavington, Wiltshire, A.236
Market Rasen, Lincolnshire, 71
Market Weighton, near, East Yorkshire, 86, A.238
Market Weston, Suffolk, A.293
Marlborough, near, Wiltshire, A.183, A.271
Marr, South Yorkshire, 6
Martin, near, Lincolnshire, A.118, A.120, A.123, 
 A.127
Martinstown, Dorset, 95, A.71
Matching Green, Essex, A.229
Maulden, Bedfordshire, 8
Melbourn, Cambridgeshire, A.164
Melbourne, Derbyshire, A.287
Merton, near, Oxfordshire, A.218
Mildenhall, Suffolk, 49
Mistley, Essex, 10
Morley, Norfolk, A.262
Mundersley, Norfolk, 116
Narborough, Norfolk, 108
Nettleton, Lincolnshire, A.68, A.111
Newark, near, Nottinghamshire, 81, A.44, A.52, A.53, 
 A.60, A.78
Newchurch, near, Kent, 132
Newmarket, near, Suffolk, A.155, A.274
Norfolk, A.277
Northallerton, near, North Yorkshire, A.288
North Lincolnshire, Lincolnshire, A.202, A.225
North Lopham, Norfolk, A.191
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Nunney, Somerset, 55
Orford, Suffolk, A.150
Outwell, Norfolk, A.2, A.42
Overton, Hampshire, 97
Owthorpe, Nottinghamshire, A.253
Oxborough, near, Norfolk, A.144
Papworth, near, Cambridgeshire, A.43, A.56, A.62, 
 A.77, A.130, A.136
Pilton, Northamptonshire, A.239
Pitstone, Buckinghamshire, A.276
Postwick, Norfolk, A.135
Pyrton, Oxfordshire, A.149
Radlett, Hertfordshire, A.286
Radwinter, Essex, A.245
Reepham, Norfolk, A.154
Rendlesham survey, Suffolk, 58, 62–3, 68–9, 72–3, 
 A3–A.8. A.10–A.12, A.14–A.15, A.17, A.20–A.21, 
 A.24–A.25, A.31–A.32, A.29, A.34, A.36–A.38, 
 A.40, A.49–A.50, A.89, A.92, A.97, A.102, A.129, 
 A.131, A.204
River Thames, City of London, A.265
Rochester, Kent, 40
Rothersthorpe, Northamptonshire, A.165–A.166
Ryton, Gloucestershire, A.260
Salisbury, near, Wiltshire, 127, A.241
Sandringham, Norfolk, A.294, A.297– A.298, A.302
Sandwich, near, Kent, 130
Saxtead, Suffolk, A.312
Scarning, Norfolk, A.259
Sedgeford, Norfolk, A.175
Shalfl eet, Isle of Wight, 30, A.189
Shepton Malet, Somerset, 22
Sherburn, North Yorkshire, 77
Sheriff  Hutton, North Yorkshire, 31
Shiptonthorpe, near, East Yorkshire, A.213, A.269, 
 A.282
Shoreham, Kent, 25, 34
Shorne, Kent, 94
Sleaford, near, Lincolnshire, 74
Soham, Cambridgeshire, A.244
Somersby, Lincolnshire, A.117
South Cambridgeshire, A.194
South Norfolk, 100
Spalding, near, Lincolnshire, 85
Spofforth with Stockeld, North Yorkshire, 4
Stamford Bridge, near, North Yorkshire, 88, A.22, 
 A.46, A.283
Stanfi eld, Norfolk, A.257, A.275
Stanford Rivers, Essex, 1
Steeple Bumstead, Essex, 50
Stevenage, near, Hertfordshire, A.233
Stickney, Lincolnshire, A.299
St Mary in the Marsh, Kent, A.176, A.182
St Michael, Hertfordshire, 16
Stockbridge Down, Hampshire, 111
Stonea, Cambridgeshire, 19
Stow, Lincolnshire, A.179
Stow Bedon, Norfolk, A.98
Stowmarket, near, Suffolk, A.261
Sturry, Kent, 90
Suffi eld, Norfolk, A.174

Sutton Scotney, near, Hampshire, A.70, A.88, A.134
Swaffham Bilbeck, Cambridgeshire, A.226
Swinerby, near Lincolnshire, A1
Teynham, Kent, 57
Thame, Oxfordshire, 20
The Paxtons, Cambridgeshire, A.143
Thirsk, near, North Yorkshire, 87
Thompson, Norfolk, 125
Thornham, Norfolk, A.234–A.235
Thorpe Audlin, West Yorkshire, 3
Tibberton, Gloucestershire, A.285
Tilbury, Thurrock, A.132
Tiptree, near, Essex, 60
Torksey, Lincolnshire, 129, A.112–A.116, A.119, 
 A.121–A.122, A.124–A.126, A.128, A.280
Treswell, Nottinghamshire, 109
Trumpington, Cambridgeshire, A.306
Ulcey, North Lincolnshire, 103
Wakefi eld, West Yorkshire, 21
Waldingfi eld, Suffolk, 112
Walesby, Lincolnshire, A.157
Walsingham, Norfolk, 98
Wansford, Cambridgeshire, A.35, A.67
Warminster, near, Wiltshire, A.147
Water Newton, Cambridgeshire, A.205
Watton, near, Norfolk, A.160, A.203, A.206, A.208, 
 A.214, A.308
Weeley Bridge, Essex, A.177
Wellingore, Lincolnshire, 42
Wendling, Norfolk, A.307
Wendover, Buckinghamshire, 134
Wendover, Hampshire, 118
Wereham, Norfolk, A.200
West Acre parish, Norfolk, A.178
West Stowe, Suffolk, 37, A.266
Westwell, Kent, A.170
Wetwang, East Yorkshire, 13
Weybread, Suffolk, A.104
Wharram, North Yorkshire, 102
Wharram Percy, North Yorkshire, 59
White Colne, Essex, 11, A.13, A.28, A.39, A.48, A.151
Wickenby, Lincolnshire, A.168
Wilbraham, Cambridgeshire, 131
Willoughby-on-the-Wolds, Nottinghamshire, 83
Wilsford, Lincolnshire, A.256
Wiltshire, A.211
Winchester, Hampshire, A.162, A.242, A.263
Wingham, Kent, A.69, A.137
Winston, Suffolk, 39
Wistow, Cambridgeshire, A.59
Witham Friary, Somerset, 38
Withington, Shropshire, 33
Worlingham, Suffolk, A.153, A.217
Wold Newton, East Yorkshire, 41
Woughton, Milton Keynes, A.220
Wragby, Lincolnshire, 105, A.231, A.290
Wrotham, Kent, A.47
Wye, Kent, 99, A.281
Wymeswold, Leicestershire, 46–7
Yapham, East Yorkshire, A.227
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1. Copper alloy Gaulish unit, ‘Marseille’ type, Delestrée 
and Tache cf. DT 147, Brenot and Scheers series 7, 
c.225–250 BC

Obv. Head of Apollo l.
Rev. Bull charging r.; above, MA

Weight: 4.49 g.
Stanford Rivers, Essex. M/d fi nd, 24 October 2009.

This is a particularly interesting coin – not British, 
and perhaps not even technically Iron Age. It is not a 
British ‘Thurrock’ or ‘Kentish Primary’ cast potin (as it 
appears), but a struck coin on a cast fl an and a Gaulish 
import. It either belongs to the earliest phase of copy-
ing the bronze coinage of Marseillé in the Paris basin 

(cf. Delestre and Tache type DT 147) or more likely, 
given the weight, style and method of manufacture, a 
genuine late issue of Marseille. If  so, it was struck as 
early as the late third or fi rst half  of the second century 
BC. (For the likely series, see Brenot and Scheers, p. 35, 
series 7).
(PAS ESS-5BFC67; CCI 10.0843) L.Mc/I.L.

Kentish ‘potins’ in Yorkshire
The following fi ve coins are Kentish copper alloy ‘potin’ 
coins, one of the ‘Thurrock’ or ‘Kentish Primary’ type 
and four of the later ‘Class I’ type, all found in Yorkshire. 
Until the coins were recorded with the PAS, there was 

Iron Age coins

In 2010, 321 Iron Age coins were recorded on the Portable Antiquities Scheme (PAS) database (www.fi nds.org.uk). 
In addition, Dan Pett has migrated 37,925 Iron Age coin records from the Celtic Coin Index (CCI) into the PAS 
database. Including fi nds reported to PAS between 1997 and 2009, there are now 41,988 Iron Age coins on the 
database. PAS also continues to maintain the CCI’s online database (www.fi nds.org.uk/CCI). In 2011–12 more 
material will be added to these databases, including more than 5,000 coins found at Hallaton in Leicestershire and 
1,500 from near Pershore in Worcestershire. Although the PAS and CCI continue to collaborate in the recording 
of Iron Age coins, all new discoveries made in Britain are being recorded by the PAS in the fi rst instance. 
 The map (Fig. 1) shows the distribution of the Iron Age coins on the PAS database at present. There is a very 
high density in East Kent which tails off  through West Kent and Surrey. Kent and Surrey are cut off  from the 
Sussex coast by the ancient forest called the Coed-Andred or Andredsweald. An increasing volume of coins has 
been found on the Isle of  Wight, but still very few pieces are found west of  the River Parrett in Somerset. Only 
a few coins travel west of the Jurassic Ridge that runs across the Midlands. The lack of coins around the Wash 
confi rms that the area was largely under water in the Iron Age. A few coins penetrate North Yorkshire, but they 
hardly travel beyond the Tees.

Fig. 1. Iron Age coins recorded with the CCI and PAS up to the end of 2010, as on the PAS Database. 
Source: P.W./D.P.
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only one potin from the region, a Thurrock piece from 
South Yorkshire (CCI 97.0792). It is dangerous to draw 
too many conclusions from these fi nds, but they do 
show that early base metal coins were travelling con-
siderable distances up the east coast of Britain and that 
there was at least some contact with currency in 
Yorkshire in the fi rst half  of the fi rst century bc.

2. Early British copper alloy potin, ‘Thurrock’ or 
‘Kentish Primary’ type, BMCIA cf. 660ff, ABC 132, 
c.175–100 BC

Weight: 3.8 g.
Barmby Moor, East Yorkshire. M/d fi nd, 1 December 
2008.
(PAS YORYM-BA1916) E.A.-W./S.M.

3. Kentish copper alloy potin, Class I, BMCIA 670ff; 
ABC 171, early fi rst century BC

Weight: 1.47 g.
Thorpe Audlin, West Yorkshire. M/d fi nd, before 2 June 
2010.
(PAS SWYOR-679A22; CCI 10.1078) A.Do./S.M.

4. Kentish copper alloy potin, Class I, BMCIA 670ff, 
ABC 171, early fi rst century BC

Weight and diameter not recorded.
Spofforth with Stockeld, North Yorkshire. M/d fi nd, 
April 2010.
(PAS SWYOR-920791; CCI 10.1076) A.Do./S.M.

5. Kentish copper alloy potin, Class I, BMCIA 670ff, 
ABC 171, early fi rst century BC

Weight not recorded.
Kirk Deighton, North Yorkshire
(PAS SWYOR-0D20E2) A. Do./S.M.

6. Kentish copper alloy potin, Class I, BMCIA 670ff, 
ABC 171, early fi rst century BC

Weight: 0.69 g (fragment).
Marr, South Yorkshire, M/d fi nd, 3 October 2008.
(PAS SWYOR-24CD31) A.Do./S.M.

Three ‘Selsey Dahlia’ types
Although the so called ‘Selsey Dahlia’ coins are attrib-
uted to the Regini and Atrebates in ABC, the fi nd-spots 
of these coins in Wiltshire, Essex and Bedfordshire show 
a wide distribution.

7. Uninscribed gold quarter stater, QC type, ‘Selsey 
Dahlia’ type of the Southern Region/Regini and Atrebates, 
BMC IA cf. 489, VA 222, ABC 500, c.60–20 BC

Obv. Wreath design.
Rev. Triple-tailed horse r.
Weight: 1.22 g.
Huish, Wiltshire. M/d fi nd, March–May 2010.
(PAS WILT-4854A1) K.H./S.M.

8. Uninscribed gold quarter stater, QC type, ‘Selsey 
Dahlia’ type of the Southern Region/Regini and Atrebates, 
ABC 506, c.60–20 BC

Obv. Obliterated die.
Rev. Triple-tailed horse r.; wheel below.
Weight: 1.3 g.
Maulden, Bedfordshire. M/d fi nd, 3 October 2010.

A coin with the same obverse die is present in the 
Essendon hoard at the British Museum.
(PAS BUC-82AB07; CCI 10.1040) P.M./I.L.

9. Uninscribed gold quarter stater, QC type, ‘Selsey 
Dahlia’ type of the Southern Region/Regini and Atrebates, 
ABC 506, c.60–20 BC

Obv. Obliterated die.
Rev. Triple-tailed horse r.; wheel below.
Weight: 0.99 g.
Essex. M/d fi nd, 1 December 2009.
(PAS LON-49B2D0) F.W./I.L.

10. Uninscribed gold quarter stater, ‘Beaded Trophy’ type, 
Eastern region, ABC 2243, BMCIA 435, c.50–20 BC

Obv. Plain.
Rev. Stylised Roman trophy with beaded S-shape each 
side of base.
Weight: 1.34 g.
Mistley, Essex. M/d fi nd, 1 January 2009.
(PAS ESS-661FF3; CCI 10.0900) L.Mc./S.M.

11. Uninscribed gold quarter stater, ‘Maldon Wheel’ 
type, Eastern Region, ABC 2234, c.50–20 BC

Obv. Wreath, crescents and pellets joined by beaded 
lines, wheel attached to spike. 
Rev. Horse r. with beaded main; below, pellet boss; 
above, fl oral sun.
Weight: 1.33 g.
White Colne, Essex. M/d fi nd, 15 December 2009.
(PAS ESS-6228A0; CCI 10.0896) L.Mc./I.L.

12. Uninscribed copper alloy unit, ‘North Thames 
Serpent’ type, Eastern Region, BMC IA 2491, ABC 
2318, c.50–20 BC

Obv. Serpent with head turned back.
Rev. Horseman riding r.
Weight: 1.86 g.
Little Waltham, Essex. M/d fi nd, 20 October 2008.
(PAS ESS-4A0B40; CCI 10.0845) L.Mc./I/L.

13. Uninscribed gold stater, unpublished variant of the 
‘South Ferriby’ series, North Eastern region (Corieltavi), 
ABC 1752 var., c.20 BC–AD 10
Obv. Wreath design.
Rev. Abstract horse l.
Weight: 5.1 g.
Wetwang, East Yorkshire. M/d fi nd, 1 September 2010.

This coin appears to be a variant of the so-called 
‘Phallic type South Ferriby’ stater. Unusually, the object 
often described as a phallus in the centre of the reverse 
design has been replaced by a simple pellet and the 
‘anchor’ motif  above the horse includes a number of 
small integral pellets.
(PAS DUR-8BD935) F.Mc./S.M./I.L.

14. Gold stater of Anarevitos (?), unpublished, c.10 
BC–AD 20
Obv. Crossed wreath design, with opposed central cres-
cents; EPPI inscription.
Rev. Horseman r.; ANA (or AVA) above (AN or AV 
monogram) and REVITO below. 
Weight: 5.43 g.
Dover, near, Kent. M/d fi nd, 4 September 2010. 

This is a unique coin offering the fi rst evidence of a 
British Iron Age ruler or king called Anarevito(s) or 
Avarevito(s). The obverse is inscribed EPPI (Eppillus), 
who is known from other coins (ABC 384–429; 1145–78), 
while the reverse inscription refers to a fi gure unattested 
in the Roman historical sources and by early coin fi nds. 
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The style of the coin, and the association with Eppillus, 
suggest that Anarevito(s) ruled in Kent between about 
10 BC and AD 20. Comparisons with contemporary gold 
staters suggest that where two individuals are named on 
a coin, it is the person on the reverse who was the pri-
mary issuing authority, with the obverse legend usually 
an expression of their lineage. In his account of the 
invasions of Britain in 55/54 BC, Julius Caesar refers to 
the four kings of Kent, suggesting that the area was 
divided into a number of smaller kingdoms. It is usually 

considered that these quickly amalgamated, to form the 
‘Cantii’ or ‘Cantiaci’, before falling under the infl uence 
of powerful kings from other parts of south-eastern 
England, most notably Cunobelin (c.AD 10–40). Several 
other new Kentish rulers have come to light in the last 
fi fteen years, indicating that the area may have remained 
divided into separate kingdoms well into the fi rst cen-
tury AD. Acquired by the British Museum. 
(FASAM-FCD3A2; CCI 10.2856) D.H./I.L.

Roman coins

In 2010, 19,260 Roman coins were recorded with PAS (www.fi nds.org.uk), bringing the total number of Roman 
coins to 108,261.  In addition, 52,804 Roman coins were imported from Peter Guest’s and Nick Wells’s Iron Age 
and Roman Coins from Wales, Collection Moneta 66 (Wetteren, 2007), making a grand total of 161,065. The map 
(Fig. 2) shows the distribution of Roman coin-fi nds in England and Wales using the PAS dataset. Each dot repre-
sents a site where a coin has been found: some dots in outlying regions might only represent one coin; dots in areas 
of prolifi c loss can represent many hundreds. In addition, 106 Greek and Roman Provincial, and twelve Byzantine 
coins were added to the database. 

Fig. 2. Map of Roman coin-fi nds recorded by PAS up to the end of 2010. Source: P.W. 
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An initial study of the importance of PAS Roman coin data has been published in S. Moorhead, ‘Expanding the 
Frontiers: How the Portable Antiquities Scheme database increases knowledge of  Roman coin use in England’, 
in S. Worrell et al., A Decade of Discovery. Proceedings of the Portable Antiquities Scheme Conference 2007, 
BAR British Series 520 (Oxford, 2010), 143–60, but there will soon be the much more signifi cant publication in the 
Moneta Series of Dr Philippa Walton’s PhD thesis (UCL and British Museum), which analyses Roman coin fi nds 
from both the PAS database and other published sources – an initial summary of some elements is in press (P. 
Walton, ‘Coins from Britannia: The potential of the Roman coin data recorded by the Portable Antiquities Scheme’, 
in D. Gonzalez Lopo (ed.), Las Actas del Congreso sobre Historia Moneteria (University of Santiago de Compostela, 
forthcoming). What is clear is that the PAS data has revolutionised our understanding of Roman coin use in 
Britain, and is leading to a new understanding of rural settlement in many parts of the country. Walton has shown 
how the chrono logical profi le for Roman coin-loss for PAS fi nds is comparable with that generated by Richard 
Reece in 1995 (‘Site-fi nds in Roman Britain’, Britannia XXVI, 179–206) (see Fig. 3 and Table 1). However, her work 
also shows that the PAS corpus has a higher proportion of fourth-century coins, probably refl ecting the rural 
nature of sites included in the dataset. In addition, as the list below and previous Coin Register entries show, the 
PAS fi nds include a signifi cant number of coins of numismatic interest.

TABLE 1. Reece periods for Roman coin-fi nds

Reece no. Dates Period Reece no. Dates Period

 1 pre-AD 41 Pre-Claudian 12 238–260 Gordian III to Valerian
 2 AD 41–54 Claudian 13 260–275 Gallienus sole reign to Aurelian
 3 54–69 Neronian 14 275–296 Tacitus to Allectus
 4 69–96 Flavian 15 296–317 The Tetrarchy
 5 96–117 Trajanic 16 317–330 Constantinian I
 6 117–138 Hadrianic 17 330–348 Constantinian II
 7 138–161 Antonine I 18 348–364 Constantinian III
 8 161–180 Antonine II 19 364–378 Valentinianic
 9 180–192 Antonine III 20 378–388 Theodosian I
10 193–222 Severus to Elagabalus 21 388–402 Theodosian II
11 222–238 Later Severan

Fig. 3. Graph of chronological profi les of Roman coin loss (per mill) for Britain (Reece 1995; sample c.100,000) 
and from PAS as of March 2008 (Walton; sample 38,167). Source: P.W.
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15. Roman Republic, Mark Antony, quinarius, Gaul, 
Crawford 489/6, 43–42 BC

Obv. [III.VIR.R.P.C], bust of Victory r.
Rev. [AN]TONI [IMP XLI], Lion walking r.
Weight: 1.51 g.
Bighton, Hampshire. M/d fi nd, 6 March 2010.
(PAS: HAMP-EE4687) R.Hy./S.M.

16. Augustus (27 BC–AD 14), denarius, contemporary 
plated copy, ‘Spain’, cf. RIC I, 103, (c.18 BC)
Obv. ãI:IãI DIVI – [?][ãVIã], head r.
Rev. MI (or similar) to l.; CNIN[ ] to r.; domed temple 
with two columns, large shield inside.
Weight: 1.9 g.
St Michael, Hertfordshire. M/d fi nd, 27 August 2007.

This coin appears to be a reworking of the Mars 
Ultor types with imaginative incorporation of a shield, 
another common feature on the coinage of Augustus. 
The British Museum’s extensive collection of Augustan 
copies does not include any piece similar to this.
(PAS: BH-1364D5) J.W./S.M.

17. Claudius (AD 41–54), as, contemporary copy, ‘Rome’, 
cf. Boon pl. IV, 50–2
Obv. [ ]VS CA[ ], head l.
Rev. S C, Minerva advancing r., brandishing shield and 
spear.
Weight: 8.33 g.
Findon, West Sussex. M/d fi nd, 7 March 2010.

This coin is notable because it is made of copper plat-
ing over an iron core. The iron can be seen breaking 
through the surface.
(PAS: SUSS-846943) L.B./S.M.

18. Nero (AD 54–64), aureus, Rome, RIC I, 52
Obv. NERO CAESAR · AVGVSTVS, laur. head r.
Rev. IVPPITER CVSTOS, Jupiter std l., holding thunder-
bolt and sceptre.
Weight not recorded.
Brecon, near, Wales. M/d fi nd, July, 2010.

Gold aurei of Nero have been found at Brecon Gaer, 
possibly comprising a hoard (Bland and Loriot, 
pp. 290–1, nos. 690–1).
(UKDN, July 2010) R.B.

19. Civil Wars (AD 68–69), denarius, group II, Gaul 
(possibly Vienna), RIC I, 73b, March–May AD 68
Obv. SALVS GENERIS – [HV]MANI anticlockwise, Victory 
stg. r. on globe, holding wreath and palm branch.
Rev. SPQR in oak wreath.
Weight: 3.3 g.
Stonea, Cambridgeshire. M/d fi nd, 7 March 2010. 
Found by Russell Cooke.
 A.P.

20. Domitian (ad 81–96), denarius, Rome, RIC II (2nd 
ed.), 450, ad 86
Obv. IMP CAES DOMIT A[VG GERM P M TR P VI], 
laur. head r.
Rev. IMP XIII COS XII [CENS P P P], Minerva advancing 
r. with shield and spear.
Weight: 2.27 g.
Thame, Oxfordshire. M/d fi nd, 18 April 2010.

Examples of this rare coin are only known in collec-
tions in Copenhagen and Rome. It had been pierced in 
antiquity, probably leading to it breaking. 
(PAS: SUR-68DE81) D.W./S.M.

21. Nerva (AD 96–98), sestertius, Rome, RIC II, 93/104, 
AD 97
Obv. [IMP NERVA CAES AVG P M TR P (II) COS III P 

P], laur. head r.
Rev. [VEHICVLATIONE ITALIAE REMISSA S C], two 
mules in front of cart.
Weight: 21.05 g.
Wakefi eld, West Yorkshire. M/d fi nd, before 1 June 
2010.

This is possibly the fi rst example of this rare type 
found in Britain.
(PAS: SWYOR-4CD743) A.Do./S.M.

22. Trajan (ad 98–117), sestertius, contemporary copy, 
RIC –
Obv. IMP CAES NERVAE TRAIANO AVG GER DAC P 

M TR P COS V PP, laur. bust r., drapery on l. shoulder.
Rev. S P Q R OPTIMO PRINCIPI, around large S C
Weight: 20.6 g.
Shepton Malet, Somerset. M/d fi nd, 2 November 2009.

It is has been suggested that this might be one of sev-
eral Trajanic copies emanating from Wales (B. Woyteck, 
‘A new ‘Trajanic’ sestertius from Somerset and its con-
text: Some general remarks on struck copies of imperial 
bronze coins of Trajan’, NC 170 (2010), 115–28).
(PAS: SOM-E7EDD7) A.Bh../S.M.

23. Hadrian (117–38), denarius, Rome, RIC II –, BMC 
III, cf. 508–9, ad 128–38
Obv. HADRIANVS AVGVSTVS P P, laur., dr. and cuir. 
bust, seen from front.
Rev. COS III, galley l.
Weight not recorded.
Bower Chalke, Wiltshire. M/d fi nd, before 20 July 
2010.

BMC 508 has a laur. head r.; BMC 509 has a laur., dr, 
and cuir. bust, but seen from behind.
(PAS: WILT-5C6E01) K.H./S.M.

24–7. The following four pieces are all contemporary 
copies of dupondii of Antoninus Pius (138–61). There 
does appear to have been a signifi cant production of 
such pieces as seven specimens were present in the 
Sacred Spring at Bath (Walker, p. 323 and pls. XL–XLI, 
nos. 21–7 and 29–32. It is not possible to be certain that 
these coins are British products, but it appears highly 
likely.

24. Antoninus Pius (138–61), dupondius, contemporary 
copy, RIC III, cf. 920/932; Walker, p. 323 and pl. XLI, 
27
Obv. ANTONINVS (AVG) PIVS P P TR P V, rad. head r.
Rev. LIBERTAS COS III, sC, Libertas stg, holding pileus 
in r. hand.
Weight: 5.7 g.
Boothby Graffoe, Lincolnshire. M/d fi nd, 1 October 
2009.
(PAS: LVPL-1D8F15) V.O./S.M.

25. Antoninus Pius (138–61), dupondius, contemporary 
copy, cf. RIC III 878, cf. Walker, p. 323 and pl. XLI, 30
Obv. ANTONINVS AVG[ ], rad. head r.
Rev. [ ], S C, Female fi gure, probably Aequitas or 
Moneta, holding scales and cornucopiae.
Weight: 7.4 g.
Shoreham, Kent. M/d fi nd, 13 December 2009.
(PAS: KENT-70B9A7) G.B./S.M.
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26. Antoninus Pius (138–61), dupondius, contemporary 
copy 
Obv. (ANTONINVS) [ ], rad. head r.
Rev. . . . [S] C, female (possibly Hilaritas) holding sceptre 
and ?palm.
Weight: 6.1 g.
Chaddesley Corbett, Worcestershire. M/d fi nd, January–
September 2009.

Hilaritas did not feature on the coins of Antoninus 
Pius and there was no similar type for Faustina I or II. 
It is just possible that this coin was inspired by a Libertas 
type (cf. RIC III 933).
(PAS: WAW-8E3F15) A.B./S.M.

27. Antoninus Pius (138–61), dupondius, contemporary 
copy
Obv. [ ], rad. head r.
Rev. Illegible.
Weight not recorded.
Leamington Spa, Warwickshire. M/d fi nd, before 2009

Although a weight is not recorded, it was reported as 
being light. The appearance of the coin suggests it 
might be cast, possibly suggesting it is a limesfalsum.
(PAS: WMID-86A096) T.G./S.M.

28–31. A new ‘Coin of British Association’ for Faustina 
II?
Nos. 13–16 are all dupondii (13–14) and asses (15–16) of 
Faustina II, struck under Antoninus Pius. They have 
the obverse FAVSTINA AVG PII AVG FIL with draped 
bust right, and the reverse VENVS AVG S C, with Venus 
standing left, holding an apple and leaning on a col-
umn. This type is not recorded in RIC, but there is one 
example in the British Museum ‘Card Index’ fi le and 
the British Museum has a similar coin with a much 
slighter column which has the appearance of drapery; it 
has a weight of 13 g so is probably a dupondius (BM 
1959,0305.43). Finally, another example was found in 
the recent Carisbrooke (Isle of Wight) hoard (2010 
T547; Eleanor Ghey, ‘Carisbrooke, Isle of Wight, 
addenda’, NC 2011, forthcoming). In general, the reverse 
type is similar in style to a Spes issue of Marcus Aurelius 
as Caesar, struck 153–54 (RIC III, 1320; BMC IV, 16). 
If  the Faustina coin is of a similar period, then it fi ts 
neatly into the period 153–55 when large issues of  
dupondii and asses with distinctive reverse types were 
apparently struck for use in Britain. David Walker 
identifi ed these issues whilst working on the Roman 
coins from the Sacred Spring at Bath and classifi ed 
them as ‘Coins of  British Association’ (Walker, 297ff). 
However, this coin is not included in his corpus which 
only lists the FELICITAS S C issue for Faustina II (ibid., 
299; RIC III 1395). Because the type is unpublished it 
is just possible that there are some examples of  this 
coin in the twenty pieces with uncertain reverses which 
Walker did not recognise (ibid., 317). Given that fi ve 
specimens of  this type have now been recorded with 
English fi nd-spots on the PAS database, it seems quite 
reasonable to suggest that these issues of  dupondii and 
asses should be added to Walker’s ‘Coins of  British 
Association’ group. 
 S.M.

28. Faustina II, under Antoninus Pius (145–61), ?dupon-
dius, Rome, ?153–55, RIC –
Obv. [FAVSTINA A]VG P[II] AVG [FIL], dr. bust r.
Rev. V[ENVS], S C, Venus stg l., holding apple in r. hand 
and leaning on column.
Weight: 12.1 g.
Itchen Valley, Hampshire. M/d fi nd, 19 July 2009

The weight of the coin suggests that this piece is a 
dupondius.
(PAS: HAMP-77EDC5) R.W./S.M.

29. Faustina II, under Antoninus Pius (145–61), ?dupon-
dius, Rome, ?153–55, RIC –
Obv. FAVSTINA (AVG) PII AVG FIL, dr. bust r.
Rev. ?[VENVS], S C, Venus stg l., holding [apple] in r. 
hand and leaning on column.
Weight: 11.2 g.
Eythorne, Kent. M/d fi nd, before May 2010.

The weight suggests that this coin is a dupondius.
(PAS: KENT-023778) S.B../S.M

30. Faustina II, under Antoninus Pius (145–61), as, 
Rome, ?153–55, RIC –
Obv. FAVSTINA AVG PII AVG FIL, dr. bust r.
Rev. VENVS S C, Venus stg l., holding [apple] in r. hand 
and leaning on column.
Weight: 8.23 g.
Shalfl eet, Isle of Wight. M/d fi nd, 8 June 2010.
(PAS: IOW-1358B5) F.B./S.M.

31. Faustina II, under Antoninus Pius (145–61), as, 
Rome, ?153–55, RIC –
Obv. FAVSTINA AVG PII AVG FIL, dr. bust r.
Rev. VENVS S C, Venus stg l., holding [apple] in r. hand 
and leaning on column.
Weight: 4.43 g.
Sheriff Hutton, North Yorkshire. M/d fi nd, April 2010.

This coin has very kindly been donated to the British 
Museum (CM 2010,4134.1).
(PAS: SWYOR-A6D626) A.Do/S.M.

32. Commodus (180–92), copper and brass medallion, 
Rome, 10–31 December 192, Gnecchi nos 33/32, Szaivert, 
1165–1/73, Banti 112/107
Obv. L .AELIVS.AVRELIVS.COMMODVS AVG PIVS 

FELIX, head of Commodus l., wearing lion-skin, tied at 
neck.
Rev. HERCVLI ROMANO AVG P M TR P XVIII COS 

VII P P, Hercules stg facing, head l., resting on club and 
holding dead Nemean lion by rear paw.
Weight: 63.85 g.
Faldingworth, Lincolnshire. Chance fi nd, 2009.

The medallion was sold in New York: Triton XIII 
Sale (Classical Numismatic Group), 5 January 2010, 
p. 125, no. 324. The British Museum has four similar, 
but variant, medallions of the same general series: BMC 
Medallions, Commodus 37–40. See also P.D. Spencer, 
‘A remarkable Roman fi nd’, Searcher (Feb. 2010), 52–3, 
for more discussion of this fi nd.
(PAS: FASAM-1C2AB3) S.M.

33. Clodius Albinus (193–97), as or dupondius, Rome, 
193–94, RIC IV –
Obv. D CLOD..., bare-headed bust r.
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Rev. SAEC[VLO FR]VGIFERO COS, Saeculum Frugiferum 
std l. on throne, fl anked by sphinxes, holding up r. hand 
and holding corn ears in l.
Weight: 9.81 g.
Withington, Shropshire. M/d fi nd, 2010.

Saeculum Frugiferum is honoured on coins struck 
for Clodius Albinus and Septimius Severus in AD 193–94. 
However, most of the types show the personifi cation 
standing. The only coin showing the seated version is a 
gold aureus of  Clodius Albinus (RIC IV, pt 1, no. 10) 
and this is only known from a couple of specimens, one 
in the British Museum. This dupondius or as, therefore, 
is apparently the fi rst coin of its kind to bear the seated 
version of this type.
(PAS: HESH-714F80) P.R./S.M.

34. Diadumenian (217–18), AE20, Byzantium
Obv. DIADOVMENIANOC K, cuir. bust r.
Rev. BYZANTIXN, bunch of grapes.
Weight: 4.9 g.
Shoreham, Kent. M/d fi nd, 24 July 2010.

This coin appears to be unpublished. The reverse 
type is known for a piece of Caracalla (SNG Copenhagen, 
Thrace, cf. 517).
(PAS: KENT-FE0F67) G.B./S.M.

35. Severus Alexander (222–35), limesfalsum, dupondius, 
BMC VI, cf. 149; RIC IV, pt 2, cf. 612
Obv. IMP CAES M AVR SEV ALEXANDER AVG, rad. 
and dr. bust r.
Rev. SECVRITAS PERPETVA, Securitas seated l. by altar, 
holding sceptre.
Weight: 4.8 g.
Chesterton, Cambridgeshire. M/d fi nd, 10 September 
2010.

This coin has been acquired by the British Museum 
(2010.4178.1).
(PAS: CAM-E57A16) H.F./S.M.

36. Valerian I (253–60), radiate, Antioch, RIC V –
Obv. [IMP C P] LIC VALE[RIANVS (P F) AVG], rad., dr. 
and cuir. bust r.
Rev. [VI]CT[OR]IA AVG[G], Victory stg r., head facing 
l., holding palm in l. hand and wreath in outstretched r. 
hand.
Weight: 2.9 g.
Horncastle, Lincolnshire. M/d fi nd, before 19 January 
2010.

There is one specimen of this coin in the British 
Museum (CM 1985,05.32.1).
(PAS: NCL-5B3E05) R.C./S.M.

37. Laelian (269), radiate, contemporary copy, as 
Normanby 1387
Obv. [I]M[P] C [LAELI]ANVS P F AVG, rad. and dr. bust r.
Rev. [VICT]O-RI-A AVG, Victory running r. holding 
wreath and palm.
Weight: 2.53 g.
West Stow, Suffolk. M/d fi nd, 1 July 2010.

This appears to be the fi rst ‘barbarous radiate’ copy-
ing Laelian that has been published.
(PAS: SF-F97D71) A.Bn./S.M.

38. Carausius (286–93), radiate, mint uncertain, RIC V –
Obv. IMP C CARAVSIVS A[ ], rad. and dr. bust r.
Rev. [AD]VENTVS AVG, emperor riding r. with spear in 
raised r. hand and shield in l.; there appears to be an 
enemy to the right of the horse. Mintmark: –//–?
Weight: 3.29 g.
Witham Friary, Somerset. M/d fi nd, 28 January 2010.

No coin in RIC for any mint has this type with the 
emperor riding right. It is quite possible that this is a 
very early issue, celebrating Carausius’ accession, issued 
before the mintmarks for London and the ‘C’ mint were 
implemented.
(PAS: WILT-FD4E45) K.H./D.A./S.M.

39. Carausius (286–93), radiate, contemporary copy
Obv. [ ]ARAVSIVS[ ], rad., dr. and cuir. bust r.
Rev. PACATOR O[RBIS?], Mars advancing r., holding 
spear and ?globe. Mintmark: –//–
Weight: 2.3 g.
Winston, Suffolk. M/d fi nd, 1 November 2009.

There is no offi cial issue of this type for Carausius 
from any mint in RIC.
(PAS: SF-148F16) A.Bn./S.M.

40. Carausius (286–93), radiate, contemporary copy, 
overstruck on an earlier radiate
Obv. [ ]P CARAVSIVS…, rad. bust r. (overstruck on an 
unclear reverse of an earlier radiate).
Rev. M?, crude fi gure (over-struck on an unclear obverse 
of an earlier radiate).
Weight: 2.3 g.
Rochester, Kent. M/d fi nd, 1 July 2010.
(PAS: LVPL-1E6771) V.O./S.M.

41. Allectus (293–96), radiate, London, RIC –
Obv. IMP C ALLECTVS P F AVG, rad., dr. and cuir. 
bust r.
Rev. ADVENTVS AVG, emperor riding l., raising hand 
and holding sceptre. Mintmark: –//ML
Weight: 3.2 g.
Wold Newton, East Yorkshire. M/d fi nd, 1 October 
2009.
This type is not recorded in RIC or A. Burnett, ‘The 
Coinage of Allectus: Chronology and interpretation’, 
BNJ 54 (1984), 21–50. A gold aureus at London and a 
radiate at the ‘C’ mint have a similar Adventus type, but 
with a captive to left of horse (RIC 1 and 62).
(PAS: DUR-E552E8) F.Mc./S.M.

42. Allectus (293–96), radiate, London, RIC –
Obv. IMP C ALLECTVS P F AVG, rad., dr. and cuir. 
bust r.
Rev. ADVENTVS AVG, emperor riding l., raising hand 
and holding sceptre. Mintmark: –//ML
Weight not recorded.
Wellingore, Lincolnshire. M/d fi nd, 1 January 2006.

See comments on no. 41.
(PAS: LIN-20F942) A.D./S.M.

43. Constantine I (306–37), nummus, Thessalonica, RIC 
VII 67, AD 319
Obv. (CONSAN-TINVS AVG), laur. and cuir. bust l., 
spear across shoulder.
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Rev. [VIRT] EXER[C]; Sol stg on plan of Roman camp. 
Mintmark: –//[ ]
Weight: 2.7 g.
Bramber, West Sussex. M/d fi nd, 3 February 2010.
(PAS: SUSS-899073) L.B./S.M.

44. House of Constantine, nummus, contemporary copy, 
337–40 or later
Obv. [?VRBS ROMA], helm. bust of Roma r.
Rev. [?PIETAS ROMANA]. Pietas stg, holding infant. 
Mintmark: –//[ ]
Weight: 0.6 g.
Ancaster, Lincolnshire. M/d fi nd, 1 August 2009.

The coin confl ates the VRBS ROMA type obverse 
(although bust should be left) with the PIETAS 

ROMANA reverse type for Theodora.
(PAS: DUR-509000) F.Mc./S.M.

45. Constantius II (337–61), miliarensis, Sirmium. RIC 
VIII 13, 351–55
Obv. D N CONSTAN – TIVS P F AVG, pearl-diad., dr. 
and cuir. bust r.
Rev. FELICITAS ROMANORVM, emperor, diad., and 
caesar, bare-headed, in military dress, stg facing, their 
heads turned towards one another, under an arch sup-
ported by two spiralled columns; in his r. hand, each 
holds an inverted spear. Mintmark: –//•SIRM•
Weight: 4.21 g.
Bletsoe, Bedford. M/d fi nd, 10 September 2010.
(PAS: BH-45E723) J.W./S.M.

46. Probably Constans (337–50), nummus, contemporary 
copy, ‘Siscia’, RIC VIII cf. 176, c.347 
Obv. [ ] – S P F AVG (there appears to be an A in the 
early part of the legend, suggesting Valens, but it is 
probably part of a blundered inscription for Constans), 
pearl-diad. bust r.
Rev. VICTOR – [IA AVG]G (retrograde), Victory walking 
l. with wreath and palm. Mintmark: Chi-Rho –//(SIS?) 
or similar.
Weight: 0.95 g.
Wymeswold, Leicestershire. M/d fi nd, 15 October 
2006.
(PAS: LEIC-34E843) R.C./S.M.

47. Constans (337–50), nummus, probably Antioch, RIC 
VIII cf. 131, 348–50
Obv. D N CONSTA – NS P F AVG, pearl-diad., dr. and 
cuir. r.
Rev. FEL TEMP REPARATIO, Phoenix stg r. on globe.
Mintmark: – *//(AN?)e
Weight: 2.67 g.
Wymeswold, Leicestershire. M/d fi nd, 4 February 
2010.

The mintmark on this coin is not clear and the coin 
has generated much discussion, including communica-
tion with Klaus Vondrovec in Vienna where other such 
coins are held. The probable reading of the mintmark is 
AN e, but the N does look like an H. This would suggest 
Heraclea, but there is no S at the start of the mintmark; 
furthermore, we have learnt that the Heraclea coins of 
this type in RIC, and listed as being at Vienna, do not 
actually exist. The obverse style is not particularly like 
that of coins of Antioch which normally have three 
wreath ties. The obverse style does compare more 

favourably with Alexandria. However, further study of 
the British Museum coins from Antioch has found a 
smaller, but similar styled, phoenix (B 5987). In the 
light of this, the coin has been tentatively attributed to 
Antioch, with the proviso that further discoveries might 
lead to re-attribution. If  this coin is from Antioch, it is 
the fi rst coin of Constans for this type from offi cina fi ve 
(epsilon). The coin has kindly been donated to the 
British Museum.
(PAS: LEIC-E6ECF4) W.S./S.M.

48. Valens (364–78), heavy miliarensis, Trier, RIC IX, 
22.41a.1, 375–78
Obv. D N VALEN – S P F AVG, pearl-diad., dr. and cuir. 
bust r.
Rev. VOTIS/X/MVLTIS/XX, mint mark //TRPS•
Weight: 4.97 g. Die-axis 0º.
Holme-next-the-Sea, Norfolk. M/d fi nd, 2010.

This is a rare denomination and it is very unusual as 
a single fi nd. The coin was acquired by the Fitzwilliam 
Museum (CM.17–2011).
 A.P.

49. Valens (364–78), siliqua, contemporary copy, 
‘Antioch’, ?364–67
Obv. D N VALE – NS P F AG, rosette-diad., dr. and cuir. 
bust r.
Rev. PAX ROMANORVM, emperor stg facing, head r., 
holding labarum and Victory on a globe; possibly a 
seated captive to the r.
Mintmark: –//ANT·
Weight not recorded.
Mildenhall, Suffolk. M/d fi nd, 1 September 2009.

The reverse type is normally associated with the 
inscription RESTITVTOR REI PVBLICAE (although 
without a seated captive to right), so the coin might be 
a loose copy of RIC IX, p. 273, no. 7a. The obverse 
legend D N VALE – NS P F AG is only recorded in RIC 
for a contemporary copy of  a coin at Rome (RIC IX 
p. 118, 10d note). Rosette-diademed busts are not 
uncommon at Antioch. Although metallurgical analy-
sis is needed, it does seem that the coin is of debased 
silver.
(PAS: SF-713355) A.Bn./S.M.

50. Valentinian II (375–92), miliarensis, Lyon, RIC IX 
40, 388–92
Obv. D N VALENTINI – ANVS P F AVG, pearl-diad., 
dr. and cuir. bust r.
Rev. GLORIA ROMANORVM, Emperor stg facing, 
holding standard and shield. Mintmark: –//LVGPS

Weight: 3.44 g.
Steeple Bumstead, Essex. M/d fi nd, 1 November 2009.

The obverse shares the same die as a coin in the 
British Museum (1954,0508.4).
(PAS: SF-825F72) A.Bn./S.M.

51. Theodosius I (379–95), solidus, Milan, RIC IX 5f/8b, 
379–88 
Obv. D N THEODO – SIVS P F AVG, pearl-diad., dr. and 
cuir. bust r.
Rev. VICTOR – I A AVGG; two emperors std facing, 
Victory behind. Mintmark: –//COM

Weight: 4.32 g.
Holme Hale, Norfolk. M/d fi nd, 1 February 2010.
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The coin has had a suspension loop added in the fi fth 
to seventh centuries. This piece was declared Treasure 
(2010 T118).
(PAS: NMS-541A06) A.B.M./S.M.

52. Anonymous half-siliqua, Aquileia, RIC –, Bendall 
type 3, Bland and Loriot 3d (this coin), 392–93?
Obv. Helm. and dr. bust of Roma r.
Rev. XV within wreath, mm. //AQ

Weight: 0.89 g. Die-axis 180º.
Cherry Hinton, Cambridgeshire. M/d fi nd, 2010.

This is a very rare denomination of a type known 
only from four other examples.
 A.P.

53. Arcadius (383–408), solidus, Ravenna, RIC X 1286, 
402–6 
Obv. D N ARCADI – VS P F AVG, pearl-diad., dr. and 
cuir. bust r.
Rev. VICTORI – A AVGGG, emperor stg r. holding 
standard and Victory on globe; with his l. foot he spurns 
a seated and bound captive. Mintmark: R V//COMOB

Weight: 4.44 g.
Havenstreet and Ashey, Isle of Wight. M/d fi nd, 12 July 
1997.

Recorded by Bland and Loriot, p. 252 (note that the 
correct NGR is SZ5387, rather than SZ5487 as recorded 
in Bland and Loriot).
(PAS: IOW-DA6D56) F.B./R.B.

Coins of 410–1180

In 2010 EMC recorded 424 coins issued between 410 and 1180, and PAS recorded 381. The summary of these fi nds 
in Table 2 shows that ‘sceattas’ and English and Scottish coins of 1066–1180 are the most numerous categories for 
both the EMC and PAS, but that EMC has recorded substantially greater numbers of early gold coins and of 
Anglo-Saxon broad pennies minted before Edgar’s reform of c.973. PAS has recorded more than twice as many 
Northumbrian coins than EMC, and it has been responsible for all of the twelve records of fi nds of Byzantine 
copper coins during the year. These disparities probably refl ect the differences between the sources of information 
for EMC, which is based solely at the Fitzwilliam Museum in Cambridge, and PAS, which has a national network 
of Finds Liaison Offi cers (FLOs). There is some relatively limited duplication of the recording of individual fi nds 
by EMC and PAS. Finds recorded by EMC in 2010 and not selected for full publication in Coin Register are listed 
in the Appendix.

TABLE 2. Finds of coins of 410–1180 recorded by EMC and PAS in 2010

Period       EMC        PAS
   %   %

Merovingian and Visigothic gold  14  3.3   1  0.3
Anglo-Saxon gold shillings  10  2.4   1  0.3
Anglo-Saxon and continental early pennies or ‘sceattas’ 130 30.7  96 25.3
Northumbrian sceattas and stycas  32  7.5  70 18.5
Later Anglo-Saxon to Edgar’s reform  51 12.0  16  4.2
Anglo-Scandinavian   4  0.9   8  2.1
Post-Reform Anglo-Saxon  53 12.5  61 16.1
Post-Conquest English and medieval Scottish to 1180 125 29.5 106 28.0
Carolingian and later continental to 1180   4  0.9   2  0.5
Byzantine copper   0  –  10  2.6
Islamic dirhams and fragments   1  0.2   3  0.8
Uncertain early medieval   0  –   5  1.3
Total 424  379

Source: M.R.A./J.N.

Byzantine coins

54. Justin II (565–78), semissis, Sicily, MIBE II 24a
Obv. D N IVSTI – NVS P P AVI, pearl-diad., dr. and 
cuir. bust r.
Rev. VICTORIA AVGGG, Victory std r., inscribing 
shield; to r., reverse-barred rho. Mintmark: * – //
CONOB

Weight: 2.2 g.
Kelston, Avon. M/d fi nd, September–November 2010.

This is the fi rst Byzantine semissis to be recorded 
from Britain.
(PAS: GLO-A8A3F5) K.A./S.M.

55. Heraclius (610–41), half  follis, Carthage, MIB III 
234(2), AD 616–17 
Obv. (D N ERACLIO P P AV or similar), helm. and cuir. 
bust facing (beardless), holding globus cruciger. 
Rev. Large XX with pellet between; cross above, star l.; 
e r. Mintmark: –//(KRTS)
Weight: 4.64 g.
Nunney, Somerset. M/d fi nd, 26 August 2010.
(PAS: SOM-656532) A.Bh./S.M.

56. Michael VII (1071–78), histamenon, Constantinople, 
DOC III.2, Class IId, 1071–78
Obv. Bust of Christ facing, r. hand raised in blessing, l. 
hand holding book.
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Rev. MIX îHã RîCI[ ], bust facing, holding labarum-
headed sceptre and cross on globe.
Weight: 4.2 g (pierced). Die axis: 210°.
Bedale area, North Yorkshire. M/d fi nd, April 2010.
(PAS DUR-7D8726; Treasure case: 2010 T298) 

F.Mc./B.A.

Merovingian and Visigothic gold coins
2

57. Visigothic tremissis, Pseudo-Imperial type in the 
name of Zeno (474–91), c.475–90
Obv. D N Z(reversed)ENO - PERP AVG, pearl-diad., dr. 
and cuir. bust r.
Rev. Cross in wreath. Mintmark: –//•N•
Weight: 1.33 g.
Teynham, Kent. M/d fi nd, 2010.

Most copies of this period have the mintmark as 
CONOB or CONO. In this case it is •N•, derived from 
the ONO of  CONOB. There is one coin in the British 
Museum of Julius Nepos (474–75) with mintmark ••M•• 
which derives from COMOB (Oxborough hoard 2003; 
information from R. Abdy). An example of a general 
prototype for this coin is RIC X 3641 (BMC Vandals, 
p. 44, no. 5).
(PAS: KENT-B34CC4) J.J./S.M./R.A.

58. Merovingian tremissis, Pseudo-Imperial type in the 
name of Maurice Tiberius (582–602), Marseille, cf. Prou 
1369–70
Obv. DN MAVRICIIVb PPV, diad. bust r.
Rev. VICTORI.AVTOAV, cross on globe, M over V in 
fi eld l., A over II in fi eld r., CONOB in ex.
Weight: 1.36 g (traces of mount at 12 o’clock on obv. 
and 6 o’clock on rev.). Die axis 180º.
Rendlesham survey, Suffolk. M/d fi nd, February 2010. 
Found by Alan Smith.
(EMC 2010.0123) F.M.

59. Merovingian tremissis, Pseudo-Imperial type, cf. 
Belfort 5393; Prou 17
Obv. Inscription, diad. bust r.
Rev. Inscription, Victory stg, holding cross and wreath.
Weight: 1.32 g. 
Wharram Percy, North Yorkshire. M/d fi nd, 2010. 
(EMC 2010.0172) R.B. 

60. Merovingian tremissis, Cambrai, Belfort –, Prou –
Obv. CAMARACO, diad. bust r.
Rev. [ ]NOM, cross pommée ancrée on steps.
Weight: 1.25 g. Die axis 60º.
Tiptree, near, Essex. M/d fi nd, 2010. Found by Wayne 
Davies.
(EMC 2010.0318) M.R.A.

61. Merovingian tremissis, Coutances, Piontus, same 
dies as Belfort 1681, Prou 299
Obv. *CVsTANCIA, diad. bust r.
Rev. +PIONtVS, cross on globe, pellet in each angle, 
two curved lines below.
Weight: 1.26 g. Die axis 180º.
Birch, Essex. M/d fi nd, 22 March 2010. Found in close 
proximity to no. 65 and possibly from a hoard.
(EMC 2010.0131) C.M./M.R.A.

62. Merovingian tremissis, Moussy, Wandalegselo, cf. 
Belfort 1887, 2171, 3556–9, 6173; Prou 878–9 (from the 
same dies as Prou 879)
Obv. E[MVNCIA]CO, diad. bust r.
Rev. [WAND]ALEGsELO, cross on globe, CI retrograde 
in fi eld l., E retrograde in fi eld r.
Weight: 1.18 g.
Rendlesham survey, Suffolk. M/d fi nd, 2010. 
(EMC 2010.0145) F.M

63. Merovingian tremissis, Nantes, Iohannis, cf. Belfort 
3105–6; Prou 539
Obv. +NAMNETISFIT*, diad. bust r.
Rev. IOHANNIsMONII, cross on globe, CV in fi eld l., G 
in fi eld r.
Weight: 1.39 g.
Rendlesham survey, Suffolk. M/d fi nd, 2010. Found by 
Roy Damant.
(EMC 2010.0383) F.M.
 
64. Merovingian tremissis, Quentovic, Dutta, cf. Belfort 
4960 (possibly from the same obv. die)
Obv. +VVICCO, diad. bust r.
Rev. DVTTA MONI, cross on steps.
Weight: 1.31 g. Die axis 0º.
Dagnall, Buckinghamshire. M/d fi nd, 7 November 2010. 
Found by Eddie Hutchins.
(EMC 2010.0371) M.R.A.

65. Merovingian tremissis, uncertain mint
Obv. ENOLONVOI (VO ligated) around six-pointed star 
containing pellet.
Rev. .N[E?]A[A?]NOTC, cross in border of pellets.
Weight: 1.35 g. 
Birch, Essex. M/d fi nd, 21 March 2010.
(EMC 2010.0130) C.M./M.R.A.

66. Merovingian tremissis, uncertain mint
Obv. Inscription, diad. bust r.
Rev. +IãVIIO[ ]OMV3T, cross on step and annulet in 
border of pellets.
Weight: 1.16 g. 
Leaden Roding, Essex. M/d fi nd, 2010.
(EMC 2010.0312) M.C.

67. Merovingian tremissis, uncertain mint
Obv. Inscription, diad. bust r.
Rev. Inscription, cross ancrée.
Weight: 1.29 g. 
Manston, Kent. M/d fi nd, 7 November 2010. Found by 
Shaun Terris.
(EMC 2010.0361) M.R.A.

68. Merovingian tremissis, uncertain mint
Obv. NOV[ ]FIT, diad. bust r.
Rev. [T or I?]ISELABER[T?], cross chrismée.
Weight: 1.24 g.
Rendlesham survey, Suffolk. M/d fi nd, 2010. Found by 
Rob Atfi eld.
(EMC 2010.0380) F.M.

 2 The editors are very grateful for the assistance of Dr Arent Pol with the identifi cation of many of the Merovingian and 
Visigothic coins listed below.
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69. Merovingian tremissis, uncertain mint
Obv. Inscription, bust r.
Rev. Inscription, cross potent with crescent in each 
angle.
Weight: 1.14 g.
Rendlesham survey, Suffolk. M/d fi nd, 2010. Found by 
Alan Smith.
(EMC 2010.0386) F.M.

70. Copper-alloy core of plated imitation of Merovingian 
tremissis, Huy, Bertoaldo, cf. Belfort 1537 
Obv. [ ]HO[ ]IT, diad. bust r.
Rev. BE[R?]TOAL, cross on raised step with pellet below 
and pellets in angles.
Weight: 0.86 g. Die axis 180º.
Beachamwell, Norfolk. M/d fi nd, by 2009. Found by 
Steve Brown.

Another copper-alloy core of a plated imitation of 
this type (from different dies) was found at Holme-next-
the-Sea, Norfolk, in 2006 (Coin Register 2007, no. 63).
(EMC 2010.0062) A.Pol

71. Merovingian denier, uncertain mint, cf. Belfort 1867, 
3560; Prou 826; MEC I, 591
Obv. + / ñR 
Rev. +T[ ]EODOAL around cross pattée.
Weight: 1.24 g. Die axis 45º.
Market Rasen, Lincolnshire. M/d fi nd, by 2010.
(EMC 2011.0031) A.A.

Anglo-Saxon shillings

72. Shilling (‘thrymsa’), Constantine type, Sutherland 
II.ii var., North 17 var.
Obv. Diad. and dr. bust r., cross behind, star and two 
annulets before face.
Rev. Inscription, lyre-shaped object.
Weight: 1.29 g. 
Rendlesham survey, Suffolk. M/d fi nd, 2010. Found by 
Terry Marsh. 
(EMC 2010.0258) F.M.

73. Shilling (‘thrymsa’), Two Emperors type, Sutherland 
II.v, North 20
Obv. Pseudo-inscription, diad. bust r.
Rev. Stylised fi gure of Victory with wings enfolding two 
facing busts.
Weight: 1.29 g. 
Rendlesham survey, Suffolk. M/d fi nd, 2010. 
(EMC 2010.0139) F.M.

74. Shilling (‘thrymsa’), Witmen type, Sutherland IV.iii, 
North 26
Obv. Bust r., trident on forked base before face.
Rev. Inscription, cross potent in beaded double inner 
circle.
Weight: 1.27 g.
Sleaford, near, Lincolnshire. M/d fi nd, May 2010. 
Found by David Panton.

From the same obv. die as Sutherland 73 but in a later 
state.
(EMC 2010.0074; PAS LIN-D82D76) M.R.A.

75. Shilling (‘thrymsa’), York group, Sutherland V, 
North 27/1

Obv. Aisled building(?) with cross above, cross each 
side.
Rev. Cross in decorative square, cross in shield on each 
side of square.
Weight: 1.26 g.
Dunnington, near, East Yorkshire. M/d fi nd, 2009.
(EMC 2010.0154) W.M.

76. Shilling (‘thrymsa’), Regal, Audvarld, London, 
Sutherland 77–8, North 29
Obv. a[VDVaÙL5 RE]gEs, diad. bust r.
Rev. Inscription, cross on globe in beaded circle.
Weight: 1.28 g. Die axis 180º.
Deal, near, Kent. M/d fi nd, January 2010.

From the same dies as Coin Register 1998, no. 37 
(EMC 1998.0034); specifi c gravity analysis 14.36=c.58% 
gold. 
(EMC 2010.0147) W.M./M.R.A.

77. Shilling (‘thrymsa’), Series Pa Ia, North 151
Obv. kTã[OIZ]N[C], helm. bust r.
Rev. ÓA4[ ] around Pada (runic) in rectangular panel 
of dots.
Weight: 1.34 g.
Sherburn, North Yorkshire. M/d fi nd, 2010.
(EMC 2010.0248) J.P./M.R.A.

Pennies (‘sceattas’): Primary and Intermediate

78. Series A2 (Type 2a), North 40
Obv. [ ]TIC, diad. and rad. bust r., [ ]V[ ] behind head.
Rev. TOTII in standard.
Weight: 0.97 g.
Church Stoke, Powys. M/d fi nd, c.2010.
(PAS HESH-33C368) P.R. 

79. Vernus type
Obv. +VããIP[oI]BEã[S?] (P reversed), rad. head r.
Rev. TOTII in standard.
Weight: 1.20 g.
Alne, North Yorkshire. M/d fi nd, by 2010.

From the same obv. die as NCirc 1970, p. 407, no. 
11172 and Metcalf, Thrymsas and Sceattas, p. 144, 
where the inscription is read as VVAIPOIRF, and it is 
suggested that this might provide a link between the two 
groups of the Vernus type.
(EMC 2011.0032) A.A.

80. Series D (Type 2c), North 163/168 
Obv. ‘Porcupine’ bust r.
Rev. Pseudo-inscription, cross pommée with pellets in 
angles.
Weight: 0.83 g. 
Isle of Wight. M/d fi nd, by 2010. 

An imitation of Series D (Type 2c) with an unusual 
variant of the ‘porcupine’ obverse.
(EMC 2011.0030) A.A.

81. Series E, var. G1, North 45
Obv. ‘Porcupine’.
Rev. Standard.
Weight: 0.9 g. 
Newark, near, Nottinghamshire. M/d fi nd, April 2010.

A variant of Series E variety G1 with two pellets in 
the standard and a cross in the margin.
(EMC 2010.0211) A.A.
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Pennies (‘sceattas’): Secondary

82. Series O (Type 40)
Obv. Standing fi gure with large head and triangular 
body holding cross l., two crosses in fi eld r.
Rev. Monster l., looking back, pellets in fi eld.
Weight: 0.92 g. Die axis 270º.
Willoughby-on-the-Wolds, Nottinghamshire. M/d fi nd, 
by 2010.
(EMC 2011.0036) A.P.

83. Series R10R var.
Obv. Rad. bust l., Wigræd (runic) before face.
Rev. Standard intersected by cross botonnée, three pellets 
in each angle.
Weight: 0.79 g. 
Beachamwell, Norfolk. M/d fi nd, by 2009. Found by 
Steve Brown.

A variant of Metcalf  Series R10R having a cross 
botonnée with annulet centre and three pellets in each 
angle intersecting the standard.
(EMC 2010.0061) A.B.M.

84. C ARIP Group (Type 63)
Obv. Diad. bust r., inscription before face.
Rev. Seated fi gure holding two crosses.
Weight: 0.99 g. Die axis 90º.
East Anglia. M/d fi nd, by 2011.
(EMC 2011.0035) A.A.

85. Series U (Type 23c)
Obv. Standing fi gure holding two crosses, in crescent 
with pellet terminals.
Rev. Linear long-necked bird r. attacking a serpent.
Weight: 1.13 g. Die axis 90º.
Spalding, near, Lincolnshire. M/d fi nd, by 2010.
(EMC 2011.0034) A.A.

Northumbrian sceattas and stycas

86. Æthelred I of Northumbria (fi rst reign, 774–79), 
North 190, York
Obv. EDILRED (retrograde, reading outwardly).
Rev. Quadruped r. with long tail and raised foreleg, tri-
quetra below.
1.02 g. Die axis 0º.
Market Weighton, near, East Yorkshire. M/d fi nd, 21 
January 2010. Found by Craig Best.
(EMC 2011.0038) M.R.A.

87. Ælfwald of Northumbria (779–88), North 181, York
Obv. +FàEAAàÎVs

Rev. Quadruped r.
Weight: 1.08 g. Die axis 180º.
Thirsk, near, North Yorkshire. M/d fi nd, by 2010. Found 
by Craig Best.
(EMC 2011.0037) M.R.A.

88. Æthelred II of Northumbria (1st reign, 840–44), 
North 188, York
Obv. +EDILRED RE 
Rev. Not visible. 
Weight not recorded. 
Stamford Bridge, near, North Yorkshire. M/d fi nd, June 
2010.

A lead weight with a styca attached.
(EMC 2010.0234) K.G./M.R.A.

Later Anglo-Saxon

89. Offa of Mercia (757–96), Light Coinage, Chick 
18Ab, Blunt 24, North 284, London, Cuthberht 
Obv. +OFFa / +REX+ 
Rev. CUðb / ERhT 
Weight: 1.27 g. 
Kent. M/d fi nd, c.1996.

Only the second coin known for this moneyer. The 
earlier coin (Chick 18Aa) was of  unusual style and 
fabric, and had therefore fallen under suspicion of 
being a forgery. The appearance of this new penny vin-
dicates the other specimen, the location of which is now 
unknown.
(EMC 2010.0265) W.M./R.N.

90. Offa of Mercia (757–96), Light Coinage, cf. Chick 
175, Blunt –, North –, East Anglian mint, Wihtred 
Obv. +OFFa REX+, cross on base of two arcs. 
Rev. +æ / æ[HT?] / Re / d (ae, e and d runic) around lozenge 
cross crosslet. 
Weight not recorded (chipped). Die axis 0º.
Sturry, Kent. M/d fi nd, 2010.

This unusual design had previously been recorded in 
the coinage of Offa from coins of the moneyer Oethelred 
only. This penny adds to the evidence for complex inter-
change of types and dies between moneyers at all of 
Offa’s mints.
(EMC 2010.0171) D.C./R.N.

91. Offa of Mercia (757–96), Heavy Coinage, Chick –, 
Blunt –, North –, London, Ealhmund 
Obv. Ó / OFFa / REX 
Rev. EaLHÓVNd, altar cross (?) on tripod base. 
Weight: 1.41 g. Die axis 270º.
Dunmow, Essex. M/d fi nd, 7 November 2010. Found by 
Mick Kemp.

A rare example of a new iconographic reverse design 
in Offa’s late (Heavy) coinage. It is likely that this design 
depicts some sort of standing cross, perhaps mounted 
on a tripod or a small stepped plinth. The square head 
is paralleled in some of the carpet pages of the 
Lindisfarne Gospels.
(EMC 2010.0364) A.G./R.N.

92. Offa of Mercia (757–96), Heavy Coinage, Chick 211 
var., Blunt 102 var., North 325 var., London, Ludomon 
Obv. Ó / +OFFa / REX 
Rev. +LVD / OMON 
Weight: 1.41 g. Die axis 0º.
Devizes, near, Wiltshire. M/d fi nd, April 2010. Found 
by Andy Jeffries.

This is a new variant of Chick 211, all other speci-
mens of which divide the legend as +LVDO / MON rather 
than +LVD / OMON as on this coin. This is the fourth 
known coin of Ludomon in Offa’s heavy coinage.
(EMC 2010.0173) R.N.

93. Coenwulf of Mercia (796–821), North 369, East 
Anglian mint, Wodel.
Obv. COENVVLF REX ä (lozenge-shaped O).
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Rev. PO / d / EL (lozenge-shaped O; L inverted).
Weight not recorded. Dies axis 210°.
Boxgrove, West Sussex. M/d fi nd, c.2010.
(PAS HAMP-BD4675) R.W./L.B.

94. Ceolwulf I of Mercia (821–23), Canterbury, Swefherd, 
Naismith C51
Obv. CIOLVVLF REX M, cross crosslet.
Rev. +SVVEFHERD, cross pattée.
Weight: 1.3 g (chipped). Die axis 90º.
Shorne, Kent. M/d fi nd, 11 September 2010. Found by 
Jacquelene Le Bretan.

The second known specimen of this type, from the 
same dies as Coin Register 1999, no. 87.
(EMC 2010.0304) R.N.

95. Ceolwulf I of Mercia (821–23), Rochester, BLS Cl. 
18, cf. Naismith R3.2
Obv. [ ]LVVLFR[ ], diad head r.
Rev. +DO[ ]Ia around a
Weight: 0.89 g (fragment). Die axis 180º.
Martinstown, Dorset. M/d fi nd, by 2010.

Only the second recorded specimen of this type, 
which was probably struck under episcopal authority. 
Acquired by the Fitzwilliam Museum (CM. 20–2011).
(EMC 2010.0351) R.Bw/R.N.

96. Baldred of Kent (823–25), North 215 var., Canterbury, 
Oba.
Obv. B`LD[ ].
Rev. [ ]`[ ].
Weight not recorded. Die axis 0°.
Bardney, Lincolnshire. M/d fi nd, January 2010.
(PAS LIN-C999B4) A.D.

97. Æthelstan of East Anglia (c.825–45), North 438, 
Naismith E29.1c, East Anglian mint, Eadgar
Obv. +EDELStaN RE

Rev. +Ea / DGaR / MONE / Ta

Weight: 1.13 g (chipped). Die axis 180º.
Overton, Hampshire. M/d fi nd, by 2010.
(EMC 2010.0137) J.C.

98. Æthelwulf of Wessex (839–58), North 614, Canterbury, 
Eanmund, cf. Naismith C126
Obv. +E5ELVVLF REX

Rev. +EaNVND NONETa around monogram of 
CaNT

Weight: 1.35 g.
Walsingham, Norfolk. M/d fi nd, 2009. Found by Dave 
Fox.
(EMC 2010.0230) M.R.A.

99. Æthelberht of Wessex (858–865/6), Canterbury, 
Beornmod
Obv. +aE5ELBEaRHT REX (HT ligated).
Rev. +BIaRNMOD MONETa, cross pattée.
Weight: 1.27 g.
Wye, Kent. M/d fi nd, 2010.

A previously unrecorded reverse type for the coinage 
of Æthelberht of Wessex. The obverse is of the Inscribed/ 
Open Cross type current c.854–64. No coins of this type 
were found in the large Dorking hoard (1817), which 

may indicate that it was issued towards the end of the 
Inscribed/Open Cross coinage.
(EMC 2010.0306) J.P./R.N.

100. Æthelred of East Anglia (870s), East Anglian mint, 
Beornheah
Obv. E5ELREDE RE, temple.
Rev. +MEORNaER

Weight: 1.23 g (chipped). Die axis 90º.
South Norfolk, M/d fi nd, by 1982. Found by Patrick 
Edward Ryan.

This fourth recorded Temple coin of Æthelred of 
East Anglia is by the same moneyer as Blackburn, BNJ 
75 (2005), Æ3, but from new dies, and with variant 
spelling of both obverse and reverse inscriptions, the 
moneyer’s name being misspelt with an initial ‘M’ rather 
than ‘B’. Like Æthelred’s three other known Temple 
coins, the die-cutting is cruder and the inscriptions 
more corrupt than on the coins of his Early Phase. 
Acquired by the Fitzwilliam Museum (CM.161–2009).
(EMC 2010.0321) R.N.

101. Æthelred of East Anglia (870s), East Anglian 
mint, Eadwald
Obv. +EDEàREDE RE+ (R inverted), cross with pellet in 
each angle.
Rev. +EaDVaLD MOT, cross with pellet in each angle.
Weight: 1.04 g (chipped). Die axis 0º.
Bracon Ash, Norfolk, M/d fi nd, 9 February 2010. 
Found by Steve Clarkson.

A previously unrecorded type. Acquired by the 
Norwich Castle Museum.
(EMC 2010.0073; Norfolk HER 35891) M.R.A.

102. Cnut of York (c.895–902), North 501, York.
Obv. CVN:NETI

Rev. CNVT RE

Weight: 1.13 g.
Wharram, North Yorkshire. M/d fi nd, November 
2009.
(PAS YORYM-1B6E14) E.A.-W./J.N.

103. St Peter of York Phase I (c.905–10), Two-line 
(Horizontal) type, York.
Obv. SCIPETRI

Rev. EBORACECI

Weight: 1.44 g. Die axis 210°.
Ulceby, North Lincolnshire. M/d fi nd, October 2010.

This coin appears to be from the same dies as SCBI 
9, no. 228.
(PAS FAKL-167C47) K.L./J.N.

104. Æthelstan (924/5–39), Two-Line type, HT1, North 
668, uncertain mint, Warfred
Obv. +EDFRSTFIF+TORRM

Rev. +PARF / RED MO

Weight not recorded (chipped). Die axis 90º.
Chilton Foliat, Wiltshire. M/d fi nd, by 2010.

This coin is probably an offi cial issue from the East 
Midlands, although the obverse is irregular with a blun-
dered inscription. There is one other coin that might be 
of this moneyer, with a name which had been read as 
Warcred (Blunt, BNJ 42, pl. IV, 104).
(EMC 2010.0301; PAS SF-F8B037) J.P./C.S.S.L.
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105. Temp. Sihtric I (921–27), Circumscription Sword/
Hammer type, uncertain Midlands mint
Obv. Sword.
Rev. Thor’s hammer, three pellets each side.
Weight: 0.09 g (fragment). Die axis 180º.
Wragby, Lincolnshire. M/d fi nd, May 2010. Found by 
Adam Staples.

A previously unrecorded variety of the Thor’s ham-
mer reverse with pellets each side of the hammer. 
Acquired by the Fitzwilliam Museum (CM.167–2010).
(EMC 2010.0213) M.R.A.

106. Eadred (946–55), Bust Crowned type, North 713, 
without mint name, Lincoln?, Isembert? 
Obv. [ ]DRED REX 
Rev. +[ ]SMBEIIIMONETA 
Weight: 1.11 g (pierced in four places and chipped). Die 
axis 90º.
Foulden, Norfolk. M/d fi nd, 2010.

The moneyer of this coin could be Isembert, a 
Lincoln moneyer (by die-linkage in Edgar HT1(NEV) 
to Adelaver, who signed there for Edward the Martyr) 
and known also for Eadwig HT1(NEI) but not hitherto 
for Eadred. The coin may have been pierced to attach it 
to an item of clothing.
(EMC 2010.0226) F.M./C.S.S.L.

107. Eadred (946–55), Bust Crowned type, North 713, 
without mint name, Oge 
Obv. +EADRED REX 
Rev. +[ ]GE+MONETa+D 
Weight not recorded (chipped). Die axis 180º.
Baldock, near, Hertfordshire. M/d fi nd, October 2010. 
Found by John Peppiatt.

The moneyer’s name is Oge, which is new for Eadred 
but is recorded from a single specimen in Eadwig HT1 
(CTCE p.153, BMS 741), and then for Stamford in 
Edgar’s Reform type, as both Oge and Ogea.
(EMC 2010.0348) F.M./C.S.S.L.

108. Edgar (959–75), Bust Crowned type, North 751, 
uncertain mint and moneyer
Obv. +EADGaR[ ]
Rev. [ ]ONETANE[ ] 
Weight: 0.48 g (cut halfpenny, chipped). Die axis 90º.
Narborough, Norfolk. M/d fi nd, by 2009. Found by Mr 
J. Ayers.

Cut halfpennies are rare as fi nds in England before 
Edgar’s reform, in contrast to the Irish Sea area. 
Acquired by the Fitzwilliam Museum (CM.765–2010).
(EMC 2010.0059) A.B.M./M.R.A.

109. Edward the Martyr (975–78), North 763, Ipswich, 
Wætferth
Obv. +EADPEARD REX AÑOX

Rev. +PAETFER5 M-O GIPS

Weight: 1.48 g.
Treswell, Nottinghamshire. M/d fi nd, 25 April 2010. 
Found by David Larner.

A previously unrecorded moneyer for the Ipswich 
mint in the reign of Edward the Martyr. There is a mon-
eyer Waltferth at Ipswich in Æthellred II’s First Hand 
type.
(EMC 2010.0166) M.R.A.

110. Æthelred II (978–1016), Crux type, North 770, 
Watchet, Sigeric
Obv. +Æ5EL[RÆD REX AN]GLORX 
Rev. +SIGERIC M[-O PECED] 
Weight: 0.9 g (cut halfpenny). Die axis 270º.
Bainton, East Yorkshire. M/d fi nd, 2005. 

From the same dies as SCBI 24, no. 487, and from 
the same reverse die as Hiberno-Norse coins of Sihtric 
III (Blackburn, BNJ 44 (1974), 18–19).
(EMC 2010.0411) T.M./M.R.A.

111. Æthelred II (978–1016), First Hand type, North 
766, Winchester, Cynsige
Obv. +Æ5ELRÆD REX ANGLORX

Rev. +CYNSIGE M-O PINT

Weight not recorded.
Stockbridge Down, Hampshire. M/d fi nd, 2010. Found 
by Ian Farquharson.

A previously unrecorded moneyer at the Winchester 
mint.
(EMC 2010.0296) M.R.A.

112. Edward the Confessor (1042–66), Expanding Cross 
type, Scandinavian(?) imitation
Obv. +EDP[ ]+
Rev. +EOD3O3+O3IEEh

Weight: 0.95 g.
Waldingfi eld, Suffolk. M/d fi nd, by 2010. Found by Mr 
P. Tomlinson.
(EMC 2010.0160; PAS SF-471D88) A.Bn.

113. Edward the Confessor (1042–66), Bust Facing/
Small Cross type, North 830, Gloucester, Wulfweard 
Obv. EADPARD RE: 
Rev. +PVLFPARD ON GL 
Weight: 0.99 g. 
Ampney St Mary, Gloucestershire. M/d fi nd, by 2010.

A new type for the moneyer.
(EMC 2010.0409) J.P./M.R.A.

Post-Conquest English and Medieval Scottish

114. William I (1066–87), Canopy type, BMC iii, North 
843, Cambridge, Wulfwine
Obv. +PILLEMVS REX

Rev. +PVLFPINE ON GRIINT

Weight: 1.19 g. Die axis 270º. 
Attleborough, Norfolk. M/d fi nd, 28 August 2010. Found 
by Cheryl Dawes.

A previously unrecorded type and moneyer for the 
Cambridge mint. Acquired by the Fitzwilliam Museum 
(CM.653–2010).
(EMC 2010.0299) M.R.A.

115. William I (1066–87), Profi le/Cross and Trefoils type, 
BMC vii, North 847, Cambridge, Ulfcitel
Obv. +PILELM REX

Rev. +VLFEITL ON[ ]RIIN

Weight: 1.29 g (broken into two pieces). Die axis 0º.
Congham, Norfolk. M/d fi nd, 2010. Found by Steve 
Brown.

The Cambridge moneyer Ulfcitel was previously 
known in this type from an unconfi rmed auction record 
only (Edward Durner sale, Sotheby, 20 Jan. 1853, lot 
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43; Allen, NC 2006, 238 n.7, 242, no. 10). Acquired by 
the Fitzwilliam Museum (CM.21–2011). 
(EMC 2010.0315; Norfolk HER 25765)
 A.B.M./M.R.A.

116. William I (1066–87), Profi le/Cross and Trefoils 
type, BMC vii, North 847, Ipswich, Godric
Obv. +PI[ ]LELMREX (MR ligated) 
Rev. +gODRIC ON g[ ][P?]I 
Weight: 1.07 g (chipped). Die axis 90º. 
Mundersley, Norfolk. M/d fi nd, 2001. Found by Steve 
Critchley.

A new moneyer at Ipswich in the reign of William I.
(EMC 2010.0192) M.R.A.

117. William II (1087–1100), Cross in Quatrefoil type, 
BMC ii, North 852, Ipswich, Ælfwine
Obv. +PILLELMRE (MR ligated)
Rev. +IELF[ ]INE ON GIP

Weight: 1.17 g (cracked). 
Bury St Edmunds, near, Suffolk. M/d fi nd, 2010.

This moneyer was previously known at Ipswich only 
in William I BMC type viii (Paxs).
(EMC 2010.0422) C.M./M.R.A.

118. Henry I (1100–35), Profi le/Cross Fleury type, BMC 
ii, North 858, Winchester, Lifwine
Obv. +HENRI R

Rev. +LIFPI¯ O°Ç

Weight: 1.2 g.
Wendover, Hampshire. M/d fi nd, October 2010. Found 
by Derrick Dunks.

A new type for a moneyer also known in Henry I 
types i, x, xiii and xiv. 
(EMC 2010.0320) M.R.A.

119. Henry I (1100–35), Pax type, BMC iii, North 859, 
Southwark, Lifwine
Obv. +HENRI REXE

Rev. +LI[ ]INE ON SVD

Weight: 1.32 g. 
Bletchley, near, Milton Keynes. M/d fi nd, by 2010.

A previously unrecorded type for the moneyer.
(EMC 2010.0362) J.P./M.R.A.

120. Henry I (1100–35), Pointing Bust and Stars type, 
BMC vi, North 862, uncertain mint, Hermer(?)
Obv. +hENRI[ ]
Rev. [ ]RMER[ ]
Weight: 0.89 g (fragment). Die axis 180º.
Hampshire. M/d fi nd, 2008. 

The moneyer’s name might be Hermer, which is other-
wise unrecorded in Henry I type vi. There is a moneyer 
of that name at Tamworth in type xiv.
(EMC 2010.0046) J.P./M.R.A.

121. Henry I (1100–35), Quatrefoil with Piles type, 
BMC vii, North 863, Warwick, Godwine
Obv. hENRI REX

Rev. +GODPI[ ]E:ON:PER[ ]
Weight: 1.34 g (snicked). Die axis 0º.
Baston, Lincolnshire. M/d fi nd, 1988. Found by Steve 
Critchley.

A previously unrecorded type for the Warwick mint.
(EMC 2010.0195) M.R.A.

122. Henry I (1100–35), Profi le/Cross and Annulets 
type, BMC xii, North 868, Ilchester, Alwi 
Obv. +hENRICVSR:

Rev. +aLWI:ON:IV[E?]LC[E?]
Weight: 1.29 g (snicked).
Leadan Roding, Essex. M/d fi nd, March 2010. Found 
by Colin Evans.

A new type for the Ilchester mint.
(EMC 2010.0237) M.R.A.

123. Henry I (1100–35), Profi le/Cross and Annulets 
type, BMC xii, North 868, Thetford, Aschetil 
Obv. +hENRIC[ ] (C over V) 
Rev. +aSChE[ ]L:ON:T[ ]
Weight: 1.29 g (snicked). Die axis 180º.
Lakenheath parish, Suffolk. M/d fi nd, 2010. Found by 
Barry Hamilton.

A new type for a moneyer previously recorded at 
Thetford in Henry I types x, xi, xiii, xiv and xv.
(EMC 2010.0335) M.R.A.

124. Henry I (1100–35), halfpenny, North 872, York, 
Forna 
Obv. +HENRIC REX 
Rev. +[ ]RN ON EVE

Weight not recorded (snicked). Die axis 270º.
Caistor, Lincolnshire. M/d fi nd, 2007. Found by Paul 
Campbell.

This is the fi rst recorded round halfpenny of the York 
moneyer Forna, who is otherwise known from pennies 
of Henry I types vii, x, xiii and xiv. 
(EMC 2010.0223) M.R.A.

125. Stephen (1135–54), Cross Voided and Mullets type, 
BMC ii, North 878, London, Alisander 
Obv. +ST[ ]EF[ ]
Rev. [ ]SaNDER:O[ ]
Weight: 0.4 g (cut halfpenny). Die axis 60º.
Thompson, Norfolk. M/d fi nd, October 2010.

A previously unrecorded type for a moneyer also 
known at London in Stephen types i, vi and vii.
(EMC 2010.0327) R.H./M.R.A.
 
126. Stephen (1135–54), Cross Voided and Mullets type, 
BMC ii, North 878, Norwich(?), (St?)einard
Obv. +STIEF[ ]
Rev. [ ]EINaRD:ON:[ ]
Weight not recorded. 
Framlingham, near, Suffolk. M/d fi nd, by 2010.

There is a moneyer named Stanhard, Stan(h)art or 
Stenard at Norwich in Henry I types vii and x–xv, and 
at Thetford in Henry I types i, vi–viii and x. A penny of 
Stephen type ii attributed to the Norwich moneyer 
‘Stanert’ in BNJ Coin Register 2010, no. 305, has been 
reattributed to Stanchil.
(EMC 2010.0124) J.C./M.R.A.

127. Patrick of Salisbury, earl of Wiltshire, North 947, 
Salisbury, Stanhung
Obv. [ ]R[ ]+, helm. bust r. holding sword.
Rev. [ ]STaNIVg:ON:S[ ], quadrilateral over cross 
fl eury. 
Weight: 1.02 g. Die axis 30º.
Salisbury, near, Wiltshire. M/d fi nd, May 2010. 
(EMC 2010.0212) M.B./M.R.A.
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128. Henry of Northumbria, Cross Fleury type, North 
913, Carlisle, Ricard
Obv. +[D?][Ê?]3Ù[ ].I.ONI

Rev. +RICa[RD?]:.[ ]aRLELø

Weight: 1.24 g. Die axis 0º.
Cockermouth, Cumbria. M/d fi nd, 2008. Found by 
Dean Jennings.

A new moneyer for this type.
(PAS: LANCUM-ADB9C5; EMC 2010.0082)  M.R.A.

Continental 

129. Louis the Pious (814–40), gold solidus imitation, 
Frisian or Anglo-Saxon?
Obv. [ ]OVVIII[ ]
Rev. [ ]HIO[ ]
Weight: 0.90 g (cut fragment).
Torksey, Lincolnshire. M/d fi nd, March 2010. Found by 
Paul Slack.

Naismith, NC 2010, 215–25, records fi ve whole or cut 
imitations of Louis the Pious gold solidi which appeared 
on the British market in 2009–10, including this coin 
(no. 5). Acquired by the Fitzwilliam Museum (CM.
163–2010).
(EMC 2010.0127) M.R.A.

130. Louis the Pious (814–40), denier, class 3 (822–40), 
MG 499, uncertain mint
Obv. +HLVDOVVICVS IMP

Rev. ++PISTIANA RELIGIO

Weight: 1.5 g.
Sandwich, near, Kent. M/d fi nd, March 2010. Found by 
Robert Parkes.
(EMC 2010.0132) M.R.A.

131. Charles the Bald (840–77), denier, GDR type 
(864–77), cf. MG 628–9, 631–7, Palace mint
Obv. +[ ]GRATA

Rev. [ ]LATINA M[ ]
Weight: 1.07 g (two fragments). Die axis 270º.
Wilbraham, Cambridgeshire. M/d fi nd, July 2010. 
Found by John Baxter.
(EMC 2010.0272) M.R.A.

132. Charles the Fat (881–87), denier, cf. MG 1452, 
Verdun
Obv. IM[ ]RATORV

Rev. VIRDVN[ ]VITS

Weight not recorded (chipped). Die axis 0º.
Newchurch, near, Kent. M/d fi nd, 2010. Found by Phil 
Castle.
(EMC 2010.0153) M.R.A.

Coins of 1180–c.1800

Table 3 summarises 6,743 fi nds of coins of 1180–c.1800 recorded by PAS in 2010. These data are subject to several 
caveats. The ‘uncertain’ categories include some coins with as yet incomplete records without images as well as 
coins too worn or corroded for precise identifi cation, and it has not been possible to check all of the individual 
records for accuracy. The numbers of Irish coins are possibly higher than those listed, and coins post-dating c.1700 
are recorded in a much more selective manner than earlier coins due to the large number of fi nds and the limited 
resources of PAS. 

TABLE 3. Finds of coins of 1180–c.1800 recorded by PAS in 2010

Category Finds  % Remarks

1180–1247     664  9.8 661 English + 3 Irish
1247–79     600  8.9 589 English + 11 Irish
1279–1377  1,599 23.7 1,561 English + 38 Irish
1377–1485     489  7.3 480 English + 9 Irish
1485–1547     271  4.0
1547–1649 1,973 29.3 1,958 English + 15 Irish
1649–c.1800     545  8.1
Scotland 1195–1286     100  1.5
Scotland 1286–1488      25  0.4
Uncertain Scottish 1195–1488       1 0.01
Scotland 1488–1542       2 0.03
Scotland 1542–c.1800      24  0.4
Continental 1180–1500     148  2.2
Continental 1500–1800     176  2.6
Uncertain 1066–1485     111  1.6
Uncertain 1485–c.1800      15  0.2
Total 6,743

Source: J.N.
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133. Geoffrey Plantagenet, Duke of Brittany (1169–1186), 
denier, c.1175–1186, Duplessy 63.
Obv. GaVFRIDVS 

Rev. DVXBRITA[N]I. 
Weight: 0.74 g (chipped). Die axis 180°.
Gedgrave, Suffolk. M/d fi nd, May 2010.
(PAS SF-320311)  A.B./B.C.

134. Gui of Dampierre, Count of Flanders and Namur 
(1279–1305), sterling, Mayhew 13.
Obv. MaRChIO 3aMVRC

Rev. gCO/MES/FLa/DRE

Weight: 1.07 g. Die axis 60°.
Wendover, Buckinghamshire. M/d fi nd, October 2009.

A rare variety of Mayhew 13, with a small pellet to 
the right of the face below the hair on the obverse. 
(PAS BUC-07D486) R.T./J.N.

135. Republic of Bologna (1376–1401), grosso, CNI X, 
nos 19–34.
Obv. BOnOnI À DOCeö 

Rev. S.PeöROnIuS 
Weight: 1.08 g.
Long Ashton, North Somerset. M/d fi nd, by July 2010.
(PAS GLO-0EB726) K.A.

136. Henry IV (1399–1413), Heavy Coinage, quarter 
noble, new variety, London.
Obv. henRIcûDIûgR0ûReXû0ngLI

Rev. eX0LT0BITVRûInûgLORI0û

Weight: 1.2 g.
Frolesworth, Leicestershire. M/d fi nd, July 2010.

A new variety of quarter noble for the Heavy Coinage 
with obverse shield 3 and lis above.
(PAS NARC-0F89E5) J.C.

137. Hamburg, ducat, 1497
Obv. ¡mOneTa.nO.hamBVRg¡

Rev. ¡aVe PLeNa gRacIa.I4œã¡

Weight not recorded. 
Aldeburgh, near, Suffolk. M/d fi nd, 25 March 2011. 
Found by Richard Newman.

The list of English single-fi nds of continental gold 
coins in R. Kelleher, ‘Gold is the strength, the sinnewes 
of the world’: continental gold and Tudor England’, 
BNJ 77 (2007), 210–25, at pp. 221–2, does not include 
any German ducats. 
 M.R.A.

APPENDIX. ADDITIONAL COINS RECORDED BY EMC IN 2010

The 424 coins recorded by EMC in 2010 (see Table 2) include 40 coins published in Coin Register 2010 and 63 coins 
selected for publication in the main text of Coin Register 2011 above. The remaining 321 coins are summarised in 
Table 4. For ease of reference these 321 coins have been given numbers with the prefi x A (for Additional). Plates to 
accompany Table 4 are available as pdf-fi les on the Society’s website, www.britnumsoc.org. 

TABLE 4. Additional coins recorded by EMC in 2010

Pennies (‘sceattas’): Primary and Intermediate

No. Type Wt. Die Find-spot and county/ Date of fi nd EMC no.
  (g) axis unitary authority

A.1 Series A1 1.17  Swinderby, near, Lincs. 2006 2010.0176
A.2 Series A2 1.14  Outwell, Norfolk Oct. 2010 2010.0352
A.3 Series A2 1.05 180 Rendlesham survey, Suffolk 2010 2010.0253
A.4 Series A2 0.86  Rendlesham survey, Suffolk 2010 2010.0262
A.5 Series A3 1.09  Rendlesham survey, Suffolk 2010 2010.0375
A.6 Series A3 1.21  Rendlesham survey, Suffolk 2010 2010.0374
A.7 Series A  1.14  Rendlesham survey, Suffolk 2010 2010.0390
 (contemporary copy)
A.8 Series BX  1.23  Rendlesham survey, Suffolk 2010 2010.0393
A.9 Series BX 0.76  Diss, near, Norfolk 2009 2010.0293
A.10 Series BIa  1.13  Rendlesham survey, Suffolk 2010 2010.0377
A.11 Series BIa  1.17  Rendlesham survey, Suffolk 2010 2010.0385
A.12 Series BIa  1.13  Rendlesham survey, Suffolk 2010 2010.0389
A.13 Series BIa  1.14 0 White Colne, Essex 14 May 2008 2010.0354
A.14 Series BII  1.14  Rendlesham survey, Suffolk 2010 2010.0256
A.15 Series BII  1.12  Rendlesham survey, Suffolk 2010 2010.0146
A.16 Series BII  1.24  Great Shelford, Cambs. 31 Mar. 2009 2010.0415
A.17 Series BII  1.18  Rendlesham survey, Suffolk 2010 2010.0260
A.18 Series BIIIa  wnr  Eye, near, Suffolk by 2010 2010.0360
A.19 Series B wnr  Huttoft, Lincs. 10 Sept. 2010 2010.0349
 (uncertain subtype)
A.20 Series C1 1.21  Rendlesham survey, Suffolk 2010 2010.0140
A.21 Series C2 1.21  Rendlesham survey, Suffolk 2010 2010.0391
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No. Type Wt. Die Find-spot and county/ Date of fi nd EMC no.
  (g) axis unitary authority

A.22 Series D (Type 2c)  wnr  Stamford Bridge, near, N. Yorks. 7 Nov. 2010 2010.0363
A.23 Series D (Type 2c)  1.26  Congham, Norfolk by 2009 2010.0064
A.24 Series D (Type 2c)  1.22  Rendlesham survey, Suffolk 2010 2010.0388
A.25 Series D (Type 2c)  1.14  Rendlesham survey, Suffolk 2010 2010.0142
A.26 Series D (Type 2c)  1.36  Isle of Sheppey, Kent 2008 2010.0119
A.27 Series D (Type 2c)  1.15  Akenham, Suffolk Apr. 2010 2010.0291
A.28 Series D (Type 2c)  1.02  White Colne, Essex 2009 2010.0356
A.29 Series D (Type 2c)  1.16  Rendlesham survey, Suffolk 2010 2010.0392
A.30 Series D (Type 2c)  1.10  Eyke, near, Suffolk 2010 2010.0261
A.31 Series D (Type 2c)  1.06  Rendlesham survey, Suffolk 2010 2010.0259
A.32 Series D (Type 8)  1.22  Rendlesham survey, Suffolk 2010 2010.0143
A.33 Series D (Type 8)  0.91  Holme Hale, Norfolk 2010 2010.0424
A.34 Series D (Type 8)  1.14  Rendlesham survey, Suffolk 2010 2010.0255
A.35 Series D (Type 8)  1.32  Wansford, Cambs. c.2007–8 2010.0179
A.36 Series D (Type 8)  0.93  Rendlesham survey, Suffolk 2010 2010.0373
A.37 Series D (Type 8)  1.07  Rendlesham survey, Suffolk 2010 2010.0376
A.38 Series D (Type 8)  1.03  Rendlesham survey, Suffolk 2010 2010.0378
A.39 Series D (Type 8)  1.08  White Colne, Essex 2009 2010.0357
A.40 Series E  1.01  Rendlesham survey, Suffolk 2010 2010.0141
A.41 Series E  1.18  Hintlesham, Suffolk by 2010 2010.0245
A.42 Series E  1.06  Outwell, Norfolk Nov. 2010 2010.0418
A.43 Series E  wnr  Papworth, near, Cambs. 7 Nov. 2010 2010.0365
A.44 Series E  wnr  Newark, near, Notts. 2010 2010.0215
A.45 Series E  1.00  Great Wakering, Essex 15 Aug. 2010 2010.0284
A.46 Series E  wnr  Stamford Bridge, near, N. Yorks. Aug. 2009 2010.0276
A.47 Series E  wnr  Wrotham, Kent Aug. 2010 2010.0342
A.48 Series E  1.08  White Colne, Essex 4 Mar. 2008 2010.0355
A.49 Series E  1.14  Rendlesham survey, Suffolk 2010 2010.0381
A.50 Series E  1.07  Rendlesham survey, Suffolk 2010 2010.0257
A.51 Series E  1.02  Huntingdon, near, Cambs. 8 Aug. 2010 2010.0283
A.52 Series E, Plumed  wnr  Newark, near, Notts. 2010 2010.0214
 Bird var. K
A.53 Series E, VICO 1b 1.3  Newark, near, Notts. Apr. 2010 2010.0209
A.54 Series E, var. G3 1.20  Birch, Essex Mar. 2010 2010.0133
A.55 Series E, var. G3 1.14  East Harling, Norfolk 2010 2010.0325
A.56 Series E, var. G4 0.97  Papworth, near, Cambs. 14 Aug. 2010 2010.0286
A.57 Series E, var. D wnr  Lincoln, near, Lincs. 4 Apr. 2010 2010.0174
A.58 Series E, Secondary  1.11  Ely, near, Cambs. by 2005 2010.0181
 var. A
A.59 Series E, Porcupine/ wnr  Wistow, Cambs. 11 Dec. 2010 2010.0427
 Stepped Cross 
A.60 Series E runic   wnr  Newark, near, Notts. Aug. 2010 2010.0297
 Æthiliræd (Type 105)
A.61 Series E runic   wnr  Bassingbourne, Cambs. 16 Aug. 2010 2010.0288
 Æthiliræd (Type 105)
A.62 Series F (Metcalf b.iii)  wnr  Papworth, near, Cambs. 13 Nov. 2010 2010.0396
A.63 Series F (Metcalf  c.ii)  wnr 270 Bassingbourne, near, Cambs. 6 Aug. 2010 2010.0280
A.64 Vernus Group type 1 1.21  Hoxne, Suffolk Apr. 2010 2010.0300
A.65 Vernus Group  1.0  Ipswich, near, Suffolk 2010 2010.0294
 (uncertain subtype)
A.66 Saroaldo 1.05  Carlton Grange, Lincs. 10 Feb. 2010 2010.0165
A.67 Saroaldo 1.14  Wansford, Cambs. c.2008 2010.0177

Pennies (‘sceattas’): Secondary

No. Type Wt. Die Find-spot and county/ Date of fi nd EMC no.
  (g) axis unitary authority

A.68 Series G (Type 3a)  0.95  Nettleton, Lincs. 2005 2010.0178
A.69 Series G (Type 3a)  wnr  Wingham, Kent Oct. 2010 2010.0341
A.70 Series G (Type 3a)  1.01  Sutton Scotney, near, Hants. 12 Sept. 2009 2010.0086
A.71 Series H (Type 49),  wnr  Martinstown, Dorset by 2010 2010.0350
 Metcalf  var. 5
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No. Type Wt. Die Find-spot and county/ Date of fi nd EMC no.
  (g) axis unitary authority

A.72 Series H (Type 48)  0.88  Dover, near, Kent late 1990s 2010.0292
A.73 Series J (Type 85) wnr 90 Lincoln, near, Lincs. 4 Apr. 2010 2010.0156
A.74 Series J (Type 85) wnr 90 Lincoln, near, Lincs. 4 Apr. 2010 2010.0155
A.75 Series J (Type 85) wnr  Horncastle, near, Lincs. 2010 2010.0405
A.76 Series J (Type 85) wnr 0 Lincoln, near, Lincs. 4 Apr. 2010 2010.0157
A.77 Series J (Type 85) 0.83  Papworth, near, Cambs. 14 Aug. 2010 2010.0285
A.78 Series J (Type 85) 1.1  Newark, near, Lincs. Apr. 2010 2010.0210
A.79 Series J (Type 37) 1.08  Ancaster, Lincs. 1999 2010.0182
A.80 Series J (Type 72) wnr 0 Lincoln, near, Lincs. 24 Apr. 2010 2010.0175
A.81 Series K (Type 33) wnr  Bassingbourne, near, Cambs. 27 Aug. 2010 2010.0295
A.82 Series K (Type 32a) 0.84  Cliffe, near, Kent 2010 2010.0219
A.83 Series K (Type 42),  1.1 0 Great Wakering, Essex 4 Apr. 2010 2010.0148
 Metcalf  var. b
A.84 Series K (Type 42),  0.9  Great Wakering, Essex 20 July 2010 2010.0270
 Metcalf  var. b
A.85 Series K (Type 42),  0.83  Fulbourn, Cambs. 2010 2010.0337
 Metcalf  var. c
A.86 Series L (Type 12)  0.77  Fulbourn, Cambs. 2010 2010.0338
A.87 Series L (Type 12)  0.80  Long Melford, Suffolk 2009 2010.0266
A.88 Celtic Cross with  0.65  Sutton Scotney, near, Hants. 20 Feb. 2010 2010.0084
 Rosettes Group
A.89 ‘Hen’ type 0.93  Rendlesham survey, Suffolk 2010 2010.0252
A.90 Series N (Type 41b) 1.13 20 Little Cressingham, Norfolk by 2009 2010.0057
A.91 Series O (Type 40) 0.93  East Harling, Norfolk by 2010 2010.0126
A.92 Series Q Ivd 0.75  Rendlesham survey, Suffolk 2010 2010.0144
A.93 Series Q (uncertain  0.83  Eyke, near Woodbridge, Suffolk 2010 2010.0379
 subtype)
A.94 Series Q/R 0.87 0 Great Cressingham, Norfolk by 2009 2010.0053
A.95 Series R1 1.5  Isle of Sheppey, Kent 2008 2010.0118
A.96 Series R5 1.03  Great Cressingham, Norfolk by 2009 2010.0052
A.97 Series R8  0.93  Rendlesham survey, Suffolk 2010 2010.0382
A.98 Series R8  0.83  Stow Bedon, Norfolk 13 Nov. 2010 2010.0395
A.99 Series R8 0.82 180 Great Cressingham, Norfolk by 2009 2010.0054
A.100 Series R10  0.91  Great Cressingham, Norfolk by 2009 2010.0051
A.101 Series R10  1.0  Carlton Colville, Suffolk Oct. 2010 2010.0324
A.102 Series R10  0.95  Rendlesham survey, Suffolk 2010 2010.0254
A.103 Series R (uncertain  0.94  Hoo, Kent 2010 2010.0218
 subtype)
A.104 Series R/type 51  0.42  Weybread, Suffolk by 2010 2010.0161
 (Saltire-standard) mule
A.105 Series R: Double  0.81  Beachamwell, Norfolk by 2009 2010.0063
 standard reverse
A.106 Type 70 1.00  Claydon, Suffolk Nov. 2009 2010.0242
A.107 Series S (Type 47) wnr  Ely, near, Cambs. 3 Dec. 2010 2010.0414
A.108 Series T (Type 9) 1.05  Bythorn, Cambs. 2008 2010.0180
A.109 Series U (Type 23b) 1.09 0 Great Cressingham, Norfolk by 2009 2010.0056

Northumbrian sceattas and stycas

No. Type Mint Moneyer Wt. Find-spot and  Date of fi nd EMC no.
    (g) county/unitary 
     authority

A.110 Archbishop Ecgberht  York  0.90  Kilham, near,  1990s 2010.0269
 (732/4–66) with      E. Yorks.
 Eadberht of 
 Northumbria (737–58)
A.111 Eanred of  York Brother 1.11  Nettleton, Lincs. 2004 2010.0183
 Northumbria 
 (c.810–40), styca
A.112 Æthelred II of  York Eanræd 1.01  Torksey, Lincs. c.1970–90 2010.0101
 Northumbria, 1st 
 reign (c.840–44), styca
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No. Type Mint Moneyer Wt.  Find-spot and  Date of fi nd EMC no.
    (g)  county/unitary 
      authority

A.113 Æthelred II of  York Fordred 0.90  Torksey, Lincs. c.1970–90 2010.0108
 Northumbria, 2nd 
 reign (c.844–48), styca
A.114 Osberht of  York Eanwulf 0.79  Torksey, Lincs. c.1970–90 2010.0103
 Northumbria 
 (c.848–67), styca
A.115 Archbishop Wigmund York Ethelhelm 0.85  Torksey, Lincs. c.1970–90 2010.0097
  (837–54), styca
A.116 Irregular    1.20  Torksey, Lincs. c.1970–90 2010.0099
 Northumbrian styca
A.117 Irregular    0.74  Somersby,  2005 2010.0184
 Northumbrian styca     Lincs.
A.118 Irregular    0.66  Martin, near,  c.1970–90 2010.0094
 Northumbrian styca     Lincs.
A.119 Irregular    0.74  Torksey, Lincs. c.1970–90 2010.0095
 Northumbrian styca
A.120 Irregular    0.60  Martin, near,  c.1970–90 2010.0096
 Northumbrian styca     Lincs.
A.121 Irregular    0.83  Torksey, Lincs. c.1970–90 2010.0105
 Northumbrian styca
A.122 Irregular    0.75  Torksey, Lincs. c.1970–90 2010.0098
 Northumbrian styca
A.123 Irregular    0.83  Martin, near,  c.1970–90 2010.0100
 Northumbrian styca     Lincs.
A.124 Irregular    1.04  Torksey, Lincs. c.1970–90 2010.0102
 Northumbrian styca
A.125 Irregular    0.92  Torksey, Lincs. c.1970–90 2010.0104
 Northumbrian styca
A.126 Irregular    0.74  Torksey, Lincs. c.1970–90 2010.0106
 Northumbrian styca
A.127 Irregular    0.89  Martin, near,  c.1970–90 2010.0107
 Northumbrian styca     Lincs.
A.128 Irregular    0.76  Torksey, Lincs. c.1970–90 2010.0109
 Northumbrian styca

Later Anglo–Saxon

No. Type Mint Moneyer Wt. Die Find-spot and  Date of fi nd EMC no.
    (g) axis county/unitary 
      authority

A.129 Offa of Mercia  London Ciolhard 1.03  Rendlesham  2010 2010.0384
 (757–96), Light      survey, Suffolk
 Coinage, Chick 18, 
 Blunt 23, North 317
A.130 Offa of Mercia,  London Ethelvald 1.02 270 Papworth, near,  16 Aug. 2010 2010.0287
 Light Coinage, Chick      Cambs.
 13, Blunt 56, North 287
A.131 Offa of Mercia, Light  London Dud 1.25  Rendlesham  2010 2010.0387
 Coinage, Chick 20,      survey, Suffolk
 Blunt 31, North 310
A.132 Offa of Mercia, Light  Canterbury Pehtvald 1.15 180 Tilbury,  2007 2010.0110
 Coinage, Chick 128,      Thurrock
 Blunt 75, North 295
A.133 Offa of Mercia, Light  East  Wihtræd 1.1  Diss, near,  2010 2010.0339
 Coinage, Chick 179,  Anglian    Norfolk
 Blunt –
A.134 Coenwulf of Mercia Canterbury Sigeberht 1.3  Sutton Scotney,  6 Nov. 2010 2010.0367
  (796–821), North 342     near, Hants.
A.135 Coenwulf of Mercia,  Canterbury Sigeberht 1.3  Postwick,  2008 2010.0072
 North 342     Norfolk
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No. Type Mint Moneyer Wt. Die Find-spot and  Date of fi nd EMC no.
    (g) axis county/unitary 
      authority

A.136 Coenwulf of Mercia,  London Diola wnr 90 Papworth,  20 Nov. 2010 2010.0399
 North 342     near, Cambs.
A.137 Coenwulf of Mercia,  Canterbury Seberht 1.16 90 Wingham,  by 2010 2010.0138
 North 343/1     Kent
A.138 Coenwulf of Mercia,  East  Lul wnr 180 Fakenham,  2010 2010.0346
 North 363 Anglian    near, Norfolk
A.139 Coenwulf of Mercia,  East  Hereberht 1.36 180 Fordingbridge,  21 Mar. 2010 2010.0135
 North 364 Anglian    near, Hants
A.140 Coenwulf of Mercia,  East  Wodel 1.32 180 Great  by 2009 2010.0055
 North 368 Anglian    Cressingham, 
      Norfolk
A.141 Archbishop  Canterbury  wnr 120 Harlow, near,  17 Jan. 2010 2010.0047
 Æthelheard (793–805)      Essex
 with Offa, North 227
A.142 Archbishop  Canterbury  1.3 180 Lincoln, near,  Jan. 2010 2010.0045
 Æthelheard with      Lincs.
 Coenwulf (796–821), 
 North 232
A.143 Archbishop  Canterbury  1.17 180 The Paxtons,  Sept. 2010 2010.0309
 Æthelheard with      Cambs.
 Coenwulf, North 234
A.144 Archbishop Wulfred  Canterbury Sæberht 1.4  Oxborough,  5 Apr. 2010 2010.0149
 (805–32), Transitional      near, Norfolk
 Monogram, North 240
A.145 Cuthred of Kent  Canterbury Eaba 1.18 0 Great Shelford,  27 Feb. 2009 2010.0416
 (796–807), non-portrait     Cambs.
 type, North 208
A.146 Baldred of Kent  Canterbury Sigestef wnr 0 Alfriston,  Oct. 2010 2010.0340
 (c.823–25), non-portrait     E. Sussex
 type, North 213
A.147 Baldred of Kent,  Canterbury Diormod 1.42 90 Warminster,  2010 2010.0369
 non-portrait type,      near, Wilts.
 North 214
A.148 Beornwulf of Mercia  East  Eadnoth wnr  Hereford,  11 July 2010 2010.0251
 (823–25), North 397 Anglian    near, Herefords.
A.149 Burgred of Mercia   Osmund 1.10 180 Pyrton, Oxon. 4 July 2010 2010.0250
 (852–74), North 423
A.150 Burgred of Mercia   uncertain 1.07  Orford, Suffolk Nov. 2006 2010.0186
 North 426
A.151 Æthelstan I of East  East    270 White Colne,  2010 2010.0343
 Anglia (c.825–45),  Anglian    Essex
 Non-Portrait type, 
 North 439
A.152 Æthelstan I of East  East   1.12 90 Kedington,  by 2010 2010.0163
 Anglia, Non-Portrait Anglian    Suffolk
 type, North 439
A.153 Eadmund of East  East  Beornferth 1.28  Worlington, Oct. 2010 2010.0366
 Anglia (855–69),  Anglian    Suffolk
 North 459
A.154 St Edmund Memorial   uncertain 0.74 90 Reepham,  Feb. 2010 2010.0120
 coinage, North 483     Norfolk
A.155 St Edmund Memorial   uncertain 0.69  Newmarket,  June 2010 2010.0273
 coinage, North 483     near, Suffolk
A.156 St Edmund Memorial   uncertain 0.87  Great Barton,  by 2010 2010.0162
 coinage, North 483     Suffolk
A.157 Ecgberht of Wessex  Rochester Dunun 1.11 240 Walesby, Lincs. by 2010 2010.0048
 (802–39), North 576
A.158 Ecgberht of Wessex  West Saxon  Ifa wnr  Basingstoke,  July 2010 2010.0267
 North 589     near, Hants.
A.159 Æthelwulf of Wessex  Canterbury Deiheah wnr  East Kent by 2010 2010.0081
 (839–58), North 610
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No. Type Mint Moneyer Wt. Die Find-spot and  Date of fi nd EMC no.
    (g) axis county/unitary 
      authority

A.160 Æthelwulf of Wessex,   Canterbury Manna 1.10 270 Watton, near,  2010 2010.0290
 North 610     Norfolk
A.161 Alfred (871–99),  Canterbury Luhinc 0.44 90 Cropwell  1999 2010.0185
 Lunette type,      Bishop, Lincs.
 North 626
A.162 Alfred, Cross-and- London Hereferth 1.26  Winchester,  1985–2010 2010.0241
 Lozenge type,      Hants.
 North 629
A.163 Alfred, Two-Line  Canterbury Beorhtred 1.5  Cerne Abbas,  2010 2010.0279
 type, North 649     near, Dorset
A.164 Alfred, Two-Line   Pitit 1.30 270 Melbourn,  2010 2010.0401
 type, North 649     Cambs.
A.165 Eadmund (939–46),   Ælfstan 1.58  Rothersthorpe,  2009 2010.0121
 Two-Line type,      Northants.
 HT1, North 688
A.166 Eadmund, Two-Line  York Ingelgar 1.20 270 Rothersthorpe,  2009 2010.0122
 type, HT1, North 688     Northants.
A.167 Eadmund, Two-Line   uncertain 1.40  Ancaster,  2009 2010.0243
 type, HT1, North 688     Lincs.
A.168 Edgar (957/9–75)  Lincoln Grind wnr 180 Wickenby,  2010 2010.0274
 Reform type,      Lincs.
 North 752
A.169 Edward the Martyr  Stamford Iole 0.53 0 Bury St  by 2010 2010.0289
 (975–78), North 763   (½d.)  Edmunds, near, 
      Suffolk
A.170 Edward the Martyr,  York Iustun wnr 0 Westwell, Kent 2010 2010.0088
 North 763
A.171 Edward the Martyr,  uncertain uncertain wnr 270 Grantham   Nov. 2010 2010.0398
 North 763   (½d.)  area, Lincs.
A.172 Edward the Martyr,  uncertain uncertain wnr 180 Cavenham,  by 2010 2010.0244
 North 763     Suffolk
A.173 Æthelred II   London Ælfgar 1.39 90 Baylham,  Nov. 2010 2010.0222
 (978–1016), First      Suffolk
 Hand type, North 766
A.174 Æthelred II, First  London Oscytel 1.14 90 Suffi eld,  May 2010 2010.0228
 Hand type, North 766     Norfolk
A.175 Æthelred II, First  London Wynsige 1.45  Sedgeford,  19 July 2010 2010.0268
 Hand type, North 766     Norfolk
A.176 Æthelred II, First  Lympne Eadstan 1.7  St Mary in the  2010 2010.0316
 Hand type, North 766     Marsh, Kent
A.177 Æthelred II, Second  Canterbury Lifi nc 1.08 45 Weeley Bridge,  2010 2010.0305
 Hand type, North 768     Essex
A.178 Æthelred II, Crux  Southwark uncertain 0.50  180 West Acre  July 2009 2010.0042
 type, North 770     parish, Norfolk
A.179 Æthelred II, Long  Lincoln Osmund 1.36  Stow, Lincs. by 2010 2010.0419
 Cross type, North 774
A.180 Æthelred II, Last  Canterbury Leofnoth 1.28  March, near,  2010 2010.0326
 Small Cross type,      Cambs.
 North 777
A.181 Æthelred II, Last  Winchester Brunstan wnr  Harston,  31 July 2010 2010.0277
 Small Cross type,      Cambs.
 North 777
A.182 Æthelred II, Last  uncertain Leofred 0.7 270 St Mary in the  2010 2010.0317
 Small Cross type,      Marsh, Kent
 North 777
A.183 Æthelred II, Last  uncertain Wulfnoth 0.61 0 Marlborough,  by 2010 2010.0413
 Small Cross type,    (½d.)  near, Wilts.
 North 777
A.184 Æthelred II, Last  Canterbury Leofstan wnr  Chilham, Kent Mar. 2010 2010.0134
 Small Cross type, 
 bust right, North 780
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No. Type Mint Moneyer Wt. Die Find-spot and  Date of fi nd EMC no.
    (g) axis county/unitary 
      authority

A.185 Cnut (1016–35),  Gloucester Leofsige 1.38 270 Evesham, near,  2009 2010.0264
 Quatrefoil type,      Worcs.
 North 781
A.186 Cnut, Quatrefoil  Winchester Ælfric 1.5  Harrogate,  2009 2010.0069
 type, North 781     near, N. Yorks.
A.187 Cnut, Short Cross  London uncertain wnr  Hatfi eld Broad  Jan. 2010 2010.0049
 type, North 790   (½d.)  Oak, Essex
A.188 Cnut, Short Cross London uncertain 0.50  180 Biggleswade,  Sept. 2009 2010.0068
 type, North 790   (½d.)  near, Bedfords.
A.189 Cnut, Short Cross  London? Uncertain wnr 90 Shalfl eet parish,  24 Feb. 2010 2010.0117
 type, North 790   (½d.)  Isle of Wight
A.190 Cnut, Short Cross Stamford Leofdæg 1.05 180 Cliffe, near,  July 2010 2010.0282
 type, North 790     Kent
A.191 Cnut, Short Cross  Wallingford Ælfwine 1.04  North Lopham,  2009 2010.0085
 type, North 790     Norfolk
A.192 Harthacnut, 1st reign  London Wulfwine 0.96 180 Hacheston,  by 2010 2010.0159
 (1035–37), Jewel Cross      Suffolk
 type, North 797
A.193 Harold I (1035–40), Malmesbury? Leofthegen 1.07  Bourton-on- by 2010 2010.0227
 Jewel Cross type,      the-Water, 
 North 802     Gloucs.
A.194 Harold I, Jewel Cross Norwich Ælfwine 0.96  South  by 2009 2010.0188
 type, North 802     Cambridgeshire, 
      Cambs.
A.195 Harold I, Jewel Cross  Nottingham Sæwine 0.96  Holme Hale,  2010 2010.0425
 type, North 802     Norfolk
A.196 Harold I, Jewel Cross Stamford Leofric 1.05  Castlethorpe,  2002 2010.0187
  type, North 802     Lincs.
A.197 Harold I, Jewel Cross  uncertain Leofwine 0.37 270 Dagnall,  7 Nov. 2010 2010.0372
 type, North 802   (½d.)  Bucks.
A.198 Harold I, Fleur-de-Lis  Gloucester Ælfsige 0.49 270 Ampney St  by 2010 2010.0403
 type, North 803   (½d.)  Mary, Gloucs.
A.199 Harold I, Fleur-de-Lis  uncertain uncertain 0.19  Barton Bendish, by 2008 2010.0060
 type, North 803   (¼d.)  Norfolk
A.200 Harold I, Fleur-de-Lis  uncertain uncertain 0.59 0 Wereham,  2010 2010.0313
 type, North 803   (½d.)  Norfolk
A.201 Edward the Confessor  Wallingford Ægelwig wnr 0 Ilchester, near,  28 Oct. 2010 2010.0353
 (1042–66), Pacx type,    (½d.)  Somerset
 North 813
A.202 Edward the  Lincoln uncertain 0.39 330 North  by c.2005 2010.0189
 Confessor, Radiate/   (½d.)  Lincolnshire, 
 Small Cross type,      Lincs.
 North 816
A.203 Edward the  Thetford uncertain 0.46 270 Watton,  2010 2010.0323
 Confessor, Radiate/   (½d.)  Norfolk
 Small Cross type, 
 North 816
A.204 Edward the  London Eadwine 0.89 180 Rendlesham  2010 2010.0263
 Confessor, Small Flan      survey, Suffolk
 type, North 818
A.205 Edward the  Stamford Hærthcyn 0.76  Water Newton,  Aug. 2007 2010.0190
 Confessor, Small Flan     Cambs.
 type, North 818
A.206 Edward the  uncertain uncertain 0.49  Watton,  Aug. 2010 2010.0302
 Confessor, Small Flan    (½d.)  Norfolk
 type, North 818
A.207 Edward the  Canterbury Ælfræd wnr 270 East Hanney,  2010 2010.0310
 Confessor, Expanding      near, Oxon.
 Cross, light issue, 
 North 820
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No. Type Mint Moneyer Wt. Die Find-spot and  Date of fi nd EMC no.
    (g) axis county/unitary 
      authority

A.208 Edward the  London Ælfræd 0.98  Watton,  May 2010 2010.0229
 Confessor, Expanding      Norfolk
 Cross, light issue, 
 North 820
A.209 Edward the  London Beorhtsige 1.68  Boxford,  c.1982 2010.0246
 Confessor, Expanding      Suffolk
 Cross, heavy issue, 
 North 823
A.210 Edward the  uncertain uncertain 0.25 0 Lincolnshire by 2010 2010.0225
 Confessor, Sovereign/   (¼d.) 
 Eagles type, 
 North 827
A.211 Edward the   Canterbury Ælfric 1.34  Wiltshire 2009 2010.0087
 Confessor, Hammer 
 Cross type, 
 North 828
A.212 Edward the  Winchester Ælfwine wnr  Dorchester,  22 Nov. 2010 2010.0402
 Confessor, Pyramids      near, Dorset
 type, North 831
A.213 Harold II (1066),  London uncertain 0.55 90 Shiptonthorpe,  1983 2010.0191
 Pax type   (½d.)  near, E. Yorks.
A.214 Harold II, Pax type Thetford Godric 0.54  Watton,  Aug. 2010 2010.0303
    (½d.)  Norfolk

Post-Conquest English and Medieval Scottish

No. Type Mint Moneyer Wt. Die Find-spot and  Date of fi nd EMC no.
    (g) axis county/unitary 
      authority.
A.215 William I (1066–87),  Norwich Edwine 1.11  Barnham  2010 2010.0426
 BMC type ii,      Broom, Norfolk
 North 842
A.216 William I BMC type  Derby Colbein wnr 180 Ashbourne,  28 May 2008 2010.0114
 iii, North 843     Derbys.
A.217 William I BMC type  Thetford Godwine 0.51 300 Worlington,  2009 2010.0089
 iii, North 843   (½d.)  Suffolk
A.218 William I BMC type  Warwick Lufi nc wnr 300 Merton, near,  13 Feb. 2010 2010.0076
 v, North 845   (½d.)  Oxon.
A.219 William I BMC type uncertain Godwine 0.48 270 Herringswell,  2010 2010.0090
 vi, North 846   (½d.)  Suffolk
A.220 William I BMC type  Lincoln Ulf 1.50  Woughton,  2009 2010.0071
 viii, North 848     Milton Keynes
A.221 William I BMC type  London Edric wnr 0 Church  2010 2010.0216
 viii, North 848   (½d.)  Langton, Leics.
A.222 William I BMC type Southwark Ældoulf 1.40  Knaresborough,  by 2010 2010.0070
 viii, North 848     near, N. Yorks.
A.223 William I BMC type  Hythe Edred 1.32  Gosberton,  2008 2010.0193
 viii, North 850     Lincs.
A.224 William I BMC type  uncertain uncertain 0.79 90 Hilborough,  by 2009 2010.0058
 viii, North 850     Norfolk
A.225 William II  Lincoln Ulf 0.65 0 North  by c.1998 2010.0194
 (1087–1100), BMC    (½d.)  Lincolnshire, 
 type i, North 851     Lincs.
A.226 William II BMC type  Southwark Lifword 1.22 0 Swaffham  2010 2010.0408
 i, North 851     Bulbeck, 
      Cambs.
A.227 William II BMC type  uncertain uncertain wnr 180 Yapham,  by 2010 2010.0231
 i, North 851   (¼d.)  E. Yorks.
A.228 William II BMC type uncertain uncertain 1.39 270 Chinnor,  2010 2010.0410
 iii, North 853     Oxon.
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No. Type Mint Moneyer Wt. Die Find-spot and  Date of fi nd EMC no.
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A.229 Henry I (1100–35),  Canterbury Wulfric 0.4 90 Matching  19 Sept. 2010 2010.0334
 BMC type i,    (½d.)  Green, Essex
 North 857 
A.230 Henry I BMC type  Colchester Ælfsi 0.49 90 Akenham,  2010 2010.0397
 i, North 857   (½d.)  Suffolk
A.231 Henry I BMC type  London Ælfwine wnr  Wragby,  2010 2010.0333
 i, North 857     near, Lincs.
A.232 Henry I BMC type  London Brunic 1.33 90 Bletchley, near,  2009 2010.0077
 i, North 857     Milton Keynes
A.233 Henry I BMC type  London Ælfwine 1.16  Stevenage,  2009 2010.0298
 ii, North 858     near, Herts.
A.234 Henry I BMC type  Norwich Howord 1.24 270 Thornham,  2010 2010.0330
 iii, North 859     Norfolk
A.235 Henry I BMC type  Norwich Howord 1.20 180 Thornham,  2010 2010.0331
 iii, North 859     Norfolk
A.236 Henry I BMC type  uncertain uncertain wnr 180 Market  2010 2010.0275
 v, North 861     Lavington, 
      Wilts.
A.237 Henry I BMC type  Canterbury Winedi wnr  Brook, Kent Mar. 2010 2010.0150
 v, North 861
A.238 Henry I BMC type  London Sigar 0.94 270 Market  2010 2010.0078
 vi, North 862     Weighton, near, 
      E. Yorks.
A.239 Henry I BMC type Winchester Wimund 0.97 270 Pilton,  2006 2010.0406
 ix, North 865     Northants.
A.240 Henry I BMC type  London Sperling 1.35 90 Holme next  2010 2010.0332
 x, North 866     the Sea, 
      Norfolk
A.241 Henry I BMC type  London Sperling wnr 270 Salisbury,  23 Mar. 1997 2010.0079
 x, North 866     near, Wilts.
A.242 Henry I BMC type Winchester? Sawulf 1.03 180 Winchester,  1985–2010 2010.0239
 x, North 866     Hants.
A.243 Henry I BMC type  London Algar 1.1 200 Horncastle,  July 2010 2010.0249
 xiii, North 869     near, Lincs.
A.244 Henry I BMC type  Norwich Ulfchitel wnr  Soham,  Sept. 2010 2010.0314
 xiii, North 869     Cambs.
A.245 Henry I BMC type  Bury  Gilebert wnr 0 Radwinter,  2002 2010.0236
 xv, North 871 St Edmunds    Essex
A.246 Henry I BMC type  Canterbury Willelm 1.37 240 Baston, Lincs. 1992 2010.0196
 xv, North 871
A.247 Henry I BMC type  Carlisle Erebald wnr 0 Fillongley,  10 Nov. 2002 2010.0080
 xv, North 871     Warws.
A.248 Henry I BMC type  Norwich Godwine 1.28 270 Bottisham,  2009 2010.0091
 xv, North 871     Cambs.
A.249 Henry I BMC type  Norwich uncertain wnr  Long Stratton,  by 2010 2010.0359
 xv, North 871     Norfolk
A.250 Henry I BMC type  Winchester Alfricus wnr 0 Hampshire by 2010 2010.0421
 xv, North 871
A.251 Henry I BMC type  Winchester uncertain wnr  Horncastle,  Oct. 2010 2010.0394
 xv, North 871     near, Lincs.
A.252 Henry I BMC type  York uncertain 0.67 180 Harmston  c.2002 2010.0198
 xv, North 871   (½d.)  Heath, Lincs.
A.253 Henry I BMC type  uncertain uncertain 0.60 270 Owthorpe,  2002 2010.0199
 xv, North 871   (½d.)  Notts.
A.254 Henry I BMC type  uncertain uncertain 0.72  Cropwell  c.1998–9 2010.0197
 xv, North 871     Bishop, Lincs.
A.255 Stephen (1135–5),  Canterbury Edward 0.60 330 Bottisham,  2010 2010.0092
 BMC type i,    (½d.)  Cambs.
 North 873
A.256 Stephen BMC type  Canterbury uncertain 0.58 0 Wilsford,  2002 2010.0200
 i, North 873   (½d.)  Lincs.
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A.257 Stephen BMC type  Exeter Alfric 1.02 90 Stanfi eld,  Apr. 2010 2010.0221
 i, North 873     Norfolk
A.258 Stephen BMC type  London Smeawine wnr  Deopham,  2010 2010.0345
 i, North 873     near, Norfolk
A.259 Stephen BMC type  London Tovi 1.29  Scarning,  2010 2010.0322
 i, North 873     Norfolk
A.260 Stephen BMC type London uncertain 1.02 330 Ryton, Gloucs. 2010 2010.0167
 i, North 873
A.261 Stephen BMC type  Thetford Odde wnr 180 Stowmarket,  June 2006 2010.0075
 i, North 873     near, Suffolk
A.262 Stephen BMC type  Wilton Falche 1.36 180 Morley,  Feb. 2010 2010.0112
 i, North 873     Norfolk
A.263 Stephen BMC type  Wilton Thomas 1.41  Winchester,  1985–2010 2010.0240
 i, North 873     Hants.
A.264 Stephen BMC type  Winchester Saiet wnr 90 Cardiff, near 2010 2010.0308
 i, North 873
A.265 Stephen BMC type  York uncertain wnr 60 River Thames,  by 2010 2010.0235
 i, North 873   (½d.)  City of London
A.266 Stephen BMC type  Bury  Gilebert 1.24  West Stow,  by 2010 2010.0164
 i, no inner circle,  St Edmunds    Suffolk
 North 874
A.267 Stephen BMC type Norwich Hermer 1.0 270 Lydd, Kent 21 Mar. 2010 2010.0136
 i, no inner circle, 
 North 874
A.268 Stephen BMC type Bury  Hunfrei 1.11 180 East Anglia by c.2006 2010.0152
 i, irregular St Edmunds
A.269 Stephen BMC type Norwich uncertain 0.39 30 Shiptonthorpe,  1985 2010.0201
 i, erased dies,   (½d.)  near, E. Yorks. 
 North 924
A.270 Stephen BMC type  Southamp- Sanson 0.92  Chiseldon,  1998 2010.0328
 i var., ANT type,  ton    Swindon
 North 905
A.271 Stephen BMC type Southamp- Sanson wnr 300 Marlborough, 2008 2010.0111
 i var., ANT type,  ton    near, Wilts.
 North 905
A.272 Stephen BMC type  London Hamund wnr  March,  Nov. 2010 2010.0368
 ii, North 878     near, Cambs.
A.273 Stephen BMC type Norwich Stanchil 0.70 180 Bury by 2010 2010.0233
 ii, North 878   (½d.)  St Edmunds, 
      near, Suffolk
A.274 Stephen BMC type  Bury  uncertain 0.34 180 Newmarket,  2009 2010.0093
 vi, North 879 St Edmunds  (¼d.)  near, Suffolk
A.275 Stephen BMC type  Castle  Rodbert 1.27 240 Stanfi eld,  13  Dec. 2010 2010.0423
 vi, North 879 Rising    Norfolk
A.276 Stephen BMC type  Dunwich Walter 1.28  Pitstone,  2004 2010.0344
 vi, North 879     Bucks.
A.277 Stephen BMC type  Norwich Rawul 1.32 160 Norfolk 2008 2010.0281
 vi, North 879
A.278 Stephen BMC type  Bedford Iohan 1.38 0 Cambridgeshire  Apr. 2010 2010.0307
 vii, North 881     or Suffolk
A.279 Stephen BMC type  York Martin wnr  Eye,  Oct. 2010 2010.0329
 vii, North 881     near, Suffolk
A.280 Stephen BMC type  uncertain uncertain wnr  Torksey, Lincs. 2010 2010.0158
 vii, North 881   (½d.)
A.281 Stephen BMC type  uncertain uncertain wnr  Wye, Kent 2010 2010.0404
 vii, North 881   (½d.)
A.282 Stephen BMC type  uncertain uncertain 0.29  Shiptonthorpe,  1984 2010.0202
 vii, bust three-quarters    (¼d.)  near, E. Yorks.
 right, North 881 var.
A.283 Stephen, York Group,  York uncertain wnr  Stamford  Apr. 2010 2010.0217
 Flag type, North 919   (½d.)  Bridge, 
      near, N. Yorks.
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A.284 Stephen, York Group,  York uncertain 0.25 240 Burton Agnes,  by 2010 2010.0358
 Flag type, North 919   (¼d.)  near, E. Yorks.
A.285 Henry of Anjou?,  Cirencester uncertain 1.07 90 Tibberton,  6 June 2010 2010.0271
 North 940/1     Gloucs.
A.286 David I of Scotland  Carlisle Udard wnr 180 Radlett, Herts. Apr. 2010 2010.0347
 (1124–53), as Stephen 
 BMC type i, North 909
A.287 David I of Scotland,  uncertain uncertain 1.4  Melbourne,  2008 2010.0420
 Cross Fleury type     Derbys.
A.288 Henry of   Carlisle Willelm 0.60 330 Northallerton,  by 2010 2010.0238
 Northumbria, Cross    (½d.)  near, N. Yorks.
 Fleury type, 
 North 913
A.289 Henry of  Bamburgh Willelm 1.28  Malew,  Apr. 2010 2010.0319
 Northumbria, Cross      Isle of Man
 Crosslet type, 
 North 914
A.290 Henry II (1154–89),  London Martin 0.6 0 Wragby, Lincs. 2010 2010.0224
 Cross-and-Crosslets    (½d.)
 class A1, North 952/1
A.291 Henry II Cross-and- Lincoln Raven 1.27 270 Heacham,  by 2010 2010.0067
 Crosslets class A2,      Norfolk
 North 952/2
A.292 Henry II Cross-and- Winchester Ricard 0.60 120 Cranwich,  2009 2010.0113
 Crosslets class A2,    (½d.)  Norfolk
 North 952/2
A.293 Henry II Cross-and- uncertain uncertain 0.29 330 Market  c.2000 2010.0247
 Crosslets class A2,    (¼d.)  Weston, Suffolk
 North 952/2
A.294 Henry II Cross-and- Carlisle Willelm 1.20  Sandringham,  Feb. 2010 2010.0128
 Crosslets class A,      Norfolk
 North 952
A.295 Henry II Cross-and- Norwich Gilebert 0.28 0 High Easter,  13 Mar. 2010 2010.0125
 Crosslets class A,    (¼d.)  Essex
 North 952
A.296 Henry II Cross-and- Winchester Willelm 1.13 0 Holme next  2010 2010.0336
 Crosslets class A,      the Sea, 
 North 952     Norfolk
A.297 Henry II Cross-and- Winchester uncertain 1.22 270 Sandringham,  Mar. 2010 2010.0168
 Crosslets class A,      Norfolk
 North 952
A.298 Henry II Cross-and- Ilchester uncertain 1.19 0 Sandringham,  Mar. 2010 2010.0169
 Crosslets class B1,      Norfolk
 North 953/1
A.299 Henry II Cross-and- London Edmund 1.35 240 Stickney,  2008 2010.0204
 Crosslets class B,      Lincs.
 North 953–5
A.300 Henry II Cross-and- Canterbury Goldhavoc 1.28 120 Langar, Notts. 2005 2010.0205
 Crosslets class C1, 
 North 956
A.301 Henry II Cross-and- Ipswich Nicole wnr 180 Fen Drayton,  12 June 2010 2010.0232
 Crosslets class C2,      Cambs.
 North 957
A.302 Henry II Cross-and- Ipswich uncertain wnr 240 Sandringham,  Feb. 2010 2010.0129
 Crosslets class C2,    (½d.)  Norfolk
 North 957
A.303 Henry II Cross-and- uncertain uncertain wnr  Fyfi eld, Essex 2007 2010.0050
 Crosslets class C2, 
 North 957
A.304 Henry II Cross-and- Durham Cristien 1.38  Market   c.2005 2010.0203
 Crosslets class C3,      Deeping, 
 North 956–7 var.     near, Lincs.
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A.305 Henry II Cross-and- London uncertain 0.41  High Easter,  2009 2010.0115
 Crosslets class C–E,      Essex
 North 956–60
A.306 Henry II Cross-and- Canterbury uncertain 0.44  Trumpington,  21 Nov. 2010 2010.0417
 Crosslets class C–E,    (½d.)  Cambs.
 North 956–60
A.307 Henry II Cross-and- Bury  Henri 0.62 90 Wendling,  Dec. 2009 2010.0043
 Crosslets class D3,  St Edmunds    Norfolk
 North 959 
A.308 Henry II Cross-and- Newcastle Willelm 1.08  Watton,  Dec. 2009 2010.0044
 Crosslets class E,      Norfolk
 North 960
A.309 Henry II Cross-and- Canterbury uncertain wnr  Durham,  Mar. 2010 2010.0400
 Crosslets class F1,      near, Durham
 North 961/1
A.310 Henry II Cross-and- Bury  Raul wnr  East Anglia 2010 2010.0407
 Crosslets class F,  St Edmunds
 North 961
A.311 Henry II Cross-and- Canterbury uncertain 1.07  Godmanches- 1 Aug. 2010 2010.0278
 Crosslets class F,      ter, Cambs.
 North 961
A.312 Henry II Cross-and- Ipswich Turstain wnr  Saxtead,  Feb. 2010 2010.0370
 Crosslets class F,      Suffolk
 North 961
A.313 Henry II Cross-and- uncertain Raul 1.23 270 Emneth,  Mar. 2010 2010.0170
 Crosslets class F,      Norfolk
 North 961
A.314 Henry II Cross-and- Canterbury uncertain 0.67  Gosberton,  c.2004 2010.0207
 Crosslets uncertain    (½d.)  Lincs.
 class, North 952–61
A.315 Henry II Cross-and- Canterbury uncertain 0.63 90 East Walton,  by 2008 2010.0065
 Crosslets uncertain    (½d.)  Norfolk
 class, North 952–61
A.316 Henry II Cross-and- Canterbury uncertain 0.66 90 East Walton,  by 2008 2010.0066
 Crosslets uncertain    (½d.)  Norfolk
 class, North 952–61
A.317 Henry II Cross-and- Carlisle Willelm 0.31 90 Great Ponton,  Mar. 2010 2010.0208
 Crosslets uncertain    (¼d.)  Lincs.
 class, North 952–61
A.318 Henry II Cross-and- uncertain uncertain wnr  Ilchester,  Nov. 2010 2010.0412
 Crosslets uncertain    (½d.)  Somerset
 class, North 952–61
A.319 Henry II Cross-and- uncertain Willelm 0.68 300 Langtoft,  c.1991 2010.0206
 Crosslets uncertain    (½d.)  Lincs.
 class, North 952–61
A.320 Henry II Cross-and- uncertain uncertain 0.41  Barton  2010 2010.0311
 Crosslets uncertain    (¼d.)  Bendish, 
 class, North 952–61     Norfolk

Islamic
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A.321 Samanid dirham  uncertain  0.25  High Easter,  2010 2010.0116
 (cut fragment)     Essex
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Roman and Early Byzantine Gold Coins found in Britain 
and Ireland, by Roger Bland and Xavier Loriot, RNS 
Special Publication 46 (London: Royal Numismatic 
Society, 2010); xxviii, 372 pp. (including 22 plates).

BY any standards, this book represents a substantial 
and important contribution to Roman numismatic 
studies, consisting of 110 pages of copiously illustrated 
introductory essays and a catalogue of 889 items, both 
single fi nds of gold coins and hoards consisting of or 
containing gold coins. Not least amongst its virtues is 
the fact that it projects its listings well beyond the ‘tra-
ditional’ period of the Roman occupation of Britannia, 
and includes fi nds made in Ireland also. This serves to 
draw attention to both the chronological and geographi-
cal extent of the Mediterranean connections of the 
British Isles in the Classical and post-Classical periods.

The introductory essays provide a wide and illumi-
nating spectrum of approaches to the data contained in 
the catalogues – from the purely numerical (ruler-by-
ruler and century-by-century) and methods of discov-
ery to comparisons between fi nds made at different 
types of site in Britain itself  and between those made in 
Britain and in other parts of the Roman Empire.

In terms of numbers, gold coins of the fi rst and early 
second centuries AD bulk largest, particularly Neronian 
and Flavian issues, whilst the second century in general 
exhibits a progressive decline – as it does for coin-loss as 
a whole in many parts of Britain. There may be a 
number of reasons for this: the fi rst and early second 
centuries represented the most sustained period of mili-
tary activity in the province’s history, a fact which may 
have led to a higher than usual level of monetary reward 
to some of those involved. Secondly, as the second cen-
tury progressed there was a considerable decline in con-
fi dence in a variety of aspects of the Empire’s stability, 
an effect of which may have been to drive coins per-
ceived as having higher purchasing and intrinsic value 
into hoards and out of circulation. Further, there is also 
the practical consideration that dropped coins were 
probably easier to detect on metalled surfaces than they 
had been on those of earth and turf.

It is also striking that, from the turn of the second 
and third centuries (and especially in the fourth), there 
is clear evidence of the more frequent discovery of gold 
coins on sites of urban than of military signifi cance in 
the Roman period (as demonstrated in fi g. 43). A 
number of factors may have contributed to this: the 
upgrading of towns certainly provides part of the expla-
nation; as Bland and Loriot say (p. 53), every civitas 
capital in Britain has yielded gold coins, and the grow-
ing administrative and commercial importance of these 
towns must mark a change in organisational emphasis. 
It also appears to be the case that in later times towns 
may have housed military personnel; further, in the 
wake of the military reforms of Diocletian, those 
housed in the forts were to a degree lower in status and 

reputation than had once been the case. Nor should we 
forget that, particularly in the nineteenth and twentieth 
centuries, the growth of major urban development will 
have provided more extensive opportunities for the dis-
covery of coins and other artefacts than has been the 
case in rural contexts. Whilst most of the fi nds are asso-
ciated with known Roman and Romano-British sites, 
there are some which at present have no such known 
association. The recording of such fi nds represents 
potentially an invaluable contribution to interpreting 
discoveries of the future.

It may come as a surprise that fi nds of  gold coins in 
Britain in numerical terms run closely parallel to those 
in the Roman provinces in western Europe (pp. 16ff), 
although detailed comparisons (fi gs 8–18) show some 
interesting divergences, especially in the fourth century. 
It should also be noted (p. 17), however, that the 
numerical similarities are capable of  sharply differing 
interpretations.

The catalogues are exemplary: full references are 
cited and relevant passages quoted in full. Our know-
ledge of many of the fi nds derive from antiquarian 
reports, which vary considerably in the amount of detail 
that they provide both with regard to the coins them-
selves and to the circumstances of their discovery. The 
entries do, however, together with the comparisons in 
chapter 5 (pp. 28ff), bring out the effects of the growth 
of metal-detecting in Britain, and particularly of the 
introduction of the Portable Antiquities Scheme. The 
Scheme, served by its regional Finds Liaison Offi cers, 
not only provides a mechanism for the recording of 
metal-detected fi nds, but has created a context in which 
detectorists can play their part in the recording of the 
National Heritage. This, through the detecting clubs, 
provides a structured way in which detectorists can do 
what many of them always wanted – to be able to con-
tribute to a developing picture of our history. Whilst 
(sadly) it will never completely outlaw the ‘cowboys’, 
the developing process has served to sideline them to a 
degree.

If  there is anything to criticise about this book, it 
concerns the usefulness of some of the fi gures: the 
national maps (fi gs 29–36) are a little too dense for clear 
appreciation of the information that they convey – a 
point that comes out clearly when comparing them with 
the regional maps (fi gs. 37–41), which are far more 
informative.

The authors are to be congratulated on producing 
a work of very considerable scholarship; the book is 
immediately of enormous value to researchers and, 
because of the quality of the information which it con-
tains and the stimulating ideas which it draws from that 
information, together with the prospects of the continu-
ing relationship between detectorists and the PAS, it 
will retain and develop its value for a very long time to 
come.

 DAVID SHOTTER
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The Coinage of Offa and his Contemporaries, by Derek 
Chick, edited by Mark Blackburn and Rory Naismith, 
BNS Special Publication 6 (London: Spink, 2010), 
230 pp., 29 plates.

IT is quite astonishing to think that for this coinage, one 
of the most important and attractive of England, fi fty 
years should have lapsed between Christopher Blunt’s 
seminal study on Offa’s coinage and this major publica-
tion of Derek Chick’s work.1 However, the waiting has 
certainly been worthwhile, and, for a number of rea-
sons, the conjunction of the stars is just right for this 
thoughtful reassessment. First of all, Derek Chick’s 
handling, careful recording and thoughtful interpreta-
tion of Offa’s coinage, which began as early as the 1960s, 
has mainly coincided with the raise in the use of metal 
detectors and the discovery of very many new types and 
specimens. Thanks to the good relations he had estab-
lished with the fi nders, Chick was able to gain fi rsthand 
experience of this new body of evidence, which has been 
growing exponentially.2 The corpus included in this 
publication, which is based on Chick’s card index, 
boasts as many as 728 coins, and at least another 63 
have been recorded since.3 Secondly, the involvement of 
Mark Blackburn has meant that, thanks to his charac-
teristic drive and scholarly leadership, what began in 
2003 as Chick’s legacy of notes, photos and plaster casts 
donated to the Fitzwilliam Museum, has been realised 
into a most sensitive, well-rounded and far-reaching 
project: the book that Derek Chick had intended to 
write. Thirdly, the success of the whole enterprise has 
been made possible by the dedication of Rory Naismith, 
a worthy disciple of Mark Blackburn’s. The extent of 
Dr Naismith’s role in the careful and patient editing of 
this material and his assiduous dedication cannot be 
underestimated. It is totally appropriate to pay glowing 
homage to his contribution, and not only to record his 
additional corpus and comments in ‘The Coinage of 
Offa Revisited’,4 but also to recommend his forthcom-
ing books, Money and Power in Anglo-Saxon England: 
the Southern Kingdoms, 757–865, and The Coinage of 
Southern England 796–865, based on his doctoral 
 dissertation. To echo Mark Blackburn’s remark, ‘the 
legacy of Mr Chick’s work is already becoming apparent’: 
how gratifying to see so much scholarly interest in this 
period.

In the foreword, Mark Blackburn sets forth the 
rationale behind the publication, which is intended as a 
testimony to Derek Chick’s scholarly work on the coin-
age of Offa’s times. The volume opens with the reprint-
ing of two articles by Derek Chick based on two seminal 

 1 Blunt 1961. This is not the place for bibliographical 
historio graphy; however, in addition to the contributions of 
many historians (principally F.M. Stenton and Simon Keynes), 
one should mention other important contributors to the 
numismatic understanding of the coinage, such as the collec-
tor R.C. Lockett, C.S.S. Lyon, D.M. Metcalf, H.E. Pagan and 
Lord Stewartby. One should also note the art historical inter-
est in Offa’s coinage, with contributions by I.H. Garipzanov 
and by the present reviewer. 
 2 See Table 4 (number of coins appearing each decade), 
185–6.
 3 See the additions in Naismith 2010.
 4 Naismith 2010. 

 5 Chick 1997; Chick 2005. 
 6 Belfort 1892–95, nos 6632, 6678. Of the four coins, two 
have inscriptions suggesting a Merovingian moneyer’s name, 
and obverses with either a large single bird or two birds, one on 
top of the other. This design might be related to that of Series 
J, Type 36. See Gannon 2003, 114–15.

papers given by him, respectively in 1995 in Cambridge 
and 2000 in Manchester.5 These consider the sequence 
of the coinage to establish both a relative and an abso-
lute chronology. Chick, importantly, was able to iden-
tify an early phase for the Light coinage at London and 
‘East Anglia’, and did much to ‘map’ the chronology of 
the various moneyers working at the mints of London, 
Canterbury and ‘East Anglia’. Discreet editing updates 
the articles where essential, with the added comments 
(in the footnotes) clearly indicated. The main interven-
tion is in the illustrations: the coins discussed are repro-
duced in the margins at twice their original size, and the 
selection is of hand-picked, particularly fi ne or repre-
sentative specimens. In addition, for the second paper, 
maps have been redrawn and brought up to date, and 
illustrations added. These are most welcome innovations. 
In spite of the generous cross-references to the Corpus, 
one might wish that more of the coins mentioned had 
been illustrated. 

A short article by Mark Blackburn considers afresh 
the so-called ‘Offa Sceat’, a coin acquired from a French 
dealer by the Cabinet des Médailles in 1988. The coin 
had so far been considered to be Anglo-Saxon because 
of its design, and attributed to Offa on account of what 
might be read of the inscription; it was considered an 
important ‘link’ between the sceattas and his new 
reformed coinage. However, two new fi nds recently 
acquired by the Cabinet are seen to be closely related to 
this and to another coin illustrated twice by Belfort.6 All 
share a whorl of four birds on the reverse. The reconsid-
eration of the ‘Offa Sceat’ in the context of this group 
of clearly Merovingian coins makes the old attribution 
untenable – but its ghost still lives on in the Catalogue 
as Type 4 (not used). 

The catalogue, which is further supported by a 
number of  scholarly appendices, tables and concord-
ances, must be considered to be the heart of  the vol-
ume. The coinage, which is divided according to the 
main phases (Light coinage and Heavy coinage, subdi-
vided by mint, ruler and moneyer), is arranged over 
186 types for the Light coinage, and over 58 types for 
the Heavy coinage. It must be noted that for ease of  
reference, the numbering of  the Heavy coinage restarts 
at 200. For each type, designs and inscriptions are 
given, and all known specimens recorded with meticu-
lously detailed entries. A real asset to the catalogue is 
that each type is illustrated with a life-size coin in the 
margin of  the catalogue, while every specimen is illus-
trated on a series of 29 plates at the end: this editorial 
decision must be applauded, as one gets immediate 
engagement with the wonderful iconographic richness 
of the coinage. Quite apart from the wonderful portraits, 
its inventiveness in the countless permutations in pre-
senting names in geometrical arrangements is truly out-
standing: the corpus presents an excellent opportunity 
for further iconographical studies.
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It is customary to mention typos – no doubt as an 
indication of careful reading on the part of the reviewer. 
In this spirit, I will point out the only oversight I have 
noticed: on p. 26 the reference to the unique new coin of 
Archbishop Iænberht is given as ‘p.0’. The editors must 
be applauded for their excellent work.

This is indeed a most splendid book: it is a joy for 
scholars, a stepping stone for future studies and a feast 
for eyes and minds. It is also pleasing to see recorded the 
web of human interests and interactions which forms 
the background to this scholarly publication. In addi-
tion to Mark Blackburn, the catalyst and the leader, and 
Rory Naismith, the painstaking researcher, I was very 
pleased to see a warm pen sketch of Derek Chick and his 
world recorded for posterity. To describe Derek as gentle 
and sensitive is totally appropriate – his generosity in 
sharing both knowledge and material equally shines 
through. 

In 2000 I was fortunate to share a train journey from 
Manchester to London with Derek. We were both 
returning from the Manchester conference at which 
Derek had presented one of the papers reprinted in this 
volume. The conversation centred on coins, both ‘his’ 
Offas and ‘my’ sceattas – about which he knew much 
from fi rst-hand handling and casting of specimens. We 
seamlessly moved on to other shared passions: birds, the 
countryside and the natural world. It was a most illumi-
nating and entertaining conversation, which made the 
tedious journey fl y by. A few days later I received a neat 
packet containing some plaster casts of sceattas . . . need-
less to say, they remain to this day a much treasured 
memento of a most kind gentleman scholar. It is a great 
pleasure to see his work so honoured.

 ANNA GANNON
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English Coins 1180–1551, by Lord Stewartby (London: 
Spink, 2009), xii, 611 pp. including 39 plates). 

LORD Stewartby’s new volume on the English coinage 
of the later Middle Ages is nothing short of a master-
piece. Broad in scope, lucid in exposition and clear in 
structure, it sets the standard for works of its kind. This 
form of critical numismatic survey is one with which the 

author is already associated, as will be apparent to read-
ers familiar with his classic volume on The Scottish 
Coinage (London, 1955) or his chapter on the Anglo-
Saxon and Norman coinages in A New History of the 
Royal Mint (ed. C. Challis (Cambridge, 1992)). The 
present volume effectively takes up where the latter 
chapter leaves off in 1180, when Henry II (1154–89) 
undertook a major reform of the English currency. It 
pursues the coinage until another major reform in 1551 
under Edward VI (1547–53). Its overall goal, as Lord 
Stewartby explains in his preface, is ‘to provide a  general 
historical survey combined with a classifi ed description 
of the coins’.

The later medieval English coinage is a subject which 
benefi ts mightily from such an approach. In its general 
outline the coinage was not complex. Denominations 
were relatively few, designs remained broadly fi xed for 
long periods of time and the organization of minting 
was closely controlled. The bulk of minting was carried 
out at industrial-level facilities at London and Canterbury, 
supplemented by smaller ecclesiastical mints and, at 
times of more substantial recoinage, by a limited net-
work of provincial mints. In the case of the English 
medieval coinage, the devil is in the detail. The key to 
the series lies in small permutations of design, particu-
larly letter forms, mintmarks and details of the king’s 
bust. Determining the signifi cance of these variations 
and tying them in with the extensive documentary and 
hoard data was an extraordinary overall achievement; 
one which will always be associated with the great 
names of nineteenth- and early twentieth-century numis-
matics. Stewartby quite rightly highlights their contri-
bution at numerous points in this volume, which might 
fairly be said to provide a summa of  numismatic scholar-
ship on the subject. It should be stressed, however, that 
this is not simply a survey of literature. The author 
moves chronologically through the coinage, examining 
its divisions, listing their primary features and, at times, 
suggesting corrections or improvements. These are 
clearly signposted, such that the student emerges with a 
very well-rounded view of the (often highly intricate) 
structure of accepted wisdom on the various segments 
of later medieval English coinage.

Even in the hands of such an accomplished stylist as 
Lord Stewartby, this rich and complex subject still often 
results in dense prose; it is therefore very much to the 
author and editors’ credit that extensive supporting 
materials have been provided. Every one of the nine 
chapters concludes with a calendar of numismatically 
important dates and a summarized chronological list of 
the principal classes, types and sub-types for each 
denomination. Weight standards too are listed at the 
end of each chapter. These sections in particular will 
doubtless prove invaluable to users of all kinds: numis-
matists, monetary historians, archaeologists, collectors 
and dealers. Tables, similar to those of The Scottish 
Coinage, are numerous in the text of each chapter, and 
helpfully summarize mints, moneyers and the combina-
tions of features which characterise various groups. 
Line drawings of the crucial letter-forms or other marks 
which distinguish varieties of the coinage are also fre-
quently provided. In-text photographic illustrations of 
whole coins would on many occasions have been a use-
ful complement to the plates, although the advantage of 
arranging coins of subtly varying design in one location 
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for easy comparison remains considerable. The plates as 
provided are clear and sensibly organized, though some 
individual images have a somewhat washed-out appear-
ance. Maps are the only supporting feature not provided 
in abundance: just one, representing all mints active in 
England across the period, appears in the opening pages 
of the volume. The number of mints, admittedly, is 
small for much of the period; but this is a point which 
would have been very effectively made by the provision 
of additional maps.

The scarcity of maps is one manifestation of what 
this volume does not include. Matters of administra-
tion, mint organisation and circulation would, if  scruti-
nised in the same level of detail as the structure of the 
coinage, have resulted in an unmanageable glut of mate-
rial. As it stands, the volume is only concerned with 
such matters when they impinge directly on the study of 
the coins themselves. In no way is this detrimental to its 
purpose or achievement, but readers must be aware that 
this volume is a history of the English coinage rather 
than the English currency – a fact frankly expressed by 
Lord Stewartby in his preface. An important exception 
to this rule is the treatment of mint accounts. One of 
the gems of later medieval English coinage, these pro-
vide details of outputs, profi ts and other information 
from various mint towns from the thirteenth century 
onwards. Lord Stewartby refers extensively to publica-
tions of these accounts in his descriptions of the coin-
age, and each chapter concludes with a brief  discussion 
and tabulation of the relevant data. 

It should be stressed that the compass of English 
Coins extends beyond the mainstream coinage produced 
in the heartland of England. Many of the most intrigu-
ing and historically signifi cant issues belong to the 
fringes of the kingdom, or were even made outside the 
borders of England. Lord Stewartby allots separate, 
dedicated sections to these special cases, highlighting 
their distinctive features. Berwick-upon-Tweed, for 
example, passed back and forth between English and 
Scottish control several times over the centuries under 
discussion, and its coinage refl ects this complex and 
troubled history. Similar treatment is also given to the 
Welsh mint of Rhuddlan in the Short Cross period 
(1180–1247), which often lay under the control of Welsh 
princes rather than English kings. Its coinage generally 
followed English types, with some specifi c local differ-
ences. Ireland is the most outstanding case of techni-
cally non-English coinage included within this volume. 
Issues of Irish mints were always in the name of the 
English king, but frequently they drew apart from the 
English currency in design and other features. 

There are precious few respects in which English 
Coins can be found wanting. It is handsomely produced 
by Spink, and has been made available in both hard-
back and paperback form to cater to different needs 
and pockets. However, given the exigencies of time and 
space, the author has elected not to include references 
to specifi c sources or publications. This unfortunate but 
comprehensible course is partially remedied by the pro-
vision of a select bibliography of the principal refer-
ences, organized by subject. One suspects that similar 
demands lie behind the brevity of the index, which 
sometimes goes so far as to reference items only by 
chapter rather than by specifi c page. Its usefulness to 
the reader will consequently be limited. The conclusion 

 1 Ruding 1840, II, 53.
 2 Li 1963, esp. Ch. 6, but Chaloner only appears in the 
Bibliography on p. 244.
 3 Craig 1946, 17; Craig 1963; Challis 1992, 358, 360.

also might have benefi ted from expansion, perhaps to 
include comments on the general tendencies across the 
period as well as on future developments.

These and other complaints are, however, trifl ing. This 
is a book which ought to be in the collection of all those 
with an interest in medieval coinage, or in the develop-
ment of the English coinage as a whole, for it was during 
this era that many of its characteristic features came into 
being. It is unlikely that another survey of such rigour, 
depth and clarity of thought will be written in a very long 
time. 

 RORY NAISMITH

Newton and the Counterfeiter, by Thomas Levenson 
(London: Faber and Faber, 2009), xii, 318 pp.

THE study of counterfeiters and their activities is usu-
ally little more than an analysis of their products, often 
long after the fact. Those counterfeiters that do make it 
to public notice often do so only at their trial where 
some error in their operation has come to the attention 
of the authorities. Having been caught in the act or in 
possession of counterfeit coins or tools for counterfeit-
ing was the usual method by which the smaller and less 
skilled operators were brought to justice. The bigger 
fi sh were much more careful and required more effort 
from the authorities and signifi cant evidence for the 
charges to hold. 

In the late seventeenth century, William Chaloner 
was one such high profi le counterfeiter who tried to 
maintain the outward appearance of a gamekeeper, 
when all along he was a poacher. Whilst Chaloner fi rst 
came to the attention of numismatists over a century 
and a half  ago, it was for his proposals to the Mint for 
improving the state of the coinage and making counter-
feiting more diffi cult.1 His suggestions for adjusting the 
weight of the coinage and for introducing a security 
edge were well considered, and compare well with the 
other suggestions of the time.2 However these were just 
a ruse to gain access to the Mint and its machinery on 
the pretence of carrying out trials. In the same propos-
als he openly accused the moneyers and mint masters of 
misconduct and being complicit in counterfeiting. As 
his reputation preceded him these attacks were seen 
though quite quickly, but he could not be cornered, and 
after a short stay in Newgate, was released. Whilst the 
Mint was not the best run organization, with accumu-
lated sinecures at the top, it had Isaac Newton as Master, 
and with the recoinage complete, he turned his energies 
to counterfeiters in general.

At this point the hanging of William Chaloner at 
Tyburn on 22 March 1698/9 might have become just 
another footnote in numismatics.3 However, shortly 
afterwards, an anonymous author produced a short 
pamphlet entitled A Short View of the life of Will 
Chaloner, the notorious Coyner. . . . with a brief account 
of his trial, behaviour and last speech. With just ten pages 
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of text, this forms the keystone to the book that 
Levenson has carefully crafted.4

The book contains two main strands, the life of 
Newton and how he came to be prosecuting counter-
feiters, and the life of Chaloner and how he came to 
lock horns with and fi nally be hanged by evidence sup-
plied by Newton. The book is written as part biog raphy, 
part historical detective story and part social history. 
The extensive notes (pp. 253–91), bibliography (pp. 
292–301) and comprehensive index (pp. 302–18) con-
fi rm that Levenson, a Professor of Science Writing at 
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, has left few 
stones unturned in the reconstruction of this story.

The book begins with the early life of Newton and his 
arrival in Cambridge in June 1661, his Lucasian 
Professorship of Mathematics in 1669 and his life at 
Trinity College, Cambridge, where he would spend 
almost twenty years working on his Principia. The fi rst 
mention of a position at the Mint can be found in a letter 
from Newton to Locke on 30 June 1691, possibly in reply 
to a conversation or letter now lost.5

The next section considers William Chaloner’s early 
life and his journey to the small town of Birmingham, 
then well off  the main thoroughfares, for an apprentice-
ship in nail-making. It was here that his skills in metal-
lurgy, casting and engraving were developed. The area 
was already well known for producing false coins which 
had entered common parlance as ‘Birmingham Groats’.6 
Levenson considers this to be referring to counterfeit 
groats; however, from the description in the original 
Guzman Redivivus, this is more likely a counterfeit 
shilling that contained no more than a groats’ worth of 
silver. Chaloner is then found in London, where his for-
tunes rise and fall as his schemes for making money 
from false gold and silver coins, and from false lottery 
tickets amongst other things, initially fl ourish and then 
wane. What sets Chaloner apart from all of his contem-
poraries was his awareness of the legal system and his 
ability to argue his way out of some very tight corners. 
On several occasions he simply turned King’s evidence 
on his collaborators, received the substantial reward 
(£40), and walked free.

It was during 1696 that Newton and Chaloner fi rst 
crossed paths; just another counterfeiter, amongst the 
many that had been investigated by the Mint’s offi cers. 
Most broke under interrogation and were quickly 
removed from circulation. Chaloner stuck to his story 
that his coining equipment had been supplied by corrupt 
mint workers. 

The Great Recoinage distracted Newton for a couple 
of years, and Chaloner fell on to hard times. In 1698, 
Chaloner petitioned Parliament on the grounds of a 
Mint conspiracy in false coining and that he had been 
made destitute after his previous petitions had resulted 
in his imprisonment. Chaloner had now put his head 
(or neck) into plain view and Newton started to bring 
together all of Chaloner’s past, so that when the trial 
came there would be no escape. At the trial, Newton’s 
case was water-tight, and on 4 March 1699 Chaloner was 
found guilty and was sentenced to death by hanging.

The story fi nishes with Chaloner feigning madness 
and writing letters from Newgate, directly to Newton, 
pleading for clemency.7 With Chaloner’s execution came 
the end of a very colourful character who had played 
and lost a game of the highest stakes. Whether Newton 
would have seen Chaloner as such a special case is not 
as clear from the original sources as Levenson paints in 
his book. However Levenson has achieved a very origi-
nal spotlight on the crime of counterfeiting, the crimi-
nals and their interactions with the authorities in the 
last decade of the seventeenth century. The book has 
also brought Newton’s activities at the Mint to a much 
broader audience than previously. 

In all, an excellent read with many thought provok-
ing points, all highlighting the diffi culties of studying 
the activities of counterfeiters. 

 GARY ODDIE
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The Token Book: British Tokens of the 17th 18th and 19th 
Centuries and their Values, compiled by Paul and Bente 
Withers (Galata Print Limited, Llanfyllin, 2010 2009). 
512 pp., col. ill.

IN 2010 Paul and Bente Withers were awarded the 
Society’s North Medal, an honour conferred by the 
Society for outstanding services to British numismatics 
and in the Withers’ case a refl ection of their remarkable 
achievements in numismatic publishing over the past 
two decades or so. Since the 1990s an impressive range 
of books on a variety of aspects of British coinage have 
poured out of the Old White Lion in Llanfyllin with a 
rapidity that has become increasingly breathtaking. The 
Withers, with their eye for good design and impeccable 
photography, have not only provided a ready outlet for 
the work of specialists such as David Rogers, Elizabeth 
Pirie and Tim Everson,1 but have produced a stream of 
signifi cant publications based on their own research 
and the systematic collections they have built up over 

 4 Anonymous 1699. 
 5 Turnbull, Scott, Hall and Tilling 1959–77, V, 152.
 6 Anonymous 1699, 4.

 7 Turnbull, Scott, Hall and Tilling 1959–77, V, 305, 307.
 1 And, one should add, for D. Brown, C. Comber and 
W. Wilkinson whose The Hammered Silver Coins produced at 
the Tower Mint during the Reign of Elizabeth I (Llanfyllin, 
2006) is the defi nitive authority on this series. 
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the years. Outstanding among the latter have been 
their authoritative catalogues of coin weights and of 
nineteenth-century copper tokens which are established 
as the standard works on their respective subjects. At 
the same time the Withers have put students and col-
lectors in their debt with their admirable guide to 
Edwardian pennies and their invaluable series of ‘intro-
ductory’ volumes on ‘small change’ – six published so 
far and one on Scottish coins soon to come – which 
have done so much to elucidate and bring order to a 
seemingly intractable area of coinage.

The Withers’ publications have been conspicuous for 
the excellence of their photography which has so greatly 
facilitated the identifi cation of even the shabbiest of 
material. This same standard of photography, most of 
it, as usual, the responsibility of Paul Withers and now 
in colour, is carried through to their latest offering 
which provides a compendium and price guide to the 
major series of British tokens from the seventeenth to 
the nineteenth centuries, including a section on the 
‘evasions’ of the last years of the eighteenth century. 
The most striking part of the book is that dealing with 
seventeenth-century issues. Of the 20,000 or so tokens 
put out between 1648 and 1680 the Withers have listed 
some 17 per cent and illustrated in the region of 12 per 
cent. These may seem small percentages but anything 
greater would have been totally impractical in the com-
pass available. The selection the Withers have made, 
embracing not only many of the commonest tokens but 
also rarities and pieces of interesting or attractive 
design, together with a substantial profi le of Irish issues, 
provides a fi rst-class overview of the series enhanced 
with exceptionally crisp and clear illustrations of tokens 
which elsewhere, even in the most prestigious of publi-
cations, can often be of very variable quality. The 
Withers have chosen well and sought out ‘photogenic’ 
pieces from a variety of collections including those of 
the British and Fitzwilliam Museums. To take only one 
example – from the British Museum – this reviewer has 
never seen such a good reproduction of the very elusive 
and usually poor-condition Swansea farthing of Isaac 
After (BW, Wales 70). And searching through the 
embarrass de richesses he could fi nd only one instance 
where the Withers must have nodded with two reverses 
reproduced for Richard Ballard’s Monmouth halfpenny 
(BW, Mon. 15).

The Withers, of necessity, follow the methodology 
and numbering systems of the major reference cata-
logues: Williamson’s Boyne (augmented by Dickinson), 
Dalton and Hamer, Dalton, and their own work on 
nineteenth-century copper. By and large this approach 
facilitates a quick and convenient identifi cation of the 
issuers of the seventeenth- and nineteenth-century 
series but it is not so readily adaptable in a simplifi ed 
catalogue for the eighteenth-century tokens where one 
is frequently dependent on the edge readings to establish 
the issuer and where the tyro can so easily be confused 
by the unscrupulous use of unrelated or falsely-edged 
blanks. Clarifi cation might be achieved if  the substan-
tive edge was printed in bold type and perhaps thought 
should be given to this in a second edition.

Prefacing the catalogue proper is a twenty-page 
introduction setting out the historical background of 
the tokens, an explanation of  the iconography of  the 
seventeenth-century series and a consideration of con-

dition criteria made especially helpful through the 
use of  greatly enlarged images. The book concludes 
with a select bibliography supported by an instructive 
commentary in Paul Withers’ inimitable style.

The Withers set out to produce an up-to-date price 
guide to British tokens. This is a task fraught with diffi -
culties for the market never stands still but, while there 
will be some who will carp over specifi c valuations, the 
Withers have succeeded in their purpose of establishing 
a base for prices at the date of publication, a feat requir-
ing a considerable degree of painstaking research in 
itself. Yet it is not as a price-guide that The Token Book 
should be gauged. A single volume handbook to British 
tokens has been needed for a long time and the real 
value of this book will lie more generally in its undoubted 
merit as a modern introduction to the various series, as 
a spur to both students and collectors and not least as a 
fi rst port of call for the non-specialist numismatist or 
harassed museum offi cial called on to identify some 
obscure ‘token-like’ object. All in all The Token Book is 
a fi rst class production of a standard never achieved 
before for a like catalogue and the Withers are to be 
congratulated on their skill and vigour in adding yet 
another splendid publication to their stable. 

 D.W. DYKES
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The Tokens, Metallic Tickets, Checks and Passes of West 
Sussex, 1650 to 1950, by Ron Kerridge; photography by 
Rob de Ruiter ([Worthing (31 Sheridan Road, BN14 
8EU)]: R. Kerridge, 2009), 244 pp.

A problem with this book is that the present West Sussex 
was constituted only in 1997, which is too recent for 
most non-residents to know what belonged in that part 
of the ancient county. Brighton was in East Sussex, yet 
it appears here for its Co-operative Society (branches in 
West Sussex), its market (for West Sussex growers), and 
its railway (pp. 156–9, 182–5, 215–17). There is a clear 
map of token-issuing parishes, but one looks forward to 
a companion volume covering the eastern parishes, and 
to a book which is not so tightly bound that it has to be 
held open.

The coloured illustrations are superb, and the Cat 
passant guardant in East Grinstead may be the only 
occurrence of that punch by Ramage. All the tokens are 
reproduced at 4.5 cm, but actual diameters are given, 
with a weight. Had the authors referred to the Norweb 
Collection (Part V not IV, and pls 41–45), they would 
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have added die axes, a greater range of weights, and a 
British Museum specimen of their no. 44 with a ghostly 
presence in Cheshire (see Norweb 5210). Number 19 
was given the reverse of no. 80, but the authors have 
produced a cancellans.

In addition to Prerogative Court of Canterbury wills 
(which seem not to have been tapped), one may note 
that Matthew Weston in Billingshurst, mercer, in 1669 
left a will and an inventory (PROB 4/675). His token 
actually reads BILLINGSHVST, and other errors of 
transcription likewise may be corrected from the 
illustrations. 

In Cuckfi eld Thomas Overman’s ‘robed fi gure under 
an arbor(?) with a cross-bar and lion(?) above’ is actu-
ally A pavilion between two mantles and on a chief a lion 
passant guardant, from the Merchant Taylors’ arms, as 
on Norweb iii.2450, vi.5615, and vii.7830. His token 
must be a decade earlier than the 1669 marriage in 
Southwark.

In Henfi eld the initials on Elizabeth Trunnell’s token 
dated 1657 (on both sides) indicate that she had married 
a man whose fi rst name began with I/J, not with T, and 
he might well have been the John Trunnell mentioned in 
1633 and 1647. There is also confusion over Thomas 
Aylwin in Midhurst, whose then wife’s initial should 
have been R, not A.

Thomas Donstall of Hurstpierpoint does not bear a 
wool-comb but a hair comb, as corrected for the Norweb 
specimen, and more appropriate to his trade of mercer.

A brother of Samuel Blunt of Lindfi eld, bearing the 
Grocers’ arms, was an ancestor of our late lamented 
Christopher Blunt, who had a specimen.

In John Taylor the Water Poet’s visit to Petworth in 
1653 it probably is relevant to the issuer that: ‘I was 
kind Mr Barnards costly guest: To me he shew’d his 
bounty from the mint’,1 but from the illustration, sadly, 
it is clear that John Barnard’s token is too late to have 
been that ‘bounty from the mint’, which the authors do 
not suggest, but others might.

The reattribution to Steyning made by Kerridge 
himself  is of course included,2 but soon after the book 
was published an addition long misplaced in Leeds was 

identifi ed, Norweb viii.9480 under Warninglid in 
Slaugham parish: White [Lion]: Allum, Thomas, 1668, 
who had married Susan Jeale in 1658.

The text for late eighteenth-century tokens adds 
something to Dalton & Hamer, but if  the authors had 
followed the D&H transcription of the legend around 
Spence’s Cat (203c, see Middlesex 680), they would have 
respected its punctuation, and revealed a sort of rhyme. 
Early nineteenth-century silver tokens are much the 
same as in Davis and James Mays, although there is new 
information for Steyning.

Those traditional categories of trade token constitute 
Part 1. Part 3 covers leaden tokens classifi ed by David 
Powell’s system, and Part 2 other tokens, which exhibit 
a fascinating range of well-documented types. Notable 
are the numbers for markets (including Covent Garden), 
for growers in the developing glasshouse industry, 
and for Lancing Carriage and Wagon Works. No. 735 
adds Haywards Heath to the locations of auctioneers’ 
tokens.3 On no. 805 the ‘two lions and a shield’ are the 
royal arms supported by a Lion and a Unicorn. However, 
the illustrations more than make up for such textual 
infelicities.

So, a very well-illustrated, thorough, and interesting 
contribution to one county’s paranumismatica over 
three hundred years, revealing the economic infl uence 
of London as far as the south coast.

 R.H. THOMPSON
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MARK BLACKBURN, LITTD, FSA (1953–2011)

MARK Blackburn died peacefully on 1 September 2011 at the age of 58, surrounded by mem-
bers of his family. His long battle with cancer began in the 1980s, when he was successfully 
treated, but the illness recurred in 2004 and again in 2010. However, a combination of superb 
medical care and his own great strength and determination sustained him for over a year after 
his terminal diagnosis. He will be remembered as a towering presence – physically and fi gura-
tively – in numismatics: as a true leader of the fi eld worldwide, an undisputed master of his 
discipline and the congenial face of the Department of Coins and Medals at the Fitzwilliam 
Museum.

Mark was born on 5 January 1953 at his family home in Camberley, Surrey, third son of 
Neil Blackburn and Joan Wallace Blackburn (née Marshall), who had met at the accounting 
fi rm Dixon Wilson in 1936. When Mark was 13 the family moved to Tunbridge Wells, where 
he attended the Skinners’ School, of which he later (in 2007) became a Foundation Governor. 
His time there established a long and happy association with the Worshipful Company of 
Skinners, which saw him elected a Freeman in 1981 and a Liveryman in 2008. After leaving 
school Mark read chemistry and later law at St Edmund Hall in the University of Oxford. He 
graduated in 1975, and entered pupillage at Middle Temple, where he subsequently practised as 
a barrister. In 1978 Mark left the law, taking up a position in the corporate fi nance department 
of the merchant banking fi rm Kleinwort Benson. 

It was after four years with Kleinwort Benson, in 1982, that Mark made a life-changing 
decision to relocate to Cambridge and work as a Research Associate with Professor Philip 
Grierson. This move was not undertaken lightly, for it came with no permanent prospects and 
was a considerable departure from Mark’s promising earlier career in corporate fi nance. But 
after a great deal of deliberation, Mark chose to accept the position, and never looked back. 

The immediate result of Philip and Mark’s collaboration over the next four years was the 
fi rst volume of Medieval European Coinage: a study of coinage in western Europe from the fall 
of the western Roman empire to the tenth century, containing a catalogue of the collections 
of Professor Grierson and the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge. It remains the premier study of 
the subject, and served to cement Mark’s already well-established position within the British 
numismatic fraternity. His interest in the subject dated back to childhood, and became serious 
when, in 1971, he joined the British Numismatic Society and read of a ‘shortage of research 
workers in the British series’ in Stewart Lyon’s 1970 presidential address to the Society. In 
response, Mark wrote a letter to Stewart humbly offering his services on any projects which 
might need attention, and Stewart referred him to Michael Dolley, doyen of the Anglo-Saxon 
series. Under the tutelage of Dolley and Lyon, and also Michael Metcalf  at Oxford, Mark 
quickly acquired an intimate familiarity with Anglo-Saxon coinage and related issues from 
Ireland, Scandinavia and continental Europe. He soon became a close friend and colleague of 
these major scholars, and also of Christopher Blunt. 

In 1991, after nine years as a Research Associate of the Faculty of History, Mark was 
appointed Keeper of the Department of Coins and Medals in the Fitzwilliam Museum – a 
post he was to hold for twenty years. In this time, he built on the solid foundations laid by his 
predecessor, Professor Ted Buttrey, to make his department a genuine world leader, above all 
in the study of medieval coinages. Mark was a gifted manager and a warm and encouraging 
leader. His time as a lawyer and in the City left him with a great talent for organisation and a 
strong sense of effi ciency, as well as a respect for attention to detail, all of which ideally suited 
him for the tasks associated with numismatic research. The rabbit warren of rooms making up 
the department became a welcoming hub for the numismatic community. Under Mark’s guid-
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ance the collection’s holdings, as well as its prestige, grew considerably through a number of 
major bequests and acquisitions, for which Mark often deftly negotiated the complex process 
of obtaining funds. The enviable position in which he has left the department is in itself  a 
major testament to his energy, devotion and ability.

Mark brought these same qualities to all of the projects and societies in which he was 
involved. His abilities were soon spotted by senior fi gures in the fi eld. From 1977 he was attend-
ing committee meetings of the Sylloge of Coins of the British Isles project, and in 1980 was 
formally appointed as an editor. Initially he shared this role with Christopher Blunt and 
Michael Dolley, but from 1987 until 2010 he fulfi lled the roles of general editor and secretary 
alone, and oversaw the publication of thirty-six Sylloge volumes, with several more volumes 
in progress as of 2011. From 1998 Mark also served as general editor of the project which 
initially brought him to Cambridge, Medieval European Coinage. This series has advanced 
slowly but steadily, with a second volume published in 1998 and two others very close to com-
pletion at the time of his death. From 1990 Mark also served on the Council of the Royal 
Numismatic Society, and as an editor of the Numismatic Chronicle from 1992 until 1998.

Mark’s involvement with the British Numismatic Society began in 1971 with his election as 
a junior member, and over the years the Society has benefi ted hugely from his contribution in 
various capacities. He was fi rst appointed to Council in 1975, and served as an editor of the 
British Numismatic Journal in 1983–7. Later the Society enjoyed his vigorous leadership as 
President from 2004 until 2008. In this time a recruitment drive brought the total membership 
to over 650 for the fi rst time in the Society’s history. The Society’s range of awards and prizes 
was restructured and extended, and the processes of election and nomination to Council were 
made more transparent. Mark’s formidable academic achievement in British numismatics was 
recognised in 2008 at the very end of his presidency when he was – much to his embarrassment 
– awarded the Society’s Sanford Saltus medal. Mark’s many other awards and distinctions 
include the Society’s Council Prize (now the Blunt Prize) in 1987 (of which he was the inaugu-
ral recipient); the Jeton de Vermeil of the Société française de Numismatique in 1991; the 
Royal Numismatic Society medal in 2008; and, in 2011, the Prize Medal of the Gunnar Holst 
Stiftelse (Sweden) and the British Academy’s Derek Allen prize. Also in 2011, the University 
of Cambridge recognised Mark’s research with the award of a Doctorate of Letters – a higher 
degree refl ecting his exceptional level of academic attainment.

Mark’s infl uence in Cambridge extended well beyond the coin room. He took great pride and 
pleasure in his association with Gonville and Caius College, of which he was elected a Fellow 
in 2005, after a long affi liation going back to 1982. Mark enjoyed contributing to the life of the 
college in his role as Registrary between 2007 and 2010, and was always a regular visitor to col-
lege meetings, meals and concerts. Within the university Mark’s duties included the teaching of 
undergraduate and graduate students. He derived great enjoyment and satisfaction from teach-
ing, and appreciated the impact that seeing – and, better yet, handling – coins could have on 
students, and so made every effort to conduct his classes within the coin room itself whenever 
possible. Successive cohorts from the Faculty of History and the Departments of Anglo-Saxon, 
Norse and Celtic (of which he was an Honorary Research Associate from 2001, and Reader in 
Numismatics and Monetary History from 2004) and Archaeology (of which he was an affi li-
ated lecturer from 2004) benefi ted from his encyclopaedic knowledge and his enthusiasm in 
passing it on. Mark’s graduate students will remember him both for his incisive yet constructive 
criticism and for his kind encouragement and support. 

Beneath all of Mark’s honours and awards lay a bedrock of very deep numismatic knowl-
edge. The specifi c area which Mark made his own was the coinage of England and its neigh-
bours between the fi fth and twelfth centuries. This period was marked by tectonic shifts in 
politics, society and economy as the later Roman empire metamorphosed slowly and often 
painfully into medieval Europe. The key players in this process, from the British perspective, 
were the Anglo-Saxons and the Vikings. Written and archaeological sources for them are 
often few and problematic, and so their coins play an especially important role. Mark excelled 
in the delicate techniques needed to extract coherent conclusions from them, and contributed 
more than 200 publications to the fi eld. These began with a brief  note on a coin of Henry I in 
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the British Numismatic Journal of  1973, followed in the next year’s volume by a substantial 
and important article on the late Anglo-Saxon and Norman mint of Watchet in Somerset. 
After this Mark went from strength to strength. A full list of his publications is included in 
one of the last of them to appear: volume 7 in the Society’s series of Special Publications, 
Viking Coinage and Currency in the British Isles. This brings together fi fteen of his papers on 
a theme which was of abiding interest to Mark – the development of currency under the infl u-
ence of Viking raids and settlements in the ninth- and tenth-century British Isles. It was to this 
topic that he devoted his fi ve presidential addresses in 2004–8, which form the core of the 
book. His interest in the Vikings also led him back to their homeland in Scandinavia. In the 
1970s and 1980s he examined the patterns of export of Anglo-Saxon and German coins in 
collaboration with Kenneth Jonsson and Michael Metcalf. Later he returned to Scandinavian 
fi nds to consider the earlier (ninth-century) phase of coin circulation in Norway, when the 
currency consisted largely of silver dirhams brought from the Muslim world and a smaller 
element of western coins. Mark was invited to participate in an interdisciplinary project reas-
sessing fi nds from the Viking trading settlement of Kaupang in modern Norway, which 
included large numbers of coins, coin-fragments, weights and other objects, and another 
project on the exceptional Hoen hoard of gold coins and jewellery. He subjected all of this 
material to close analysis, producing an important framework for the circulation of gold and 
silver in Scandinavia more widely. 

The background to Mark’s success with these Scandinavian fi nds lay in his research into 
coin-fi nds within England. Mark was a pioneer of the analysis of single-fi nds of medieval 
coins as they proliferated from around 1980, and was one of the fi rst scholars to take advan-
tage of this development by collecting information on new fi nds from metal-detectorists. 
Articles with Mike Bonser in the early 1980s laid the foundations for the Coin Register, and in 
1997 Mark established a digital resource at the Fitzwilliam Museum for storing and analysing 
single-fi nd material: the Corpus of Early Medieval Coin Finds (EMC). It remains a bench-
mark for websites of its kind, and continues to be updated with hundreds of new fi nds every 
year. Recording fi nds was, of course, only a prelude to the important task of analysing what 
they indicated about the nature of the monetary economy in the early Middle Ages. Mark 
became established as one of the foremost interpreters of new fi nds, and, along with other 
scholars engaged in similar work (most notably Michael Metcalf), he was able to use them to 
construct an alternative view of the scale of coin-use in the early Middle Ages; one which was 
not dependent on the chance discoveries of hoards. This revealed a very clear and widespread 
peak of coin-loss in the late seventh and early eighth centuries – the period of the sceattas – 
which would not be matched in England again until the late twelfth and thirteenth centuries. 

Other areas to which Mark devoted particular attention at various times are the coinage of 
Alfred the Great, Norman issues of the fi rst half  of the twelfth century, the coinage of Viking-
Age Dublin, the use and circulation of gold after the seventh century and the chronology of 
the sceattas. His work also extended to the coinages of India, Vietnam and Japan, where he 
was able to apply successfully the techniques he had honed on the medieval coinages of 
Europe. He was meticulous and patient in his analysis but never lost sight of the broader con-
text and implications of his work. A sign of the esteem in which his research is held is that 
Mark’s name is well known to archaeologists, historians and other scholars in disciplines far 
beyond the immediate numismatic community. As a gifted exponent of the virtues of numis-
matic evidence, Mark contributed important chapters on coinage to major general publica-
tions such as the Blackwell Encyclopaedia of Anglo-Saxon England, the Oxford Handbook of 
Anglo-Saxon Archaeology and the fi rst two volumes of the New Cambridge Medieval History. 
He also served from 1991 as numismatics editor for the interdisciplinary journal Anglo-Saxon 
England. 

This summary of the many contributions Mark made through his writing and research can 
only offer a partial view of the impact he made on the fi eld. Much of any truly great scholar’s 
contribution lies in the links between colleagues he facilitates and the personal friendships he 
generates, often spanning continents, disciplines and generations. This was undoubtedly true 
of Mark. From an early stage he harnessed a delight in travelling to numismatic ends, and over 
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the years he gained many friends across the globe. Through travel and contacts with local 
scholars around the world, Mark established links of enduring value.

When a book-launch party was held for Mark’s volume on Viking Coinage and Currency in 
the British Isles in September 2010 – by which point he knew that his time was running short 
– he spoke with characteristic modesty in response to the friends and colleagues who had 
gathered to pay him tribute. In his view, the secret to anything he had done, and also the great-
est pleasure in anything he had done, was to listen to, nurture and encourage others. In this 
way he had approached the challenges in his life both with fortitude and with infi nite kindness 
and sensitivity. A great delight for him was to play host, either at his department, college or at 
his home in Cambridge, which so many numismatists will remember fondly. Mark was also a 
warm and loving family man, who was devoted to his children – Molly, Hal and Will – and to 
his wife Fiona, in all of whose achievements he took greatest pride. 

 RORY NAISMITH



PRESIDENT’S REVIEW OF THE YEAR 2010

R.J. EAGLEN

WE are told that pets are not just for Christmas. Similarly, an organization’s objectives should 
not be just a shallow formality. When I became President, two years ago, I set out my priorities 
as follows:

1. to uphold the scholarly standing of the Society
2. to keep it in rude fi nancial health, and
3.  to enhance its public image, thereby promoting both membership and, more generally, the 

pursuit of numismatics.

Tonight I would like to examine how far the Society is living up to those aspirations.
In terms of scholarship, our Director has continued to arrange fascinating and varied pro-

grammes and in 2010, for the fi rst time, issued a brief  summary of the lecture content, an idea 
we shamelessly borrowed from the RNS. A highlight each year, especially when there is no 
Linecar Lecture, is the joint Summer Meeting with our sister society. This year it was held in 
Norwich Castle Museum. The theme, Saving Money: Currencies and Creeds, gave rise to creative 
and even surprising contributions from a distinguished panel of speakers. The venue for next 
year will be the National Museum of Wales in Cardiff.

The Journal continues to be supported by excellent contributions from members. As you 
will recall, fi nancial problems encountered by our printers caused a delay in distributing BNJ 
79 until February this year. The editors were determined that BNJ 80 would appear before this 
Christmas but in the summer the earlier problems resurfaced. By prompt action an alternative 
printer was engaged and the Journal will be sent out to members immediately after Christmas. 
It is dedicated to our John Sanford Saltus Medallist and immediate past President, Dr Mark 
Blackburn.

The Society is eager to add to its list of Special Publications and the pipeline of prospective 
works is both impressive and tantalizing. I say ‘tantalizing’ because the gestation period for 
each work is almost always far longer than originally hoped for or expected. In seventeen 
years between 1994 and now, there have been fi ve SPs. It is therefore gratifying to announce 
this evening the publication of two new titles. The fi rst is Derek Chick’s monograph on The 
Coinage of King Offa and his Contemporaries. It is already available from Spink to members at 
£30 a copy and may even be ordered this evening. The second, entitled Viking Coinage and 
Currency in the British Isles, consists of collected papers by Mark Blackburn originally pub-
lished in the BNJ and elsewhere, with additional material. It will appear in the New Year and 
thanks to generous fi nancial support from the Dorothea Coke Fund will be offered at a very 
attractive price. Apart from the usual publicity I shall be giving more particulars of both 
works in my forthcoming Newsletter.

Those of you used to waiting at bus stops will have had the irritating experience of a long 
delay followed by the arrival of two buses together. Fortunately, no such irritation should 
greet the proximate publication of two SPs. This is indeed reassuring because 2011 is likely to 
see two further titles added to the series: Churchill and Thomas’s volume on the Brussels 
Hoard, where the precise timings are in the lap of our co-publishers, Baldwins, and Rory 
Naismith’s The Coinage of Southern England 796–865.

The authors of the SPs published in 2003 and 2006 respectively were the fi rst recipients of 
the North Book Prize. At its October meeting Council unanimously agreed to award the Prize 
for 2009 to Lord Stewartby for his splendid English Coins, 1180–1551, published by Spink. I 
shall look forward to presenting the award to his Lordship early in the New Year. Whilst on 
the subject of awards, in 2010 Council also agreed to add the names of Keith Sugden and, 
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jointly, Bente and Paul Withers as recipients of the North Award for Services to British 
Numismatics. It is satisfying to see that the Withers’ energies are undiminished with the recent 
publication of their priced guide to British tokens.

Turning from scholarship to fi nance, you will have gathered from the Accounts to 31 December 
2009 and our Treasurer’s comments that, despite the ambient fi nancial crisis, the Society’s 
funds remain healthy. The amount carried forward into 2010, at £179,600, was £3,100 higher 
than the fi gure carried forward into 2009. There had been, and still remain, two major con-
cerns: the effect of the credit crunch upon interest rates obtainable on the Society’s deposits, 
and the possible effect of belt tightening on membership numbers. The former has indeed 
resulted in a signifi cant fall in interest income in the current year. However, the potential harm 
has been neutralized by other factors, including an anonymous donation of £5,000, resurgent 
revenues from advertising in the Journal and savings in administrative costs through greater 
use of internet communications with members. Approximately 400 members have now agreed 
to be contacted by email and the number is steadily increasing.

The impact on membership has so far not been as great as feared. At the beginning of 2010 
there were 638 members. During the year 25 have been admitted, 33 have resigned or been 
amoved and 5 have died, resulting in a current total of 625, representing a fall of two percent 
over the twelve months. Those who have sadly passed away are James O’Donald MAYS (aged 
91), Ian POSTLETHWAITE (aged 68), John WEIBEL (aged 94), a Council member on three 
occasions, Robert COOK (aged 68) and Major Clement LISTER (aged 90), also a Council 
member and nephew of the late Helen Farquhar.

You will be pleased to hear that I do not expect the Society’s assets to show any depletion 
in the Accounts for 2010. This, allied to our wish to encourage continued membership of the 
Society, has led Council to recommend keeping the subscription unchanged for 2011, which 
the meeting this evening has endorsed.

On promoting the Society and numismatics in general, modest progress has been made. We 
have tried to raise the profi le of the BNS by closer contact with the numismatic press and our 
stand at major coin fairs. Our correspondent for the Americas, Professor Gaspar, is now joined 
by Colin Pitchfork for Australasia. I also recently embarked on a series of goodwill visits to 
local numismatic societies.

One challenge continuing to exercise my mind is how to stimulate the interest of younger 
generations in numismatics. In reply to a recent CCNB survey half  of the respondents were 
aged 65 or over. It is also chastening to note that our Society has just acquired its fi rst junior 
member for some years. It is not all gloom, of course. There are outstanding numismatists in 
their 20s to 50s, a number of whom are active in this Society, but they are a select minority. 
And there must be concern how far academic and curatorial openings, as a major forcing 
house for young talent, will be affected into the foreseeable future by funding reductions.

I am convinced that a way into the hearts and minds of younger persons can be found 
through the internet, which is an integral part of their lives and it is to our website that I now 
turn. For a number of years it has been generously hosted by the Fitzwilliam Museum. 
However, during 2010 we have developed a programme for membership details to be entered 
in a database. The Membership Secretary, Secretary and Treasurer obviously will need access 
to keep the database up to date. This has necessitated the Society to set up its own site, still 
named britnumsoc.org for its publicly accessible content. It has also prompted the Society to 
ponder ways in which the site could be more widely and enticingly deployed. Tonight I will 
mention just two of these.

Firstly, Council has decided to scan and make other than the most recent BNJs freely avail-
able online to everyone. This project will start in the New Year. It will obviously cost money 
and in my next Newsletter I shall formally launch an appeal for contributions from our 
members towards the cost. Some members have already generously responded to a mention 
of this project in my last Newsletter.

The second application relates to attracting younger persons into numismatics. I propose 
to set up in 2011 a working party to identify effective and affordable ways in which we can 
do so. 
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Finally, it is customary for the President to thank the Offi cers and Council for their support 
during the year. By repetition this can unfortunately appear to be merely a conventional cour-
tesy. If  so, it is an impression I wish to dispel. Everyone on Council has played a part and the 
Offi cers have been particularly dedicated and responsive. I believe the Society has made good 
progress in less than auspicious times and we have the loyalty and dedication of Council to 
thank for that.

Every year, of course, brings changes. This evening both Dr Kevin Clancy and Dr Philip de 
Jersey step down. Kevin has served the Society as its able and imaginative Director for nine 
years, especially broadening the scope of the lecture programmes. Philip has served as an 
Editor of the Journal since 2005, and I have personal experience of the skill and judgement he 
has brought to that demanding role. Kevin will be succeeded by Ian Leins, who is curator of 
Iron Age and Roman coins at the British Museum, and Philip will be succeeded by Dr Martin 
Allen who will work alongside Dr Elina Screen to maintain our high editorial standards. We 
are also sorry to lose two Council members who have completed their three year terms: Emily 
Freeman and Nick Holmes, recently retired as Curator at Edinburgh. They will be replaced by 
Frances Simmons, who returns to Council, and by Andrew Woods, currently a PhD student 
working from the Fitzwilliam Museum. I am thus confi dent that in the midst of inevitable 
change we shall enjoy continuing progress.

The President then delivered the second part of  his address, ‘The illustration of  coins: an 
historical survey. Part 2’, printed at pages 165–80 above.



JOHN SANFORD SALTUS MEDAL
This medal is awarded triennially to ‘the person, being 
a member of the Society or not, who shall receive the 
highest number of votes from the Members as having in 
their opinion made the scholarly contribution to British 
numismatics most deserving of public recognition, as 
evidenced by published work or works, whether in the 
British Numismatic Journal or elsewhere’, by ballot of all 
the members. 

The medal was founded by the late John Sanford 
Saltus, Offi cer de la Légion d’Honneur, a President of 
the Society, by gift of £200 in the year 1910.

Medallists:

1910 P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton
1911 Helen Farquhar
1914 W.J. Andrew
1917 L.A. Lawrence
1920 Lt-Col. H.W. Morrieson
1923 H.A. Parsons
1926 G.R. Francis
1929 J.S. Shirley-Fox

1932 C. Winter
1935 R. Carlyon-Britton
1938 W.C. Wells
1941 C.A. Whitton
1944 (not awarded)
1947 R.C. Lockett
1950 C.E. Blunt
1953 D.F. Allen
1956 F. Elmore Jones
1959 R.H.M. Dolley
1962 H.H. King
1965 H. Schneider
1968 E.J. Winstanley
1968 C.W. Peck (posthumous award)
1971 B.H.I.H. Stewart (later Lord Stewartby)
1974 C.S.S. Lyon
1978 S.E. Rigold
1981 Marion M Archibald
1984 D.M. Metcalf
1987 Joan E.L. Murray
1990 H.E. Pagan
1993 C.E. Challis
1996 J.J. North
1997 P. Grierson (special award)

PROCEEDINGS OF THE BRITISH NUMISMATIC SOCIETY, 2010

 PRESIDENTS OF THE SOCIETY
 1903–08 P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton, DL, FSA
 1909 W.J. Andrew, FSA
 1910–14 P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton, DL, FSA
 1915–19 Lt-Col H.W. Morrieson, RA, FSA
 1920–21 F.A. Walters, FSA
 1922 (until 22 June) J. Sanford Saltus
 1922 (from 28 June) G.R. Francis
 1923–25 G.R. Francis, FSA
 1926–27 Major W.J. Freer, VD, DL, FSA
 1928 (until 20 February) P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton, DL, FSA
 1928 (from 22 February) Lt-Col H.W. Morrieson, RA, FSA
 1929–32 Lt-Col H.W. Morrieson, RA, FSA
 1933–37 V.B. Crowther-Beynon, MBE, MA, FSA
 1938–45 H.W. Taffs, MBE
 1946–50 C.E. Blunt, OBE, FSA
 1951–54 E.J. Winstanley, LDS
 1955–58 H.H. King, MA
 1959–63 D.F. Allen, BA, FBA, FSA
 1964–65 C.W. Peck, FPS, FSA
 1966–70 C.S.S. Lyon, MA, FIA
 1971–75 S.E. Rigold, MA, FSA
 1976–80 P. Woodhead, FSA
 1981–83 J.D. Brand, MA, FCA
 1984–88 H.E. Pagan, MA, FSA
 1989–93 C.E. Challis, BA, PhD, FSA, FRHistS
 1994–98 G.P. Dyer, BSc(Econ), DGA
 1999–2003 D.W. Dykes, MA, PhD, FSA, FRHistS
 2004–08 M.A.S. Blackburn, MA, LittD, FSA, FRHistS
 2008– R.J. Eaglen, MA, LLM, PhD, FSA
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1999 R.H. Thompson
2002 E.M. Besly
2005 P. Woodhead
2008 M.A.S. Blackburn

BLUNT PRIZE
This prize was instituted in 1986 as the Council Prize but 
its name was changed in 2005 to mark the outstanding 
contribution to the Society and to British Numismatics 
made by Christopher Evelyn Blunt (1904–87). The prize 
takes the form of a triennial cash award to an individ-
ual, whether a member of the Society or not, who has 
made a recent signifi cant contribution to the study of 
numismatics which falls within the Society’s remit. Its 
purpose is principally to encourage younger scholars, 
and therefore preference is given to suitable candidates 
under 35 years of age.

Recipients:

1987 M.A.S. Blackburn
1990 E.M. Besly
1993 B.J. Cook
1996 M.R. Allen
1999 P. de Jersey
2002 K. Clancy
2005 S. Bhandare
2008 T. Crafter

NORTH BOOK PRIZE
The North Book Prize, established in 2006 with a gener-
ous donation by Jeffrey North, is awarded every two 
years for the best book on British Numismatics. 

Books eligible for consideration for the prize are 
those published during the current or three preceding 
calendar years, copies of which have been received by 
the joint library of the British Numismatic Society and 
the Royal Numismatic Society for review.

Recipients:

2006  M.R. Allen for The Durham Mint (London, 
2003)

2008  R.J. Eaglen for The Abbey and Mint of Bury St 
Edmunds to 1279 (London, 2006)

2010  Lord Stewartby for English Coins 1180–1551 
(London, 2009)

JEFFREY NORTH MEDAL FOR 
SERVICES TO NUMISMATICS
The Jeffrey North Medal for exceptional services to 
British Numismatics was established with a generous 
gift from Jeffrey North in 2008. It is awarded by Council 
‘to members of the Society or others in recognition of 
outstanding services to British numismatics, whether in 
the UK or overseas’.

Recipients:

2008 J. Bispham 
2008 M. Bonser 
2008 C. Farthing 
2008 A.J. Holmes 
2010 K. Sugden 
2010 P. and B.R. Withers 

PROCEEDINGS 2010
All meetings during the year were held at the Warburg 
Institute and the President, Dr Robin Eaglen, was in the 
chair throughout.
(For Offi cers and Council for 2010, see Volume 80) 

26 JANUARY 2010. Pawel Niemczyk and Roy Allan 
Norris were elected by Council to Ordinary Membership. 
The President announced that Mark Jones had been 
knighted in the New Year’s Honours List. Dr Martin 
Allen then read a paper entitled The exchanges in the 
City of London, 1344–1538.

23 FEBRUARY 2010. Dr Frank Brady, Adam Jonathan 
Daubney, Dr James Andrew Findlow, Jonathan Edward 
Mann and Anja Christina Friedel Rohde were elected 
by Council to Ordinary Membership. The Institut für 
Numismatik, Universitat Wien, was elected by Council 
to Institutional Membership. Council noted the deaths 
of Robert Cook (28 December 2009, aged 68), James 
O’Donald Mays (20 January 2010, aged 92) and John 
Weibel (28 December 2009, aged 95) with sadness. The 
President announced that Council had decided to award 
two Jeffrey North Medals for Services to Numismatics, 
to Keith Sugden and jointly to Bente and Paul Withers. 
Richard Abdy then read a paper entitled Hadrian’s 
coins: voyages, celebrations and commemorations.

23 MARCH 2010. Max Garden was elected by Council 
to Junior Membership. Dr David Dykes then read a 
paper entitled ‘J.B.’ of ‘Foundling Fields’.

27 APRIL 2010. Philip John Wise tendered his resig-
nation to Council. Dr Peter Guest then read a paper 
entitled Understanding ancient coins in Wales.

25 MAY 2010. Henry Oliver Fairbairn was elected by 
Council to Ordinary Membership. Paul Eric Neupert 
tendered his resignation to Council. The President pre-
sented Jeffrey North Medals for Services to Numismatics 
to Keith Sugden, and jointly to Bente and Paul Withers. 
Dr Kristin Bornholdt Collins then read a paper enti-
tled A mixed bag from Man: the 2003 Glenfaba Hoard 
(c.1030) and the birth of Hiberno-Manx coinage. The 
meet ing was followed by the Spring Reception for mem-
bers and their guests, sponsored by Mark Rasmussen.

22 JUNE 2010. Christopher Singer was elected by 
Council to Ordinary Membership. Richard Dennett, 
John Malcolm, Sarah Power and Ronald Searle ten-
dered their resignations to Council. Council noted the 
death of Major Clement Lister (6 June 2010, aged 90), 
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with sadness. Tony Abramson then read a paper entitled 
Sceats – how do we assess their success?.

28 SEPTEMBER 2010. Joseph Angel Crespo, Jeffrey 
Charles Measamer and Gabriel Omassi were elected by 
Council to Ordinary Membership. The Niedersäch-
sisches Münzkabinett, Hannover, tendered its resigna-
tion to Council. Professor Norman Biggs then read a 
paper entitled Checking the current coins, 1344–1422.

26 OCTOBER 2010. Benjamin James Burge, Mrs 
Patricia Reid Ferguson, Justin Charles Christian Moodie 
and Carl Edward Savage were elected by Council to 
Ordinary Membership. Joseph Edmond Cribb tendered 
his resignation to Council. Council noted the death of 
Ian Postlethwaite (21 July 2010, aged 68) with sadness. 
The President said that, no alternative nominations hav-
ing been received, Council’s list of Offi cers and Council 
members circulated during the month would be adopted 
at the AGM. Graham Dyer then read a paper entitled 
Rationalisation or vandalism: Messrs Webster and the 
Royal Mint collection, 1871–1874.

23 NOVEMBER 2010. Dennis Gilluley, Peter John 
Hewett, Timothy Medhurst, Terence John Read, James 
Ricks and Jason Stephen Sallam were elected by Council 
to Ordinary Membership. Colm Rooney and Dr Charles 
Wander tendered their resignations to Council. The 
Secretary declared that 22 members were amoved under 
By-Law IV.6 and one member was amoved under By-
Law VIII.1. Emily Freeman and Tony Gilbert were 
appointed scrutators for the ballot. The following Offi cers 
and Council were declared elected for 2011:

President: Dr Robin Eaglen
Vice-Presidents:  Graham Dyer, Dr David Dykes, Dr 

Stewart Lyon, Peter Mitchell, Hugh 
Pagan and Lord Stewartby 

Director:  Ian Leins 
Treasurer:  Philip Mernick 
Secretary: Peter Preston-Morley
Membership  Philip Skingley 
 Secretary:
Librarian:  John Roberts-Lewis 
Council:   Martin Allen (Editor), Prof. Norman 

Biggs, Dr Barrie Cook, Megan 
Gooch, Maj-Gen. Adrian Lyons, 
William MacKay (Publicity Offi cer), 
Dr Rory Naismith (Website Offi cer), 
Dr Elina Screen (Editor), Frances 
Simmons and Andrew Woods.

The Corresponding Members of Council were 
announced as Professor Peter Gaspar (North America) 
and Colin Pitchfork (Australasia).

Council’s proposal that the subscription should remain 
unchanged at £32 for Ordinary Members and £15 for 
members under age 21 or in full-time education was 
approved. The President delivered the annual address, 
the fi rst part being a Review of the Society’s activities in 
2010, followed by the second of two Presidential 
Addresses on coin illustration: The illustration of coins: 
an historical survey (Part II). On completion and on 
behalf  of the membership, Dr David Dykes thanked 
the President for his endeavours on behalf  of the Society 
in the second year of his Presidency. The President 
invited members and their guests to attend a reception 
in the common room generously sponsored by the 
Classical Numismatic Group.

EXHIBITIONS
March:
By Peter Preston-Morley, on behalf  of the executors of 
the late Robinson S. Brown Jr.
Two halfpenny tokens issued by James Burton, DH 
Middlesex 304 and 305.

September:
By Hugh Pagan.
1.  An auction sale catalogue of ‘the interesting collec-

tions, and other valuable property’ of the late John 
Bluett, Haygrass House, Taunton (Eales White, 
Taunton, 13–19 April 1852), which included 237 
lots of coins, medals and tokens.

2.  A single volume of Denton and Prattent’s The 
Virtuoso’s Companion, from the library of Rev. 
Strickland Charles Edward Neville Rolfe (cf. 
Baldwin Auction, London, 4–5 May 2010).

SUMMER MEETING
The Summer Meeting of the Society, Currencies and 
Creeds, was held jointly with the Royal Numismatic 
Society at the Castle Museum, Norwich, on Saturday 3 
July 2010. The meeting was opened by Prof. Nicholas 
Mayhew, President of the Royal Numismatic Society, 
and closed by the President. During the morning ses-
sion, papers were read by Prof. Eric Kerridge, Money 
and religion in England; Prof. Lucia Travaini, Byzantine 
coins in late medieval and modern Italy: from misinter-
pretation to salvation and Richard Kelleher, The sacred 
and the miraculous: reused later medieval coins. In the 
afternoon, papers were read by Adrian Marsden, 
Overtones of Olympus: emperors as Gods in the third 
century; Dr Barrie Cook, Enacting Ephipany: gold, 
frankincense and myrrh and English monarchs; and Dr 
Shailendra Bhandare, Like Rivers in Flow: religions 
refl ected on money in India, c.1000–2000 A.D.



JEFFREY NORTH MEDAL PRESENTATIONS 2010

In making the presentations of the Jeffrey North Medal for Services to Britsh Numismatics on 
25 May 2010, the President, Dr Robin Eaglen, said:

Keith Sugden

Keith Sugden’s prominence upon the UK numismatic scene has extended over the past four 
decades. During his time as the distinguished curator of the numismatic collections at the 
Manchester City Museum he has created the excellent new Money Gallery and his energy and 
versatility are demonstrated by his combining this role, until his academic retirement, with a 
lectureship in accountancy at Manchester University. 

In 1975 he was elected a fellow of the Royal Numismatic Society and is a pillar of the South 
Manchester Numismatic Society. He is, however, most widely known for his contribution to 
the British Association of Numismatic Societies (BANS), as President, as Secretary, as an 
urbane and witty speaker, and, more recently as an honorary Vice-president. He is also 
Secretary and Treasurer of the UK Numismatic Trust. For our Society, he hosted a memorable 
one day meeting at Manchester some years ago on the subject of Small Change.

On behalf  of the Society and, I am sure, with the approbation of the wider numismatic 
community, I have great pleasure in presenting the North Medal to Keith Sugden.

Bente and Paul Withers

Since the 1970s, Bente and Paul Withers have played a leading role in publishing studies across 
a wide fi eld of British numismatics, including – besides coins – tokens, small change, coin 
weights and commemorative medals. Through their active encouragement and their contribu-
tion to design, photography and printing, they have undoubtedly enabled many works of 
value to be published which might have otherwise with diffi culty seen the light of day.

It is not practicable to name the impressive list of the publications in which they have been 
involved, but they range from detailed research, such as The Hammered Silver Coins produced 
at the Tower Mint during the Reign of Elizabeth I by Brown, Comber and Wilkinson to works 
helpfully aimed at the non-specialist, such as their own Galata Guide to the Pennies of Edward 
I and II. And the fl ow is unabated. Only the other day I received a fl yer for The Galata Guide to 
Medieval Half Groats by Greenhalgh. British numismatics is truly indebted that the business 
resources of Galata have been channelled to such benefi cial effect, and the Society has chosen 
this occasion to mark its appreciation.

Accordingly I have pleasure in presenting a joint award of the North Medal to Bente and 
Paul Withers.



THE BRITISH NUMISMATIC SOCIETY REPORT OF THE 
TRUSTEES FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2009

The British Numismatic Society was founded in 1903, and is a registered charity (No. 275906). The Society is 
established for the benefi t of the public through the encouragement and promotion of numismatic science, and 
particularly through the study of the coins, medals and tokens of the peoples of the British Isles and Commonwealth 
and the United States of America, and of such territories as may at any time be, or have been, subject to their 
jurisdiction.

The Society’s activities are governed by its By-Laws. The By-Laws were amended in January 2008. The revised 
By-Laws were reprinted this year in Volume 78 of The British Numismatic Journal.

The trustees of the Society for the year ended 31 December 2009 were the offi cers and members of Council 
comprising: R.J. Eaglen (President); G.P. Dyer, C.E. Challis (to November 2009), D.W. Dykes, C.S.S. Lyon (from 
November 2009), P.D. Mitchell, H.E. Pagan, Lord Stewartby (Vice-Presidents); K. Clancy (Director); P.H. Mernick 
(Treasurer); J.E. Roberts-Lewis (Librarian); R. Hewson (Membership Secretary to April 2009); P. Skingley 
(Membership Secretary from April 2009); R.M. Kelleher (Secretary to November 2009), P.J. Preston-Morley 
(Secretary from November 2009, Council to November 2009); R.G.R. Naismith (Website Offi cer); P. de Jersey, 
E.M. Screen (Editors); W.A. Mackay (Publicity Offi cer); M.R. Allen, N.L. Biggs, R.F. Bland (to November 2009), 
B.J. Cook (from November 2009), D.E. Darrington (to April 2009), E.F.V. Freeman, M. Gooch (from February 
2009), N.M.McQ. Holmes, A.W. Lyons, R.H. Thompson (to November 2009) (Council).

The registered address of the charity is that of the current Treasurer, P.H. Mernick, 42 Campbell Road, London 
E3 4DT and the Society’s bankers are the National Westminster Bank PLC, PO Box 10720, 217 Strand, London, 
WC2R 1AL and CAF Bank Ltd, 25 Kings Hill, West Malling, Kent ME19 4JQ. Funds are also deposited with 
Birmingham Midshires (a division of Bank of Scotland plc), PO Box 81, Pendeford Business Park, Wobaston 
Road, Wolverhampton WV9 5HZ and Clydesdale Bank PLC, 30 St Vincent Place, Glasgow G1 2HL. The 
Independent Examiner is R.A. Merson, FCA, Tanyard House, 13A Bridge Square, Farnham, Surrey, GU9 7QR.

Society meetings were held on the fourth Tuesday each month from January to June and September to November 
inclusive at the Warburg Institute, University of London, at which a substantive paper was read. On 11 July, a 
special one-day meeting on The life and work of Matthew Boulton was held at Birmingham.  This was a joint meeting 
with the Royal Numismatic Society.

In February 2010 the Society published Volume 79 of The British Numismatic Journal. This was a hardbound 
volume of 336 pages and 35 plates, and contained 8 principal articles and 24 short articles and reviews. It also 
incorporated the 2009 Coin Register, which listed in detail 454 single coin fi nds in Great Britain and Ireland, the 
2008 Presidential Address and Proceedings, and the Society’s fi nancial accounts for the year ended 31 December 
2007.

The Society also produces a series of Special Publications, fi nanced by the Osborne Fund. Although no new 
volumes were published during the year, work has continued on several planned. Spink & Son Limited acts as 
distributor of the Society’s publications.

During the year, the Society’s web-site (www.britnumsoc.org) hosted by the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge, 
gave a mix of permanent factual information about the Society and details of its current programme of meetings 
and activities. In addition, UK members received four issues of the CCNB (Coordinating Committee for Numismatics 
in Britain) Newsletter containing short and topical articles, reviews and details of meetings and exhibitions.

The Society holds a substantial library, jointly with the Royal Numismatic Society, which is located at the 
Warburg Institute, and actively maintains a programme of acquiring new books and rebinding existing books, as 
necessary. Books are available for loan to members, both in person and by post.

Annual subscriptions were paid to the International Numismatic Commission and the British Association of 
Numismatic Societies (BANS).

The Society is fi nanced by an annual subscription of £32, paid by both ordinary and institutional members, or £15, 
paid by members under 21 or in full-time education, together with interest on cash held on deposit and donations 
from members over and above their subscription. 

The Trustees believe that the present level of uncommitted reserves set against current and planned expenditure 
is both prudent and proportionate. The Society’s investment policy is reviewed by a Finance Committee.  

All offi cers of the Society offer their services on a voluntary basis, and administrative costs were kept to a minimum 
consisting largely of stationery and postage.

The Society is actively seeking to increase its membership, both in Britain and overseas, the total of which has 
steadily risen to more than 600.



THE BRITISH NUMISMATIC SOCIETY 
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES 

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2009

 General Designated Restricted Total Total
 Fund Funds Fund 2009 2008

 £ £ £ £ £

INCOME AND EXPENDITURE

INCOMING RESOURCES

Subscriptions and Entrance Fees 
received for 2009 and earlier years 18,564 – – 18,564 18,995
Gift Aid 2,040 _ _ 2,040 2,935
Interest received 429 2,861 274 3,564 10,419
Donations 260 – 300 560 784  

Sale of Publications :–     

 Back numbers 1,258 – – 1,258 562  

 Special Publications – 814 – 814 1,062
 ______ _____ ___ ______ ______

TOTAL INCOMING RESOURCES 22,551 3,675 574 26,800 34,757
     

RESOURCES EXPENDED     

British Numismatic Journal 10,687 – – 10,687 12,905

CCNB Newsletter 1,205 – – 1,205 857

Provincial meetings 268 – – 268 131

London meetings 720 – – 720 735

Linecar Lecture – 500 – 500 –    

International Numismatic Congress – 3,400 – 3,400 –

Sanford Saltus Medal – – 1,633 1,633 –

North Prizes – – – – 7,340

Blunt Prize – – – – 300

Library 1,415 – – 1,415 768

Subscriptions 164 – – 164 136

Bank charges 120 – – 120 120

Publicity materials 1,123 – – 1,123 –

Other printing, postage, 
stationery and secretarial 2,514 – – 2,514 2,161
 ______ _____ _____ ______ ______

TOTAL RESOURCES EXPENDED 18,216 3,900 1,633 23,749 25,453

NET INCOMING/(OUTGOING) 
RESOURCES BEING NET 
MOVEMENT IN FUNDS 4,335 (225) (1,059) 3,051 9,304

FUND BALANCES 64,878 102,027 9,656 176,561 167,257
Brought forward 1 January 2009

FUND BALANCES ______ _______ _____ _______ _______
Carried forward 31 December 2009  69,213 101,802 8,597 179,612 176,561 ______ _______ _____ _______ _______



 

THE BRITISH NUMISMATIC SOCIETY 
BALANCE SHEET AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2009

 2009 2008

   £  £

GENERAL FUND 69,213 64,878
DESIGNATED FUNDS 101,802 102,027
RESTRICTED FUND 8,597 9,656
 _______ _______
 179,612 176,561 _______ _______

ASSETS:
  
Library and Furniture at cost less amounts written off  160 160

Sundry Debtors 6,504 4,038

Cash at Bankers and in Hand
 Bank – Deposit Accounts 191,345 192,340
  Current Accounts 10,291 14,355
 _______ _______
 208,300 210,893 _______ _______

LIABILITIES:
  
Subscriptions received in advance   1,280 6,299

Sundry Creditors and Outstanding Charges 3,006 2,440  

Creditors and Provision for Journals 24,402 25,593
 ______ ______
 28,688 34,332
 _______ _______
 179,612 176,561 _______ _______

Registered Charity No. 275906
The accounts were approved by Council on 23 March 2010



THE BRITISH NUMISMATIC SOCIETY NOTES TO THE 
ACCOUNTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2009

1. Accounting Policies

Basis of Accounting

These accounts have been prepared under the historical cost convention, and in accordance with applicable 
accounting standards and the Statement of Recommended Practice on Accounting by Charities. 

Fixed Assets

No value has been attributed in the balance sheet to the Society’s library. The joint library of the Society and The 
Royal Numismatic Society was insured as at 31 December 2008 at a value of £415,650. The books are individually 
labelled as to which Society owns them, but for the purposes of practical day-to-day administration and the sharing 
of costs, one-third of the library is taken as belonging to The British Numismatic Society.

Stock

No value is attributed to the Society’s stocks of Special Publications and The British Numismatic Journal.

Subscriptions

No credit is taken either for subscriptions received in advance or for subscriptions in arrears at the balance sheet 
date. 

2. Designated Funds

 North Linecar  Osborne Benefactors’ Total
 Fund Fund Fund Fund

 £ £ £ £ £

INCOMING RESOURCES     

Interest received 328 351 2,116 66 2,861

Sales of Special Publications – – 814 – 814

TOTAL INCOMING RESOURCES ___ ___ _____ __ _____
 328 351 2,930 66 3,675 ___ ___ _____ __ _____

RESOURCES EXPENDED     

Linecar Lecture – 500 – – 500

International Numismatic Congress – – – 3,400 3,400

TOTAL RESOURCES EXPENDED __ ___ _____ _____ _____
 – 500 – 3,400 3,900 __ ___ _____ _____ _____

NET INCOMING/(OUTGOING) 
RESOURCES  BEING NET 
MOVEMENT IN FUNDS  328 (149) 2,930 (3,334) (225)

FUND BALANCES
 brought forward 1 January 2009 11,580 12,412 74,701 3,334 102,027

FUND BALANCES
 carried forward 31 December 2009 ______ ______ ______ _____ _______
 11,908 12,263 77,631 – 101,802 ______ ______ ______ _____ _______

The General and Designated Funds are all unrestricted.

The Linecar Fund was started in 1986 with the bequest of £5,000 and Council has designated this Fund to provide 
for a biennial lecture in Mr Linecar’s memory.



 

The Osborne Fund was started in 1991 with the bequest of £50,000 and Council has designated this Fund to 
fi nance the series of Special Publications.

The Benefactors’ Fund consisted of other bequests to the Society. During the year £2,600 was paid towards the 
joint reception hosted with The Royal Numismatic Society at the Glasgow International Numismatic Congress 
and two grants of £400 each were awarded to assist delegates wishing to attend.

The North Fund was set up during 2006 with a generous donation from member Mr J.J. North and Council 
decided that this should partly be used to fund a biennial prize for the best book on British Numismatics published 
in the last three years. In 2007 Council decided additionally to use part of the Fund to establish the Jeffrey North 
Medal, to be awarded occasionally to members of the Society or others in recognition of outstanding services to 
British numismatics, whether in the UK or overseas.

3. Restricted Fund: The Prize Fund

Following an appeal for donations in 2005, the Society created a new Prize Fund with the purpose of supporting 
the John Sanford Saltus Medal, the Blunt Prize (formerly called the Council Prize) and any other award the Society 
might introduce in the future. 

PRIZE FUND       £

INCOMING RESOURCES 

Donation 300

Interest received 274

TOTAL INCOMING RESOURCES ___
 574 ___

RESOURCES EXPENDED 

Sanford Saltus Medal 1,633

TOTAL RESOURCES EXPENDED _____
 1,633 _____

NET OUTGOING RESOURCES
BEING NET MOVEMENT IN FUNDS (1,059)

FUND BALANCE
 brought forward 1 January 2009 9,656

FUND BALANCE
 carried forward 31 December 2009 _____
 8,597 _____

4. Creditors and Provision for Journals

 £

British Numismatic Journal 79 (2009), published February 2010 11,902
British Numismatic Journal 80 (2010), to be published January 2011 12,500 ______
 24,402 ______



INDEPENDENT EXAMINER’S REPORT TO THE 
MEMBERS OF THE BRITISH NUMISMATIC SOCIETY

I report on the accounts of the Society for the year ended 31 December 2009, which are set out on pages 311 to 
315.

Respective responsibilities of trustees and examiner

Council as the Society’s trustees are responsible for the preparation of the accounts; and consider that the audit 
requirement of Section 43(2) of the Charities Act 1993 does not apply. It is my responsibility to state, on the basis 
of procedures specifi ed in the General Directions given by the Charity Commissioners under Section 43(7) (b) of 
that Act, whether particular matters have come to my attention.

Basis of independent examiner’s report

My examination was carried out in accordance with the General Directions given by the Charity Commissioners. 
An examination includes a review of the accounting records kept by the Society and a comparison of the accounts 
presented with those records. It also includes consideration of any unusual items or disclosures in the accounts, and 
seeking explanations from Council concerning any such matters. The procedures undertaken do not provide all the 
evidence that would be required in an audit, and consequently I do not express an audit opinion on the view given 
by the accounts.

Independent examiner’s statement

In connection with my examination, no matter has come to my attention:

(a) which gives me reasonable cause to believe that in any material respect the requirements to keep accounting 
records in accordance with section 41 of the Charities Act 1993; and to prepare accounts which accord with the 
accounting records and to comply with the accounting requirements of that Act have not been met; or

(b) to which, in my opinion, attention should be drawn in order to enable a proper understanding of the accounts 
to be reached.

R.A. Merson, F.C.A.
Tanyard House,
13A Bridge Square,
Farnham,
Surrey,
GU9 7QR

23 March 2010



THE BRITISH NUMISMATIC SOCIETY

THE Society was founded in 1903, and is a registered 
charity (No. 275906). The object of the Society is the 
encouragement and promotion of numismatic science, 
particularly through the study of the coins, medals and 
tokens of the peoples of the British Isles and Common-
wealth and the United States of America, and of such 
territories as may at any time be or have been subject to 
their jurisdiction.

Membership is open to all persons and to appropriate 
institutions. Details of membership and an application 
form can be found on the Society’s website: www.
britnumsoc.org. Further enquiries about membership 
should be made to the Membership Secretary:

Philip Skingley, Esq.
The British Numismatic Society
c/o The Warburg Institute
Woburn Square
London WC1H 0AB

Meetings are held at 6 p.m. on the fourth Tuesday of 
each month from January to June and September to 
November at the Warburg Institute. Other meetings 
may be arranged from time to time. Offers of papers to 
be read at meetings should be sent to the Director: 

I. Leins, Esq.
Department of Coins and Medals
The British Museum
Great Russell Street
London WC1B 3DG

The British Numismatic Journal is published annually, 
and distributed without charge to all members. Persons, 
whether members or not, wishing to submit an article 

or short note for publication should write to the 
Editors:

c/o Dr E. Screen
School of History
University of St Andrews
71 South Street
St Andrews KY16 9QW

To assist contributors in the preparation of typescripts 
for submission to the Journal, and also with the mark-
ing up of proofs, a set of Notes for the Guidance of 
Contributors may be downloaded from the Society’s 
website (www.britnumsoc.org) or obtained from the 
Editors.

The Society’s library is housed at the Warburg Institute. 
Members may use the library on presentation of their 
signed membership card. Books can be sent to members 
by post on request to the Librarian. Gifts for the library, 
and books for review, should be sent to the Librarian:

R.H. Thompson, Esq.
The British Numismatic Society
c/o The Warburg Institute
Woburn Square
London WC1H 0AB

Annual subscriptions, currently £32 (reduced subscrip-
tion for those under 21 or in full time education £15), 
are due on 1 January each year, and should be sent 
without request to the Treasurer:

P.H. Mernick, Esq.
42 Campbell Road
London E3 4DT

ABBREVIATIONS

ANS American Numismatic Society
AntJ The Antiquaries Journal
BAR British Archaeological Reports
BL British Library
BM British Museum
BMC British Museum Catalogue
BN Bibliothèque Nationale, Paris
BNJ British Numismatic Journal
BNS British Numismatic Society
BSFN  Bulletin de la Société Française de 

Numismatique
CBA Council for British Archaeology
CCI Celtic Coin Index
CH Coin Hoards
CHRB Coin Hoards from Roman Britain

CNS  Corpus nummorum saeculorum IX–XI 
qui in Suecia reperti sunt

CTCE  C.E. Blunt, B.H.I.H. Stewart and C.S.S. 
Lyon, Coinage in Tenth-Century 
England (Oxford, 1989)

DNB Dictionary of National Biography
EcHR Economic History Review
EHR English Historical Review
EMC Corpus of Early Medieval Coin Finds
FPL Fixed Price List
GM Gentleman’s Magazine
JBAA  Journal of the British Archaeological 

Association
MBS Mail Bid Sale
MEC Medieval European Coinage
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MIN Metallurgy in Numismatics
NC Numismatic Chronicle
NCirc Spink’s Numismatic Circular
NNÅ Nordisk Numismatisk Årsskrift
NNM Numismatic Notes and Monographs
NNUM  Nordisk Numismatik Unions Medlemsblad
OJA Oxford Journal of Archaeology
PAS Portable Antiquities Scheme
ProcINC  Proceedings of the International 

Numismatic Congress
PSAS  Proceedings of the Society of 

Antiquaries of Scotland

RBN Revue Belge de Numismatique
RIC Roman Imperial Coinage
RN Revue Numismatique
RNS Royal Numismatic Society
SCBI Sylloge of Coins of the British Isles
SCMB Seaby’s Coin and Medal Bulletin
TAR Treasure Annual Report
TNA: PRO  The National Archives: Public Record 

Offi ce
VCH Victoria County History



SERIES SUMMARY INDEX

VOLS 71–80 (2001–2010)

R.H. THOMPSON

Abbreviations: c century; exh. exhibited, exhibition(s) (by); i.m. initial mark; obit. obituary of; obv. obverse; pl(s). 
plate(s); rev. review of, reviewed, reverse.

Omissions: Accounts, elections within the Society, and other regular features (dates of election being given in each 
List of Members); subject entries for most reviews; individual contributors to the Coin Register; insubstantial 
references elsewhere to fi nds and hoards.

Abbotsham, fi nd 2001 (16–17c.), 72.106–14
ABDY, R.A. Coin Register 2001, 71.177–88, pls.
—. Coin Register 2002, 72.189–212, pls., 77.341
—. Romano-British Coin Hoards, rev., 72.220–1
—. Coin Register 2003, 74.198–229, pls., 75.199
—. Coin Register 2005, 75.176–99, pls.
Aberdeen, mint (David II, half–groats), 79.182–4
ABRAMSON, T. Sceattas, an illustrated guide, rev., 

77.345–6
—. Studies in early medieval coinage, Vol. 1, rev., 

79.288–9
Acock & Hanks (Auctioneers’ tokens), 79.220, pl.
Adams, W. (Naval medals, British, 1805), 80.203
Æthelred I, coinage, 77.71–118
Æthelred II, Benediction Hand type, 77.270–6, pl.
Æthelstan II Guthrum (Viking invaders), Two–line 

type, 75.38–42
African coinages, research, 73.159–60
Aldfrith (Northumbria), coinage, 76.147–58
Alexander III, 2nd coinage, fractional coin, 71.167
Alfred, Lunettes coinage, 78.38–110, pls.
Allectus, coinage, 76.61–80, 119–22, 125–39, 141
Allen, D.F., 73.199–200
Allen, J.N., death, 78.298
ALLEN, L.L. The World’s Show, rev., 71.206–7
ALLEN, M., promoted Assistant Keeper, 75.216; 

awarded North Book Prize, 78.298–300
—. English coin hoards, 1158–1544, 72.24–84
—. Finds from Dunwich, 72.85–94
—. Coin Register 2002, 72.189–212, pls., 77.341
—. The groats of Edward I, 74.28–38, pls.
—. Medieval English die-output, 74.39–49
—. Coin Register 2003, 74.198–229, pls., 75.199
—. The Durham Mint, rev., 74.236–7
—. The quantity of money in England 1180–1247: new 

data, 75.44–9
—. The interpretation of single-fi nds of English coins, 

1279–1544, 75.50–62
—. The fourteenth-century hoard from Chesterton 

Lane Corner, Cambridge, 75.63–90, pl.
—. Salaries of mint and exchange offi cials in the Long 

Cross recoinage of 1247–1250, 75.173–5
—. Coin Register 2005, 75.176–99, pls.
—. The English coinage of 1153/4–1158, 76.242–302, 

pls.

—. Coin Register 2006, 76.364–88, pls.
—. Rev., SCBI 55: Hermitage Museum, St Petersburg, 

Part IV, 76.392–4
—. The proportions of the denominations in English 

mint outputs, 1351–1485, 77.190–209
—. Two notes on Stephen BMC type 7, 77.279–81
—. Coin Register 2007, 77.307–41, pls.
—. Coin Register 2008, 78.261–90, pls.
—. Henry I type 14, 79.72–171, pls.
—. Coin Register 2009, 79.254–87, pls.
—. The output and profi ts of the Calais mint, 

1349–1450, 80.131–9
—. A thirteenth-century enquiry into the administra-

tion of the Bury St Edmunds mint, 80.189–93
—. Coin register 2010, 80.207–37, pls.
—. The English coinage in the 1120s and 1150s: 

interrupted continuity? read; 80.247
Almondbury [Lightcliffe] fi nd 1828, 77.264–9
American coinages, research, 73.148–50
Anchor & Hope (sign), 78.258–60
ANDERSON, M. Imitations of the Crux Pellit 

coinage of James III, 76.345–8
Anderson, P. (Tokens, 18c.), 71.129
Anglo-Gallic coins, research, 73.96–7
Anglo-Saxon coins, collections, 76.171–203, pls.
—, gold (5–6c), 80.51–75
—, legal references, 77.164–70
—, legends, philological aspects, 78.32–7
—, research, 73.58–75, pls.
Anglo-Saxon law, numismatic aspects, 77.150–72
Anglo-Saxon monetary history (7–8c.), 79.1–33 
Apthorpe, J. (Coin-weights), 71.118
ARCHIBALD, Marion M., honorary member, 79.304
—. The Lion coinage of Robert, earl of Gloucester, 

and William, earl of Gloucester, 71.71–86, pls.
—. English medieval Coin Hoards, I, rev., 71.202–3
—. Early medieval coinage, 1066–1279, 73.76–88
—. A sceat of Offa of Mercia, 74.20–27, pls.
—. Rev., SCBI 53: Scottish Museums: English Coins 

1066–1279, 74.234–6
—. Cotton’s Anglo-Saxon coins in the light of the 

Peiresc inventory of 1606, 76.171–203, pls.
—. Coinage and History in the North Sea World c.AD 

500–1250: essays in honour of Marion Archibald, 
rev., 77.343–5
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Argyll, N.D.C., Duke of, 71.142
Aris, S., 80.155–6
Arnot, A.J.(P.), 71.142
Artefacts, 10c., 71.60–70, pl.
—, 12–16c., 72.34–5
Ashley, W.E., 71.142
Asian coinages, research, 73.150–7
Askew, J. (Fruiterers’ tokens), 77.289–90
Athelstaneford, fi nd 2001, 74.189–90
ATTWOOD, P. Medals of dishonour, rev., 80.240–2
Auctioneers’ tokens, 79.213–28, pls.
Audley, C. (Fruiterers’ tokens), 77.288, 290
Australasian coinages, research, 73.157–8
Axbridge, mint (Edgar), 71.161
Aylesbury, mint, 77.173–89, pl.

Bagnall, A.E., 71.143, 73.200
Bainbridge, fi nd 1998 (16–17c.), 71.170–2
BAKER, J., Lost change: recording and interpreting 

medieval and early modern stray coin fi nds, 
read; 76.401

Baldwin, A.H. & Sons, 71.152–3, 73.197–212
Baldwin, A.H.F., 71.152
‘Baldwin’ hoard c.1993 (10c.), 72.1–14, pls.
Baliol, J. see John Baliol
Ballard, T. (Fruiterers’ tokens), 77.289–90
Ballingal, N.C., 73.200
Banks, Sir J., 78.202
Banks, Sarah Sophia, 78.200–15, pls.
BARCLAY, C., curator in Durham, 75.216
—. Two hoards from North Yorkshire, 71.168–72
—. Rev., Coins of Northumbria, 72.221
—. Rev., For those in Peril: Civil Decorations and 

Lifesaving Awards at the National Museums and 
Galleries of Wales, 75.208–9

Barnes, A.E., 73.200
Barr, D.A., death, 75.216, 220
Barrett, E. (Fruiterers’ tokens), 77.289–90
Bartholomew Close, token 1664, 78.258–9
Baskerville, Sarah, 80.156
BATESON, J.D. The medallic works of Neil 

Macphail, read; 71.213
—. Scotland and Ireland: a century of progress in 

coinage studies, 73.137–47, pls.
—. Two seventeenth-century copper hoards from 

Scotland, 74.187–90
—. SCBI 53: Scottish Museums: English Coins 

1066–1279, rev., 74.234–6
—. Rev., Coins of Scotland, Ireland and the Islands, 

74.237–8
—. Rev., Small Change VI, 75.203–4
—. The Castlecary hoard and the Civil War currency 

of Scotland, 77.226–45
—. Rev., SCBI 58: Scottish Coins in the National 

Museums of Scotland, Edinburgh, Part I, 
77.349–51

—. William Hunter and eighteenth-century coin 
collecting, read; 78.298

BEAN, S.C. The Coinage of the Atrebates and Regni, 
rev., 71.200–1

Bearman, T., 71.143
Bennett, L., 71.153
BERLIN, H.M. The Coins and Banknotes of Palestine 

under the British Mandate, 1927–1947, rev., 
71.205–6

Berry, E. (Fruiterers’ tokens), 77.288, 290
Berry, J., designs, 80.178–81
Bersi–Mangakis, D. see Mangakis, D.
BESLY, E., presentation of the Sanford Saltus medal 

to, 74.244–5
—. A fourteenth–century hoard from Llanddona, 

Anglesey, 72.169–71
—. A Civil War hoard from Shropshire, 72.180–3
—. Rev., Romano-British Coin Hoards, 72.220–1
—. The coinage of the Stuarts, 73.120–7, pls.
—. For those in Peril: Civil Decorations and Lifesaving 

Awards at the National Museums and Galleries of 
Wales, rev., 75.208–9

—. The Rogiet hoard and the coinage of Allectus, 
76.45–146, pls; read, 72.228.

—. Rev., ‘Remember Nelson’: campaign and 
commemorative medals . . ., 76.397

—. The Milford Haven hoard of Henry I, 77.277–9
—. The Monknash fi nd and other foreign medieval 

coins from South Wales, 80.196–9
Best, T. (Fruiterers’ tokens), 77.289–90
Bhandare, S., presentation of Blunt Prize 2005 to, 

76.404
—. The East India Mint at Bombay: Early years 

1672–1715, read; 76.401
Bibire, P., 78.32–7
Biddle, T. (Fruiterers’ tokens), 77.289
BIGGS, N. Coin–weights made by the Founders, 

71.111–18, pl.
—. Provincial coin-weights in the eighteenth century, 

74.102–20, pls.
—. Rev., Weights and Measures in Scotland, 75.206–7
Birch, T., medal, 80.151–4
Bird, B., 71.143
Birmingham, Loyal Associations medals, 71.134–5
—, miscellanies, 79.246–50, 80.151–65, pls.
—, Parys Mine mint, 75.113–20
—, Soho mint, Monneron tokens, theft, 75.121–31
—, Theatre 1774, 76.312–22, 80.154–8
Birnie, fi nds (2c), 76.1–44
Bispham, J., presentation of Jeffrey North Medal 2008 

to, 79.307–8
BLACKBURN, M., dedication to, 80.iii; J. Sanford 

Saltus medallist, 80.248–50
—. The St Edmund coinage in the light of a parcel from 

a hoard of St Edmund pennies, 72.1–14, pls.
—.The nature of Hiberno-Norse currency reforms, 

read; 74.246
—. Currency under the Vikings, Part 1: Guthrum and 

the earliest Danelaw coinages (Presidential 
address 2004), 75.18–43, pls.

—. Some unpublished coins of Henry I and Stephen, 
75.164–9, pl.

—. President’s review of the year 2004, 75.216–18
—. Currency under the Vikings, Part 2: The two 

Scandinavian kingdoms of the Danelaw, 
c.895–954 (Presidential address 2005), 
76.204–26, pls.; read, 76.401

—. President’s review of the year 2005, 76.398–400
—. Presentation of Blunt Prize 2005 to Dr Shailendra 

Bhandare, 76.404
—. Currency under the Vikings, Part 3: Ireland, Wales, 

Isle of Man and Scotland in the ninth and tenth 
centuries (Presidential address 2006), 77.119–49; 
read, 77.358
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—. President’s review of the year 2006, 77.354–6
—. Presentation of the John Sanford Saltus medal for 

2005 to Peter Woodhead, 77.359–60
—. Currency under the Vikings, Part 4: The Dublin 

coinage c.995–1050 (Presidential address 2007), 
78.111–37, pl.; read, 78.298

—. President’s review of the year 2007, 78.295–7
—. Currency under the Vikings, Part 5: The 

Scandinavian achievement and legacy 
(Presidential address 2008), 79.43–71; read, 
79.305

—. Designing the Jeffrey North Medal for Services to 
British Numismatics, 79.250–3

—. President’s review of the year 2008, 79.300–3
—. Presentation of the Blunt Prize for 2008 to 

Timothy Crafter, 79.305–6
—. Presentation of the North Book Prize for 2008 to 

Dr Robin Eaglen, 79.306–7
—. Jeffrey North Medal presentations 2008, 79.307–10
BLAND, R., awarded OBE, 79.302
—. The Treasure Act; the fi rst fi ve years, read; 72.228
—. Single fi nds of Roman coins from Britain, read; 

77.357
Bliss, T., 71.143
Blunt, C.E., 71.143, 73.200
Blunt Prize, 76.398, 401, 404; 79.304–6, regulations, 

309; recipients, 80.247
BOGUCKI, M. Two Northumbrian stycas of Eanred 

and Æthelred II from early medieval Truso in 
Poland, 79.34–42

Bole, S.A., death, 74.239
BOLTON, J. How to survive monetary defl ation, credit 

crunches and a great slump: some lessons from 
the later Middle Ages (Howard Linecar 
memorial lecture, 2009) read; 80.248

Bonser, M.J., presentation of Jeffrey North Medal 
2008 to, 79.307–8

Boon, G.C., 73.200–1
Booth, W., counterfeiter, possible portrait, 79.247–9
BORNHOLDT COLLINS, Kristin, awarded a PhD, 

75.217
—. Coin fi nds and currency of the Isle of Man in the 

Viking Age and later Middle Ages, read; 71.213
—. New moneyers in Æthelred II’s Benediction Hand 

type, 77.270–6
Boulton, M., cash receipt 1808, 79.246–7
—, counterfeiting requested, 80.158–60, pls.
—, funeral, 80.163–4
—, medals 1809, 80.160–2
Boulton, R. (Auctioneers’ tokens), 79.222, pl.
Boy Bishops (Bury St Edmunds), tokens, 72.175, pl.
Boyd, W.C., 77.277–9
Bradwell, J.H. (Auctioneers’ tokens), 79.222, pl.
Brand, J.D., 71.143, 73.201
Brettell, R.P.V., 71.143, 73.201
Bridges, D. (Coin–weights), 71.118
Brigg, M.A., 71.143
Bristol, mint (11c), 71.75–6
Britannia, iconography, 76.323–36, pls.
British coins (17–20c), research, 73.128–36, pls.
British Empire and Commonwealth coinage, research, 

73.148–60
British Numismatic Society, by-laws (amended 2008), 

78.307–13, 79.304
—. centenary medal, 72.187–8, pls.

—. Council Prize, 76.401
—. history, 73.1–43, pls.
—. honorary membership criteria, 79.310–11
—. members 1903–2003, 73.213–67; 2004, 75.227–32; 

2009, 80.257–62
—. presidents, 80.246
Broke, P.B.V., Captain (Naval medals, British, 1813), 

80.204–5
Brooches see Coin jewellery
Brooker, J.G., 71.143
BROWN, I.D. The Hammered Silver Coins produced at 

the Tower during the reign of Elizabeth I, rev., 
77.351

BROWN, L. Rev., The World’s Show, 71.206–7
—. Queen Charlotte’s medal for the recovery of 

George III, 72.183–4, pl.
—. Rev., Medals of British India, Vol. I, 72.222–3
—. A discourse of medals, 73.175–85, pls.
Browne, Sir W., medals, 77.292–6
Brushfi eld, A.N., 71.143
Bruun, L.E., 71.144
Buck, I.R., death, 76.399, 401
Bullion economy: England: Danelaw, 71.49–59
Burford, E. (Fruiterers’ tokens), 77.289, 291
Burgred (Mercia), Lunette type E, 78.222–7
Burgundy, gold coins, England (15–16c), 77.219
Burstal, E., 71.144, 73.201–2
Burton, J. (Tokens, 18c), 71.122, 80.166–75
Bury St Edmunds, mint (13c), 80.189–93
Bush Moor (Dumfriesshire), fi nd 2002 (13c), 74.181–2, 

79.229

Calais mint, output, 80.131–9
Calcutta mint personnel, 73.153
Caldale, fi nd 1774 (11c), 78.210–11
Cambridge, Chesterton Lane/ Magdalene Street, fi nd 

2000 (14c), 75.63–90
Cambridge, mint (Henry I, type 6), 75.164–5, pl.
Canning & Winter (Auctioneers’ tokens), 79.225
Canterbury, mint (8c), 79.11
—, mint (Henry I), 79.76
—, mint (Short Cross), moneyers, Robert Vi, 75.172–3
CAPIE, F. Money and economic development in the 

eighteenth century, read; 80.248
Carausius, coinage, 76.61, 118
Carlyon-Britton, P.W.P., 71.144
Carlyon-Britton, R.C., 71.144
Carnegie, D.C.S.L. see Lindsay Carnegie, D.C.S.
Carolingian coins, currency, England, 79.17–18
Carson, R.A.G., death, 77.355
Carter, E.C., 71.144
CASEY, J. Roman Britain: monetizing a Third World 

economy, read; 76.402
Castle Combe, mint (11c), 71.76
Castlecary, fi nd 1926 (16–17c), 77.226–45
CAVILL, P.R. The debased coinage of 1492, 77.283–6
—. The fi rst Tudor coinage crisis? read; 78.299
Celtic coins see Iron-Age coins
CHALLIS, C.E. Rev., Sterling, 71.201–2
—. Statement in support of the nomination of 

Dr Kevin Clancy, 72.229
—. Henry Symonds FSA, 30 January 1859–11 

February 1933, 73.116–19, pl.
Chapman, D.A., death, 76.399, 401
Chappell, A.E. (Auctioneers’ tokens), 79.219–21, pl.
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Charles I, farthing tokens see Royal farthing tokens
Charles II, patterns, Petition crown, 75.91–112, pls.
Charlotte, queen consort of George III, 72.183–4, pl.
Charman, G.W., 71.153
Chester, mint (Henry I), 79.76
CLANCY, K., presentation of Council Prize to, 

72.227, 229
—. The Ricardo ingot: experimental dies in the Royal 

Mint collection, 71.172–4, pls.
—. The appointment of William Wellesley Pole to the 

Royal Mint, 72.184–7
—. The centenary medal of the British Numismatic 

Society, 72.187–8, pls.
—. Rev., The Sovereign, 72.221–2
—. Rev., The Monetary History of Gold, 75.209–10
—. Locked into change: coinage reform in the 1690s 

and 1790s, read; 78.299
—. Designing the Jeffrey North Medal for Services to 

British Numismatics, 79.250–3
—. Designing change: the art of coin design, rev., 

79.297–9
—. The Ricardo Ingot: the discovery of a striking in 

tin, read; 80.247
Clarke, J. (Auctioneers’ tokens), 79.225, pl.
CLARKE, W.N. Exh, 74.246
—. The mint of Aylesbury, 77.173–89, pl.
Clarke-Thornhill, T.B., 71.144
CLAY, R. Matthew Boulton and the art of making 

money, rev., 80.239; read, 79.304
Clift, W. (Bath), 76.349–53
Clippings see Finds of clippings
Coates, G. (New Zealand), 80.177–85
Coates, T. (Fruiterers’ tokens), 77.289, 291
Cochran-Patrick, R.W., 71.145
Coin illustration, 80.140–50, pls.
Coin jewellery (11c), 71.60–70, pl., 76.337–9
— (13–14c), 78.236–9
Coin tickets, 71.136–57, pls.
Coin-weights, 71.111–18, pl.
—, provincial, 74.104–20, pls.
Coins and Antiquities Ltd., 71.153
Coins as votive offerings, 71.18–33
COLGAN, E. For want of good money: the story of 

Ireland’s coinage, rev., 75.304–5
Collett, Sir J. (Fruiterers’ tokens), 77.288, 291
Collins, Kristin B. see Bornholdt Collins, Kristin
COLMAN, Fran. Philology matters to early Anglo-

Saxon money matters, 78.32–7
COMBER, C.H. The Hammered Silver Coins produced 

at the Tower during the reign of Elizabeth I, rev., 
77.351

COMFORT, S. Captain Hardy’s and Captain Broke’s 
Reward of Merit medals, 80.202–6

Composite images, 80.22
Congleton, fi nds 1992 (17c), 71.91–110, pl.
CONNOR, R.D. Weights and Measures in Scotland, 

rev., 75.206–7
Containers, 1c, 80.22–23
— 2c, 76.2–4
— 16c, 72.180
— 17c, 71.106–10
Continental gold coins, England (15–16c), 77.210–25
COOK, B.J. English medieval Coin Hoards, I, rev., 

71.202–3
—. Rev., Small Change I, 71.203–4

—. New hoards from seventeenth-century England, II, 
72.95–114

—. Rev., Small Change II, III, 72.219–20
—. Coin designers and pattern coins in Tudor and 

early Stuart England, read; 72.228
—. Tudor coinage, 73.107–15, pls.
—. Rev., Small Change IV, V, 75.202–3
—. The currency of medieval Guernsey: evidence from 

the Lihou excavations, read; 75.220
—. Coinage and History in the North Sea World 

c. AD 500–1250, rev., 77.343–5
—. Links across the Channel: royal monetary policy in 

the later middle ages, read; 77.358
—. Two new coin brooches of tournois type, 78.236–9
—. Rev., Trade, Money and Power in Medieval England, 

79.289–90
—. ‘The king offereth but only golde’: coins and royal 

ceremony in Tudor and Stewart England, read; 
79.304

Cooke, W. (Fruiterers’ tokens), 77.288, 291
Cooper, F.R., 71.145, 73.202
Corbitt, J.H., death, 74.246
Costilhes, A., death, 75.216, 220
COTTAM, G. Rev., The Coinage of the Atrebates and 

Regni, 71.200–1
Cotton, E.B. (Auctioneers’ tokens), 79.219–21, pl.
Cotton, Sir R.B., 76.171–203, pls.
Cotton, W.A. (Auctioneers’ tokens), 79.219–20, pl.
Cotton, W.A. (numismatist), 79.220
Countermarked dollars, 72.135–42, pls.
—, privy marks, 79.239–45
Countermarked tokens, 72.143–8, pls.
COURTNEY, Yolanda C.S. Public House Tokens in 

England and Wales c.1830 –c.1920, rev., 75.207–8
CRAFTER, T.C.R., awarded Blunt Prize for 2008, 

79.302, 305–6
—. The Gayton hoard of Henry II Cross and Crosslet 

pennies, read; 71.213
—. A moneyer’s initial on a Cross-and-Crosslets coin, 

74.180–1, pl.
—. Twelve pennies of Henry II from the Thorpe 

Thewles hoard, 75.169–72
CREIGHTON, J. Coins and Power in Late Iron Age 

Britain, rev., 71.199–200
—. British coinage and the Augustan Revolution, read; 

74.246
CRAFTER, T.C.R. The Crescents-and-Pellets coinage 

of William the Lion, read; 76.401
CRIBB, J.E. The Order of Industrial Heroism, rev., 

71.207–8
Crompton-Roberts, C.M., 71.145
Crowther, D.J., 71.153
CUNLIFFE, B., Boundaries and territories in late 

Iron Age Britain: evidence from coins (Howard 
Linecar memorial lecture, 2005), read; 76.401

Cunobelinus, gold coins, Biga type, 80.24–50
Currency see also Money supply
Currency, Birmingham, 1808, 79.246–7
—, Great Britain, 1797, 72.135–42, pls.
Curtis, B.T., 71.153
Curtis, J.J. (Auctioneers’ tokens), 79.222
CURTIS, Vesta S. Kingship, religion and propaganda: 

coins of the Sasanian kings of Iran, read; 77.358

Dakers, C.H., 71.145
Dandyprats (debased halfgroats), 77.283–6
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Danelaw: dual economy, 71.49–59
Danforth, B.J. ‘St Patrick coinage’, rev., 72.213–16
Daniels, J.H., 71.153
DANSON, E.W., death, 79.301–2
—. An enigmatic penny of Henry I, 78.235–6
DAUBNEY, A. The circulation and prohibition of 

Venetian soldini in late medieval England, 
79.186–98

Davenham, fi nd 2000 (16–17c), 72.95–6
Davidson, J., 71.145, 73.202
Davidson, T. & R. (Tokens, 18c), 71.122
Davies, G., death, 74.246
DAVIS, Mary. Analyses of coins from the Rogiet 

hoard, 76.142–4
Dawson, B.J., 71.153
Dawson, P., 71.153
Defoe, D., 76.353–6
De JERSEY, P. A hoard of staters of Cunobelin and 

Dubnovellaunos from Great Waltham, Essex, 
74.175–8

—. Coin register 2003, 74.198–229, pls., 75.199
—. Coin register 2005, 75.176–99, pls.
—. Coin register 2006, 76.364–88, pls.
—. Rev., The Sedgeford Hoard, 76.389
—. Rev., The Tribes and Coins of Celtic Britain, 76.390
—. The discovery of the Lightcliffe hoard, 77.264–9
—. Coin register 2007, 77.307–41, pls.
—. Celtic coinage: new discoveries, new discussion, rev., 

77.342–3
—. Some experiments in Iron Age coin production, 

read; 77.357
—. Sir John Evans and the coins of the Ancient 

Britons, read; 80.247
DEKESEL, C. Martin Folkes (1650–1754) and his 

numismatic contemporaries, read; 78.298
DEMIDOWICZ, G. The layout and development of 

the Soho Mint: documentary research and 
excavations, read; 80.248

DENNIS, Megan. The Sedgeford Hoard, rev., 76.389
DEVLIN, S. Coins and creativity, read; 80.248
Denton, C., 71.153
De Vore, W., 71.145
DHENIN, M. A sceat of Offa of Mercia, 74.20–7, pls.
DICK, M. Matthew Boulton: a revolutionary player, 

rev., 80.239–40
Dickinson, J., 77.264–9
DICKINSON, M.J. SCBI 59: The Norweb . . . Tokens 

. . . Part VII: City of London, rev., 79.290–1
Die axis (12–13c), 80.193–5
Die output, medieval, 74.39–49, 77.199–202
Die supply (14–15c), 77.196–9
Dies, composite, 1819, 71.172–4, pls.
Dolley, M., 73.202
Dolphin Coins and Medals, 71.153
Domesday Book renders, 76.232–7
DOTY, R.G. Money of the Caribbean, rev., 78.291–3
—. Russians, revolutionaries, and the Raj: Soho goes 

global, read; 80.248
Doubleday, G.V., 71.145, 73.203
Drabble, G.C., 71.145
Druids (Ancient Order of), medal, 1806, 77.297–301
Dublin, Castle Street, fi nds 1993 (10c), 77.270–1, 275–6
—, Hiberno-Scandinavian coinage, 78.111–37, pl.
—, Werburgh Street, fi nd 1994 (10c), 77.270–1, 275–6
Dublin neighbourhood, fi nds (9–10c), 77.146–7, pl.

Dubnovellaunos, Trinovantian or Essex staters, 78.1–31
DUCKENFIELD, M. The Monetary History of Gold, 

rev., 75.209–10
Dumfries, Catherinefi eld, fi nd 2007–8 (13–14c), 

79.172–85, pl.
Dunkirk Factory (Tokens, 18c), 74.190–7
Dunn, F.C. (Auctioneers’ tokens), 79.225
Dunwich, fi nds, 72.85–94
Durham, mint (Stephen type 7), 77.279–81
DYER, G.P., appointed OBE, 71.210
—. The Royal Mint and the Festival of Britain, 1951, 

read; 71.213
—. The currency crisis of 1797, 72.135–42, pls.
—. Standing Britannia patterns of 1788, read; 75.220
—. Turning the fl y, 76.357–9
—. Repent at leisure: the abandonment of sterling 

silver in 1920, read; 78.299
DYKES, D.W. John Stubbs Jorden, die-sinker and 

medallist, 71.119–35
—. Presidential address 2001, 71.209–12
—. The token coinage of William Fullarton,

72.149–63
—. Presidential address 2002, 72.224–6
—. The eighteenth and early nineteenth-century token, 

73.169–74, pls.
—. Some refl ections on provincial coinage 1787–97, 

74.160–74
—. The ‘Dunkirk’ halfpenny, 74.190–7
—. Presidential address 2003, 74.239–43
—. Presentation of the Sanford Saltus medal to 

Mr Edward Besly, 74.244–5
—. The Sherborne Bank tokens, 75.132–41
—. Rev., For want of good money: the story of Ireland’s 

coinage, 75.304–5
—. Rev., The Big Problem of Small Change, 76.394–5
—. ‘Peter’ Skidmore: the man who never was, 77.246–

63; read, 78.298; addendum, 80.201 
—. Rev., Matthew Boulton’s Trafalgar Medal, 78.293–4
—. Rev., SCBI 59: The Norweb . . . Tokens . . . Part VII: 

City of London, 79.290–1
—. Rev., The Social Life of Money in the English Past, 

79.291–2
—. ‘J.B.’ of ‘Foundling Fields’, 80.166–75
—. Rev., Matthew Boulton . . ., 80.239–40

Eadberht, bishop of London, 79.11–12
Eadberht ‘Præn’ (Kent), Tribrach type, 78.216–22
Eadwald (East Anglia), 78.216–22
EAGLEN, R.J., awarded the North Book Prize for 

2008, 79.302, 306–7
—. Coin tickets in the British hammered series, 

71.136–57, pls.
—. Further coins from the mint of Huntingdon, 

72.15–23, pl.
—. The Abbey and Mint of Bury St Edmunds to 1279, 

rev., 77.346–8
—. Sarah Sophia Banks and her English hammered 

coins, 78.200–15, pls.; read, 77.357
—. The illustration of coins: an historical survey, Part 

I (Presidential address, 2009), 80.140–50, pls.; 
read, 80.248

—. The die axis of pennies from Henry II to Edward I, 
80.193–5

—. President’s review of the year 2009, 80.243–5
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EAGLETON, Catherine. 1343 and all that: previously 
unnoticed documents relating to England’s new 
gold and silver coins, 76.340–4

—. Silver currencies of British East Africa, read; 
76.402

—. The world in one room: Sarah Sophia Banks and 
her coin collection, read; 79.304

—. ‘Herculean labours’ of M. Borrel: the 1908 decimal 
currency for Zanzibar, read; 80.247

East Anglia, coinage (8c), 79.20–22
Ecgberht (Kent), monetary circulation, 79.27–8
ECKARDT, K.V. Rev., Tokens of the Industrial 

Revolution, 71.204–5
Edgar, Reform type, Axbridge mint, 71.161
EDGE, B. Tokens and Commemorative Medals of 

Cheshire since 1820, rev., 79.295
Edinburgh, mint, 1707–1971, 72.115–34
Edward I, groats, 74.28–38, pls.
Edward IV–V, Boar’s Head i.m. halfpence, 74.183–4, 

pl.
Edward IV, Cinquefoil i.m., chronology, 79.236–8
EDWARDS, Julie. Four seventeenth-century coin 

hoards from Congleton, Cheshire, Appendix 2: 
the Congleton hoard pots, 71.106–10, pl.

Elmore-Jones, F., 71.145–6, 73.203
Elveden, fi nd 2005, 76.80
Emblem books, 79.202–3
End of Pain tokens (18c), 71.120
England, Viking invaders, currency, 79.48–57
English coins, analytical studies, 73.98–106, pls.
—, collections: Banks (Sarah Sophia), 78.200–15, pls.
—, documentary research, 73.116–19, pl.
—, 1066–1279, research, 73.76–88, pls.
—, 1279–1485, research, 73.89–97, pls.
—, 1343, documents, 76.340–4
—, 1485–1603, research, 73.107–15, pls.
—, 1603–1714, research, 73.120–7, pls.
EREMIN, K. Two denarius hoards from Birnie, 

Moray, appendix 2: examination of two 
counterfeit coins from hoard 1, 76.21–25

Escritt & Barrell (Auctioneers’ tokens), 79.220–1, pl.
Euro coins, exh., 72.228
EUSTACE, Katharine. Britannia: some high points in 

the history of the iconography on British 
coinage, 76.323–36, pls.

Eustace Fitzjohn (Stephen, irregular coinage), 
75.167–9, pl.

Evans, Sir J., 71.146
EVERSON, T. An unpublished document from the 

National Archives concerning farthing tokens, 
76.349–53

—. The Galata guide to the farthing tokens of James I & 
Charles I, rev., 78.290

EWING, M. Royal Commemorative Medals 1837–1977, 
Vol. 1, rev., 79.296–7

Exchanges: payments 1247–50, 75.173–5
Exeter, mint (Henry I), 79.76
EYRE, C. The Tribes and Coins of Celtic Britain, rev., 

76.390

Farquhar, Helen L., 71.146, 73.126–7
Farthing, C.R.S., exh, 71.213; presentation of Jeffrey 

North Medal 2008 to, 79.307–9
—. Members of the British Numismatic Society 

1903–2003, 73.213–67

—. Stuart medals: a fateful decision, read; 76.401
—. Rev., The Mining and related Tokens of West 

Cumberland, 77.353
Faulconbridge, T. (Birmingham Theatre), 76.312–22, 

80.162–3
FAULKNER, N. The Sedgeford Hoard, rev., 76.389
FEARON, D. Rev., The Order of Industrial Heroism, 

71.207–8
—. The Sovereign, rev., 72.221–2
—. Rev., A Simple Souvenir: coins and medals of the 

Olympic Games, 75.211
Ferguson, W.B., death, 71.210, 213
FEVYER, W.H. The Order of Industrial Heroism, rev., 

71.207–8
Finds see also Single-fi nds
Finds: British Isles, 71.177–88, pls., 72.189–212, pls., 

74.198–229, pls., 75.176–99, pls., 76.364–88, pls., 
77.307–41, pls., 78.261–90, pls., 79.254–87, pls., 
80.207–37, pls.

Finds: England, 72.85–94
—, (11c), 71.162–4, pl.
—, (12–16c), 72.24–84, 77.202–6
—, (13–14c), 71.168–70
—, (17c), 71.91–110, pl., 170–2, 72.95–114, 180–3
Finds: Scotland (13–14c), 71.164–6, 79.230–5
—, (17c), 77.226–30, 234–44
Finds: Wales (13–14c), 72.139–71
Finds from wrecks (14c), 77.281–2
Finds of Anglo-Saxon coins (9c), 72.167–9
Finds of clippings, 71.170–2
Finds of coin-weights, 72.94
Finds of English coins (12c), 77.277–9
—, (12–13c), 74.181–3
—, (15–16c), research, 73.115
—, (17c), 72.180–3
Finds of foreign coins, 72.93, 80.196–9
—, gold (5–7c), 80.61–73
—, (12–16c), 72.29–34
—, (13–14c), 72.171–2, pl.
—, (15–16c), 77.221–3
Finds of Irish coins, 72.93
Finds of Iron-Age coins, 74.175–8, 77.22–48, 264–9, 

80.1–23
Finds of jettons, 72.94
Finds of Roman coins, 71.189–98, 76.1–146
Finds of Scottish coins, 72.93
—, (16c), 72.176–80
—, (17c), 74.187–90
Finds of tokens (15–16c), 72.94, 175, pl.
Finds of tokens (17c), 72.92–3, 78.258–60
FINLAY, M. The Mining and related Tokens of West 

Cumberland, rev., 77.353
Finn, P., 71.153, 156
Firth, C.J., 71.146, 73.203
Fisher, R. (Fruiterers’ tokens), 77.289, 291
Flanders, silver mark weight, 78.198–9
Foe, J. (Tokens, 17c), 76.353–6
Forgery (Anglo-Saxon law), 77.160–3
Forrer, L., 71.155, 73.191
—, Numismatic reminiscences of the last sixty years 

[1948], 73.192–6, pl.
Forrer, L.S., 71.153–4, 73.203–4
Foster, A.J. (Auctioneers’ tokens), 79.218, pl.
Founders’ Company (Coin-weights), 71.111–18, pl.
Foundling Fields (Tokens, 18c), 71.122, 80.166–75
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Foundling Hospital, 80.169–72
Fox, H.B.E., 71.146
Fox, J.S. see Shirley-Fox, J.S.
France, gold coins, England (15–16c), 77.215–16
—, Monneron tokens, theft, 75.121–31
Francis, G.R., 71.212
Franeker-phase porcupine sceattas, 79.14–17
FRAYLING, Sir C. Continuity through change: the 

work of the Royal Mint Advisory Committee, 
read; 79.304

Freckenham staters, classifi cation, 80.1–2
FREEMAN, Jessica. Moneyers in London and 

Middlesex in the later middle ages, read; 75.220 
—. Offi cials and moneyers at the Tower of London in 

1433, 76.303–11
French, W.C., 73.204
Fruiterers’ tokens, London, 77.286–92
Fullarton, William (Tokens, 18c), 72.149–63

Galata, 71.154
GALLAGHER, C., The 1928 Free State Coinage, 

read; 75.220
GANNON, Anna. Two small hoards of William I, 

71.162–4, pl.
—. Coin register 2002, 72.189–212, pls., 77.341
—. The Iconography of Early Anglo-Saxon Coinage, 

rev., 74.231–2
—. Anglo-Saxon sceattas and the art historian, read; 

74.246
—. The aesthetics of Anglo-Saxon coins, read;

79.305 
Gantz, W.L., 71.146
Gardner, W., death, 71.210
Garrat, T. (Coin-weights), 71.117
GASPAR, P.P. The 1787 shilling – a transition in 

minting technique, 74.84–101, pls.
—. Turning the fl y, 76.357–9
Gaunt, J. (d. 1797), 80.156–7
GEORGANTELI, Eurydice. Pay and display: 

currencies and political ideology in the medieval 
eastern Mediterranean and the Black Sea, read; 
77.358

George III, halfpenny 1807, restrike by Taylor, 
77.301–6, pls.

—, recovery from illness (Medals), 72.183–4, pl.
—, shillings, 1787, 74.84–101, pls.
George IV see Prince of Wales patterns
Gilbert, R. (Coin-weights), 71.118
Giles, A. (Coin-weights), 71.117
Glamorgan (Tokens, 18c), 71.124
Gloucester, Earls of, Lion coinage, 71.71–86, pls.
—, mint (Henry I), 79.76
Golden Fleece, Great Britain, 79.199–212
Golding (Auctioneers’ tokens), 79.220–1, pl.
GOODISON, N. Matthew Boulton’s Trafalgar Medal, 

rev., 78.293–4
Gould, J. (Fruiterers’ tokens), 77.289, 291
GRAHAM-CAMPBELL, J. The dual economy of the 

Danelaw (Howard Linecar memorial lecture, 
2001), 71.49–59

—. The Danelaw and its dual economy (Howard 
Linecar memorial lecture, 2001), read; 71.213

—. The lost coin of Æthelred II from Rushen Abbey, 
Isle of Man, 75.161–3

Grantley, J.R.B.N., Lord, 71.146–7

Gray, G.K., designs, 80.180–1
Green, J. (Birmingham Theatre), 76.320–1
Greenall, Stella M., death, 79.302, 304
Greenaway, B.M., death, 74.239, 246
Greenhill, fi nd 2001 (13–14c), 71.165–6
Grierson, P., death, 77.355, 357
GRIFFITHS, D., Chester, Meols and Irish Sea trade 

in the Viking Age, read; 77.357
Gros tournois as jewellery, 78.236–9
Grover, B.H., 71.154
Grunthal, H., death, 72.228
GUEST, P.S.W. Review article: An Inventory of 

Romano-British Coin Hoards, 71.189–98
—. The Hoxne treasure and other hoards of gold 

deposited at the end of Roman Britain, read; 
74.246

—. The Late Roman Gold and Silver Coins from the 
Hoxne Treasure, rev., 76.391–2

Gunter, J. (Fruiterers’ tokens), 77.290–1
Guthrum see Æthelstan II Guthrum

Haddock, W. (Fruiterers’ tokens), 77.290–1
Hall, H.P., 71.147
HALL, M.A. A probable Scottish hoard of the late 

sixteenth century, 72.176–80
Hanham, Sir J.L., 71.147, 73.204
HANNESTAD, N. The Roman Empire: art and 

propaganda, read; 79.305
Hardy, T., Captain, 80.202–4
HARDY, T.A. ‘Remember Nelson’: campaign and 

commemorative medals . . ., rev., 76.397
Harl, S.W., death, 78.296
Hastings, mint (Henry I), 79.76
Hayling Island, fi nds, 71.18–33, pls.
Haynes, H. (Auctioneers’ tokens), 79.222
Hayward, W. (Coin-weights), 71.117
Henry I, mules, 75.165–6, pl.
—, type 2 (Profi le/Cross fl eury), Tamworth mint, 

78.235–6
—, type 14 (Pellets in quatrefoil), 79.72–171, pls.
Henry II, Cross and Crosslets type, moneyer Roger W, 

74.180–1, pl.
Henry VI, farthings, 74.50–3, 59–60, 64–7
—, halfgroats, groups IV–VI, 76.344–5
—, halfpence, 74.50–9, 61–4, 66–7
Henry VII, corrections to SCBI 23, 74.184–6
—, debased coins of 1492, 77.283–6
—, farthing, mintmark anchor, 78.245–6
HESLIP, R., Out of balance: weights and foreign coins 

in early eighteenth century Ireland, read; 71.213
Hewitt, K.V., 76.401
HEWITT, Virginia. Rev., The Coins and Banknotes of 

Palestine under the British Mandate, 1927–1947, 
71.205–6

—. Ploughed fi elds and washing lines: Images of 
identity on British paper money, read; 72.228

—. Modern coins and paper money, 73.128–36, pls.
Hexham, J. (London mint), 76.307–8
Hiberno-Scandinavian coinage, Dublin, 78.111–37, pl.
Hickes, J. (Coin–weights), 71.118
Hill, Sir F., 73.204
HILL, S. Rev., The Monetary History of Gold, 

75.209–10
Hilton, R.S., death, 80.247
Hincks & Shakespeare (Auctioneers’ tokens), 79.221, pl.
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Hird, H., 71.147, 73.204–5
Hoards see Finds
HOBBS, R., Precious metal ‘hoarding hotspots’ in late 

Roman Britain, read; 76.401
HODGE, E.C. Secret marks on merchant 

countermarked silver coins, 79.239–45
HOLLAND, P.M. An unusual pair of obverse die-

linked bronze pennies dated 1860 and 1861, 
71.174–6

—. Variation in penny reverses of 1860–1 from re-cut 
puncheons, 76.359–63

Holland, R. & Cooke (Fruiterers’ tokens), 77.288, 291
Holloway, D. (Auctioneers’ tokens), 79.226, pl.
HOLMES, A.J., Exh., 72.228; presentation of Jeffrey 

North Medal 2008 to, 79.307, 309
—. Rev., The Counterfeit Coin Story, 72.220
HOLMES, N.M.McQ. Two Scottish medieval hoards, 

71.164–6
—. Unpublished Scottish fractions from the David 

Rogers collection, 71.167–8, pl.
—. A probable Scottish hoard of the late sixteenth 

century, 72.176–80
—. The Lindsay Carnegie collection at the National 

Museums of Scotland, 74.145–59
—. A probable Short Cross purse hoard from 

Dumfriesshire [Bush Moor], 74.181–3
—. Rev., Roman Coins and Archaeology: collected 

papers, 74.230–1
—. Two denarius hoards from Birnie, Moray, 76.1–44, 

pls.
—. SCBI 58: Scottish Coins in the National Museums 

of Scotland, Edinburgh, Part I, rev., 77.349–51
—. Moneta argentea in barbarico: the denarius hoards 

from Birnie, Moray, read; 77.357
—. The Scottish copper Crux Pellit coinage: a 

typological analysis, 78.138–76, pl.
—. ‘Abject orts and imitations’: some variants in the 

‘black farthing’ coinage of James III, 78.240–5
—. The 1533 issue of James V placks, 78.246–8
—. The Catherinefi eld, Dumfries, hoard, 2007–8, 

79.172–85, pl.
—. Additions to the Bush Moor hoard, 79.229
—. A parcel of Edwardian coins from Lanarkshire, 

79.230–5
—. The coinage of John Baliol, 80.107–30, pls.
HOLMES, R. Modern commemorative coins: 

confessions of a Deputy Master, read; 72.228
HOLMES, S. A new moneyer for the post-Brunanburh 

Viking rulers of York, 74.178–80
Huntingdon, mint, 72.15–23, pl.
HUTCHINSON, N.J. Hotels and Public Houses in the 

county of Lincolnshire: token coins . . ., rev., 76.397
Huth, R.F., 71.147
Hythe, mint (Henry I), 79.76

Ilsley, R.C., 71.153
Imitative Crux pellit coins, 76.345–8
Imitative rose nobles, research, 73.96 
Imitative sterlings, research, 73.95–96, pls.
India, Madras Presidency, coinage, 74.121–44
Inscriptions (Iron-Age coins), 71.1–17, pl.
Ireland, coinage, research, 73.137–47, pls.
—, Viking invaders, currency, 77.119–49, 79.57–60
Iron-Age coins, Icenian gold, middle phase, 80.1–23, 

pls.

—, northern bronze inscribed RVES, 77.1–21
—, research, 73.44–57, pls.
—, south-east Leicestershire, 77.22–48
Isle of Man, Bradda Head, fi nd 1848, 75.161–3
—, Rushen Abbey, fi nd, 75.161–3
—, Viking invaders, currency, 77.132–4, 140–3, 79.60–2
Italy, gold coins, England (15–16c), 77.217–18

J. B. (Tokens, 18c), 71.122, 80.166–75
Jænberht (Canterbury), monetary circulation, 79.28–9
Jacob, K.A., 71.147, 73.205
Jacombe, E. (Coin-weights), 71.118
Jacombe, J. (Coin-weights), 71.118
James I, farthing tokens see Royal farthing tokens
— Rose ryals, 71.87–90
James III (Scotland), Black Money, 78.240–5
—, Crux pellit coins, imitations, 76.345–8
James V, placks, 1533, 78.246–8
Janów Pomorski see Truso
Jennings, F.E., death, 80.247
Jettons, research, 73.162–3
John Baliol, coinage, 80.107–30, pls.
Johnson, J. (Naval artefacts, 1813), 80.205
Johnstone, E.A., 71.147, 73.205
Jones, J. (Coin-weights), 71.118
JONES, P. Matthew Boulton: man of Enlightenment, 

read; 80.248
Jorden, J.S. (Tokens, 18c), 71.119–36

Kelham, J. & Fisher, R. (Fruiterers’ tokens), 77.288, 
291

KELLEHER, R. 1343 and all that: previously 
unnoticed documents relating to England’s new 
gold and silver coins, 76.340–4

—. ‘Gold is the strength, the sinnewes of the world’: 
continental gold and Tudor England, 77.210–25

—. Rev., The Pennies of Edward I and II and the Coins 
of the mint of Berwick-upon-Tweed, 77.348–9

—. Medieval and later coins from near Orford Castle, 
Suffolk, 78.248–54

—. Currency in medieval England and the single fi nd 
evidence from Kent, read; 78.298

Kerison, S. (Coin-weights), 71.117
KEYNES, S. History and coinage in the reign of King 

Æthelred II (Howard Linecar memorial lecture, 
2007), read; 78.298

KIERNAN, P. The ritual mutilation of coins on 
Romano-British sites, 71.18–33, pls.

Kilvaxter, fi nd 2000 (13c), 71.164–5
King, C.E. Rev., The Late Roman Gold and Silver 

Coins from the Hoxne Treasure, 76.391–2
KING, E. The English coinage during the Civil War of 

1138–1153, read; 78.299 
King, H.H., 71.147
King, J. (Auctioneers’ tokens), 79.222, pl.
King, P.I., death, 78.296
Kingston Deverill, fi nd 2000 (16–17c), 72.96–8
KIRTON, R. The class III penny of Robert the Bruce: 

a second look, 72.172–3, pl.
KLEEBERG, J.M. Money of the Caribbean, rev., 

78.291–3
Knights of the Golden Fleece, British, 79.201–2
KRETZ, R. The coinage of Rues, 77.1–21
—. The Trinovantian staters of Dubnovellaunos, 

78.1–31
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—. The Biga gold of Cunobelinus, 80.24–50
Kruger Gray, G. see Gray, G.K.

Lainchbury, A., 73.205
LAING, L. An unpublished early penny from 

Lincolnshire and its signifi cance, 72.164–7, pl.
Lanarkshire, fi nd 1911? (13–14c), 79.230–5
Lavers, S.G., 71.148
Lawrence, L.A., 71.148, 73.98–106, pls.
Lawson, W.J., 71.14
LEAN, W.. Was an Anglo-Saxon coin invariably 

minted in the town named on it? Some contrary 
evidence from style and die-linking, read; 78.298

Leeds, civic heraldry, 79.203–5
Leicester, mint (Henry I), 79.76
LEIMUS, I. SCBI 51: Estonian collections, rev., 72.217
LEINS, I. Coin register 2006, 76.364–88, pls.
—. Coins in context: coinage and votive deposition in 

Iron Age south-east Leicestershire, 77.22–48
—. Coin register 2008, 78.261–90, pls.
—. Coin register 2009, 79.254–87, pls.
—. Before Boudicca: the Wickham Market hoard and 

the middle phase gold coinage of East Anglia, 
80.1–23, pls.

LESSEN, M. Notes on Simon’s pattern (Petition) 
crown of Charles II, 75.91–112, pls.

Liddell, D.G., 71.155, 74.246
Lightcliffe, fi nd 1828, 77.264–9
Lincoln, E., 71.154
Lincoln, W.S. & Son, 71.154
Lincoln, mint (12c), moneyer G . . ., 76.264, 386, pl.
Lindsay Carnegie, D.C.S., 74.145–59
Lindsey, series J sceattas, 76.159–70
Linecar (Howard) memorial lectures, 71.49–59, 

74.68–83, 76.401, 78.298, 80.248
Lingford, H.M., 71.148, 73.205–6
Litchfeild, R. (Coin-weights), 71.117
Llanddona, fi nd 1999 (13–14c), 72.169–71
Lloyd, E. (Countermarking), 74.245
Lockett, R.C., 71.148
Lockron, R., death, 74.239
London, mint (Henry I), 79.77
—, Tower mint, personnel 1433, 76.303–11
Long Cross coins, re-coinage 1247–50, payments, 

75.173–5
LYON, [C.S.] S., awarded a PhD, 75.217
—. An Edgar Reform penny of Axbridge, 71.161
—. Anglo-Saxon numismatics, 73.58–75
—. A new moneyer for the post-Brunanburh Viking 

rulers of York, 74.178–80
—. Obituary: Elizabeth J.E. Pirie (1932–2005), 

75.213–14 
—. Marks, oras, pounds and sterlings: an international 

retrospective, read; 75.220
—. Silver weight and minted weight in England 

c.1000–1320, with a discussion of Domesday 
terminology, Edwardian farthings and the origin 
of English troy, 76.227–41

—. Comments on Pamela Nightingale, ‘English 
medieval weight-standards revisited’, 78.194–9

—. Was an Anglo-Saxon coin invariably minted in the 
town named on it? Some contrary evidence from 
style and die-linking, read; 78.298

LYONS, A.W. Exh, 78.299, 79.305
—. The coinage of Æthelred I (865–871), 77.71–118

—. The Lunettes coinage of Alfred the Great, 
78.38–110, pls.

Lyons, J. (Naval medals, 1805), 80.203

McCormick-Goodhart, L., 73.206
Mack, R.P., 71.148, 73.206
MACKAY, J. The Sovereign, rev., 72.221–2
MacKay, W.A., Exh, 71.213–14
—. The coinage of Æthelred I (865–871), 77.71–118
—. The Lunettes coinage of Alfred the Great, 

78.38–110, pls.
MacKechnie-Jarvis, C., 78.296; death, 80.247
MADDICOTT, J., Sources of bullion for Anglo-Saxon 

coinage: some suggestions, read; 77.357
Maish, W.M., 71.148
Maltby le Marsh (Lincs), ‘Maltby Springs’, fi nd 1999 

(11c), 71.162–3
Mangakis, D., 71.149, 73.206
Manningtree hoard c.1995 (10c), 72.1–14, pls.
MANVILLE, H.E., donation to library, 71.211; 

honorary member, 80.247
—. Tokens of the Industrial Revolution, rev., 71.204–5
—. Countermarked tokens of the Industrial 

Revolution, 72.143–8, pls.
—. Rev., ‘St Patrick coinage’, 72.213–16
—. The 1787 shilling – a transition in minting 

technique, 74.84–101, pls.
—. The 1787 Shilling: die Making in transition, read; 

74.246
—. Numismatic guide to British and Irish printed books, 

rev., 76.395–7
—. Rev., The Hibernia Coinage of William Wood, 

79.292–3
—. Biographical dictionary of British and Irish 

numismatics, rev., 80.238
MARGOLIS, R. Those pests of canals: a theft of 

Monneron tokens intended for France, 75.121–31
Mark (weight), Flemish, 78.198–9
Marlborough, mint (11c), 71.76
MARSDEN, A. Company of wolves: contemporary 

imitations of Constantine’s VRBS ROMA 
series, c.330–348, read; 79.304

MARSH, M. The Gold half-sovereign, rev., 75.210–11
Martin, C.J., 71.154
MARTIN, S.F. The Hibernia Coinage of William 

Wood, rev., 79.292–3
Mason, Shena. Matthew Boulton: selling what all the 

world desires, rev., 80.239–40
—. A new species of gentleman, read; 80.248
Mass, J.P., death, 71.210, 213
—. SCBI 56: The J.P. Mass Collection: English Short 

Cross coins, rev., 72.218
MATHIAS, P. Offi cial and unoffi cial money in the 

eighteenth century: the evolving uses of 
currency (Howard Linecar memorial lecture, 
2003), 74.68–83; read, 74.246

MAY, J., death, 78.296
—. Rev., Coins and Power in Late Iron Age Britain, 

71.199–200
MAYHEW, N., accorded title of Professor, 75.216
—. Sterling, rev. 71.201–2
—. The Gayton hoard of Henry II Cross and Crosslet 

pennies, read; 71.213
—. ‘Follow the Yellow Brick Road’: gold and politics 

from 1797 to 1931, read; 77.358
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MAYS, M., The relationship between the Durotrigan 
and Roman coinages, read; 75.220

MEARS, Barbara. Coinage in southern India in the 
early colonial period, read; 78.299

Medals, research, Great Britain, 73.175–85, pls.
—, British, 1604, 74.186–7, pl.
—, —, 1734/46, 80.151–4
—, —, 1789, 72.183–4, pl.
—, —, 1798, 71.134–5
—, —, 1806, 77.297–301
—, —, 1835, 79.249–50
—, —, 2003, 72.187–8, pls.
—, Naval, 1805, 80.202–4
—, —, 1813, 80.204–5
MENGHAM, R. Medals of dishonour, rev., 80.240–2
MENZEL, S. Cobs, Pieces of Eight and Treasure 

Coins, rev., 77.351–2
MERNICK, P.H. Exh, 77.358, 78.299
—. The 1787 shilling – a transition in minting 

technique: postscript, 74.92
—. Medieval English jettons, read; 74.246
—. Fruiterers’ tokens: an unrecognised series of 

London artefacts, 77.286–92, pls.
Merovingian silver coins, currency, England, 79.18–20
—, fi nds, England, 79.30–1
Merson, R.A., Exh, 71.213
METCALF, [D.] M. ‘As easy as A, B, C’: the mint-

places of early sceatta types in the South-east, 
71.34–48

—. Financial support for outlying churches?: a 
perspective on the uses of money in eighth-
century Northumbria, 72.167–9

—. Rev., SCBI 57: Herbert Schneider Collection, Part 
II, 72.218–19

—. How did sceattas circulate? Variations in the 
composition of the currency at different places 
in England, read; 72.228

—. Monetary circulation in England, c.675–c.710: the 
distribution patterns of series A, B and C – and 
F, 74.1–19

—. Rev., The Iconography of Early Anglo-Saxon 
Coinage, 74.231–2

—. The fi rst series of sceattas minted in southern 
Wessex: series W, 75.1–17

—. The coinage of King Aldfrith of Northumbria 
(685–704) and some contemporary imitations, 
76.147–58

—. Anglo-Saxon bullion fl ows and the balance of 
payments, read; 76.402

—. Runic sceattas reading EPA, types R1 and R2, 
77.49–70

—. Rev., Sceattas, an illustrated guide, 77.345–6
—. Betwixt sceattas and Offa’s pence: mint-

attributions, and the chronology of a recession, 
79.1–33; read, 79.304

Metcalfe, P., designs, 80.181–8
Meymott & Son (Tokens, 18c), 71.128–9
Milford Haven, fi nd c.1860 (12c), 77.277–9
Miller & Spotswood (Fruiterers’ tokens), 77.290–1
MINNITT, S., The Shapwick (Brune Valley) hoard of 

Roman denarii, read; 71.213
Mint attributions (8c), 79.3–4
Mint outputs 1351–1485: denominations, 77.190–209
Mint personnel: London 1433, 76.303–11
— research, 73.114–15
— salaries 1247–50, 75.173–5

Minting by screw press: output, 76.357–9
Mitchell, D.D., 71.152
MITCHELL, P.D., 71.152; exh, 79.305
—. Coin tickets in the British hammered series, 

71.136–57, pls.
—. Rev., Tokens of the Industrial Revolution, 71.204–5
—. Some reminiscences of the coin business I joined 

and of some members past, 73.197–212
Mitchell, S., 71.155, 156
MITCHINER, M. Jetons, Medalets and Tokens, Vol. 4, 

rev., 79.295–6
MOLVOGIN, A. SCBI 51: Estonian collections, rev., 

72.217
Monetary history, England (c.735–792), 79.1–33
‘Monetype’ defi ned, 72.15n.
Money supply, England (12–13c), 75.44–9
Moneyers’ names (Anglo-Saxon coins), philological 

aspects, 78.32–7
Monknash, fi nd 2002 (14c), 80.196–9
Monneron tokens (France), theft, 75.121–31
Montagu, H., 71.149
Moore & Hill (Auctioneers’ tokens), 79.220, pl.
MOORHEAD, S. Coin register 2007, 77.307–41, pls.
—. Coin register 2008, 78.261–90, pls.
—. Ever decreasing circles: the world of the nummus 

in Late Antiquity read; 78.299
—. Coin register 2009, 79.254–87, pls.
—. Coin register 2010, 80.207–37, pls.
Mornington, W.W-P., 3rd earl of see Wellesley-Pole, W.
Morrieson, H.W., 71.149
Morrison, A.W., death, 77.355, 357
MORTON, J. The Watt collection of Soho Mint coins 

and medals, read; 80.247
MOSS, Nicola. Design sketches for the Jeffrey North 

Medal for Services to British Numismatics, 
79.250–3

Mossop, H.R., 71.149, 73.206–7
MUCHA, Marina. SCBI 55: Hermitage Museum, 

St Petersburg, Part IV, rev., 76.392–4
Murdoch, J.G., 71.149, 73.186–90
MURRAY, A.L. The Scottish recoinage of 1707–9 

and its aftermath, 72.115–34; read, 72.228
Murray, J.K.R., 71.149, 73.207
Murray, Joan E.L., 71.149
Mutilated coins: Roman Britain, 71.18–33, pls.

Naish, S.R., 71.149
NAISMITH, R. Tribrach pennies of Eadberht ‘Præn’ 

of Kent and Eadwald of East Anglia, 78.216–22
—. The coinage of Offa revisited, 80.76–106, pls.
—. Kings, mints and currency in southern England 

c.750–c.865, read; 80.247
National Museums of Scotland, Lindsay Carnegie 

collection, 74.145–59
NAYLOR, J. Mercian hegemony and the origins of 

series J sceattas: the case for Lindsey, 76.159–70
Neasom, T. (Auctioneers’ tokens), 79.222–4, pl.
New Zealand, coinage, 1933, designs, 75.142–60, pls.
—, Waitangi crown, 1935, 80.176–88
NEWMAN, J. Hoard of lead Boy Bishop tokens and 

lead blanks from Sibton parish, Suffolk, 
72.175, pl.

NICHOLSON, Susan. Four seventeenth-century coin 
hoards from Congleton, Cheshire, Appendix 1: 
historical research, 71.104–5, pl.
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NIGHTINGALE, Pamela. English medieval weight-
standards revisited, 78.177–93; comments [by] 
Stewart Lyon, 194–9

—. Trade, Money and Power in Medieval England, rev., 
79.289–90

Nixon & Son (Auctioneers’ tokens), 79.220, pl.
North Book Prize, 77.358, 78.298–300, 79.304, 306–7, 

80.247
North (Jeffrey) Medal, 78.295–6; 79.250–3, 305, 307–9, 

regulations, 310; recipients, 80.247
Northampton, mint (Henry I), 79.77
Northumbria, coinage (8c), 79.20–22
—, coins, church fi nds, 72.167–9
—, —, Baltic fi nds, 79.34–42
—, —, southern provenances, 71.160–1
—. Uncertain coin (8c), 71.158–60
Norweb, Emery May Holden, 71.149, 73.207–8
Norwich, mint (Henry I), 79.77
Numismatists (19–20c), 73.191–6, 199–212

Octagonal tokens, 1667–71, 78.258–60
ODDIE, G. Rev., Jetons, Medalets and Tokens, Vol. 4, 

79.295–6
Offa, coinage, 80.76–106
—, coins, fi nds 2006–10, 80.97–106, pls.
—, monetary history, 79.1–33
—, sceat, 74.20–7, pl.
O’NEILL, Marion. A probable Scottish hoard of the 

late sixteenth century, Appendix 2: the pottery 
vessel, 72.180

Order of the Golden Fleece, 79.200–1
Orford Castle, fi nds, 78.248–54
Orwell, J. (London mint), 76.308
Osborne, B.R., 71.150
Owen, R. (Fruiterers’ tokens), 77.289, 291
Oxford, mint (Henry I, type 11), lead striking, 

75.166–7, pl.

PAGAN, H.E. Exh, 78.299
—. Coin tickets in the British hammered series, 

71.136–57, pls.
—. The St Edmund coinage in the light of a parcel 

from a hoard of St Edmund pennies, 72.1–14, 
pls.

—. Rev., SCBI 51: Estonian collections, 72.217
—. The British Numismatic Society: a history, 73.1–43, 

pls.
—. Members of the British Numismatic Society 

1903–2003, 73.213–67
—. Leonard Wyon’s small Sir William Browne medal 

for Greek and Latin epigrams, 77.292–6; exh, 
358

—. Kingship and coinage management in Anglo-
Saxon England, read; 77.358

—. Rev, Studies in early medieval coinage, Vol. 1, 
79.288–9

Paisley, civic heraldry, 72.146, pl.
Paper money, research, 73.132–6
Parish & Son (Auctioneers’ tokens), 79.221, pl.
Parsons, H.A., 71.150
Parsons, O.F., 71.150, 73.208
Partney, fi nd (7–8c), 72.164–7, pl.
Payne & White (Auctioneers’ tokens), 79.224, pl.
Payne & Wilkinson (Auctioneers’ tokens), 79.224, pl.
PEARCE, R.J. A missing link: how Taylor made the 

1807 proof halfpenny obverse die, 77.301–6

Peck, C.W., 73.208
Pegolotti, F.B., 76.227–41
Peiresc, N-C. F. de, 76.171–203, pls.
Peirson, T. (Coin-weights), 71.117
Pemberton, E. (Fruiterers’ tokens), 77.290–1
PESTELL, T. Markets in early medieval Europe, rev., 

74.232–4
PETERS, K. The Counterfeit Coin Story, rev., 72.220
Philological aspects of Anglo-Saxon coin legends, 

78.32–7
PHILPOTT, R. Four seventeenth-century coin hoards 

from Congleton, Cheshire, Appendix 1: 
historical research, 71.104–5, pl.

PIRIE, Elizabeth J.E., obit., 75.212–14, 76.399, 401; 
bib., 75.214–15

—. Coins of Northumbria, rev., 72.221
Plat, J. (Coin-weights), 71.117
PLOUVIEZ, J. Before Boudicca: the Wickham Market 

hoard and the middle phase gold coinage of 
East Anglia, Appendix 3: The container, 
80.22–23

Pole, W.W. see Wellesley-Pole, W.
PONTING, M. An unpublished early penny from 

Lincolnshire and its signifi cance, 72.164–7, pl.
Pope & Sons (Auctioneers’ tokens), 79.218–19
PORTEOUS, J. Exh, 74.247
—. Humphrey Sutherland and the aesthetics of 

coinage design, read; 79.305
Porter, S.R., 71.154
Portugal, gold coins: England (15–16c), 77.218
Potin, V.M., death, 76.399
Pots see Containers
POWELL, Felicity. Medals of dishonour, rev., 80.240–2
Presbury, C. & Co. (Tokens, 18c), 71.132–3
Prestman, J. (Tokens, 17c), 78.258–60
Pretor, Simon (Tokens, 18c), 75.132–41
Pridmore, F., 73.208
Prince of Wales patterns (18c), 72.153–8
Prize Fund, 76.398, 405
Proclamations, 16c (Continental gold coins), 77.223–4
Productive sites (Sceattas), 79.26–7
PUDDESTER, R.P. Medals of British India, Vol. I, 

rev., 72.222–3
PUDILL, R. The Tribes and Coins of Celtic Britain, 

rev., 76.390
Purefoy, P.B., death, 80.247
Purvey, P.F., 71.155
Pyx trials 1414–32, 77.194–6

Quantity of money see Money supply

RANK-BROADLEY, I. A sculptor’s refl ections on the 
art of coin making, read; 79.305

Rashleigh, J., 71.150
Rasmussen, M.C.S., 71.154
RAW, S. The visual language of coins, read; 79.305
Rayner, P.A., 71.154
Reader & Son (Auctioneers’ tokens), 79.218
Ready, W.T., 71.154–5
REDWORTH, G. New World Gold and the Tudor 

Coinage, read; 76.402
REECE, R. Review article: An Inventory of Romano-

British Coin Hoards, 71.189–98
—. Roman Coins and Archaeology: collected papers, 

rev., 74.230–1
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REEDS, B. The Sovereign, rev., 72.221–2
Regnald II Guthfrithsson, moneyer Durant, 74.178–80
Remick, J.H., death, 76.399, 401
Reynolds, H.M., 71.150
Ricardo, D., ingot plan, 71.172–4, pls.
Richard II, halfgroats, 72.174, pl.
—, nobles, escallop stops, 77.281–2
Richardson, J. (Auctioneers’ tokens), 79.225, pl.
Richardson, J. (Tokens, 17c), 71.212
Rings see Artefacts
Robert I, penny, class III, 72.172–3, pl.
Robert II, halfpenny, 71.167–8
Robert III, halfpenny, 71.168
Robert, earl of Gloucester, Lion coinage, 71.71–86, pls.
Robert Vi (Short Cross coins), 75.172–3
ROBERTSON, Anne S., 71.189
—. An Inventory of Romano-British Coin Hoards, rev., 

71.189–98
ROBINSON, P. A Northumbrian ‘styca’ from 

Wiltshire: the problem with southern 
provenances of ‘stycas’, 71.160–1

Rochester, mint (Henry I), 79.77
Rogers, D.J. de S., 71.167–8
Rogers, E., 73.209
Rogiet, fi nd 1998 (3c), 76.45–146, pls.
Rolfe, M.S., 73.209
Rollin and Feuardent, 71.155
Roman coins, forgeries, 76.21–25
—, research, 73.44–57, pls.
ROOTS, I. Images of power in an age of confl ict, 

1603–1660, read; 77.358
ROSENBERG, C. The art of numismatics: invention 

and tradition in Italian Renaissance coinage, 
read; 79.305

Roth, B.M.S., 71.150
Royal farthing tokens, distribution, Bath, 76.349–53
—, privy mark ‘slot’, 79.206; 80.199–201
Royal Mint, history 1814–23, 72.184–7
—, robbery 1798, 76.357–9
Rues (Iron-Age coins, northern bronze), 77.1–21
Rumney, C., 71.155
Russe, W. (London mint), 76.305–7
Russell, P., death, 75.216, 220
Ryan, V.J.E., 71.150

Sacra Moneta, 71.154
St Andrews, mint (John Baliol), 80.117–20, pls.
St Combs, fi nd 2002, 74.187–9
St Edmund memorial coinage, 72.1–14, pls.
St Martin coinage, 76.222–3, pls.
St Patrick coinage, 72.213–16
Salisbury, mint (11c), 71.77
Sall, P. (Fruiterers’ tokens), 77.290–1
Sands, J. (Auctioneers’ tokens), 79.222, pl.
Sanford Saltus (John) medal, revised rules, 76.402–3
—, medallists, 80.246
SARGENT, T.J. The Big Problem of Small Change, 

rev., 76.394–5
—. The big problem of small change, read; 77.357
SAWYER, A., From Gothic to Roman: letterforms on 

the Tudor coinage, read; 74.246
Scaiffe, J.D., death, 75.216, 220
Sceattas, early type, 72.164–7, pl.
—, fi nds, 79.22–27
—, porcupines, Franeker–phase, 79.14–17

—, primary series, mints, 71.34–48
—, —, circulation areas, 74.1–19
—, series J, 76.159–70
—, series R with runic legend EPA, 77.49–70
—, series W, 75.1–17
Schneider, H., 71.150, 72.218–19, 73.209–10
Schneider, J., 73.210
Schulman, H., 73.210
Scotland, coinage, research, 73.137–47, pls.
—, 1707–64, 72.115–34
—, Crux Pellit coinage, 78.138–76, pl.
—, currency, 1638–51, 77.230–45
—, fi nds (16c), 72.176–80
—, fractional coins (13–14c), 71.167–8, pl.
—, Viking invaders, currency, 77.135–43, 79.60–2
Scott, J.G. Exh, 71.213, 214
SCREEN, Elina. Anglo-Saxon law and numismatics: a 

reassessment in the light of Patrick Wormald’s 
The Making of English Law, 77.150–72

—. New moneyers in Æthelred II’s Benediction Hand 
type, 77.270–6

—. The early Anglo-Saxon coin fi nds in Norway, read; 
79.304

Seaby (B.A.) Ltd., 71.155
Seaby, H.A., 71.155
Seaby, P.J., 71.155
SEBIRE, Heather. The currency of medieval 

Guernsey: evidence from the Lihou excavations, 
read; 75.220

Selby, B.G. (Auctioneers’ tokens), 79.225
SELGIN, G. Charles Wyatt, manager of the Parys 

Mine mint: a study in ingratitude, 75.113–20
—. Matthew Boulton and the reform of Great 

Britain’s coinage: myths and reality, read; 76.401
—. Good money: Birmingham button makers, the Royal 

Mint, and the beginnings of modern coinage, rev., 
79.293–5

Senior, M.P., 71.155
Sergeant Son & Richardson (Auctioneers’ tokens), 

79.220, 226, pl.
Sharman, R.S., 71.155
SHARP, M.B., 71.152
—. An Edgar Reform penny of Axbridge, 71.161
—. Rev., SCBI 56: The J.P. Mass Collection, 72.218
—. Proposed union with Scotland, 1604, 74.186–7, pl.
—. Rev., The Hammered Silver Coins produced at the 

Tower during the reign of Elizabeth I, 77.351
Sharp, T. (Tokens, 18c), 71.130–2
Shearman, T. (Auctioneers’ tokens), 79.226, pl.
Sherborne & Dorsetshire Bank (Tokens, 18c), 

75.132–41
Shirley-Fox, J.S., 71.146
Shortt, H. de S., 73.210
Shrewsbury, mint (Henry I), 79.77
Shropshire, fi nd (16–17c), 72.180–3
Shrubsall, W. (Fruiterers’ tokens), 77.290–1
Shudy Camps, fi nds (17c), 78.258–60
Sibton, fi nds (15–16c), 72.175, pl.
Sign names: ‘Anchor & Hope’, 78.259–60
— ‘Golden Fleece’, 79.207–8
Sihtric Caoch, coinage, 76.223–5, pls.
SILLS, J. Gaulish and early British gold Coinage, rev., 

75.200–1
—. Coinage and warfare in the ancient and modern 

world, read; 75.220 
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—. Rev., Celtic coinage: new discoveries, new discussion, 
77.342–3

SIMMONS, Frances. Rev., Royal Commemorative 
Medals 1837–1977, Vol. 1, 79.296–7

—. Rev., Designing change: the art of coin design, 
79.297–9

—. Rev., Medals of dishonour, 80.240–2
Simon, Thomas (Charles II, patterns, Petition crown), 

75.91–112, pls.
SIMPSON, A.D.C. Weights and Measures in Scotland, 

rev., 75.206–7
Sinclair, May, 71.156
Sindrey, J. (Tokens, 17c), 78.256
Single-fi nds, interpretation, 75.50–62
Skidmore, J. & Son (Tokens, 18c), 77.246–63
Skidmore, P. (Tokens, 18c), 77.246–7, 257–62; 80.201
Skinner, J. (Fruiterers’ tokens), 77.288–9, 292
Skipton, Skipton Bridge, fi nd 1997 (13–14c), 

71.168–70
Slot (hoof-print), privy mark, 80.199–201
Small change (14–15c), 77.192–4
SMART, Veronica. The hidden invaders: continental 

moneyers in tenth-century England, read; 76.401
Smith, Adam (Tokens, 18c), 72.151–2, 163
—, R. (Medals, Naval, 1805), 80.202
Snellenburg, H.H., 71.150–1
Snelling, G.F., death, 75.216, 220
Snicking (Henry I), 79.98–9
SNOWMAN, Janet. The coronation medals of George 

III, read; 77.357
Somer, H. (London mint), 76.305
Somerville, G.G., death, 77.355, 357
Spain, gold coins, England (15–16c), 77.216–17
Spencer, H. (Auctioneers’ tokens), 79.224–5
Spink & Son Ltd., 71.155–6
—. Coins of Scotland, Ireland and the Islands, rev., 

74.237–8
Spotswood, J. (Fruiterers’ tokens), 77.290–1
SPUFFORD, P. From mines to currency, 1150 to 

1750, read; 76.402
Stack, W. (Naval medals, 1813), 80.204–5
Stamford, mint (Henry I), 79.77
Stephen, type 7, 76.242–302, pls., 77.279–81
STEVENS, P. Imperial and colonial coinages, 

73.148–60
—. The reformation of the coinage of Madras early in 

the nineteenth century, 74.121–44
Stevenson, R.B.K., 73.211
STEWARTBY, Lord, honorary member, 71.209–10
—. Rose ryals of James I, 1605–17, 71.87–90
—. Two early coins of Richard II, 72.174, pl.
—. Lawrence and his successors, 73.98–106, pls.
—. John Gloag Murdoch, 1830–1902, 73.186–90
—. Edward Boar’s Head halfpence, 74.183–4, pl.
—. Robert Vi, 75.172–3
—. Halfgroats of the middle period of Henry VI, 

76.344–5
—. Some late Richard nobles, 77.281–2
—. Rev., Coinage and History in the North Sea World 

c.AD 500–1250, 77.343–5
—. A farthing of Henry VII with mintmark, 78.245–6
—. The 1533 issue of James V placks, 78.246–8
—. The date of Edward IV’s mintmark cinquefoil, 

79.236–8
—. The coinage of John Baliol, 80.107–30, pls.

STOCKER, M. ‘A very satisfactory series’: the 1933 
New Zealand coinage designs, 75.142–60, pls.

—. The New Zealand ‘Waitangi’ crown of 1935, 
80.176–88

STODDART, Phyllis. The nineteenth-century 
campaign medal, read; 72.228

Stone, A.G., death, 72.228
Strauss, R., 71.151
Stride, H.G., 73.211
Studio Coins, 71.155
Styring, J.D. (Auctioneers’ tokens), 79.225
Sunday School medals, Birmingham, 1835, 79.249–50
Swann, H.S., death, 78.298
Symonds, H., 71.151
SYMONS, D.J., awarded a PhD, 76.400
—. A note on two continental sterlings, 72.171–2, pl.
—. Rev., Markets in early medieval Europe, 74.232–4
—. Rev., The Durham Mint, 74.236–7
—. Rev., Medieval money matters, 75.201–2
—. A pass for the ‘Birmingham Theatre’, 1774, 

76.312–22
—. Rev., Numismatic guide to British and Irish printed 

books, 76.395–7
—. The mint of Aylesbury, 77.173–89, pl.
—. A Druids’ medal of 1806, 77.297–301
—. Rev., Cobs, Pieces of Eight and Treasure Coins, 

77.351–2
—. A Birmingham miscellany (1), 79.246–50
—. Rev., Good money: Birmingham button makers, the 

Royal Mint, and the beginnings of modern 
coinage, 79.293–5

—. A Birmingham miscellany (2), 80.151–65, pls.

Taffs, H.W., 71.151
TAIT, F. Improving the coinage: the records of the 

Soho Mint, 1792–1850, read; 80.248
Tait & Bird (Auctioneers’ tokens), 79.225, pl.
TALBOT, J., The coinage of the Iceni: new 

information from a die study of the complete 
coinage, read; 78.298 

—. Before Boudicca: the Wickham Market hoard and 
the middle phase gold coinage of East Anglia, 
80.1–23, pls.

Tamworth, mint (Henry I, Profi le/Cross Fleury type), 
78.235–6

Tarrant, W. (Naval medals, British, 1805), 80.203
TATE, J. Two denarius hoards from Birnie, Moray, 

appendix 2: examination of two counterfeit 
coins from hoard 1, 76.21–25

Tatler, G.L.V., 73.211
Tealby, fi nd 1807 (12c), 78.211–12
Temple type coins (Viking invaders), 75.36–8
Thames & Severn Canal Co. (Tokens, 18c), 71.122, 

80.166–7
Thetford, mint (Henry I), 79.77
THOMPSON, R.H. Exh, 74.247, 77.358
—. Contents of the British Numismatic Journal, 71.211
—. Tokens and paranumismatica to 1700, 73.161–8, 

pls.
—. Daniel Defoe, son of a token-issuer, 76.353–6
—. Rev. Hotels and Public Houses in the county of 

Lincolnshire: token coins . . ., 76.397
—. Octagonal tokens from Wapping found near Shudy 

Camps, Cambridgeshire, and associated fi nds, 
78.258–60
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THOMPSON, R.H. (cont.)
—. Rev., The Galata guide to the farthing tokens of 

James I & Charles I, 78.290
—. The Golden Fleece in Britain, 79.199–212
—. SCBI 59: The Norweb . . . Tokens . . . Part VII: City 

of London, rev., 79.290–1
—. Rev., Tokens and Commemorative Medals of 

Cheshire since 1820, 79.295
—. Privy mark ‘slot’ on royal farthing tokens, 

80.199–201
—. Rev., Biographical dictionary of British and Irish 

numismatics, 80.238
Thorncombe, fi nd 1999–2000 (16–17c), 72.99–100
Thorpe & Son (Auctioneers’ tokens), 79.222, pl.
Thorpe Thewles, fi nd 1932 (12c), 75.169–72
Tidenham, fi nd 1999 (16–17c), 72.100–3
Tiree, fi nd 1782 (10–11c), 78.210
—, fi nd 1787 (12–13c), 78.212–13
Tiverton (Cheshire), fi nd 2000 (11c), 71.162–4
Tokens, issued by auctioneers, 79.213–28
—, issued by Fruiterers of London, 77.286–92
—, representing a Golden Fleece, 79.206–10
—, research, 73.161–8, pls.
—, 18–19c, research, 73.169–74, pls.
—, 18c, 74.68–83, 160–74
—, 18c, by Jorden, 71.119–35
—, 18c, by Skidmore, 77.246–63
—, 18c, by Westwood/Hancock consortium, 80.166–75
Tooley, N., 71.156
Transactions (Anglo-Saxon law), 77.157–60
Trennery (Michael) Coins, 71.156
Trowbridge, mint (11c), 71.77
Troy weight, 76.239–40, 78.182–99
Truso (Janów Pomorski), fi nds 2006–7 (9c), 79.35–42
TUNGATE, Sue. Matthew Boulton and the art of 

making money, rev., 80.239
—. The Soho Mint: from copper to customer, read; 

80.248
Turnbull, J. (Royal Mint, robbery), 76.357–9
Turner, W. (Fruiterers’ tokens), 77.289, 291
Tutbury, fi nd 1831, exh, 80.248

ULMSCHNEIDER, K. Markets in early medieval 
Europe, rev., 74.232–4

Vale Coins, 71.156
‘Vale of York’ fi nd 2007 (9–10c), 78.228–34
VALENZE, Deborah. The Social Life of Money in the 

English Past, rev., 79.291–2
VAN ALFEN, P.G. A Simple Souvenir: coins and 

medals of the Olympic Games, rev., 75.211
Varnham, R.P., 71.156
Vaughan, Sir W., 79.205–6
VELDE, F.R. The Big Problem of Small Change, rev., 

76.394–5
—. The big problem of small change, read; 77.357
Venerable Order of Druids see Druids (Ancient 

Order of)
Venice, soldini, circulation, England, 79.186–98
Verity, J., 71.157
VICE, D. Rev., Money of the Caribbean, 78.291–3
Victoria, Conquered Province mule, 72.158–9
—, young head, bronze pennies, die-linking, 71.174–6
—, —, —, reverse variations, 76.359–63

Viking invaders, coinage, 71.49–59, 75.18–43, 76.204–
26, pls., 77.119–49

—, currency, 79.43–71
—, metalwork found near Dublin, 77.146–7, pl.
Volume of currency (8c), 79.4–6
Vosper, M., 71.157

Wade, J. (Coin-weights), 71.118
Wainwright & Laver (Auctioneers’ tokens), 79.225
Wales, Viking invaders, currency, 77.130–2, 79.60–2
Walker, J. (d.1675), 71.104–5, pl.
Wallace, Sir William (Tokens, 18c), 72.150–1
Walsh, J., 71.153
Walters, F.A., 71.151
Waltham (Great), fi nds 1999–2001, 74.175–8
Wapping, Green Bank, tokens (17c), 78.258–60
Ware, T.G.W. see Webb Ware, T.G.
Wareham, mint (11c), 71.81
—, mint (Henry I), 79.78
WARHURST, Margaret. Four seventeenth-century 

coin hoards from Congleton, Cheshire, 
71.91–110, pl.

Warwick, mint (Stephen type 7), 77.279–81
Weaver & Moore (Auctioneers’ tokens), 79.226
Webb, H, 71.151
Webb, J. (Tokens, 18c), 71.130
WEBB WARE, T.G. Two notes on Stephen BMC type 

7, 77.279–81
—. Some late Richard nobles, 77.281–2
Webster, W.J., 71.155
Weight, W.C., 71.157
Weights and weighing, England (8c), 79.6–8
—,—, c.1000–1320, 76.227–41, 78.177–99
Wellesley-Pole, W., 3rd earl of Mornington, 72.184–7
WELLS, N. Ending with a bang or a whimper? Coin 

use in fi fth-century Britain, read; 79.304
Wells, W.C., 71.151, 73.209
Werge, R. (Tokens, 17c), 78.254–7
WERGE-HARTLEY, A. A token-issuing mercer of 

Witney, 78.254–7
Wheeler, E.H., 71.151
Wherrett, T., death, 80.248
Whichilow, J. (Fruiterers’ tokens), 77.290, 292
White, C. (Auctioneers’ tokens), 79.222–4, pl.
White, D.P., death, 80.247
White, F. & Son (Auctioneers’ tokens), 79.224, pl.
Whittindale & Potter (Auctioneers’ tokens), 79.219, pl.
Whitting, P.D., 73.211–12
WHITTLESTONE, A. Royal Commemorative Medals 

1837–1977, Vol. 1, rev., 79.296–7
Whitton, C.A., 71.151
WHITMORE, J. Rev., Public House Tokens in England 

and Wales c.1830–c.1920, 75.207–8
—. The Token Collectors Companion, rev., 77.352–3
—. Auctioneers’ tokens, 79.213–28, pls.
Wichiloe, J. see Whichilow, J.
WICKENDEN, N. A hoard of staters of Cunobelin 

and Dubnovellaunos from Great Waltham, 
Essex, 74.175–8

Wickham Market, fi nd 2008–9, 80.1–23, pls.
WILKINSON, W. The Hammered Silver Coins 

produced at the Tower during the reign of 
Elizabeth I, rev., 77.351

William I, fi nds, 71.162–4
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William, earl of Gloucester, Lion coinage, 71.71–86, 
pls.

WILLIAMS, G. Coin-brooches of Edward the 
Confessor and William I, 71.60–70, pl.

—. An enigmatic coin from eighth-century 
Northumbria, 71.158–60

—. Two small hoards of William I, 71.162–64, pl.
—. More Late Anglo-Saxon and Norman coin 

jewellery, 76.337–9
—. Coinage and History in the North Sea World 

c.AD 500–1250, rev., 77.343–5
—. Burgred ‘Lunette’ type E reconsidered, 78.222–7
—. The coins from the Vale of York Viking hoard: 

preliminary report, 78.228–34
—. Early Anglo-Saxon gold coinage, read; 78.298
—. Anglo-Saxon gold coinage, Part 1: the transition 

from Roman to Anglo-Saxon coinage, 80.51–75
—. The Tutbury hoard of 1831, read; 80.248
WILLIAMS, J. Coin inscriptions and the origins of 

writing in pre-Roman Britain, 71.1–17, pl.
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